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790205
PROBLEMS AND DEVELOPmeNTS IN

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE NOISE RESEARCH

by

T.Prlede

Automotive Group
Institute of Sound and Vibration Eesearch

University of Southampton
U.K.

In comparison, electric battery vehicles where

ABSTRACT the energy source, i.e. the battery unit, is about

50% of the vehicle weight its fuelling process, i.e.

The paper critically reviews the requirements charging, is extremely slow. If at any time

for internal combustion raciprocatlng engines to electric vehicles are envlsaged for private use the

meet present and future noise legislations according load capacity of the electric wiring system to all

to their specific road vehicle applications, private dwellings would have to be increased ten-
It reviews the significance oE tile vlbratlnn fold and even _hen it would never equal the conveni-

characteristics of structure elements in relation to once of oil.

the combustion systems employed and attempts to Regarding the internal combustion engine itself,

identify tile importance of the balance between it can be stated that it has one of the highest
mechanical and combustion induced noise in engines specific power outputs for its size and weight; the

falling into specific categories, design is extremely simple and cheap and the overall
econon_ is good. In comparison with gas turbines

whicb may be considered as a compe_itor_ the
reciprocating engine is also super*or _n transient

response charaoterlsties which are essential in

road transportation.
The main reasons why environmental considera-

tions regarding noise and emissions are so essential
at present is chat road vehicles have multiplied to
such enormous numberss so that the total quantity of

omissions are threatening life on earth while noise
has become unbearable to the con_unlty.

The engineers, therefore, are faced again with

an almost impossible demand and _hus over the last

IN ENGINEERING EVOLUTION only those products which decade challenging research and development has

show a rmarhed superiority in all aspects tend to been initiated co evolve engines which would be
obtain a wide use in practice. It is for such environmentally acceptable.. As will he shown by

reasons that the internal combustion reciprocating the papers presented in this conference the studies
engine, based on Otto and Diesel cycles, almost of the diesel engine noise are made from every

exclusively power road vehicles. Thee= engines, conceivable aspect and includ_ advanced analytical
built in a wide range of size and power satisfy and experimental techniques in vlbration_ acoustics

all the road _ransportation requirements, namely and even the application of advanced optical methods
for private cars which are mainly fitted with high in vibration studies. In considering such a wide

speed gasoline engines providing a high power to range of efforts there is no reason to doubt that
vehicle weight ratio of 60 to 80 EP per ton while the required aims will be readily achieved.
for public service and commercial vehicles larger In this paper no single solution is put forward
and slower speed diesel engines are fitted where to achieve these aims, but some of the more problems-
power to vehicle weight ratio of only 6 to g ]|P tic areas are highlighted and discussed with the

per ton is required, general intention of contributing to their better
There are many reasons for the success of the understanding,

internal combustion engine. One o_ the most
important is the availability of the oil. which VEHICLE NOISE LEGISLATION AND ENGINE NOISE

apart from water remains the second most plentiful

fluid on earth. The oil has all the essentlal . During the fifties there were great advances
properties required for road transportation_ namely rmade in automotive diesel engine development, It

the high energy content for its volume and mass; was found that automotive diesel engines could be

therefore the fuel to.do to he only a small fraction satisfactorily run at higher speeds and higher

of the total vehicle weight even for radii of speelflc loads, tllusconsiderably improving the
operat'ion up to 500 miles. The rate of fuelling of specific power output. Although Uaimler Benz

road vehlcle8 at the service station is also very successfully introduced a high speed diesel engine

fast - th_ ene=gy filling proces8 being equivalent in a car before the war= it was not until the

to an output of a small power station, fifties that a widespread development of the high

SAE_-Yg/Sg/$02,S0
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Fig. i - Legisla_ion and subjective assessments Fig. 3- Typical vehicle layouts

speed diesel engine for vans and ligh_ induscrlal The de,ailed investigations on tlm origins of

applications also _ook place. The noise of the road vehicle noise (2) have shown that noise

automotive truck diesel engines produced before radiated by the engine surfaces in various vehicles
1950. running at moderate speed_ was around 98 to is the _in contributor, gincn there are slgniflcan_

IOO dgA measured at a distance of 1 metre. By 1960 differences in _he legislated levels the question is.
the engines were running much faster with often large _s the indivldu_l vehlcle in a particular group

bore co _troke ratios and the noise levels reached quleter because of a quieter engine, or is i_ due

_ 103 co 107 dgA. The resul_ was an appreciable to basic principles of veblele design?
increase of vehicle noise. $1milor _rends could be Figure 2 shows the test bed overall noise at

_ noted also i_ gasoline car engine developments. I me_re dis_ance from tile side of the engine, of a

It ks for these reasons _ha_ in the mid-sixties the large n_ber of englnes running at rated conditions J

first noise legislations were introduced which up (maximum speed and load) and classified in the i
co da_e have remained virtually =he same• The various vehicle categories. The data presented are
present European Economic Co_uni=y nolse legislation from the engines measured a_ ISVR and AVL Laboratorles_
for road vehicles is illustrated in Figure 1 togetber Tile mean values of noise are as follows: [

witl_ subjective assessments of vehicle noise (i)*. Group i. - Truck diesel engines above
The IgO vehicle _est procedurs (i.e. ths vehicle 200 HP - 102.4 dBA

noise quoted) ensures _he maximum engine noise Group 2. - Truck diesel engines below
(usually ac full speed, full load) under steelers- 200 lIP - iO1.8 dBA

=lag conditions. As can be seen =he legislated Group 3. - Van high speed diesel engines - IOl dBA
noise depend on =he vehicle type and from the graph Group 4. - Ear gasoline engines 99 dB

it can be _educed that trucks and buses would be As can be seen the mean levels between various

_a=e6 by the co_unlty as 'extremely noisy' while diesel engine groups only differ by 1.4 dgA. Also
cars and vans rated 'noisy i. The legislation is _he mean noise level of _he gasoline engines is only

usually based on practically observed data - trucks 2 dBA quleter _ban _he diesel engines.

have been [send noisier than ears and therefore It may be concluded that differences of the

• they have been pe_itted blgher levels of noise noise vehicle groups is mainly due to principles of
vehiele design. The relevant f_atures of various

* No,ere _n parentheses designate References at vehicles are illus_rated sehe_tically in Figure 3.
end of paper.
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Sound PressureLevel atlmetro

I el7,5metre

200 250 300 350 50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 EO 100 150 200
BH.P BH_ B.H,P BHP

HeavyTruck Engines Nedium_uck Engines HighSpeed[.D.LVan g Car Gasoline Car Engines
(8 -15litre } [4-6 litre ) Engines [1,5_3 lilro] (l.25-3.Biitre}

o Normally aspirated in line D.Lengine& • Turbochorgedin line LDLengines.
• Turbochargedin lineD.L engines. = Twostroke DI, engines,

;; v Normallyasplroted'V'form D,Iengines. _ Gasolineengines.
a Normallyaspiraled In line LD.Lengines,

:!_ Fig. 2 - Attenuatlo_ _ engine noise by vehicle structure and distance

AS can be seen trucks have a high ground clearance, These values of at_enuatlon are shot_ in Figure 2 !the engiae is more exposed and the vehicle also and correspond to values which are imposed by pre_ent

_;i provides little attenuation of noise, in buses no/so legislation.vnns and c_r8 the vehicle body provides considerable Figure 2 shows that there is a considerable
_ shielding of engine noise and also the ground variation in the noise levels of the various engines
_I clearance is considerably smaller, in the various groups and this variation is not only

Investigationson the ISVR open air pad have due co particular engine design features but also
shown thac attenuatlon with d_sCance from I metre _o a great extent to _he manufacturer's choice Of
to 7.5 metres also depends on engine size. For rated engine conditions,
large engines attenuation of noise is about 12 d_A, Ic has _Iso been found _ha= in vehicles where
far medium size engines 13 dgA, while for small noisier engines are installed the vehicle
hlgh speed diesel and gasoline engines about 14 _o manufacturer had _o incorporate in the vehicle
15 dgA. design some noise reducing features,e.g. partial

The general attenuation of engine noise shielding.
measured as the nois_ on the _est bed at i metre Figure I also shows the de_ails of g.E.C,
distance less the noise from the vehicle, with no girecclveNo. 77/212/EEC regarding the legislated
specific acoustic tr_atment_ at 7,5 metres is as [ev_Is for 1980, _rucks_ vans _nd cars h_ve to
follows : obtain a further 3 to 4 dgA reductionof noise.

Large truck engines above 200 HP - 12 dBA _i_ requirer_nt doe_ no_ present vans and cars
Hedlum truck engines below 200 gP - i3 dgA _Lth any _o_nidable probge_, bu_ _or trucks, i£
Large truck engine in a bus or coach - 15 dgA present engines are used, signi_icsn_ shielding
Hedium size truck engine in a bus techniques will be required. Buses require the

or coach - 16 dgA greatest reductions,namely 7 - 8 dgA, bug this is
Vans - 16 dBA possible to achieve since bus designs lead more
cars - 19 dgA readily to complete engine enclosure schemes.



The ultimate legislation envisaged is expected vibration in particular frequency regions.

to be from E0 dBA for trucks down to about 75 dEA Based on these consid_ratlons it is pvssible

for _ars and vans. In order Co achieve an elegant Co simplify thn engine system and to describ_ it by
solution to thla problem ic can be easily estlmaced only two basic structure elements as illustrated in

from the data given in Figure 2 that future engine Figure 5. These area-

noise _hould no_ exceed 93 dEA at its rated (A) The internal load carrying structure, i.e.

conditions. _liS figure can be considered as a piston connecting rod-crankshaft system, and

target at which present engine designers must aim, (g) Outer load carrying cylinder block structure,

AUTOHOTIVE ENGINE STRUCTORE
2 _ i pggpq._

:!_ The predominant noise of the automotive engine Pg-_-- Umdirectio,01exci1_,gforcesduri_theperle0

lles in the frequency band from 900 to 2000 gz which _ _otndTOO¢_po.siblo

is determined by the vibration of various structure _<_=_' 5I_mb_tion____ Md__ elements of the engin_ which thus determine the
characteristics of radla_ed noise, o Revetsi_eforces in the!_ crankm_honism

_' Figure 4 illustrates schematically the four _ resp_si_efo¢

major elements of the automotive engine system. _t:.-:. m_hcr_cclly _duceOThese are t- no_se.

,,r (a) combustlonchamber,
:! (b) the moving parts, mechanieally separated Runnin9 ct_os

from the _in structure by running clearances I

namely - crankshaft, connecting rods. pistons,

:_ timing system and valve gear.
(c) load carrying structure, cylinder block,

._ crankcase and cylinder head (either integral
or separate, casketed or plain machined

rmating surfaces) and Fig, 5 - Engine structure and equivsIent system
(d) covers and accessories (sump, valve cover,

i_ timing eoverp bellhouslng, injection pump, _le internal load carrying structure is
water pump, ate). mechanically separated from the main outer load

carrying structure by running clearances. A simple

equlvalenc system of the engine thus can b_ developed
as shotrn in Figure 5(b) illustrating the principle
exciting forces which are responsible for the

_.j J*i icl ql* generation of vibration and noise. The outer

] _ _--_ elastic load carrying structure provides locationat _'_" '""'/ for che piston and crankshaft represented as two

o sse. oinodtogetborbyamprlng.
lot there are =we major forces which are responsible

for the engine structure vibration and the emitted

noise, namely unidirectional forces, (P) and

reversible forces, (P).
_" _c-_.±_ _.,c_sct--_ _,=d__,-_ COMBUSTION INDUCED NOISE - UNIDIRECTIONAL

FORGE EXCITATION - Unidirectional forces, (F)

*--_._t_ illustrated in Figure 6, are only important in the

vicinity of TOO on the compression stroke and are

produced from compression and the subsequent pressure
rise resulting frem combustion. T_e clearances i_

Fig. 4 - Elemen_s of reciprocating engine the vertical direction for the equivalent mass of

piston, connecting rod and crankshaft are take_ up

Each of the elements is capable of vibration by Chess forces and a linear vibratory system results.

at Ice natural frequency if an impulsive force Is Since during this period the force does not change

applied to Ic and thus contributes Co the charaoteri- its dlreccion, any appreciable vibration can only be

stlcs of resultant noise, produced if there is a rapid change in the magnitude

In practice the effect of the gas oscillations of the force.

(element (a)) Which are induced by rapid pressure As shown by the Cyplcal diagrams the rapid
rise resulting from combl_stion in the engine cylinder change in the magnitude is produced by the onset of

can be incorporated in the force time history of combustion in the engine cylinder and thus can be

the exciting fores a_d can therefore be considered defined as eo_bustlon induced noise. The gas force

as part of the basic exciting force. The covers (Pg) excites the top part of the engine structure
(element (d))are attached to basic load carrying (i.e. cylinder head) while the lower part of the

structure (element (c)) and thus are excited by structure is excited by Clte combined gas fores and

vibratory forces of the main load carrying structure, inertia force, i.e. Pg + Pi. Investigations have

The covers mainly resposd to the characteristics of shown (3) Chat in this period engine structure

the load carmpi,g structure although their own excitation Is similar CO a simple linear sprlng mass

natural frequency, CO SO_e extent, amplifies

4



system and its vibration can he represented by the
equation :- i

H_ + Cx + gx = oct)

(Unidirectional force excitation)

1Y

• _, Pg+P*

-g-
! _j_Nifled S_J_, 8GS¢ POUOl)O_.

1 Pg - gas f_'ce. _3
P, - inerlia force. _

Pig. 6 - Schematic representation of combustion
induced noise

ThiB is illustrated in Figure 7, which shows
the cylinder pressurediagram of a six cylinder 210
diesel engine at lOOO tev/min and the corresponding r force specfr'un Pg
cylinder head displacement and resultant noise 2OOF-
emitted by the cylinder head, 01 force acting

t m lgC

'- _ =,
IOC_ " ' of

i on pislon
-'_ O-

_= :-_/ t@- ' ? Vibration of

b_ _"_CZi_ur'_ ,nterna,sfr_cture
_F g Inaet pressure 10 100 1000 10,000

Frequency Hz

T:
Jr , , _

Fig, 8 - Force spectra acting on structure

d-'& _._; .,l_=l-_,_-. "LIJ_'_[_ "'l't/_'l_ Assessment of exciting propensities by

...... .pe°tralsna,ysioo cp.nderprossur°deve,op°eotNol=e _ln fromcyllnderhcoo was proposed by Auston and Priede in I958 (4) whichenabled the amount of combustionnoise and its

characteristics to be determined independent of

Fig. 7 - Combustion induced cylinder head excitation engine structure. It also led to explanationsofthe basic reasons for the increase of noise with

The cylinder head deflects according _o the engine speed, load and other operating parameters,
shape of the exciting gas force (PB). Superimposed This technique is now widely adopted to assess the

noise making potential of various combustionsystems
on this deflection are vibrations 0£ tilecylinder
head at it_ natural frequency (complementary and has led to the prediction of engine noise from
£unction mx * c_ + kx - o) coinciding with the onset basic design parameters (5).
of the rapid pressure rise resulting from combustion. A typical analysis of a direct injection diesel
This vlb_ation of the cylinder head reflects clearly engine cylinder pressure development is shown in
in the emitted noise. Figure 8. This spectrum represents the exciting

I
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propensities of the force Pg (shown in Figure 6) place from investigations carried out on impulsive

which is applied to the top part of the engine st gas force. This technique was originally conceived
structure, by Alcock of Ricardo (7) and has since been

The cylinder pressure spectrum shows a developed by ISVR where it is being frequently

distinct peak at around B000 llzwhich is due to used for the study of characteristics of automotive

: cylinder pressure oscillations induced by the engine structures and it represents one of the mostrapid pressure rise resulting from ignition of the realistic forms of rig test.

i; premlxed part of the fuel/air mixture. Tile

" frequency of pressure oscillations for direct

' injection engines is determined by the bore diameter

':;_ and the temperature in the combustion chamber (6)

_! as shown in Figure 9.

i,; %

!i; _ 15(- 1000,C/, _ . _o

!i sc
_, 1000 2000 3000 _000 5000
_ Frequency Hz

_ Fig. 9 - Relation between bore s gas temperature

iil! and cylinder pressure oscillations Fig. Io - Structure vibration resultlng from

combustion pulse
For automotive size engines of up to 140 nan

bore diameter cylinder pressure oscillations Figure iOA illustrates typical results. _le

;'_i con=ribute very little to the tetal engine noise top oscillogram (a) indicates the cylinder pressure
." and its characteristics since tlm frequency (3500 time history which also acts as a time datum. Below

f_}_ to 5000 Hz)'is too high in comparison with the it are sbown the resulting vibration of the pistonpredominant frequency response region of the' (b), connecting rod (c), main bearing caps (d) and

_: structure. On larger engines from about 7 litres outer surface of the crankcase (e). It can be seen

per cylinder capacity the noise due to pressure that the crank mechanism completes approximatelyoscillations forms a significant pare of the engine one cycle of oscillation before the crankcase starts ;!
noise, to move showing that tbe piston, connecting rod and

*i On some automotive size IDI engines, where crankshaft are vibrating at their own natural

i_ communicating passage between the prechamber and frequencies and thus are contributing to a great
_J the space above piston offers little restriction extent to the characteristics of the emltEed

_ llelmholz type gas oscillations can occur in the engine noise. The vibration spectra of the internal
_i frequency range between 1BOO to 3000 gz, On such struct_are shown in Figure lOB consists of two pre-

engines this combustion noise is clearly audible dominant frequencies; i000 and 1800 gz, The same
and may even constitute the predominant noise ac two frequencies are noticeable in the crankcase
that frequency, vibration except that the spectrum is generally

The peak amplitude of the force acting on the broader with a considerably larger number of peaks

piston (Pg + PI), which subsequently acts on the (number of natural frequencies is substantially

lower part of the structure, has lower peak amplitude increased by various modes of crankcase cylinder
_ than the gas force Pg since the inertia force acts in block vibration).
_; the opposite direction to the gas force. The inertia From these experiments it can be concluded

force mainly contains the low frequency harmonics so tha_ the force spectrum (Pc) acting on the crankcase

the spectrum of the Fg + Pl (expressed per unit at its main bearings should contain the oscillating
piston area) only differs from the gas force characteristics of the internal structure as

:_ spectrum in the low frequency range as shown in illustrated in Figure 8.

:i' Figure 8. Since the force P + PI is transmitted Figure 11 shows a computer plot of the time
_! via piston connecting rod an_ crankshaft to tile domain development of tile engine block vibration

/i. main load carrying structure of the engine at its resulting from the impulsive gas load. The
main bearings it is modified by the resultant vibration of tile crankcase is considerably delayed

complex vibration of this internal structure, and and only after about 1.2 m/sac from the time
There is some evidence that this actually takes of the initiation of the load does vibration of any

significance develop throughout the block structure.

6
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Fig. ii - Propagation of transien_ excitation Fig. 12 - Characteristics of noise of production

and experimental 2-litre IDI engines

There is further practical evidence that the
internal structure vibration (i.e, piston connecting at around 1600 llz, _tls component is more marked

rod and crankshaft) is the main factor which from the front of the engine (2 dg higher)

controls the predominant frequency region of the suggesting _be radiation of noise from the front

noise of the engine. Presently, agtemp_s to reduce pulley which is rigidly attached to the crankshaft.

engine noise are made msinly by improvements to =he Figure 13 compares one-_hlrd octave band noise
design of the stationary Outer load carrying spectra of two 8-11ire direct _njectlon truck

st:ructure (element c in Plgure 4) while using the engines: a production engine and an experimental

same internal running parts. So far ten different englne_where substantial changes have been made to

experimental engines have been designed and built the design of load carrying structure, In this

at ISVR on this principle and it generally provided instance s split crankcase design was employed in

worthwhile reductions of overall engine noise, the experimental engine forming an integral bearing

None of the engines, however, showed a significant b_dplate and thus crankshaft support replacing the

change in the noise characteristics, as in all conventional bearing caps was considerably stiffer.

cases the predominant frequency range of the engine Crankcase and cylinder block wall_ were lined with
noise remained the _ame. 3-ply steel sandwich sheets bonded together by

This is illustrated by two exsmples, Figure 12 synthetic rubber• Again. the predominant noise at

compares one-thlrd octave band noise spectra of two 1250 Ilz is :he same in both engines despite the

2-1itre high speed Igl diesel engines (a) the large reduction of noise (of 8 dgA) which had been

production engine with a conventional cast iron achieved with this design.

engine block and (b) the experimental engine where Figure 14 shows a typical comparison of noise
the engine block was made from thick walled (20 ram) spectra from an engine at dlfferen= microphone

aluminium casting. The natural frequencies of the positions, namely side. front and top. At all

crankcase thus should be slgniflcnntly increased, positions th_ predominant noise i_ the same. i.e.

The hearing caps supporting the cratlkshaft were the IOOO to 1250 Ilz. The shape of the noise spectra
same as in the production engine. Although worth- from the front and top is peskier where the noise
while reductions of noise have bean obtained, the energy is concentrated in much narrower bands

predominant component of the noise remains tile same around these predomlnanc frequencies. From =he



characteristics. This may he due to the sideof
the engine baying a larger area than the front and
top, The crankcase block would contribute to the
noise by its own natural _des o£ vibration, flow
ever, the fact remains that vibration of some

I I I characteristic frequency is radiated from all parts
f PRO0_TIONEN0_NE of the engine structure#stronglysuggesting totted

_,f "_"_ vibration of the outer structure by vibratory forces
_-- /_*_ -- developed in the internal structure,

I _) _--o Regarding low frequency noise of the engine
due to bendlng in its fundamental _de, Oohiai (g)

'I ' "_//-_:-- - _ bas clearly demonstrated from theoretlcai and

_ /[/ _XPERIMEN_LENGINE_[_-_-... experimental analysis that the engine fundamental_1 [ ] [ I _ [ " bending mode is closely associated with the torsional

III  ibr tioosofthe°ranksbof.(i ..nalsir.crete).MICROPHONE1moireFR_ SIDg, By relevant changes to the crankshaft system he has
_ I [ [ I demonstrated a large reduction of low frequency

_'°'- I r-I J/\ V--I - ongln0.oiso,g,ove,<,>o._heothe_bo.db_
_ fundamental engine be0ding noise can he reduced
_81 '- _ by g dg by stiffening the engine structure.

These findings clearly illustrate tile importance
( of optimum _tchtng of tim in_ernaI engine structure
mT( • - wi_h its outer structure, This v_ew has been held

'_ by _ny engineerswith longe_erdence illenglne
._ design and development, but as yet no quantitative

_ _ experimental evldence has been produced.

l [ I [ "'I"_, I _CI_NICALLY RNDDCED NOISE - _VE_IBLE FORCE
100 2_ _0 10_ 2_0 _ 10_ EXCITATION

;i FrequencyHZ
MICROPHONgImetreFR_ FRONT Reversible forces (F) which change direction

_1 are produced by the engine crank mechanism and
associated inertia forces as illustrated in Figure 15.

Fig. 13 - Characteristicsof noise of production
and experimental 8-titre DI engines

F F

RO

/.Ill tl "'51g _ r

m

( >,'QJ.LII• . COMPR_S[ON _TR_K_ EX_N_N _TRO_E

, !_'_'_,_- ,., .--.,_,_

6C - - I [ [ Fig. it-Schematic showing forces producing
I mechanical noise

_ue_y gz Although theee forces change in magnitude_
the rate of change £s too low to induce any
appreciable vibration amplitudes in the comparatively
stiff (high natural frequency) engine structure,

Fig. 14 - Charaeterietics of noise of 6-litre PI _ese forces, however, accelerate the varlou_
elements of the internal load car_ing structure

eng£ne at various microphone positions across the clearances and thus cause i_acte which

side the noise in this predominant range is of about effectdveIy induce engine structure vibration,
the sa_ level but on either side of the peak it is Figure 16 illustrates tilebasic principles
higher; thus the noise spectrum has broader o£ mechanically induced noise, The equation in

8



this instance is has0d on the fact that transverse that vibration and noise oseillograms which are

mellon is governed by the rate of change of actually observed can contain at the _ame instant
_cceleratlon - effects from both sources of excitation.

Rig tests, where a single snurce of mechsnlcal

"' dF noise is induced in the absence of all the ocher
_ _- =const sources .orally present in an engine, can help i,

understanding many aspects of the generation and

i dF is approximately constant while _he propagatlos of that particular source.

actual co_onent moves across the clearance. For Haddad at ISVR (ll) developed a method for the
rotatlonal part_ the equation is similar except it 81mulatlon of piston slap in a non-runnlng engine.

The method is illustrated in Figure 17 which employs

I is presented in terms of angular acceleratio, (8)and the moment of i,srtla (J) a powerful hydraulle force generator which can
reproduce the actual magnitude of the sideways

piston force diagram.

const

ReversibleforceexcitoHon)

• _ Fo_ce,'llmodioDt:gC_ V|SRATION

.L ."-F
, ,., --_--_ ORSE TRANSDUCER

I

/// ' ,=,.E..OOo_P,STON
_[lanl excil{no fomem

+F_ / '_ _ _ A _ St*AI<ENFORCEIF_ --E'-XCITATION

FOTENTIlL_MERS¥

_ystem, _L_se _(*_. 100__ -IDEALIZED (F)

E / _ -CALCULATED.

Plg. 16 - Mechanically induced noise - _.

Reversible force exclcatlon -2_ _ ---
The result of the acceleration of the moving _ -- j 20 CA4j_,{

components across the clearances is to impart on _ -_OO. . contact, as shown in Figure 15, klneclc energy to

the structure in the form of an inst_ntane0us {b) SIDEWAYS FORCEAROUNO _C.
step load which defends on the time taken for the

impacted the continuing application of the changing

force produces further exclCatlon of the _truccure.

Since there is lubricating oil in the clearances

the movement of components in this manner produces
impulsive hydraulic loads (lO).

Exact classification of the _chanlcally (CISHAKEg OUTPUT FORCEI_)induced noise pre_ents enomous problems and it is

unlikely to be achieved in the near future. In an

engine the various exciting forces occur within Fig. 17 - Piston slap simulation rig
a very short time interval (for example combustion

impulse and subsequent piston impact around TDC on The force is applied _hrou_h a monitoring force
the working cycle), oscillographic studies to transducer to the piston via two back-to-back

ldentify these events can on some engines at connecting rods using the crankshaft as a pivot.

certain conditions lead to a reasonable understandin_ The crankshaft bearings are packed with grease to
but even then, particularly if the study is made on eliminate friction and bearing impacts. Even then
h multicylinder engine the whole picture can be some errors are introduced because of the inertia

_till very confused, For example it was ghetto for forces of the back-to-back connecting rod system
the impulsive gas excitstlon test (combustion noise) and the uncertainty of the hot piston shape, The

that any appreciable onset of vibration on tile piston can be excited at operating frequencies and
engine bloch is substantially delayed due to force characteristics corresponding to any engine

transmi_slon paths thrd_gh the internal structure speed. Subjectively the noise in these tests often
while impact by the piston, acting directly on the is indistlnguishable from the running engine.

block, would be almost instantaneous. This m_ans Figure 18 shows the one-third octave band

I
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spectra of the vibration of the crankcase on tile The rig has been used for the study of the gasoline

runttlng engine on a test bed. Compared with this engine noise phenomena where a very high rate of

spectrum are averaged spectra from all the cylinders increase of noise with speed at the top of the
slapped on n rig with the non-running engine. An engine speed range is commonly observed.(15)

average spectrum is also shown from impulsive gas

load tests (con_stlon noise). As can he seen on this

this particular englne_ in the frequency range

between go0 and igo0 gz, the resultant vibration

is _f equal magnitude whether resulting from piston

_! slag predominates over the combustion induced

iii vibration. The results illustrate that on this
particular engine both sources are of equal

importance which is commonly the case of DI engines. _B5
Elimination of piston slap would only give a .-
marginal reduction of noise (2 to 2,5 dgA) which is

also commonly observed in practice.

I I

," _'_"_Vibr arian

_ Crankshaft only motored ).

:: _' 1000 1500 2000 3oo0 /,000 5000
EngineSpeedrev./min.

i_ _ _ --_" Fig. 19 - Comparison of vibration from crankshaft

oz bearing rig and running engine

_i _ Figure 19 illustrntes tha_ vibration measure-

INgN-RUNNINS ENSlNEI meats on the rig closely represent the vlbra_ion

":_ / nmasured on the runRing engine thus co,flrmlng that

., exciting forces develnp in the main hearing due to

I _ I some irregular movement of the shaft, i.e. similar
100 200 500 1000 2QC_ 5000 10_0D impacts to the piston which are cushioned by an oil

FrequencyHz film. Impulsive oil pressures, however, have been
observed which correlate, CO a reasonable aceuracyp

with the observed vibration and noise. Nigh speed

diesel engines exhibit similar characteristics and
Fig. 18 - Comparison nf vibration spectra from similar trends have been observed _n some Dl truck

running anginal and test rig excitation engines at the top end of the speed range.

The value of the rlg tests is that they c,ahle RELATION BETWEEN COMBUSTION SYSTEH ENGINE DESIGN

the establishment of the effects of important AND EMITTED NOISE
parameters which control the noise. For example_

the in_rease of noise wlth piston clearance has Until reeently the majority of engines were of
been otnd at high engine speeds to be:

:'_ I " d i" _ to 2 while at low engine mpeedst the not'molly aspirated direct in_ection combustion
t_ I _ d3. Emitted noise t as already predicted by type and the noise of the engine was predominantly
i_ controlled by the rapid pressure rise resulting from

:i theoretical considerations, depends on the rate of combustion. The form of the pressure diagram and
_ side force, i.e. (_)(see Figure 16) and at constant

!! maximum amplitude _f F: I _ (_)2. The value of its magnitude, to a first approximation, remain thesome on a degree basis over the whole engine speed
dF can be readily calculated from the known cylinder

_essure development and the.magnitude of inertia range. The characteristics of the gas pressure
forces_ and it can be seen that piston slap noise therefore (shape and foroL of cylinder pressure

_i can follow the same rate of increase of noise with diagram) control th_ rate of increase of force with
speed and the resultant noise (12). Based also on

; speed as combustion induced noise. The r[g tests extensive studies of the effect of bore dlatneter

also enable the study of effect of piston shap_ (hot a,d bore to stroke ratio on DI engine noise (3) the

or cold shape) to be carried out and thus gradually etlgine noise can he expressed in very simple terms
provide the esse,tial in forr_ation in qui_t piston by the following equation.

design, Engine noise intensity _'_Cf. Cs (Nn x gS)
Regarding the noise generation in the mais

bearings, a teat rig at ISVR was jointly developed where Cf defines the level of gas force

with glacier Metal Company. The rig is so desig,ed Cs defines the engine structure

that the engine pistons can he removed_ yet the characteristic

crankshaft is s_hjected to r_alistic inertia loads, g is bore diameter

10
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105 -- D.I.Engines.

100 Jrbochorged
D,I.Engines

._ 95L_
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;3 'I.D.I. Engines

_ _j {Constonfpressur_
;! m. 81 combust[on],": ..... F -" t.- _....

J

" 8o .i.......i I '....
r i i

75 !
50 60 70 80 g0 100 110 120 130 140 150

£ore Diometer m,m.
,1!

o D.I.N.A.In fine, _' Two stroke D.I.
v D.L N.A.Vee form. n I.D.I. N,A,Constant pressure combustion.
• D.I,T.C. In line. _ I.D-I.N,A. O.I. Type combustion,

i'_ • I,OI. IC. In line ¢_ Gesoline,

Fig. 20 - Relation between overall noise and bore size at 2000 rev/min full load

N is engine speed The various engine _ypea fall in dis_inc_
n is the combustion index elassiEied groups aceordlng to the combustion

system and the fundamental 4L_aign prlneiples.
Apart from gasoline engines witlch sllo_ a

!1 Using rhi_ formula engine noise could be considerable scatter, tile no{so of eaglet, s wi_llpredicted with reasonable accuracy.
different combustion characteris_ics f ii within

R_cen_ly, he.ever, considerable progress has been specific 3 dB bands oi slops of (bore) _, There is,
been made in reducing combustion induced nolso by however, no difference between engines of diE_erenc
ma_ehiog o_ fuel injeeclon characteristics (speed

strue=ural configuration whether Yea form or inline

and load advance or injection timing), by turbo- from h to 10 cylinders.
charging and development of low noise high swir] BI or The clearly defined band_ starting from the
congestion systems and IDI engines w_th constant

pressure eolnhustion, Thus in many engines now in noisiest are :
1. Opposed piston two-stroke engines

production _be shape and form of the pressure diagram
changes signlficdntly over its s_eed and load range 2. Two-stroke gl engines
and clterefore the combustion index, n t and the level 3. Direc_ in_ectlon normally aspirated
of gas force Cf are no longer valid for predicting and DI type IDI engines

,L to=el engine no_se. This was apparent when a noise h. Turbocharged engines

survey of a large ht_nber of engines was carried out B. Ibl engines with constant pressurecombosribs

(3). TOe constant Cs which defines tim _ngine Based on investigations by Anderton (12) on
seruc_ure characteristics also is rapidly ebanging normally aspirated Dl engine salsa the level el

by the. introduction of improved engine structure, combustion induced noise for each of the engine
?ha last parameter, the bore diameter, howe_er,

_ends to remain an important criterion as illus=rated groups eouidbe predicted; but only the normally

in Figure 20 where the overall noise, dBA_ at: full aspirated Ol engine and the two-stroke cycle gl
load cotld£tions o_ some 60 different engines is engines glve reasonable predi¢=ion of overall noise,
plotted versus bore diameter ae 2000 rev/min. Tile Turboeharged engines, whicb in practice are
data were obtained from tests carried out at ISVR only same 3 to 4 dBA quieter, should in theory b_
and A V L. about lO dBA qu_eter, and 1DI engines aboul: b dl]A

11



quieter i£ their noise were combustion controlled gnny of the differences between th_se various

and therefore meclianically induced noise plays an groups can he explained by the salient features of
important part, It is, bnwever, of interest that cylinder pressure development, Typical pressure

also for mechanically induced noise, as shown by diagrams are shown in Figure 21 for a normally

Lalor (3) by simple Eirs= order =a_culatloils =ha¢ aspirated gl englne I n turboctlarged engine, both Dl
an increase proportlo_al =o (bore) can bn e;¢pee_ed, type combustion and constant pressure combustion

IDI engines and a gasoline engine.

The diagram of th. tilrbocbarged engine is

extremely smooth but with a high peak pressure of

100-125 bar, The DI englno pressure diagram is

• . . abrupt but tile peak pressure is considerably lower

,,°- ...... L:'I100- \i "'_ . I Oil Of, slmila_ to that of the DI while Che constan_ pressure
-l"I J \1 Igl or smooth double bump peaking at 55-75 bar. The

" rat I ]" petrol engine diagram is smooth and the peak pressure
6o- ": "i -_ low at 25-50 bar.

_0- ., ,,=_o_ "" %.i_ Comparisons of the exciting propensities of

-_-_-_ _/ various combustion systems in terms of normalisedcylinder pressure level (12) and peak pressure

I I are broadly illustrated in Figlire 22, As can be

120. I i I i-

100. I] [O_VI' _[ll [relI seel_ the various systems occupy distinc_ bands."' *_ ' q , , " Swirl in normally aspirated engines has a very

so- -t _- i I +-_ - , marked e[£ect on reducing the cylinder pressure

"V ,ave,<oombu.io°°also).,, gh.ir,°leng,°o.,_o 4) . as H,A,N, 'Hi system (12), A.V.L. system (14),

== a°hievoo°ui,,alo°<soootbnoss° p.ess°redov°,op-ment to the turbocharged and IDI constant pressure

- 77_ I" ! J. _-I _ J.;'."'r ....... I combustion engines. This smoothness is achieved
Crankongtl degr_s wl_h some increase in peak cylinder pressures.

In the turboeharged engines, howeveri the smoothness

o_ cylinder pressure developmen_ is obtained at thee

Fig. 21 - Typical pressure diagrams of various expense of very hlgh peak pressures. It is of
combustion systems interest to note the two turboctlarged IDI engines

I

.i//i, /Y///

Fqw,Swlrl

D.I, D,I. [.DI, |DI, Gasoline {_L D.1 LOt IOI. C_dl_l
N A, TC, NA, Z_ N.A, IC N,A, I_

Is) Critical CyllngerPressure Levels• (blPeak Cylinder Pressuru_

Fig. 22 - General rnnklng of normalised cylinder pressure levels and peak pressures for various combustion
sy_tems (Full load conditions)
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shown in Figure 20 (AVL results) fall in the same CPLN(I,O) - 140 dg the bore to stroke ratio for a

band as DI turhocharged engines, In both types given asperity increases the noise, while below this
of engine the peak cylinder pressures are blgh, value there is some evidence that .oise decreases

The p_sk cylinder pressure and inertla forces witb in_reaslng bore/stroke ratio,
eofftrol the rates of reversible forces. Table I

summarises the average values for the various

engine groups. EFFECT OF SPEED OF ENGINES WITg VARIOUS
Table I COMBUSTION SYgTEHg

Parameters Parameters From the engines investigated which are

controlling controlling £11ustrated in Figure 20 four engines of approxlm0telylIOO mm bore are chosen to illustrate the effect of
combustion machanlcnlly

induce(] induced speed, For the same bore diameter at 2000 re_]mi_
noise noise _bere is about 17 dgA difference in tbe level of
' noise between the gasoline and the direct injQctlon

normally aspirated engine, The IDI engine is_ _ in dS_ no_si_ _h£1e the turhocharged e_gi_e is

"_ _ _ _ 14 dgA noisier than the gasoline engine, (Fig, 23),

. u_ I05'
._ _ _ _ , _ _I T C _OdB/decade elope/--I

,_ _, _w _ _ _' D,I.N.A, 136dBsl
.p =_ 100..... ....

_Wo--stroke Dl 160.5 4,15 llO 4.7xi0 g

}I engine 156 3.4 70 2.2xLO 6

?urbocb_rged 1
DI engine 144 5,i 130 xlO 6 B5

:DI engine 145 4.45 70 1.8xlO 6

_ ;asoline engine igo 5.0 40 ).9xlO 6 80

O.

In the turbocharged engine the very low "_ / Gasoline 54dB/decod(
cylinder pressure level (combustion induc_d noise) _ 75_ - i ....

is achieved at _he expends of very high peak u_ Ipressure and consequently tbe rate of _everslbie

force _s increased. (Nolmsily by a factor of two 70
ormor_). 1000 1500 2000 25003000 40005000

In gasoline engines there are low cylinder En_ine Speedrev./min,
pressure.levels_ which are al_o assoclated with low

peak pressures, (one-third of th_ turboeb_rged Plg. 23 - Typlcnl noise versus speed curves

diesel engine) nod thus olso the race of reversible for englnes of lOO mmhore wlth different
forces is only about one-fiftb of those _ the turbo_ combustion systems
_he_ged _iesel engine. %_e low &_s pr_ssu_e_ permit

the engine to be designed consldatahly ligbter Comparing the_e results with _he combu_tlon
(weaker structure) whlch also permlts the design of indexes given in Table I it can be seen tbat only
much lower reclptocating mass (piston, gudgeon pin the direct injection engln_ follows the prl_ciple

and the connecting rods) thus also reducing noise, of th_ _o_hustio_ _odel _ith the _oise i_eraasi_g

These _nsideratlons also r_quire th_ effect in proporglon to the increase of cylinder pressure
o_ the bore ¢o stroke ratio on engine noise to be level. On tile turbocbarged engine the rnte of
reconsidered. The investigations which have been increase of noise is only around 20 dg/decade

made on gasoline engines reveal that by i_cressing _heteas the combustion index predlots about 50 dO/dec.
_be bore to stroke ratio a quieter engine is obtained. Te_t_ at ISVR of some eight different furbo-

thus contradicting tlle findlngs on the direct charged DI engines have shown slopes ranging from

injection diesel engines, where iflerease of bore only 21 to 24 dO/decode. AVL also have found this

to strok_ ratio for a given cylinder eapa_ity_ generally to be the case, though in some instances

increased the noise, slopes as high as ]g dg/de_sda have been found o.
It can be co.cluded tbat bor_ to stroke ratlo both ID_ _nd _l turboeharg_d engines. The hlgh

only affects the engine noise above a certain speed engines, namely the gasoline and high speed
"critical value" of cylinder pressure level, It i8 ID1, have two distinct slopes and neither of them

_ugg_sted tha_ above a cylinder p_essu_e level can he ¢o_relatad to the comhusfion mechanism.

13



THE PRONLEH OF THE NOISE OF A TURNOCHARGED ENGINE

The main problem of a turbocharged engine lles

in tile fact tha_ the smoothness of the cylinder

pressure diagram is ohtalned only around the maximum

speed and load. Ac low speeds full load. and high

speeds light lead, _ha cylinder pressure dlasrama x
become abrupt rosembllng those of the original Noise.

direct injection engine as shown in Figure 24. ,,\\ ¢_¢,,/"

.1_ _ 90_ _'_ ." __
' _ ] "" ^Ob_1 Cylinder "_

÷: / ."'* N Level -155

e5 "xw
-150_

; t12 LOtL_ fU_L LOAD _e^

! 8_ bar .*---Peak Pressure -_ 110bar _'IVO'O 13

2200 rDm " .... /_'-"

40L......

20 --_

tl2Load FULL LOAD • OO_ \
_ Y Rote of side force

° ,÷\
Fig. 24 - Cylinder pressure diagrams ef _ 10 -'J
a curbocbarged diesel engine ._ x1"_

Thus _ can be expected that _he predominant _'_[_ /_/_"
_: noise in the turhocharged engine will change from o

"combustion controlled" to "mechanically controlled" o_
rj over ice opers_ing range. This is illustrated in

Figure 25 for a 300 l_ turbocharged engine.

i! At full load tbe _ngina noise increases by I [

25 dB/decade_ while a_ the sam_ _ime the cylinder 000 IS00 2000 rev/min
pressure levels decrease, i.e. they have a negative

: slope of 33 dg/decade, At no load, however, (noise

r. lavel is somewhat lowe_) the noise increases by

32 dg/decade _wbich approximately corresponds with
:' an increase of cylinder pressure level. Thus it

may be assumed that a_ no load _l_e angina is
: combustion controlled since _he peak pressures

(around 50 bar) are almost half of chat o_ full Fig, 25 - Correlation between noise, cylinder pressure

load, Calculations of piston rate of side force and inertia c]larac_erlstics of a Curbocharged DI engine

values ever the speed range show about 25 dB/decade with the rate _ increase of noise, A_ no load.
i dF dF the values or _-_are law. Previous work (6) by _he

! _ _is expressed as 20 leglO _ corresponding writer suggests tha_ mechanically induced noise,
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either in Lhe here nr bearings shnuht have some redesign holds some promise but the influence of
20 to 25 dgA/deeade characteristic, the internal structure is at present a limitation.

Some experiments have been made on two ttlrbo-
charged engines where attempts wore made to maintain ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
tim same cylinder pressure levels as far as possible
in the frequency region of tile predominant engine Tile author is deeply indebted to all his
noise, but only changing the p_ak pressure, colleagues at ISVR for all their help and to many
Figure 26 shows the relationships between noise and engine companies throughout tile world whlch have
peak pressures obtained, supplied engines for research, thus making this

;_ '_0_ wide spectrum study possible" and toDr. gerhard Tblen for most valuable discussions

,, and for additlon01 noise dace of engines of varying

•.: __X _ type. In par tleular thanks are due _o Hrs. G.Pullan,

:l ENGINE "A" ...,._ Nr. P, Pr,,st andgr. Orover, whohavegiven
groat

• belp in tile preparation of tile manuscript.
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ABSTRACT theoretical basis are discassed in detail.

Beside measures necessary for a sL&nnifloant

In accordance with the main efforts of resesmoh noise redustion B a reduction of the excitations

_Id development in noise control of dLesel engines caused by the sombuatlon and meohs_nisal processes

measures which are essential for & ncLse reduction stud an acoustio_l improvement of the engine state-

of more than 10 dB(A) and results achieved with an rums are always being attempted. This is particular-
&dye.need direct injection sombustlon system are des- ly the case if no increase in the coat of produo-

oribed. In general the noise of external engine tion and operation of the engine is involved. E_t

pacts can he reduced to a I82gs extent only by vi- also more extensive measures are applied to oonvsn-

bratlon isolation or sound reducing shells. Con- tionally designed englnes if they are economically

sidering economic aspects the attenuation of the to- justified from the point of view of requirement.

tal engine_noise by more than 10 dE(A) reqwires a _perience proved that this is true for noise re-

complete encapsulation cf the engine which san with dustions up to 5 dE(A). Newly developed analyzes and

newly designed engines at Least he part_-y integ_at- computational methods which are deserlbed in the

ed into the engine structure, Outgoing from some contribution of ISVR Qnable In the design and de-
fundamentals about sound reducing shells the differ- velopmen_ stags _ quicker and better detection of

eat approaches for low noise engines based on these possibilities for aeoustlcalIy improved engine

prinoiDles and developed in the last dee.ado arc dis- structures, To keep the mechanical exaltations as

cussed. Speolfio measures applied with th0 advanced low as possible is a goal that is g_nerally aimed

D.I, combustion system are discussed resalting, in at, but limited by economic considerations. Be it

oomp_ison with optimized I.D_L eombustlon system_ that a better omrangement of components I where the

j in equivalent e_J_aust emission I a0cept_hls combus- mechanical noise is exsited m prsve_ too expensive

tion noise and I reseeding small diesel engines I in compared with the acoustical advantage ashisved or
the same power output and speed maintaining the big be it that the material and machining quality re-

¸ advant_e in fuel consumption, quired as well as the tolerance limit cause un-

i reasonably high additional coats.

An eosential task in the course of any diesel

engine development consists _n the sea_oh for an

optimum eombuBtLon system. The predominant import-

ance with regard to fuel consumption initiated AVL

yesJ_o ago to consent_ate on the development of the

direct injection (D.I.) combustion system (15-24).
_iataining the high fuel economy AVL succeeded in

• HE REDUCTION OF DIESEL ENGINE NOISE has been cos- rsduclng exhaust emission and combustion noise, With

sidered as an important task by AVL, a private on- this advanced D.I. system equivalent exhaust eels-

sine design and development center t already twenty sion_ power output and speed as with I.D.I. systems

years ago (I) _. Research and development work for can he achieved. Also with reseed to noise, %hls

noise control of diesel engines concentrated for system represents an interesting _lternative for

the last twelve years on the elaboration Of practi- today's I.D.L high-speed light-duty diesel engines.

sal and easily applicable solutions for production The specific measures applied and results achieved
(2-14). The goal of this resesmoh wasp riKht from will he discussed later.

the beginning, to achieve a signiflo_nt noise re-

duction. The loudness ought _o he reduced at least STATE OF DEVELOPM_ OF MODIFICATIONS OF TRE ENGINE

hy half, in other weeds the tomgat of noise control DESIGN TO ACHIEVE SIGNIFICANT NOISE REDUCTIONS

was a meduetion of the noise level by mere than

_0 dE(A). The essential result of these inveatiga- The results of investigations caddied out on

tions is that sash a high noise reduction can only different conventionally designed diesel engines

be achieved with all components_ constituting the show that vlbr_tio*_ starting f_om the vibrationex-

engine su_faoe_ being vibration isolated against %he sited innem engine 8fracture am8 transmitted_ due to
vibrations of the inner engine structure. The major the stiff connection _o all parts of the eng£ne

pa_t of this paper represents a review of different structure. These vibrations cause emission of air

engine design approaches co_respondi.g to the ts.wget

sono_pt reouItlng from investigations at AVL. The *Numbers in parentheses designate References at end

fundamentals leading to these approaches _d the of paper,
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borne sound so that practicslly all individual en- a noise reduction of practically ell individual en-

gine components contribute to the total e_ginc noise _ine components of tho outer engine etrllOt_'e. Aluo

(5,6,8,1E). Tile air horns sound measurements, as with one or the other engine component contributing

shown in Fig. I, were t_en on two different en- only inslgnifioantly to the sound intensity n% one

nines at one ;aicr0phone position s_eh and demons- of the micE,ophone positionsr experience shows thak
at other inicrophone positions a oontribukion of

several percent is seen (12).

The outer engine utl.uct_e consists on the one

_3LIT.,6CYL,,TC,_DI, humid of' ool,ponsntu subjected to the operating fcroesl
such as cylinder blookl cylinder he_d_ cr_nkoase_

gear box and flywheel housisg and on the other h_nd

_i o£ pal.to which do not carry a_y load, but o/s at-
' _ taohed to tile load sarrying engine structure. A

_ _ noise redsction of the individual engine components
_: reffairesthe reductionof theirstruct_r_lvibra-

tions o_, else a reduction of the air horns sound

omission caused hy the structural vibma%ions. Vail-

s! cub measures ouch as damping1 stiffening op vihra_

i tion isolaklon result in a reduction of the struc-

tural vibrations. However, the effect and applica-

bility of such measures v_ries considerably.

The less factor of components of assembled en-gines is already rel_tively high so that only in-

_e._ ,% _d_i_av, signifionnt or sometimes no improvements oRn be

_ _ _ehieved hy the application of _n _%dditional da_p-

_ r_,_ in_ l_y_x', ,_o_e _ffeetiv8 is the _se of oo_posite

material_ but also hero noise Peduotio_ of the in-dividual component of 10 d_(A) or more cannot be

' _ _ _ ' _ _ _ ' ' _ _ ' _ _ _ ' _ _ achieved (12). The stiffening causes essentially a

_,0u_._ _., _hifting of tlm. natural bending frequencies. On _he
one h_nd a_% unfavorable coincidence of natural fre-

16 LIT.,8CYL,NA, St, c_oneies can thus be avoided in the path of vibr_-

,_-.._.,,_ ._ u' _.,_ ._ _I _ _J_ tlon transmiswion. On the other hand by _aising the

!:i_!i_ _ __ _ _ __" -- . natumal frequencies the range of lower excitations_. " ....... '_ ' EXHAUST SIDE ImDISTANCE

;! = 90,5 dB(AI,STANOARO CRANRCASE

" , / 8?.SdB(A),RESEARCH CRANI

Fi,.1- Roto,-oooiod,iosolengine..°Dis.,adia,ed V
by X'%z

" ,/'Ntrate %hat there are certain engine components which _ 70 _ '
contribute to the total engine noiso with a higher _- "%

!ii percentage than o_hors. With the inline enginef up- 0
per par% of %he fi_u_e_ these o/e %he crankcase Bide _ %#"'0
wall with 20 %_ the air intske duet with _8 % and

the oil p_n with 10 _. With 1:he V-engine, lower paIt _. 80dB(A),STANOARD CRANKCASE %
of the fi_/_e_ the oll pan is contributing with

22. 5 %, the orankoaae side wall with 20 % and intake WITH SOUND REDUCING SHELL
_i'! and outlet manifolds with 12.5 % and Io % teepee- 60 I l
>' tively. The elimination of the noise of these single I 2

engine components contributing approximately half of FREQUENCY- RHz
5i the _o%al sound intensity would_ howevsr_ only re-
'* Bolt in a noise reduction of 3 de(A). To achieve a

noise reduction of 10 d_(A) and more the sound in- Fi_. a - Water-cooled _-oylinder diesel engine_ noise

tensity must he reduced to under 10 %. This _equires of the side wall with vo_rious crankcase versions (S)

%



i8 reached as the frequency spectra of the e_citing quirement is by an elaotlc sealing along the com-

i forces show a decreasing tendency In line with the plots circumference. An example for the noise re-

frequency. This measure however, only allows ira- duclng effect of such a shell, mounted on the crank-

provements by a few dB(A (7,8,13 . Fig. 2 shows as o_se side wall of a diesel engine, can be seen in

an example the effect o£ the ex%rsmo cross-ribbing Fig. 2. As these shells represen_ an important fao-

of a crankcase side wail, The sound level is re. for in the highly el'festive noise reduction efforts

duced at some third octave bands up to 7 dR, the with diesel engines they sill be discussed separate-

total noise of the wall, howeverp is only 3 dR(A) ly in _he following castles.
lower.

Whereas damping _id stiffening can he applied

;i to 10ad carrying engine parts as well as other corn- POUND REDUCING SHELLS - Theoretical Back-

ponenbo I the vibration ioolailon can only be /{round - The effsnt sf sound roduolng shells mainly
achleved with detachable parts. It ist howevo_ a depends on three proeesseep namely _he transmission

"_i highly effective measurer as can bo scan in Plg. 3 loss of the eoverlng pla_es I the trapped air be-
demonstrating the noise emission of an intake _ani- tween covering plates and eilglne surfaeo and the

i fold. Contrary to the stiffening and damping,I im- transmission of structural vibrations via tilecon-
provemest8 of 10 dR(A) and more o_s Generally be ne_ting elements, l_ is dlffioult to de_ermlne
achieved and this measure therefore meets the re- mathematically the noise reducing effect of the en-

quirement for an esssnti_l noise reduction (3,4,6, tire shells. Is the following the sffoct of these

12). In this conneotlon it has to be noted that the pBrameters will be described by the aid of simpli-

sos]InS element of an attached part o_nnot easily lying models.
perform the function of a vibration isolating ele-

,lento The contast pressur01 which in this case has

to be meduoed sonslderably t will ho2dly guarantee ARRNINGSOUND
sufficient eeallngt e.g. sgainst oil. Solutions el- _ REFLECTEDSOtREFLECTEDSOUND

roa_ used in productionprove,however,that _y __ _

vs.vylng _he 8hare or nepar_tlng %he dealing funs- INCIOENTSOUHOPOWER

i Lion from the vibration loolatlng function earls- PI
factory desigu approaches are possible. ON

i_ _ % VldRATION
o: _O "IRANENISSION

;! :_ _ I I I RADIATED50UND POWER' _ E STANDARD MANIFOLf RADIATEDSOUND]
'o aO

z_ O _0 FiE. 4 -Interaotlon of sound with solid strunture

!) < <_ /,_ LOWNOISE MANIFOLD Fig, 4 shows schematically the process occur-
_! _ _ ¥1BRATION fSOLATED VE !S_ON) log when the air borne sound propagation in sbetruct-

::i 00 0db,aoolidot,uot oo.o.awall.Ooepartoftheo _ _ incident sound e_ergy is reflected from the wall,o_
_ the o_her part stimulates a structural vihr_tion _x-_ aitatlon of the wall. Part of the structural vibr_-

_ DO' , , , , , , tlon energy is dissipated into heat by the d_plng
2 5 I _ 5 IO 20 effect of the wall, paintof it is transmitted to ad-

FREOUENCV-kHZ jaoent components by the propagation o_ structural
vibration and part of it is e_itted as air borne

sound ener_ from the other side of the wall. On _he

right side of Fig. 4 the _ronsmiosion loss R I des-
oriblng the aooustioal effeot of the wall is de-

Fig. 3 - Water-cooled 4-oyllnder diesel engine, In- fined. In the c_se of _ periodic plane sound wave

take manifold noise (8) incident on an ela_ti_ wall at any anglec_devlating

from the norm_l of the wall_ b_nding frequencies are

For load c_rrying engine oornponentsp as des- u.ually generated. This process is shown schematic-

cribed above t the only possibility for an essential ally in Plg. 9 by taklng a plane_ thin w_ll as an

noise reduction consists of obstructln_ the sound example (12,2_). The wave length }%8c of these

emission, This can be achieved most egfectivel F by fomoed bending waves depends, as sen be se_n in

•o-oalled _ound reducing shells I the_e are flexible Fig. _ on the air borne sound wave length _ end
panels which are mounted at a certain distance from the angle of incidence. Contrary to the forced bend-

the component surface (3_5_6t12), They are either ins waves, the free bending waves (wavs-lengthha,

connected to the engine component itself by inter- wave n_mbar k ) ame determined by the w_ll material

mediate vibration isolating 01em_nts or to other_d- (bending _tlf_ness B, wall mas_ m) and the fre_ueney_

jaoent components. A sdund e_isaion from the space see Fig. 5. Free handing Waves oooum at the edges of
between engine component and sound reduoing shell finite plates due to the reflection of the forced

h_s to be avoided. The e_siest way to meet this re- bending waves. The difference between the forced and



free bending WaVeS has in general a considerable that below the critical frequency f the transfer

effect on the transmission loss. impedrmee Z_ reduces to the mass impedance j_,n, In

As con be seen in Fig. _: the tr_nsfcr impo- thls range_he transmission loss t_kes the form of

dance d_ I a decisive factor for the transmission the generally known mass law,loss, pends net only on the bending stiffness B

Of the w_ll _nd the eireulRr frequene? co , but also

on the difference between the w_vo number of the 30_B;0E¢

oBEe,ONOF

REFLECTE NSNITTED g (2o_t_c)
i

" _ _ (ISdS/O£C)i

f_n fC r_EOUEtlCyI(IOg_

/

INCIDENT 1) BELOWCRITICALFREQUENCYfc
VIBRATING k< kB , _Blct'm _ I _ Z?= jc_rf%

PANEL ol _lfr]¢ "1000(hla) 2 -- LAROEPANEL$RESPH_GH_MP_NO
I MAININFLUENCEFROMFORCEDBENDIMGWAVES)

TRANSMISSION LO55 R =201DEI.Z_ cOSU_ B • I0ICE[Io(9_-_"c 'COS_ )=]' _}'C l

TRANSFER IMPEDANCE ZT= _,_(k_st_'k_ }=j_m[l%_mSln_t_) ,N O£N{RAL_ml2_c IB , ANDIN THEAV[RAO_t_.4,_"

COINCIDENCE AS@_=kS= _ _ ZT=O, R:0 RRAN_M • R_,. 20 log _ - 3

r CRmCALFRBQUBNCY f :_efc= _ _ A_As, sin_=l I_t _<q¢ -- SMA_tPANELSRESRI-OWDAMPINGI MAININFLUENCEFROMREFLECTEDFREE8ENDINGWAVES )

MASS LAW c4z'_-m<_ I_ 2T=tgm RRANDOM=Rm,n. 10log _ .101og KB C-3pj,.. SQUNOpRESSUREONSIDE0F INQSEIICE($UMOFSOUNDpRESSURE
OFINClDENTANSR_F1.J_CTED_OUNOWAVE) I_) ABOVE CRITICAL FREQUENCY fc

p_.. , $OUNBPRESSUREOt_THEOTHER_IDE _ _" r]• * +.VELOCI_OFpANEL k),,,CIRCULARI_EP_JENCY j,_ RRANOOMw 20log _ *10iog • IOIog

ii ¢, , , DEN$1_VOFAIR _,,. SPEEDOPSOUNDINAIR,+ _-.. BENDINGSTIFFNESSOFpANELPERUNITWIDTH _ , ,. LOSSFACTORCfTHESTRUCIUR£COMPLE_BENDING_'TIFFNESS

t*B . WAVELINGTHOFFAEI_B[NDINSWA_£S m,,. P_NELSURFACEDEN$1_ 2O,,, SMALL[STSIZEOFPANELBETWEENEDGESORSTIFFIENINO RIBS

_ .WAVELENOTtlOFFORCEOBENDIH_WAVES k_. ,TRACEWAV_LENGTH _ . . FREQUENCIESOFFUNOAM£NIALNATURALPANELVIBRATIONS

,OR SIM_LYSUpPO",_OPANEL'.,_. _ _'_ [,,.. ) ,,., ) ]

Fi_. _ - Plane Bound w_ve incident on a_ inPlnite

homogenous po_nel (12,2_) Pi_. 6 - T_ansmisoion loss of a finite pe_nel (12,25)

forced (kB =k.sin_) and f_ee bending waves (k) to Fig. 6 shows (sohem_iioall2) the transmission
the power 8f four. From the consequently oee_reing loss curve of a finite panel oyez' _he whole fro-

so-called o_itical frequency" f (_nEle of incidence quenoy ron_% ta_ing into consideration the damping
_-90 ) on_ it is possible th_ the w_ve-len_ths of of the panel (12,25). The three ranges ace separated

the forced and unforced bendi_ WaVeS oolneido hy dips. The first dip occurs at the frequencies of

(0 _ /_ < 900)_ and at thee fmequene_ the tr_ns- fundamental nat_r_l panel bending vibrations fB
mission loss R decreases to th_oretioally zero, The a_d the sesonddip_t the critical frequency f • _he
eritlo_l fme_uency of materi_Is that ares suitable lowest frequency _anEe is influenced by the s_iff-

for so_nd medusin_ shells is above the frequeno 2 _ess of the panel. I_ tbe range between the fund_-

r_nEe considered with en_i_e noise reductions: this _ental natural frequencies and the critical fro-

is 12-6 kH= for sheet steel of I-2 mm and 6-3 kHz quencx the roses law_ as mentioned earlier_ _pplies

for (¢lumlnium-sheet of 2-_ mm _espeetively. A breoJ_ above a critical loss f_etcr Y_¢ determined by the
in the sound reduetion caused by ooinoldenoe is dimensions of the panel. The m_ss law is taken in

therefore of no importonse with _e&_ard to the Bound Pi E. 6 for an _verage an_le of incidence of _= 4_°

reducing shells. As the so_nd incident is in general aoeordin_ to a m_.ndom incidence of Bound and des-

for from uniform_ i.e, the angle of incidence a_ is eribes the maximum possible transmission loss i_

random with _Ii frequencies (diffused incidence of this range (Ba ). Below this eciticBl loss factor
so_nd)t no complete breaks in the sound reduotlcn the influence _ the free bending WaVes reflected

oocu_ in the real case but onlx _ diminished sound fror,_the edges of the panel is gaining increased in_
reduotio, is _iven above the cmitlo_l frequ_no?. The flue.co, This is the case wlth small poz*els respes-

reiKtions plotted in FiE. _ demonstrate fu_hermoro Lively panels with low d_npinE, In this case it is
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possible to describe the transsission loss by an tion loss at tile microphone due Le fitting thoshell.

equation; as illustrated in Fig. 6 _epresenting a The sound reducing shell is sot spring supported at

lower lisit (Rmi,). The increase of this cu:.ve is the vibrating surface bu_ on a sub-system which is
15 dH/deeade instead of 20 dB/deeade (_ ). (It however of minor impoz.tanoo for principal cenelu-

has to he noted that Rm. only applies _Xvalues _ione. Very informative is the ex_nple of _ 2 _,e:
below R ). Fig. 6 furthermore demonstrates that panel oP sheet steel meunted at _ distance of 19omm

the increase of the transmission less is 30 d_/
decade in the range above the oritical frequency.

Here the damping of the panel h_s a _re_ter effect VIBRATING 5OUNDREDUONG OBSERVERSURFACE SHELL
nnd c_uses a higher transmission loss also for _. ___ ___

v_lues _hove the critical loss factor. Fig. 7 out- _!'AIR_¢ -- m" "A?Rgc _,-i

i lines %ho possible m_gnitudo of the transmission i

* less for the _ange below the critieal frequency of Vl ipanels made of I ms, 2 mm and 4 mm sheet steel and

with a dimension (R i ) ef 2a . 200 ms. It cab he

l seen tb_% I alread__ _z_h a I mm shoot steel at I kHz v_...vaoclw or VmRAT,NSSUtteE
and With sufficient dsmping for the size of panel t ¥,,,v_I0clTvOF SC_ REOUCIN6SH_LLm.,, _URFACEDENSITYOF_JND RE_JCINGSHELL
a transmission less of 32 dB (R_ ) can be achieve& % S_tFFNESSOrCXT_.*_SHE_ SUPPOrtSP_.Umt Wroth
It is therefore possible to aohl_*Xves_ffioient noise O_SOeNOSEDUCING5H_L
red_stionst i.e. more than 10 d_(A)t with 1 mm ¢s..CO[rF_C*EN_OFVlSCOUS_MP;_GP_RUNIfWIDXH
sheet steel. OF_OU_OREOOON65H_L

, .. _ItTANCE OF_OUND_%EDUCIN6SHELL
. ,,CIRCULARFR_OU_NC¥OFE%O_ATION

¢,., _p_D OF5C_JN0 INAIR _ •. * D_NSIIYOFA_R

i ,0 ¢5 oo0_o_
I ) WIIHOUT_**OUNDREDUCIHe_H_LL P_eV_¢

h = 4 rnm_ INSERTION LOSS _.LK• IOIOgP__F'_, )OliVe IV_

. ,o / _ _'_'h=4'mm1- %% % *"'"_'""'"-"°°'"
,_ _ -h= ImmJ _0

0 I F-,-_ A {B I I c_s_b *,.,"l,":._lh,

FREQUENCY [kHz] 5 ,or I-- - P"" / I c I ,,, t,'.,,_'1"' I
F_EOUENCVI [kHz]

h...THICKNESSOFPANEL
2a..SMALLEST SIZE OF PANEL BETWEEN rig. 8 - Plane v_ave model Of _. sound reduolng shell

EDGESOR STIFFENINGRIBS (12,26)

which has heen calcul_ted with three different

s%iffnesses of the spring supports_ Fig. 8. The in-

Fig. 7 --F,a,ndotlt incidence transmission loss below sorties loss 4L w (that is the difference between
eritie_l frequency of finite p_els of sheet steel the sound level _aken at _n observation point first

with and then without sound reducing shell) shews

The effect of _ sound reducing shell can I of & distinctive dip (first pe_ of curves A t _t and C),

eoumse t not sololy be described by the transmission at a resonance frequency which is given by the as-
loss of a p_2_elrepresenting the _ound reducing oillatory system consisting of the sound reducing

shell. There is an interaction between the soundro_ shell_ _oting ss _ass_ as well as the tr_pped air
duoing shell_ the vibrating engine sit.face, the and the supports as _ pa_allel spri.g system. Above

trapped air and the air outside the shell_ _d _vl- this frequency the insertion loss approximately

bratlon transmission via the supporting sad the a_ees with the transmission loss B t but at fre-
sealin_ elements hobween the sound _edueing shell queneteS at which the half wave-len_ of the air
and the engl.e surface. A pls21e w_ve model of such borne sound and its multiples correspond to _he dis-

a system has been investigated by ,Tackeon (12,26). _anee of the 0ound reducing shell from the engine

Tile result is given in Fig, 8 in terse of the inset- s_rface further dips appe_. _t is Worth noting tha_
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with increasing stiffness of the support the in- ssrbing capacity of the surfaces sR surrounding the
ssrtion lose oonslderably improves in the low fre- sp_OOo The mean v_lue of the sound absorption eo-

quenoy range. Sufficient damping has to be ensured i efficient related to the tot_l surface is not only

however i to avoid an exaggerated transmission loss the result of the effect of an acoustical lining i

dip at the air cuahion-sprlng resonance f . but _lso of the damping within the sound reducing
A substanti&l disadvantage inlerent _n the shell, its connections and supports and the sound

plane wave model i described in Fig. 8 i is that the power P radiated from the surface of the sound re-2
sound p_opagation psmallel to tile wall in the space duezng shell° The equation for the insertion loss i

betwee_ engine s_rfaoe and sound reducing shell Fig. 91 demonstrates that no .ound reduction oa_ be

cannot be considered. The bending vibrations are achieved without seme sound absorption. Dependlng

neglected as well. Fig. 9 shows the concept of a on the design of the sound reducing shell,, this can
' model considering these conditions. In this mode] however be achieved without sound absorbing lining

!!i by the damping of the shell, particularly ¸at its

_' connections and _spports (3,5,6,12).

VIBRATING SOUND REDUCING SHELL Ex_nples - The insertion loss of so,is typical
": [_q SURFACE_ _.. designs, obtained aea resul_ of inveetig_tlonsm

• '"'I_ carried out on a large number cf sound reducing

_ _" shell_(315,6,12),Is giveninFig. I0.The investi-
ng, 5OUNDLEVELOF SURFACEOFSOUNDREDUCING

REVERBERANT 'L _S_ SHELL gation of these sound reducing shells w_a performed
,:) SOUNDFIELDWlDHII _ I
:_ TRAPPEDAIR l _ACOUSTICAL LINING

' m,°,.,.<
_ _ -- SOUNO_wE.RAOI.TEOF_O. Rm°.._< , ..R_ SO_.O.EDO_,NOS.ELL " ' 7_'"

)i RAO'ATEOFROM

• _ '._,/_,._" / ;_;__REDUCING SHELL I 20 1 ' '

i,! _ WITH{NSOUND REDUCING SHELL, . ,_[', _.J'_ \
CONNECTIONS AND SUPPORTS _ IO

A.DDOETO,OOUS"DAL '"'"OO.
" ,_,=s,.,o',o._,_=p,.,o'_ _ o [,, ./.7_j/V

:'_"i L_= IO{og o.S, P0 _ it, {

;)J INSERTIONLOSS z_ _/_, ,/_V

/! ALK=R - 10log_.SR .I .5 I 2 5 10

i! _ FREOUENCV- kHz L
_ $e ...TOTAL SURFACEDFSPACEBETWEENVIBRATINGSURFACEAND RANGE OFfR foil

=:i SOUNDREDUCINO5HELL FOAM RUBBER '

2_TAL EU_FACESR,COVERINGSOUND RADIATIONANDDISSIPATION 6m_ 6_lm
I<'. PO• _p • IO'llw i., REFERENCESOUNDPOWER

_;_ _o ' 2"IO'_NIm_"REFERENCE SOUNDPRESSURE
X_ _''' DENSITY OFAIR ..... SPEEDOFSOUNDINAIN

R... TRANSMISSIONL055 OF SOUNDREDUCINGSHELL _ SHEET STEEL .Bmm _) SHEET STEEL .Smm

h _ SANDWICH .8/I/.Smm
Fig. 9 - Model of sound reduolng shell with rever-
berant sound field within the trapped air (12,27)

" RUBBER 4 SCREWS RUBBER 4RUBBER

i'+ the spa_e hetwse_ the engine _urfa_e and the _o_nd \ I / \ I / _oUNTINGS
_! reduolng shell i@ _s_uJned %0 he a _eve_beroJ1t Sound

'L) field. This i_ certainly justified if the dlstanos

ii of the sound reducing shell from the engine surface
_,y is la._gs_ %han tho wave lenEth of the ai_ borlle mm Dram

sound. Exps_lenoe has shownl howeverl that _nder

;_( this assumption the result_ _gres well with theory,

!,_ eve_ if ths dlatanoe is smaller thoJl the W_VS length

of the _ir borne sound and that up to a distance of

_pproxi_ely 30 _m (27), Because of the sound _s- _ SHEETSTEEL .Smm ' _ SHEET STEEL 1,5mm
d_oin_ shsll there is a b_ilt-up of the _ound level

i_ the epao8 betwee_ the engine sL_faeo resulting

from _he _o_nd power P radiated fro_ the engine our- Fig. 10 m [nse_tio_ IOSS of different so_d _eduolng

f_ee end the reflections of the _ound reduoi_E shell, shells 200 x 800 _m _tt&ohBd to the crankcase w_ll
The so_d level of the reverberant sound field with- of a 5 liter water-cooled l_li_e 6-cyll_de_ diesel
in the trapped _i_ depends on the over&ll _ound ah- engine
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at the crankca0e mide wall of a water-cooled 6- _nd upper frequenny rmlge, approximately 6 d_ on the

cylinder inline engine. The examples chosen ailow average. Carve 3 in Fig. 11 demonstrates how the in-
an asseflsr0ent of the effect of different _ethods of serbion loss is affected by ou_tlng off _pproximate-

attaching tile shell and the effect of the distance, ly half the a_,ea of the crankcase wall located un-
wail thickness and damping. Thny aiao show is which derneath the sound reducing shell, Doing this_ the
extent the simplified mathematical models, as dis~
cussed in the shove seetionl sufficiently describe

0hee.octebbssealTheoouodroduoigshell ° /Lwhich is made of shoat metal of 0.8 mm thickness , RmQ_ _. mi

once brings about - as could be expected - praet£- _ 20-

the vibration transmission at the connections i_ a < ] / /

most imporhant parameter, The /irst modes of the ---

bending vlbrationa are very di_tlnct causing a he- _ _O" "/,
native insertion loss at low £requeneies. The bend- _ _ _:

ing ihr tiensh:dlyd ponedasthehondi.g }///
drawn shell as that there is h_rdly any dmnping ef- _ _,,,/

feet from the sealing. The sound reducing shell 2 z -Io.
'; of the same shape made of damped _andwich material

should therefore be more effective. With this t_ps I] 2 .5 I 2 5 I0

o£ sbell it is possible to achieve a considerable }i _ F_EOUENCY-kHzI

' insertion loss despite the stiff eonneotion_, At ]f_l
--1

frequencies above 630 Hz vaiueQ of more than 10 d]]
a_e obtained, Aloe the dip of the inserbien loss (D SHEtL CAREFULLY SEALED

curve at the fundamental bonding mode of the sound @ 4 HOLE5 _mm DIA INTHE SHELL
reducing shell i_ relatively low, n_nely -5 dB_ due (ABOUT _IICO0OF 5HELLAREA)

;. to the damping,
_ An even increased insertion loss is achieved _) PART$Of CBANgCASEWALL CUTOUTIABOUTONEHALFI

with the other sonnd reducing shells whish are at-
inched to the crankcase side wall in a more or less SOUNDBEOUCING SHELL 200_ 700ramOF EHEET51EEL .BmmBONDEO
vibration isolated manner. With bheBe shells tbe WITH FILLET OF FOAMRUBEER 15wIEmm ALONGEIglRE EDGg AT

);I transmission lo_s described in _he theoretioal pa_t 16ram OISTANCEOil THE CRAN½EASEWALLOF A 51 WATEBCOOLED

_:_ of the paper is the dominating pan,meter. Another s CYL INLINE DIESEL_N_IN_

:i important parameter is the built-up of sound power
,,_ between the shell and the crankcase wail, which is
¢ radiated from the crankcase wall. Its effect can be Fig. 11 - Effect of hole_ in shell o_ crankcase wall

_ seen in the middle frequency _nge from the differ- on insertion loss of a _ound reduoing shell
. enos between the tPa_l_mission io_s _ Rxld
!; . . _x t sound reducing shell forms a cover of the crankcasedrawn in Fig. 10, and the _nsertaon _ossof _eIn'

;_ sound _eduoing 0hells. This difference fu in the _hich retains the ell sad which is connected in a

?,i range of 10 dB to 15 de. The slope of the insertion vibration isolating manner, Therefore, the pro-

i12} loss surges of the three sound roduelng _hulls 3_ nounoed dip of the insertion loss at 200 gz cortes-

4 .itbo d pt g ratheroo,r0sgend pondi0gto thor.on=e P equo.oyorthesystem,
in the middle frequency range, This shows _,,a_._nth consisting of trapped alp _nd rubber mountings act-

i'_ additional d_ping slight improvements could be ing as a spring and th_ ao_nd reducing shell acting

achieved, It has to be said _hat the insertion los- as a mass, disappears, Instead t another dip of the

see achieved with sound reducing shells attached in insertion loss at or below 100 Wz a_ises whichcor-

a vibration isolated manner are very good. They responds to the presses fluctuations in the crank-

_nount to 13 dh to 27 dB above 1 kHz. As can be seen case due to the piston movement. Both havo_ bowevep,

it is an enohanoed solution to use a l_rger distance very little influense on the A-weighted sound level,

i! to the c_zkcase wall as well as to attach _he shell As there is little difference in the inception loss
with a limited number of rubber elements or screws _t iniddle and higher frequencies the Butting out of

instead of _ttaching the shell elastleaily wound parts of the or_tkoase wall below the sound reducing

its oute_ edges, In tile latter cabs the fundamental shells does not have any effect on th_ noise Pedue-

frequency fR of the vibration system_ consisting of lion o(' the o_ankcase wall. also the Increased pc-
rubber fillet end trapped RiP soling as a sputnik"and t_ntial for the occurrence of stunding air borne

the BOl_nd pedtloi_g shell _toti_ig_18 a mass, re_ult_ eou_Id wave_ below the soufld _eduoin_ shell dtle to

in an increased (lipof the insertion loss at low the considerably larger distanoe to the opposite
frequenoies, crankcase wall remains negligabls on the whole,0nly

Tbe importance of careful sealing of the space the fluctuations of the insertion lOBS ape shlf_ed,

between sound reducing shell and crankcase wail irl e.g. an additional dip occurs at I-2 kHz which might

the else of shells without aOOUStioal lining on the be oausod by s_s_ding air borne sound WaV_O,
inner surface can be seen in Pig, 11. The oompmri- On one e_ample of _n air-cooled 4-cylinder

son of curve 2 with curve I shows that foul, holes diesel engine, Figo 12, it was attempted to _ohieve

with a di_,eter of 8 mm, representing approximately the greatest possiblo noise reduction by improving

2/1000 of the shell area, reault in a considerable individual components of the engine sturfaoe, This
reduction of the insertion loss over the whole middle has been done by the installation of a ]ow-noise
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cooling fanf vibration isolation of tbe oll pan as of J mm thickness for truck engines_ or other ms-

well as the use of sound reducing shells attached terlals with the s_e transmission loss such as slu-

ts the crankcase I the gear box, the crankshaft pul- mlniuI_ with 3 mm wall thickness or syntbetie resin

lay and the manifolds and by acoustical hning of materials _'e of interest. For smaller engines less

the cooling air distribution chamber and the cool- w_ll thieknoss is _uitable, e.g. sheet steel ef
ing air outlet duet. Although thQ measures cover 0.7 _ilmor 0.5 ram. For larger engines an increased

i

Fig. 12 -Air-cooled 4-cylinder diesel engine,holes

reduced by the acoustic treatment of individual en-

_ino parts (8)

the major part of the Qngino starfao_ t the noise of

this engine is only _beut _ dB(A) lower than the
_verage noise level of existing engines of the out-

put and speed, This exa/nple domonstrates very

cleal_l,7th&t it is not possible to reduce the noise

radiated from all engine surfaces by improving in-

dlvidu_l engine components _t a reasonable co_t.

The_'e still remain a holes emiQsion of marginal

areas along the sound red_olng shells or along vi-
bration isolated components and also of other com-

ponents eont_ibutlng to a lesser extent to the to-

tal noise which by %his means can only be silenced

a_ oruroassnably high costs, Therefore, it is much Fig. 13 - Concept of a low-noise I water-cooled pro-
be%te_- to completely enclose the engine. In prin- duetlon diesel engine featuring an additional sound

olple t several sound reducing Qhells a_e stiffly reducing enclosure (8)

joined together formlnc a closed I sound reducing
casing which is supported in _ vibration isolated wall thickness is sesessarb., This depends on the

ms/trier on tile engine o_ outside of the engine. It frequency range dominating the n@ise emission which

wan expected and is confirmed that the insertion is slightly shifted with engine size, On the other

loss obtained with individual sound reducing sholls hand a certain wall thickness is required for eta-

can _lso be achieved with a sound reducing enelo- bility reasons. The enclosure is made of ordinamy

sure covering the whole engine. Thereforep with such sheet steel I i.e, no da_nping layers no_ soenstical

an enclosure _ reduction of the total engine noise linings ace used. The individual enclosure parts are

of 10 dB(A) to P.Ode(A) is possible. Tbe developmest joined together in a rigid and sound tight manner,

wcmk carried out a_ AVL in the past _e_.rs has re- The enclosure is either, supported on %he engine with

sul_ed in desi&_Is featuring high asoustio_l st- in_ermedla_e vibration isolating elements or is ri-

ficlenoy with only a slight increase in bulk volume gidly connected to the ohassis_ engine oo_ps2tmsnt

_nd weight and still giving good access for main- or base which c_ul form parts of the enalosure. In
tenance work. These enclosures will be described the latter case the vibration isolation is obtained

in the followin_; sections, by the engine mountings.

SOUND _IEDUCING k"TCLOSURES FOR AL}_EADY EXISTING Due to the ho_ parts of the exhaust system Io-

_OIN_S - Design Principles - As an exr_nple for cared underneath the enclosure, and %o p_evide ua-

wate_-oee]ed turbooha_ged engines Fig. 13 sobemati- restricted dissipation of the engine heat_ %he space
sally shows in longitudinal sections the design and between the engine and the enclosure is ventilated

the essential characteristics Of the sound red_cing by a fan wbloh is_ in this pe.rtlcular case_ attached

enclosure when applied to already existing engines to the w_te_ pump shaft. The cooling air intake and

(_). With respect to material %hln sheet steel_ i,e. ex_haust d_ets mu8_ be designed like absorption muff-
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fern. The air which is conducted through the en- Ex_Jnples - FiE. 15 sho_s a water-cooled 5-1tier

closure is sepsmated into two streams in orde_ to 6~cylinder dieoel engine foot.ring the first en_lo-

provide optimam eoolin_ _s well as proteotinn sure of thi_ kind _bioh wa_ d_igned abo_t tuJ_

against fire hazards, for in_tanee in the case of a years ago (3,6,12)* The enalosure w_s made of sheet

fuel line breakage: One stream flows along the hot Qtoel o£ 0.7 mm thickness and itn total ,las_a_eunt-

parts of the exhaust system, the other one _s di- ed to 40 ks. The enclosure essentially consis_ o£

reefed along _he remaining englna sumface_ and also

provldos the cooling of the fuel .y_tem. Both

streams _.oe exhausted through sepom_te duets.
FAg. 13 fu_thrrmore nho_s _ proven design for the

penetration oC the exhaust pipe through _he enclo-
sure to %he out_ido. Th0 sound reducing Qoolin_ _ir

outlet duct is installed axound the exhaust pipe in
order to _void an oxeesoive heat transfer to the

enoloeur_ i_selfo

Since any load carrying pa2_ or parts which are

rigidly connected to the engine would radiate noise

(if they protrude to the o_side of the enclosure)

speoi_l oonnect_n_ _nk is u_od on the exhaust

pipe inside the enclosure in order to prevent the
t_anemlssion of structural vibr_tlons to the outer

pa_ 0£ %he exhaust pipe. The same technique is

used on all _he other lines and tubing le_ding _o
the out_ide. Structur_l vibration_ are tr_n_mlttod

fro_ the engin_ into the transmission gear boxwhlch

i_ in the case of vehlole_ rigidly connected to the

flywheel housing. This neeessltates not only a_ound

reduolng enclosure for the engine but al_o for the
t_an_mlssien. The best solutlon is to connect the

transmls_ion enclosure with _he engine enolosuce Ftg_ 15 - Water-cooled 5 liter inlln_ 6-cylinder
which can %hen be ventil_ted as a u_it. diesel engine fitted with a, addition_l sound re-

Fig. 14 show_ _ectional vlew_ of a _ound re- duclng enclosure o_ flrst design (3)
duclng enclosure fo_, an air-cooled 6_eylindec in-

line engAne (8). In p_inciple this enclosure dee_ individual covers which are connected with eachother.
not diff_ from the she of the w_ter-eoolod inline As _ome pipes e_ tubing protrude th_0ugh these oe-

engine as fa_ _s the su=_port on the engine_ the me- vers the se_vieability at _ome ps.vt_ of the engine

teri_l_ the pipes and the possibility to connect a is rerldored more diffioul_. These eo_slderatiens_
tran_mdsslon enclosure s2e oonoernodo Sin_e the however, were of sessndary important0 wi_h thiD

ooollng system is _l_eady a paint of the engine the first experi_ental reseamch onclosu_,e. The _t_ess

Was laid ell _ooustic and operational efficiency.

Tbe _eoustioal effiolen0y can be seen in

with an enelom*re made of ordinary shoot steel° _£

a damping layer T such _s _ sor_mereisi damping ma-

teri_l of double the sheet tsie_.ness_ i.e. appro_i-

2000RPM,53HP, NOISE AT ]mDISTANCE

WITHOUTENCLOSURE, 98 dB(A]

Fig° 14 - Concept of a low-noise air-cooled produc-

tion diesel engine featuring an _dditional sound _ jr'_.]A]%_/r1"
reduolng enclosure (8) _ _ so

aooiong=it is ssndustedthrough ths enelosure. It o . _. /_ / _kZ_ '_"_/_f \3 I _
is therefore not nesessam E to in_t_ll an _dditlonal _ _ V _"-- \_.' WI_ENCL0

o ,/I 8Z dB(,blower fo_ vsntilatin_ _he space inside the enclo- _ m I %.

sure. The relativelx large _ooling air sps,in_s re- _ WITH ENCLOSURE --_[______

quire effective mufflers wbieh el,% _s in this e_se_ _ m 5_ AND AODI_IONALDAMP_NG \_%_.i.ntegrated into the enclosu2e in form of ducts p_o- _ 80dB!A)
vided with an ai_ borne so_nd ah_o_hlnE lining. Fz'om z I

the cooling &it distrlbutio_ chamber located down- 0t 0s _ _ .9 _ _ s _0 m

stpea_ of the blower the cooling sip is separated ca_ou_Ncy._z

into one majo_ stmeam flowing towards the ribs o£

the oyllnde_ heads and the o21inder liners and into Fig. 16 - Noise of a water-cooled 5 lltez,islin_ 6-

partial stmeams which are directed towa2Pds the ell s_linder dies_l engine with s,d withollt sound re-
Ooolor azld,othe_ hot engine sumfaces, duoing enclosure
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mutely 1.5 mm thickness, is _pplied to the enclo- according to the theoretical considerations illus-

sure wells the _ound rcducing effect is further in- tratcd in Fig, 6. Taking the size _md wall thick-

creaQed by 2 dB(A)p rea_iting in a noise reduction seas of the enclosure parts into consideration it

of 18 de(A). The sound reducing effect starts at oa_ be shown from this result that the loss factor

160 ][zI and increases sharply with increasing fro- of the assembled enclosure parts without additional
queney. The predominant frequeacy range of the d_pisg lies in the range of O.OE, The pound radia-

noise ie therefore shifted to lower PrequencieB. tics itl the lower of the two menlioned frequency

'" Ap_rt from the significant reduction of the total ranges is determined by panels which have, due to

noise level the impulsive characteristic of diesel their large dimensions, a critloal loss factor which

engine noise that is most Irritatlng to the human is below O.02p whereas above 800 flz obviously small-

_i ear is considerably reduced as well. With this on- er panel_, the critical less factor of which is

:i sloDure - and also with _ound reducing shells_ in oerresDOndingly higher I are important for the noise;,J
_ partioula_ by those whloh s/_e elastically connected emission. The difference between the transmission
'_ alone their edges - the sound level increases ceil- loss R of the shoot metal and the insertion loss

!: siderably in the lower frequency range below 160 gz. ZSLK, caused by the increase of the sound level in
_I This fact which is not decisive for the dD(A) level the space between engine surface and enclosure

_i can have _ negative effect on the durahilitd, if the amounts to 10 dS to 12 dS. Thi_ is very good cem-

_ displacement is too large, However, as will be Dared with the results obtained with sound reducing

71 shown later t this increase in the sound level can shells of the smme material, as can be seen in

_ be completely eliminated by an appropriate enclo- Fig. 17 and Fig, 10, Consequently an insertion loss
,I Qure desi_m and the careful choice of enclostu_e of 17 d2 to 19 dB i_ achieved at I klIz despite a

support, wallthicknessof0.7me,

Fig. 17 demonstrates the insez,tion loss of this The significant dip of the transmission loss

,I first example of a sound reducing enclosure. It can curve at low frequencies, particularly proso_noed

_I be seen that the insertion loss curve is parallel at 63 Dz in this case, i_ in the range of the fun-

to R ax between 160 Hz and 630 IIz oEld then up to domental bending frequencies of the panels_ as can
_! 2 kP_z_ without addition_l dmcping of the enclosure be checked very easily with the e_uation in Fig. 6.
_! ' The excitation is mainly caused by the vibration
_ sheet steel_ parallel to _ in' Therefore_ additicn-
_i al dampin G shews its effeo_ _n the latter range_ transmission via the elastic supports. A resonance
_ of the panels acting as mass and of the trapped air

acting as a epring_ as it is clearly the case with

I; 3E the sound reducing shells, is less likely as the

deeioi odista,,eohot.conthep nelo theengine_2C ,// ," _ surface_ varies largely. In the upper frequencyrange, that is above 2 kHz I tile insertion loss does

ft..' notincreaseany more.Therei_ is in the rangeof
t: -_ _ "_ . 20 dD to 25 d/l. The tranmnisslcn leas of the panels
,. _ IO ._y ' ----- increasu_g with a steady rate of 15 to 20 dE/decade

ia obviously net the deminaling parameter _t higher

_] o 4 _ : frequencies. Depending on the practicability andthe

z O _ _/ desi_* approach the sound reducing effect of the

o
- sealings as well as the vibration isolation between

_I}i:i _ -I0"-- / e,Igine structure and parts cs,,ne_ted to the engine

m _ a_Idpassing tlt?ough the enclosure is limited. There-
- fore, the sound pmler radiated from the_e surface

-gO areasabovea certainfrequencyexceedthe _ound
_) .02 05 I 2 5 I 2 5 I0 20 DOWer radiated from the panel_, limiting the inser-

i FREQUENCY [kHz] ties loss of such sound reducing enclosures,• l,'ig.18 shows the sketch of an enclosed water-

INSERTION LO_S ALN; cooled 6-cylinder diesel engine with bolted on
tranmni_sion considering advanced develop_elIts in

ENGINE WITH ENCLOSURE OFSHEE$STEEL .Tram this field (8). The enclosure is designed for mass

-- I ENGINE WITH ENCLOSURE AND ADDITIONALOAMPINO production using deep-drawn sheet steel. An essen-
LAYER tial cha/,acteri_tic of recent enclosure developments

is that tile sound reducing enclosure consists of two

•,.-..,., NOISE REDUCING ENCLOSURE OF SHEET STEEL .8mm groups ef parts. The part_ of the first K_oap form
ON CRANKCA$_ OF ENGINE d,SIZE 30OxdOOmm, a supporting fr_J_e, The enclosure is elas_ieally
DISTANCE 3Gram, SUPPORTED WITH FtlLET ISx 30ram supported in the amsa of ghis supporting f_ame by
OF FOAM RUBBER ALONG THE EDGEE carefully choosing the connection points. The parts

of the second group consist of covers with largest

CALCULATED TRANSMISSION LOSSES OF SHEET STEEL .?mm: possible dimension_ which ape rigidly connected to
the supporting frame in a sound tight manner mainly

R_=_ using quick fasteners. All pipes_ tubing_ e_gine

--'-- Rmm WITH DIFFERENT PANEL SIZE 20 supporting elements, etc. penetrate through the sup-
porting frame and do not obstruct the maintenance
covers. The covers can he dimensioned considerably

Fig. 17 - Insertion loss of _ound reducing enclo- larger than shown in Fig. 18 so that there is free
sure of w_ter-eooled 5 liter inlin° 6-cylinder access to all the upper area of the engine or the

diesel engine (12) sit pan when removing one of these covers. _e the
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suppressed as a result oP the newly developed en-

vel in this frequency range is practically the some
as without sound reducing enclosure.

ii_

Fig_ 18 - Lew-ncise water-eooled 6-eyltnder preduo-

ii tion diesel engine with transmission gear featuring

an additional sound reducing enclosure (8)

development work on various prototypes demonstrated

, an over-heating of engine or enclosure pa2ts_ which

are ventilated by a cooling fan with the running Fig, 20 - Sectional 4rawin&_ of _low-noise ai_-eoel-

engine t can be avoided when shuting the engine down ed 6-cylinder inline diesel engine featuring an ad-

It is important in this connection to consider the ditional sound reducing enclosure (9)

chimney effect which means that the air entering

i the enclosumo through the ventilating openings Io- Fig. 20 sbows sectional drawings of the protc-

sated at the lower p_rt of the enclosure flogs to type of such _ low-noise I air-cooled 6-cylinder
the openings in the upper part of the enclosure _f- diesel engine o£ 100 mmx _20 mm bore and stroke

_ %or a hot engine stop _nd therefore the f_n stops. (9,12), A view of thls on&ins is given in Fig. 21.

!1 2500RPM, 305 HP, NOISE AT Im D]STANCE

!; _ m0 wlfgOUT _!NCLO'SURI

_' _ / lot, d8 (A)
H _ /k

,:! o _ ,./
z me?G

o2 .0_ J _ _ I _ _ io Fig. 21 - Low-noise air-cooled 6-cylinder inline

_uE.cy-_= diesel engine 100 mm x 120 mm bore and stroke
featuring _ addition_l sound reducing enclosure (9)

Pig. 19 - Noise of a low-noise water-cooled VB diesel The prototype was developed by slightly modifying

engine with transmission gear featuring an addition- an existing inline engine. In the course of these
al _ou_d _educing enclosure modifications the _t_/.tep wa_ removed from the cool-

ing air outlet side of the engine to the other _ide

Pig. 19 shows the acoustical efPee_ of a re- of the engine in o_der to gain space for the ar-
cently developed sound reducing enclosure for a V8 rangement of the cooling air outlet duct of the en-

truck diesel engine with bolted on transmission. The clo_ure, This prototype engine is clm.raoterized by
enclosure is, also in this ease, made of ordinsmy the a2ra_gemen_ of a sound reducing enclosure which

sheet steel without d_,ping l_yers or acoustical ll- has been designed under consideration of the prin-
ning with a wall thickness of _ mm appropriate fo_ oipleo described before. It is based on two frame

this engine size, ?he noise is reduced by 17.5 d_(g), systems; one above the cylinder heads and the other

The noise reduction is again etamting at _60 IIz, see in the area of the oil Pmb each made of 1.5 mm

also Fig. 16. It is worth noting that at low fro- thick sectional steel, The frmnes a2e supported in

queneies the dip of the transmission loss curve is a vibration isolated manner on the cylinder head_
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respectively the crankcase housing by means of rub- the sound level of tbe original engine over tbe
bet elements, Both frames aDS bolted on to the front wilole frequency range.

and re_ wall of the enclosure each made of I rr_ In the ocumse of recent developments prototype

thick sheet steel, Together with these walls they solutions for sound reducing enclosures which ore
form the supporting frame-work of the enclosure, combined with the chassis were also realized. Such

The upper t side and lower pasts of the wall, made a solution is reported elsewhere at this conference.
of I mm steel_ are attached to this supportinF_ !n principle the enclosure does not differ from the

frame-work; in the area which has to be accessible ones described above which are attached to the on-

for servicing this is accomplished by quick fas- gins in _ vibration isolated manner and a_'e praoti-

tenors t otherwise with screws. The coolies air duets sally part of the engise. The sound reducing enole-

82e directly connected with the enclosure. However I sure therefore consists also in this case of two
the design of the enclosure is such that the ducts &n.oups of enclosure pc/to - tile supporting fr_e

can he e.rr_]ged separated from the engine under eer- comprising the passing tbrough of plpes t lines and
fain installation conditions for the sake of asses- shafts and the quickly removable covers, In the case

sahility, In this case the engine ducts would hays of the enclosure supported on the chassis of a ve-

to be connected with the cooling outlet dusts by hiole the enclosure parts are rigidly connected

means of elastic sound reducing ducts, with the chassis. Parts of the chassis t for ins-

The total mass cf the sound reducing enclosure Lance the main frames can replace p_,bs of the sup-

Eunounts to 127 kg e that is 28 % of the mass of the porting frame of the enclosure. That me_ns a simpli-

original engine. This is a falrly high peroentago_ ficatlon of the enclosure, in partloular it is not
hut it has hot,ever to be considered that the cool- neoessr*my to arrange an additional enclosure part i

ins air ducts which m_ be used separately from tile obstructing the accessahility of the engine, be-

engine are included. In the case of tbe cooling air twsen the chassis and the engine. With cab-over-
ducts completely integrated i_ the enclosure the engine trucks I severs, as for instance the In_ge

mass will furthermore be reduced by omitting double upper cover, can be connected elastically with the

walls. In oompa.visonp the mass of the latest sound cab so that the upper engine area is dices/tiled

reducing enolosu_.es of Water-cooled engines is in who. lilting the c_h.

the range of 9-14 % of the engine mass. The noise A disadvantage of the enclosure connected with

emitted by the radiator-fan-system remains, howeverf the chassis is synong others that the enclosure parts

the same: whereas with air-cooled engines the noise are subjected to the distortions of the chassis.

emitted by the cooling system is reduced together This problem needs earei_l consideration. I_arther-
with the noise emitted by the engine surface, more I the fundament_l natural frequeneles of the

The noise reduotlon achieved with the sir- main fr_mes of the vehicle are _._ound some 100 Hz

cooled prototype engine can be seen in Plg. 22. It which could impair the acoustic efficiency of the

amounts _o 19 dB(A). The noise level measured at enolostu_eo Finallyp an enclosure connected to the
rated speed _nd full load at I m distance in the ohassls is part of the vehicle so that for ar_y other

÷: a_eohole chamber is reduced from _02 dB(A) to type of appllo_tion of the s_nle engine a new enolo-
83 d_(A). The difference between the two spectra stirshas to be developed. It onn he established in

shows that the insertion loss reaches values up to principle that both t_q_es of supports for s.n enolo-

2_ dB and n_ounts to _imost 20 dB at I kHz. Here sure - on the enginn and on the vehicle - give g_od

too the chosen enclosure design made it possible to results if oare/_/lly designed and developed. This

_void a dip of the trans_Jission loss curve at low can also he seen from the earlier _e_tioned peper

fz,equenoies. The average sound level measured with about a truck diesel engine enclosure connected to
the sound reducing encloses is therefore lower than the fr.%me,

FUTURE LOW-NOISE DIESEL _;GINES - With newly
designed engines the principle which has been te-

l 2800 RPM,12OHP, NOISE AT Im DISTANCE oognized as being of primary importance for an eo-I0o Bestial noise reduction in the range of more than

, I = n_ 10 dg(g) can be realized in a different way. This
WfTHOUT ENCLOSURE, 1.12dB{A) principle finds it_ implementation in different

N 9o kinds of vibration isolation of all components form-
= ing the outer eumfaoe towards the load carrying in-

to further opSirnizi*_ the engine and enclosures p_rts of

_ • = the additional dry enclosure as described in the

"-_I previous sections. A number of possibilities s/ices
%_ if the vibration isolated external + casing is sub-m_ 70

_! st_t ial IY integret ed lot ° the e_'ine _ti_u°t112e _dWIT ENC OSUR , B3 BIA) %-_ J/_ provides both the attenuation of the noise as well

Optimized Additional Dry Enclosures - Here the

enclosure is _dded to a fully se_led engine struo-_o turnswhich is designed z,ight away to consider the

.0_ .co .I .2 ._ * z _ _0 _ speoisi requirements which arise in connection with

F_EQUE.CV.kHz the enclosure. Furthermore, it is important with

waist-cooled engines_ especially in the c_se of ve-

Fig. 22 - Noise of an sir-cooled 6-cylinder inline hiole installations, to provide urmestrioted flow

diesel engine 100 mm x 120 mm bore and stroke with conditions for the cooling air _t the outlet of the

and without sound reducing enolosu/e (9) radiator-fan-system in order to ensure the shortest
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possible overall length of the power unit. Fig. 23 Acoustic Enclosures Inte_Tated into the Engine

shows %he longitudinal section of _ t_boohz_gsd Structure of Water-Cooled Inline _n_ines - ],_ig.24

water-cooled 6mcylindsr inline engine with _n addi- shows on a water-cooled 6-oyllnder inline engine

tisnal dmy enclosure featuring such an optimized the realization Of the prlnoiple of a vibration

dosi&nl (8). In order to keep the frost side of the isolated external enclosure which is to s d_ge ex-
engine and the enclosure as small ss possible the tent iste&_'ated into the engine structure (8). The

Eea_ clrive is located at the fl_wheel end. This _- usual crankcase ef the esgine is replaced by a so-

rnngoment is also advantageous fro_ the point of sadled central support which has no side walls in
the area of tbe crar_cshaft and which therefore has

a low Weight. The external enclosure which is at-

tached to the central support with elastic elements

ii Fig. 24 - Concept of a low-noise water-cooled diesel

engine featuring a modified engine structure _rlth an

Fig. 23 - Concept of a low-soles water-cooled dieosl oil sealing acoustic enclosure (8)

'! engine especially designed to fit an enclosure (8) provides the sound attenuation as well as the oil

i view of noise t if the engine is used without sound sealing, The upper psmt of the engine where all the
reducing enclosure. As many accessories as possible accessories are _anged is surrounded by _ sound

! were inst_lled at the ream of the engine. The air reducing ventilated enolssure of the conventional

i intake duct for the enclosure ventilation does not _,y design. The sealing between both parts of the

I restrict the air flow do_stre_ of the cooling fnn_ enolosursf the Upper dry section and the lower wet

I as it would be the case with a blower arranged at part is effected by an elastic c_asket. At the fly-the front side of the engine. With the compact de- wheel end the oil chamber is sealed by means of else-

sign of She _otal engine it is possible to have a tic. ring-shaped elements which are inserted into

smooth and simply shaped enclosure t thus keeping the the rear wall of the enclosure at the connections

wei_It and manufaoturin K costs as low as possible, between the central support and the flywheel hous-

The extremely small front surface of the enclosure ing and at the opening for the crankshaft. With re-
provides good flow conditions for the cooling _ir _d to the arr_agement ef the gear drive on the

despite the fact that the fen_ which is driven by flywheel end and the ventilation of the upper en-

universal shaft_ is mounted quite close to the on- closure space as well as %o the shaping of the front
gins. It is adv_ntagso_s_ a_ also de,castrated in l_rt of the enclosure the s_e aspects _s _entioned

the fi_s_ to elimln_te all bolts within the on- above were considered. The described concept h_s the
closures. Belt drive0 would require maintenance and advantage of _ osI_slderabls weight saving over the

need considerable space, making it more difficult to concept of an additional dry enclosure.

desig_ an optimized enclosure. Fig. 25 shows in sectional drawings a prototype
of the above concept of & low-noiee_ w_te_-ooolsd
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6-cylinder diesel engine 118 mm x 125 mm bore and ease oC a line breakage, Quickly removable covers

stroke (9_13). The engine is a conversion of an ex- arranged on the upper part of the dry enclosure en-

isting diesel engine without modifying the crank- able easy access for m_intenance. The engine is
drive_ injoetiol_ system I combustion system I valve supported in the area of the dry enolos_,e on the

timing and cylinder heads. This enables a direct front side and on both sides of Ibe flywheel bous-
comparison of the effect of the modified engine ing. Trm_smi_sion geoms can be rigidly bolted cn

struet_e and reduced the design I manufacturing and the fl_hesl }lousing as with convsntio,_lly design-
development cost as well. Thiu prevented however a ed engines, In this cuss a sound reducing enclosure

number of optimizatisns. Therefore I the geol, drive for tile tranolniosion is neoosnamy because of the

illustr_ed in Pig. 24 had be re,_ain on the engine vibr_tio_ tr,_ns_ission from the centr_l _upport.
front side I thus the auxlliories are also driven Tbls enslomlre can be connected with tbe engine on-

from this side. The central support repl_ces the closure. Fig. 26 shows the water-seeded _ngine dur-

..... ._ -.

Fig. 25 - Sectional drawings of the prototype model ....
of a low-nolse watsr_oooled 6-oyllnder inline diesel

engine fe&t_ring Kn integrated ell sealing aooustis

eneleour_ (9) Fi_. 26 - Internal structure of the prototype model

of _ low-ns_o@ water-cooled 6-eyllnder inline diesel

cra_cae_. To ensure sufficient sblffness the lower engine featuring an integrat@d_oil sealing t aeous-
m_In bea/-ing caps are connected with e_ohetbe_ by tic enclosure (9)

'J a supporting boom forming a bearing cap bridge. The

upper ancl lower part of the external enclosure are ing assembling. The frame horizontally surrounding

eenneote_ by a frame of sectional steel borizontal- the engine as well as tbe diaphra_n sealing_ whish
ly surrounding the englne. This frame is a_taebed provides the sealing of the upper p_rt of the oil

to the central support in $ vibration isolated man- ch_nber_ is already mounted_ where_s flyz4beel andt_

nor usin_ rubber elements located in the dry enclo- external enclosure a_e no_ attached yet, Plg. 27
_ sure space. TO restrict the movements between enele-

_, sure _nd central supporb additional rubber elements
_e located between the bearing OaF bridge and the

oil p_u*. The oil eh_,ber is sealed on _h_ top wit}* _ _L._irS[_9_ _

_, a rubber diaphragm surrounding the engine. The in- :'--_ql7& ? ': ' '

tral_upport_d it_Outeredgeontbslowe_wet
psmt of the enclosure. Elastlc_ ring-sbaped ele-

ments_ as already described in Fig. 2d_ ome inserted _ ,i,_l_,__! _,_
into the rear wall of the lower pa.vt of the enelo- ;::l'?¢_&

sume at the openings for the crankshaft and at the ____ .,_i_

connections between the central support and the fly-

wheelhousing. _j,

An additional blower arranged at tbe front side i_of the gear drive provides the ventilation of tile

: upper enclosure space. The cooling air intake duct

on the front side of the engine and two separate
i cooling air outlet ducts on the rear side of the en-

gine a_e designed as sound reducing ducts. The cool-

ing air which comes in contact with the hot parts

of the exhaust manifold is dlreot_d through separate

ducts in order to ensure optimum cooling _d protec-

tion against fire hazard. All auxiliaries and pipe Fig. 27 - Fully assembled prototype model of a low-

penetrations are located in the d_.y enclosure apace, noise water-cool_d 6-cylinder inline diesel engine

Therefore_ it is impossible that cooling water or featuring an int_&_ted oil ,soling acoustic oriole-
fuel come into contact with lubricating oil in the s_re (9)
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is _ view of the completely assembled engine on a is rigidly connected with the central support and

transport f_ne, where the attached Lz,ansmission ha0 to he enclosed

The acoustical effect of the engine de0iga due to the transmission of _truetural vlbraticn_

chosen for thls prototype engine can be seen is the flywheel housing is attached to the lower part

Fig. 28, Compared with the original design of the of the sound attenuating enclosure which is design-

engine a noiQs reduction of 19.5 dl(A) could he ed _'Ja rigid ]lousing. This housing supports the
achieved. Relatively good results could _Iso be

achieved in th0 lower frequency range in spite of

walls of th_ lower p_rt of _ho enclosure, which are i , ,

exposed to the pressure fluotu_biens caused by _he i_
pistofl aevements in the lubrio_blofl oil chamber r i_--r j J_--

 owhihefreoecyr gnofthosopreoo e

fluotuatlsn_. If tile lower paint of the enclosure is

._ made of 3 mm alu_niniunlthe fundalnental natural bend-

Ing frequencies ara tripled_ causing a distinct de-
-; c_ease of %he structural vibrations Is the low fro- _

i_ queney _ange p which also affect the air berne soun_
without 8i&-alfioantly influencing the to_al noise

_; reduction.

2S00 R_M J60HP Fig, 29 - Concept of a low-noise water-ooclod diesel

i00 ' ' ' e_gine featuring a modified engine structure with aCONVENTIONAL

_ /_/\ / 103dB.(A) ' vibr_tio_ isolated housing (_)

_ / central engine structure by means of an el_stio_qi _ k.J fringe-like element. The upper p_JPt of the engine is

_ _ _o --_ ',/ again fitted wit}, a dry, sound attenuating enclcm

,, I '../' -- sure. 'bet    iostenhas.ortobeonoooed inoe-V % PROTOTYPEklOOEl £, it is belted-on to _he flywheel housing which is

!; _ _ _0 -\ _ \" _--I 815d81, already vibration isolated age/net the central sup-

= I _ the transmission is offacted by a flexible coupling
_i _ _ go because of the possible relative movement between

" _ _o these parts. Century to the engine described
earlier which is supported on the flywheel housing

0_ .0_ I _ I _ _ 10 N _u%dcn _h_ oentPal s_ppert_ this engine mo.v be sup-
ported directly on the engine housing,

A developm_n_ pro&_o;n of a _,I liter prototype

'_ Fig. 28 - Water-cooled 6-cylinder inline diesel on- engine corresponding to this design oonoeN is in

'i glne - noise o£ production engine and of low-noise progress (14). Fig. 30 shows a view of the fully

'_ prototype model featuring an integrates oil sealing assembled engine. The total mas_ of the naturally

acoustic enclosure (9) a0pirated version amount_ to 15_ kg reeultlng in a

very law specific weight, namely 2.6 2g/I_ at a

The low-noise prototype engine has only a 3 % rated output of 60 I_ at 4000 _Pt,I. For thief design

_£_ m_ss increase oc_parcd to th_ ol,IGinal engitl_. _'h&t the vibration isolatinff connection betwe_ o_ntral

_: is a considerable advantage compared tc the addi- _upport and ex_ePnal housing is subject to the
*i tlonal sound redu01ng enclo0ure of a conventionally crankshaft torque. Therefore_ the design has to be

designed engine I which Increases _he _ass, as el- such that _esonanoes with low hsrmonics of the

ready mentioned, by 9-14 %, This involves, however_ crankshaft torque have to be avoided in the operat-

e_en_Jiv_ develop _elltt4o_k_ ol_dthis CC_CeP t c_l_not inff range. The same applies to ezoltatlon_ duo to

be apolled to _ny cylindep number_ type of engine or unbalanced inertia forces, e.g. the second order in-
any applieation. The described prototype engine hes ertia force with the 4-cylinder engine, g natural

already bees installed in a truck some time ago fcP frequency _bove these exoi_atlen frequencies proves

the purpose of further inveotlgations ana compel- to be fa_ better_ as in this ease the connection is
sons. The results achieved in the course of these relatively stiff and the _elatlve movements between

investigations ale discussed in a separate paper flywhe_l and flywheel housing remain small. Ilowever_
also p_esented at this conference, to ensure sufficient vibration i_olatlon csmeful

Water-Cooled Engine with a Vibration Isolated development work is _equired. Following this com-
_ffine gouein_ - Fig, _ show8 g wg_er-oooled 4- promise the noise reduction cannot be expected to

cylinder inline engine featuring another solution be as high as with other concepts. The noise of this

for s_u inbeg_ated acoustic enclosure (8,10). Th_ prototype is therefore gbot_t I_ dB(g) lower t2_

concept essentially ecn_ists in the reduction of the bhat of an _verage exis_in G engine, s_d about 7dH(A)

number of %hose engine components which are subject lower than _ conventionMly designed engine ep_imlz-
to stz,uotumal vibrations to _ home minimum, namely ed with regamd to noise.

_o _he crankd_ive I the cont_gl support_ the _ylin- A separat_ p_per about this prototype engine is

der block und the cylinder head. Oontramy to the being presented at the conference.
_onme_ described above wher_ the flywheel housing
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as without instantaneous pressur0 rlse e hut is li-

"": ..... _- ._. relied at higher frequencies to values _bovo a curve

with steady rate of decrease st 20 dB/deo_de, the' ":" levelaof which i_ determined by the omount of fuel

hurnt instantaneously (28,29). This disadvant_

does not Occur with the divided nhamb_r systsmsj

especially in the case of _ s_row th_oat. Th_ osm-

huo_ion starts it*the sop&rated ohamber_ ito
pressure development inolgnlficantly influences the

vibration excitation of the engine shmucture. One

possibility to improve the D.I. oystem in this roe-

pest consisted in the p_aobically csmDlote aooumula_

tlo, of the fuel on the cavity walltaa it was done

with the M.A,N-M-systsm. Due to 0vapo_atlon the fuel

then g_Padually mlxss with the elf. In order to ere-

at8 satisfying i_nltien conditions one part of the

' fuel, even if it is of insignlfionnt qu_mtity, has
to he mixed dlrechl.y with the air. Therefore, the

combustlon also statute with a jump which is hardly

visible hut can be noticed in the gpeetz,um.

NA 5.7[ 6CYL.DI ,97DlAx[28

_s --_[ ---]--I _ 2800RPM

noise low-weight water-cooled 4-cylinder Inlino on- _ _ . .... _ ....... o_ .
gine featuring a modified engine structure and a _ "_ " <

vlb_tlon isolated housing (14) _ 150 _ " _>_ : 8

STATE OF DEVELOPM_T OP AN ADVANCED DIRECT INJEC- _ ' ' ' "' _ _

II£GH SPEED I{EAVY DU?Y DIESEL _OTRES - Diesel NA 7.0[ 6 CYL. DI.M-SYSTEM , I08DIAx128
engines using dlreot injection (D,I.) comhuation

systems _re ohaI,aot_eri;;ed by a fuel consumption "E _I _[ I _-_']-'-'l-- 2500RPM

which is a_ lea_t 15 % lower th_n with equivalent _" _?0 t'*_"-_ l.--i_ ------ 2300RPM ,o-oh=ho,o,owirleh bo, °°gin°°.,hi I.......... 2 000RP_
advantage in fuel consumption is the reason why R..
diesel engines in trucks and busses are almost ex- _ i____ I_ !_"_ I

el.i.elye uippodwi,,his°o.bu°ticn°.°,°.,,e.-

eve_ with _egn_d _o the combustion noise, problemo, _ .! : /_. \ =.__=

arise with the application of the D.I. system. The _ , _ . "_ . _ =
entire combustion proees_ tnk_a plac_ in the space _ _"'4 >.¢ "_. o
between piston an_ bottom of e_,'inde_ head and the _ _50 .... _ _
resulting cylinder proasm, o i_ acting as noise e_- _ z 2
citing fores on the engine structure, Contrary to
spa_k-lgnl_ion engines, where _ fuel~air mixture is

ignited from one point entailing a s_ooth start of u _0 ....
the combustion, wlth diesel engines the fuel is in- _ _ io .5 20NO_P4ALI_I9 F_QU_.NCV .I_l /_M
jested into the oembuolion chamber filled with com-

pressed, hot air under ignition conditions. Depend_ "-- [
ing on the type of injection one part of the inject- RANGE OF NA DI ACCORDING TOISVR!ed fuel mixes directly with the air so that acer~ -- RANGE OF NA IOl

rain amoant of fuel burns instantaneously due totho
ignition del_,g.

The frequency spectrum of a preosuro diagram Fig. 31 - Cylinder presoume spectra at full load of

foaturlng an inotantanaeus pressure _ise, although saturally aspirated D.l. diesel engines of previous

Very sm_l! diffeP_ from the gpootrt_ of _ con- development
tinuous process as it occurs with the oyllnder

press_r_ of normal sp_Jek ignition _gine_ that is Fig. 31 shew_ _s _ exo_plo tile no_malised

without knocking. The frequency spectrum of such a cylinder pressure spectra of naturally aspirated

preosure diagram io up to the middle frequency range D.I. engine_, on top a 5.7 lite_ 6-cylinder diesel

_ore n_d mope decreasing witb increasing frequency e_i_o with a _orm_l D,I. _yotei_ i.e. central m_iti-
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hole nozzle and air swirl, below a 7-1iter 6-cylin- rise of 4 bar/°CA can be derived. With 3 % of the

der D.I. diesel engine with M-system t i.e. high tot_l fuel injected the amount of fuel burnt in-
Pate of air swirl and accumulation of the fuel on stantaneous]y is also very low. To enable an assess-

the cavity wall (30). Both engines originate from a meat of the effect of the combustion on the overall

previous devele[_e.t &if.ins at optimum performance engine noise the spreading range of the critical

and optimum fuel consumption. Compromises were only
t_ksn into consideration in view of a lowest pos-

sible combustion noise. At the time eL' development

there were no special mequirements with regard to NA 1591 V8 ADV Ol AT FULL LOAD

the exhaust emissio.. The spectra of the normal

D.I. system, determined at full load and different _E .... 2_OORPM

engine speeds, fall within the range of existing _ l?o- ------ ]&5ORPM
low-noise D,I. en_nes established by the ISVR (31). ee
The noise optimization becomes apparent in very low

values of 3,5 % for the _nount of total injected _
fuel bturnt instanta.eously. Naturally, in this res- "236_

' pact t the values for the M-system are even lowe_ I _, D__z

n_ely below 2 %. particularly striking is the _

spectrum of the M-engine in the middle freqnenoy _ ISO-
range as it transverses the very low range of noise

optimized I.D.I. engines, stated by the ISVR (31). _ z_
FO_ somp_ison Fig. 32 gives the cylinder pressure _, 42 u=_

spectr_ of a 5.7 liter I.D.I. 6-cylinder diesel en-

gine wi_h a pro-chamber combustion system (30)° As

one can sees the curves confirm the range plotted

for I,D.I. engines, The curves homogs.ously de- RANGE OFCRIT.CYL PRESSURE

ore&sing up to high frecuenoies _lso show that the LEVEL OF _WATERCOOLEO_N-
sudden initiation of the combustion does not besoms
effective in the main combustion sh_ber between LINE 6CYL.OIESEL ENGINES

piston and bottom of cylinder head, nl _ 2800RPM

rio ::z: 2500 RPM

NA 5.71 6CYL. ID[-P.C, 97DIAxI28 _ _ _ 2300RPM

L _" 2E00RPM

_ _'_ ........... 140ORPM _,

• _ _ r23,6 150

JSC " _' _.-_ , , , , ,

_ ,3 .5 IO IS

3 .s io IS zo Fig. 33 - Cylinder pressure spectra of a I_.9 liter
NORMALISED FREOUENCY-HzlRPM diesel en_.s with advanced D.I. system and crltla_l

cylinder pressure spectra of foum water-cooled 6-

RANGE OF NA DI _ cylinder inline diesel engine=

<_////_/. RANGE OF NA IDI_ ACCORDING _O ISVR cylinder pressure spoctr_ of four typloal Water-

cooled 6-cylinder diesel es&ines of conventional de-

sign and si_il_ size are shown in _he lower pert of

Fig. 32 - Cylinder pressure spectra at full load of this figure (30). Comparing the cylinder pressure
a nab_rally aspirated pro-chamber die_el engine spectra of the 15._ liter V8 D.I. engine with the

spreading range of the critical cylinder pressure

Fig. 33 exhibits the cylinder pressure spectra spectra e as shown in the lower diagram in Fig. 33_
of a naturally aspirated 15,_ liter D,I. V8 diesel one sen see that they a_e mostly below this spread-

engine which has been developed at AVL duping the ins range especial1_ at rated speed (f_ll load),

past yeE_r_ (_3), This concept is aimed at optimum Since the combustion induced and the mechanically

performance and low consumption considering at the induced noise a2s of the same magnitude at the cri-

same time the limiting values for the exhaust eels- ileal cylinder pressure level the contribution of

sion am well as a low combustion noise, As one o_* combustion to the total engine noise is smaller with

see the cylinder pressure speetra of the V8 diesel this combustion system than the contribution due to
engine s.re very smooth. At full load they are mainly mechanieal processes, Therefore_ the combustion does

below the range of previous low-noise D.I. systems, not represent the dominating noise source any more.
From the positlo_ of the spectra a m_ximum pressure On the average it can be estimated that with _l an-
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gins using sucb _n advanced D.I. system the contri- CONCEPT SUCCES
bution of the combustion to the total engine noise

amounts to approximately 2 dB(A). Taking an engine I REFINED HELICAL I__

equipped with a low-noise I.D.I. system r the cylin- INTAKE PORT RATED SPEED
der pressure spestram of whioh falls within the HIGH VOLUMETRIC _5OO TO 5OOORPM

spreading range_ as plotted in the dlagr_ms, the EFFICIENCY

tolal noise emission of this engine would be about COMPETITIVE BMEP

;! 1 dR(A) to 2 d_(A) lower. 2 COhIBUSTION BOWL
Comparing the total nois_ of the V8 engine WITH TURBULENCERIM REDUCED N0x

with 137 mm bore to the statistics _*d predictions 3, MULTI HOLENOZZLE
with regamd to the noise emission of different IMPROVED AIR UTILI-

_!, diesel engine groups at full load and 2000 RPM, pub- &,RETARDED FUEL IN- ZgrlON(SMOKE]
fished by ISV_ (31), one can see that this engine JECTION

_, with a mean value of 101 dR(A) measured at I m dis-

c! tense does not fall within the spreading ran&_ of

_i:. the naiurally aspirated D,I. engines. It is about
_ 3 dR(A) lewes tha_ the mean v_lue of this engine REDUCED HC

group being approximately in the middle of the

_ _ IMPROVED COLDSTARTING
_] spreading range of tm_boeharged D,I, engines. This 5 COMPRESSION RATIO AND WHITE SMOKE

result confirms the evidence already given by the _ 22: I

cylinder pressure spectrum of this engine. Heverthe- _/ ODOR AND
_ less, the combustion induced noise of this engine IRR£_CNEDs
_ 6. ZERO SAC (VSO)
_ is even higher than with I,D.I. or D.l,-M-system

engines. However, the slight difference justifies NOZZLE TIP REDUCED NO;SE

-; its applieatlon in view of the noise emission re- LOW FIRING PRESSURES

garding the considerably lower fuel consumption in

I'_ comp_ison with the I.D.I, engine. This difference
in fuel oonsumptlon does not Qxist with the M-eye- Fig. 34 - Development of advanced D.L combustion

•em, whereasj how_vsrl problems arise in connection systemwith the reduction of the HO _mission,
+_. BIGR SPEED LIGHT DUTY DIESEL _IOINES - Con-

_i _ramy to the hea%-J duty diesel engines the pro- EMIHGION_ . U5 FTP 7S
chamber and swirl chamber systems are today mainly

[ Hc
used fo_ high-speed light-duty diesel engines. With _ ,r_ __.,l__/_

_: these light-duty engines of less than 3 liter total

swep_ volume the D.I. system could not compote with
the I.D.I, system despite of its lower fuel con-

sumption fo_ the following re.sons;
z NOx

_'_ opera.ion - 4000 RPM to 5000 RPM are aimed at - and

!I englnespeed.theperformance ie unsatisfying with the required "&'3

The high exhaust emission of HC and riO . With

,2 a D.l. engine lieemission is appreximately eXight

times and NO emission approximately two to three

times _s hig_ as with l.S.l, engines. It has to be _ _ CO

considered inthis context that well developedI.D.L_tringent x !I[

engines of today's market already meet the most

HS exha_ote_tssionst_.d._ds. _1 I Wll----
'4ore exhaust odor and irritants,

Higher combustion noise, COMPOSITE FUEL ECONOMY

Higher engine weight dee to higher firing (55%CITY-45% HIGHWAY)
pressure. _50

The advantage of a 15 % lower fuel consumption -_ |*15'/,
stimulated AVL to develop a D.I, system ever the _ --

pas_ yeays which eliminates the afore-mentioned dis-

advantages _e a large extent. Such a concept has in

the meantime been rs_llzed on several naturally as- = _olS'/,
pirated engines and recently also on a _urhooharged _ 30 --
engzne. E_aioaily, it makes u_e of an accelerated
combustion and increased utilization of air. Both x Z0

_a_ge_s have to be realized with delayed ignition 2250 3500 Ib, INERT]A50 60 HP
for diminishing NO and with increa,ed compression

ratio for diminishing HC exhaust emission (23,24). [] DI [] IOIFig. 34 shows in detail what measures were taken to
solve the mentioned problems. Some results which
c_n he achieved with the advanoed D,I. system are

shown in Fig. )5, It also includes a compsmison of Fig. 35 - Gaseous emission and fuel eoono_Lv - D.I.
the values obtained with I,D.L systems, In detail versus I.D,I, diesels
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spreading range of the cylinder pressure spectra of quired extent of taorethan IO d]3(A),

previo_ zLolue-optimized D.I. engl._s uu tlz_t all 5. Such additlo_l_l noiae reducing e_clo_u/_es

the cylinder pressure spectra of the 1.6 liter on- have been designed and developed in the last decade

gins are at the lower limit of the spreading range for several existing diesel engines. In gensral_

of the critical cylinder pressure levels. As for they are supported elastically by the engine re-

the 15.9 lltor engine discussed is the previous seo- presenting a part of it. Under installation condl-

ties I the contribution of the combustion to the to- tions, however t a stiff connection with parts of the

tal engine noise also with this hlgh-speed light- vehicle or with the bass is also possible. Bulk

duty D.I. engine is approximately 2 riB(A). From the volume and wsight of the engine are only slightly

compamison with I.D.I, engines - the lower diagram increased, the latter by approximately 10 %. Using

in Fig, 36 shews cylinder pressure spectra of a simple sheet metal without damping layer and noose-

modern and well-developed 1.5 liter swirl chamber ileal lining noise reductions Of 10 d_(A) to 20dB(A)

engine - it can be seen that the application of ad- are achieved. Over-heating of the en&_ine and enelo-

vaneed D.I. or I.D.I. combustion system results i, sLlre is prevented by a ventilation system. L_rge

a difference of about I dr(A) %o 2 dB(A) of the to- covers attached to the frame system of the enclosure

tel engine norse wit}: engines of the same size. enable easy access for the maintenance of the engin_

Fig. 37 illustr_tes the cylinder pressure develop- 6. In the ease that a Put_e engine is design-

meat I r_te of heat release and needle llft of the ed initially with oonsideratio, of the speoi_l rem
1.6 liter D.I. engine at full load and 2500 RPM. quirements of the encloses teohniqus_ an enclosure

The very low quantity of premixed combustion and of _ simpler design and a lower weight then withex-

the m_ximu_ value of the pressure rise dp/dc_ toting engines can be conceived.

being below 4 bar/°OA can be seen. The high eom- 7. With newly designed engines i% is possible
pression ratio of 22.5:1 results in a compression to integrate the sound reducing enclosure into the

pressure of approximately 57 ha_. Due to the re- engine structure in order .to minimize the _ddition-

tarded injection, the firing pressure is slightly al weight and bulk volume. With this coneept_ one

higher E_nounting to 66 bar. part of the engine housing is replaced by the sound

Fig. 38 finally demonstrates the cylinder attenuating easing which then also provides the

pressure spectra of the 2.1 liter diesel enginewith se_ling of the oil ch_ber. The feas_billty of this

the _v_nced D.I. system. In this ease the position concept which is applicable to some types of on-

of these spe0tra is even _,oro favorable than with ginesp is already demonstrated successfully with a
the 1.6 liter enginef they are at the lower limit water-cooled 6-cylinder inline engine. Protein-poe of

of the spreading romeo of previous noise optimized a low-noise hlgh-speed light-weight w_ter-oeoled

D.I. systems respectively partly even in the middle 4-cylinder inline engine, featuring a vlbr&tion ice-

of the spreading rsulge of noise optimized I.D.[. fated engine and flywheel ho_sing supporting the in-

systems in the medit_ speed range of 2_00 _M. This nor engine structure are in the stage Of develop-

exceeds the &Iready very successful results obtain- meat.

ed with the 1.6 liter engine _nd can be ascribed to _. As a result of ex_ensive development _pfly-

the use of unit injeotors_ making it e_sier to ob- ing specific measures an advanced D.L eo_bustion

rain optimism conditions over the wide speed range system is available which in comparison wit}* opti-

of high-speed light-duty diesel engines. For corn- sized I.f.l. systems is still maintaining a 15 %

parison cylinder pressure spectra of a modern well- lower fuel consumption, fe_t_ring _seept_ble corn-

developed 2.0 liter pre-oh_ber engine are given in bustion noise and eqmal exhaust emission levels_
the lower diagram. Considering the entire speed complying with the severe U.S. emission limits. Also

range, the spectra mover the whole spreading range with light-duty diesel _ngises the same power out-
of 1.D.I. engines a_d _herefore partly coincide put and speed as wit)*optimlzed I.D.I. systems ca.

with the values obtained with the advanced D.I. sys- be achieved. With the _d_aneed D.I. combustion sys-

tem using unit injectors, tern the cylinder press_re spectrum is located be-
tween previously optimized D.[. and I.D.I. systems

CO_CLUSION8 as well as close below the average spreading range

of the orltio_l cylinder pressure spectra of exist-

I. According to experience a significant is- lag engines. Applying such an advanced f.l. system

provement of _he environmental conditions requires results in a contribution of _pproximately g _(A)

the lowering of the loudness at least by half. This of combustion to the total engine noise. Csing an

corresponds to a noise reduction of more than 1.D.l. system would decrease the _otal engine noise

10 dB(A), by hardly mors than I df(A) to 2 dB(A).
2, In general noise reductions of more than

10 dB(A) can only be achieved by vibration isolation
between the excited and the sound radiating parts of

the engine or by the attachment of sound reducing
shields.

3. I_/e to the stiff connection of all parts of

the engine structure with existing engines all outer

engine p_rts contribute to the tot_l noise. Ther_

fore I in general a reduction of more than _ dr(A) of
the tot&l noise needs the treatment of all external

engine ps._ts_ _Ithough some of these parts contri-
bute to the total noise to a larger extent.

4. Completely enclosing the engine is the most

economic way of reducing the total noise to the re-
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{; ABSTRACT PREVI(>JS METHODS OF DETERMINING TEE COMBUSTION

_ Previously indirect test methods were used NOISE

)_ to investigate Diesel engine combustion noise. Because of the domlnanc_ of combustion noise

:i" Now digital signal analysis gives the possi- in Diesel engines, a great deal of research work

_f bility of determining it and its narrow band was devoted to this subject and a series of

[_ spectra directly. Such a method for direct excellent methods were developed for the

:_ evaluation of the combustion nolso is described measurement and assessment of this noise factor.

_: and the possibilities offered by it are shown. Exclusively indirect measuring methods are in-
iJ A slngle-cylinder dlrect-in_ection Slesel serves volved bore. For example, the cor_bustlon noise

_i as a test engine. Steady-state as well as is established by comparing the noise levels

transient condl_ions of the engine are of a mo_ored and a fired engine (2), or it is
evaluated by the procedure, assessed from the spectrum of the cylinder

pressure curve (3}, by the 2nd differential

quotients of the cylinder pressure in terms of

time (4) or _rom the solld-berne noise signal

at a measuring point near the cylinder head (E).

ii_• rfh_ individual methods for the determinationor assessment of the combustion noise are briefly

i_ explained below by examples from _he referencss
_!, listed.

_' C_4PAR_SOrl BET_.EN A FIRED ENGINE AND A MOTORED

'¢ ENSI_IE " Mechanical noise can be understood in

I the first approximation as the noise produced
_i by a motored engine; consequsntly

the two

_l TIlE DIESEL ENGINE, widely ussd as a _ower unit components combustion noise and mechanlcal noise

b_cause of its excellent fuel economy, represents
overlap during engine operation.

i As representative of a series of researchers
_" a very oo_plex noise so_rce from an acoustic who have accepted this theoryl one should

i

Investigations carried out separately on studied the acoustic features of a combustion_J

{_i the individual noise sources of a Diesel engine

_j have shown that after elimination of the intake process on the same _wer unit. One resul_ ofthis work is shown in Fig. Is. The increase in

li and exhaust noises by moans of suitably designed
cl silencers, the noise radlated from th_ surffaces the sound pressure level is a result o_ thecombustio_ process for both DI and IDI systems.
_I of the engine becomes the main irritant. This

_i sound is a combination of mechanlcal and
separation of the noise components can be

i_ achieved by this method only if the combustion
combustion noises.

_' nolse is predominant.
_{! Serf.s investigations on many Diesel

_i engines of widely varying types and d_slgns (_)#

il indicated that combustion noise represents a ME_IOD OF CRITICAL CYLINDER PRESSDRE LEVEL - The
considerable part of the overall noise emitted, cylinder pressure signal can be interpreted as

In order to aohleve noticeable reductions in a sound pressure signal and analysed in the same

noise level, it is therefore n0cessary to way. Prlede (3) used _s a basis the model theory

reduce the combustion noise, that the engine components represent a linear

Effective development efforts with the aim transmission system for the cylinder pressure

of r_duoin_ combus¢ion noise require a method excitation. By varying the combustlo_ process

of noise signal ovaluatlon, which enables (for instance by altering the start of injection)

isolation o# the combustion noise from the over- he determined for the frequency bands co_¢ernsd

all engine noise. Several m0thods o_ determine- ths relationship between the sound pressure

tion of the combustion noise have been used level and khe relevant cylinder pressure level.

already. Before describing a new method a As Fig. _b shows, two areas can be clearly

comprehensive review of the procedures used so dlstlngulshed=atrelaEive low cylinder pressure

_! far is given in the following chapter, eNumbers in parentheses designate References at

_ endofpaper

' SAE_.Tg/80/_O2._0

:i _opyrlSht © 19705oci_tYof A.tsmotlve fn0lne.r_,lnc.
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levels the dependency of the sound pressure level a_e determined both for engine operation and for

on these is low. If a so-called critical cylinder the subsequent motoring process (fuel injection

pressure level is exceeded, the noise level cut off fo_ a short time). The level differences

increases ac about the same rata as the excitation between the spectra represent a qualitative
level, measure fo_ the assessment of the combustion

' Hechanlcal noise predominates below tile noise.

it criDical cylinder pressure level_ and ccnd3ustlon

noise predominates above it. A characteristic DIRECT DETERMINATION OF C(_MBUSTION NOISE
dependency of the sound pressure level on the As is shown by the short llst of reference

, _cltation level resuZt_ in an addition curve, wo_ks, there are as yec no direct measuring
_ Knowledge of this relationship for a given
_ engine enables the co_0ustlon noise to be methods for the combustion noise. Such posslhili-

calculated from the cylinder pressure spectrum, ties will be discussed below,

PRESSURE ElSE ACCELE_ATIDN AND COMBUSTION NOISE - QDANTITATI%_ TIME-FREQUENCY _NALYSIS - The sound

The method o_ the critical cylinder pressure level radiated by a Diesel engine is very impulsive,

for the asseosment of the c_mbustlon noise was and with an oscllloqr_ it is relatively easy to

also used by Huber and Wodiczka (4) in their noise evaluate the instants at which the indlvJdual
tests on several water a_d _£r-coolud Diesel lslpulsos occur. Correlation o_ these in ter_s of

: englnos which were representative of the latest tlme to the process within the engine (e,q.

I technical standards, For all enqines there was a closing and opening of the valves, con_ustlon

relatively narrow scatter band for the frequency process) provides indications as to the possible

response of the transmission factor of the engine c_use of the sound impulses.

components (difference between cylinder pressure In order to enable conclusions to be drawn

j level and level of combustion nol_e). By suitable req_rdlng the frequency content of _he impulses

_, choice of the upper limiting frequency of a an analogous band-pass filter can be inserted indifEerentia¢lnq ampli_ler to form the 2rid the measuring chain and the filter response
differential quotient of the cylinder p_essure displayed on a screen (tlme-frequency analysis) .
in terms of time it wa_ possible to simulate As regards the intensity, such a tlme-_requency

t2_e frequency response of the transmlsslon factor, analysis is only a qualitative examination method

Measurement of the enqlnes showed that there was because it supplies no level values.

a very good correlatlon between the combustion On tile other hand, one can achieve a
noise level and the 2nd differential quotient quantitative tlme-frequency analysls with the aid

of the cyliflder pressure in terms _f time. This of equipment used for digital signal processing,

relationship is shown in Fig. ic for one of the as the effective values of the impulses can be

engines examined, calculated, Fig. 2 will help to oxpiain by means

of _he sound pressure eharacte_Istic_ of a single-
SOLID-BORNE SODND _ASUREH_NT - AS a signal for cylinder four-stroke engine the quantitative

the assessment of the comhustlon noise, Hauser time-frequency analysis in :soredetail.

Ii (5) suggests the impulse of surface acceleration In order to enable a correlation o_ the

(which occurs synchronously with the combustion impulses in terms of time, Fig. 2 shows the
process) at a measuring point near tile cylinder characteristics of tile cylinder pressure p

i head. The frequency spectra of this signal period versus the crank angle_ with the dead centres
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marked. '_he speed of Lhe engine is n= 12COmin -I, As the sound p_essure chazacterlstlcs were traced

the time required for one work cycle (2 revolu- by an ADC at discrete time intervals At, the

_1on_) being TO _ |00 ms, integral bccomes a sum

Peff°n At p_ At =_ _ p_ (2)

2
BDC TDD H6C TOC'deg.CA, DbC _e maximum value of Pelf near the TD2 can b0 used

_2] -t----Ap_. s_P,.,_,o asameasurefor:o_ustlo.noi_o.Itisde_ig._-
" M_5-10_z ted P_ffV in Pi_. 2. Correspondingly the level of

P2ff P_TV _ff the combustion noise is

- Poilu (3)
_----4_.0m. Time LV = 10 log 2

_Z ' "' Lu is an obJoctlvoly measured value for the
combustion noise ob_alned by a direct method.

_. _ Because of the relative shorb integration time,

o_iS largely unaffected by noise excltea byher sources than combustion when investigating

L /_ .71"1._IkHz a slnglo cylinder engine.

xlo The remaining noise from the enqlne at thls

time is negligibly lOW compared with the

__ _ combustion noise. This ie evident from Pig. 2

for all frequency ranges because durln_ the

compression phase shortly before TDC p is very

xlO I.&l-2,93kHz low.
The method of quantitative flint-frequency

analysis is very tima-consumlng as each frequency

range investigated must be individually re-ana-
lysed. It is thegefo_e only practicable for

__/_____ relatively wide _requency bands (e.g. octave band

xlO ZB3-5,66kHz width). Furthermore a frequency error occurs

because of the lln%ited a_tenuation slope of
analogous frequency band filters.

L_ TIME-FP_QUENCY-WINDOWS METHOD - Based on the

xlO _-IOkHr cxperlence gained with the quantitative time-
frequency analysis, another measuring method

for the combustion noise was developed which
-'_ avoids the disadvantages ment{nnedt such as

frequ0noy error and high expondlturo In terms of
Fig. 2 - QUantitative _ims-frequ_ncy analysis time.
[the numbers 2 and 10 are scale factors of the

In order to determine the co_bustlon noise

ordinate) it is sttf_Icient to consider only the sound

D_iow t;'_ocurve for the cylinder pressures, the pressure impulse which is produced by the

squares of the altornablng sound pressure (p_) cyllndsr pressure characteristics duringcombustion. Conslderlng and analysing only parts
are plotted synchronously for different frequency of a noise in moro de,all is not a new method of
bands, Because of the trav0lllng tfmo of the

acoustic measurements. When investigating theairborne sound from the enqln0 surface to the

mlcrophonee Chore is a blms lag of mbout 3 ms, acoustic behaviour of an ono-cyllnder Diesel
esginel D_user (5)'used a special tape recorder

For eaci_ frequency band there is shown a second (rotaclng heads) to play back repeabedly parts
curve indicated with p_ff. It is obtained by

21summing up the p_ va u_s within a sliding time of in_or0st of the recorded noise signal for
window which_ in the example shown, has a length further svaluatlon by a hybrid analyser. This

of Ti = 8 ms. p_ is proportlonal to the method is time consuming and dlfflcul_. Mea-
Intensity of sound within the time window. If surement results of greater scope are thero-

Ti exceeds _h_ period of th0 lowest frequency fore lacking,

component in the slqsal p_ff can be interpreted To avoid the disadvantages of analogous

as the square _ffeoblve value of p_ and the filtering or of an intricate rape'play back
following is valld_ technique for dete_mlnlng the combustion noise

the followln_ procedure was _stabillshed,

_ Ti 2 As it is shown in Fig, 3, a sound pressure-

Pelf = _ / p% dt (I) tim_ signal picked up by a microphone, is usedwithout applying a frequency filter. A part of
this noise signal is cu_ out for further treat-

ment by a _Ime window of 20 ms which covers the
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!_I kp,v amplitudes of sound pressure,

(i P_'A _f sound pressure within time and frequencyi!iI wi._ow

_I multiplication with a suitable window function,

unsteadiness of the signal at the beginning and
at the end are avoided.

The Fourier transformation (F) provldQs the

_i narrow hand spectrtlm of the window s_gna]

:i (amplitude Ap_ and phase - phase not shown in
Fig. 4). After erasing the fri3quency compcn0nts

Fig. 3 - Tuning-out of _%e eo_)us_ion noise outside a suitably chosen frequency window an
_ inverse Fourier transformation (FW) is carried
,h p cyllnder pressure, p_ sound pressure,

i! P_T sound pressure within tlmQ window out. The result is a handpassed time signal. Theindividual 30 hlms signals are squared and

:'_ r_nge near combustion TDC and includes the averaged (Fig. 5). By this method also the fro-
'# combustion noise. It is only from thls cut-out quency error of analogous filters is avoided.

_J signal psriodt that a narrow band spectrum is An integration window is slld over the

;:i established with the aid of a digital Fourier averaged quadratic sound pressure characcerlstics

'_ analyser. Similar to _he quantitative time- and the level is determined for each effective

_:; frequency analys_s_ the highest level for each value ohtalned in this way. An istegration ti_e
: frequency band is used to determine the combustion of 6 ms has proved _o be favourable. Again the

:: noise, maximum value of the noise level iV_ f is deflnod

_! The computation s_eps for th_ analysis of as combustion noise level for the frequency band

'_ the combustion noise are explainedin more detail _f. This signal processing is carried out for
_: in Figs° 4 and 5. The sound pressure characte- each of the 500 HZ wlds frequency ranges between

_? ristlcs for 30 consecutive working cycles are 0.5 and Io kHz. The result is the averaged narrow

_ stored in the core memory of the computer. Only band spectrum of the combustion noise (Fig. 5
'; two of the confirmed 30 cycles are shown in below).

Fig. 4. Preliminary tests have confir_led that If the values are not averaged the i_dividual

the tes_ results are reproducible if averaged spectra of the combustion noise of consecutiv_

from 30 combustion cycles. The window-slgnal has engine cycles are obtained. In this case the
a constant time lengtb of _T = 20 ms_ each cyclic variations occurrin_ from engine cycle

signal consisting of 532 dlgical samples. By to englns cycle can be investigated, or the



combustion noise with tbe engine operating under

_z61_ _ H u|_|_ AA _ translunbproce_sCondltions~ e.g. during transition from

,, pa tl0adtofoll loa0-oanboe ooined._hls mea_urlng metbod can be used only as

"[u1_^,,.30x long as the noise Impulses caused by the tom-

, bostio° canbesoparotedinto o tloo
-- / " _ from other imps*lees. In the case of I to 4-cylin-

der _nglnes, tbls can be dons over wide onglne

speed ranges by appropriately choosing the time

6-cyllnder engines because of interference of

p_aT_f]l" other nolsQ sources, for instance valve opening
and closing noise, llere suitable measuring condi-

tions must first b0 provided by means of additlo-

_al measures carried out on the engine I such as

partlal encapsulatlon.%
,_ It should b_ mentioned here, that the sound

originating _rom piston slap near TDCcannot bet_

!I .{_l_l_ion I_ms I T_me s_paratod by this method. AS the combustion

I_ll_lolion Ghamber pressure causes the travers_ motlon of

Wind0w the piston across the clearance space r _e rssul-

L l[,_n__ tlnq airborne sound is associated wi_h the

P_61 "io combustlon noise.

An exampl_ for the effoctlveness of the time-
frequoney-wlndows method is shown in Pig. 6. Part

a) shows the A-welgh£od sound pressure level of

_' the one-cyllnder Diesel engine for two loads
I -- " -- ' versus injection timing, as it is determined by

i

conventional sound level measuring devices. In

Lv _ addition, the curves for the combustion noise
(iv O.5..._o kHz) a_e shown as the sum of the

band levels of the combustion nolso measured by

the tims-£_equency-windows method. About the same

gradient results for all curves, but th_ tlm0-

frequency-wlndows method yields about 6 dB higher
levels. An increase of 6 dB shows that the com-

bustion noise predominates over the mechanical

noise, which is the case at n _ 1200 min-]. Fi_.

_i ,5+lkHz 9.5-_kHz 6b shows the levels for two different timings
at n = 1700min -I . As the c0_stlon _olse her_

Fig. 5 _ Computatlonsteps for _he determination is not predominant_ the noise level LA provld0s

of the combustic, noise spectrum, LV combustion no clear-cut result. Converssly_ the level Lv 0.5...Io kHz indlcatss a dlst|nct dependency on _he
noise l_v_l

_100 , ' a)
_. EngineSpeed 1200RPM 1700RPM J b]

'_Z 8MEY 5.5bar" L_vS"I0kHz
g_ Pig, 6 - Comparison Of

combustion noise level

_,_,.,_J_:zmZ_l_. -- Sound _ressu_e l_vel

__'- 2 bar |.5-2kHz

8C _ _ _LA /

u_ ?E 20 24 28 32 36 19 22 25
Injection Timing-deg. CA BTDC
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injection timing as it is the case also with LV

e.g...! kIIz. Eigher frequency bands (I...I.5 kDz
and 1.5...2kNz) further clarify the influence of

injection timln_ on combustion noise.

TEST EQUIPMENT

_e t_me-frsquency-windowsmethodwas
developed in connection with tostbench evalllatlQns

of a single-cylinder engine. Testbench arrangement
and data _s well as solne flrst results are given
below.

TEST CELL AND TEST ENGINE - _e acoustic measurs-

men_s wer_ carried out on a test cell, the walls

and the ceiling being covered with noise insula-

_ ring material (limit f_equency ioo Dr). A heavy _ 2 I I_-_I .

fousdatlon supported by cell springs is let into

the nonabsorbing floor, Thereby solid hor;*e sound
bridges between test cell floor and foundation

areellminated. L_ _An eddy-current brake and an electric motor

for motoring the test engine are installed in a

neighbouring acoustically isolated test ceil. The |

asro_ynamic nols_ sources of the te_t engin_ _re _ IIIr'_"_Qll

eliminated by suitable dampin_ units so that only
noise in the t0st cell is the airborne sound _

emitted from the engine surface.
The tests described in this paper were

carried eu_ on a water-cooled slngle-cyllnder _I_

engine wltb the following technical speclfl-
cations=

Cylinder diameter O _ 125 rm
Stroke s _ 130 mm

Cubic capacity Vh = 1.595 dm 3 Pig. 7 - Block wiring diagram for the acquisition

Compression ratio e _ 16.5 and storage of measured values
Injection timing aE - 15° crankshaft I Injection pump, 2 Photocell, 3 Actuator,

(static start of before TDC 4 Hydraullc Cyllnder, 5 Magnetlc Valve,

fuel delivery) 6 Controller, 7 Accelerator r 8 Pressure Transducer I

9 Charge Amplifierl i0 Eigh Pass Filter_ II Photo-

RECORDING AND STORAGE OF MEASORED VALUES - The cell, 12 Triggerlng Unit, 13 Microphone, 14 Mea-

measurlng equlpme_t used for the tests is shown _urlng Amplifier, 15 Tape Recorder, 16 Fourier-

in Pig. 7 as a functional dl_gram. The fundamen- Analyzer
tel sources of information are the alrborne sound

pressure characteristics and for comparison the cycle. During the short m0asurlnq tlme of tr_n-

cylinder pressure characteristics, sient operdtion I tile engine speed varies so little

The airborne sound signal is plcked up by that one can assume that only the combustion

a capacitor microphone (131 in i m distance of noise and not tbe mechanical noise is agfecbed.

the eggine _urface and fed to a pre-ampllfler The use of a photocell (2) and a logical circuit

and a measuring a_pllfler (14). Th_ cylinder ensure that the sudden movement of the control

pressure is measured via a plezo-electric rod could take place only during the period of

pressure pickup (81, a charge amplifier (91 and charge changing between two working cycles.

a hlgh-pass filter liD). A l-inch tape recorder

1_51 equipped with 7 FM channels and l direct MEASURING RESDLTS

channel is available for storage of the signals. First results obtained with the described

The photocell (I11 produces one needly pulse per time-frequency-windows m0thcd, which are presentedrevolution at BDCof which only that at oom-
below, _hall demonstrate the applicability for

presslon BDC is transmitted by the triggering engine noise evaluatlon. In this connection speed
unit (121. This serves a_ a trlgger signal

during signal processing with a digital Fourier and load dependence of the combustion noise,

analy_er (161. correlation between combustion noise and cylinder
To enable m0asure_lents under transient pressure spectra, cyclic variation of the com-

operating conditions as wall as under steady- hustion noise and combustion noise under bran-

state conditions, a device is installed for sient conditions have been investigated.

quick adjustment of ,the injection pump control

_od. By means o_ a pneumatic cylinder (4} it SPEED AND LOAD DEPENDENCE DF TIIE CC_BUSTIDN NOISE -

is possible to bring the control rod from a Fig. 8 _hows in map form lines o_ constant com-
bustion noise level LV 0.5...IO kHz. Important

given steady_state part load eperatlngpoint

into the full load position within one working conclusions can be drawn from this graph, regarding
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8 above n = 2600 mln-1. Up to a BMEP of 5 bar the

on ioadl whilst for hlgh0r mean affectlve pres_u-

7 ros only the engine speed has any effect, me

range between n = 12oO mln "_ and n = _6_ min-J

5 appea_s to ba of particular interest. Pure load

and speed dependencies are found close together

_5 in narrow areas of _he graph, and this is expressedin the form of ]argo gradients dLv/dn, particularly

_ fo_ the speed dependency. This operating rangewo_id hav_ to be s_Jected to more d_tail_ in-

_ vestigatlon in the future in order to ciarlfy thecauses of this characterls_Ic.

It must be _mphaslscd that the co_ustlon

L_5+IOkHZ noise levels in ?ig. 8 cor_es_nd to the nolse

• dS_el2xlg'ENlm_ levels according to equation (3) and therefore to

_ only one working cycle not taking into account the

_0 1000 1200 1_05 1600 1800 2000 2200 2&00 series of the cycles. For comparison with the
EngineSpeod-RPM usual measurements one has to add therefore 3 dB

per doubling o_ RPM. The Increase of about 10 dB/

Flg. B - Nap o£ combustion noise levels octave according to Fig. O terrestrials therefore

well with measurements of enqines with predoml-

for example _e correlation of the co_ustlon natlng co_us_ion noise which have shown i_-

noise with engine operational parameters llke creases of about 13 dB/octavo (2).
peak p_essurol ra_e of pressure rise, etc,

In _le lower engine speed range the levels FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF CYLINDER P_SSUSE _D

up to a me_ effective pressure _e = 5 bar are COMBUSTION NOISE - Figs. 9 and 10 show for 1200

dependent only on the engine speed, _ove this, _N engine spoedln three-dlmenslonal form na_row-

a load Increase produces a decrease _n levels, hand frequency spectra - averaged from 30 working

_is tendency is _ev_rsod in the speed range _clos - of the cylinder pressure _nd the com-

1200RPM

P4

_m

5 Fteqgency- kHz

Fig. 9 - Narrow-band cylinder pressur_ spectra plottod versus load
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bustion noise versus _e mean eSfoctive pressure.

The hand width is 0.5 ken inall cases. The spectra _ _--.._ _Qs-IgkHaof the cylinder pressure (Fig. g) show for the _0.5. )kHa

--Clow frequencies the highest levels of approx.

]05 dB. As frequency increases, Chose Eabl to

value_ of around 160 dD. Worth noting is an in-
crease of about 10 dB in the frequency range Z

3...4 ken. As the load increases, this frequency _ -_P"'-_"_- _ "_ l.l,5khz

range shifts to higher valoes. Per 7 bar BHEP

the increased levels iF between 3.0 and 6.0 kEz. _ /. <

Apart from this phenomenon, no marked load _ _ N2"25kHl
dependency can be detected for the frequency %_

7Fig° ;O shows the corresponding levels of 7O
the combustion noise. In the freguency range up _ /

&5-9kHz P

to 5 kHz One Iinds relationships between cylinder _ / _

pressure and combustlon noise. The frequency _ %_% _ /* 65
¢omponen_ 0.5...! kSz is a decisive factor for _ ,_
the levels, but the level increase in _ze tango _ _ 60
3.5...5 kHz is not as pronounced as the com- _ _

bustlon chamber spectrum might lead one to _ _% " 55
On the other band a second increas_ is _ 5._SkHxexpect,

for which the cylinder pressure spectrum offers _ _I_

no explanation. Investigations at otb0r engine _ %%, 7-_SkHxspeeds showed that tho frequencles of _eso

increases are independen_ of engine speed, and _ _ OMEP&_r
it must therefore be a ease of natural froquen- _ E_I_ccd_2_RPM

cles of the engine structure. I I [
Fig. II shows the level difference between 5_ i,t _h Cyc&e

the cylinder pressure and the combustion noise

spectrum. Assuming a linear transmission systo_ Plg. 12 - Cyclic varlations of the combustion

between excitation (cylinder pressure) and 5oulld pressure level
system response [combustion nolseJt only one

_ frequency dependency should result. However,

in many frequency ranges a load dependency is _t_lmb_r_ occe_'_mb

_ shown. This would suggest the conclusion that _ - __ O_'lOkHz

existence of an invariable hransmi_slon fun_tlon

:I should be given careful thought.

_! CYCLIC VARIATIONS UNDER STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS - _ _ _'_.SkHz

_ _ig. z2 _ho_s by meansofe_pzo_ u_ =yozic _ _ / i.lS_Hz
_I variations of _e total combustion noise level

_ (o.5...10 kHI) and some selected frequency band _ "'_ 5.55kHz

o_ levels for six oonseoutlve working cycles, It -- 80 --
., becomes evtdenh that in the level-determining _

frequency range 0.5...i kEzas well as in the _ 2.2SkHz" 75 __

Occur. Conversely at highe_ f_eguenclos there _ _5.gkHz 170
is scatter of values, which differ up to _bove

:_ I0 dB, their temporal sequence being of a _ . .. 15-_kHz

statls_ical nature. _ .// _55 _

It is presumed that the smbJ_ctive annoyance _ /_///

factor of Dl_sel engine noise is to be looked _ # 160 =

for in th_se cyclic variations. _ //

CYLINDER pRESSURE AND COMBUSTION NOISE _EDER _ _M_P &bet -_ _._ _o_SkHz--

TRANSIENT CONDITIONS - Figs, 13 and 14 show the '_ IINRPM

overall levels and selected frequency band level_ _ k_
of the cylinder pressure or the combustion noise //

during the sudden transition from a part load _ / _///_

operating point to full load. Detween the 3rd //
and _th recorded working cycles, the control rod let Cycle
of the inJcctlon pump was sbifted to full in-

Fig. 13 - Cylinder pressur_ levels under translent
Jectlon quantity at the time of engine breathing, conditions

In the eNample shown for the cylinder

pressure (Fig. 13) no reaction to the Load
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95 4. Cyclic variations of the combustion noise

$taU0naryb_//_ occele;oted spectrum can be d0tect_d by the tlme-frequency-

ry -v / I windows method. A marked scatter of values for90 _._. 1-05-10kHz several hlgb frequency bands is of statistical

""Y--"_/_..-_ 05.1kHz nature, the level d0t_rmlning low frequency bands

_ _,I _ showing only very small variations for the in-
vestigated engine,

_ _ 5. '_e method is also suited to follow

• / _ _""_ 1.1.SkHz transient operatino conditions of the engine.

%%%% be lled to fulthlr _iVlstiga_e ellile CO_uItiolI _ 2"251Hz noise phenomena old their interdepondenDe with
_ %5-9 kH_ engine parameters.

)
___ "55kHz ! toiling bsi Oielelltorel oils Aufladung", MTI

No. 9, 1966

[ _ / 65_ _._.w.LeipoldondN.O.,,ardemberg,"Noioe
_ Emissions and Performance of the Diesel _ngine -

i A Comparison between hi and IDT Combustion
B0

750796 p.
/ _-&SkHz _ 13 23

Systems" SAE-Paper

i _%%%% I 55.1 3. T* Pried., "Relation Betw.en Fo.l of

i Cylind.-.e.o.°=.mood=i.io=.olEngines" Proc.lnstn.Mech.Engrs_ (A.D.)t No. l,

/ _0 1960/61, p. 63 77

_ ' -BMEP _bar _ 4. E.W. llmber and E. Wodiczka,"Be_tlmmung
t2QONPM /i des Verbrennungsgergusches yon Dleselmotoren mlt

1 [ /// verschiedenen Verbrennungsverfabren" NTZ 33(19721,

let 2_ 3_ _th 5th 6lh Cycle No. 9, p. 351 - 3565. G. Ilauser, "Schmalbandlge Frequelzanalyse

Fig. 14 - Combustion sound pressure levels under einmaliger und impulshaltiger Schwlnqungsvor-
transient conditions g_nge am Beisplel yon Dieselmotorengerauschen"

Doctor Thesist University Ilannovert 1975

change is shown in the overall level and in the

level-determining frequency band. Some bands of

higher frequencyl on the other hand, indicate a
clear increase in levels (e.g. 5...5.5 kHz). Ill

o_er cases, however, the level increase seems i

to bQ covered by the cyclic variations (Q.g.

1.5...2.O kNz). Fig. id shows the rolationshlp

of the co_bus_ion noise for tbo correspondisg
working cycles. Sero the overall level increases

by about 2 dB because of the load change. For

tbe bands of higher frequency, the same applies
as has already been mentioned in connection

with the cylinder pressure.

S_MMASM AND CONCLUSIONS

i. The time-_equency-wlndows method is
suit8d for direct determination of the combustion
noise out of the airborne noise of a Diesel

englne. Means for digital frequency analysis

provided the me_od is applicable for tesmb_nch

investigations for I to 4-cylinder engines. For
higher cylinder numbers additional m_asures

_ave to be taken e;l the angina.

2. The time-frequency-windows method shows

up influences on the oombustion noise also i_

cases of predominant mechanical noise.

3. Comparison of combustion noise and

cylinder pressure spectra on a direct-injected

single-cylinder Diesel _ngine shows _e influence

of the engine structure on the airborne com-
bustion noise. An invariable transmissio8 function

as it is frequently used mus_ be questioned for

the engine investigated.
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Reducing Diesel _nock by Means of Exhaust
Gas Rec/reulaticn

M. Oet_ing and S, Papez

Vo_Ikswagen_-rkAG

ABSTRACT cold knock, and the prerequisitefor that is to
The differentimpacts on Diesel knock were know exactly what causes cold knock.

investigated.The main parameterswere fuel Normally, the mixture in a Diesel engine
quality, ambientand engine temperature,quart- is ignited by the high temperature which the
tity of fuel l,jected,compression ratio, and air reaches during the compression stroke.
injection timing,One of the most reasonable After a brief ignition delay, combustioncom-
methods to decrease cold knock is exhaust gas mences when the first fuel particles enter the

I recirculation (EGR).The mechanism of the EGR combustion chamber, and it proceeds as more
effect was explainedand the limitationsof fuel reaches the combustion area. Of course it

Diesel applicationof EGR was estimated, is necessary that there is enough oxygen, and
that all fuel molecules come into contact with
a sufficient number of oxygen molecules. One of
the aims of fuel injectiondesign is to time
the injection process so that the pressure ge-
nerated by combustion is optimally converted
into mechanical work, All design parametersare
geared to that goal,

Ignition delay is longer in a cold engine,
which means that before combustion begins much
fuel will have reached the combustion chamber
and formed an air/fuel mixture, Combustion,
therefore,once it starts proceeds relatively
quickly, pressure increasessteeply, and cold

knock is generated. The two pressure diagrams
in Fig, I (a and b), and especially diagramb,

THE TWO PROBLEMS of reducing exhaust emissions where the two oscillograph pressure curvesof
and improvingfuel economy of motor vehicle diagram a are superimposed,show clearly that
engines have in recent times been joined by a the pressure gradient in cold engines is much
third, that of noise. And wherever manufac- steeper.
turero decide to improve the fuel econontvof MEASURING EQUIPMENT-In order to study more
their vehicles by switching to Diesel engines closely the causes of cold knock and to in-
the noise problem gains in significance. For vestigate ways of eliminating it we ran a series
the combustion process peculiar to Diesel of tests on a Rabbit Diesel engine which had
engines sometimesinvolves a steep rise in indicatorbores in all four cylinders, Cem-
combustion pressurewhich results in the well- pared to standard engines its displacementwas
known 'rattle' of Diesel engines, a special slightly higher, 1.6 instead of 1,5 liters.By
kind of noise emission, modifying the heads of four pistons we menu-

This loud noise is especlally pronounced factured an alternative set, one set being de-
when Diesel engines are running cold at low signed for a compression ratio of E = 19.6,
loads and rpm's, They then produce a noise the other for £= 23.1, All measurementswere
which is termed 'coldknock', and the lower taken with the engine idling, Injectionwas
the loads and engine speeds, the less heat is timed at a crankshaft angle of 5° before TDC,
generated in the engine, so that it takes mocll Fig. 2 shows the measuring equipmentwhich
longer to warm up and cold knock is prolonged we used in testing this engine, Depending on the
in consequence. Naturally,this effect is setting of the heat exchanger, it would either
enhanced as the ambient temperaturesat which keep the temperature of the recirculatedex-
the engine is started drop progressively, haust gas constant at approximately +IO °C or

Should the owner of a Diesel car decide heat it up to +190 °C. Moreover, we had the
one bright Sundy morning in winter to take option of routing part of the intake air
a weekend trip it is llkely that the whole throught the heat exchanger instead of the ex-
neighborhood will be awakened by the sound of haust gas,
the engine startingup, In all four cylinders, continuouspressure

It is only natural, therefore, that there measurements were taken by quartz pressure ge-
ls an urgent desireto reduce the intensity of ges, amplified, and stored on tape,

SAE_.Tn/BO/$0m.5o
CopyWaht© 197nSocle_ofAutomotiveEnginee:=,/nc,
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we drew conclusions to the combustion air/fuel

HO_ ERgi_ ratim. As these tests could not be run in thefree field sound chamber we had to go elsewhere,
! taking care to ensure that thermodynamiccon-
.. ditions remained the same throughout.

:ii Our test procedure was to record the pres-
: sure and noise signals'from the engine for one
C'I minute after starting, after which we let the
_' enginerunat idleforprecisely19minutesto

stabilizeitstemperature,followedbyanother
minute of noise and pressure measurements.

_, Our pressure and noise measurements were

_ always accompanied by temperaturereadings by

':i _ thermocouplesas well as by measurements of the

_ air throughput and blow-by rates by means of

Some of the tests were run with the ve-

b hicle at the temperature of the free field
seund chamber (+20 °C), and for the other part
the vehicle was cooled down to -12 °D in the
cold chamber. After cooling, the vehicle was
tewed along a prescribed route from the cold
chamber to the free field sound chamber and

"'_...._ tQsted immediately.
-- Depending on the engine temperature, the

OT engine speed varied between 750 and 1100 rpm,
_: It would have been possible to try and keep
_, F_. i - Cold and hot enulne presBu_e trac_n the engine speed constant, but this would have

• meant changing the injection rate in an ar-
bitrary manner, and so the attempt was not un-

While cylinder pressure was measured, the dertaken. We did, however, record the way in
noise emission of the engine was measured si- which pressure curves and noise emissionsva-
multaneously via a microphone placed at a tied as the engine speed fluctuated between
distance of 50 sm from the center of the re- 700 and 120D rpm, and we used these measure-
dieter grille. The noise signals were stored ments to eliminate the factor of engine speed
on tape as well, The last measurement signal from our subsequent recordings,
also stored on tapewas the one which indicated We limited our frequency analyses to oc-
cylinder I reachingTDC. taves, because we found after some experiments

All pressure and noise measurementswere with thirds that the individual frequency
taken in the freefield sound room of the VW bands obtained were too narrow to reflect any
Acoustic Center, To simulate a road surface influencesfrom the engine.
reflecting noise from below, both the vehicle FREQUENCY ANALYSIS-In a large number of
and the microphone were placed on a shipboard tests in which all sorts of passenger car
basis. Diesel engines were examined the frequency

We also tookemission measurements in spectrum of cold knock was determined. All
order to evaluate DO2 content in the intake tests were conducted in the low-resonance sham-
and in the exhaust gas for computing the quan- bet, where we first recorded the noise of the
tity of exhaust gas recirculated.Furthermore, cold engine and then the sound of the hot en-
from the concenb'ationof 02 in the exhaust gine, with no cold knock involved. We then com-
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frequencies where the noise emitted varies

90- __ _,_=_._ depending on whether tlleengine is cold or hot
...... _o_==t,_ is wider than that found during our noise

_80. .........am_k._ tests, and that it is shifted slightly towards
-- _ the lower frequencies.Fig. 4 exemplifies this

• _]-..-.__ situation. The fact that lower frequencies are

_70- more extensively involved is due to the high

-_- _'_'" injection rate, which makes for a high overall

_60- f pressure level, Thls fact must necessarily have

. its effect on the pressure frequencyanalysis,especially in the lower frequency range, but

50- it seems as if it is filtered out somehow du-
roC'""': ring the transmissionof the noise from theinterior of the combustion chamber to the

microphone,

30 HEAT RATE-The pressure curve of the ex-
3J5 63 _25 _ 500 IK 2K _K sm 16K pansion has a peak generatedby combustion. The

OCeoveCenterFrequer¢y#HzI shape of this peak depends on so called 'heat

Fcg, 3 - Idllna sound pressure versus octave for rate', The actual shape of the heat rate mainly
30 _o 600 8 after sCarttn_ (R_hb_t D_oBeZ, ui_hotzt depends on non-design parameters of the engine,

such as start of injection,injection quantity,
_OR) ignition delay, and delivery curve (fig. 5).

As a rule, the start-of-injectionpara-
too7 meter varies with the engine speed, and the

injection quantity depends mainly on the torque
_ -- Co_Eng,ne which is to be generated by the process of com-

il _ --- HmErqre hustion, i.e. from the torque demanded bythe intentionsof the driver, and from the
., torque required to overcome engine friction.
!" Ignition delay is mainly governed by two para-!i

_ meters, the delay which is due to the kind of
>_ fuel used, and the delay which is due to the
_ thermodynamlc state of the air and the com-
: bustlon chamber walls at the beginning of in-
'; " -. jection.

Lastly, the delivery curve itself depends

i_ _o- i i l i i _ i i i _s i on the design p_rametersof pump, piping, and_, 78 _6 325 625 25 250 500 K 2K _m 8K X nozzle,

i':_i_ _ve Ce_ Fre_encyl_l The state in which the walls of the com-
:.i F_8, 4 - Idl_n_ _ndi_ated p_easu_e verau_ octave bustlon chamber and the air in it are in as
ill Eor coZd and hot Rabblt D£eeel injectionbegins varies with the following
; factors: The state of the gas before compres-
: slon, the compression ratio, the time

_:: pared tileoctave analyses of the two recor- elapsed since the engine was started, and the
ii:: dings, and we found In all cases that cold loads and speeds at which the engine has been
_i knock occurs mainly at 500, fOOD, 2000,and running since.
:._ 4000 cps, There is no trace of it at 250 and IMPACT ON DIESEL KNOCK-Thephenomenon of
_'i 8000 cps, Whether the main emphasis was on cold knock is caused mainly by what is repre-
_i the higher or the lower frequencies depended sented by the uninterrupted lines in Fig. 5,

on the engine typeinvolved, i,e. delivery curve, ignition delay, injection
!': Without EGR,all sound pressure curves quantity and start of injection.
; obtained from the Rabbit Diesel engine and Tampering with the injectioncurve would

weighted in dBA were similar to the one shown mean changing the design of both pump and noz-
:I in Fig, 3, which shows sound pressure vs. oc- ales and, as the pressure involved is fairly

!:!i tave center frequencies.The uninterrupted hlgh, any design changes in this field are
llne represents a frequency diagram taken 30 complicated and expensive, so that they are

" seconds after startingthe engine coldat better avoided.
-10 °C, so that cold knock is quite pronounced. The injection quantity is dependent on the

• The dot-dash line shows the frequenciesemitted torque requirements, includingengine friction.
": after IBO seconds, when cold knock is still With the engine idling, the injectionquantity

clearly audible, and the dotted llne shows the will fluctuate widely, because a cold engine
ii frequencies after 600 seconds, when cold knock requires much fuel to run smoothly,whereas

had disappeared completely,The diagrams in- a warm engine requires much less. The pressure
dicate that Jn the Rabbit Diesel engine cold diagrams in Fig. I (a and b) illustratesome
knock is limited to logo, 2000, and 4000 cps. of the differences. It is obvious from this fi-

icealso analysed the correlationbetween gure that cold knock would be much less ob-
the pressure curves recorded together with the trusive if there were an engine lubricant whose
noise pressure levelmeasurements and the fro- viscosity would be equal to its hlgh-tempera-
quencles emitted. We found that the range of ture state even when it is cold, TO investigate
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this assumption, we ran a testinvolvingtwo startof injectionis not a suitableway of
differentlubricantswiththefollowingvis- combatingcoldknock.
cnsitydata: For the timebeing,the onlyremaining
StandardSummer0ii NonStandardOil suitablefactoris ignitiondelay,Ignition

(FullSyntheticMultigrate) delaymay be reducedby selectingappropriate
+20 °C 355c.St. 125,7c.St. fuels.One of theways inwhich thisistaken
-I0 °C 5270c.St, 876 c.St, intoaccountis thatthe gasolinecompanies

With thestandardoii,the difference changethe chemicalcompositionof theirDie-
foundin theintensityof coldknockwithon- solfuelsin winterso that itwill ignite
Dineand lubricantat +20°Oand after20 mln, moreeasily(cross-hatchedlinesinFig.O).
of idlingwas 3 dB, whereaswith thenon-stan- Buta11 this in noway changesthedisturbing
dardnil withengineandlubricantat -10 °O qualltyof cold knock.
and after20min.of idlingit was 0 dB.Most Otherways ofreducingignitiondelayare
impressingwas thatwith-10 °C and non-stan- llmitedto variousmethodsof increasingthe
dard ell not one octaveshowshighersound temperatureof thecombustionchamberwallsand
pressurethanwith -20 °C andstandardoil, theair in it beforeinjectionbegins(also

By way of conclusion,one has tostate cross-hatchedlines).Increasingthetempera-
thatone of theoutstandingfactorsin- tureisgenerallyaccomplishedby installing
fluencingcoldknockistheviscosityof the lubricant,coolantor intakeair heatingmr pre-
lubricant,whichiswhy we cross-hatchedthe heatingequipment,and by increasingthecom-
linesindicatingthis inFig,5. True,the pressionratio.
cold knockofwinteroilsisalreadylessened The influenceof thecompressionratio
becauseof itslowerviscosity,but itstill shouldbe presentedby a sampletest,We used

•_ remainsa disturbingfactor, twocompressionratios,19.6and 23.1,The on-
The nextparameterto dealwith influen- ginewas startedat the sametemperaturein

cing coldknockis the startof injection, bothcases,and with £ = 23.1 we foundthe
To flattenoutthe pressuregradientitwould coldknockintensityto be lowerby2 dBA.
be possibletodelaythestartof injection So it is possibletoreducecoldknock
and to compensatefor theresultantlossof slightlyby increasingthe compressionratio,
powerby increasingthe injectionquantity, althoughthis isnot a solutiontobe renommen-
Althou_hthismanoeuvergenerallyproducesthe ded withoutreservation:Generallyspeaking,
desiredresultitis not recommendedbecause Dieselenginecompressionratiosare farand
it is accompaniedby a noticeableincreasein awaybeyondthe ratioof optimumefficiency,
the emissionofhydrocarbons,so muchso that whichwould be around £ = 16. So toimprove
blue smokemay be noticedleavingtheexhaust, theefficiencyof Dieselenginestheircempres-
To avoidthisphenomenon,designersinthe past signratiosshouldhe lowered,if anything.But
have advancedthe startof injection,especial- thisis impossiblebecauseenginesmustbe
ly with theenginerunningcold.Theyaccepted capableof startingat lowtemperatures.There-
the resultantsteeppressuregradientand loud fore,increasingthecompressionratiois nota
knockas beingpreferableto the emissionof goodway of combatingcoldknock.
blue smoke.Whichmeansthatmodifyingthe Consequently,we are thrownbackonthe
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........ e = SSmg temperature.

............a =sng All pressure curves were subject to a
_o- _ harmonic analysis, From that octave centre

_J frequencieswere computed. Fig, 6 shows a tOm-
_B Q- __ m- e, between the octave analysis derived

-- ..... [._ from both, the measured and the computed pres-
_?o- _=:_ parison

........_ _ = sure curves. In the lower frequencies,the two

...... _ /_> analyses agree quite well, mhich is due to the
60" .._. _ fact that the computed pressure curve was me-

...... dified until computed and measured curves were
_o- _ in a good agreement. In the higher frequencies

it was only to be expected that some bias would
occur, At all frequencies above logo cps errors

" '6_'_ '_'_'lK 'aK' ¢ _ _ r _" _ were found, which were unavoidable because the
cc_u_cm_ FrequencylHzl c_+'_+'_+ scan frequencywas I per degree of crank angle,

Fig, 7 - Computed vart_tion of injection quantity However, Fig, 4 shows that an analysis of the
250, 500, and lOgO cps octaves will suffice to
assess Diesel knock in the pressure curve.

In the following versions of our compute-
remaining ways of increasing temperature,The tion we only changed one conditionat a time
first one which comes to mind is to increase and studied the effect on the frequency analy-
the quantity of exhaust gas presentduring the sis of the pressure cycle.
combustion erocess. Variations of the Injectionquantity-

THE INFLUENCE OF THERMODYNAMICCONDITIONS As was mentioned before, there is more friction
ON DIESEL KNOCK-Before consideringthe influ- in cold engines, which is why more indicated
ence of the exhaust gas it seems proper to stu- power is required,which in Diesel engines
dy the extent to which thermodynamicconditions means on increased injection quantity.And in-
for combustion process influencecold knock, creasing the injection quantit_ has a consi-
with the heat rate assumed constant.This as- derable inf]uenceon the noise level. Fig, 7
sumption cannot be realised experimentallybe- shows the results computed for fuel quantities
cause the thermodynamic conditionsinfluence of 5, 8,5, and 12 mg per power stroke, The re-
the heat rate in the real engine, Therefore we sult: The injection quantity has a powerful
chose computations, influence on cold knock. The lower frequencies

To begin with, we simulatedon the tom- are affected by the pressure increase caused
purer a pressure cycle derived from a measured by more fuel being injected, and the higher
indicator diagram (Fig. 6). The test in quest- frequencies reflect the steeper gradient of the
ion had been run on the engine at a compression pressure curve.
ratio of 23.1, without EGR, at idle, at an Variationsof the Start of Combustion-
engine speed of 950 rpm, and at o starting The s'tartof combustion varies with the inJec-
temperature of +EO °C. The heat rateestab- tien point and the ignition delay, the latter
fished in this simulation was takenover un- being generallysub-divlded into two components,
changed in ell our following studies, i.e. the a) a physical component reflectingthe proper-
quantity of heat induced per degree of crank ties of fuel treatment and evaporatiom_and
angle either remained unaltered, or else was b) a chemica] component reflecting the prellmi-
reduced or increased in proportionto any nary reactions in the course of which un-
change in the total quantity of fuel injected, stable intermediary products are formed.
Our study concerned itself with the following At low engine speeds, physical properties
parameters: Injection quantity, start of com- predominate, the physical ignition delay gene-
bustion, compression ratio, and intakeair rally being inversely proportional to the final
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compressionpressureand the finalcompression
temperature. .........._:23

The resultof thiscomputationis presen- go- """ _=2o,s
tedinFig,8: Ifcombustionbeginsat TDC,it -- _=m

, will producehigh pressures,but hardlysteeper ' :;:'::: {_.i

pressuregradients,a conclusionwhichcan be _ _o- _I r_drawnfrom the fact thatthereare hardlyany :'::::_ _ /_,
differencesinthenoiselevelsmeasuredat _ 70, I I m _"J'i,

Ifactualhardwareis tested,the results _ 6o ......

may deviatefrom thiscomputationin two points: _ So.I - Earlyignitionis accompaniedby hightem-
peraturesand highpressures,whichmay

el , , . , , ,
resultin the heatratebeingchangedso to. '62_5'_5'250'500'IK'2K'am _ _ _
thatheat transformationis speededup, octa_Ce_ m_encyIF_] Cramor_le

. This,of course,wouldmean steeperpros-
suregradientsand, therefore,more cold Fi_. g - mompuced vAr_aCionmE compression ratio
knock.

2 - Latecombustionmay be due tomuch ignition
delay.Ifso, a relativelylargequantity 9o- I_ =.2o_c
of fuelwouldreachthe combustionchamber __ ....._ =o_c
beforethe onsetof combustion,and if oo ......
ignitedwould burnveryquickly,havingpro- i_._
viouslyundergoneseveralphysicaland che- _7o. _

:_ steeppressuregradientsand loudknocking. _.
Variationsof the CompressionRatio-The

_I compressionratioexertsconslderab]einfluence _5o,
on tl_epressureand temperatureof the charge

_' at the end of the compressionstroke.If the _0-
valvesare openedbeforeor closedafterthe .....-D

two dead centers,partof the chargewill be _ '625'm5'2c-O'SCO'IK'2K'lost.Furtherlossesare incurredbecauseof ..... ' ' '
the gaps in the pistonrings.All theselosses okm_Cent_rrequer_vIHzl C_a_e
havetheirinfluenceon finalcompression Fig.10 - Computedvaclatlonof intakea_v temper-
pressureand finalcompressiontemperature, nture

Thus,for instance,itwas foundthatinan
idlingDieselenginewhichwas startedat a

:! temperatureof + 20 °C somuch of the charge
i_i will be lostthat witha volumetriccompression affectthe steepnessof the pressuregradients
,_ ratioof 23,1the actualcompressionratiowill at all if the influencewhichtemperature

be nomore thanabouti8.And at lowertempera- exertson ignitiondelayis blottedout. It
turesthe discrepancymay be expectedto be even seemsunreasonabletoexpectany otherresult,
greater, becauseif the heatrate remainsunchanged,

_' Fig,g showstheoutcomeof our computer a mere increasein temperaturemill hardlyof-
.- analysisof actualcompressionratiosof 18, fectthe pressurecurve.
'i., 20.5,and 23. We can see that lesscompression INCREASEIN THEAMgUNTOF RESIDUALGAS-
?_ leadsto lowernoiselevelsin thefrequency Anotherpracticableway of attaininghigher

rangeswhichare of interest,This,of course, temperaturesat ignitionpointis underdis-
does not agreewith the experienceand with cussion,thatof increasingtheamountofex-
our measurements,becausethe factthat ig- haustgas remaininginthe combustionchamber
nitablityisaffectedby low compression for the followingcombustioncycle.Thisstep
ratioswas net takenintoaccount,the heat shouldnotraiseany problems,especlallyat
rate and the ignitiondelaybeingkeptconstant enginespeedscloseto idle,for becauseof
duringthisinvestigation,Yet our resultsare thehigh alr/fuelratiothe exhaustgas con-
plausible,becausetheydemonstratethe effect rainsa highpercentageof oxygen,By being
whichloweringthe compressioncouldhave: presentin the combustionchamberduringone

' Pressuregradientscouldbe muchgentlerif ormore combustioncyclesit has reacheda
ignitionwere not so dependenton a highcom- fairlyhightemperature,and ifit were pos-
pressionratio, sibleto feedit intothe combustionprocess

'_ Variationsof the IntakeAir Temperature- withouttoomuch lossof heatthroughcontact
The resultsof thiscomputationare presented withcoldwallsit shouldgo towardsreducing
in Fig. I0.When lookingat thisgraphwe must the ignitiondelayand,consequently,cold
keep inmindthat injectionpointand heatrate knock.
have not beenmodified,sothat the ignition The bestway toachievethisend seemsto
delaycouldnot be influencedby any changein be to changevalvetimingso thatthe quantity
the intakeair temperature, of remaininggas is increased,Thismightbe

Consequently,varyingthe intakeair tom- accompaniedby the installationof somesort
peraturebetween+20 °C and+180 °C does not of controlorgan,a throttleplate,for instan-
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Wethen computedwhmtheror not mantpula-
i;i C(_nwhQflkk) S¢_iol 1 2 3 4 ting the valve overlap, i.e. changing the down-
!!i ReskJuolGas ward gradientof theoutletcam and theupward

in Cylinder 51% _2% 118% _.2% 6_=/o gradient of the inlet cam, would be suitable
I_ _m for increasingthe quantityof residualgas

withoutreducingthepeakhorsepowerof tile
_blumelr_Efflcien- Dieselengineby morethan2 %,We Investlga-

, cyatF_lload 100% 962% gS_ 91.5%990% ted all thevariationsshowninFig, 11,and_5_rpm me Foundthatversion/I4 WaS the onlyone
where thealr deliveryratedeterioration

_ Fig. 12 - Computed resultsof camahafCvnrlatlans remainedbelow1% (Fig.12),so thattheloss
:' of peakhorsepowerwas lessthan1.5 % approx.

!) With a camshaftgeometrylikethis.thepro-
re. in the inletor outletsystem.Installing portionofresidualgas increasesby about
m throttleplatealonemightevenbe sufficient 25 % in thelowerrpmrange,and if thiseffect
to increasethequantityof residualgasand to were enhancedby throttlesit shouldbepos-
lowerthe intensityof knock,becauseifthere sibleto doubleit,
is a thrmttlein the intakesystemsomeexhaust Our testsshomed,homever,thatwitha cam-
gas will floodinto the intakesystemduring shaftgeometryof thiskind theloss ofpeak
the valveoverlapperiod,and thisgas wouldbe horsepowerwas moreextensivethanour cemputa-
the firstto enterthe combustionchamberduring tionshad indicated,itbeing4 insteadof 2 %
the subsequentinductionstroke.Installinga and increasingas theenginespeedfell(Fig.12
throttleinthe outletsystem,on the otherhand, +13).Withoutthrmttles,coldknockwas not in-
would firstof all havethe sameeffectas an fluemeedatall,and with themit was mutedby
inletthrottle,and itwould increasetheden- about4 dgA if the enginewas throttleddown
sityof the gas residueremainingat theend closeto stalling(considerableincreasein the
of the exhauststroke.And if thecamshaftge- emissionofblacksmoke).Thiswas an important
ometrywere to be changedintothe bargain, result(linesindicatingthison Fig.5 are
thiseffectwouldsurelybe enhancedevenmore. identifiedby circlets),but we thoughtthat

We testedall theseassumptions.Firstof the lossoftorquewas to excessiveand aban-
all, we establishedthe extenttowhichcold donedtheattempt.
knockmay be reducedby intakeand outlet EXHAUSTGAS REDIRCULATION-Oncewe had
throttlesalone,If the throttleswereadjus- chosensuitablediametersfor the pipescon-
ted so as to bringthe enginecloseto stalling ductingthe£GR,it quicklybreughtexcellent
st low temperaturesof -10 °C (hlghemission results,Wewereable to reducecold knock

'_ of blacksmoke),cold knockthe 1000,2000 and I0secondsafterstartingbyup to 5 dBA,
i_ 4000cps rangewas reducedbyabout1.5dBA Thesewerestartlingresults,especially
;: by inletas wellas by outletthrottles.Once so becausethe firstEGR systemfeaturedrole-
: the enginetemperatureat Idlehad stabilized tlvelylongpipes,so thatmuchheatwas lost

the throttlesbecameineffectiveas regards inwarmingthembeforethe gas fed intothe
i_ teductioeof noise, cylindersbecamenoticeablyhotter.To Investi-
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gatethis,we ran temperaturetestswhichin-
dicatedthatifthe enginewas startedat Fig.14 - Nomlnatlone£ocEGR quan_i_yconsider-
-IO °C the temperatureat the intakeport was aelon
aroundO °Caslateas 60 secondsafterwards,

in spiteof 40% of theexhaustgasbeingre- {%1 E.,5.Acirculated.Stilltherewas a massiveeffect

on cold knock,becausethe noiseemittedby the ao- _: _,
enginewas mutedby 4 dBA.It seemedlogicalto --------_ _9
concludethattheeffectof EGR extendedto _'-___T____.._

fields°thorthantemperature
5

we fellbackonthe experiencesgatheredwhen
tryingto combatthe nitrogenoxideemissions _o-

of sparkignitionenginesby meansof E,R.Then. __i

we had foundthata highconcentrationof in-

er, gamin thecombustionchamberwouldreduce ___¢,_the speedof combustionwithflatterpressure 20- iQs_
gradients,lowerpeek temperatures,and earlier Z_-_/_'--_-_------_, '_ o_
freezingof theNOx°for_tionrate.What is __ ",'_-'_
decisiveof allthesefactorsis theflattening o-_I, .--_ , • i , _ . ,I 2 3 _ 5 6 _ ?
of the pressuregradient.If thiseffectis the
samein Dieselenginesitmightexplainthe Fie. 15 - Oxygen dilualon by mlesel-EOR
extentto whichEGR influencescoldknock.

_uantitiesin DieselApplications- E = EGgx T_+ (100- EGR)X T_ (I)
EGR

The firstquestionraisedhere concernswith
relativequantities.Why is it that20 % EGR and
is ineffective,while40$ may alreadyserveto
reducenoisebyas muchas 4 dgA?Therefore X = E - A. (2)
we consideredthequantitativeaspectsstar-
tingfrom thefollowingassumptions: Ina differentnotation,Thisreads

I - Air consistsof nitrogenand oxygen,the A x EGR (3)ratiogenerallybeing79/21. E = S - IO0-EGR2 - If the air/fuelratiois higherthanI,
combustionin Dieselenginesiscomplete Nom ifwe rememberthatthe seemingequi-
as a rule,so thattheexhaustgas will valenceair/fuelratio,i.e.the one which
containnothingbut N2, 02,C02,and I120. stemsfromtheassumptionthatthe quantityof

3 - _ CO2,andH20 are inertgases, fuelinjectedis burnedin pureair,can be4 formationof blacksmokebeginsas expressedas
soonas thepercentageof oxygenE in

point(2)of Fig. 14 is equaltoA, _ Si.e.to thepercentageof theair which = _ (4)
is consumedby the combustionprocess, or

Sometimes,a deviantassumptionismade,

namelythat blacksmokebeginsat an equivalence A :_ (5)
air/fuelratioof 1.15,as in the DieselRab-

bit.The black-smoke_imit,in thiscase,is of we have
courseE = 1.15x A.

Ifwe takethe nominationsof Fig.14 to _= S x EGR
theseassumptionsintoconsiderationwe have (S-E)(IOO-E_RT (6)
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Using an S value of 2_ % it is easy to
draw up Fig. _5, The parameter expressing the
difference between the uninterrupted lines Rabbit Diesel, we show the way in which the
below the smoke limit is S - E, the amountby smoke limit is displacedas the EGR rate in-
which the oxygen content of the intake air is creases. If there is no EGR, the full-load
diminished through EGR. The uninterrupted curve is also the smoke limit, the air excess
smoke limit is derived from the expression in thiscase being about 15 %. We now assumed
E = A. This applies under conditionsof stai- that these 15 % are our minimum requirement,
chlometric combustion,with a real equivalence and we consulted Fig, I5 to see what seeming
alr/fma] ratio of I, The outward interrupted air/fuel ratios ( _ ) would be associated
llne approximately indicatesthe smoke limit of along the smoke limitwith what EGR rates.
a Diesel Rabbit at a real equivalence ratio These seeming airfuel ratiosare the same
of f.15. as the real ratios obtained from engines with-

We ran a test on a Oiesel Rabbit not fit- out EGR. Our investigationsshowed that even
ted with EGR, the lubricantbeing SAE IO W. with EGR rates of up to 60 % the engine may
He started the engine cooled down me -10 °C be run up to the middle loadrange wlthout
but with an ambient air temperature of +20 °C producingany exhaust gas opacity more leben-
and let it come up to constant temperatureat sive than that under full load.
idle. Immediatelyafter starting, the engine The same considerationscan be applied,
consumed 5.75 % oxygen, and 2,9 _ after tem- of course, to the problem of using EGR to re-
_erature hod stabilised.The correspondingair/ duce NOx emissions. It may even especially
mal ratios range from 3.7 to 7.2, with interesting to do so, because it is hardly

EGR = O, This explains why we did not extend likely that EGR will ever be used to combat
Fig. 15 to include any higher air/fuel ratios, cold knock in the middle load range, and

He see that at 2 = 6, which is a not un- if this is done at all, it will apply only to
realistic figure in the idle range, the oxygen a very brief time after starting.
content of the intake gas will be reduced by Even admitting that highEGR rates are
an amount equal to S - E = 1% only if the EGR possible In Diesel engines we must not forget
rate is stepped up to 22 %. Spark ignition that exhaust gas recirculationleads to in-
engines, which are generallyoperated at an creased particulate emission,If its applica-
equivalence elf/fuel ratio of approximately1.0 time is limited to idle speedsonly its in-
will show the same effect at an EGR rate of fluence on particulate emission will surely be
about 4,5 % (markedby the intersectionpoint restricted, but even so, if Fig. 16 were to
of the S - E = 1% and the R = I line), A reflect the changes in the emission of patti-
15 % EGR rate in e spark ignition engine there- culates we may safely assume that the permis-
fore will produce the same oxygen dilution el- sible EGR limit would drop considerably.
fecb as a 48 _ rate in a Diesel engine at idle. Analysis of Pressure Diagrams-Ourassump-
As the EGR rates cemonfy used to reduce the tion that the imiesion of Inert gases is the
NOx emissions of spark ignition engines vary most decisive effect which EGR has on Diesel
between 5 and 15 % we have an explanationwhy knock is confirmed by a lookat the pressure
Diesel knock at idlewill only be influenced curvee. Fig. 17 shows a typicalsample selec-
noticeably by EGR rates in excess of 25 %. In ted from a large number of records. The unin-
addition to this, we now have corroborationfor terrupted line above representsthe pressure
our assumption that the effect which EGR has curve in a Rabbit Diesel cylinder (compression
on cold knock is due to the immJssionof inert ratio 23.1) a few seconds after starting the
games, just like its effect on the formation engine at a temperature of +20 °C, The inter-
of NOx. rupted line is a pressure curve measured in

In Fig. 16, which is an engine map of the the same cylinder and under the same conditions,
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;:_ theonly differencebeinga 60 % EGRrate.At By way of summingup,we shouldturnback
,i thisrate,oxygenisdilutedbyno lessthan to Fig. 5 and widenitsscopeto includethe

25 % approx, influenceof EGR (Fig,16).We can stateca-
The twopressurecurvesshowthatthere tegoricallythatthereisno doubtthat EGR

are extensivedifferencesof ignitiondelay doesinfluencethe temperatureof the intake
i} and combustionpressuregradient, airbeforecompression,thestateof the air
,_!_ Ifwe definedelayas the amountof time and the combustionchamberwallsat the start
'J whichelapsesbetweenthe startof injection of injection,and the ignitiondelay.But every-
_! and the onsetof thesteeppressuregradient, thingwe know now seemstoindicatethatall
_ thenthis timecorrespondsto a crankangle theseinfluencesare irrelevantas far as Die-

of approximatelyI0.5° in tileEGNengine, sel knockisconcerned,Theonly importantfac-
whereasit isdown toabout8° inthe engine tarinfluencingthisphenomenonbeingthatthe
withoutEGR.Now thefirstconclusionto be introductionof exhaustgaswill delaythe pro-

i_ drawnfrom thisis thatEGR has failedtomeet cessof combustion.
?_ expectationsbeingthatoxygenheatedupby
=_ previouscombustionprocesseswouldreduce CONCLUSION-Byexperimentas wellas by

ignitiondelay.The trueeffectwent inthe computeranalysis,we evaluateda numberof
oppositedirection:Ignitiondelaytendsto be waysof reducingcoldknockin Dieselengines.
prolongedby the inertgas effect. Egg seemstobe a comparativelycheapway of

Anotherargumentin supportof theinert attainingthis goal,especiallyconsidering
gas assumptionis furnishedbya comparisonof that itsinstallation_aybe requiredanyhow
the speedsof pressureincreaseover that to meetemissionstandards.The effectwhich
sectionof the curvewhere the increasein EGR has on Dieselknockisnot dueto a re-
pressureisdue to combustion.WithoutEGR, ductionof the ignitiondelay,whichwould

_:i pressureincreasesata speedof approximately bea temperaturephenomenon,but toa flatter
i 15bar per degreeofcrankangle,whereas combustionpressuregradient.The EGR rates
!: withEGR it is downto g bar.The conclusionis requiredto producethiseffectarehigh;they
,: thatpressurewith 60% EGR can increasea varybetween25 and 60 % of the intakegas
ii thirdas steeplyaswithout, quantity.This is onlyfeasiblebecauseDieselItwouldbe naturalto assumethatsucha enginesrun at veryhighequivalenceair/fuel

flattenedpressuregradientwouldbeaccompa- ratioswhen idling.
niedby verydecreasedcold knock;but this
was not the case here,Noiseemissionin the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS-Themethodofmeasuring
specificcoldknockfrequencies(1000.2000. Dieselknockis developedby the VN Measuring
and 4000cps)droppedby a mere4 dgA,This Departmenttogetherwiththe VW EngineTesting
is due to thefact thatcold knockwas not very Department.Mainpartofthe measuringworkwas
intensiveevenwithoutEGR, becausethe starting donein the freefieldsoundchamberof theVW
temperatureof the enginewas +20 °C,and its MeasuringDepartment,Themeasuringgrouphas
compressionratiowas 23.1. carriedout the soundandthe pressureanaly-

ses,
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DI DIESEL _IgIEg BECOMES NOISI_ AT ACGELERATION

- TI_ TRANSIRET NOISE CIV_ACTERISTICOF DIESEL REDI[_ -

EoshitoWatanabe
Hldeakl FuJinaki
Toyehlro Tsuda

NLAsanDiesel Motor Co., Ltd.
Ages, Sultama, Japan

ABSTRACT ACCELERATIONTEST METHOD
ACCELERATIONMODE - This accelerationmode

An acceleration mode in measuring vehicle simulateson the engine test bed the engine load
pass-by noise was sLmulatod on on engine test bed and speed progress during aeceleratinn in a
in an anechoic room6 The acceleratedruJming vehicle pass-by noise test. TDe Japanese test
noise of various types of diesel engines was procedurefor the road vehicle noise is prescribed
measured and compared with the steady twining in Jig D1024. AS far as "the measurementwith
noise. The measurement results show tbat natu- vehicle in acceleration" is concerned,the method
rally aspirated DI engines becomenoisier at in gig DLO2J_is practically identicalwith that of
acceleration_ while IDI engineschange only slight- ISO R362. According to the testprocedure, before
ly. In turbocharged DI engines_the response lag the st_.t of acculeratton_ the engine is driven at
of the turbocharger causes an especiallyhiE noise 75 % of its rated speed and road load condition,
level difference immediately afteracceleration then the fuel control rack is pulled rapidly te
start. This paper deals also with the mechanisms the full position to accbleratetileengine. In
of higher level of acceleratedrunning noise in DI the case of a bare engine noise test_ acceleration
engines, storts from a little lower engine speed taking

into account the overshoot of the acceleration
device.

EXJ_dINATIONOF ACCELEPJdIOR_THOD - The use

_: of inertiadisks which correspondto the inertia
mass of a vehicle has been widely adopted so far
as a measure to exactly reproducean accelerated

running of a vehicle in engine operation on a Lest
bed. However, as there s_e a variety of engines
vith differentoutpuSs, sad various combinations
of gear ratio and vehicle weightare assumed for

MOTOR VEI_GLES I_VE A CLOSE RELATION with the each of the engines, inertia disks of all size_daily lives of people nowadays, Howeverp the fact would have to be prepared, got to speak of flexi-
that those convenient vehicles emit noise which bility in their choice_ the space for their
is seriously affecting our li_Ingenvironment has storage, and handll_g and safetymeasures would
been a common problem in the world. Meanwhile, require careful considerat_nn. In anticipation cf
the oil crisis in 1973 made the public turn their these problems,we gave up the adoption of inertia
attention to diesel engines as a means of scene- disks and searched for another method. Me found
mizing on fuel, Since then_ die0elizationhas with the engineers e_ a msauracu_er of dyumno-
been a steady trend not only inheavy duty trucks meters that the r%_Jlating unitof the existing
But also in medium and light duty trucks and in eddy-current type dynamometercould be modified to
some passenger cars (i)*. In general however, allow an accelerationmode running in which accel-
diesel engines emit louder noisethan gasoline oration tins could be changed freely by a purely
engines due to their characteristiccombustion electrical and electz,onic mesas.
mechanisms. In light of the factthat the engine ACCELF_ATIONEQUIPMEflT- The mechanisms of
is a major noise source in vehicles,reduction of the eddy-currentdynamometer are such that when
the engine noise has been a vitalproblem for direct current is flowed as an exciting currents
diesel development engineers, starting power is generated and produces an eddy

Measurements of engine noiselevels are current in an eddy ring_ and thereby electric
essential for studying noise reduction, and in the power is consumed. This dynamom0torcan he con-
past we measured noise levels on engines operated trolled in two ways, by automatic speed reL_latlon
in a steady conditionj i.e. ko0ping load and and automaticc_rrsnt regulation. In the former
engine speed constant, On the ether ha_dj v_hicu- method, the speed of a test engine is controlled
lar noise regulations in Japan are prescribed in to keep it equivalent to the setting dial speed.
terms of noise levels measured during accelerated Eamely_ if the engine speed is lower than the set
running as in ISO R362 and SAE 3366b. This paper speed_ brake horsepower nf the dynamometer is
deals with the effects of thesedifferent eperat- reduced by decreasing the exulting current flowed
lag conditionson engine noise measured with
several engines in our anechoicchamber, *Numbers in parentheses designateReferences at

end of paper.
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the acceleration _imulatlng system

!'_ in it so that the engine speed will increase, On

._h "the other hand, when the engine speed Is higher
_, than the set speed, the exciting current in in-

creased, thereby increasing brake horsepower of

the dynamometer to decelerate the osgine, In the ENSlNE E |Of,NA}

<! automatic currant regulation method t the exciting JOG

current IS kept constant to match the setting ...............

di scale.Ne l,steadytorq och actoriotio0_'1 can be acbleved with this method.

_" The acceleration regulating unit we employ
perform_ both of these red,fating functimn_ at tile 60

.'_ same time, and its block diagram is shown in Flg. i.

_! An acceleration _t_,ting button a_tuates the air 40

_,_ cylinder, which then momentarily brings the fuel .....STEADY ,L._,r.g
_tWNING

_i control rack of injection pump up to the full _ _iquantity position. Following this the engine gon- -J

;,, crates full torque, all of wblch t unless absorbed, i'_ would be used to accelerat0 the cnglne at an 0 2 3 4 5

_I angular acceleration speed determined by inertia
mass of tbe engine and dynm_ometer, The accole-

J?}_ ration thus determlned_ howeverj would be toe fast

H for e din c 0e0, a too tispeedregula- ///

klan sbeuld be applied here to check the increase

of engln_ spoedp but its response is not quick

_f enough to meet this purpose. Thonj in order to

' generate brake torque corresponding to 60 to gO % _
of the full torque (we call this b_so torque), the /

iI necessarysystomqUantltyof _xcitlng current is flowed _Ic_"21GO ////

_i into the _ithout feedback. In this cendi- _ 2000

tics, the automatic speed regulation can work

_ effectively to keep the engine rotating at the set __ fg_

speed. Tbis is swept by the function generator _ 1800 /
from the beginning to the end of acceleration. _ /

Fig. 2 shows reproduced engine speed and 1700 • ---
measured brake torque of the dynamometer in ibis

system. Though a slight overshoot is observed 0 I 2 3 4

l_nediatuly after acceleration bsgins_ the sub-

sequent nearly straight line indlcatos that a T_ME AFTE,_ ACCELERATION START ,mec
constant acceleration is realized.

This system can provide an acceleration time

of 1.5 to 18 see. per unit engine speed rise of Fig. 2 - Regulation performance of the accelera-

lOOO rpm and a base torque of up to 150 kg-m. tion simulating system
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RECORDINGIS BOISE _ASUR_NTS - The block

diagram of noise meast_emont equipments is shown

in Fig. 3. By a magnetic plck-up and a sixty-

i toohh soar incorporated into the dynamometer,

sixty pulses are obtained per engine revolution.
'.; F/V (Frequency/Voltage)convertergenerates DC

signals proportional to the pulse frequency. Tile
' DE signuls aye then input as X-axle signals of an
_: "_ X-Y recorder. On the other hand, noise level is

measured by microphone i m away from the engine
_ _ surface, and tileoutputs of _eund level meter

LeerIm _pol...t¢6, (AC signals)are converted to DC signals t}_ceugh
_ an AS-DO converter, and via a log converter slo!j _J¢lo recorded on the y-axis. Thu_ sot_ndprossur_

_ level of noise affected by change in engine
• ,, rotating speed is expressedon the X-Y recorder,

_ _ If frequencyanalysis of a given rotating
.rl_mr _a_ speed is requlrod t the measurementi_ done as

: follows : First_ the dial of FlY convertor is set
for a eeytaln engine speed. When the englne speed
which is increasingby acoe],eratlonroaches the
set point, the equipment generatesa pulse, which
then works as a trigger slgnal to hold the output
of tile frequency analyzer_

QUASI-STEADYNOISE TEST - For the purpmso of
comparingnoise levei_ of an accelerationeondi-

- i'i [_a_2_rJ PC_c_LrladQ] tlon and a steady eendition_a noise level wasmeasured on an engine which was running with full
load _der automatic speedrogulatlon_ and gradual-
ly acceleratedby manual operation of Lhe settleS

Fig. 3 - Block diagram of noise _easurement equip- dial. Since this condihlon can be regarded as
;i meats almost identicalwith the steady condition,we

call the noise meastLredin it a quasi-steady

il noise
_] ASOELE_ED RUNNINg NOISE OF VARIOUS ENGINES

• it Tablei - Te_t Englnes T_ IBFLUENCEOF COMBUSTIONMODE - Tkei
,:_ accelerationnoise, together with the quasi-_teady noise for comparison purposes,was measured
_ in _unanechoic chamber _n various engines with
,, Engine Cyl. Con- Combustion Swept Max. HP at differentcombustion modes and sizes, The engine
_! figuration Typ_ Volume Rated Speed _pecifioationsand test conditions are shown in
_ii _i) ,, (HP/IFa) tablos i and 2, respectively. The measurements
!_ wore made without "fan,_x_Ivdingthe effect of

intake and e_must noise, and keeping the oil,
_ A Inllne - _ IDI (SO) 2.16 65/I+000 water and o_aust temperature just before accelor-

B Inline - 4 IDI (Pg) E._O 65/_200 atien neard_ constant. Though the measurements

_! O Inline - 4 IDI (SC) 2.96 85/3600 were carriedout on four (right,left, front and
I

D Lnline - 6 DI - NA ii.67 220/2300 upper) sides of the engine, as the tendency being
E VOe - 6 DI - NA 14.31 300/2509 the same, the left side nei_e wlll be discussed
F Fee - S DE - TC 14.31 330/2_00 as a representativein this paper.

Table 2 - Measuring Conditions

he,tolerated Quasl-steedy

EnzineSpeed (rpm) Rate of Rising Load before AC- Engine _pead (rpm)
Engine Speed colorationStart Time

fltnrt End , (rpm,/see), (% pr fu_l goad) Sturt End (rain)

Engine h 2800 AOO0 • 469 34 lOSe _O0O 20
Engine B 2800 _0SO 12S 34 i000 AOOS 20
Engine S 2500 3600 190 17 i000 3600 16
Engine D i_OO 2300 lOS iS 1OOO 2300 8
Engine E 1700 2500 170 ii IOSO 2500 i0
Engine F 1700 2500 170 ii i000 2900 I0

: 6S
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The test results aze shown in Fig,4. As _00
seen hero, in indirect inJoctlon engines (EngineA, ENGINEE{DI,NA)
B and G), no significantincrease of noise level _ gOOOrpm) _-',

the accelerated running noise scarcelydiffers from , "*"
the quasi-steady running noise throughall tile _" /'engine speed. On the other hand, in naturally

aspirated direct injection engines (EngineD and 8C z_ '_',
E), a significantincrease of noise level of a few __

dB(A) was observed immediately after acceleration
and the accelerated running noise is about 2 dB(A) 70
higher then the quaoi-steadyrunning noise. As for _ .,_/- _._._oaUASPSTEA_RUNmNG
turbocharged direct injectionengine (Engine F), m @ 'g--'ACCELERATED RVNNING

;J such an increase of noise level is verybig. The _ gO
accelerationnoise is loudestimmediatelyaStor
accelerationdue to responselag (2)of the turbo-

charger and differs as much as 5 dS(g)from the 50 0 125 250 500 Jg K 4K 8K: '_ quasi-steady noise. The differencegets smaller
around the rated speed, where the turhochamger IISOCTAVE CENTER FREQU£NCY,Hz
begins to work fully.

Fig. 5 shows frequency analysesat 2000 rpm
dt_ing accelerationon E (DI; NA) and F (DI, TC) fOOl
engines, In naturally aspiratedengineE (DI, NA), I o ENGINEF(D;,TC)

the accelerated running produces 2 to 3 dB(A) _ I (2000rpm) '_ ,,-,,,
higher sound presstLrelevel than the quasi-steady _ 9_-- _ _-_-.-_'

runningin the ulmost whule frequencyrange. In I H _
turbochargnd engine F (DI_TO), the tendency is :_

o oottheooo,ho aoos ooi ybigdiffore oe/ \,of _ dB(A) is observed in Lhe fregnenoyrange of

500 HZ to 2 kHz, where the sound pressure level _ / /virtuallyoontrlbutosto noise. TO

,hoaccelerationot tings ed oo...iodonN I(DI, NA) and F (DI,TO) engines to sos how it
affects the noise level. The results ore shown in z 60|
Fig. 6, where th_ accelerationtlms per unit !

_ increase of englno speed is constant, It can be 50_ , , , , ' , ' , , _ _ , I , , _ , , I .
seen from this figure that in naturallyaspirated O,A, 125 _ 5CO IK 2K 4K 8K
englnes; noise levels follow the same curves even
if acceleration starts from differentengine speeds_ 113 OCTAVECENTER FREQUENCY,gz
but in turbecharged englnes; noise level ourves

show a slight change up to a certain point accord- Fig. 5 - Comparisonof the noise spectra between
_'i ing to the difference of starting speed_which

accelerated and quasi-steady running

ENGtNEE (OJ,NA) ENGINE F (DI,TC)

i

x :
_ M

/ / AT ACCELERATION

--I5(_rpm
z

P_D 2500 _00 2000 2500
ENGINES_D, rpm ENGINESPEED,tpm

Fig, 6 - Influenceof accelerationstarting spendon noise
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may b_ caused by the response lad of the turbo- T}_ COMBUSTION STATE ANALYSIS OF DIREST INJECTION
charger, ERGIRES AT ACCELERATED RUNNIIIG

T_ INFLUENCE OF ACCELERATION TIME - Fig, 7 CYLINDER pRESSURE ANN NOZZLE NEEDLE LIFT -

shews the influence of acceleration t_,neon noise He as to investigate the mechanisms in which the

tested with E engine (DE; NA). There seems to be z_cceleratod retain D noise is higher ERan the quasi-

little influence, but generally Ule shorter the steady r_mln D noise, we carried cut a cylinder

"J, accoleratinn time; Um higher the sound pressure pressure analysis on the E _nginu (_ naturally

", level, aspirated direct injection VH engine) as a repro-
T}_ INFLUENCE OF TiM LOAD AT WHICH ACOELERA- sentative. The _ylindor pressure and nozzle

, TION STARTS - Fig. 8 shows the _nfluonce of the needle lift at engine speed of 2000 rp_ ve_e
_] load at which acceleration st_is on noise level measured in acceleration and quasi-steady statesjY

:" tested with E engine (DE, NA). Generally the and are compared in Fi E . 9. FI D. i0 reo/'ranges

hl,gher the load_ the lower the sound pressing the results derived from the indicator diagrams and
level.

_:_ ,,o

_j ENGINE E (CI,NA)

_'_ E 9_ ACCELEPAT_ONTI E __ '_'/* OF FULLLDA9

;, . --,m 12S"¢ 30%
{; • _,s ,,= _ 90

_7 9C
£] 15OO 20OO 25O0

1500 2000 ZLO0
ENGLNE SPEED, rpm

ENGINE SPEED, rpm
' Flg. S - Influence of load at acceleration starL

I_ Fig. 7 - Influence of acceleration ti_e on noise on noise

d
JOO

_! ENGINE E (DI,NA)
_ "_ ENGINE SEED 2000 rpm

_ _ (_ (_ _ LOAD FULL

;} PTO¢ (Ng/cn_) }9.1 38.4

_i InJ.fimi_('CA) _ "e.o "68
-, w

_i I/g.' mm9 ___ I,O 5,4 _ ; (D STEADY RUNNING

:, I_. deloy ('CA) 9.0 12.2 ,¢, _ .... ACCELERATEDRUNNING
(d_dO_ax(kg_deg) 165153

NEEDE MOTION

Tj_ I , I , i , I , i , r I

CRANK ANGLE, dllg '

Fig. 9 - Comparison of cylinder pressure diagram between uccoloruted and steady running
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22O

_qO ENGINEE(OI,NA) ENGINEE (OI,NA){2000rpm)

" -- _ STEADYR_NINQ
--_'8 x.--'_ ACCELERATED _ 210................... RUNNING _0 o-- STEADYRUNNING
_- .g _j _---- ACC£LERATEDRUNNING

z _ 2O0 o\
--".... -'-----"-- _ _"'_ -- e_ i 190 """ .,,, . _ "%

. _ 16 -- ICO

' "" """ / 170
.___.-----

i F , I I , r I I , [ ' ' 2'K' '41K. , , . i

__ : 160 OA, 125 _ 500 I GK

I/S OCTAVECENTERFREQUENCY,Hz
_0 _"

= Fig. ii - Gomparisonof cylinder pressure spectra

between accelerated and steady running

T_ RELATION BETWEEN CYLINDER PRESSURE AND
S_ ENGrNE NOISE - Mureyama and KoJlma proposed

,, _ _ equation (1) as an attempt to separate combustion
@

noise from mechanical noise (3, 4).

/ 560 _. mP = MSP + TNC- gP (1)
_ _ ........ _ .......... _ • where, _P ; SoiLed presstL_e of engine noise
_ _0 8 MSP : Sound pressure of meobanie,l noise
:,_ ._ TRC : Transfer coefficient"_ CP : Cylinder pressure

......._-- Based on the above equatinn_we calculatedMSp andTRO at ever_ i/3 octave bond. Since the equation

_I';_ " 95 2000 2200 2400 (I) in considered to be valid only for pure tone,
1 while it is better to suppose adding in onor_
_"_ ENGINE SPgEO,rpm _nit when calculation is done by every 3/3 octave
_J

band_ we used the following equation in the actual

il Fig, l0 -Cemparisen of combustion characteristics calculation.. between accelerated and steady running (ESP)2 = (NSP)2 ÷ (TRC)2" (CP)2 (2)

, In a steady state with engine spe_d constant at
:_ 2000 rpm_ GP and SP were measured for every band

nozzle needle llft diagrams for three esgin0speeds, by varying load and injectiontiming. Thenwe
As shown in those figures, the compressionpressure calculated MSP and TRC by minimum involution
and temperature at TDC in the accelerationstate method, which are shown in Fig. 12. Assumingthe
decrease by about 1 ks/era2 and 20° to 3oOc_respec- MSP and TRC values thus obtained can alsoapply to
tively. Injection tining delay of about 1 degree an acceleration state_ we _ubstituted cylinder
in acceleration is offset by ignition timingdelay pressure values measured in an acceleration state
of about 3 degrees and results in about a 2 degree into the equation (2) and predicted engine noise
ignition delay, Consequently the max. rate of levels in an accelerated running. Fig. 13 shows
cylinder pressure rise (¢Ip/d_)increasesconsider- a comparison between the predicted and montaged
ably by 2 to 3 times and noise level also in_reases, values of engine noise levels. There are disere-
It is found from Fig. ii which shows the frequency pancies at some of the frequencies, but the general
analysis of cylinder pressm'e at 2000 rpm that tendencies agree fairly well and especiallythe
frequency components increase in the rango from overall values are quite identical. Therefore,
250 Nz to 2 kNz. This region agrees well with the it is considered that the change of combustion
results obtained from frequency analysis of noise, state in the cylinder may be a major cause for
Fig, 5, indicating the frequency region _herethe higher noise level in acceleratedrunning,
noise level becemes higher.
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I00

90 ENGINE E (DI,NA) _O

m< 80 _ _ ENGINE E[DI,NA)

'u. 70 / Y _ 210 -- ACCELERATEDRUNNING7_ I_ so = NcOOrpm
50 STEADY RUNNING _'20C

2000rpm >

FULL LOAD _ _k.

-80 _=19o

= leO

"% -tic z__-12¢ - PTO

"lSC

p t P ' q _ .... 160125 250 500 IN _( 8K

1/3 OCTAVE CENTER FRRQUENCY, Hz I0(
_g

Fig. 12 - MSP and TED obtained by va_.ying oporat- _ _

•ng conditions in steady running at 2000 rpm _ 90
.J

age J:
MECHANISMS OF CO_USTIUN N01SR RISE IN ACCELERATED m

RUNNING _ 70 ,'" _'--'* PREDICTEO "4,,

In the study conducted so far, it was sho_ zm

that an increased ignition delay in accelerated

r_ing of dl_ct l_Jeotio_ e_D_._s i_ _ _jor 60 GA ,_1_' '_' I , r ,_ 21Ncause for an increase _n max= rate of cylinder 500 '4IN 8'K' '

pressure rise and a higher noise level as its 113 OCTAVE CENTER FREDUENCY, H=
consequence., We then invostigntod factors affect-

ing the ignition delay. Fig. 13 - Comparison between predicted and
VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY - According to Wolfer_s measured SP

equation (3) (5), which is well known as an equa-

tion of ignition delay, the ignition delay is a

fL_uetion of cylinder pressm.o and temperature°

4650

T= 0.2_ p-l.19 e T (3) _ ENGINE E(Dt,NA)

_noro, T : Ignition delay _0,90
Tp : Cylinder prossLtro

: Cylinder temperature z '_AS has already been peon in Fig. iOj compression _ , ,

pressure and temperature at TDG are low in _ ,T ,]

accelerated running. One possible res0on for this ,.m085
may he that since _cceloration is a transient u
phenomenon_ a decrease in suction air quantity
occurs due to the influence of inertia mass of air _ gUASl-STEAOYRUNNINg

particles. Air flow in air intake duct Was moaslL?- I 080 ....ACCELE_tATIEDRUN,_IN$od by a hot Wire o_lemomoter to octopus the

volumetric efficiency in a_colerated ru_ming with

that in quasi-steady rt_L_inge The rest_ts are
i

shotm in Fig. I_. It is clear that air flow 1500 2000 2500
actually decreases right alter accelerationj hut ENGINE SPEED, rpm
it recovers _t once, and moreover_ air flow even

increases on the higN speed range° The volumetric

efficiency at the beginning of acceleration is high Fig. 14 - Comparison of volumetric efficiency

because the combustion chsmhor wall temperature is between accelerated and quasi-steady ru_ming

low, which is the case wit}* light load.
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_ALL T_PERATI_E . As a cause for low cylinder sho_n in Figs. 17_ 18 told19, _*sspecLlve_y.Each
pressure and bomporaturo at TDC, vo assumed a of them makes a comprises with the accelerated
bigger heatless through the combustionchamber and quasl-steady rLmning at th_ _ame engine speed,
_all as a result o£ the low wall temperatureat the 2000 rpm. From these figures, it is clear that
beginning of acceleration, Oylindsr head wall was both cyllndor pressure and noise agree fairly well
chosen for temperaturesmeasurement. A CEC thormo- in accelerated and automatic speed regulation
couple was bIArlcdbetween valve bridges and _mll runnin_ if comp_ed at the sa,m wall temperature,
temperaturewas measured both in accelerationand Fig, 20 shows the relation between th_ steady
quasi-steadystates, Fig. 15 shows the results, noise and wall temperature measured by varying load
Through acceleration,the wall tempoyaturogoes up In this case, ho_evor, the noise level a_ tileload
almost linearlywlth the rd_o o£ engine speed, But corresponding to that at the wall temperatureof
the _ompera_uredifference between acceleration 160 g in the acceleratedrunning is lo_or than the
and qua_d-stoadystates remains about 100o0 in the acculoratsd running noise. Thoroforo_ it is

whole englno speed range ; inoether words, the assumed that factors other than the wall tempera-
temperaturedifference of Ii0 G which exists ture such a_ the injection feel quantity or pro-
immediately before accelerationis }rurallyreduced, mixed fuel quantity m.e vorkinE,

_" I00
3oc

E o,
_O " "o 9E

_." ENGJNEE (OI,NA}2000rpm-- QUk$]- STEADyRUNNINll m

.... ACGEI.£RATE9WJI_I_ FULL LOAD
::j 20c _- 90

[ 300

150 .... •*'""

ENGINESPEED,rpm O I 2 3 4
TJME AFTER FULL LOADING,min

Fig. 15 - Comparisonof cylinder head vail temper- I
a_uro between accelerated and quasl-steadyrtmning lOG I

_:ORRESPONmNO\
waLaT_MPE_ANR_

T}_ RELATIONBE_/EEN _ALL T_pERATURE AND _ ATACCELERATON
NOISE - In ordurto investigatethe relation
between combustionchamber wall temperatureand _
noise, the followingtest WaS done on the E engine
(D_, NA) Underan automati_ speed rsgulation '_'
running. First,the temperatureof snglne coolln_
wa_or as well as the engine load and speed yes
sufficlontlylowered So that the cylinder head vail
_eznpera_urecould be reduced to 10000, _}_ch was
still lower tlmnthe 160°0 at 2000 rpm in accaler-

abed running. Then, the fuel control rack was 90 50 I00 150 200 250 300
rapidly brought to the full position to operate
the engine at 2000 rpm end with full load. Fig. CYLINDERHEADWALLTEMPERATURE(_)._
16 shows _ow the originssoles changed with a rise
in cylinder hoedtemperature in the test. The
noise level at the wall temperature corresponding
_e that a_ 2000 rpm in the acceleratedrunning is Fig. 16 - Relation between noise level and sell

• very much in agreqmentwith the acoe2erated rml- temperature in constant speed running
.: nine noise Iovol at that speed. The cylinder

pressure indicatordiagram, _requency analysisof
the cylinder pressure and sound pres_t_s level are



,°°I
ENGINE E(Dt,NA} ENGINE SPEED 2000 rpm

• ® C_ LOAD pULL
PTDC (kg/cm2| 39.1 _8.4 59.6

In_,llmlng ('CA) "B.O '6.8 -ZO

•_ 19. ,imi_ _CA) ,0 5.4 53 I _=_.

B

_; (_)-- STEADY RUNNING
J _

:_i 0 de oy ('CA) 9.0 122 12.3 I r_ (_-----ACCELERATED RUNNING

:'i ,dpldO,moxl_m'_d_l_G.D. IE.3 12_ 50 /t'" % (_)''.'..CONSTANT SPEEDRUNNING

:! i ATrw., o-o

ip i
• ....... i , i i i J i , irtl _ .... i , .... i

;i.. 90" TDC 90"

_g CRANK ANGLEt leg

{;!
Fig. 17 - Cylinder pressure dlagr_n in constant speed running at Tv=lGO°C, compared uith accelerated and

_ steady running
•_L_

r,_ 22C
I00 a= ENGINE E(DI,NA) ENGINEE(DI,NA)

; 2000rpm _ I 2OOOrl_

._ _ NORMALSTEADYRUr/_llflO
_"*""_'ACCELERATEDRtJMNNG

J_ ,.I :"--*' CONSTANTSPEEDr_JNN_Ii

',:,] _ 80 _20_ _ AT T, ,lOO' C

,....,,,, ACC_EL£RA'R_RI.IININg
•,-.--_ CON_'TANTI_ffCDi_JNNlfI6 _:

i 50 OA, 125 250 500 IK 2K 4N OK 170

. I/3 OCTAVE CENTER FREQVENCY,Ht

;_ 160 A. 125 250 500 r 2K 4'K' OK

_: Fig. 18 - 1/3 oct_w ba_d noise spectra in constant
_ speed running at Tw=-16O C_ compared with _ccelor- 113 OCTAVE CENTER FREQUENCY_ HX
' ated and _toady running

_I Fig. 19 - 1/3 octavo b_nd cylinder _rossur_ specL_a
- in constan_ speed running at Tw=-16O C_ compared

;,I with accelerated and sLoady running
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after the start of acceleration is very high, as

I00 much as 9 dB(g) higher than h}m steady noise, and
NEE (DI,NA) the difference gradually becomes smaller as the

i accelcratimn continues,

96 _ 2) Tho influences on noise level of the accelora-

_ tiontimeand enginespeedat accelerationstart

wore oxsmined on direct injectimn engines, ThouGh

the influence of the accoleratimn tire was small_

96 _ tile noise in General became SliGhtly louder a_

_: GSO bJ the acoeloration time was shortened, The enGlnO

speed at acceleration start had substantially no!: 94 effect on naturally aspirated engines, but in

260 _ turbochargsd engimes, the response delay by turbo-charging led to a noise level difference.

9:_ m 3) From the measurement results of cylinder pros-z
lift in naturally aspiratedand nozzle needle

_ sure

_'giO 90 ignition delay increases by about 2 degrees in an

direct injection engimes_ it is soon that the

_0 accele:,atsd runninG. The rulatimn between CP andSP in a _teady state was calculated from actual

GP and SP values measured for different loads.

_200 Based on the relation_ SPa in accelerated runningwere predicted from measured CPs at the same

engine speed in the course of acceleration, The

"_ predicted values agreed well with the moam_:ud SPa,
180 thus a change in combustion stale was proved to be

a cause of louder noise in accelerated running,

:_ i_ 4_ |[ %) Usim N naturally aspiratod direct injection

engines, the volumetric efficiency and cylinder
head wall temperature were measured is accelerated

and quasi-steady ruaning. The compared results

)_ show that the volumetric efficiency in accelerated

decreases afteraccelerationrunning _nmsdimtoly

hut recovers again at once, which means there is

_'_ IBO() I E _* _1 5 6 "l s_ates.n°substantial difference between the t_o runnin G

O,M.E.P. (k$1cmz) 5) The cylimdor head wall temperature during
acceleration was lower than that in a quasi-steady

ii,i r_nin G by about IOOeO_ and this low temperatureFig. 20 - Noise Ssvel and cylinder head wall was proved to be a factor in increasing the
['_ _emperature versus BMEP in steady ruzning ignition delay. By running the engine at a

['i constant speed with full lead and lotting the wall

_'_ temperature change_ sound prsssI_e level and

i!i After measurements of accelerated cylinder were measured. Comparison of
running pressure

noise levels in several engines , we carried out those results with an accelerated running (at the

analytical exporim0nts on n_turally asplrabod same engine speed) shows that if the wall tempera-

_ direct injection canines to study the mechanisms turou are the same, net only the engine noise
which produce higher noise level in an accelerated levels but cylinder pressure diagrL_s a_ost agree.

running. This research work is now in progress 6) Noise and wall temperature were measured vary-

_I and there are many points which remain to be ins load in a constant speed for cemp_ison with

solved, those at the same speed during acceleration.

At the smme wall temperature, the nois_ level in

"]' CONCLUSIONS censt_t speed running was fo_d to be much lower

than the accelerated running noise, This fact
The acceleration state of engine durin G a imdicatos that the injected fuel quantity as well

vehicle pass-by noise test was simulated on the as wall temperature has an effect on the combustion

engine test bed in an anechoic ch_nbor, The noise.

accelerated running noise in the simulation mode

and quasi-steady noise (the engine noise emitted FUTURE WORK

during a slow acceleration with full loud) were

measured on several types of engines. The measure- From our present point of vlew and areas so
mont rssttlts clarified the following points: far clarlflcd_ the future problems may be summ_iz-

_) In indirect injection engines_ there is very od as follows: Though the combustion chamber wall
little or no noise level difference in accelerated temperature has boon proved to be one of the

and steady running. While in naturully a_pirated factors affectin G the ignitios delay_ its precise
direct injection englnes_ the accelerated rmmimg mechanism is yet to be solved. It might be ex-

noise is _bout 2 dB(A) higher. And in turbo- plainsd simply as the low wall temperature

charged direct inJo_timn engines_ duo to the increases the heat loss tI_ough walls_ which in

rcspon:o lag of the turbocharger_ noise immodimbely turn lowers the cyliudor pressure and temperature,



• L ...... •

and consequently th_ i_nition delay occurs. Or tbe REFF_E_CES
combustion chamber wall temperature itself may be

• dlroetly rulatod to vaporization or ignition of i, y. ]layashl, "A Series of Light Duty Is-

injected fuel. As futtu,o work we would llks to dlroct Injection Diesel F_iglnos," SAE Paper 760212

confirm the PollouinE point: If compression pros- presented at SAE Automotive Englnoorisg Congrgss &

su_,_ and temperature in accelerated rw*nlng could Exposition, Dotrolt, February 1976,

be made identical with those in steady running of 2. G, J. Eawksley and D, Aaderton, "_t_ies£,
e IIthe original engine by_ for example, an increase of into Combustion and Noise in Turhoeharged Engln s,

L compression ratio or Jmatlng of intake air, the I Necb E C72/7g presented at the Conference on

[! ignition dolsy and rosul_ing nolso can be lo_erod Turbocharging and Turboch_rgersj London, April
accordingly, 1978,

3. T, Murayama asd D. NoJima, "Studies on the

i AC_OWLEDD_NT Combustion Noise in Diesel Engine - let Report,

Separation of Combustion Noise from Engine Noise."

" Tbe authors would llke to thank the directors Bulletin of the JSME, Vol4 18, No. i18, 1975,

of Nissan Diesel Motor Co._ Ltd, for permission to l,, T, Murayama, N, EoJlma and Y, gatomi,

publish this paper, The[ also thank the companyls "A Slrnulation of Diesel Engine Combustion Nois_."
staff An the engine noise rosesreh soctionj SAE Paper 760552 presented at SAE Fuels and

especially _lessrs. M, FuJinlori and E. Shiraishl for L1*bricants Mooting, St. Louls_ Missouri I June 1976.

hheir suppor_ and coopsration_ and _, Y. }layashi 9, N. N, Wolfer, "Ignition LS_ in the Diesel

for helpful comments on this work and Miss M, Engine." VDI-Forsehungsheft No, 392, 1938,

Kawa_uchi fez'typing the manuscripto
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790270
RELATION BgTNEENCOEBIISTIONSYgTEH ANDENOINE NOISE

D. Ander ton

I,S.V.R., University nf Southampton

spent.

ABSTRAC_ Unfortunately devising reliable methods by
From measured overall I.C. engine noise levels which combustion and mechanical noise can he separa-

ted on running engines has proved extremely diIfi-and correopondlng measured combuscion (cylinder
pressure) levels =he paper illustrates the _ljor cult. Basically three tests are at present used:
influence that the combustion system has on the (a) Establishing 'critical cylinder pressure'
engine radiated noise, The basic 'noisiness' of levels by several tests in which tile
normally aspirated and turbocharged two- and injection or spark timing ts altered to
four-stroke D,I. systems, normally asplraced modify the form o[ Che combustion, and the

i I.D,E. (swirl chamber) diesel and gasoline changes assessed irom _he resultlng
i systems are compared by a normalised frequency cylinder pressure spectra and noise (1)_
_ spectrum method, Using a simple linear model (b) Honlcoring the engine without fuel supply
1 for calculating the direct combustion noise to assess the mechanical noise (2),

level of each combustion system the relative (c) !!edification of engine running parts, e,g.,
levels of noise are calculated. The results chain drive for gears, close tolerance
show good agreemenP with measured _oise levels pistons, stiffer fuel pump drives, ere.,
for normally aspirated _o-stroke and four- to modify engine mechanical noise (3).
stroke D.I. engines and indicate that combustion In many cases even on completion of all o[
noise ia low in turboeharged dleaels, I.g,I. chase lengthy tests chore can still he uncertaintyabout the balance between mechanical and combustion
diesels and particularly gasoline engines, noise.

Here recently, many workers are experimenting
with the coherency ceehnlquea in which random sig-
nal analysis methods developed to separate uncorre-
laced 'noise' from the wanted signal are used to
separate combustion from mechanical sourges. The
_ain difficulty here is in applying clte techniques

COHBBSTEONIS A CDNTPOLI_DEXPLOSION. In the case to fundamentally periodic signals, a|l of uhlch bear
of the internal combustion engine the control is in a relaclonship co one another (4,5,6). _c the
the form o£ an iron or aluminium structure which present time these methods have not shown anything
deeB IlOt allow the explosion to cot_aunleate itself that was not known prevlously and we must awaitfurther advances.
directly with the surrounding air until the pros- Since the eomhustiot_ development in an engine
sure is reduced to a few atmospheresby an expert- be measured directly (unlike piston slap, gear
aion and heac loss process, huring the controlled enn
explo_ion, the containing structure is forced to noise, etc., t_here it is difficult to measure thedirect forces involved in deflecting the structure)
expand and deflec_ slightly, causing a pressure then for tbis noise source alone many quantitative
wave many times less than thaC of an open explosion relationahlps can he derived. Vibration measure-
and the pressure wave is perceived as noise rather
than a destructive pressure blase, The fo_ of manta have shown that up to the moderato force in-
this noise depends on the characteristics of che puts ohcalnable with electrodynsmic shakers the
exploslon, the containing structure de£or_atlon and cosine structure response and noise radiation islinear (7), Therefore, based on a linear model of
its ability co radiate noise. Cite engine structure the general characteristics of

In order to allow the controlled explosion co I,e. engine noise which arises solely as a result
take place repeatedly it is necessary to use mesh- of combustion can b0 predicted. This informaclon,
anieal devices which operate at high speed and pro- when used in conjunction with the measured engine
duce noises of their own. The balance between
these two major noise sources determines whether noise charaeterlscies, can also be used Co augmentocher information co estimate the balance between
an engine is 'combustion noise controlled _ or 'combustion noise' and 'mechanlcal noise'.'mechanical noise controlled'. To the user it is

not particularly important which noise source is
predominant, but to a manufacturer seeking to con- NOISE PRODUCED BY I.C. ENGINES

trol the noise of his product it is. The answer The overall noise at full load of some 44
wiI1 determlne the direction in which the manu-
facturer's considerable efforts and tlme will be different I,C, engines, measured at the ISVR over

*Numbers in parentheses designate geferenceH
SAE/P-T91001S02.SO at end of paper.
Copyright© 187gSocleWofAutomotivoEnolneert,lnc,
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the last 12 years, is shown in Figure I as o (generally a frequency of maximum noise level in
function of engine speed, The engines tost0d englno noise) are compared ic can be seen that

include two-stroke diesels, normally asplrsCed _nd there is soma 26 de difference in the level. The
turboehsrgad _our-stroko dleselst indirect [nje¢- engine structtlro icsel[, howcver_ is loaded by a

C_on (swlrl chamber) diesels and gasoline e_glnes, force down the connecting rod determined by the

110- 110
>
0J

105- ' 105 J
.=

100 100
c.
O.

95 95

¢ 90 -- 90 o

85 85

h 80
Lf

:_, 75, 75

'ii 70
_! 1000 2000 3000 _000 6000

;i", Enginespeed roy/rain.

= Fig, 1 - Noise versus speed a_ full load £or s rnnge of engine types

_! For all engines at rated _peed the variation tn
_ overall noise measured Im from the engine surface

is from 95 to )[0 dBA. The _mportanee o_ engine _ ]
! speed in controlling engine noise Js clear from the N210 I

_! £1gur¢_ but oven at a constant engine speed of _

2000 rev/mln, for example, there is a 35 dBA spread L I
It is _ell kn_n that combustion noise in normally r_

aspirated direct injection diesels is the predomi- _ 190 -- 12.2Litre
i O,l, DIe5E_

nanc noise source, From Figure l the aversg0 _180_-- _130mm.Bote

noise level for this type of engine at 2000 rev/ - _ -- _ _ x ,._01rain is about leo dBA. For the level of o gaeoline _170

angina to be 75 dgA at 2000 rev/mln (the lowest -J; J 1,6 Ulre _'_ [_

.oisolev0loea.ur0d,it h.e'orofoll*.th0tthe "'001 7eombu@Clon noise in this gasoline engine _ust he _ 9

at least 25 dgA lower than the diesel. It is 150
therefore clear from Figure l that very large d_f- o. l "_1 \

ferences in combustion excitation level should be _ 140 \measured in the various LC. engine combustion

systems. If, for example, th0 cylinder p_ossure _130 / I_ I1spectra for a normally aspirated diesel engine of 1000
! 12.2 litres 130 mm bore is compared to that of a Frequency HZ

1.6 llt'.'e 91 mm bore gasoline engine ti_en this is

., indeed shown to be true_ especially at froquencies Fig. 2 - Cylinder pressure spoetra for D.I. diesel
_i above 500 gz (Figure 2). l_ the levels at Ioon }[z and gasoline engine
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product of cylinder pressure level a_d piston ares° ASSESS_t_NT OF COHBUSTION INDVCED NOISE

This applied force is shown in Plguve 3. For the

Priede (8.9) showed, some 20 years ago, that
the nolae of diesel engines could be related to

changes in the level of the high frequency compo-

nents of the frequency _pectrum of the cylinder

_ pressure development. Making sure to use flush

:_ _ mounted pressure transducers such measurements have
been found to be remarkably repeatable. Figure 4

:: shows the relatlon_]llp betwee, cylinder pressure

_ developmentl rate of heat release and cylinder
pressure spectra. The frequency analysis is car-

_! rfed out using an analogue analyser of 1.8Z band-

!I width, but bandwldtb corrected, i.e., results

appear as a spectral density plot, When combus-
,, tlon is abruprp the rate of pressure rise and

inlclal peak rate of heat release are large and the

°_ level of the high frequency (above SO0 gz) cylinderpressure spectrum components are also high (I0, II,

) 12). There is a direct rola_ionshlp between
in_ia[ peak of heat release and rate of pressure

rise when comhus_io, is abrupt (Figure 5) and under
these conditions combustion nolso can be related to

(_ Fig. 3 - Combustion force spectra for 8.I. diesel either (12,13). 8owever. when tilecombustlon issmooth, as in gasoline, well matched full load

' ,._ and gasoline engioe turhocharged diesel or blgh speed two-stroke, the

d_esel englse the root mean square oscillating combustion noise can only be related to the fort, of

force opplled Co the structure at cycle firing fro- eylifldor pressure development and peak pressure (7).

quency 416.6 gz) is some 2830 lbs (12,589 N), At present the only fully reliable method of com-

.i whilst at iOo0 llz tlle applied loading is some bustle, noise assessment is by the full frequency

:q 20.6 lhs (91.6 N). For the gasoline engine at analysis of the exact cylinder pressure development.

_ii cycle _iring frequency the rms oscillating force Prlede (8.9) also showed that the noise of engines

applied is some 533 Ibs 42371 N) whilst at 10oo N:: (and machines) increased rapidly with speed because

_. it is only 0.53 Ibs (2.22 N). Thus the square of of the rapidly sloping frequency spectra which
:_' the force input to the gasoline englne structure shifted upwards in frequency as the cycle funda-
_ a= 1ooo IIz is some 33 dg lower than that of the mental frequency increased, giving rise to higher

::' diesel. For a linear system the noise due to tom- force inpDts to the structure in the high freqsency

_?i bustlon at lflOo]lz would also be lower by 33 dB, range (IO,If). Thla indicated that comparisons
of combustion excitation were very dependent onprovided that no other noise sources were present.

(o) CYLINDERPRESSURE (b)RATE OF HEAT (c) CYLINDER PRESSURE
_! DEVELOPMENT. RELEASE. SPECTRA,

_'.' 1000_ AH6 ,.:_ ' _ 230

_ %q _ • Four501enozzte
,, _ _'_,

• <= h, , _ 100 _ :._, Six hole nozzle.

" _= 0_'//I _Hole ,.__ _ :';_%..-..,' ..:,.,,I / _ _ 160g I .

:: _- 1/-.0 ' noz__q_z_e_'%'" • t_ 10ooFfl qo ---- ":"'.":"::z:O.5. "_ Two ho,enozzle/, ".. : .:,.
o 1301 fuel spread on woll. ,, .•'1

: _ 110_

0 _ - , , . I 10 100 1000 10,000
T,D.C, u. Frequency c/s

]] Fig. 4 - Relation between cylinder pressure development, rate of heat release and cylinder pressure spectra
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aspirated diesel engines are shown, The variation
in combustion excitation level at 1ODD Hz ranges
from 27 dg at leo0 rev/min to about 20 dg st 3000
rev/mln depending on the combustion system used.
Two-stroke diesel engines have the hlgh0st excita-
tion levels with Direct Injection four-sLrokes

180 /// slightly lower and Indirect Injection four-strokeslower still. In general it can be seen that the
multiple hole nozzle low swirl chamber configura-

----// tlon gives rise to higher levels of comhustlon

160 Combustion x excitation than does the high swirl single bole

Starts _D.C,_ nozzle cbamber configuration, Figure 7 shows n
o¢J140 similar comparison between normally aspirated four-

stroke diesels and turbocharged four- and two-

/ stroke diesels, In this case the effect is most

i1_"12_ _ :/0 : marked with the turboeharged levels much lower than

• • • those of normally aspirated engines, there belng
m 0/_, little difference between high swirl and low swirl

chamber configurations in this respect, Finally,
h_10C { 16°A/0C Figure 9 shows a comparison between tile normally

• aspirated four-stroke diesels and six gasoline

. engines.,heverymarhedreduetionlnco°hus.on
excitation level with gasoline operation is clearly

Q= 0 shown •

"8 60 // _ 1000cp.m

_// o 1250 , CAI,CULATION OF COHBDSTION INDUCED NOISE IN l,C.

9J o A 1500 *: ENGINES

o__0----.; - _ 2000 ,,
_ • 2500 " Over the last ten years the computation of the3000 - harmonic cylinder pressure spectrum from n cylinder

20 I v 3500 ,, IOI. pressure time history has become possible and

I I [ therefore a combustion model which can accurately
O_ predict the initiation of combustion as well ss

0 20 40 80 80 100 120 later burning allows the computation of combustion
initialPeak Heat Release Rate induced noise (10,14). Such a model has been

6tu/l_air/oC.A. developed by Ogegbo and is primarily based on a
physical representation 0£ fuel preparation and
eo_)ustlon initiation (15). This I.S,V.R. model is

Fig. 5 - Relationship between rate of pressure a two zone model based on modified single droplet
rise and initial peak heat release rnte for normal- and simplified jet theories. It assumes that the
iy aspirated diesel engines physical processes such as atomisation, vaporlsa-

ties and mixing rates control diesel combustion.

engine speed. In order to compare the various Figure i0 shows a typical comparison between mess-

combustion systems it is necessary to reduce them ured and predicted cylinder pressure development
to a standard form which is independent of speed, and spectra for a shallow howl D.I. engine, Figure

It is tile level of tlm harmonic components between ll(b) sbows the error in cylinder pressure spectrum
800 and 3ooo Nz (the l)redominant range of engine prediction, in one-third octave bands as a function

structure resonances) that determines the import- of frequency and engine speed for two combustion

ante of the cylinder pressure spectrum. Figure models, firstly model I (a modification of Austen

6n shows that the cylinder pressure spectra can be and Lyn)s approach relating the injection rate and

approximated to a straight llne representing tile the rate of burning) and secondly, the I.S.V,R.

best fit over the frequency range. Figure 6h model in which the physical processes leading to
shows this simplified spectrum normalised for combustion control =he beat roleaso rates (16).

engine speed which defines the cylinder pressure A _ 7 dE scatter in the higher one-third octave
level as a function of both frequency and speed, bands results in both cases but in summing over the
Figure 6c shows mo_sured cylinder pressure levels frequency range to give overall level predictions

for a D.I. engine taken at various speeds plotted accuracies of _ 2.5 dBA are found, The advantage
on a base of normalised frequency. As can be seen of the I.S.V.R. model over model I is that predic-

all spectra are coincident in the important fro- lions for new ranges of engines can be made at the

quency range and can he approximated by a single design stage,
straight line. A comparison of the slmplified and RELATION BETIEEN CYLINDER PRESSURE SPECTRUM AND

no_nalised cylinder pressure spectra derived from COmbUSTION INDUCED ENGINE NOISE-Durlng the compres-

full load measurements taken over the entire engine sion and power stroke all clearances are taken up
speed range for a variety of engines provides a and the engine structure can be considered as
method of rating the combustion systems as noise linear. It can be shown that the overall noise is

sources - the higher the level the higher the noise proportional to the square of the direct gas force

at any _iven speed. In Figure 5 the simplified and and consequently to the fourth power of engine bore
normalised spectra for 13 different normally (7). A structure attenuation factor linking the
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20(3 "_ Cy[Inder Pressure _,/'Spectrum I
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E SpectrurN---'---"
z 120

10 100 10010 10,000 I (71 f/N 1.0 10
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Fr e q ue_n cY" IE"_ne'-_ e dJ

[a)Srmplified Spectrum Ib} Normalised Spectrum

_,213(
- "',_'_% ...... 1000 revs/min
" _ ",; &., 15oo . .

j ,gc - 2000....", 2600 " ',

. _ 18[

-. 61

t,r" 18(' _ __. ,"

h 15C ',,,' ,V'

_i,_ ft.0 '_CPLRI1.0)

\ =1s7
13Q

;_ 0.1 1.0 10.0
il Normalfsed Frequency- Hz/rev/min.
:|

.I (cl Example of Normalised Spectra for O.f.Englne of 112mmbore

Fig. 6 - Nomat[sed and simpli£_ed cylindec pressure spectra

direct combustion force and the engine noise can (c.p.R(t.o))2.Athen be defined _nd typical measured values are t°gla(3n)' (N/f)n

shown _n Figure 12(a). (7). An average rstandard' (C'?')2 • £n (I)
_' s_roccure attenuation can be speclfled from such

measurements taken on engJ.nes with abrupt cyllnder
pressure diagrams and th£s _s shown _n Figure 12(b), where (C.P,) - cylinder pressure at £requency
The use of a structure attenuation _ctoc with a £ _z

known cylinder pressure spectrum will then allow C'P'R(I'O) = cylinder pressure level of

the no[s= lave], clue to ¢om'oustlon l:o be preclicl_ea reduced spectrum at: £]N = _.0
(1/O. n = slope of slmplified cylinder

The cylinder pressure at £requency _ can be pressure spectrum - combustion
calculated from the reduced spectrum by the rela- index
lion N - eng{ne speed rev/m_n
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T
FULL LOAD REDUCED ANO SIMPLIED
CYLINDER PRESSURE SPECTRA FOR

:_ A RANGEOFENOINGES.

:_ 210 VALVEIN HEAD2 STROKE , 2 STROKE
QUIESCENTDISH ..... 4 STROKED.I.
8 HOLE NOZZLE --.--4 STROKEI.D,I.

VALVE IN HEAD 2 STROKE _I.80WL
'_ HIGHSWIRLSINGLENOZZLE.

i_ c_190 4 STROKED.I,
MEDIUMSWIRLDISH
5 HOLE NOZZLE,

m< 180

4STROKEDI.MEDIUM SWIRL CUP
160. QUIESCENT DISH

8 HOLENOZZLE. LHOLENOZZLE,

 16o.

z 140.

130'0.1 1.0 10.0
fequency

NORMALISED FREQUENCY engfne speed I Hz/ReWmin.

Fig. 7 - Full load normallaed and aimplifled cylinder pressure spectra for a range of normally

aspirated engines - D.I., I.D.I. and two stroke.

In a slmilar manner the structure a_enuatinn (Sound Pressure, p)2 (f)

at £requescyp f, for the standard a_tenuatlon

curve can be specified in two par_s by: . (cylinder pressure X bore2) 2 (3)

A lOglo(Sl000/l O) A lOglo(3q) S

S " _h (2) Therefore p2(f) .

N n 4

where Sin00 " dB/Hzvalueo_ at_enuatlon a£ lOOO IIz (C.P.R(I.O)) 2 A IOglD(3n).(_) .B fq-n (4)

q - slop# of attenuation curve A Ingle(St000/] O).A IOglo(3q)

dB/deeade
The overall sound pressure level is given by

by de£ini_ion at frequency f
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210[ IAVERAGETURBOCHARGEDENGINE.
REDUCEDSPECTRUM.

' n=5.1 CP,(1.0)=144.0

19(3

i: 180. ,,

¢,Z
'O,I ,-- 170 :OUR-STROKE. _

MEDIUM TORROIDAL MEDIUM SWIRL
}i _ SWIRL. 6 HOLE NOZZLE.

9150. TORROIDALi; ,.J 4 HOLE NOZZLE.
Lu N/A. OI, DIESELS.
>
". TWO-STROKE

uJ150. TORROIDAL,
i_ _ 8 HOLE NOZZLE, ,,".,,
I m .
li  140.

_. MEDIUM TORROIOAL, ,% ,.
i: _: 6 HOLE NOZZLE. %

,. HIGH SWIRL
TWO STROKE.

o DEEP BOWL
SINGLE HOLE NOZZLE.

7000 Hz.level!
]000Hz.levels at 1000r.pm.

110
0.1 1.0 10.0

NORMALIZED FREQUENCYHz/Rev./min.
Fi_, 8 - N_mal{sed and s{mplif_ed spectra for Curboch_rgeddlese]s {two- and four-s_roke)

£2

p2(overall ) . [ p2 df (s)
O

£I

Using the general form of the sLruc_ure atCen- (S.P.L.)ove_alI • 20 loglO xuaCion feeler nbown ,*nFigure 12(c) the overall

combustion noise level calculated from , measured (C.P.R(I.O))2.AloglO(3n_.B4.Nnor computed simplified and reduced cylSnder pres-

becomes

[zooo(ql-n+l)- eI(q2-n*_f2(q2-n+l).zooo(_-n+9I
I_%-_+l)^log_o(3_l) +' _q2-.,i)A lO_lo(3qp)

de (6)
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210.

AVERAGE GASOLINE ENGINE.
REDUCEDSPECTRUM.

200._-- n=6.3 CP (1.0)=130.0
.k\
_., N/A D.I. DIESELS.

190.

• ---,_,_'_

180. - ,_ X\_k_.%,_ /-

• '_ _ 12.2LITRE FUEL INJECTED.c_ 170. HERON CHAMBER.

8 _%&& x_ {..xf 2'4 LITRE
'. 160.

w ----_'_', DOMEDCHAMBER.
W

w 150

bO

I.U 140 • xx_,. _.

- &D.

w AMBER 2.3 LITRE
o 130 ""_ \ \\ \ \\ FUELINJECTED.

.z FLAT _ _ __>- 2 LITRE

c_ Top Hat Chomber. \ \_ "_,_,,

I \\\1.5 LITRE F

110,' TopHatChamber._ \ \ \\_
0"1 1.0 10.0

NORMALISED FREQUENCY

Hz/Rev/rain.
Fig. 9 - Normallsed and simplified spectra for gasoline englnes

Equation (6) can be divided into three parts, implies that the structureattenuation factor is not
One specifying tbe cylinder pressure level, an constant bu: varies dlreetly with bore size. A
englne bore termand a _bspe factor which is pure- model for cbe predictlanof combustion induced
ly dependen_ on _he chosen attenuation curve levels noise based on measured or estlmated simplified
and slopes, _he combustion index _nd the frequency cylinder pressure spectra, the englne bore and a
range and weighting networks chosen, For the 6truetural attenuntlon factor whlcb varle_ directly
_tandard structure atte_mation shown in Figure 12 with bore and has the value shown in Figure 12(b)
(b) and both theA and linear weighting networks for a bore alze of i00 mm can be put forward, The
the value of the shape factor as n function of com- overall level of dlrec_ combustion induced noise at
bustion index is sbo_n in Figure 13, 1 me_:re is given by the foilowing relatlons:

The predictednoise w_ll vary as tile£ourth
po_er OE bore for direct combustlo_ noise whereas
(F_gure 15) _he measured noise levels of diesel
engines vary as _h¢ fifth power of bore, Thls

8O
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z" 200' Z00}

" _ 190"t - 1...,.NEASURED • -
180. 2....PREDICTED = "

_= 17o._ 2

uJ 160. _: EO MEASURED AND PREDICTED
J o. _ _. CYUNDER PRESSURE SPECTRUM

"I c_uJ 150- _ _ }t AT 3000RPH FL_A

l_ I,J

uJ 130"

_z
_ 120-

0 0'2 0.4 0'5 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
x 10 2 I'CA)

110._, ' _ , I _'1,,,, , , , , ,,, , , , , ,
I'o 1oo 200 _'o'oo 50'o0_bboo

FREQUENCY Hz

Fig. 10 - Comp_t:Lson o£ predicted and measured cylinder presBuro development and spectrum

xxx 1000 RPH FL.

HOOEL I { EMPJRICAL HEAT EELEA$E # =oo 1500 ....
I0 9V_ 2600 ....

x x

-1O =

"='- LS,¥R, xxx Z000 RPH FL,
H_ASUREQ COHQUSTI0t_ HODEL oBo 2600 ....

NOIEE LINES vv_ 3000 ....10

x x x !(

¢ _ :- . . _ I ]; i g . . ' v . _ x • x x t
x x x 9 11

Q

_*_ -10 CO,4_BUETION NOISE PREO_TrON

FREQUENCY Ht

Fl_. 11 - Prediction oE cyI_nder pressu_:e spectrum
leVe1_; _rom combustion _de1_]
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17s1.176,Awe h /_ - 173

_=' m< -171 //Ill I

:,_ =_ :2. - 170

o - 69 J7 I
:, ? _ -168 // I
i!! _ ,o, _^su.E_STRUC,U._^'TE"UAT,O._*O,ORFO_ -- 167 // I

i  ,R,ou0E--oOO,F,OU*,,ON,X ZZ III
N - 166 I

_= '" _z// 1'0 2,0 3 Z, 5 678910
,, _ -.---.-----..-_;_'°_c'°_/- Combustion Index n
. _ _ / / ATTENUATIONUSING!_ _ :ONSTANI8AN_IOTH.

_ --_'__.. OF 1 .= Fig. 13 - Spectrum shape factors Kl and N2

OCI_'OEtA[E; _O_._-- _ Based oll Sil_llfled c_l_Nder pressure speetrklrll

,; ___- Overall Noise = CPL(1000) + 50 lOglo g - g 1 dBA (7)

too _ and

USlN0ME_URE0 _erall Noise - CPL(1oOO) + 50 lOglog - R2 dB(LIN)
h OCTAVEDA_A _ (8)

too FnEOUECYHz 1000 _O00 where B = bore in m
A-weighted speccru_ shape factor shown

{_) STANDARDSTRL_TUREATTENUATIONFACTORASSOCIATEO K1 • in _lgure 12,:1 WtTHA BORE9ZE OF lOOmm
K2 " L_ne_r spectrum shape factor sbotcn in

Figure 12.d

:_ _ SlOOO t _ CPL(ioO0) = level Ol! cylinder pressure spectrumat• _==4 _OOO HZ

4 <=_ Based on uormalisad e_llnder pressure spectrum

N

: _ --. Overall Noise • CPR(1.O) + 50 lOglog + lOnlogLo 1ooo'_ ¢ ¢J

: _ ,_ i_ toooH= I_ -- Kl dl]k (9)
Ioo FREQUENCY aZld

L! N

"1 1¢1 OENERALfORH OF STRUCTUREATTENUATIONFACTOR Overal_ No_se • CPR(I.O) ¢. 50 IOglOB + ],On loglO lOOO

• ' - N2 dB(L[N) (10)
Fi8. 12 - Structure attenuation factor

where N • engine speed N
n = combustion index

CPR(I.O) = level of normalised cyllnder pressure
spectrum a_ value l.O
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18o\..N_'," _lClJI_----2ST.n;,.15'Cp,11.01--_50._EdE'l"OP,".O_''OloglOg
170 ST. n= 3.4 -_ + los tO_lolboo" K1

•. 1% b_ where CPR(I.O ) - value of [=he
simpllfied and

reduced cylin-

1,o \ '  JIN'c°[ do.,re,,ore'. P_i.o_I_S.0dB speotr°o,t
/NII(\,/ ,.OH.,rov,o,n,o,,z

: ' " 150 i , p d8 10,5

...... 'L ,
8 • engine bore n_n

m TC.n = 5.1 ' N- e.sine.peed
: _140 'P.(1.0)=14_ _-- . . r_./mt.eombus lion

"O _ndex

_.no,..,I['_,'". _' -oo_tontbo,--J 6ASOLIN \ \ the .lop.o_

_o I { ', , \ i°o8,oo.o
0.1 1.0 5.0 gt " shap_ea_to_

Frequeny / _/rev/min. (ngu_ 1s)
In the case Of opposedEngine Speed ] pistonde.lB., i..hight.o

Fig, 14 - Average normalised and simplified spectra as a function of separate crank arrangement_ are
combustion system

Thes_ relatiogs, because 118 . __-- _ _e.
they include ehe absolute level Opposed pistoon'_----_--

as well as slope of the cylinder Two slroke _ _

to_rodiett_e,,olof _I_W_
combustion induced nolse in

diesel engines ofeach combus- 188 Twostroke [ [ _.. _

_ _ _;_)urbochorgedD.L Engines.

O,1Engines.-- _, _

A more exact computation can be _ i _
obtained by using the exact 85 .........

cylinder pressure spectrum D •values, as calculated according ,_ D.I.Engines

and an exact structure atte_lua- .4 (retl

Elan factor which, a_ present, _
can only be obtained e_perlment- 85 ---f ----t---

ally.

CATEOORZSATION OF OOHBUSTION 80 ----_---[----

! SYSTEHS FOR NOISE _ I

The overall noise level of 75
an I.C. engine with a at:andard 50. 60. 78 80. BO. I88, lf8, 128, 130 1_0. 150

structure (as defined in Figure Bore Oiemefer mm

12) is given by the relation: o D.I, NA.In line. I Two sfroke Oi
D.I. NA, Vee form. o I.O,I. NA.

Overall noise in d_A at lm • D.I._C. In llne. _ Oosol_ne,
from _he engine surface,

dgAl Fig. 18 - Relation between measured overall noise and bore _ize of

engines in the various groups at 2000 revs/mln
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used an equivalent bore Be must be used in (d) Two-stroke cycle engines fall within a 5asd

equation (I) where B = mB . The .ormal bore som_ 4 dBA hiBher than the DI engines.
e_

dimcnsion is u_ed for sl.gle crankshaft opposed (_) Opposed pi_ton cwo-_roke cycl_ engines
piston desig.s. (separate crankshaft arrangements) fall in a band

12 dBA higher _han DI englnes,

The normalised spectra shown in Figures 7, 8

and 9 can be grouped according to the £orm of tom- (f) Gasoline enginea show considerable scatter but

bustlon and then be averaged _o glve a single line are about 15 dBA b_low the DI englnes.
_cpresentat_on of the ave_a_ combuatlon exeita-

It is ele_r that th_ effect of _nglne _t_u_-

tlen level _n that groLi_. This comparison of tur_l configuration (f_r current _roductlon engines)
_ombu_ion systems i_ shown in Figu_ 14. Th_ on .else is sm_ll. Figure 16 shows _ comparisonaverage combustlon excitations are defined by:

b_tw_en the measured noise level8 and thos_ c_l_u-

la_ed to be due to combustion induced no_e f_om

Normally a_p_rat_d two-_rok_ diesels equ_tlo. (9), For eenventlonal and opposed piston

Combustion index n = 4.1S, CPR(I.O) - 160.bdB two-s_rok_ _.d normally asplr_ted direct Injection
four-stroke d_esels th_ calculated combustion noise

Normally aspirated d[re_t inje=tion four- IQvels correlste _ery well wiCh _hc measured d_ta.

strok_ diesels However, the leve1_ calculated for the IDI, g_so-

Combustion _ndex . - 3.4. CPR(I.O) = 156 dB line a.d turboeh_rged _ngines lle _low thos_measured, pa_tlcularly in th_ e_se of the turbo-

Normall aspirated indirect in_e_tlon (swirl mbar_ed _n_nes (fu_l feed).
ch_ber_ diesels

P_LATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF CO_U_TION AND ME_tI_IIC._

_t_bu_io_ i,dex n • 4.45, CPR(1.O) u 145 dB NOISE IN T_ WlI_OOS ENGINE TYPES

Tu_bo_h_r_ed two- and four-stroke diesels '['he comparison of m_asur_d overall noise |evils

Combustion index n - 5.1. CPR(1.O) _ 144 d_ with those predicted to b_ du_ to dire=_ =ombustlonexeitatlon, shown in Flgur_ 16, c_n b_ used to tnd-

Ga_olln_ e,_ines _cate the general _evel of mechanical nois_ _sso-
elated with the _n_in_ types. At 2000 r_v/min it

Combustion ind_ n = 6.3. CPR(1.O ) = 130 dB is clear that _cchanical noise is generally _us_
below that due to e_hustlon _n the Df £ou_-strok_

Using these average values, ms_sured di_e=tly and two-stroke engines. For the IDI eng[ne_
from the engine =omhust_0n system, in combination (matched for low emi_sions) the mechanical no_s_
with _quation (9) the averaSe noise lewls likely is of the sm'_ f_vel as =ombus_ion. For _he

to be associated with _ach c_hus_ion system can turbocharged en_in_s m_ehan_eal noise i8 nlmost
he calculated and the results compared to the wholl_ predomin_n_. Fo_ the gasol_n_ _,g_nes
_ctual m_asured _oise of the engine_, th_r_ iB _ome sea_ter but _ _an b_ _oncluded tha_

mechanical nots_ _cnd8 to dominate the total _oiseo
To illustr_ this the noise data o£ Fig_l_ 1

for _n _ginQ s_e_d of 2000 _ev/_dn _re plotted as Sin_e th_ av_ra_ cylinder pr_s_ur_ spe=tr_

a function of bore size (Figure 15). For the § h_ve been used to =ons_ru=t Figure 16 it i8 u_eful
di_el engines the v_ria_ion of nols_ wi_h (bore) to note the varia_i_nn _n combustion l_v_l for each

can b_ clearly seen as also can ths grouping of system. 'fills _an be d_e approximately by ex_-

th_ noi_ l_w18 _cord_ng to th_ form of eombus- nin_ the v_lu_s o_ CPR(0.5) (1000 I{z v_lue at
tion. 2000 r_v/min). From th_ spectra shown in

Figures 7. 8 an_ 9 th_ followin_ variatio,s _an be
It can b_ _n that th_ measured overall placed on the calculated Co_u_tfon noise level8

noise l_wls of the e,sineB do £_11 into specific shown in Figur_ 16 at 2000 rev/min.
groups:-

(_) All no_'mally aspirate_ DI engines fit within a Nomall_ a_pirated two-stroke diesels
3 dB band of slope (bo_e) _. I_ is clear that
there are _o differences between the overall noise Variation _ 4.0 d_A.

of ve_-fom'_ and in-line engines. Some of th_ IDI
engines sloe fall within ch_s _._e band but thes_ Normall_ sspirated D_ fo_r-stroke diesels

generally have t_brupt' a_ 'advanced _ _essure Variation _ 2.5 dBA.

Not_all_ sspirated IDI four-s_roke diesels
(b) The turbo_ha_ged engine_ o_cupy a band just
below. Variatlon _ 5.0 dBA.

(_) The remafnin_ IDI en_i,es £all within a b_nd Turboeha_ed two- _nd four-_oke diesel_

B_e 8 dBA b_l_e_ th_ _DI engines. These engines Variation _ 5.5 dBA.
gen_a_ly have _0th or retarded typ_ p_essure
diag_0_lBI
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_'---- Gasoline engines,

_ _= Variation _ 6.g dBA.
I05

_'--_ Despite the spread of com-
<_.TJ bustlon excitation levels it is

_ clear that the general eonclu-Jrb_horged signs regarding mechanical

_?-_-d O,I.Engines, noise levels are valid. Forinstance the measured noise
85 - _ levels of turbocharged engines

_# n #v are considerably greater than
the predicted average combus-

_ _ : DJ.Engines- _ -- tion noise level plus variation.
_' {ret)

' _ .... At 2500 rev/min the general
• levels. I picture Is similar (Figure 17).

_! The D1 four-stroke engine

_. measured noise is coincidental- I with the calculated combusclon
/ noise and the measured turbo-

75J _ charged engine noise is just
50. 50. 70. 80. 90. 188 110. 120. t30.140.150, belo_, The calculated turbo-

charged combustion nol_e levels
Bore Diameterm.m. are some 6 dBA below those

measured at this speed, The
o 0.I.N.A. In tins. • TwostrokeD.I. IDI engine noise shows more

0I.NA. Wee form. D I,D.i,N.A. scatter at this speed with only
• Di _C, Inllne, _ Gosoline. a few results near the calcula-

ted combustion noi_e levels,
Fig. 16 - Measured and predicted overall noise versus bore _le same result for gasoline
size for engine8 in the various groups at 2000 rev/min engines e_n be seen, At 2580

rev/mln the measured variation
in combusglon noise is lover

_05. _ than that found at 2000 rev[min.

_' tiy_OSr_!!_ The variatlon_ are:

100. Normally aspirated DIdiesels

Variation - _ 2.0 dBA.

oo._- Turbochar_ed two- and four-
t_ 85.,Jli_i_$_______.tA__j___ j s_roke diesels

"_J __ Variation - _ 5.0 dgA.

80, Gasoline enginest_
Variation • _ 5.5 dgA.

7_ At 4000 rev/mln the meas-

ured IPI values (Figure

noise

18) lie a little above that
70 calculated for combustionnoi_e

50. 60. 70, 80. 100. 120. 150. again indicating a predominance
o£ mechanical noise. For the

BORE DIAMETER m,m. gasoline engines (Figure 18),
however= the measured noise
levels are almost included with-
in the band 0£ calculated tom-

Pig. 17 - Measured and predicted overall noise versus bore hustion noise plus maximum
size for engines in thn various groups at 2500 rev/mln variation, indicating that some

degree o_ combustion noise con-
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Normally aspirated direct injec-
tion four-stroke diesels

105, Avefoge predi_ted_L_ _ _'- Combustionindexn = 3.4,
combustionnoise ..<_t_F _ cp_(1.o)- 156,0dO.

100. Q , -- _ Nomally aspirated indirect

Combustion index n - 4.45,
95. CPR(1.O) = 145.0 dO.

Turbochar_ed two- and four-stroke
30. -- diesels

<
CO Combustion index n = 5.1,

_85" _/1 10[[D.I CPR(I'O) " 144'Odg'

[_ Gasoline en_/nes

80. Combustion index -
=_/ ' ---- CPR(I,O) = 150.0 dO.
< I 12_ASO I_NE,

_75 [ i -_- _ _ (d)Osinga linear combustion
> model, in which a constant

0 structure attenuation is used,
70 the general variation in measured

:'i 50. 60, 70, 80. 100, 120. _50. overall noise levels is reglected
!i! in the calculated overall noise
q BORE DIAMETER rn.m. levels based on combustion exci-
_i ration alone.

!i Pig. 18 - Measured and predicted overall noise versus bore size for (e) A comparison of measured
_ engines in the various groups at 4000 rev/min overall noise and calculated com-
_ bustles noise levels can be used

_i trol is present at high engine speeds. At 4000 to indicate the general level of membanieal noise
[I for engines designed for different combustion, rev/min the measured variation in combustion noise
,i systems. For normally aspirated Direct Injection_ is less than that at 2000 or 2500 roy/rain. The
:;_ variations are: two- and four-stroke diesel engines the results
,._ suggest that comb_stion noise is predominant, Per

No_mally aspirated IDI dlesels the IDI four-stroke diesels, combustion noise and
i'_ mechanical noise are about equal. For turbocharged
_ Variation - + 3,5 dgA, engines the mechanical noise is completely predomi-
I

nant at full load, whilst for gasoline engines this

ii Oasbline enslne,s is also true at the lower engine speeds but com-
,_ Variation - + 4,5 dgA, bustles begins to become important at the higher_. -- engine speeds.

!_ CONCLUSIONS (f) The measured overall engine noise levels
_ show clearly that it is quite possible to design
:_ (a) Prom the resultsof the measured overall
",J noise levels of some &4 IC engines it is clear that, lower noise englnes, even using conventional
' for a given engine speed and bore, there is a vary structures, if maximum engine speed is limited and
;; the intrinsicallyquieter combustion systems used,_! large variation in overall noise, of the order of

_I 25-30 dBAj and that this variation is associated REFERENCES
',, with particular combustion systems,
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gSTABLISNING d TARGET FOg CONTROL OF DIESEL COMBUSTION NOISE

M F gussolI_ LUcas Industrios Noise Centre
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Lutes CAV Limited
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%

t
ABSTRACT For exm_plo 80 dS(A), measured at 7,5 metres, has

been suggested for all trucks in the O.K. by
The minimum pructlcsblo levels off dlosol 1988 (l)* nnd 75 dO(A), measured st 50 feet, has

combustion nod_o .nd mocha.teal noise, which been suggsstod for _odlum and heavy truoks In the
might be _chlevod by control at source, aro U,S.A. by 1985 (21. If the two sets of proposals
estimated for dlroct injection engines of 1 litre are compared, _hoy turn out to be vsry clo_e, us
per cyllndvr capacity, as u_od in trucks and sbown In Figure I, Over the last _ew yearsp otho_

tractors of Europoan manufacture. These levels countries have Issued proposals for reductions in
are compared with targets derived from proposals noise limits, and if the_o are taken together, a
for more stringent nodse legislation for such nols_ reduction "staircase" might be constructed
vehicles, Tbe targot_ might be achieved by a as shown In Figure 2. F_om this it t_ possible to
combination of control of combustion and derive target levels for noise r_diatod by the
mechanical nozse at _ource and reduction st the engine surface by making certain assumptions. Thl_
engine structure response _o those sources, paper discusses the origins of this noise,'gad

NOISE

_FF_CT OF FUTURE VgIIZCL_ NOISE LEOISLAT_ON ON dm_ \_._

TNECN DIESEL gNGISgS j_ _ ' :......... •

Proposals are oozng discussed st national _nd ..... _ }_.=.::2
,_ intornatlonal Iovol_ for f_rthor leglsla_Ion to •

llml_ noise from road vohlcle_, and to alter the l _:':'_:'_:_--_"

_ test procedure bE which vohlcle typos are _:.=:,._#,_,_:_i
approved. Proposals ¢o llmlt noise from big

_! cruch_ to IOVO1B below that cu_rentI y requl_od in Lql_[etle_M_mflf_m_ I_1_ _¢l_l_|tJ1 _l_l_"

_l undoubtedly 1reprove the _rban acou_tio o_vlro_moIt_ _///_/p_dej_ ¢_eN_sm_ _.I_g_A _1_1 M¢_kHl_T_.k_i_ those levels _ro achlavabie in volume (¢_el _s_,l

i_ p_oductlon. Legislation hoe bee_ draEtod ta :::_::_::_u,_w*_e
fl _oduce tho nolse limits by 3 dg(A) below proson_

level_. _or all classes of vehicles In EEC Fig. 2 - Engine Noise It_l_s inferred tro_ _uture
COUntries and for _odium and heavy truths in the nolso lo_islst_on

separately how it may be controlled at source with
U.S.A., in the oar]_ 1980'e Even lower levels

have boon _ugg0stod tot the mlddio and la_o 1980's. the elm of mooting _be legislation largely by

! _ LIM_IV_IO_$ co_trol at SQ_rCO.

I ",_+,_+,.m.+.l_..*.... The total vehicle noise Is the sumof nols_
_| _Or._k-_p.e¢_L_>_R.x_. Peril+ICedfrom the exhaust, engine surtacss, coollng

i+ P| i_le_tl_ _ x_N............. .... _t fan, engine air intake, gearbox _nd bell housin_
., _ .- .......... s_rfaces, tyros_ etc. DUPI_E the current test

+ 11 %_ procedures in use 1_ Europe and North Amorlca, tbo

e _zc.,, k ........ (_ vohlclo is trsvolllng comparatively slowly in a

) " Io_ _ low gear such that ths engine is pulling full load
in the top quarter of its speed range. Thus the

X onglne, and the accessories driven _ro_ £ho ellglne,
are emlttl_g noise levels closo to their maxl_a_

where_s ty_a and Polling ,else are well bol0w tholr

FIE. i - Draft legislation and proposals for future * Numbers In parentheses designate References at
limits sad of paper

SAE/P.TD/DO/$;)2.6O
Copyrlght_tOTOSociewof Auton_ogvoEngineer+Inc.
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FORCE GENERATION FORCES APPLIED VIBRA_ON RADIATORS

: TO STRUCTURE TRANSMISSION OF NOISE

TIm_ratur¢

Pr¢liut¢ CYLINDER _E_E _ CYLINDER HEAD ROCKER CC_ER
: m PISTON

t_¢e PU_S tN_KE
'_b COf_NECTING RO0 MANIFOLD

:, AND C*PANKSH_T
5pray _locity

;i_ DImt_buflon C FT

COMBUSTION NOJSESOURCE

• GAS FORCE , /
_J
;i:t PISTON _P C_INDER WAL_
• T

_ INERPA FO_C IMPACTS WATI_q_CKET _C_

"I SID ERS

' _l,,,_¢Ot _rqull _ TIMING GEAR _ FRONT OF --._/ . TIMIt_-- COVER

Full In}ectI_ _mp IMPACTS CRANKCASE

;!
Cmflk_Oft Ro_tlon

NE_HANICALNOISE SOURCES STRUCTURERESPONSE
;]

.; fig 3 NOISE GENERATION PROCESSES IN DIESEL ENGINES

p,

_:i desiE_ _d to_po_hu_o'co_oilod _ ci_tobes_ In _ho COW,OIl Si_ualions wbe_e _oi_e _0_
! _|lO _O_SO T_OB the oool_ _ _n be reduced die,el e_ne_ i_ obt_uBlvo_ it is o_ton _lad_ _o_Bo

i_ OO_d_b_, I_ _hO _X_U_ _ _peed COUld be b_ _ho _mp_lBiVO CbSr_cto_ O_ "diesel h_oob", I_

_ _lV_d* the EaB _OI_O _i_ht be r_d_ce_ by l_ dS(A) the cha_acte_ O_ tile noise could be _]to_ed u_til

_1 _ro_ a typical value o_ 80 to _O dE(_) at ?,sm (3), it was not obtrusive, thl_ would constt_ut_ _a
_:{ _e_t_V_ _o_tro10_ exhaust a_d _ntako no_e_ by Improvement t_ the noise. Ilowevor e whtl_ ChiB _s

_! _llenoorB, _ay be accomplished i_ suf_lcton$ sp_co e_sy to _t_to in qualitative terms, it 1_ very

_' is av_tlobie. _ltbougb un_tle.ead exhausts _rom 4 dtt_icult $o put nuJnber_ to such subjective assess-

_i gt_OkO e.gine_ 08_ o_l_ noise _evolB B_ h_gh _s _e_ts, h_ltiab Sta_d_dB Suggest Ch_t _olsos WhiCh
_i lO0 _G(_) _t ?,_, _lEonco_s b_vo boe_ _de with _ CO_J_ _ p_odo_Ra_t tOPOI O_ J_ptllBiVO oo_pollent

_ _Bertioll _DB_ O_ up _0 _O dB (_) _d _uPthe_ Rhotlid be considel,ud _s the equivalent o_ a

_oduetlO_ _ tbe _xb_U_t _oise _y be obta_e_ Co_t_uous t b_o_d b_nd_ noise _ dR(_) _o_o inlo_e

K f_o_ the turbines O_ Cu_boeh_ge_B. _ _hoso (7), l_ See_B WOrth taklnE a_y OppOrtUnities whloh
_' PoduotiOn_ b_sod o_ exi_i_ E _eS_ItS. a_o put _J_o to _od_co sUCh lmpuIsivo o_ _on_ compo_o_t_

_! tog_the_ wit_ truth Coast's g _OtBO Iovols (5, e) in ol'do_ to i_p_ovo tbo Cb_o_O_ o_ qu_Eit_ O_

!I tWO po_B_blo comb_a¢io_B O_ _oiso _o_ces_ to the _oiso, fl_d $0 Peduce the nuisance Dr disturbance
achieve SO dD(A) at 7.5 _otro_, _lS]lt be:- which such noises may cause,

_ Fa_ 70 dB(A) 70 dB(h) ORIGINS OF DIESEL ENGINE NOISE

_l_i_e _n_aJQo SS _ Noise _iated by the O_Ei_O _U_ce O_lS_-
Co_ti_ _o_flO _0-_0 _ilo_/h_ ?3 7_ Qte_ _om_-

Engine _o1so 77 74 1, Combustion

TOTAL 79.7 79,_ oompres_lon_ combustion and expansion

_Ts_sie_t p_O_SU_OB _et_ Soa eylindo_ bo_d

Clearly Chos_ IOVOIB can only be u_od a_ suidos_ _nd piston top face,

to bo m_de _or oa_h indlvld_l congrlbution_ ns (1) piston slflp a_ainst cylinder wail,
tbo dog_eo O_ vari_tlo_ is _Ot _ecess_r_Iy Cbo _]S (ii) _i_Ing gofl_ _athIo,
_or _11 noise _ources. Cltt) Euol tn_oct_on pump torque _oaction

li BOO_B _Ot U_roa_on_ble therefore tO expect _pplie_ tO enEi_o St_UCtUrS+
the _oiso radiated by the o_gi_o _U_$_COS to {l_) inertia _oroes due tO _ceolor_gJon

contribute between o_o quarter a_d one b_l_ o_ Cbo O_ pl_On _d oonfocting rod _pplied

total vehicle noise powo_, This wo_ld sot tar_ot to _atn bearings,
Ievels _or Online _oi_o bo_woe_ S _d 3 dR(A) SO_O o_ tbe p_ooeflBos Which co_bi_O tO p_oduco

below hb_ Vehicle _ol_e li_ts, those _orco pgl_oB fifo complex. The _bfipe and _lze
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ot tho cylindor prossuro pulso, which dotorminos to drive tho vnlve_ nnd £uol in_oction pump. Tho
tho noiso originating from tho comhu_tion procvB_j forces gonoratQd by tho combuBtion and moch_nica]
c_n bo altorod dramatically by _ny _actor_. In a nolAo Bourco_ _ro nppliod to tha _ngino structurQi

dlroct in_oction dio_ol engin_l fuol which Is causing vibr_tion of tho _oving p_rt_ nnd _]1o
_nJoctcd and mizod during tho _gnition delay cr_nkc_o/_yl_ndor-block casting. Those _ompononts
poriad*_ _ro_oundly affect_ _he _h_po o_ _ho haw _o bo _t_£f o_oug]l _o provent oxco_tv_
cylinder pressure p_zlBo; an_ tho £uol which is do_loc_lon undor g_ nnd inertia _orcos; _n_ they
burnod bofo_o tho c_lindo_ pros_uro _oacho_ lt_ transmit vSbr_t_on £rom tho souz*c_ _o tho oxtorn_l
poak v_uo _ontro_8 _ho poak ]lo_h_ o£ tho cylindor _u_faco_ o_ tho ong_no (9 0nd 10). Flgtz_o
pre_Buro pu_so. To be _ore _pocl_c_ tho poak indicato_ bow tho v_bration onorgy may tr_vol
rat_ of hoa_ ro_easo dotorml_o_ _ho _apid risv in through convontion_l ongino _tructllre_. This

_ _ylin_l_ prospero w_ch occurB i_r_di_toly a_o_ vibration _cito_ _oso_nco_ _ t]lO _rf_o
i_nltion. _lto po_k In _ho ho_t _oloa_ _ t_t_ _tru_turo_ _ch _B C_Bt p_nol_ cfl_t motel covor_
r_Bult o_ _st combustion of tho fuol w]l_ch Ills nnd s]lo_t moral coyote. Tho ro_ult_ng vibrat_on
boen lnJoc_d and p_omlxoB w_th thv a_r during tho _ovol_ of the _]l_n _ectian nre_ of th_ vng_ne
l_nitiazl de_ay por_od. The r_pid pres_uro rico _urfaco aro _u££1c_ent _o radiato no,so of

_fter ig_on ¢ontr_huto8 mo_ of thv onor_y _n con_ldor_ble ln_e_ity. Tho dynamic magn_fic_t_o_
tho hl_h _ro_oncy ¢o_ponont_ of tho Four|_r £_tor_ of tho _o_on_nc_ _n co_vo_tion_l ongino
A_alysi_ o_ tho poriodic dio_ol c¥11ndor p_oB_uro structures aro u_ually _n thv tango o£ 5 to 40 (1Q);
pulso _8). Tho _u_l which i_ prem_xvd during _ho _o tho nor_l modos of _ho c_t pnnol_ and covors
_gnition delay por_od, and _onco _ho po_k _to of control tho no_o rad_atod by tho ongino surfacos.
ho_t _oloa_ and penk rato o_ lncro_o o_ c_ll_der Each _orm_l modo hn_ a r_d_t_on o_tic_oncy _n_

pro_uro_ do_e_d upon: dirvvtional rad|ation. Tho of_e_t_ o_ radl_$on
1_ Duration o_ ignition dolly poriod_ which _n o_c_oncy a_n bo _on in F_guro 4 where thv hollo

turn dcpond_ upon: 0._m £ro_ _ ongino l_ compared with the I'noi_o
(a) T_mporature and pro_uro o_ _ntnke rndlatlng potential" of th_ ongine _urfaco_. Tho

_i_. _x_muM moa_ Bqu_ro _ur_Q_ Toloci_y _nor_fll _o
(b_ Engino co_pro_B_a_ r_io. thv _urfaco) o_ o_ch panel waB mul_ipl_e_ by the
(c) IIeut _mpnrtvd _o _i_ charge dur_ngindtzct_ d_nstty o_ a_r _) _nd tho _peod of _ound _n air

ion and co_pros_ion_ by engine surfacvs. (c) to g_vo t]lo notional _ound lnton_lt¥ w_lch
(d) Cotano number o_ _uol. wo_ld he r_diatvd by oach panel if the radia_lo_

_. 2. Fuel quantity l_Joctod azld ml_od with tho _ir e£_lcivncy woro uni_y (no_se r_la_l_g potont_a_).
i_ charge which l_ turn flopcnd_ upon:- Tho _urfa¢o velvc_ty vartod ovor t]_o audio

(a) _te of _u_l lnJoction_ which 16 1_kely froq_cncy r_g_, _o tho proc_duro wa_ applivd _o

;_ to vary th_ ignition dv_a_ poriod. 1/3 octnvo band _11_vrvd voloc_ty levels. Tho
(b) Furl _pr_y vo_oc_ty_ and proportion low o_ficioncy vf noisy r_d_tion bvlow ]600 ltz ca_

_ o_ fuol dvpositvci on combu_ion cbnmbor bo soen £rvm Fl_. 4. A typica_ cylinder pre_uro
w_i I and/or dtBtrib_tvd _n r_g_o_B of _p_¢trlt_ _s plot_oB _n Fl_. 4 to _how _ho _ol_tive

i: ml_turv which _r_ too lvan t_ bur_. _mpor_nco o_ attonuation o_ vibr_tion withi_ _ho

.._ (c_ D_oplot _i_e and _pacial dl_t_ibu_- e_g_o _tructuro_ by the pro_os_es _umm_r_sed _n
•: _o_. F_g. 31 and the inefficient r_dl_tion of _ou_d

!_ (d_ A_r motivn _uch a_ awirll _qu_hj at middlo and low _udio _rvquoncie_ £or a con-
"'_ _u_s_diary and tr_nsiont vor_co_ and ven_onal _n_lno_ U.K. truc_ o_gino. Tho _y_bol_

tu_buZenco. _o_ _azimum _ur_co vibrat_on (noiso radintin_

(v) Air charge _e_p_raturo _nd pre_suro, potential) _rld$cate the aro_ with _oxl_um
Much ro_e_rv]l re_a_ to bo dono in t]to _eld vihr_ion _ovvl_ _n v_ch 1/3 octave band. Up _o

o_ dio_ol combuBt[on_ hu_ _o_o o_ tho moro import- 800 IIzl _ho _ump vibra_ mo_; frv_ 1 to 2 k_lz_
ant _ctor_ which control tho _ol_o or_gin_tin_ in tho _i_o covors prodom_natv_ b_twoon 2 and 5 kHzl
tho combuBt_on procos_ are _t_m_r_aod _n Fig. 3. _ho crankca_o p_nvls_ front Ct_lng_ covorl _de

i! _he m_Jo_ _ech_nicaZ no,so _ourcv_ _n currvnt cvver_ w_tor Ja_kot p_nel_ _n_a_v _ni_ol_ and
convv_tion_l diego1 o_gin_ _ro usunl_y lmp_ct_ _ockvr cover all contribute signifi_antly; _bovo
bQtwo_n working p_rt_ and _ho _truc_rol _uc_ n_ 5 kltz _ho _nko m_fold surtacos prodom_n_tv.
p_ton _ap a_d timin_ _ar rattlo. The_o l_pacts It i_ moro coxzvonivnt to rofor the no_v

occur _ c_e_nco, o_ bQckla_h_ _ _kon up whon r_d_tod by _n ong_n_ _Q a conBtan_ _poctr_ lovol
_orco_ or to_quo_ c_n_o direction. Tho _m of o_ cyl_ndor pro_suro whoz_ wor]_l_g o_ tho _n_ino
tho _n_ _nd l_e_l_ _o_o_ _c_ln_ On th_ pi_o_ Btruc_uro_ _nd this _8 tllo Structur_ _ospon_o _or

chan_o_ _ Or dir_c_on_ _ovora_ _tmos d_r_ng tbo o_lne_ which l_ inversely proportional to
tho ongine cy_lq_ cau_n_ tho crown or skirt _f t]lo _truc_uro _onuntivn. Somo oxamplo_ o_ _ho

cylindor w_ll. Timing gear r_t_zo _ccurs a_ at Actozt aro _]l_wn in Fig. 5.
b_ckln_h in tho timing gear train it _ t_kon up Thoro i_ _ stron_ commo_c_al pre_suro to
during torquo rovorsal_ bo_woon gents whi¢]l _ro op_lmiso _poc_f_o powo_ (in ter_ of both _no_r
providing tho cyclica_ly v_ry_ng torquo8 requirvd dimon_lon_ _nd wo_ght_ ro_iabil_ty and ef_cioncy

of tr_ck onginos. Th_ load_ to _1_1_r pe_k
• I_n_ion do_y porlod iB _o_u_ad _ do_rooB c_nk cyll_do_ pro_uro81 _c_ntlin_ thic_n_o_f ratod
anglo _otwoen tho bv_ln_ing of lnJvct_onj with n _povd _nd Qztorna] c_s_ panol dl_on_ions.
ra_ _o_tor th_n 0.5 cu.r_, of fuol p_r _o_r_e Ft4rthormoro _ot_l _low ConBidornt_on_ _n convont-

crank _ngl_ and _ho bo_inn_n_ ot _ho rnpid pr_s_urv iona] ca_g t_chniquo_ _oBtr_ct _ho minimum
rico a_or ignition, panel thickno_s. It l_ not surprising t]_vr_£oro
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eBt*2xK_hqm the engine surfaces. The structure roApoaso

timing gear rattle I it is Impossible to ascertain
190 the source of the noise by subjective Judgement of

180 tile nofsel or by spQctral analysis of manyl if not
mo_t* diesel engines, Tbo moasgro_ollts to compare
noise contributions from combustion and mecbanical

170 ' sources should be tattled out wltb the engine
160 rnnning_ to ensure that chfln_es in cle[IrancoSTRUCTURE

ATTENUATK_N_ between working parts duo to temperature effects

140 for varying combustion noise at SOUrCe, which

allows simple and rapid correlation of changes in
external noise wlth changes in combustion noise.

i /_I It is possible to separate combustion and mechanical120 MAXIMUM 5URFAC(_VIBRATION I I
__j_J.___J\_-_.._ ¢ VeLoc_r_p¢I I/Ill noise as defined above, by recording cylinder

Ha 7_'P'_E-F_ENT--_ l_/%_i! ---I 'I-]TJ-]VI pressure and oxtornaZ noise simultaneously, as
io( RAOIATI_.__OFSOUND -.. "A_ ........ the injection timing of tile engine is varied over

9¢ _ "*_*- diesel engine is advuncedp the noise from the

_'lll:'°'i°"r_c°'_,T','!-'i°'i_II-V_icoob.tionprocesshoco.oslarge,ataratemuobLII greater than tile increase et nolso from mechanical
sources (9). The noise external to the o_gino

7( 01 02 O _ wlll consist of combustion noise plus contributions
FP_QU£NCY KH_ from the various mechanical noise sources, AS the

Fig. 4 - Structure attenuation level of combustion noise is increased, by advanc-
ing the injection timing, the level of external

noise will remain approximately constant Ifthat truck engines from different manufacturers

have crankcase and water _acket panel resonances mechanlcaI noise is predomlnnnt and will rlse

in si_llar frequency ranges, P_rther_ore noise when combustion noise is predominant, If both the
from convel_tlonai valve gear covers# su_p_ crank- cyll_dor pressure p_Ise and the external noise
shaft pulley etc., have so many resonances in the slgnals are subjected to spectral analysis, as

Illustrated in Fig. 4, the Structure Attenuation
mld and high audio frequency range that togetbor (or Structure gespeaao) spectrum may be found from
they radiate noise ove_ a broad spectral band, the difference in dsclbels between the two
Much of the vibration damping for tbo_o
resonances comes from the Joints with the spectra at each frequency. It is preferable to use

a narrow band analysis _or both spectra,cylinder block ca_tin[_ wbicb aro_ in princlpal,
altornatlvoly a Transfer Function may bo _ound If aco_mon to many conventional designs, Thus the
suitable analyser is available. When combustion_truct_ro responses of conventionally coustr_ctod

truck enginns will show much similarity of level noise is predominant, the structure atten_atlon
and frequency dependence as shown in Fig. 5 (unless will remain constant_ as the injection timlng

treated as described in hcf, _), is advanced, If mechanical noise makes a sfgnlfi-
TbO structure atfonuate_ the combustion cant contrib_tlon to external noi_e_ the

strUCture attonuatlon moas_rod wlll be Io_8 than
pressure slgnals very eon_idorahly at low

frequencies, but the structure response increases ENGINEST_JCTU_LRESPON_ STRUCTL_EATT_a_oN

II •, [ .o

reasoi_s:-rapddZyto a peak near 2.5 bBz for the following _r,,,S_._" I ] III v,,..._,_,_,o, _,"I' lllll1Fora.tometi.oengi.°,tb.bdSto. '0 IIIL'D'''_'' '"connecting rod_ and crhnkshaft have a fundamental '_ _0

resonance in th_ rogioa of 2 to 3.5 kMz, depending 5c _J_'_S"_' _"_=_N_'_'_Tf_Jtl

g_ho.._.ace.tructurosoftbe.gin. ,_-.,',,,',,_,_,, .._..',,,.,.,,--
that is crankcase and water _scket panels_ valve 4c

r.onan--aho.°,hg.onman,en_io°.._.gl_e /:_ ,,o
floxural _odes Qnd sn_p panel resonances often _ e •

occur bolow i MIZ.) *_ ,_0

V3, The acoustic eadiatlon efficiency of the

stiffpa°°l.,andatblgber_rs_uonodostbe°ore I';_ IIIIIII
floliblo covers, increaso_ wi_h frequency to roach ii O
a peak at 1 kgz or above,

' ill ]]][IN]DETERMINING TIN RELATIVE I_PORTANCE OF COMBUSTION 14o
AND MECHANICAL NOISE

The structureresponseofan engineexertsa Pig,5 - Structureresponsesof in-linet_uckand
controlling influence over the noise radiated by tractor engines
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the "true" structure attenuation. As the

in_octien timing is advanced the _tr,cture MECHANIC&LNOIgE
_ttenuatton will lacrosse until the combustion

nolso becomes predominant. Thus tile trtIO "maximtu_" 7'5m from rngln( cL
struoturo attenuation is found by progressively 9E
advancing the injection himing, IVhud the dO(A

injection timing is _ubsoquently returned to that [_#'_
specified for each speed for best funl consumption,
low emissions, etc,, the contribution to the

externaI noise from the combustion process may be
found by subtrnoting the "true" structure 8C

spootr.°at desi.odtiming. "/
Tlll_ process is illustrated in Fig, S using

overall noise levels in d_(g), The _ctUalonOiSe
level measured (solid points on graph at timing
Intervals) Ins a combl/mtlon of combustion noise

and timing gear rattle, The contribution from 7C

the combustion process (aa) wa_ calculated from ; ,.'I

the cylinder pressure spectra st each timing and i I ._"
the "trno" structure attenuation spectrum from a -f_ *'_

very advanced timing. The resulting nolso spectrum o'*._ I
was A-weighted and summed to give dg(A) values. .*_"

lh was notlcod that combustion noise csntrlbuted 6C ' , , I , , i
lobs than 77,5 dg(A) to the total noise of gg dB(A) 6oO Iooo 2000 3000 4000
fit 5 ° ATDC timing, The mechanical nol_o level ENGINE 5PIED i_ rlvl/m_
mu_t therefore be 02.0 dB(A) at this timing, It
was assumed that this mechanlcal noise level MECHANICAL NOIS£
remained conshant as the injection timing was DI, Engels> Deil+xfi_
advancod_ and the contributions from combustion f._i. Englnl_ li
_ourcos (fin) and mechanical sources (bb) wore Kneed to bl phton if0p:- x

_; addedm to glee hhe calculated total noise shown Known Io bl t_i_ 91or refill:- D

as the solid line in Figure 6, This curve iS s COMBU_TtC_ NOI_:"
tolerable mean levol for the experlmental points.
which suggests that the assumptlolis were reasonable. Fig. 7 - Mechanical noise levol_ of diesel engines
The levels of mo_hanical and combustion nOISe moasurod at Act0n

contributions at normal running timings, between
IS _nd 20 ° BTDC. can be road off from "_n" _nd motored, show that lower mechanical nols0 levels
"bb" in Fig. g, Mechanical salsa was prndominant are achievable, Those results have been corrected

at tboso tt_i_s. This technique was u_od to for tesh cell acoustics, and tile nolle level _t
find the mechanical noise of several en_lne_ under 7.5 motre_ has been estimated from test bed
full load steady speed running conditions. _o_surements, assuming simple hemispherical

The relative l_portanco of mechanical noise radiation, iE d_(g) was _ubtracted t_ convert

and combustion noise has been dotormlsvd for a corrected test cell level_ to ostlmatod invols at

number o_ engines in the lash few years. The 7.5. Thls includes dlrectivity and ground piano
mechanical noise levels for these engines are abeam reflection bUt ignores the perils1 shielding of the
in Figure 7 and a typical combustion nel_o at of tile engine which ]eaves the s_mp the most

high speeds. IlowOver, the lowest p.bllshod l=portant radiator of noise in m_ny truck install-
levels (ll) and a set of results from a 1 lihre ation_. The sum of combustion and mechanical
direct injection engine which was both run and noise levels in FiE. d may be compared with th0

target levels in Fig. 2, Any _hloldlng from the

N_SE MEA_flEO I_ET_E FROM_GIN_ • truck or coach body will give additional noise

Ion i reductions of up to 3 to 6 dg(A) for _l_plo _ldo
d_t_J lO_tdc #/_ shields [12_ 13),

9_ f I_CI_NICAL NOISE CONTHOL AT EOUgCg

/_ b It appears fro_ Flg. 7 that there le llttl_point in reducing combustion noise at present _tnco
90 ## moelmnical noise is predominant in so many ongtno_.

I llowover_ engines exist in volume production wthil

noo_nln conventlonal components which do not give rlso to
0_1 _o _#" _ _ _ high mechanical noise level_, and _uch work i.

N_iE CALC_LA/_DFliON C_.INOI_ p;t_I0_C*P_M$ bsing done to control mechanical nol_e (ld, 15)
Cak_otl¢" .... Cllltii_ti_--.--lict_nk_ N_ --_l_ Noi_ Toothed rubber belts are becoming an n_cept-
M_lWld _ll_ * Iol |*lltil'l_l_ el"_li¢ I_iltl _ble alternative to gears for the small dio_ol

engines used in cars and light vans. In two cases
Fig. 6 - Source diagnosis by variation of injection with wbicb Loess CAV bare been associated,
timing
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reductions of st least 7 dB(A) hsv0 boon achieved source which will prove mo_b difficult to trout.
at and near idling conditions by chsngtng from s Noise control from the fuel injection equip-
gent _o a toothed rubber bolt timing drive, The mont has boon the subject of intensive r0soar_tl st

"_ tlmin_ drives for truck engines, a_d particularly Lucss CAV (lg), and two quiet fuel pumps sre in

i heavy duty types, have to transmit higher torques voltise production, Doth those pumps cst0r _or the
with s loag0r ll£e than light vehi¢ls s|lgines_ so top end of _ho msrkotl but the principles embodied
other means of _ontrol msy be more attractive, such in them can he applied to other pumps in the
ss:- Lucas CAV range. The fuel injection pump causes a

; 1, _oduotion in cumulative bschlssh between sudden _orquo reaction which is a direct resull of

i_ gears in timing drive by slos0 control o_ ths requirement be in,oct _uol rapidly into the
machining tolerances, cylinder, for a short period during bhe engine

2, Lighbwoigkt, low-inorbi_ _sar_, cycle, it is important that the pump is mounted
;,_ 3, Go_rs made from materials with inherent in such a way thah it does not excite signifiosnt

_i resilience (Turns1, or moulded plsmtics)_ or vibr_bion in the engine structure. This is the
_! _oar_ with anti-backlash devices, subject of snobhe_ investigation at present, which

, _'i It ssems likely that _urther sdvancvs in the win be reported _oparatoly.
_J snslysi_ of _trucbural dyflamios o_ ongineH could The ultimate limit on controb o_ mochsnic_l
_., suggest ways in which timing gears might b_ _ountod, noise at source m_y be ihs _orces developed at

!i! which would minimise the in_evtion of vibratory the main bearings in order to sccelornto the
_ forco_ into the engine structure, connecting rod and piston during their rectprocat-
_=_ The other major mechanical noise source is ing action, At high engine speeds, the higher
._ pi_ton slap which has been the sub,vet of consider- harmonics of this _orco could exclto structural

!, able investigation. It i_ well known that piston resonances, The excitation levels will rise

!! slap noise may he reduced considerably by reducing rapidly with speed because _ho forces themsolvvs
_I the clearance between _he pisto_ and the bore ever increase with the square o_ rotational speed, sad
_.: the temperature range bitpough which tits piston a_d their spectra sttonuste rnpidly with £requency,
_i bore h_vo to operate. This implies control o_ This might give ri_e to a Minim_ Mechanlcal Noiss

the expansion of the piston to match that o£ the level (_N) for any particular engine _trscturo,
bore, O_hsr worhor_ (16_ 17) h_vo indicated that which cannot be bettered. Apart £ro_ _slng
articulated pistons, pistons with offset gudgeon ligbto_ components and restricting the engine

i_ pin_ or angled rlng_ can reduce th0 severity of speed, the only prattles1 way to reduce noise _rom
plstnn _o cylinder impacts. Yet another approach is this sourc_ is by control o_ the structure

;__ to nushlon the impact bobweon pl_ton nnd wall with respoaso_ which ha_ boon the sub,oct o_ consldor-various fo_a of roelllent construction (17). It able investigation in the past (9, 10, 19), A lot ,
•i'! SOO_ likely thab the choice botwoc_ such of work is being done to control mechanical noise

_! slternattvo_ will be made on the basis o_ a at source and if, as seems likely, this work is I"trsdo-off" between noiso control n_d frleblon suoeossfol_ some co_parable reduction in combustion

horsepower. Piston slsp i_ probabby the moch_nlcsl nolso will be required.

,
COMBUSTION NOISE {n dB{A}

_:; 7*Sin from Vehicle centreline ,-
:_ 85 ,"

i;

_i ,_ dSSPL=37,4{og(rot¢ i_kJ/_|J +7i_ *
i1 7! o ° -'" _

Directed Swirl
_i ,•" Engine port port

, 7C _, . " , High _ot¢ _ ÷
.l°_ "g@ M¢ d r_t¢ 0

1700 rcvs/mi_

il

PEAK RATE .of HEAT RELEASE in kJ/m=

Fig, 8 - Relstlonshtp between cO_blla_lon noise and peak rate of boat release for two naturally _sptrated
direct i_oction engines
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COMBUSTION NOISE CONTROL AT SOURCh wbtch has boon dovlBvd for low 0mluslons nnglnos.

Tbo dLrocted pore onglno was a1_o r_n with a low

Tho _olso from tho dlosol combustion procoss rato of InJoct2on and Qn oxpor1_ont_1 pllot
i_ usually said _o bo loud b_causo £uoi InJoctod In_o_L1on system to oxtond tho ranSo of roaults

and mlxod durlng tho IgnILlon dolay por_od burns towards tho qulotost combustlon dlagrnmB obCnlnnbIe.

l_modlato]y aftor Ignltlonp glvlnE a rah_d Tbo nolso ]ovoIs compu_e_ I_om _bo cyllndor
_. incro_so in cy]indor pro_suro whlcb is n sn]lont pr_ssuro d1_.ams _ro plottod nSnlnst soak rn_e of

_aaturo o_ _ony dlosol cyllndor pros_uro dlagr.ms, tloaL roIo.so in ?iS. 8 for both on_lnes, and a11

' A_ _dv_nc_d t_mlnge _bls rapld r_to Of prossuro InJo_L1o_ sy_t_m_, T]loro is a c]osa rolatl0nshlp
"I r1_e _ay Uooomo tbo domlnant cbarno_0rls_ic of tbo botwoon _omb_stlon _olso _n_ po_k r_to of b0at

'I cyllndor pres_uro dl_Ernm, and 2_ ha_ ho_n u_od by rolo_so _n thoso rosults ovor a 20 doclhol tango.'

,,J
-, _lowovoz,n_ ro_ardod tlmlngs, and whoa smooth dlfforont BpOodB_ thU combustion nolse (uncorro_tod

• _ cyllndor _ros_u_o pu1_o dl_grams aro _e1_g 1_voB_- _or spood) was plot_od aG_in_t LJlo poah rnto of

. _'_ Ig_to_ _]iop_tk rato_ and tho avoraso roto_ of hone _oloa_o in _11o Joulos/m11]Isoc._ _n FI_. D,
_i p_ossur_ rlso hnv_ provod unrollablo ns a _o_sure Thoro apponr_ to bo _ c]oso _oInLionsblh boLwoon

• _,, of combustion nolso, co_busLion _OiBO _nd po_ raCo of ho_t _OI_B_

;_ In _ _tudy 1_volvln E two dlroct _nJoc_lon over _ho spovd tango 1100 to 2800 _ovs/mln for _hl_

!I onEinos o_ slmil_r s1_o bu_ w_th di_foront onglno. Furt)1ormoro, tl1_ bo_t stralght 11ne
-: co_bustlo_ _ystoms_ tSo ef_oc_ of pose rnto of _hrouEh thls se_ of data glvos a vory si_11_r 11no

"_, boat rolon_o p_r u_it _im_ w_ InvoatIEntod. Ono to tb_ bosC strnlght 11no ttlrouEb tho _ of

': ¢ombuBtion systom utillsed dlrootod ports to FJg, _. Tbls _uggosts that _he poak rato o_ hoa_

,_ ach_ovo _Ir motlon in the combustlon cbombo_ and _loa_o i_ o1_sel¥ rolatod to Lbo combustion nolso

: _ho othor usod swlrl port_,Bh_pod llko part of • ovor _ VO_y w_d_ tango of combustion noi_o levo1_
:_ s_11 _bollj to acblovo a dlf_oro_t _i_ mo_lon _d thoroforo ovor n vary wldo tango of _yli_dor

• i!i whlch prom0_od Dotto_. mlx_ng. Tha oumula_Ivo bo_t pr_ssuro dlagram _hapo.
_:! _olenBo wn_ cnlculatod from rocordlngs o£ cy2_ndo_ Four of _ho hone ro1_aso dlaSrams which wor_
_, proB_o d_s_'_s _ and _ho _LO o_ ho_t rolo_o uBod to Siv_ _ho poak _to of host rolon_o _o?

'_ Was c_Icul_tod from th_ cumg]_tIvo bo_t rolon_o, shown in Flg. 10 (_ho tlmlng_ quotod aro nomlnnl,_ I_ all c_sv_ o_ly ono snmplo dla_r_m was usod for sot _t tho pu_p), W1tIl convo_tlonnl in_octlon

_' each co_putatlon_ wboroas 2t la doslr_blo to systoms tbo poak race of hoa_ roloaso roducoB

_I computo _n _vo_ago o_ twonty tlo_troloaso diagrams, r_pld]y aB tho ln_octlon _imJng I_ retardod. I_

!._ _s la the hucas ChV pr_ctlcv foz.combustlon nolso number of tho_o curve_ are plottod togothor, tbo
_ calculations, Tho rato of So_t roloaso was poAk r_os of ho_ roloase _ol_ow a _mooLb o_rvo

calculatQd at _nturva1_ of 0.7 crankabaft dogrous_ olosoly. Anothor to.taro of thoso diagrams Is tbo

._. Elv_ng a_oqun_e du_in2_ion of tSo rato o_ boat vory slmllnr shapo of the In1_lal Sea_ roloaso
_oloase d_ngr_m. Tho cn_inos woro run wltb for tb_ d1_oc_od por_ onglno _nd Sho _wlrl hor_

:_'I oonvent_onol _oI la_ectlon oqulpment (medlum raLv onglne, with convontlon_I (slag]o) _uol inJocC±on

of _nJoctlo_) nnd _ hlgh r_to of In_octlon _yste,l pot at_oko. T_us poak rash o£ bone r_1oa_o

7,5m from ¢_ In¢ ¢,L .

90 _ a

;"L dE(_ j.S_

0 */;-" convtnfle_a[ H_h Injection
: SO ..,,_,," Sp,¢d RateFIE h=teFrE

_ ._\" 0'//'_" "Q'"" 2800 _vs/mln o •

+ /_"_,_'" 1700r./mln • o75

0 ./,"+" IOOO rcvt/mln 0 %

- 70 /, "" dB SPL : 35,7 log( rot¢ In _Jlms) * 72,5

,-:" CombuIUon Noise v Peak Ra_ of H¢flt Rlliasl _[ rTOOrcvslmln

65 ,, wl|h _orlo.* rot¢l of Inj¢cSon

J I I i

PEAK RATE ol HEAT RELSASE In kJ/ms

F_g, O - Relationship becwoe_ combustion noteo and poak rato of boa= rnl_aee: swirl-port
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describes tha cumulative heat release in the first peak rate of rise of cylinder pressure.

five degrees cr_nhangle of the heal release diagram A series Of "th0oroticfll" heat release
for both engines with conventional injection diagrams were constructed to explore the relation-
systems, Parthormoro since the peak rate of heat ship between combustion noise and peak rate of heat
release reduces smootllly with timing_ there is a releaser over a wider range of diagrams than Is
relationship between peak rate of heat release and possible with oxporJmental results from currently
the fuel injected before top dead centre, available engines and fuel lnJectie, systems. With

With very smooth cylinder pressure diagrams, the aid of a digital computer, they were combined
the noise level tends to he controlled by the peak with a 16:1 compression ratio combustion system to
cylinder pressure, Since such smooth diagrams give s series of computed cylinder pressure
have to ba produced by heat release diagrams which diagrams, The combustion noise which would be
have no large peak in the early stages of generated by such diagrams was calculated usins the
co_hustione the heat rolOaBO tends to vary much s_mo structure response as used for the exp0rimont-
less around_ and shortly after, top dead centre by al resuZts, The theoretical cycle efficiency was
comparison with those for conventional DI engines, computed nestling no heat loss or gain to the
Itehce the ho_t release b0fore top dead co_trop or co_bust_on chamber walls. Figure 11 shows throe
8o_0 similar measure, may he closely related to typical diagrams I wllich were a_ranged to have heat
the push cylinder pressure, The heal release release over a long period (in ter_s of crank
diagram for the oxparimental pilot injection anglo) to explore the possibilities of very qalet
_ystem at 15 ° BTDC timing for main injection, shown combustion noise levels. Values. for efficiency at
in Fig. 10 has an i.itial rate of increase for the leo ATDC are shown on the timing swingsp together

rate of heat release which is similar to that of with the timings required to achieva a cycle
the diagrams for conventional fuel injection efficiency of 0,55, The msximum noise levels
systems, It seems possible that the peak rate of produced by the heat release diagrams With a peak
heat release may be closely related to the peak rate of O,17 kJ/Oca (that is 2.86 kJ/ms,) reproduces
cylinder pressure by reason of this symmetry; go the results of Fig, 9 tolerably well. (Tile
the relationship with combustion not_o from calculated results wore for 2800 revs/min,) A_ the

typical naturally aspirated cylinder pressure peak rate of heat release is reduced, the noise
diagrams is more complete tha. is the case with level reduces in the same way aB those shown in

Pigs. 8 and 9, ]lowover when the middle and bottom
diasrsms are co_pared, the noise levels go.orated
are 5 to 12 dB(A) difforent_ even though they have

O.2 .... T twirl port the sa_o peak rate of heat release, Ifhowevornoiao

/ is compared with the cumulative heat release in
RATE OF ..... 15a htdc

HEAT RELEASE ; the first few degrees after lgnitionj then the_olso levels produced at a timing of 5 ° before top
In kJ/m$ dead centre (start of heat release timing) relates

Directed port closely to ct_ulatlve heat release up to 9 n after
"- 15°btdc tgnit_oa. Clearly this relationship do0s _ot bold

as the heat release (or injection timing) p is swung
_--- _ btdc over a wide range relative to the compression

Swlr] curve, as shown by the timing swings in Fig. ii.
port ......... 15°btdc rodin Despite the considerable influence which peak

rats of heat _oleaso I or ctL_ui_tlve ho_i _eloflse
with pilot during the early stages of combustion, has on

itso combustion noise w no unique relationship has boon
P| found which covers all likely parameters. Peak

Oq---" rate of host release may be used as a guido to
reduce combustio_ nolso hut it cannot be usQd as a

predictor by Itself. It does not therefore provide

a target for _o_hustJon noise,

It is interesting ¢o note that the widely
differing heat release diagrams of glg. II can glee
cycle offlcle_cies of 0,55 If a sufficiently early
timing is solected_ at the expense of 6 dB(A)
Increase in combustion noise _ the timing is
advanced from d° to iS° BTDC, No account has been

taken of the smoke output from the heat release

diagrams shown in Fig, ii, _hich would probably beconsiderable. _n order to _chievo rather more

"' _ combustion noise, a series of cylinder pressure
I practical dtagra=s which might lead to a target for

%

"' '._4 pulse shapes wore produced with heat re,ease

O 'lO*btd¢ tdc IO* 120_ 30*_td¢ 40 _ diagrams which were short in duration,Two sets of diagrams wore produced which had
DEGREES CRANK ANGLE combustion pressure rises which varied over a wide

range as shown on the cylinder pressure diagram
in Fig, 12 by tile differences between "aa" and "bb".

Fig. i0 - Smoothed heat release diagrams One set of dlagra_a had a peak cylinder pressure of
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COMBUSTION NOISE Rate of Heat Release kJl°c,a.

7.5 m f

from ENGINE cJ.

O 55 ' 0.2

_: dB(As! O_

'i 0'55 cycle efficiency__ • _ __ , _.. _,- )-_.A_c.-,e

eo o.I1,55 0

,o
6S -I btdc tdc IOu atdc 2 o HEAT RELEASE

TIMING OF START OF HEAT RELEASE

Flg. 11 - Noise from theoretical heat l'Oleaso dlagr_b_S over fl wide timing range

2800 revs/mln SAg

10 MN/Bq.m. (ldgO Lb/sq.tn.) and the other sot had MINIITUH COMBUgTIOH gOIS_ LEVEL

apoak cylinder prescure of 9 _/_q.m. (1305

Lb/Bq.in.). The effect of varying the rate of It1 order to ost_bllsh an ultimate target for
pressure rise after ignition on the combustion combustion noise_ the noise which would be

_olso calculated from the complete cylinder radiated by an engtn_ in response to the smoothest

pressure dt_gram_ tLqing the s_me _tructuro response cylinder pressure diagram which can be obtained in

os used for the experimental resultsj iM aho_ tn Sa ongl_e with fixed comproBsloXt r_tlo hG_ boon

: Flg* Ig al_o, Zn order to remove unwanted e_fects calculated, The factored compression curve

from very high harmonic components caused by sharp represents one of tile s_oothest dlsgrams which
edges t_ the dlagra_sthe cylinder pressure pulse may be aehievod_ sad it simulates the expansion

dlagramJ wore _moothod by a weighted average curve which may be expected with a given compression
before the estimates of combustion noise were made. _atto, Even when displaced somewhat from top do_d

AS the graph0 In Fig. 12 showp the rate of pressure
rise is the dominant characterlstlc above cc_e_sT_c_$¢

7 biN/sq.m, per ms.. sad #hat the e_fect of peak _'_''_ .._.o-'*

cylinder pressure becomes dominant at lower ,,,,_s ,'_|;.._'
rste_ of pressure rise, Sine6 /;he alm 0¢ engine

dent_or_ IB usually to _ehtove a high efficiency "/ ---*_ous/_*

within the structural constraints ot peah // .... _"_"

cylinder pressure, the range of peak cylinder .4

pressure chosen was limited. When dtfforenC -'**,/ _'_ ----_--"
e_lgll_lem _e boln_ colllparede heweve_e a luu_h

wider range of pos_ cylinder prossU1*e can he ml_ _ =

o oo,e od,of,oo,ofneakcylinderpressure Oil Col:_bust:lon noise over hhe whole

r_nge of available onglne_ may be considerably f_c_ :K_" ,_= _o" _

more than that shown In Fig, 12, _eco_,,,/_*

All the teet results in thlS paper were a " ; .... ,o''"_; as _

obtained with U,K. diesel fuel with a Cstane RAT[¢_ P_ESSClt(_fJ_ t_/_imkaNt_|_rm_
Nt_be_ of US, Reduction of Ceta_o NU_ber to dO

would add 3 dB(A) (20). Pig. 12 - Combustion noise from cylinder pressure
diagrams wlth v_rlo_s rstes of pressure rlse a_d

the s_mo peak pressure

!
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EFT_IFJ_y N_SE EFF_£NCY N(_

,'L.'k

O_ 93 CD(A)-- $1,u_i4_1 pt¢l,_._,lRIle I I

;i
65_ #1924......... _¢_1 16_¢Cc_p'n_a ,./

CU,,. I1_'1) _.'L_ CU.. .

NOlSg _m_cm CYLJN_.ER PWE55URE01AG;_MS NC4_ 7sanom C_L_DI_ _$SURE _ACJ_M5

* : ENGINE wlt_ _ M Nkq m.pEAKpR_$UnE _NGINE wl_ IO _Nl_m. PEAKp_$_J_:_

_i Plg. 13 - Noise levels calculated from soma Fig. 14 - Noise levels calculated from some

;;: theoretical cyllndor pressure diagrams thoorotJcal cylinder pressure diagrams

_ oontrop it is impractical for ¢bermodynamlc represent the minimum acbdovablo noise luvol wlth

i_[i reasons as the diagram in Fig. 13 shows. I. order a given compression ratio and peak cylinder
_'i be retain a smooth oxpansio, curve only small pressure, and for the purposes of assossln N the

displacements from top d0ad cenbro may he combustion noise produced by other cl.lindor

!:! tolorated so the _ot work withs_ok a diagram pressure pulse shapes, it is us_ful to define this

i Would be small, taking into aecou.t the "n0gativo as bho Mi_imt_ Combustio. Noise level (blCN). It

_{ WOrk" done on the working fluid before top dead has boon assumed that th0 designer wlll aim for an

_i cenbro, Furthermore it would bo _xtremoly efficient engine within the constraints imposed by

%! difficult to prodoco the c0ntrollod heat releas_ structure of the casino , so all comp_risons have

j from gO O before top dead centre to give an exact be011 made with the sams peak cylinder pressure

.1 racker of bko compression curve. However it does (iO MN/sq.m. or 14gO Lb/sq.in.). Suoba.

assumption offsetIvoly flxos tko quantity of nitricL_
", oxide produced by the engine,

._ Pr¢|sur_ RII_ Afttrig_de, The beat of the _onstant rate O£ pressure rise

_;i_ Slhu_oldal{_4Sia_) (smoothed, angled, pro.sure _lse) diagrams from
_ATE OF Fig. lg WaS compared with a quarter slno pressure

_!_t HEAT _ELEASE i.--$m00thtdAn_ltd rise and the factored compress_o, curves in terms
_" kJ/°¢,_, I (Co.sta.t Rate) of comhustdo, noise and cycle efficiency. Neither

'!; /1 of the more practical dlsgrams approaches the lo_

i'! 0'2 noise level of the factored compression curve

3_:I Compr¢sslo. curve

(MEN) in fact the constant prossaro rise diagram

:_ Is over 10 dB(A) louder, if the pressure rise is

_i calculated as if it were a compression curve o_

33:1 to give the appropriate peak cylinder

_i pressure, followed by a 16:I expansion curve, the

': noise level approaches that of the factored

compression curve more closely. Such an approach

requires a _uch _0ro carefully t_ilored heat

rols.se diagram and this may pro#oat practical

problems. The heat rolsase dtagr_s for these

theoretical cylinder pressure curves are show_

in Fig. 15. In tWO CaSOS tho he_t release

has boon completed shortly after its peak value,

at 7 ° ATDC, which would make for low smoke loyola.

The 33:1 compression cures requires a steadily

incr0aslng Pate of heat roloaso_ _ith a very much

_: slowor initial slope, than has boon achieved wi_h

the practical diagrams in Fig. I0. This suggests

/. that considerable development of the conventional

diesel process would be required to achieve such
' a diagram, involving perhaps assisted ignition

and control of the heat release by rate of

_: / inJoetion and/or mixing,,/

/ There is n 10 dB(A) difference between the
actual compression cure0 s_d the f_ctorod

,/ compression curve duo to peak cylinder pressure

/ _ glfforencss, us shown in Fig. id. If the peak
., cylinder pressure is allowed _o fall, at some

." _ conditions of load and speod_ tllo_ a further

_, l I ] f l reduction in noise may be expected below that from
-2Chide "10 td¢ IO 20 3Ootdc

DEGREES CRANK ANGLE factored compression curve (MCN), IIowovor_ this
would detract from other aspects of the perform-

ante, notably efficiency, It is proposed there-

Fig. 15 - }lent release diagrams for 2800 rew/min tore to take ths factored compression curve as a

theoretical cylinder pressure diagrams target level for combustion _OlSO Of typical dloss]
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engines with a compression ratio of 16;1 when the hot acceleration run,
running under full load oonditions. One of the reasons pat forward tot this noise

i_cro_s_ h_s b_a the increased cloa_anoo botwson

ENEINE NOISE UNDER TEANSTENT CONDITIONS oompDnonts, such as the piston and borop duo to
differential exp_nsion (12). Ilowevor work in

Much work has boon done on on.ins noise w_th progress at Acton suggost_ that oombuBtion noise
the engines runninE at Btoady _poods and Inoroases also under transient conditionB. When

;! conBtant loadB on test bodE, Ilowover the vohiole Betting target levels fo_ combustion notes I soms
noise legislation requires the vohiolo_ to bo ailowanoo will _vo to be _ade for the transient

< accloratod over a test trac_ at f_ll fuelling with ofteota unless methods of control of eombustio_
,- nn intermediate Roar ratio _olootod, (o,E. the nolgo ovo_como _ho incroaao _n noise level duo to
J middle ratio.) Tile o_gino _pood will vary over _r_ient oondi_ion_ _a well aa roduoinE _to_dy

app_oxima¢ol F tile _op quarter of its speed range acute nol_o levels. Alternatively if bettor
during _uch a cost, and if the approach ¢o the thermal control of the engine can be 8cheered, the
_os_ is prolonged, or _f the engine h_ boon lacroaain_ combustion _oiBo duo to transient
idling for _omo time proviou_ly, _ho engine m_y bo co_dition_ _ay be _int_i_od.

; app_oolably cooler th_n it would be under _toady I_hon lin engine i_ _i_od with a turboch_rgor,
spoo_, full load, oolldition_ in a test coll. the _ransionl performance is often limited bF _ho

_n an attempt to _ost the importnnco of thia rats a_ _hich the turboohar_r maF be acooloratod
offoctl an _ngtno was accelerated from ldlinE to to provid_ additional air _low, and in some ca_oa
racva spood_ wl_h _ull fuelling. The load varied boost pressure. If a turbochargod cngln_ l_ run
up £ho speed range as the water brans used wi_h a lower b_o_t pressure than was intended for
provided little load at low spood_ and the load the (stoadF apood) de_tgn coadttions_ the nolBe
built up rapidiF with _peod. The nol_o wa_ level _rom the combustion prooo_ wilt increase,

r_cordod oontinuou_ly I during the accolor_tionl on TNtB increase will be parttcula_lF m_rkod if the
a _agnetio taps rocordor_ and it wa_ plo_tod on_iu_ has boon designed with a low co_prossion
against speed on a Eraphlo lovoi r_cordsr. The ratio _nd h_gh boost pressure. T]l_ effect _s
spo_ levol_ for constant Bpeod_ fu_l ]oad_ analogous to running a _implo engine and turbo-
cond_tlonB wor_ rooordod and plotted with the _mo oha_o_ combination at part load_ when the noise
oquip_on¢. When the o_'_ine was allowed _o idle level riso_ _bovo the _ull load level (20). Such
fo_ _ivo mtnu_ b_fo_ o_oh accol_Tation _est prob_o_B _y b_ overcome with waste g_to_ or mo_o
the _ol_e external to the engine exceeded the sopht_lcatsd turbochargor _Fstomsl bu_ othorw_s
noise produced under steady _pood conditions by an allowance ahould be made for tran_ioat to_ts
approxi_at_ly 4 dE(A) _s sho_n in Figure ZG. In ovo_ _oady arabs results, amounting to a_ mush _s
a second acoo_or_tion _o_t_ _ho engine _aB run 5 d_(A) for turboohargod engines nnd porh_pB
a¢ r_tod Bpood_ full load, u_til thu o_1 and 3 dB_A) _or naturally aapiratod onginoa with a
¢oo1_n¢ tomporature_ h_d _tabilisod, whereupon 16:1 comprosBton ratio.
the engine was ho_d at idle _o_ no more th_n five
seesaws before co.easing the ao¢oloration cost, CO_PARISO_ OF COMBUSTION _OTSS FROM DINECT
The notes levels _easurod outatdo ths ong_no INJEETIO_ EN_TNES, _IINI_UM CO_IBUSTIO_ NOISE AND
in the "hot" acc01er_tion test wore very oloso to TANGET LEVELS DERIVED FNO_I LEGISLATION
tho_o measured under steady speed conditions
except at _000 r0vs/min_ where they wore lower An as_oa_mon¢ of the nhllitF of ollrron¢ _nd

a_ ullown l_ Fig. 16, The engine was cooler whoa future engines to moot propoaod legislation may be
running at 1000 rovs/min under full load_ (wi_h obtained by gonor_ting o_rvos of co_bustion hOlES]
the $ost ooli cooltn_ _ystom) than it w_s durin_ vorsu_ _ngino _pood from theoretical _nd _oasurod

?
v

IIC IO

dD(A) dl_A}

Ill 1 i _l, I ,

i i.li_

Ic ^_,T/lj'Vv • Io

BC i DO
SO0 lobe ,SO0 _ObO lEO0

ENGINE SPEED IN REVS/MIN

---40°C COOLANT TEMPERATURE --,TE°C COOLANT TEMPERATURE

AT START OF ENGINE ACCELERATION FROM IDLE TO PULL LOAD AT 2300 REVS/MIN

I--i ENGINE RUNNING AT STEADY SPEEDS PULLING FULL LOAD

Fig, 1E - E_foct of water temperature on engine noise during free ncoolor_tion
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cylinder pressure diagrams, A "Minimum Combustion by developments to conventional o_gine structures.
Noise Level" h_s boon obtained from the factored Those developments involve re-engineering tbo caJt

compression curve appropriate to peak pressure5 panels I cast mete] covers and shoot stool 0overs
and compression ratios of typical g,g, truck which comprise much of the surface structure of the
engines. Those noise levels may be compared wtth engine, The modification_ to crankcase and cylinder
estimates of probable limiting levElS of noise for block castings wore designed to fit into the
engines which _a ln_t_llsd in vehicles, which constraints of the _xi_ting transfer llau_,
bays to conform to future noise legislation gucb improvements to conventional strLLctnres
requirements, The combustion nol_e levels from a would enable engines with quiet combustion systums_
currontt convontlonal_ naturally a_piratod direct as indicated by the turbochargod and experimental
Injection engine with pilot injection, and a pilot injection curves in Fig. 17, to moot the
turbochargod onginel are compared with the probable suggested future limits. Furthermore no account
engine noise 10vole required in the foreseeable has been taken of tbs possible shielding from
future in Fig, 17. The direct Injection engine vehicle structures and truck cabs. Fairly simple
with pilot injection is within 7 dg(A) of the modifications to cab structures to shield, rather
Minimum Combustion Noise Level over most of the tban oncloso_ the engine might achieve reductions
speed range and the turbochargod engine (which had of the order of g to 6 dB(A) without adversely
effectively th0 same level of turbocharging over affecting the accessibility of the engine. It seems
the whole speed range) co_es within 4 dB(A) of the possible therefore that engines with qulot com-
Minlmura Combustion Noise Level at high speeds, bustlon _ystoms and _atchlng low mochanlcal nolss

The lowest mochnnleal noise level which has loyola, with some structural Improvement or shlold-
boon found in the literature has boon plotted in lng_ hight meet the probable noise levels for
Fig. 17 also. This level should be added to the onglnos dorlvod from the suggested future
combustion nolso levels (giving approxlmatoly legislation llmlt_. Since the souroo_ of "dlosol

3 dB(A) lacrosse in the level of turbocharged knock" would have boon treated in such enginos_ and
onglno in the Speed range 2000 to 2500 revs/mln.) pnrtlcularly if the structural resonances of the
to obtain tile total noise from the engine. When engine are doJUpod as well_ it BOOMS llkoly that

this total noise is compared with the probable the noise will be less offensive subjectively,
noise _rom engines which will be required to moot which will give an additional significant improve-
future noise le_lslatlon_ it can be soon that the meat in the noise onvlronment in urban areas.
turbocharged engine could Just _oot the 1988
requirements, nnd both engines could meet the 1983

roqutromontsp under steady spoodp full load
conditions, The proximity of the Minimum NOISE 75mltm&om¢_l_¢¢ntrel_¢
Combustion Noise curve to 6g dD(A) at 2800 rovs/mtn
indicates how difficult It will be for combustion 9g
systems to be quiet enough to moot the proposed PROWL[
legislation without sacrifice of efficiency (by d_AI DI_ [NG_NEN_Sg

roducin_ the peak cylinder pressure) or reducing J L_ffSthe comprossio_ ratio and Ineroaslng the boost
pressure (which will rsqulre extra 0qulpment for /
starting). It ia also clonr that the lowest /I

published mechanical noise lovcl_ will prevent the 8g
(

achievement of the probable levels of engine noise Ol÷ ./

required to most the suggested vehicle legislation _l¢_
levels, with conventional engine structures. / /, /. MeN

Furthermore any increase in combustion noise / ,/_""under tr_sio_t condttlons_ as in the drive-by /" //
test, would prevent turbochargod or naturally ,_:"

70 :_..,/{aspirated direct in_octio_ engines from mooting

these levels, with conventional structures. It .::// '
/

seo_s unlikely, thorofore_ that control of _¢¢h..'" /

combustion noise at source alone will nllow truck ,../_ /,engines to moon the probable requirements derived

from the suggested ]Imlts for legislation on 60, '
vehicle noise for lgg8_ without going to less IO00 2000 3000 4000
efficient engines or lower compression ratios. ENGINE _EEDin_in
Furthormoro_ the lowest mechanical noise levels,
which have boon published so far, exceed those -- N0tutolly_pt_l_d gl_ct I_¢ctl_ COmb_|ll_ g_ttm
levels. --'-- Nol_oll_ A_plrote4 _1, _l_ cx_rlmcn_ P_ I_*¢t_

So far no account has boon taken of the known ....... Lo*¢lt PuhI_¢_ M¢chonl¢¢l NoI_ _1_

effects of improvements to the structure of ----T_bocho_¢d Direct I_¢¢tlon tom.ilion $_t¢m
conventional tr_ch engines. Those reduce the .... MInIB_ COmbulllon NOI_ _l
rosonaneo_ of the surfaces of the engine, and withp¢ok _ll_dtr pr¢$|ut¢l:= _MN/_m Ot_PIVlI_
reruns certain lmportnnt noise radiating normal IOMNl_mot 170Otl_l_J_
Bodes to frequencies where they radiate noise lose
efficiently. Previous work (10) has _hown that

5 dB(A) reductions in overall noise, whether Fig, 17 - Simulated combustion noise levels for
moch_tc_l or combustion in origin, may bo achieved I litre/cylinder diesel engines
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PISTON MOVEMENT AND ITS INFLUENCE
ON NOISE OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES

W, Sander, W. Steidle and E. Wacker

Earl Schmidt GmbR

Neckarsulm (Germany, W. )

H

have been applind to study tbe piston movement,3

ABSTRACT for years. Computer programs have been
developed wbicb simulate the piston attitude

This paper compares the calculated and relative to tbe cylinder wall and allow a
'J measured piston transverse movement in a spark quantified approach to tbe dynamics of piston

ignition engine. The induction of englne vibrations slap(l, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, S, S)"1_. Inthiswaya
by the piston slap Is studied by measuring the number of design and operation parameters have
lateral forces at the piston skirt during the been analysed In respect to tbe impact of piston
Impact on the cylinder. The application of a slap on meclmnlcal engine noise. Data of piston

l_ piston movement computer program for piston transverse movement measured in the engine are
development is demonstrated in the case of less completely available winch might be
engine noise due to piston top land slap. The attributed to the difficulty and cost of the
pressure differences in tilemain combustion measuringmeglods (4, 10, I1. 12). Most
chamber of an IDI-diesel engine are measured, comparisons between calculated and measured

;, and the effect on thepiston attitude is analysed, movements were made for truck diesel engines.
Examples of low-noise piston design for diesel Prospects of tbe energy situation are
engines are presented, favouring the diesel engine and its application in

: passenger cars. In many cases such engines have
i been converted from gasoline engines running at

:t high speeds, and generally without m aj or changes
of the powertrnin components. Tim research

:_ LOW PISTON NOISE IS GIVEN a most careful work of which some results will be reported in
the foBowing section was undertaken therefore

_:_ attentionin automotive engines of today. Due to using a watercooled 4-cylinder in-linespark
the high rated speed of those engines the ignition automotive engine, featuring linerless

D mechanical noise becomes predominant cylinder block design and expansion controlled
:'; compared to the combustion noise. The piston

'i pistons.noise is part of tbe overall engine noise whicb TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT ANALYSIS - The
_ makes the identification by measuring techniques calculation methods used for tbis analysis have

very difficult. Radiated noise spectra do not give been reported in detail by (5). Fig, 1 reviews the
concise information about tbo piston as a source idealization of tbe piston and the forces
of noise, The human ear is often used to detect considered. In relation to the cylinder wall the
piston noise by its typical sound. Tbis method
applied either on the teat bed or in the vehicle piston will have a transverse and a rotationalmotion as far as clearances and elastic

is _ultable as a final check but not sufficient as deformations of the piston permit It. The ma_or
tool to determine the mechanisms of piston- force is the gas load acting on the piston crown,
induced noise. An alternative approach there- having an alternating transverse component which
fore is made by analysing the dynamics of the Is a function of the connecting rod inclination.

piston moving In tim cylinder. This method Gas load and inertia forces originating from the
, explains the piston slap as one of the orlgines oscillating connecting rod are both acting on the

of mechanical vibrations in the engine piston pin. The inertia forces of the piston are
structure, considered and are acting on the center of

PISTON TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT DYNAMICS gravity.

Both analytJcal and experimental methods _ Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper

SAEIP.791SO/$02.60
Gopyd0ht© 1079$o=iatyof AutomotiveSnglneerz,tnc,
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In addition to those forces whicb can be prestressing at the thrust sides of the skirt.

deturmi,_d with llruutaccuracy the influu,ccof Tht_lateralcomponents of the connecting rod
frictionis also incorporated in the analysis, forces acting on the piston pin cause the skirt
Estimated frictioncoefRcients are used whicb todeflect according to mode 2. This way the

may differsignificantlyfrom tim actual friction skirt clearance hmreases at the opposite.
coefficientsduring some portions ofthe piston unloaded side and the piston tiltsdue to different
movement, stiffnessesof upper and lower end of the skirt.

.As a further simplificationthe continuously The elasticskirt deformations are measured in
distributedcontact pressure between the skirt a rig applying the skirt load on halfcylinders in

and the cylinder is replaced by twodiscret_ both modes, Tllemeasured deformations of tile
contact forces near the top and botlom end of tim test piston are also shown ht fig. 4,
skirt respectively. It can be checked whether the CALCULATED RESULTS- Results of the
top land will touch the cylinder wall but no analysis will be presented and compared with
contact forces are assumed to occur in this case. measured results at fail load and a speed of

• Piston Clearances at Operating Temperatures 3000 l/min. This load condition was chosen
- The actual clearances between piston and because the piston noise of the test engine was

cylinder evidently have a decisive influence on most critical there. The piston pin was offset
transverse movements and inpact magnitude. The 1.3 mm to the major thrust side.
nominal skirt clearance is existing only at tile Lateral Forces - Tbcy are displayed in
lower end of tile skirt and In tile cold engine fig. 5 a) for tile upper and lower end of the skirt.

condition. Tile upper end of the skirt, in this The prestressing force acting on tile lower
condition, has a larger clearance due to the end of the skirt due to the overlap, shown in
taper (and barrel) skirt profile, as shown in fig. 2. is not incorporated in this plot.

l fig. 2 for the test piston. It is useful also to take Transverse Movements - The piston
wear and plastic deformation of the skirt into transverse movement is plotted in respect to
account, three planes, i. e. bottom skirt, top sldrt, and

A thermal expansion test rig is used in order top land. All plots represent the movement of
to determine the hot piston profile. In this rig the piston center in the respective plane.
the operational temperature distribution in the At the lower end of the skirt (fig. 5 b) the
piston is simulated by heating the crown and piston center performs part of its movement
cooling the skirt. As it Is to be seen in fig. 2 while the skirt is still in contact with the cylinder
the clearances are significantly reduced, even wall. This part of the movement is marked by
at no load operation. The cylinder distortions the hatched area which represents the width of
are not regarded in fig. 2. At full loud, interference between the lower end of the piston
the diameter of the lower skirt end comes into skirt and the cylinder.

Interference with the cylinder wall. If the lateral forces exceed the prestressing

C)'llnder Distortion - The assembling forces force, the unloaded side of the skirt moves away
between cylinder block and cylinder head are from the cylinder wall. When the lateral forces
responsible for the cylinder deformation which then decrease and the skirt comes into contact
was measured as shown in fig.3. Tbe piston is with tlm cylinder, an impact is occurlng.
affected only by tile cylinder deformation The movement of tile upper end of the skirt
measured in the thrust direction(fig. 3 a) (fig. 5c) consists of an unrestricted transverse

having a roughly conical expansion of the bore movement within its clearance and an additional
diameter in the upper tbird of the cylinder with elastic deformation during cylinder wall contact
0.04 mm maximum. The thermal distortion of (see hatched area). The calculated movements of

the cylinder profile is estimated to be conical the skirt ends correspond to the respective
with an additonal expansion at the top of 0.03 ram. lateral forces shown above.
Deformations due to tbe cylinder pressure The movement of the top land(fig.5 d) is
during combustion are not considered. The derived from the calculated skirt movements. It
cylinder profile evaluated so far is incorporated is very similar to the movement of the upper end
in the analysis, of the skirt. IIowever, the amplitudes are

Skirt Flexibility - The skirt of low-weight considerably larger due to tilting of the piston.
automotive engine pistons has a flexibiltty wbich Impulses of Skirt End Impacts - The
cannot be neglected. There are two basic modes transverse velocity of tile skirt end at the time of
of elastic sklrtdeformation as shown in fig. 4. impact combined with the corresponding part of
An interference (overlap) between tile piston skirt the piston mass is used to calculate the impulse
and the cylinder exists due to differences in figures shown in tile histogram of fig. 5 e). This
thermal expansion, mode 1, which then reduces gives information on time. i. e. the location.
the initial ovallty of the skirt, and causes and order of magnitude of tbe impacts during
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one engine cycle, Tile conformity of the measured and calculated
TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT MEASUREMENT top skirt movements is very satisfactory, both

- Various alternattve methods were reported tn concerning tbe number of side cbanges and size
the past (1. 10. t3). It was decided to use of amplitudes. In addition tbe assumption of
inductive transducers in the piston and a linkage movements during cylinder wall contact due to
transmission system for connecting tile wires elastic skirt deformation is confirmed. Tile
from the piston to tbe cankcase. Tile linkage, variable movement of tile piston during contact
shown in fig. 6, consists of two rods of wbich is mainly caused by a skirt flexibility anti to

one is connected to the piston pin. the other to some degree by file cylinder wall distortion. Tbe ,_:
the crankcase, The advantage of this arrangement measured velocities of the side changes are

• Is thai very small additional inertia forces are generally lower than calculated. This effect
acting on the piston (13) and it allows to run high might be explained by the barrel shape of the

speed in excess of 5000 rpm. Highly flexible skirt profile and by tbe presence of lubricating
steel cables are used as transmitting _,ires. oil between tbe skirt and the cylinder. That

Fig. 7shows the transducer configuration means that the actual impulse sLze of the skirt
in the test piston. In each of the two measuring impacts is lower tban the one obtained by tile

planes a pair of motion pickups is installed. Tbis analysis.
provide_ temperature compensation and The top land movement, sbown in fig. 9 c.

linearisation of the output signal. The calibration is again derived from the measured movements
curve is slightly dependant on tile clearance, of top and bottom skirt end.

Additionally two pairs of strain-gauges in VARIATION OF ENGINE CONDITIONS -
T-configuration are applied at tile skirt end. Load - Tim effect of load variation is
located in an area wtmre maximum bending strain demonstr:ated in fig. i 0, showing the no load
occurs due to the lateral forces on the skirt. Tile condition at an engine speed of 3000 1/rain. The
strain versus force curves allow to determine plot of tile calculated movement of the top skirt
tbe dynamic skirt loading from the measured end correlates well with the measurements
strain. (fig. 10b). Because of the low cylinder pressure

MEASURED RESULTS - The engine at no load the Inertiaforces (fig,I0 a) are able
measurements were taken at full load and at an to initiate an additional cnuple of side changes
engine speed of 3000 l/rain. The pin of tbe test near TDC (firing). The motion amplitude is about
piston was off_el I. 3 ram to the major tbrust 20 % lower than at full load. This is caused by
side. the counteracting effects due to the reduced skirt

Lateral Forces - Tile plot of measured loading and due to bigher clearances.

lateral forces, fig. 8 a), indicates simult_neous Speed - Fi_. i1 shows tbeeffect of reduced
: loading of both the major and the minor thrust speed of 1500 /rain at full load for the top skirt

sides during large periods of tbe engine cycle, end. in comparison to fig. 9. Tbe smaller inertia
This _onflrras the assumption of prestressing forces result in smaller side change amplitudes
forces originating from the interference of the at TDC (lntake/exbaust) and BDC. The amplitude
skirt. TO achieve a suitable comparison, the at TDC (firing} still Is bigh, however, tile
calculated lateral force of tile bottom end of the velocity of side cbange is lowered significantly.
skirt, fig. 5 a). is shown once more in fig. B b), Major impacts at lower speeds are confined to
but this time the prestressing force Is included. TDC (firing).
The calculated and the measured forces conform

fairly in respect to time and amplitude. There is EVALUATION OF PISTON SLAP-INDUCED
a rapid increase of the lateral force at TDC ENGINE VIBRATION
(firing) which has a steeper angle In the
measured plot and shows as well a small The analysis of tile piston transverse
vibration at _haximum level, indicating Impact movement outputs a large number of impacts of
influence, differentmagnitude. Tilecomparisons have

; Transverse Movements - The measured and sbown that larger impulses are obtained by tile
the calculated transverse movements of the top analysis neglectb_g the presence of lubricating

"! and the bottom end of tbe skirt are compared in oil than by the measurements.
i fig. 9 a and b. The bottom skirt movements do The ability of a piston impact to generate

not conform completely, particularly in the lower vibration in tbe engine structure 1_ depending
part of the cylinder, l. e. near BDC, because basically on two parameters:
the applie/] transducer configuration cannot a) tbe force-time curve during impact

• transmit the actual elastic motion of the piston b) the vibrational response of the structure.

center at zero clearance.

?
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Data concerning the force-limecurve were contribute to the noise radiated from the engine
obtained by the strain gauge measurements, surface.
Supplementary measurements Intlle test engine All those factors which determine the effect

i were conducted with an acceleration transducer of a piston slap on the radiated noise may be
on the major thrust side of tile cylinder wall. summarized in a complex piston noise transfer

, Records were taken first with tile complete set function of tile engine. Having generally no
of four pistons and second, after removing the analytical knowledge of ibis function, practical

; piston of tile measured cylinder, with the three noise experience of the studied engine is required.
remaining pistons. One result of these If piston noise is occuring in an engine the
measurements representing the engine condition piston motion program could he advantageously

! full load and a speed of 3000 l/rain is shown in applied to analyse the noise generating pattern of
-' fig. 12. the piston as well as to study the influence of the
!'! Part of the engine cycle, including the actual design variables at critical engine

! critical side change of the piston at TDC (firing), conditions. This is to he shown in the following
_1 plottings of the measured piston transverse section reporting a practical case.

movement are compared with the measured ANALYSIS OF A PISTON NOISE AT COLD
force versus time curves and the cylinder START CONDITION - During evaluation tests on

! vibrations. The vibrations, filtered by a 12 to a 4-cylinder spark ignition engine a typical
_: 20 hI-Iz bandpass, indicate an impact about 40 ° piston noise was noticed by listening at the test
_: after TDC caused by the piston in the measured bed. The critical condition of tile engine was
i: cylinder. Regarding the top land movement experienced after cold start at 50 % load and a
_; there is found a good correlation between its side speed of 3500 l/rain. The piston pin was offset

change to the major thrust side (marked by an 1.5 mm to the z'najor thrust side. A piston
arrow and tile measured impulse at the cylinder, movement analysis was performed basing on the

The top skirt end comes into contact with the respective piston and engine data. The result is

cylinder wall about 200 earlier whore no cylinder shown in fig. 13. The movement of the piston
vibration is found. This can be confirmed by is plotted relative to the cylinder liner using

analysing the measured side force curve during different lines for the plnnes of top land. top
the time of impact. The duration of the increase skirt and bottom skirt on both thrust sides. A
of the lateral force, regarded as impact duration, hlstogrmn of the skirt impact impulses is shown
amounts to 5 ms. An impact of this duratiml will by the side of it. The diagram indicates two
he able to cause vibrations in a structure the alternative sources of piston noise:
resonance frequency of which does not exceed a) tile impulse of the top skirt 15 ° after TDC
200 to 400 Hz. The measured resonance on the major thrust side.

,_ frequency of the test engine cylblder is ]0 klIz b} tile top land contact 10o before TDC on the
_, so that no inductionof cylinder vibrationisto minor thrust side (arrowJ.

be expected in this case. In this regard it should After di_assembling the engine the appearance
i:i be noted that engines with wet liners usually have of tbe piston ring area. fig. 14 a, verifies the

lower resonance frequencies (15). statement (a), Such hard marks, as shown, are
:ii typical for a noise-inducing top land slap.

_{ PRACTICAL USE OF TIIE PISTON MOVEMENT STUDY OF NOISE-REDUCING PISTON
:! ANALYSIS DESIGN VARIABLES - Before starting the

analysis, a second run using a piston wilt* 1.0
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS - Using tbe mm pin offset to the major thrust side was made.

h piston motion computer program it is possible Tile piston noise, however, was not significantly
2 to analyse avariety of parameters In respect to reduced. Fig. 15 demonstrates that this result
' ! piston noise. The main piston design parameters can be predicted by the analysis since tbe top

i( table 1. land still into contact witb the cylinder. The
_re listed in Engine operation parameters gets

: like speed, load or transient conditions may be impulse of the top end of the skirt is neither
,,_ considered as well as engine design parameters reduced not changed enough timewise shifting the
i:: like cylinder distortions, connecting rod length impact in an area of better lubrication. Based on
:: and weight or cylinder pressure variations, the analysis it was decided to increase the top

Predicting noise from the program output land clearance by a fraction of the calculated
data one has to observe the natural limitations of interference between top land and cylinder. A

the analysis. It has been demonstrated lathe furtber increase of clearance was considered
above section that a skirt impact will not detrimental to the sealing effect and the life of
necessarily create vibrations in dm engine the piston rings. In order to reduce the tilting
structure. On the other hand, vibrations of the amplitude of the piston and ibis way to prevent

cylinder wall do not in every case significantly the top land from touching the cylinder wall. the
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stiffness of tile skirt was increased too. range at and after TDC {firing) is regarded,
," Fig. 10 shows tile analysis of tile hnproved From low-noise requirements it is dmrefore

piston, The top land is no longer touching the recommended not to use n piston pin offset in
cylinder. After rt=nnlngtilepiston ringarea, iDl-dieselengines. This iscontrary to
fig.14 b, is clean which is a sign for a tightfit symmetrically burning spark ignitionengines
between lop land and cylinder wall, bl[tno llard whicltusually ]lavean optlmllm piston pin offset
marks are seen any longer. The noise emission of 0,0 to 1,5 mm to tilemajor thrust side.
of the engine has been satisfactory since then. It is assumed that direct injecting diesel

engines using excentric combustion bowls in tile
EFFECT OF TIIE IDI-DIESEL COMBUSTION piston crown also have a certain asymmetrical
ON THE PISTON ATTITUDE effect on the piston attitude, lIowever, measured

data are not available at this time,

. In the piston movement analysis tile gas loading
on me piston is assumed to act ell the piston LOW-NOISE PISTON DESIGN

:_ center, Thin is correct for most spark ignition
engines. But indirect injecting diesel combustion During part-load and transient engine
systems commonly use a pre-chamber, During conditionsthe piston noise is strongly influenced

compression and especially during eomlmstion by its clearance. Tile minimum safe cold
an intense gas flow takes place to and from tile clearance of an eutectic all-aluminium piston
main combustion chamber. The pre-chamber should be 0, 07 % of tile cylinder diameter,

being located in most cases on tbe minor thrust depending on the cylinder distortions, Using
side a significant pressure drop from dm minor expansion controlled pistons the cold clearancq

to the major thrust side acting on tile piston may be reduced to 0, 04 % of the cylinder
crown is to be expected, diameter.

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS - In a shJgle Fig, 20 shows an expansion controlled
cylinder swirl-chamber (Ricardo Comet V) diesel automotive diesel engine piston of 76, 5 mm,i

_'i engine pressure measurements have been taken diameter, It has comparable low weight as n full-
in two locations shown in fig, 17, at various skirt piston, Um'estricted heat flow from the
speeds and loads (16), A typical result is crown is allowed {no slots). The steel insert
presented in fig. 10 for a speed of 4000 l/rain supports the loaded skirt area which results in
and a mean effective pressure of 4. 7 bar, The high stiffness required for low tilting under

l_i first line presents the cylinder pressure in lateral loads, For turbocharged diesel engineslocation (1), near the throat of the swirl-chamber, a more rigid piston skirt design Is necessary
The second line presents the differential like it is showll !n fig. 21, 'this piston of 98, 5ram
pressure in respect to tile location (2), opposite diameter was designed and successfully tested

i,: m the swirl*chamber, If pressure vibrations for aspecific rating of 0.3 kW/cm 2 piston area
are neglected, the maximum differential and a peak combustion pressure of 140 bar, In
pressure measured is 5 bar. The engine speed spite of tile rigid design a thermal expansion

!_ Is influencing tile pressure differential coefficient of the skirt of lg , 10 "6 mm/mn_ °C
i:) significantly while the load effect may be is maintained.

neglected, Tile duration of the asymmetrical Further design features reducing piston slap
pressure on the piston crown amounts to about and tilting amplitudes are a large guiding length
50 ° crank angle, and a cam and barrel profile favouring the

EFFECT ON THE PISTON MOVEMENT - lubrication of the skirt, By these means, the
Using the asymmetrical gas load as a function of increase of clearance by wear is avoided and an
the rank angle as input in the computer program optimum damping effect of the skirt by the

_ the effect of the IDl-diesel combustion on the lubricating oil film is obtained, The top land
'_ piston movement was studied. A simple linear clearance has to be matched carefully in order

extrapolation of the measured gas pressure was to prevent tile piston crown from a hard cylinder
employed to simulate the pressure distribution wall contact,
on the piston crown. Nodular cast iron as a piston material is

Tile result of this analysis is shown in fig, 19 offering an attractive potential for the design of
for tile case of a pre-chamber located at the low-noise pistons running in standard cast iron

i minor thrust side. For comparison tile effect of cylinders due to similar thermal expansion rates
*, a 1,3 mm piston pin offset to both thrust sides is of both materials, Fig. 22 shows a piston of

simultaneously shown for the case of symmetrical 85, 0 mm diameter for a direct injection
i gas load, It is evident that the pre-chamber automotive diesel engine, Tile piston requires

combustion has s similar effect as this pin offset spray nozzle cooling at the interior surface. There

:. to tile major thrust side. as far as the crank angle is only a modest increase in pistonweight,
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because the sizeof the piston pin may be reduced 7. R, Munro; A, Parker, "Transverse
due to the higher fatigue strengfltof tilenodular Movement Analysis and its Influenceon Diesel
cast iron pistonpin boss. Furthermore the ]lot Piston Design". SAE-paper 75off00.
crown of the nodular east ires piston may help 8. T. tlsami; S. Wads and S. Sonoda,i
to increase the thermal efficiencyof Um engine, "Piston Slap Noise of IndirectCombustion Diesel

Engine". SAE-paper 750301.
i CONCLUSIONS 6. If.Tscboeke, "Berecnnung der Nolben-

bewegung in sehnellaufenden IIubkolbenmotoren
_! Measured and calculated transverse unter besonderer l_erdeksichtigung der Kurbel-

movements of an automotive engine piston show triebsschr_nknng und der Eolbenschaftgeometrle".
good conformity at all load and speed conditions. Aulomobil-lndustrie Vol. I, pp 59 - 69, 1978.

The calculationmethod based on simplifications 10, II,Steinbrenner, "Messung des Kolben-

• llketwo pointsupport of the skirtand no ringflatiernsin schneilaufenden l<olbenmaschinen"
lubrication is considered to be suitable for MTZ 22 (1961) 7, pp 261 - 265.

% automotive applicationsifrealisticassumptions ii. S. Furuhama "Piston Slap Noise, its

i for the piston clearances at operational Causes and Reduction". Nainen Kikan, Vol, 13.
temperatures and the elastic deformations of the No. 153, July 1974, pp 42 - 52.
piston skirt are made. 12. IX{.D. R6hrle, "AffectingDiesel Engine

The Impact velocities, calculatedby the Noise by the Piston". SAE-paper 750799.
program have a tendency to be larger than in 13, U. Essers, "Me_technische Unter-
reality. Measured side forces on the piston skirt suchungder I<olbenqserbewegungan Verbren-
during impact shaw a relatively slow increase nungsmotoren". Habilitationsschrift TH Aachen,
of force over time which does not cause 1969.
vibrations in the cylinder. However, if the 14. S, Furuhama and J. Enomoto, "Die

piston crown comes into hard contact with the Messung der Kolbentemperaturen sines Benzin-
icylinder, vibrations and noise are most probably motors im fa} enden Kraftfahrzeug

induced. Transactions of J.S.M,E,, Vol. 39, No. 317,

Data are availableon the piston attitude, Jan. 1972, pp324 - 337.
regarding the effect of the nsymmetrtcnl 15. J. I-faasler, "Gerfluschverhalten yon
combustion in IDI-diesel engines. For the most Viertakt-Dleselmotoren", VDI-Forschungsheft

common case of the pre-cbamber being located 505/1964.
at the minor thrustside, no pistonpin offsetis IG, "SirnultaniousMeasurement of Cylinder
recommended from slow noise pointof view. and Swirl-Chamber pressures and Pressure

_ Differences in a Small COMET Diesel'*.
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Fig, 22 - Nodular cast iron piston for
aLztomotive IDl-di(_sei (_J:gi_lo of 85.0 rain
cyI, dia,
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Tile INFLUENCE OF NOUNTIN(_S ON INJECTZON PU_fP Norse

M F Russell, BSc, NSc H L Pullen
Lucns Industries Noise Centre Institute of Sound _nd VtbrntJon Research

Lucns CAV Limltod, Acton Southar_pton Unlveraity

, ABSTRACT 3. Enclosures, either
3a C]osoly-fltting enclosure madv from floxlblop

AS now doslgns of dlosel onglno, which emit damped, materlal which does not radiate sound
loss nolso, _ro evolved is moot incroaslngly efflclontly, supported from Ohglno via
atPl_gon_ noise leglslatlon, noise from dlosol vlbr_tlon-lsolatlng mounts. Lit¢]o Or no

fuel InJoctlon ogulpment coul_ become a _cous¢Ic _bsorbont In small gap between onglne
significant p_opor¢ion of the total nolso from th0 _nd enclosure (8), or
engine. Qulo_or fuel InJoctlon pumps are bol.g 3b Ventilated sound-proof "tunnel" around engine
prodgcod for such englnos by Lu¢as CAV. Powvvor and gear box, llnod wit{* acoustlc absorbent (9]*

_i their potonti_l will not be reallsod unless speci_l
care is taken in the design of pump drlvo and Noise from the fuel i._ec_ion pump wlll be

'_i moun¢ing brackets. _mpacts from the sudden t_ko- attenuated I_ the englno I_ enclosed overall. How-
:i up of bachlash in the drive to the pump,_nd over if olther or both of Cho flrat two approaches
:q vlbratlon of the engine surfaces to which the pump is adopted, the pump will b. _roo to radlato nolso;

_-i is _ocured, cnn increase pump-radiated noise _nd must icself be treated to match the noise

i'i consldorably, reduction of the englno aa a whole, To meet this
_ nvod, new fuel injection pumps have boon developed

which om_t low noise lovel_ (IO), Those have boon

_, developed wlth the aid of a speclal]y-bullt "qulot
rig" which is described Imter in this paper, which

J':i allows accurate msnsuremont of pump nols@ to he
_ NESEARCI{ INTO NOISE EMITTED BY DIESEL ENGINES has made, When a fuel inJectloa put_p Is mou_tod on an
_; e_tahllshod how the noi_o ori_In_te_ from ongl_o, the noluo which iI radla_o_ may be i.cronsod
,"ii combu_tlo_, a_d from mechanlcal impacts (1,2)*. duo go vlhrat_on orlglnntlng from the engine.
:, Further research h_ shown how noise is Simllarly vlhPation originating in the pump may

transmitted throggh the onglno s_Pucture _s cau_o lho e_g_o 8_Pfa¢es to _adi_e _olso,
vlbra¢ion, (3) and how _hls vlbratlon oxcltes Quite apart from vlbr_tlon tr_n_te_ between

L! roson_nco_ in ths tI_In-seciluxt panels and covers pump and onglno, the bracket, drlvo ¢oupllng, and

ii which comprise the external Burf_co_ of other parts of the mounting, affect Cho noisemay

_=j conve_¢ionnl engines (4), To moot future gonepatin¢ and rad_atlng prop_rtles Of th_ pump
leglal_tlon, now and impPovad engine designs c_n Itself. The invos_igatlons reported hero, wo_o

_ embody one or more of the three basle approaches _Imod nt £1ndlng the effect on pu_p-radiated noise
to structu_-borne nolso COhere1:- of mounting Inllno pumps to eagl.os,

The paper outlines the noiso-gnnora¢Ing
I. Control _t source, of al_l maJo_ sources:- mochanlamo of Inll.o fuel InJoctlo_ pumps, and

(_) Smooth cylinder pressure development (5), Indlc_toe how those may be affected by _u_uro, more
(li) Elimln_tion of ¢Imlng drlvo impacts (3), stringent, legal limits on exhaust omissions. The

(ill) Minlmal pigeon _lap impa_ts (g). tochnlques u_od to measure pump-rndlnted _oiso in
2. Qulot s_ruct_ros, olthor:- the l_boratory and on running onglnos are discussed
2a Vihrat_o. i_01stlon o_ external sur£aco_ from in decalI, with results for both large and small

all _ourcos(7), or:- In-line fuel l_Joctlon pumps. The technique for
_b Combinatlon Of treatments for _11 thln section cslculatlng pump-radiated noise from surface

Bgrfac@ aPos_ of _tru_t_res: VibPatlon, was Improved to glv_ reliable measu_o-
(_) Cra_kcaso/cyllndor block resonances m_nts when the pump was drlvon by n running engine.

ttu_ed to f_oquo_cios at which oxcitatlon This ¢ochnlquo was _sed to compare the noise

i_ lenut (4), plus r_dia¢od by n flange-mounted Minlmoc pump on n truch
(II) Vihratlo_ d_mplng trentme_i_ zo su_p, e_gine wlth that from n base-mounted _inlmec on _n

valvv goat covers, e¢c._ when made of onglno of s_m_lar slzo and r_ting, The ptlmp_ wore
floxlbl_ sheet material (4), plu_ driven by _ hydraul_c moto_ on the stationary

(dil) Vibration isolatio. Of _ump, valve gear

covsPs,.puiloy_ etc., wh_ made _ N_mbors in parentheses doslgg_to noforon_e_ _t o.d
_loxurslly stiff (4), of paper.

_AE/P.79/a0/$02,SO
Copwight © 1970 Society of Aummotiwa En01ne¢.. Inc.
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englnos, as well a8 by the usual drive arrangement pressure required to inject fuel into a dlroct

fro_ the onglno5 when they wdro running, This Injection dlosol engine is usually greater then

enabled the i_£1uencos of mounting brack_t_ and SO0 harE; and it I_ commonly 500 Bars on current

drives to be separated, In all the diegrams in conventional European truck diesel 0ndinos, over

this papor_ solid points Indicate engine running, much of the load and sp0od range, Injection

and open points indicate pump metered on a pressures are higher for ]argot engines and peak

statlo_ar y engine, 1lee pressures of 700 Sere are common fo_ larger

The difforonco_ between the noise radlatod pumps,
fro_ flange-mounted pumps and base-mounted pumpsp It I_ necessary that the hydraulic pressure

wore considerable; even when one onglno was puIso be terminated abruptly to shut off the flow of
modlflod to m_unt bho same pump either by its fuel into the oomhustioa chamber as quickly a_

!i flange or its base, Howovor_ other factors affect practicable. If fuel is injected into the
_ the pump-radiated _eiso_ and resolt8 are given combustlon chamber _t a low rate, at the end of

which show the influence of:- InJoctlonl it does not _ix with th0 remaining air

charge, sad It burn_ incomplotolyj giving soot

(a) Vibratlo_ of engine surfaces to which the which appears _s visible smoke in the exhaust, The

pump moul_tlng bracket iB secured, period of injection IB kept sltort (typically i to

(b) Backlash in the pump drive. 2 ms,), When a Jerk pu_p is employed to produce
this hydraulic pulso, o largo fore0 is developed

When those effects have been removed by employing between the cad and roller which IB at an angle ¢o
the hydraulic drive to motor the same pump in the axis of the tappet, A lateral reaction is
flange and base-mounted configurations on the _amo supplied by the tappet block to the tappet, and
stationary engino_ there remained a difference this force has a similar, but not identical, wave-
between flange and base mountings. The spectrum form ¢o the hydraulic pressure pulse,
of the noise from the base-mounted pump was similar An example of the hydraulic pressure pulse
to the spectrum of the noise measqred from the same developed in the barrel of an feline pump is shown
pump in the laboratory on a spoci_l quiet rig, on the loft of Figure I, Whe_ such a repetitive

pulse is subjected to Fourier Analysls, a sorles of

NOISE GENERATING _CEANISM spectral lines rosults_ with the fundamental at

firi_ d frequency. The lower harmonics are of
ORIGINS OF NOISE - The diesel fuel inJoetio_ similar level to the fund0montal, IIarmonics above

pu_p develops blgh pressure hydra_lle hulses_by a the frequency at which the pulse duration is half
cam and roller-tappet which forco_ a plunder along the purled, form a typie_l pulse spectrum with
a barrel which has a radial port drilled part way modulated harmonics. Th_ overall envelope of the
alone the plunger stroke, F_ol trapped above the harmonics falls at spproxlmat01y 40 decibels per
plungor_ as the top of the plunger pas_os the port_ decade increase in frequency as shown in Fi E . 1,
is forced into the injector pipe at high pressure Components above 2.5 kNz are below the self-noise
until a helical groove, connected to the fuel of the instrumentation used to measure the pulse

sp_ce above the plunger by drillings, _neovors the sho_n in Fig, I, If the puls_ were perfectly
port to release pressure in the barrel. The triangular, it would have a spectrum envelope which

NARROW BAND PUMP PRESSURE LEVEL

d8 r¢ I ",

40 200 ,

20 "%% or,
;9c tJ. _.

o II, III
20 50 IOO :_OO 500 Ik 2k 5k IOk

FREQUENCY HZ

Fig. I - Barrel pressure spectrum fro_ an in-llne pump at 1100 rovs/_in
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would Fnll _t 40 doolbols per duende Incroase in normal modus m_y bo exoltod also by vibration

froquoncy, orlplnntlng From wlthln th_ as_oci_tod onplnop vi_
Tho mnJor nolso-Padlab_ng rosonancos of tbo tho pump mountlng. Ulmllnrly v1brntlon oPlglnatlng

pump houslngl nnd mo_t otllor _tru_turo_ nt_nchod to in tho pump may bo trnnBmltted via tho mountlng to
t]io pu_pp ii_ in t|lo froquonc_ r_ngo botwoQn the e_glno_ find it mny ca_60 _bo cpnnkcnBo p_no1_

300 liz _nd _ klIz. so tho over.t1 noi_o rndlnted by nnd a_tacbed s_ructuros to vihPnto In their n0rmnl

tho pump nnd othor structuros will rlso at modo_ I to rndi_to Fob _oro nolso. Thus on tho

dO doclbols pop docndo in_roa_o of spo_d. {Undor running englno_ both tho pu_p surFncos nn_ _ho

full £uo_llng co_d_tlon_.) o_gln_ _urfnce_ reBpond togotbor to _ibrntlon

In nddlt_on to t]zohy_rauil_ p_uro p_]so dovoZopod wl_hln the pu_p nnd bbo _nglne.

ox_tn_ion_ t]loro is n mo_hR_cnl Imprint a_ th_

dollv_ry valvo eent_ arbor unloadln_ tho high |_AUUREMUNT OF NOZ$_ FUOM FUE_ INJECTION PUMPS
pro_ur_ plpo to tho Inductor. To ons_ro r_pld

clo_uro oR t_e Jn_ect_r noo_1o, an_ tlloro_oro n L_UORATOR¥ _A_URE_EN_S W[TIIQUZET RZO - Tho

"drlhb1_-f_o0" e_d to _tlo InJoct]o_ tho dollvopy _olso _Pom tho Fuo] i_Joc_fon ptz_p _ur_co_ oxcltod

V_iVo mu_t _ove rnpldly to unlond _ho hlgh by fop_os dovoloped within tho pump may ho moneured

_ro_uro plp0_ whon the pumping pu]so bePmi_nt_, by _tm_Ing _]I_ p_m_ on a "_ulo_ rig". On the qu_ot

A_ _ P_BUIt_ tho i_p_¢t botweon do,Ivory VnlVO and Pip_ o_ery offor_ 1_ mndo to onuuro thn_ _]Io pump

BOn_ oCCtlr_ wbo_ fho do1_yory v_ivo IB _ov_g n_ nol_o _ny bo _onsurod Without IntePfoponco f_o_

hlgh voloclty. T_o ro_ultlng _mp_181vo forgo i_ of|lot vlhrntlon so_rcos. Furtho_moro tbo rlg i_

_nP_o_ Qnd c_n _x¢ite h_g_1 PPoq_oncy _oBonnn_o_ in _o_Btp_ctod _o pnBIB_o Iit_I_ noi_o i_ po_pon_ to

tho pump and also att_cbed stru_turo_. This pump vlbr_tlon. Tbo pump _s mountod _In solld
excltntlon Forc_ is nonrly _n_opondont o_ speod nnd blocks to a mn_Ivo cn_t lro_ tnblo wblch I_

St can bocome prodom_nn_t _t lIgbt 1o_d conditions. _npportod o_ n _IfP frn_o. Tho pump _ody is _hus

(When tho hydrnullc pu18o Is _ma11 by compnrl_on.) r[_Idly hold. T|_o drive torquo IB supplled from n

EFFUCT OF UM_USXONB I_GZUhATZON ON PU_ HOIU_- motor outsldo tho sound-proo_ b_st coii in whlch tho

_n a _onventlon_1 dlroc_ IzzJoctlon en_ino, muc_ rlg is _It_atod. A too|bud rubber bo_ conno_ts tho

of bho mIxlnu botwoen tho _uol nnd bho _ir chnrgo prlmnry drl_o _hn_t with n socond_ry (pump)
i_ a rosult ot penetration of t]_on_r chnr_o by drlveshn_t which I_ on _pproxlma_oly tho Bamo n_is

hlgh voloc1_y _ot_ of fuol _n drop|o_ form. The ae tho pump camshaft. The pump drlvo_hnft_ runnln_

oFfoc_iv_nos_ of thl_ mlxlng controls the _a_o n_ In s_i_ly _ountod b_nrlng_, is equlppod with n
wILich t_o fuol burns_ th_B _ns n direct hoarlng on largQ flywhool. It is connocted _o th_ cnm_hnft of

tho o_Ic1_c_ of tho onglno. _nd tho _moko lovol, tbo pump vln n _poci_Z coupllnu wlth high borslonnl

Tho of Pect oF 1ogi_intlon _ontro111_ gnseou_ _tlFfno_. Tho coupling consl_t_ of _wo sots of

omissions. _ucb as ox_do_ oF nltrogon_ I_ to thin spring dlscB sepnrntod by n longth o_ _hnft

_e_b_1_b punk re.put.tutus nchl_vo_ durlnu tho which _11ow_ mls_11g_mont botwoon pump cap.haft nnd

¢ycio. Th_ iB _o_t c0nvonlont_y nchlov_ in pump dr_veshn_t to be t_kon u_. Thore is n_ ZUO

prnctlco by retnrdln_ the InJoctlon blmi_g. At doc_on_ for dlscus_lan (D_S 4005/I) which lays

late _n_ectlon t_mlngs _hor_ i_ a grontor _ondnnc_ dow_ stringent llmlts For tho _IFfnos_oB o_ drlvo_

_or tho _uo] JnJoc_od to_nrds tho ond of th_ and _ounflng_ Fo_ Puol in_o_ion toB_ _qnlpmont.
_Jo_tlon porlod I _o be Jncomp]otoly burnt. This Tbo _hn_ts and sSruc_ura _ bho rlg nro unclosed by

_iv_s hlgh IovoI_ oF _oko_ tmburnt hydro_arbon_ sound-proof _unrds mnde _rom _ lamlnabo of _too] _nd
o_d pa_lou]n_e_ _n _he exhaust. _]II_ u_de_i_nhlo pln_bIci which aro lined with acoustic nbsorbon_.

_on_oquon_ o! con_rol]ing _nsoous e_isslon_ mny b_ _ _s not po_iblo to corot tl_o cn_t Iron tnblo
ovorcomo _ tho mean spray _oloclty o_ tho InJe_tod comp1_t_1_ without introducing oxco_fvely hlgh

_uol _s i_on_od_ to Improve tho _l_ng oF f_ol mountln_ blo_ks_ bu_ _oi_o From this nroa h_s boon

and n_r wlth_n tho plumo oF drcplot_ _ormod _rom con_ro1_od h_ careful dot_11 do_Ig_. Tho g_ards

oac_ InJe_to_ _Iole(11). R_oar_b h_s _ow_ _bat nro noco_nr_ to a12ow onglnoor_ to opornto tho

tho r_to oF fu011nJoctlon _y b_ In_r_asod_ _n Ple without injury From Pobatlng shnFts_ bolt_ otc._

c_rro_t convon_Io_nl di0sol o_glzlosj to ncb±ovo nn n_ well _s Co Poduco _bo p_g noi_o.

optimum _conom_f or low IOVO_B O_ oxldos of _e_ n _ew bypo of pnmp i_ Flbt_d to tho quiet

_Itro_on_ dopo_dln_ upo_ t|zo t_ming oF th_ rigl ono of tho First mensuromonts Is thnt Of "r1_
i_Jectlon (12). To _chlov_ th_s Incroasod ra_o_ nol_ I*. For t]zl_ the pump Is oncn_od In n load

bho hydraullc pro_sures within fuel In_ectJon Jackot_ 11_od wlth an ncou_tlc_11y-_hsorbent

equlpmont WI]I incronse n_ Cozzventlon_1 combustion p|n_blc _onm_ to rodu_e th_ noi_o radlntod by tho

B_utO_B _0 d_Vo]op_d to moot t_10moP_ B_ingont ptt_ n8 much n_ poBBiblo. Tho _eDlni_In_ nol_o_
Iogl_atlo_ w]ll_h _ prop0sod to control _m1_Ions. monsurod nt tho B_andnrd m0n_uremont po_Itlons_ iB

_ADIATZON OF UOZSE FflOM PU_ UUUFAC_ ~ Tho a _o_blnat_on oF rosldual noluo transmi_tod through

pump BtPu_turo _ a who]o_ n_d Jlz particular tbo b_o 1_nd Jnckot_ nnd noi_o _rom the Plg _urFnco_.

t_In-soctlon pu_p _urP_co_ respond to vlbrntlon Most fuol InJoctlon pumps _ro to_ sma_ to rndl_o

which orlgi_nto_ from wlbhln th_ pump by deF1_ct_ng much noi_o at low F_equonclo_j an_ _ig noise oftnn

undoP _ho _ppllod force_, and rouonntln_ in a prodomln_e_ _p to 200 or _00 |I_. Puznp nols_

mulblt_do oF normnl modoB oF vf_Pntlon whon tbo usun_ly predominates nbovo 500 U_ w_on _ho pump I_

Forco _s _u_donIF removod at sp_11. Tho a_pliCudo _oun_od o_ tho qulot plg. The qulo_ rlg provldo_

oF onc_ modo do_o_d_ upo_ th_ l_vel o_ oxclt_ U _ stlffo_ mou_Ing_ nnd n much lar_or drlvo _nor_la

foP¢o _t I_ nn_uraZ F_oquon_y_ tho point In tbo _nd _tl£_o_f thnn typlc_1 englnos. With such a

normal modo at whlc_ tho oxc_tatlon Porto Is _b_fF mou_ing_ _ho hydraullc p_IBe dovelopo_ by

app_led_ nnd t_0 mod_1 d_mplng f_ctor. Tho_o _bo pump _s llkoly _ Do Inrgor and shor_or thnn
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wbon the p_p is mounted on a running onglno, This whore _ Is the moan square vibration voloclty,
will be offset to some extent by tbo restraint to calculated fro_ the measured ncool-

thu pump vibration afEorded by the stiffer meuntillg oration values (a) (u = _/E_f)

arrangement, 0 is density of air

NOISE FROM A LARGE PUt_ MOUNTED ON A PROTO- c is Bpeod of sound in air
TYPE QCIET ENGINE - Tile Maximec pump has been A is area of noise=radiatlng surface
developed by Lucns CAV Limited for tbo quieter

engines required to meet future noise leglslation, nrnd t_ tlm radiation efftciency of tbenormal modo_ of surface area A.

It is capable of inJectinE 400 cu.mm, per stroke at r is tileradius, from pump centre, to

pressures up to 1000 Par and Is exceptlenally q.lob the measurement microphone position
for its size. When the noise from a Maxlmoe pump d is tbe directivlty factor expressed In

was measured on the quiet rfgp it was found to bo declbel_.
Ii to 15 de(A) quieter than tbe total noise of the

;i: largo naturally aspirated engine to wblcb It was NOISE IMETRE FROM PUMP CENTRE

,i fitted as ahown In FIE, 2a, Noise control treat- [OC

= monte bad boon designed into tilestructure of the SOUND _m

• i engine by the manufacturers. Tbis foreshadows
situations which wlll be more prevalent when PRESSURE

' atringenb noise limits are enforced. LEVEL
J Tile surfaces of the engine wore covered 9C

completely withe seated lend Jacket lined wlbh dB(AJrt _J//S _

:- acoustic absorbent, which reduced the noise by ? to

'" 10 db_ at and around 1 Ritz, and by up be 12 dB at 2Xl _sN_m2
i

:; high frequencies. When the pump surfaces wore RC
"i exposed, leaving the load Jacket around the rest /

of the engine surfaces_ the noise measured 1;o ths /•side of the origins might be expected to emanate
: solely from tbo pump surfaces. Eowovor, the load

:) Jacket (which was much larger titan that over the 7C

,,,, pump on tilequiet rig) vibrates as a result of I000 2000 3000
file forces transmitted throug)_ tlt(] absorbent.
Furtbormore small "leaks" In the Jacket allow more Fig 20 ENGINE SPEED rgvd/mJN

engine noise to reach the mtcropbono tbaa was NO_SE _ETRE FROM PUMP
intended, Both these offsets load to inaccurate leo l]

OCTAVEresults for ptt_p radiated noise, In the current I/3
invostlgatlensp illustrated In Fig. Ea It has been BAND SPL

found that the noise level with only the pump ' 90

1tooo,,oh--thenoi.wbenboihpuopood :L;engine were covered wltb a load Jacket, The noise
,_ radiated from the engine bhrougb the load Jacket [ N/m2

i pump-radiated noise from the levels measured on the
v quiet Pig to those measured on the onEino, as

shown in Fi E, 2a, The differences between no_.se

::j apparently radiated by the pump on n runalng ongtnep

quiet rig cfla be soon more etoarly from tile spectrn
;'i on tile two noise moasuroluonts In Fig, Eb, In order

to aSSeSS the validlby of those resuitsj a further _O
measurement o£ noise radiated from the pump 500 Ik 2k 5k IOk
surfaces was made, TO obtain this estimate, 1/3
octave band vlbratioa spectra wore measured at FigEb 12OOrew/min_ump) FREQUENCY HI

29 points on the side of the pump and govornor_

; OB tbo side facing the microphone, Those measure- e Noise Measured with Pump Eaposcd on a
monte may be made conveniently either with the Lc0d-_ver_d EnglnewRhthcEngln¢ Running

pump mounted upon the engine or on the quiet rig, *Nols¢ Measured with Pump on Quiet RIg
The r_oan sGuaro values of vibration acceleration
were found in each 1/3 octavo band between 100 Ill _ Noise Rodlatcd from Pump on Running Engine

and 10 kgz, The noise IB oath 1/3 octavo band C_lculatcd from Surface V;bratlon

was estimated from bbO expression; • Noise Measured with No Covers oWX Engine or

I-- 2_.._r_- Pump with the Engine Running

u_pcArlrad
1/G oct. s, P, L, = 10 log i 0 + P a Noise Measured with both Engine end Pump

Covered _th o Lcod Jochet _th the Engine Run_ing

Fig, 2 - Noise radiated from pump and engine
surfaces, engine A with largo in-line pump
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NOISE IMETRE FROMPUMPCENTRE some of Soct of the mounting.

_h 5PL foelgv_pailal mean lq_awlo¢cilitatIo_ NOISE FROtl St_LL PUMP MOUNTED ON TWO TgUCK

,o. LHLH =°'"::="°"°'":<""°°'"°°=°'"'"""-"<"the large pump warranted a more detailed invest-

7¢ ....... _ igation to discover why the pump wa_ radiating more

tt ttt "°'°°°"""""'"=°":'"°'":"°"'°°"'°°:°°........................ desirable to compare b_se and flante mounted pump_
Eo lind If the type of mounting made a slgnlflcant

bC dlfforonco to the nolso radiated by tile pulp, Since

I1 71• • tile tlngimQo is not yet in production in e
flango-_ountod fopm_ tiles comparison had to be made

SG with Clio smaller tllnimoc pumps.

! A very _lmtl_r Minlmec pump _pectftcstlon is
'0 fitted to LWD g cylinder inline engines, made by
'i) 40 different truclc msnufaeturers, which have _imilar
., I00 300 _00 Ik _W 5k low 20k r_tod power Output.i ' ..... MOlllle ...... Ml_lmia FRIEQUENCYHt
"" It w_s felt desirable to comparo agoln the
:_ Fig. 3 - NOI_O radiated by vlbl-stlon of pump noise spectra e_tlmated from mean square spatial

surfaces measured I metro from pump centre vibration levol_ wlth noise IiIoasLIrementN when the

Comparisons of noise mOasuroNegts gad gol_]e pUmbe wore oxpoNed On otherwise load-Jachotsd
derived _rom eurface vibration of pumps mounted on engines, The oomparlsoll I_ made for tbo

the quiet rig have given experimental values for tile flange-gounted pump (engine g) in Fig. d. The
': radiation efficiency and dlrocttvity of each pump, spectra at the top of Fig. ,to show tile _pettrum of

The measurements are t_kon in rooms with kno_ noise from the pump exposed on a lead-jacketed
ncotlstlcal prop0rtios. The radiation efflolvncy engine (_olld circles) compared with the noise of

! (and dlroctlvlty) rlso from a low valu_ at low Cllo complete engine without any load _achot (solid

frequencies to a peak at a frequency between I and squares) and the noise measured when both engine
t] d hllz (depending upon the size and _tlffn0ss of the and pump were covered by the lead JaeNot (crosses).
, fuel Injection _u_lp). Tha Slope below tills Tile crosses are too close to the solid circles for

f_equoncy i_ approximately 20 doclbels per decade accurate measurements to be made over much of the

increase in frequency. The Blobs above the peak is frequency spectrum. This indicates that the noise

if approximately zero. The radiation efficiency is trsnsralttod throilgh the load Jacket from the englne

!'! similar to those for fundamental god odd numbered surfaces is as high or hlghur in lsvel than that
hsrmonles calculated by Wallace (131, The structure radlated by the pump surfaces. This result showsi

;i of the pump has a large number of normal modes and
it is _utte possible that odd-numbsred Nodes (which

I_ are shown by Wallace to radiate more offlclently NOISE I METRE FrOM PUMP _URFACE5

' '°< , 111i lIlll/J: for peak radiation offlclency) a_e responsible for BANDSRL.

::5 most of the _ol_o radiated by the pump, _ • _l_._ "-_

, are draWn in Fig, 3 to Oonvort tile spatial mean 2xlO'_/m / _
:'_) square acceleration, measured In decibels re lg l •

"_'_ (0.HI metreit/_ie_ _) to the not_o measured opposite OC--i=-_
_! tho _liddlo of the pNp, to the side of the pLli_pl

:ri and I metre fro, the centre of tlio pump. The noiseradiated by the whole of the pump _urfaco (both 70

_! sides, top, bottom and ends) is assumed to radlats _O

;, over . hemisphere for a distsnce of aboub 1 metre _II_ -_ I l_tfrom the pinp duo to reflections from the engine _- #

acoustically bard floors or the road surface may ,>

interact with the directly radiated noise, The /_

dlrecttvity of both MaXIIoc and tllnimec is I_mall 70 ri_

/111The noise spectrum derived from _pattal m_an
square vibration levels is compared with the noise _c
radiated by a pump exposed on iin otherwise load _o 200 500 2k 5k lOW

Jacheted engine in Fig. 2b. There is l'oasonsble FREeUENCY Hi

agreelent ovei" the spectral range 800 }lz ¢o TESTSWith ENGINE RUNNINGAl_8OOriillll_ FU_LLOAD
2.g kIIZ and at g hllz. There ore _igalfIcanb i Enllnt runnt_g wilhout Lead Covert
differences below 630 llz whore ths pump 1_ less • Pump_¢_ild wllh Engine5urta¢ll ¢_lrl_ WLead Jechit
able to radiate noise, and at 3.15 kllz, Ilowsvor x pumpand Engine5url_cu _ll co, lied byLead J_c_lt
the results co,firm the results from the partial TE_TSWITHPUMP MOT_ED ON SIATIONARYENG[NE

lead jacket experiment, ibdlcating thai the pur_p _ Er_il oa_ pumpwithout Li_d Covlrl
radiates I_OpO hOllO when _euntod O_ _ rtlnlling 0 _m_ _lpoild _11__n_lnl Su/la¢ll COVirldb# _eod J0Ckll
ebgine than it does when _uounted on the quiet rig. + F_mpmd Eng_l 5urldcil ell _avirid b#Lead Jackli
Thi_ _ight be due to extra vibration exoitaCion
from souroes within the engine, or it might bs Fig, 4a - Ylangs-f_ount0d in-line pump on begins _l_ I
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NOISE ESTIMATEDIMETRE FROM PUMP SURFACES (addition signs). Despite the elimination of engine
IOO excitation, the noise radiated by engine surfaces t

_]OCTAVE through the lend Jacket, was hlgh enough to pr0elude
BANDS_L. accurate measurement of pump-radiated noise over

gc much of the frequency range. Another result from

2xi{_sN/m_ _Ill_r and radiated hy the engine surfacesp csnirihutos_ significantly to tbo over_ii eagine noise in the

• bands, on engine g with a flange-mounted pump.

.. _ltheu_h unsatisfactory a8 measurements Of
7C

J / pump-radiated noise in their own right, the spectra

"_"_.. *" in Fig. 4a were used to chock noise levels estimated

l from pump surface vibration. Tile noise levels
60 measured with the pump exposed on a load-Jacketed

"9"0 engine w wore corrected by subtracting the intensity
Of noise radiated when both pump and engine wore

8C covered by load Jackets. These corrected levels for

/ . ' _"A_ ,.e- / _ corrected noise measurements agree closely with pump• .,.,_., noise estimated from vibration measurements above
TC] ]_ 1.4 hllz, when the enginewasdrivtng the pump, When,iI

/ *,, _'[ the same comparison is made for the pump motored ona stationary engine, the results are close whore

6_0 200 500 Ik 2k _ IOk pump-oxclted_ ongine-radlated noise was hlglt
FREQUENCY HI (below i kRz and around 6.3 kllz). Between 1,1 kHz

and 3.5 kllz the comparison is less encouraging but
TESTSWITHENG_E RUNNING AT2_OO rtvs/ml_ FULL LOAD

• Pump E_po*ld Corrs=ted lot Engt* NOiScwhlch still within 5 dE*
B_¢0ks11_mu_hL_adJockll An attempt was made to repeat this check

& NoiseEml_altdfrom PumpM¢onSq'_r¢ Mbmtion V¢lodtF procedure for the base-mounted pump sad its engine
TEST5W_THPUMP MO]ORED ON STATIONARY[NGIN_ but the levels of noise with the pump exposed on a

AT 14_t@_S/m_ FULLFI_ELLING lead-Jacketed engine wore so close to the noise with

= PumpEXFO_dCocr_citd forEr_¢Nds¢_r¢ok T_ou_h both pump and engine covered with a lead Jacket,
¢ NmS¢Eld=atcdfrom PumpMt_ Squirt _qbtatlonV¢lOc_tl that no useful results could be obtained by this

method.
Fig, 4b - Improved estimates of noise radiated by This work has confirmed the conclusions drawn
surfaces of fl_ge-mountod lnltno pump on engine 'g'

fro_ th_ prollmlnary measurements on the Maximoo

and largo naturally aspirated englno (engine A) and
how the lead Jachet technique Is even leas accurate
for small pumps that it was for the gaxlmec in NOISE IMETRE F_OM PU_P

Fig, g, I 9C

fuel pt_p_ _o the pump may be run on a stationary
e_gi_e, TO do fhl6_ the idle_ gear was re,eyed B4ND _L.

connected to the gear which was mounted on the pump 2z_jSN/m a . ..,.:21:....ca_shagt. This proaerved the flywheel effect of

Coupling* was uned to allow for mlsallgnmont Cqltulottd /ilg'between the hydraulic drive motor and the camshaft tro_ i' _-. /" "-

axis, By driving the pump on a stationary engine, Wbratlon 6c _'" ] "*"'_" "

reduced, and It was expected that the

pump-radiated noise might be measured more 50 Y" "

Padlnied by the pump when it was exposed on an II
otherwise lend _acketed engine (open cirele_ in 4_FI I. 4a) was compared with the overall nolso from _00 500 Ik 2k 5k IOk

pump and engine surfaces without any lead Jacket FREQUENCYHz
(open squares) and with noise radiated when both

pump and engine were covo_ed by load jacket_ FLANGE.MOUNTED PUMPON ENGINE

• PumpDrivenb_ EngineRunnin9 at _800 fl¥|l_i_ FullLOGd

* A coupling permitting parallel mtsaltgnment of • _mP Mot0fld e ;1Nat_ gnglh¢ Vie Oldh0m C0upll_
coupled shafts, It eonsist_ of a pair of flanges at 1400 fcvs/mi_FullFuelling
carrying dlamotrally disposed dogs on their opposed BASE-MOUNTED pUMp
face_. The_o dog_ mate with 4 slots in a floating • P_mpMototcd on Oul¢t Rfg at [lee r¢_s/_d_l PollFu¢llltl<J
disc; the slate arc arranged at right angle_ to

each other on a common pitch circle, illustrated Fig, 5 - Noise radiated from pump surfaces with
in Fig, 7. different mountlnga and drives
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loads to the oonclua$on that pump-radiated noise
Hay be ostim_tod more tlccurateIy _ro_ measurements
of surface vibration and a simpltft0d radiation

efficiency curvoj than it may be measured by load _ __,_._j,,._

Jacket techniques, Accordingly all comparisons _,_,a_

boCwoon engines n and C were made with noise _ '_)_

spootra esf, irflatod from meiln BE]nape Burfaeo __

vibration levels, _._ _

RO_IPARIGON OF PNgP-GADIATNE NOISE WITE DIFFERENT
EOUETING UNACKETN AND DRIVE COUPLINGS

FLANGE-MOUNTING ON ENGINE COMPARED TO

pump-radlated noise have boon compared with the

cocop°.pinthreeco..lag/driveoon,iRurattonson engine N in Pig. E:- I _ :"' L "Y

(i) Pump mounted and driven by a running engine. S

(iil) Motmted and driven by the quiet ris. •

The increase in noise (above that measured on the
quiet rig) duo to mougttn g the pump on the engine
is large above 400 IIz; it is larger than tNo
similar results obtained for onEino A (Fig. 2),
The noise radiated by the pump when motored upon a
stationary engine is similar to the noise radiated nucns CAV CE coupling 01dbam coupling adapted
by gho pt_p Whilst drlvon by n running engine designed to drive pumps for drlving pumps
above 500 Ilz (wltbin 3 dB over best of this

frequency range), For theSO tests the coupllng
between the hydraulic motor and the Near mounted FIE, 7 - Couplings used to drive fuel Injection

on the pump camshaft W_S an Oldham coupling witb pumps

NOISE IMETflE FROMPUMP a Tafnol* disc which wI#s a tight prose _it on the
90 sliding dogs. Thin result sugRested that soma

lll_lVE feature Of the mounting was responsible for causing
bAND_P the pump to radiate more noise, although it was

possible that residual backlash in the Oidbara

dare Coupling and timing gear rattle mlgbt cause drive
gRH_IH/ma _, line impacts which were not present on tNe quiet

"I_...! rig,
Co[cul_ted t FLANGE MOUNTING COMPARED bITE EASE ROUNTING

I¢om ON sIgILAR ENGINES - NOISe levels derived frot_

VIbcatlOn6C pump surfgco vibration measurements Wore compared
gC for two pumps with slmllaz* retinae mounted on two

engines of simtlar size and ratine but of different
_lanufaoturo.

A ginlmoc pump was mounted to one angina by

the flangej (part Of the governor chamber end plate)
which was bolted to a e_st aluminium timing cover.
The camsbgft o£ tht9 pomp married a gear wheel
wbich acted as a flywheel, and which meshed with
tile timlnE gear idler of the angina, Wbon tble

pump was botsg motored whilst mounted on the

Io0 ;_00 500 Ik _k 5_ IOk _tatlonary engine, the idler gear was removed grid a
FR_OUEN_YHI hydraulic motor drove a shaft attached to the gear

TESTS WrTH ENGINF'_RUNNINGAT24OOrev$/'ml_FullLood via an Oldham coupling, The coupling wals arranged
• gngle_ _ With Pl0_¢-_ouRIld In,lln¢ Pump to be a tight press fit to mlnl_ise bXloklasb,

_n_lftlCwlth _o1¢"l_O_htedIndl_l_P_'_p A similar Mlntmaa pump was mounted to the

TESTS WffH PUMPSMOTOREDAT ItOO reef/rain F_IIfu¢llln9 engino crankcase via an L-shaped aluminium alloy
ON_ETATIONARYENGINE5 brackot, which was stiffened by two webs, Four

• E_lln_gwlth Fla_lt.mounted I_./In¢ Pump bolt8 secured the bracket to tbo ollgllte crankcase

¢_ Eft_I_gCwIIh Nl¢._OtCd in.lln¢ puntp panol_ and four more bolts secured the base Of bbe

Fig. E - Comparison of noise radiated by two * Tufnol is a proprietary plaatlc material which is

G-element pumps mounted on two engines with similar reinforced by laminated elotb fabric. It Dos high
r_ted power strength and stlffn_ss,
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Mlnimoc to the bracket, This pump was driven vln a valve gear.
short _h_ft from the timing goa_ cu_o with a When the hl_e-muuntud p_ltp wu_ motored o_ the
coupling similar in principle to that aped on the stailon_ry engine, the spectrum of pump-radiated
quiet rig, but wlhh the addition of hard noise was 5 to 15 dB lower than noise radiated from

rubhor-btJBhes_ to accommodate arly misalignrflont flange-mounted pump, over the frequency range 700 gz
between gear and camshaft contro lines, to 8 k{iz (Fig, 8). Tbis represents u very largo

The comparison between the noise r_dlstod by improvement in pump radiated noise, and it brings it
the pumps (estimated from pump _urfaco vibration) within 5 dB of the noise P_d_atod by the same pump
is shown in Fig, g witb both pumps being run at on the quiet rig above 700 Hz, However, when the
lgO0 rev_/mln, full fuelling, which corresponds pump wa_ driven by tbo engine, the noise radiated
to the maximum r_ting of engine g, The base-mounted by tbo base-mounted pump was similar to that
pump radiated lo_u noise than tl_e flange-mounted radiated by the flange-mounted pump (Fig, 8),
pump when driven either from the running engine
(_olld points) or when driven by a hydraulic motor EFFECT OF COUPLING
via an Oldham coupling whilst mounted on stationary
engines (open points). This result seems to Results from teats with the Mlnimoc pump
indicRto that ba_o-mounting configuration la flange-mounted to ongJno g, driven by _ hydraulic
superior in some way to flango-mountingp both with motor via a CR coupling may be comparsd with
the manufactuPer_ drive arrangements from Funning results from similar tests in wblch ibo flange-
engines, and with similar driven from a hydraulic mounted pump was driven via an Oldham coupling in
motor, llowover _he moun_tng may not be the only FIg, g (tap), Thoz.o is a reduction in pump-radiated
influence of work; and an attempt was made to noise of 5 dB or more in tbo 1/3 octavo bands
o_tablish a common basis for mounting comparisons centred on 1.25 kHz, 1.g kllz, 2,5 kgz and 3,15 kllz
botweon flange and base _ountings on the same when tbo rubber CR coupling is substituted for the
engine with the same pump and with uimllar drive Oldham coupling; oven thoughtho Oldham coupling was
arrangements. _ tight press fit. The effect of coupling back-

la_h was oxplorod more thoroughly in the
Jl C05_PARISON OF FLANGE AND BASE MOUNTING CONFIGUR- base-mounted configuration,

; ATIONS ON ENGINE _ An 01dh_ coupling which had boon in use for
_omo time Iwhich had discornuble backlash,wa_

• Tbo mounting for the fuel injection pump on compared with a now coupling which was machined to

_i engine g was changed from the original flange give a force fit between dogs and mating slots in

i mortaring to a new ba_o-mouniing configur_tion, the tufnol disc. With tbo aid of _t stroboscope, it
_: similar to that of engine C, A _pocial pad was could be seen that the backlash was taken up as

_i p_oparvd, on the crankcase of engine B, _o take the pumping, torques were applied, with an impact as the

}.I bracbot fro_ engine C, which was bolted to the NO{SE I METRE FROM PUMP

!Z crankcase. The bus_ oZ the pump (for engine B) 90
was bolted to this bracket such _hat the camshaft r/3C_TAVE [ J

axis wa_ the same as in the flan_e-maunivd BANDSPL. J'! configura_ion, but the pump was lOOmm furtber away S_ •

contact between tile pump flange and the timing 2Xl_N/m _ _-" :r_?:;_:,,, '-'_a._Z.._. I,.
cover oar to whtcll It had boon secured in the .I _, '1

I The drive to the ptt_p camshaft was from the Colrufot_d "_from "_l::..
same gear in the timing gear train I _la a shoPt glbrQtlo_ ,.*'

Bh_ft and a Luoa0 CAV CRIOO coupling. This coupl- b_! ,jing was chosen as the clo_esc equivalent of the [
pU_lp drive shaft _sod On engine C, which could be /ln_talled in the _p_co available. Tbt_ typo of 5E

in Fig. 7, consiat_ o_ two flanges ouch with 4, g '"' " .' I'/ t
or 8 dogs which are separated by a rubber annulu_ _*

carrying 8, 12 or 16 lobe_ rospoetlvsly, The 7El :_ .. . v._ "
lobes fit between the doge when tho fl_tlgeB are _ : * ' ,,,.V""'
brought together. The drive places the rubber / ', _'_ _,_ "_ ,"
Zoboa in compression, giving a torsionally stiff 6C _'_"J:l:_ " ' '¢ i"
drive. Th_ coupling l_ ably to tako up small I00 200 500 Ik 2k 5k IOk
_l_altgnme_t_ of th0 d_lv_hgft afld pLOp _a_sllaft. FREQUENCYHz

The noise radiated by _ho pump wa_ estimated from ENGINE _UNNING AT 28OOrevl/mln FullLood
surface vibration measurements with the engine _ FiQ_e._ounte d pu_p Oir_ct Gl_f Drive

driving the pump through the CR coupling, _nd with W B_¢-mounted P_p CRIES RQbbirCc_Jpl_g
the hydraulic motor driving the pump through tlte

PUMP MOTOgED ON STATg_N_ EtChiNgA_[4OO_n FuliFullll_
CR coupling, The pump was driven by the hydraulic
motor through the OR coupling in the flange mounted a Fta_g¢-mountedPump CR leo Rubber CouNirR
configuration also to provide a b_so/fla_o _ gall.mounted Pump cRIeS R_bberCouplin9
comparison in which tho drive, pump and s_gino woro Fig, g - Comparison botwoon flnngo-and baeo-mountlng

the snmo. This comparison IS also froo of of samo in-llno pump on origins g
torsional vibratiolt from the engine crankshaft and
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NOISE IMBTRB FROM PUMP has increased tbo pump surface vlhrntton_ aver the

EC levels measured when the pump was motored on n

gAND S.PL, ' "_"_" /"
%. .," i_' _ evident in Fig. B,i A comparison (Fig. 10) of the crankcase

211dlN/m I 4? \'_ for the bracket shows that the crank-

6C ease of engine D vibratod much moro than that of
gC I II engine C, (The vibration levels moasurod have boon

: converted into equivalent pump-radiated noise using
the sane procedure and radln_ion effiolonc y aA used

- for pump surface vibration, as if the pump radiated8C

_'t Vibrot_ vibration,) The difference between the vibration
__ _ , spectra of two casino crankcases is similar to the

i'- ,)_ difference between noise spectra of base-mounted:,_ ; .,.V' .,_ pumps driven by tile engines D and C whilst they
j _9,,, ...i

" " _nd above 3,5 kRz), Those test rosultg show tbat60 _-R.._" were running (wltbln 3 dg botwe0n 400 gz and 1.8 kllz

less noise than the flange-mounted pump on engine g
50 when the excitation is from internally-generated

I00 200 500 Ik 2k 5k fOk
p_p forces alone. Unfortunately the _rnnkcase Of

SREOUEJ_CCYHI engine B vlbrate_ _uch more than that of engine C,
FLaNGE-MOUNTED MINtMEC MOTOREDON STATIONARYENGINE B go when the pump wag mounted to the crankcase of

4 Pump Drtvcnvie Tufnol Ofdhom COUplingPr||l Fit engine B I engine excitation increased the noise
• Pump Dttven _0 CRIOO Rubber COUF4k_ IOVOIS to match those of the flange-mounted

{Pump DVlVlGIQr Securedm Co_mhoftinbothCases) configuration,
bAS_-MOUNTEO MINIMffC MOTORBD ON STATIONARYENG[Ng 5

".: ,_. Pump D_¢n _Q Tutnol Oldh0m Co_lJ_ Slld*ngFit CONCLUSEONB

:i 1 ,_JmpD_fl _ l_fnol Oidhom Cou_llP_ ForceNtP_np C_k_a _0 CRIOO Rabbit Co_ol_rg To mc_suro noise frog fuel injection equipment
'_ off g running engine by the "load Jacket** toebniquo_/: Fig, 9 - Effect o£ backlash in drive to pump cam-

i shaft a Jacket is required wbieh is capable of attenuating
: engine-radiated nols_ by 15 to 20 dg OV_P the

,:; dPlve wa_ taken up. The spectra of pump-radiated freguenoy _n_go 505 Bz to IO kRz* This might be
achieved with a multiple layer Jacket supported

: not_e, derived from _urfaco vibration measurements, away from the engine (without absorbent in contact
., measured with these two couplings sbowed a largo

with engine surfacos); but Chore would be difficult-
7!_ difference in pu_p-radlatod noise, Fig. 9, It must

los in sealing the surfaces of the load _achot:] be emphaSlsed that this noise i_ not radiated from
around the bump and pump drive shaf_;_ a_d the ovor-

,:r.., the coupling itself, duo to impacts a_ the coupling all Jacket might have to be so thick that it wouldbacklash is taken up, when the pump begins to force
fuel into the injector pipe, (This is a separate change the acoustic radiation from the rear of the

'._r, problem i_nd it has boon a well-known source of pump. Assessment of the noise radiated by the pump

t_i nol_o on pump test bonches,) NC_SE JMETREFROM PUMP

When the Oldb_J_ oouplII1g wa_ replaced with a EQUIVALENTTO BRACKETVJRRATION
Lucas CAV type CR1OO rubber coupling, the nols_

:t' the special tlghg Oldham coupling, over _ost of 8aNDE_L

the frequency tango, This small dlfforonce could / F"_

rather than backlash, It is possible that the 2_i_im2 .'#/'_

flange mounted pump was excited by impacts ,_, ., , ,' f_-_,,,
_: between drive gears whilst the engine wa_ running, - _ ".
i Apart from the offoct of drive line backlash on CQIcu[oIld ""

tr_ i •
_ _oIso_ it tncroaso_ llno-to-llne, and flhot-to-sbOt_ VlbtotlO_ _* . , ._
:_ scatter in pump delivery; on those grounds alone It 6C: ' u'

EFFECT OF ENGINE VIBRATION ON PUMP-RADIATED NOISE 5o

When the pt_nps wore drlvon by englne g 111 FREQUENCY HI
flango-mou_tod sad bfl_o-motmted conftguratton_
tbo spectra of put, p-radiated noise wore similar. VIBRA_ONOF BRACKETWHgR5 ATTACHEDTO CRANKCASE

Examin_tlon of the spectra ill Fig, 8 show8 that • gp_lh¢8 Conw_ d ft0m Fl_n01._0u_(ip_

the noise froN tho baso-mouatod pump has boon _ EO_I_¢C _||lEfl¢_ _l Bos¢-t_ountlng
increased as a result of running tile e_glno, Thls

suggests that vibration originating from tile engine Fig. lO - Vibration of Brackets with Engines Running
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s_rfaces irsm Chu sp_tlul _uun squaru vibration
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A COHERENCE HODEL FOR PISTON-IHPACT GENERATED NOISE

P. A. Hayes, Cummins EnBIn_ Co,, Columbus,
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J. F. Hnml]ton, Dept. oE Hech. fng., Purdue

University, W. Lafayette, Indlana, U,S.A.

charglng can reduce combustion nolse emlsslons _o

ABSTRACT the level _hat reduction In mechanlenl noise Is

n_eded t_ further reduco engine nols_.

An experlmental s_14dy was conducted to Pls_on impact, i.e.. th_ Impnctlng caused by

Investlgate piston-lmpac_ generated nola_ in _he la_er_l motion of plston_ acr_s_ the cylinder

diesel engines. A cohecence model was u_ed to clearances, has been shown co be a major noise

represent the nols_ generating mechnnlsm_ oE source In Inter_al-combus_1on engines (10-12),

the engine. The model was applled _o an In-l_ne _lls fact _s eapeclally _rue in turbo-charged

turbo-charged diesel en_i._. Frequency response _ngln_s Wllere, desplto the very smooth cylinder
fu_ctlons _ere measured between the cylinder pressu_ deve1_pmen_ _he pi_on slde-force

llner v_bra_ion a.d the _n_Ine I1olse, and Increases at a much higher r_e and achieves a

between _he combu_tlon pressure and the _n_In_ higher peak value immedla_ely followlng TDC. The

nolse. The nolae cohecen_ w1£h plst_n impacts change in pls_on a_de-_orce is du_ co _he high
was separated f_om the nolae coheren£ w_h cylinder pressures. Th_ wldeapre_d acceptance of

combustion. Culd_lln_s _re presented showln_ _u_bochargln_ s_iggests _hat research in _he dlre_-

how the results of _he coherence model may b_ _lon of reducing _he no1_e produced ])y plst_n

used for engine design and noise predlc_i_n. Impacts is needed,
i_ Some nnalyclca_ studies have been carrled
:_ out o. the mo_Ion o_ the piston across the cyllnder

!_ clearance (13-i6). Fleldlng (16) provldes the

most elaborate equatlons of motion for the plston
by accounting for th_ lateral and _gula_ .lotion

_' SINCE THE INTfCBUCTION OF T]{E DIESEL _NGINE as a of the plston. References (15) and (16) use the

power p_nt, engine _slgners have been very f_n_l velocity of the pls_on _o calculate an
a_entlve _o performance characterlstlcs. This "_mpac_ energy" (k_neClc energy on l_pact). They

need is ent_sfled by _he hl_h-pe_formance power use this quantity to estimate nolse _educ_ions for
plan_s in corm_e_c_al use todny. Dn_II _he early
19601s the no_se outpu_ of these commere_l changes in engllle parameters. Had_ad a_d

d_esel en_ne_ was marg_nally accep_a_l_ to _he For_escuo _17) used _n analo_ computer _Imula-

publ1_. }{owevar_ recen_ concern for publlc heal_h tlon _o 111ustrate the llner dlspl_ceme_t (using
has _orced le_i_luL1ull oi_ nolse reduccion, This a t_o-mode expa_slon) c_used by p_ston impact.

le_islatlon h_s necessitated substantial r_sear_h U_ing _hls _i_ula_ios, _]leeffect of engine load
in the area of diesel e_glne noise, and cyllnder clearance on l_ner vlbra_ion wn_

Prlor to 1940, mos_ dlesel engine nolse illu_tr_ted.

_ese_rch pertained to r_duclng "_.glne knock" by A conslder_hle amoun_ of exp_rlm_n_al

mean_ of improv_n_ _]leburni_ properties of the r_search has also 5sen carried ou_ on plston_

ey11_der cembus_lon process (i-4)*. Owr _he l_pacc noise (18-22). Hos_ of _hls research is
las_ decad_i most of _h_ dle_l englne nolse l_volv_d wlth experlmen_ally v_irylng _nglne
sources hnve been Isolated, Jenkins (5) has parameters and noting cha_ss _n snKine nolss.

_ankcd _he varlou_ nolso sources ac_ordlng _o So_i_ experlmental r_search has been done on _he
actual mo_ion of _he pls_on across _he cylinder

_helr 1_p_rtance. I_ _neral, _or n_turally

aspirated engines, the combustion pcessure excttn- clesra_ce (23-2_). ]Iowever, _hls e_psrtmen_al
_1on is _he g_eat_s_ contributor _o noise, with research wa_ dlrected at a particular _yp_ of

_he plsto_ Impact s_rce a close _ec_nd, and the d_esel en_i_e and is v_ry _mpi_c_l, Th_s

_ther mechnnleal impacts (_uch as bearing impacts, information, though useful_ is no_ _e,arally

valve _raln an_ o11 pan vlbration_ th£rd. Thls nppllcable _o englnes of dlffersnt _Ize or geo-
fae_ has _esui_ed i_ _esearch In _he area of me_rlc configuration.

com_ustlo_ noi_a (5-9). _Qr _ur_-char_ed en_in_s Recently, a lar_ portion of the research on

_addad, Prlede, and Pullen (I0) h_ve shown tha_ dlesel englne noise h_s been in the area of "nolsesource iden_Iflcatlon," In this type of qual1_n-
piston Impnc_ _s the predominant _olse source.
Andert_n and Duggnl (ii) also found t_lat turbo- tlve re_earch, n nolse source of Interes_ is

Isolated either by masking contrlbu_1ons of o_her

no_ae s_urce_ or hy removln_ the noise s_urce and

no_in_ Che difference between the orl_Inal and

*Numbers in parentheses de_gnnte Re_erences at modlfled sound. Nlth this technique, _he con-
_he e_d of paper _rlbu_ion of _he noise source _o the _o_al noise

$AE_.79/80/SD2,50
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can be estimated. Tile limiting factor in this project has focused primarily on the piston

method of source identification is that the phase impact and vlhration near TDC.

informntlon accounting for the Int_rsctlon bctwe0n Cylinder liner vibration during combustion

sources (providing reinforcement and cancellation consists of two parts, a hlgb-frequency vibrn-
of sound pressure) is not taken into account, tion lasting about 2 mace, followed by n much

Because of the loss of the pbnse information, the lower frequency vibration lasting about 3 msec,

total sound predicted by summing the eontrlbutioss Tbese characteristics are illustrated in Figures

of each source usually results in an erroneous ]b, e, and d. Tbe auto-spectra for tbe four

total sound prediction. The coherence function

and frequency response techniques are potentially

useful in tbi_ regard, Recently these technlquea

have beer used to diagnose noise sources on ' ' ' 'TDC' ' ' i

oomplexvibrating ocblnery(25- 7andto

estimate the structural-acoustical response of

diesel engines (28-30). Utilizing these tech-

niques, the total coherent noise ca. be divided •

into portions uniquely coherent to eacb source
and a portion arising from the common eoberenco
between sources, (b) i

In this paper the problem of piston impact _ l_noise is approached using a coherence theory _ 0

technique. The overall objective o[ the study
w_s to develop a seml-emplrical model useful for c_

p_edicting piston-impact noise from basic design _ O i {c} _'information such as combustion characteristlca _ _.

end piston/cylinder liner geometry. The cober- -
ence theory is used to develop a two-input,
single-0utput model of diesel engine .else, (d}

This paper discusses the formulation of that
model and tbe experimentation required to deter- 0
mine certain frequency response functions
relating tbe input and output variables of the
model for an in-line, turbocharged, six-cylinder --_ _---bmsac

diesel engine. A future paper* discusses a i , , I I I I I

piston impact and cylinder vibration model that Tlme(msec}
is used in conjunction with the ooberence model

to predict piston-impact noise, Fig. 1 - Typical cylinder liner acceleration time-
histories for full-load engine condition:

TI_IE DOMAIN AND AUTO-SPECTRAANALYSIS (a) one complete cycle [720° of crankshaft re,a-

As a preliminary to the coherence model, Clan). (b) major piston impact response near TDC

several experiments were conducted to determine during combustion. (c) higb-frequency portion of
the cbaraeteristics of plston-lmpact induced vibration, (d) low-frequency portion of vibration

cylinder liner vibration and no_se. As a part

of the experimental study, aceolerometers were

mounted an tilethrust side of the eyli.der
li_cr: =ta positiolt 70 mm (2.75 in.) from tile

top of the cylinder liner. A typical full load

(2100 rpm, 865 ft.lb,) liner vibration time- vibration signals in Figure 1 appear in Figures

history is sbown in Figure in, for approximately 2a, b, e, and d. It is evident that whl]e the

720 ° of crank angle. As c_n lle seen from Figure total vibration near TDC (Figure 2b) contains barb

Is, the most significant region of vibration low-frequency content and hlgh-freqneney conten_

(typically 125 G's maximum) begins sligbtly tlme first two milliseconds (Flgur_ 2e) contain

prio_ to TDC (top dead cen_er), and has a dura- only hlgb-frequency vibration centered around
ties of about 5 masc. Additional vibration can 6500 gz, Also, from time domain sample averaging,

be seen tbr0ughout tile tlme-bistory. This ibis bigb-frequency vibration was found to be a

vibration is due to five other piston impacts random vibration, probably due to random fluetua-

that may occur during the intake, expansion, and tions in the eyl_nder pressure. The last three
exhaust eyc]es, as well as vibration caused hy milliseconds of the signal contain vibrations _n

other mechanical impacts. Since the liner the 1500-3D00 Sz frequency range, which is char-

vlhra_ion during combustion is much greater than acterlstlc of piston impact (15).

the other vibrations, the research in this An important point in _be analysis is
i]lustrnted by comparing tbe auto-spectra in

Figures 2a and 2b. The only difference in the

spectral processing used to compute the spectra

• "A Model of Piston Impact for Internal Combus- in Figures 2n and 2b is that in Figure 2b the

tlon Engine Noise Reduction," A.F, Seyhert, noncombustion piston impacts, and background
J.F, Namilton, P.A. IIayes, Submitted for ASME vibration, were cleared from tbe data, This
Conference on Mechanical VibratioN, St. Louis,
_Io,, Sept. 9-12, d979 procedure essentially eliminated the random

error that is superimposed on the spectrum in
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Figure 2a. This procedure yields an improved
estimate of the true auto-spectrum (Figure 2h)
wl{=h smooth characteristics that are desirable

for data tnterpretntio_ purposes.

iļ
!_ i i i i 1
t;
z;

,0,
•

_: 1lilt (ms*el

iJ Fig, 3 - Typical cylinder pressure _tme-hi_ortes:

(a) unfiltered, (b) htAh-pass filtered at 500 llz,
[i and (c) typical engine noise time-history
11 ' ' I r I
ji 2 4 6 _ ' io
i!I Frequency(kH+l

! Fig, 2 - Spectra of cylinder liner vibration:
_' (a) one complete cycle, (h) major impact near TDC,
_ Figure _ shows _he full-load cylinder

_j (c) high-frequency portion, (d) lot_-frequency pressure and noise auto-spectra. These spectra
,,j portion are ensemble averages of 50 individual time

records. Each record was sampled for exactly

ill one full engine cycle (57 msec) to minimizeleakage error_ tile frequancy bandwidth was

:_ 1/57 = 17.5 gz. Low-pass filters ware used

to minimize aliaslng errors,
"!! glezoelectrlc pressure transducers were It can be seen from Figure 4a _hat the

mou_ted in the cylinder head to _tudy the cylin- cylinder pressure spectrum shows evidence of the
. der pressure. Figures 3a and 3b show typical presence of large peaks near 2400, 4600, and

unfiltered and filtered cylinder pressure time- 5500 Ilz. Independent =eats of this engine and

histories. The filtered cylinder pressure time- other engines using one-third octave spectrum
history was obtalned by p_sslng tlle pressure analysis confirmed that these peaks are not a
_ransducer signal through n higb-pass filter result of digital altasing error, Host diesel
wlth a break frequency at 500 HZ to reduce tile engines exhibit these so-called combustion or

dynamic range of the signal, go_h the filtered "bowl" resonances, These resonances are partle-

and unfiltered e_llnder pressure signals were ularly noticeable for turbo-charged engines
_'-_ very repeatable from cycle to cycle, because tim cylinder pressure spectrum Is reduced

Also included in Figure 3c is a typical at frequencies above I000 gz. 0nly tile flrsc

time-history of the full-load engine noise, resonance (2400 Ill) is usually observed for
:, Due to the complexity of the noise signal, naturally-aspirated engines. It is dtfftcul_ to
!_ visual correlation between It and the cylinder predict from _beory tile resonant frequencies of

pressure and llner vibration time-his_ortes is the combustion chamber, because the frequencies
: impossible. Clearly, a more sophisticated are highly dependen_ upon the temperature of the

approach is required to determine the relation- combustion gases, floweret, theoretlc_lly, the
r; ship between piston impacts and noise and second and third resonant frequencies are related
: between cylinder pressure and not_e, to tile first resonant frequency by ratios of
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1.7 and 2.1 respectively*. The corresponding It can be shom_ that O < y2 (f) _ 1 Physically,
frequency ratios from Figure 4n are 1,9 and 2.3. the ordtnnl_ coberence hmc_4on between two

From Figure 4b it can be seen that the noise quantltles x(t) and y(t) Is a measure of the

spectrum generally decreases with increasing degree of linear dependence between the quanCl-
frequency. However, it is evident that an A- ties. For complete linear dependence between
weighted sound level will be dominated by noise x(t) and y(t) the ordtna_ coherence function
in the 500-2000 gz frequency range, is unity. The presense of extraneous signaIs in

elclmr x(t) or y(t) will rouse the ordinary
coherence function to be less th_n unity,

It wa_ found tha_ when computing coherence

function0 Involving either cylinder liner vtbrn-

175 tlons or cylinder pressures, a much smoother

_t70 coherence function could be achieved by eleardnRall of tilesignal except the major portion Of
interest. As with the auto-spectra, one period

165 (=} (57 reset) of each signal was used in computing

coherence functions with lowpass filtering at

[60 4000 gz. The cylinder pressure from another

[55 cylinder was used to trigger all o_ tlm signals
to insure repeatability, and all specLra were

150 calculated by averaging 40 samples,

A typical ordinary coherence function

145 estimate between tWO cylinder preasures is sho_
in Figure 5a. Figure 5a shows high ceberenee at
le_ frequencies and a loss of coherence above

g

, B5 _ 2000 IIZ. The loss of coherence is due to the
dominance of random combustion pressure varda-

_N_ gtons at bigh frequency,
a A typical ordinary coherence function

75 _ estilnate between two liner vlbratlon _Ignals is
sho_ In Figure 5b. Figure 5b shows a hlgb

(b} _ coherence (y2(f) > 0.7) from 500-3q00 ll_.

65

0 2 4 6 8 I0

Fig. 4 - (a) Cylinder pressure spectrum, (o)_
(b) englne noise spectrum 0,5,

O.O

APPLICATION OF COHERENCE TIIEORY

The ordina_ coherence function y_y(f) be-

tween two quantities x(t) and y(t) is defined as:

_'° _
_ 0._

JS_(f) 12 (1) (b)

Y_Y(f) = Sxx(f) Syy(f) 0.0

I I I i

where 0 I 2 3 4
Fmqum_ (t_}

Sxy(f) = cross-spectrum between x(t) and y(t)

S (f) = auto-spectrum of x(t) Fig, 5 - (a) Orddnary coherence between cylinder
pressures, (b) ordinary coherence between liner

Syy(f) _ auto-spectrum of y(t) v_ra _don

*gee, for example, UTheo_etical Acoustlcs," F,H,

Morse, K,N. Ingard, NcCraw-l[lll, 1968, Section 9.2,
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The cylinder pressures and liner vibrations tions ff (f) and go(f) relating the inputs and the
producing noise can he considered as s multiple- output _f the system. Thts quantitative lnforma-
input, single-output system. Since cylinder t/on is quite useful in design models for assessing
pressures are almost fully coherent below 2500 ltz, the relative importnnee of structural and combos-
and since liner vlhratlons are almost fully tlon parameters affecting noise.

coherent for frequencies below 3000 gz, all

cylinder pressures can be combined into one
single input, and all liner vlbraclons can be

combined into another slngle input. A two-
input, single-output model representing combus-

tlon noise nnd piston impact noise is _hown in I_
FSgure 6. Y(t) I_ the tots] noise output, N(t) _A

is the extraneous noise (background and other

noise not coherent with either the cylinder

pressures or liner vibrations), p and v are the _ _
; typleal cylinder pressure and liner vibration _

inputs, and l_ and l_ are tits frequency response _N_o

functions between respective inputs and the engine _ _ ec
noise. Y'(t) is the noise coherent wl_h liner _

vibration and cylinder pressure. _ - _ Sta_o_ Pistons
70

_ _al_ WithMl_m¢_Ruml_ Ctmm_a

li
,Joo ' '

t) Fr_quancy(Hzl
p(l)

Fig, 7 - The effect of piston/cylinder liner

It) X{I) running clearance on engine ffolse

vii)

:J

_} Fig. 6 - Coherence model for a two-inpu% single- Since p and v in Flgur_ 6 are themselves! partially coherent, tile system equations are (31)_

i _ output system
_: svy(f) - nv(f) sw(f) + llp(f) gyp(f) (2)

il_ Spy(f) = He(f) S_p(f) + lip(f) Spp(f) 43)

where S , Sw, and Sop are tile input auto- and

_! crsss-s_ctra, where Svy and Spy are tilecross-
spectrn between each input and the output, and
where * denotes complex conjugate.

These equations can he solved for the fro-Some cauclon must be exercised in using the quency response functions IIv and H :i_ model shown in Figure 6. The outpu_ Y_(t) is p
_i the noise coherent with, but not necessarily

caused by, piston impact or combustion pressure. S gThl_ distinction is important because it means II = SvySpp - vp py (_)
that one _ust have prior knowledge regarding v SwSpp - Svpg_p
the importance of _he two inputs p(t) and v(t) in

producing the coherent noise Y*(t). In this . SvyS_
study other tests showed that the major _olse II = SvvSpy (5)- S S*
sources were indeed combustion and plstoo-lmpact P SwSpp vp vp
generated. Figure 7, for example, shows the

results of replacln_ the s_sndard pistons with

pistons hav_ng a ml.lmal runnlng clearance. Thls

was achdeved by using teflon inserts on the thrust All spectra were calculated using the follow-
and _ntl-thrust sides of each piston. Approxl- ing smoothing techniques: (1) low-pass filtering

mately a 3dg _eduction in noise was obtained in s_ _000 Hz, (2) using one period to reduce leakage

the 1go0 to 3000 Oz frequency rang_, One might 0rror, (3) clearing uncorrelated or inslgnifican_

ques_don the value of'the coherence model in data, and (4) ensemble aver_glng of 50 individual

Figure 6 df supplementary testing is required _o spectra to reduce random error, _he noise output
Justify the model, The coherence model allows y(t) was shifted 3.i msec to account for the time

age to determln_ the frequency responce fuse- delay between inputs and outputs (32).
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The liner vibration and cylinder pressure where * denotes a complex conjugate quantity, and

frequency response functions (magnitude only) where g' (f) is the pressure-vlbratlon coherent

appear in Figure 8. Because IIp is the ratio of noise. _te that the total noise Syy(f) is given
two pressure spectra, it is dimenslonloss and Is by:

plo_ced as n decibel quantity. The quantity I_
J: was made dimensionless by dividing by the refer- Syy(f) - Syy(f) + Snn(f) (7)
P once pressure (20 ups) and the acceleration of

gravity, where Snn(f) is the spectrum of tim extraneous
Both frequency response functions show that noise. The first term on tbe right side of

! the engine structure responds to excitation over Equation 6 is the noise coherent with liner
_,_, a wlde frequency range. Because there is a loss of

vibration only; tile second term is tile noise

! coherent with cylinder pressure only. The third
coherence between the cylinder pressures and

between the cylinder liner vdbrations below term accounts for any interactlon between com-

i_i 500 IIz and above 3000 llz, these frequency response buatlon and plston-lmpact noise. This term can

i_ functions are inaccurate In these regions. Tbe be positive or negative depending on the phase

j assumption that multiple Inputs (either cylinder angle of the complex quantity ll*(f)g (f)g p(f).
pressures or liner vibrations) can be respresented Figure9 shows the noise eo_eren_ wit_ cyl-

ii by a single Input is valid only in the 500-3000 Hz Inder pressure end the noise coherent wlth liner

" range, vibration. _ese data were calculated using the

firs= two terms in Equation 6. From Figure 9 it
can be concluded _hat the noise coherent with

_ii cylinder pressure is significant over a broad
-, frequency range below 2500 gz, whereas the noise

_:lii -3( coherent with liner vibration is significant only

:J (o] in a frequency range from 1200 to 2200 gz,

_.l'ii _ -4c

_-f c

_:_! _-gc
_.:_

;i i

_!
I_O0 IO00 2400

,5 Ftoquonc)"(Hz)

Fig. 8 - (a) Frequency responsQ between cylinder _

_m
70

i
:;_ pressure and noise, (b) frequency response
_ bQtween cylinder liner vibration and noise

_1 0 600 12C_ 1800 2400 _ $600 4200 4800
7*

!; Th_ noise t11a= is coherent with _he cylinder F_.quency(S=)

pressure and llnar vibration can be calculated

_i using:

_,_ Fig, 9 - (a) Noise coherent with cylinder pressure,

,'5 S'yy(f) = Jgv(f)J2 Sw(f) + Jgp(f) J2 Spp(f) (b) noise coherent with cylinder liner vihrat2on

:' 4" 2 Real [g*(f)Hp(f)Svp(f)] (6)
r[
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Figure I0 shows the term noise Syy(measured) and The model in Figure 6 can be used for design

the coherent salsa S_y(calculnted using Equation purposes if the frequency response functions are
6). Below 2500 gz most of the noise is coherent known. Ideally_ the frequency response function

with liner vibration and cylinder pressure, but would be determined analytically, but, in practice,
above 2500 Hz there is a significant amount of this is currently not feasible. It appears _hat

noise that is not accounted for by the model in the most realifltlc estimates of the frequency

Figure 6 (i.e., this noise is lumped in_o the response functlona are obtalnsd from runnlng_

noise component N(t) and is not identified with engine data, but frequency response functions have

either combustion pressures or cylinder liner been estimated from static engine tests (2g).

vibration). It should he noted by comparing A model of piston impact has hean developsd

Figures 9 and I0 that at certain frcquencles the by SaFes (33). Tbls model predlcts cylinder liner
total noise is les_ than the noise coherent with vlhratdon as a function of speed(led input para-

r_ either cylinder pressure 0nl F or liner v_bratlon meters such as platen/cylinder geometry and
:i only, At these frequencies the phase angle of combustion characteristics. A model sueh as this

the thlrd term in _quatlon 6 Is between _/2 _nd could be used, alon_ wl_h estimates of the fre-

_ 3_/2; therefore, the third term is negntlve, quency response functions Ev(f) nnd llp(f), to

Physically this means there Is phase caneellstlon predict plston-lmpact and comhustlon nolsn, u_Ins
between the noise coherent wlth combustion and Equation 6, for a wide range of piston/cylinder

piston impact, fleer geometries and combustion parameters.

_ Important platen-impact parameters such as piston

ma_s_ plston/cylltlder liner running clear.nee.

'" cylinder liner etlffness, injection timing and
peak cylinder pressure could he exnmlned.

SL_L_Ry

A _wo-lnput, single output model has been

'_ used to represent the combustion generated and

:_ piston-lmpact generated noise of an in-llne,

ao turbo-charged diesel engine. Experiments were!' _ conducted to determine frequency response fuse-

tions between the combustion pressure a_d between

)i the cylinder liner vlhration, The engine noise

coharen_ with each source (combustion and piston

_; _ impact) has been determined. 11mse data showed
_i that the engine structure responds mo,t strongly

over a wide frequency range from 500 to 3000 HI.

iltI Similar conclusions were reached from frequency

response measurements on a different angina (7,2g),
Additional measurements showed that plston-lmpnct

_i 0 600 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200 4800

_:! Ft4_ut_ I (Nil vibration occurs mainly in the 10O0 to 3000 IIz.. frequency raltge. Therefore. it Is not surprising
that piston impact generated noise is important

Flg, 10 - Total measured engine salsa (solffd 1/no) in tiles_me frequency range {Figures 7 and 9b).
_: and coherent •noise S' (dashed line) More study should be devoted to measuring and
,:t YY using experimental frequency response functions.

At present, the data base is quite limited, and it

iI is tlOt known how the frequency response functions
_i:l depend on structural factors such as engine can-
't • figuration, stiffness, and damping.
" APPLICATION TO DESION
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MODELING OF VIBRATION TRANSMISSION

IN ENGINES I'0 ACIIIEVE

NOISE REDUCTION

R.G. DcJong

J,E. Manning

Cambridge Collaborative
;i Camhridgc. Massachusetts
i-

to modify these internal sources to reduce
ABSTRACT _ho engine noise bare had some success with

f The vibration transmission in engine _n overall noise reduction limited to about
structures has been studied to develop 5-6dBA, However, because the internal

analytical models which predict changes In sources are closely connected with the per_
Cbe noise related vfbrnCton of Cbe engine formance of tile engine, reduction in the
as a function of d0sign changes in the _oise level often adversely affects the
engine components. Th_ models are based performance,
on Mibration me_suremeNt_ made on no_- The in_ernal sources do _o_ gc_0r_te
running engines. This paper outlines the noise directly but instead they generate
basic procedures for the necessary vibra- vibration which is transmitted to the ex-
Cton measurements and for the developmen_ Cornal surfaces where the noise is radiated.
of the models. Two example_ are given of The noise radiation from mechanical strut-

models developed for different vibration tures is well understood analytically only
t_ansmtssion paths in different englnes, for relatively simple geometries such as
The vibration transmission from the eyltn- rectangular flat plates and thin-walled

_: d_r p_essu_e Co the engine block t_ cylinders (6). For complex structures such
_ mod_lod for a 4 cylinder DI diesel engine as engines, the pre_ent understanding of
::_ and compared with a simulated vibration the noise radiation process is limited go

tra_mtssion measurement wtcb the engine expecimsncal _esults comparing the surface

:_ not running, The Vibration transmission vibration levels to the radiated noise (3,
from the engine block _o covers and 7). Th_ most effective method of reducing
sblclds is modeled for a 6 cylinde_ in- the radiated noise has boon to add shields

i_; Iln_ diesel and compared wdtb the measured over the engine surfaoo_ which can give up
vibration transmission with _be engine to 20dBA nols_ reduction in certain cases

.q running. (g). }lowever, tile addition of shields is

_!! often unsatisfactory because of _he in-
crease in wetgbt and the reduction of

• accessibility of the engine.
_: THE NOISE GENERATION MECIIANISMS of inter- The vibration of the engine is trans-

hal combustion engines continues to be a laltted from the internal sources to the

!_ subject of much lnterest and study. For external surfaces by moans of various

!_ purposeu of investigating the causes and transmlgslon paths through the mechanical

cures of engine noise, the noise genera- components of the engine. These tress-
: tlon mechanisms can be divided into three mission patbs are not easily identified and

I: stages: internal source, transmission their eharactorlstles are not well known.

I path. and external radiation. The inter- However. tile modification of these trans-
hal sources of noise in engines are forces mission paths to reduce the vibrational

which generate vibration and can be group- energy flow from tbe internal sources to

ed into two categories: gas forces and the external surfaces appears to be the

I meellnnleal forces (i)*. 2he major gas most promising method of noise reductionforc_. Che cylinder pressure due to cam- in Lhe future. Some attempts have boon

bustion, has been studied in great dotal/ made to modify the transmission paths by
in the pa_ and its dependence on the increasing tile stiffness of tile crank case

_! oper_tlng conditions of the engine has or isolating engine covers (2,9) with p_om-
!_ been well documented (2,3). Tile major istng results.

mechanical source ts geoerally considered Tht_ paper outlines a procedure which
to be piston slap wh£eb has been the sub- can be used to measure the varlous tran_-

Jest of considerable investigation (_,5) mission paths in the engine and develop

altbough the mechanism end its dependence analytical models which can give qua,tits-
on design and operating parameters of _ho tire estimates of the changes in vibration
engine is not fully understood. Attempts Cransmlsslon as a result of mechanical

design changes in engine components. If

_Numbers in parentheses designate Refer- tile design changes do not affect the way
ences at end of paper, the engine surfaces radiate noise, then a

EAEIP.Tg/OOI_)2,flO
Copydght © lflTgSocioty of Automotive Enlilneen, Inc,
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reduction in vibration tronsmlsalon to =he used to excite It st tile resonances and the

external surfaces will result in a torte- mode shapes of tile vibration were measured.
spondlng reduction in the radiated noise, gelow 3000 Nz these resonances were found

to be bending modes with the crank shaft

MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATION TNANSMISSION PATNS acting baslcally llke a beam. Above 3000

Nz tile modes shapos were difficult _o _eu-

The messuremenc of tile trsnsmisslon sure beoauso of the complicated mellon

of vibration in any mechanical structure coupling torsional, bending and axial
involves tile measurement of the response modes. This complexity would undoubtedly
(veloelty) at one point for a given excl- increase for crank shafts in englnea with
ration (force) at another point. Tbe more than four cylinders.

ratio of velocity to force Is called the The transfer mobility of the oil pan
mobility (Fig. 6) shows a large number of resonances

which are too close together to count from
Y = V/F (1) n measurement of this rasolu_ion. The

average spacing between the modes can be

The mobility (inverse of impedance) is calculated for a flat plate with the same
' convenient to use as the transfer fraction surface area S _nd thickness h as =lie otl

of a meehanlcal system because the _eson- pan using the formula (Ii)

_nces of the system appear as peaks in the 0.57 ha
mobility function. The ratio of velocity Af=
to force is a function of frequency and a S (2)

complete representation involves bo_h mat-

nitude [Y] and phase _. where c is tile longitudinal wave speed in

The development of digital signal tile material. Although tile exact frequency

analysis equipment has greatly fneilltated value of a given mode in the oli pan will
th_ measurement of vibration transmission be different from that of the corresponding

(i0). The instrumentation used for tile mode in the flat plate, tile average spacing

measurements in tkls study is shown in between modes remains the same. For the
Fig. I. A force impulse i0 used to excite oli pan measured in Fig. 6 the calculated
the structure and an accelerome_er is used average frequency sp_iclng is 20 fix,

to record the response. The impulse MODELING TIIE VIBRATION TRANSMISSION PATHS
hammer is equipped with a force gauge to

: measure the tnpuE force signal. Fi R . 2 }laving measnred the vibr_eton tress-
shows a typical tlme h_story and frequency
spectrum of the force impulse. TIle force mission characteristics of the Individual
spectrum indicates that the impulse has components of the engine, it is possible
e_ough energy to excite the structure at to combine tile measurements numerically to
all frequencle_ from 0-5000 Ilz. predict the overall vibration transmission

TIle transient force and response of the assembled components. However, this
signals are recorded and transferred to a does not give any information on how the

mini-computer where the frequency spectra physical designs of these components effect
of each signal and the mobility ratio are the vibration =rsnsmlsslon. Therefore it

calculated. The results are plotted and is more useful first to construct analy=i-
stored on disk for future usage. For the eel models of tile individual components and

measurements reported hare the frequency then to use the representstton of the model
to predict the overall vibration trans-

resolution of the spectral data is approx-
Imately 25 gz constant band wldth, mission. In this way changes in the design

Figs. 3-6 show examples of _bs mean~ parameters of the engine components can be

ured mobility functions for several tom- directly rela_ed to changes in tile vibra-
ponents in a four cylinder diesel engine, tlon transmission wlthln the engine.

Each component was measured whlla removed Two types of models can be used to

from the engine and freely suspended by represent _he vibration transmission char-
flexible cords. The piston-connecting rod aeteris=ics of the individual components.
assembly (Fig. 3) Ahows a resonance at First. when tile component has relatlvsly

about 4000 llz. Below this resonance the few resonances below the maximum frequency
of interest a lumped parameter or finitevibration transmls_£on eharae_erlstlcs of

the plston-c0nnectlng rod assembly Is con- element model (depending on the complexity
of the component) can be used to match the

trolled by tile stiffness of the connecting
rod. FiR. 4 shows the drlve-polnt mobil- transfer moblllty function over the fre-

ity (force and velocity measured at the quency range desired, As the number of

same point) of the piston top. Comparing resonances increases it becomes more dlf-
this with Fig. 3 indicates the difference ftcult to match the mobility functlon with

in the velocity level at either end of the this _ype of model. However, it may not be

piston-eonnectlz_g rod assembly. ,ecessary to match exactly every resonant

The crank shaft (Fig. 5) has several frequency if _ii one is In_erested it* is

resonances in _he frequency range of in- the average transmission in a frequency

rarest. To aid in understanding the band (such as a one-thlrd octave band). In
vibration of _h_ crank sha,ft a sbsker was _lliS case. if there ore more than about
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three resonant frequencies in the frequency ponent such as an all pan wblch is normally

band of interest, it is posslblo to use a connected to tile engine along it_ Edges.
statistical model of the componen_ using IN ord_r to construct _n SEA model for

Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) (12). the oil pan, the drive point mobility was
Nitb thls type of model the mobility rune~ measured at seven poln_s along the conner-

tion is matched only on tile average over tlon flange and tile result_ wer_ averaged.

caeb frequency hand, The following gives Tile model can then be used to predlct the

some examples of both type_ of modeling, average transfer mohillty from the edge of

PISTON MODEL - A lumped parameter of the all pan to arbor points on tile surface,

tile plston-connectlng rod can be construct- Fig, i0 shows a comparison b_tween tbe

od using _ method similar to that for model predictions and two measured transfer

synthesizing elecrrlc networks (ll). Tile mobilltles on tbo all pan. The eomparlson

'_ vibratlonnl motion is assumed to be purely becomes increasingly better at hlgber fre-

longltudlnal and a se_les of mass-sprlng quencios as the number of resonances I_
i_! elements are combined to match the rosen- each band increases,

ante and antl-r_sonanee frequeneles i_ the

;_I¸ drive poln_ mebllity of the piston top CONSTRUCTING TIIE gOHPLETE TRANSMISSION PATII
%, (Fig. 4). Dashpots are then put in paral-

;_ lel to tlle _prln_s to match the peak _mpll- The individual component models can be

_i tudes of the resonances. The resultiilg used to analytically connect tbe elements

i model of the piston and the comparison of togotber _o predict the overall vibration
i=i tile measured and predicted transfer mobil- transnisston of tbe engine by again using
i'_ ity ar_ shown in Fig. 7 (14). the methods of network syntbesls (14). For

CRANK SIIAFT MODEL - g similar model of eacb component wltb an input and output

{j tile crank shaft can be made assuming tbat point defined as In Fig. ii, the velocity V

: ! =be me,ion is transverse to the axis and and force F at tile two points can be role=-that the crank model is tben constructed to ed by the matrix equation.

_ match tile drive point mobllity st tbe cen-

c_ank shaft from the four cylinder engine _ . (4)

Ji and a comparison of the measured and pre- 21 Y2 2dieted transfer meblllty between two points
>?_ are sbown in Fig. 8. The comparison be-

eON_S poor at higher frequencies because where Y and Y 2 _re the drive polar me-

of tile break down in tbe aseumption of billtles at elt_er end and Y12 and Y21 _rell

)._ purely transverse motion, transfer mobtlttio_, For llnear, passive,
A eomparlson of the measured and pre- bilateral _ystems YI2 = Y_I (12). gompo-

'i dieted mode shapes of the crank shaft is nears wdtb more tb_n one Input or output
shown in Fig. 9 for the first four resonant can be bandied by let_l.g the mobility

:_ frequencies. Whereas tbe model is symmo- functions tbemselvos be matrices,
_._ trio, th_ crank shaft does not flare exact- Whe_ two componentst "a" and "b" t are

i_ ly symmetric mode_ shapes, floweret, the connected togetber at a point wltb tile out-mateb in tlle first four mode uhape_ is put of "a" atgaebed to the lllpu_ of "b"_

_? fairly good. _be conditione a_ gila interface are consid-a a
,'i OIL PAN MODEL - A s_atlstlcal model ered to be such tllat V = V and F -

_ iS used eor¢h, oil pan because of the -Plb (using superscripts to _enote t_e
_,! large number of resonant frequencies below component). _n thds case the overall

5000 llz (Fig, 6). glare the average transfer moblllty of the assembly is given

!:_i resonan_ frequency spacing of _he oil pan by (14)
wa_ calculated to be about 20 llz, any fro-

queney band greater tban 60 tlz in widtb Y12 b Yi2 a
_,_:i will have a _ufflcient number of modes for YI2 (a+h) = (5)

th_ SEA model. In using one-thlrd octavo Yll b + Y22 a
ba_ds this corresponds to a lower frequen-

cy llmlt of 250 llz,
Tb_ average drlve-polnt mobility of a Tile useffllness of this result comes from

plate-like structure can be given by the fact tbac the mobllity functions used

1 in equation (5) are obtained from analytl-

<Y> " 4 _f M (3) eel models in wbfeb the physical parameters

;>_ bava been derived from a_tual _easurements
where _f is the average frequency spaedng of =be components b_ing modeled. This

of tbe r_sonanees and H is _he total mass. enables tile englnn designer to use the

Since _he drive point moblllty at tile edge mod_is _e determine bow go change the

of a pla_e-llke s_rueture is approximately physical design parameters of the various
times tile average moblllty (Ii)_ equa- engine components to achieve a reduction

i., tlon (3) can he modified appropriately to in _he vibration transmdssdon wlthln tile
i model the average respe,se of a structure engine and thereby reduce tile noise radi-

by matching the drive point moblllty at ated by the engine. The following ar_ some
tile edge. This is convenient for a cam- examples of the use of such models to Iden-



tlfy quantltac£vely the amount of vlbratlon and _he block-chose belng at _he bearing on

Cransmlss10n redtlctlon w]l_ch can he neh1_v- elcher alde of the pi_Con befog mod_led.
ed Chrough _deslgn of vnrlou9 ollgln_ tom- Since n s_acIsc1_al model was used _or the

ponchos, hlock_ the outpu_ o_ the complete model Is
a predletlon o_ Che overag_ Cr_nsfer mobli-

COMBUSTION PRESSURE TRANSMISSION _ty fcoxn the plston _op co the Qnglne block

i surEacc averaged over one-_hlrd-oetave

,; In mnny dlre_C injection diesel baildB. Fig. i_ show_ a comparlson of the

_ engines _he major source of nolse is th_ model prodlc_ion wlth mo_slJrem_nc_ av_ag-
!r hlgb _requency componen_ o£ _h_ cyllndec ed over the dame frequency h_nd_ of the

pr_ur_ w_L1clz e_ico_ _he on_ine 8_ruccure v_b_cJo_ crsn_l_slon Co Cwo poln_s on thei.
h to vlbrace. Two paths can be Identl_led englno b_ock s_des. The accuracy oE the

through which _h1_ vlhra_ion Is cransml_ted model b_ow 500 Hz i_ poor h_cauBe the

to the _x_e_nal s_rf_e_ Of Cbe _nglne en_n_ block doe_ noc hn_e m_ny reson_n_

! block_ _. The cyllnder pressure ex_rc_ a modes there.

• _! force dlrectly on the cyllndec head which In order _o gala inslghc _nco what

_ransmlcs v_h_lon co _he engine _1ock types of design changes would ceduce _ho
Chra_l_h _he head _nskec and bolC_. 2. Tile vlbrac1o_ _ron_mlsslon through the p_scon-

eyllnde_ pressure _x_r_ _ _or_e on tile cron_-bearlng pathp i_ Is necessary to look

pl_Co_ _op which Cr_n_mlC_ vlbra_ion mo_e c_r_Eully nt _he |no.racCOon which

Chrou_h Cbe _onnee_In_ rod. crank _hnEc oecur_ at the con_ectlon poln_s between _he

_n_ b_orl_g_ into Che blo_k. In several Various co_pon_nC_ 08 ind£¢_ed by equa_Ion

ca_e_ tlze path Ch_ough the piston h_ been (S). Thls oquatlon sc_ces Ch_t the ov_11

£ound co be _ho domlnsnt one. Thls has transfer moblllcy of two connected comp_n-

been reportsd In ocher worR (I_) and Is encs is equal to a ratio wlth the product

:_ shown I_ _Ig_ 12 fo_ our measu_emenC_ on a of the component CronBfer m_bllit£es in the

non-r_nnlng _ _y1_nder D_ dle_1, num_£_tor _nd the sum o_ th_ drlv_ polar

The measurement of Ch_ tr_n_er mobll- mobi1_tleB at che ¢onnecclo_ point in t_e

ity through _he p_ston-_rank-h_arlng path denominator. In ordec _o redu_ _he vlbra-
wa_ _ode w1_h the p1_con _c top dead ten- Cion Cransmls_lon elthe_ Ch_ Cran_f_r

_ec and an actlflclal sc_tlc load applied _b11_tles need to be reduced or _he drive
_o th_ piston wich flexlb_e _ouplecs p_inc _ob_11_e_ need co be Increased_ or

Ch_ough hole_ In the he_d _h_co Che volves hoch.

were removed. ]I_ovy grode oli was u_ed in In _he _a_ oE Che conn_tlon h_cweon

Che be_Ing_ durlng _he _ea_ur_ment_. Th1_ the plston-conn_ccIng rod n_semhly _nd the

_imu1_ced aa best _s po_elhle che condl- crank _hofc. _he drlvo poln_ moblll_y of

Clons under which _he h£_h fr0quency _o_- _he connecClng cod blg end £s generally

ponenc oE Cite ey11_de_ p_e_Bu£e= whleb mush gr_a_e_ chin thac of the crank shofc.

occurs _ _h_ ons_ of ¢o_buscion_ is Therefore the l_ccer can be dropped fro_

_an_i_d Ch_ou_h Ch_ pl_on patb. Tbe Che equacIon as an approxlmatlon. Al6o.

vlbr_tlon _n_l_lon w_6 also me_Aured ov_ mosc o_ th_ Ecequency range _|le cran_-

wlth che cra_k sheet ac v_rlous _zng1_ _er and O_ive point _oh_lIcies of cile p_-

betwe=il _ 30 o_ TDC and very l_tt_e ehan_e ton-connecClng rod are nearly equ_l In

in tile resu1_ was observed. There_orep it magnltud_ so chat they tend co cancel e_h
I_ assumed t]zac th_ vlbr_Clon ¢her_cte_iB- oth_r out. Tbe result I_ C_c Che overall

CI¢s of _h_ crank _haft at TDC repreBen_ _ra_er moblli_y oE the pi_con-eonnec_1_g
Cho eo_dl_$o_s during the onc1re eomhu_- rod-crank slln_t assembly is approximately

_ion process. Thls _ay be true only In eq_l to _ha_ uE _he crank shaft alone.

_he ca_e of four _yli_der engines and Th1_ is a re_ulc oE _ho £occ 8raced earlier

o_her _ank _h_E_e wlth more complicated Chac _he plsCon-connocc1n_ Eod assembly

geometries need _o be _tudled as well b_- ac_ l_ke a spring below its E_rst re,on-

fore a more general conclusion can be made. ante sc _000 ]i_ and any force which _s

In all m_asu£e_encs Che pi_con was Isola- _ppl_od Co Ch_ plscen _op Is directly

_ed from _he cyllnder wall wlch a pla_cl_ transmlt_ed Co the crank pln. Therefore.

_leev_ to p_ven_ Impacts b_cweon Che p1_- _odI_c_c1on_ to Ch_ plsCon-_onn_=cing rod
_on and Cho wall f_om conC_mlna_in_ Che w111 have ll_tlo aEfe_t on Che ov_11

resul_o vlbr_t_on t_n_m_Bs_on o_ _h_c pacb unless

A complete model e_ _he vlbra_on the flrst resonant _requen_y ia lowered by

Cran_mlBslon p_th _hrough _h_ placon-_r_nk- at l_asc _ EacCo_ of two or _hree. Thls is

hea_ings we8 then _on_tru_ted I_ ord_ Co unl_kely becaus_ of _h_ con_r_Inc_ on the

$dentl_y o me_ns o_ _edu_ng the vlbroclon _iBcon ma_ _nd _o_nec_ng rod s_If_nesB.
tronsmis_ion Lo Ch_ Qnglne blo_]_. For As o reBu_ Che overoll _ran_er

_£mp11=l_y only for_es noc_al to the con- _ohil_y £ro_ ch_ plscon co the block is
ne_lo_ Incer_ee_ betwee_ _h_ ee_ponenCs d0_natod b_ _h_ conno_C1onB a_ C|l_ crank

were ¢onslde_d which Is ¢on_IBcen_ wlth shaft Jotlrn_Is _z_d the _I_ henr_ngs. The

wha_ would h_ expected at Journal bearings, be_rln_a _re con_Idere_ as inputs _e the

Also for slmpllcIcy only _wo conne¢clons en_l_0 block model° A_aln refecrlng to
were cen_Ider_d becw_n the crank shafc equn_ion (_) the incera_C1on of tlleso con-
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sections can be studied to do_ermine if

design cbanges can be made to reduce the
vlhraelon transmission. Because of tha

complexity of the crank abaft design it is
not clear at this time if design modifies- . Time noise radiated by the block sides
lions could be made whioll would signifi- was treated by the addition of shields of

cantly change the mobility functions, various construe=ions. A variety of cam-
Therefore only changes in the block design binations of steel plates with and without
Are considered here, damping treatment, with end without fo_m

One means of reducing the vibration absorption on the block side, with and
transmission ia to decrease _he transfer without isolation mountings were tried.

mobility of the block. This can be done The measured mobility of a shield construe-

by increasing the stiffness, mass, or _ed with 16 gauge steel with _" foam book-
damping of tile block. Increasing tile ing is sbown in Fig. 17 as compared with

t stiffness of the block at tile main bearing the drive point mobility of the engine
i suppor_s has been tried by others wi_h block at a typical connection point.

some success (8.16) and appears to he Rather than use equation (5) to oval-
worth fur_bar invest/gallon. Increasing uste an overall vibration transmlssion, in

_he mass or damping of tbe block apprecl- tl_e case of the analysis o£ eovars it is
sbly i_ an unlikely solution, mars conve.dont to modify the equation

A second means of reducing tile vihra- slightly to evaluate the ratio of the aver-
elan transmission into the block is to age cover velocity go tile engine block

increase tlle drive point arability of tlle v_loelty, This is done by multiplying

main _earings by increasing their flexi- equation (5) by YI2 a resulting in

bllity, Although the bearings are by

nature required to have high stiffness for

load _earing capabilities, it may he pus- Vrms b YI2 b (6)

[ slble to achieve a suffielen_ amount of V a " Yllb yg2S• resilience at highe_ froqtlenedes, An rms +
[_ attempt at such a design was implemented

in the 4 eyllnder esgine by using a con-

[J strained layer of silicone rubber between where component "a" is the engine block

the bearing rings and _he bearing caps as end component "h" is tile cover. [n the
: shown in Fig, 14 (17). Although this case of light welgbg covers tile magnitude

design could not be directly implemented of the drive point mohilfty of tile cover
in a running engine, it was used to demon- will be much larger _han tha_ of the engine
strafe abe predleglon capabilities of _he block so that
model.

Using the resilient bearing design a

change in the overall vibration transnlis- Vrms b YI2 b (7)
slo_ from the plston to tile block was pro- =

dieted and measured on the non-running Vrms a YII b
engin_ shown in Fig. 15. Above 1O00 llz
the vibration reduction is dnvarsely pro-

portional to tile stiffness of thQ bearings. This result leads to some well known

A comparison of the effective s_iffnesses and frequently cried solutions to cover

of tbe standard and modified bearings as a noise redue_ion wbdch are the addition of

function of frequency is shown in Fig. 16. damping to t_e cover to reduce tile transfer
mobility YI2 and tile use of isolated moun-

VIBRATION TRANSMISSION tings _o increase tile drive point mobility

TO COVERS AND SItlELDS YIIb" floweret, equation (7) is useful in
_fiat it glvOs quantitative ea_imates of the

The m_thod of statistical modeling noise reduc_don achievable.
was applied to the noise radiated by In _he case of the block side shields
eagine covers in a study conducted at the foam gives enougb clamping _o bring
Calspan Corporation under con=race to tile down the velocity of tlme shields to abou_
Department of Transportation (18). One of 1OdB below that of tbe block. This will

the engines studied was a tu_bocharged 6 reduce tlme block side radiated noise pro-
cylinder in-line diesel engine and tile portiona_ely provided tbe radiation effi-
•noise levels radiated from the individual ci_ney is not significantly changed. A

surfaces and external components at 50% lOdgA reduction in tbe block side source

rated load were measured by the metbod of level would bring the overall engine noise

lead wrapping in an anechoic Lest cell. level down by 2dBg which is essentially the
The results of tile source Identlfdeatlon maximum achievable reduction possible by
are shown in Table I. complete elimination of that source until

seller sources are also reduced. This was
demonstrated in the measurements taken with

gh¢ variety of block side shields mentioned
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prevlously, For all measurements taken tlon in a given nnmber of freqtlenc y bands,

with foam between _lle block and tbe 2. A_though the models used in tbls

shields an over_ll noise reduction of study were limlted to polar force trans-

about 2dDA was achlev_d, Withont the foam mission at the connection points, concop-

between the block and sbleld the noise re- tunlly tbe models can handle both moment

:_ duetlon was significantly reduced, appor- hoarlng and line connections. Eowever, at

ently because of the build up of nolse this _ime cbere is no readily avallabl_

i! behlnd the shield and leakage around tbe me_bod for measuring moment and line mobll-
edges of the sbl_id, i_ies wblch would lle necessary to construct

Similar measurement_ and analysis such models,

wore done for the valve covers as shown by 3, Tile modeling of _he vlbratlon

• [i the average mobility function In Fig. IS transmission has the po_entlal to be e_-
._ and a comparison between the measured and tended _o predict the total noise produced

predicted ratio of the cover and block by the engine. In order for tbls to be

velocity levels in Fig. 19, The _n_is_i- accompllsbed two additional things are

_i cal model of _he valve cover iose_ accur- needed. First, the force s_reng_D of the

; acy in the lower frequency range due to internal sources mus_ be known along with

the lack of resonnnt modes. Specifics- an IdentiflcnCio. of the appropriate trace-
floss can be obtaln_d from equa_lon (7) to mission pa_bs to tbo external surfaces.

de_ermlne _be necessary trcatmen_ to re- Second, tile n_ture Of tbe noise radla_ion
duce the valve cover source level by 10dO. from the vlbratlon of the external surfaces

Tbls can be acbloved by using isolation mu_t be hette_ u.derstood in terms of its
mountings wlth a poln_ stiffness of relatlonship to tbe physical parameters of

5x10 _ N/m (3000 ibs/In) and cbe addition tbe engine structur0.

of damping to obtain a critical damping
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0,5/ _,5 o
BEARING RING -2(_

_'_ SILICONE / J 25 "} uJc"E
RUBBER" l_ :_BEARING CAP F-_ -

Z _-4C
Dimensions '_

in mm _ _
• i

4_ layer resilient hearing dosigll _

£, N

-I00

I 2 3 4_J

ii _ FREOUENCY("H,l
FiR. 17 - Comparison of _easured drive

:_! C point mobiliCies of engine block side a_d

_,=b ._j = i..=..i

_ _ E
LLJ -20 .-MEASUREMENT _"=-.._

,_ n- __MODEL _-4C _._ ..2 _.4_ .2"

- "C
r_ 125 250 500 Ik 2k 4k _ DRIVEPOINT(Yll)
_; FREQUENCY (Hz) :_

_Ig. 15 - Comparison of measured arid pre- >-
• dieted chnnge in vibration _ransfe': from _- -70
"_ pls_on top _o black side walls -_ _"%

_] ,0,_ _ HEEcADoN_= /-
_J _ -80 CON ._=-.,.

_'!'i z _t,,__ 125 250 500 Ik 2k 4k
¢n FREQUENCY (Hz)
¢n IO_
L=J
Z _---__._LIEN_ FJg, 18 - Valve cover mobility functionsLL
LL
_- I0o
03

IOT I I I I
0 I 2 3 4

FREQUENCY (kHz)

Fig. 16 - Comparison of effective s_iff_
n_ss of standard and resilient bear£ngs
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Vibration Mode Analysls for Controlling

Noise Emission from Automotive Diesel Engine

Fujlo Aoyama, Shinlebi Tanaka
and Tasuo tlis_a

Elino Haters, Ltd. (Japan)

4) Some attempts at noise reduction of engine
by controlling vibration of enEine com-

,
: ABSTRACT portents.

The vibration mode analysts of an automotive TEST ENGINE, EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MODAL ANALYSIS
diesel engine far the purpose of obtaining In th_ experiment a direct injection type

_i a lower level o_ noise emission will be described diesel engine was used, whose _peclflca_ions are
in the paper, shown in Table I,

Since tbe noise emission corresponds

{ to tim vibration of certain components of the Table I - Specifications of Test Engine
_ngine. the vibration of engine structure was

analyzed in several running conditions. Engine tylm 4 Stroke cycle, Water cooled

Vibration dlstrlbution allows a natural Direct injection

i! vibration mode which was proven by codnclde0ce Number of cylinders 6 in llne
)_ wlth the result obtained by modal analysis. Sore and stroke 137 r_n x 150

!_ When measurement of tlle vibration mode is Swept volume 13.3 litres
vary difficult due to tbe hifih mechanical Compression ratio i : 17.9

_ impedance and especially the big damping factorOf the component_ a new method of vibration Information from tile experiments was mostly

mode analysis far the engine component excited processed by a I[ewlett Packard Fourier Analyzer
by cylinder pressure was proven to be useful. Model 5451E of 64Kbytes wblch enabled m_dal

Some attempts for controlling tile noise analysis. Tests were carried out in an anechoic
and an analysis of damping effects will also be room of Om x 9m x 6m which provided a free field
described in the paper, conditdon for measuring engine noiso.

: The noise and vibration measurements were

carri=d out by general procedure with a gruel &

THE NOISE EMISSION from heavy vehicles _Ich is KJaer type 2209 sound level & vlbratlon meter,

attributable mainly to tba engine has become of

great concern in recent years. AS a way of
reducing the engine noise, the feasibility of

using a partial or full enclosure for the engine _ |
has already been studied by many researchers in

/addition to modification of the engine structure
itself. (1) (2)* - ENGINE

Descrdbed here is an analytical approacb MICROPHONE
toward obtaining a lower level of noise emission F [--(SrU=l & KJmrllp¢ 4145I
from the diesel engine by controlling the | _ |
vibration of its structure.

31_e procedure includes
1) An investigation of tile relationship between

vibration level and noise radiation sEll-
METER

ciency of the englne surface. (BrUeJ_ Niter ty_l 43_)
2) An Investlgatloa of the relationship between

tlm vibration distribution of engine com-

ponents in several _unnlng conditions and Fig. i - Schematic diagram for measuramen_ of
their natural vibration modes, sound and vibration

3) An investigation of natural vibration modes type 2113 frequency analy_er and type 2305 level
of engine components by applying cylinder

pressure whlch are obtained by a new method recorder. A type 4344 acoelerometer set on a
of vibration mode analysls in firing con- surface a8 _bow11 IllFiS. 1 was also utilized for

:+ ditton, measuring vibration.
, 111e modal analysis of some components was

* Numbers in parentheses designate References carried out by impulse-frequency response
: technique which measures the response o_ an

at End of paper, impulsive force applied to several points as
$AE/P,PO/gOI$O2,EO

Copydflht © 1970 Soclely of AulomotlveEnglnegrl, Inc,
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for measuring vibration affected by combustion of

a certain cylinder. The detailed procedure wlll
bo descrlbcd later.

RELATION BETWEEN VIBRATION AND NOISE LEVEL

RADIATED FROM ggCINE SURFACE (Example on ell sump)

Prior to vibration analysis of tlleeuglne

'., structure, it is necessary to ascertain acoustical

effects cnnsod by vbbrnt$on of tlleengine surface.

" Accordlng to a preliminary test which clarl-

-_; fled that one of the main sources of noise
%_ radiated from the engine outface is tileell sump,

}'.I the vibration and sound level from dt were
_*I measured at numerous points on Its side wall.

•" !. _ The steelers°afar for the vlhratlon measurement
• • was get up on each point one after another while

_'i the sound pressure level was measured at 7 mm

?l Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of experimental appa-.!

i! focus for modal analysis (impulse-frequencyresponse technique)

": 140 _-.--_ 2300RPM

_! acbomaticauyinustra_odin Pis. 2.(3)(4) _,e ------IgOORPM',_'o'_doodt. signals fro., ac:elerometera.d lo.d _ell on tbe ._
L_i hammer were passed through antl-allasing filters _ 120 _---_ 1O00RPM o._ L_ P
_] before analog to digital conversion. _%..A _

Tho ampl_tude and phase angle a_ each point _ • IO01 A_'6_,_

. °valu=dbyoodalanalysio roothe.oredgOI ....i_] transfer function of the dlsk memory. This

function ls in turn obtained from tile time 4.__4-- 0 /

"i domain sampled via analog to digital converter. _ _._. &F&F ,_.IS0

_._ I.¢raQ,id o J gO G

/
.t MAONRTt¢

PICK'UP _ V Y L 1_

TnlO01__ FOR _ -gM[AIL_[M[NT

_ 5o ,6o_ _o _k_'g _'g
_,, _; FR_'QUSNCY HZ

_r_ Fig* 4 - Noise characteristics of ell sump

i/? (4/4 load)

_3 above each of the potn_s,
This sound measurement procedure is well

known as the close field microphone technique
which aboids the influence of noise from any o_her

Fig. d - Schematic diagram of experimental appa- source. In our tests, a 1.6 mm thick s_amped
fetus for modal analysis (firing condd_ion) steel oli sump was used and the engine was run atfull load condition.

The animated mode shapes can be generated in _hls An example of tlle relation between vibration

way. giving a _rue picture of how a part is dis- and sound pressure level at various points on the
tarred at each key frequency, wall surface of the sump is shown in Fig. 4.

For the analysis of firing condition of the _%ough both vibration and sound pressure level
angina, the vibration mode of engine structure become greater wl_b increased engine speed at any

affected by combustion was also processed by modal frequency ba_d, the difference between them, which

analysis as schematically shown in Fig, 3. The the authors call "Correction Factor (C.F.)" as }tad
signal of the acceleration at each point on the been expressed by Priede, was not influenced by
grid covering _he s_ructure surface was processed engine speed as indicated in the figure.(5)
for animated mode shops through the same procedure Namely. this Correction Factor is almost constant
as described before, at any frequency band.

Du_tng these treatments, the magnetic pick-up The Correction Factors obtained at many potntt
set on the injection pump functions as a trigger on tileside wall of a 1.6 m thick stamped steel
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Jig IIC

,o, .._.-_.;..H_ _ _.,ocMoancorroctlon ... .,
fQcfor \ ,.."1 > _..

9( " °" ' 1.'7"_ _ 9(:. d-r'..
8(

• = y'>'-

8Q

: 7{ * _* _ _ -,_C -- [ith'aOllO (Tram)
_ IIrg_ vp_lltlc_n volocJty II¥_d)

8 6(. _ EC -'- "''.d '7 ram)

_; Ec---_,o,do_o _o ,k gk 5k' go _o _o_o 5oo,k 2'K 5'K;l
:" FREQUENCY HZ FREQUENCY HZ

"l F/g. 5 - Correctlon Faccors of stamped stool oil

sump (t " 1.6 rm) (4/4 load) Fig. 7 - Sound pressure level of stamped steel

.;_, oil sump (4/4 load, 2.300 rpm)

FIg. 7 shows barb escimaced and measured sound

I1( pressure level radiated from tbe side wall of

M0nn corfi¢llon stamped steel ell sump on a runnlnS engine. _11e

: _ I_ fOctOro..k% o._.__ two sound pressure levels show very good cotnei-

_._... donee aC every frequency band, Tlte estimaclon of
_ 9( sound p_essure was carried ou£ as described

i _._0 _o_ _._.a _-r_a _. before tlslng the obtained mean Correction FaeEor

" ,_ .-'_ ...... shown in Flg. 5. In thls case, tlle vibration
g( "°0

"_"%"'_ velocity level was measured at 87 points o. tlle
":i OZ wall of the ell sump. and _he sound pressure

"!i _ T( levels were also measured at 7 r_ distance from
•'_ _ Lhe surface ac each point. The mean value of 87

8 OC points aC every frequency b_nd is shown in £be
flgure, Only the oil sump wall was exposed from

tll_ lead pla_e whlch covered the whole remaining

_' _'0_6o_6o _o ,k_'N_'_'
,_ FREQUENCY Hz

_A Fi S. 6 - Corroctdon Factors of aluminum cast ell

_-_ sump (t • 5 mm) (4/4 load)

" oil sump are shown in Fig. 5. In spite of

-_i randomly selected measurement points on the _all,

:he Correction Factors increased equally at

a) Frant Ildo , COMP0_ENTThese results mean _hat the level of sound

_ pressure emitted from some area can be estima_ed *col

frequency band. Namely, the vibration level fs

closely rela_ed ta _he sound pressure level.

Fig. 6 shows the Correction Factors in the

ease of an aluminum sump with 5 mm wall thlckness

obcalned by tbQ same measurement ceebndque. _n

this case, tbe Correetio_ Faecor has a _efrac_ion b) Left side COMpON[NT
; polnc a_ a frequency around 500 llz. This phe-

nomenon can be oxplained as a coincidence effect ''' I__ _

r\ which will occur at a definite frequency

J (coincidence frequency) de,ermined as wall

'1 tblckness and rigidity. (6) Since tile aluminum

sump has a comparatively lower coincidence

frequency than tile stamped steel one, it would

give a _efractton podn_ within analyzed range of

frequency as show8 in tile figure. ¢} UpPer llda
Now. if CIle Correction Faccor is determined, COI_NT

sound pressure radiated from the vibrating area of Fig. 8 - Noise radiated from major engine com-
wall surface can be escimated, ponents (i m distance from engine surface) (4/4

load, 2,300 rpm)
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area for protection from interfering noise, whleh A peak level of sound pressure Was detected at

is known as the lead covering technique. (7)(8) 950 i[zby a narrow hand frequency analyzer after

_l_se experimental results indicate that both a one third octave hand frequency enslysis as

analysis and control of the vibrating surface are shown in Fig, 9. Thls survey was carried out by

very Important for llO[Se rsduetion, because the tl)e lead covering technique and tilenoise was

sound pressure level of tbe surface ]ins a v_ry measured at Im distance from tile cover on s run-

close re]atlas wlth vibration velocity, ning engine,
An accelerometer measured tbe vlgration

HODE AHD DISTRIBUTION OF VIB_TION OF ENGINE acceleration at numerous points on the timing

STRUCTURE (Example on timing gear cover) gear cover at 950 Hz in several ruonlng conditions
of rile engine.

_N 8g

_.?C "

_ DO 200 dO IK 2g 5g Flg. ii - Hode shape of tlmlng dear cover obtained
by impulse-frequency response technique in as-

FREQUENCY H_ semhled condition (950 Hz)

Fig. 9 - Front slde noise emitted from timing gear _e results can be seen in Fig. I0. A full load

cover (4/4 load, 2,300 rpm) nnd a motoring condition both at rated speed and

Fig. 8 shows the contribution of _Jor engine a full load at medium speed are sho_ in tile
figure. The results Indlcate that tilepatterns of

components to the total noise of the experimental vibration distribution on Eh_ timing gear cover

engine in some directions. Due to its h_ind oat are similar. Namely, It seems to be a naturalof the main contributors to the noise radiated
vibration mode Oil Ellis engine component,

from tile front of the engine, the timing gear

cover was chosen for the analysis of vibration mode coverThe natural vibration mode of the timing gearwhen assembled to the engine was obtained by

and dlstrlbutlon/_-_% modal analyzer utillzlug the impulse-frequency

----- Obtomed _ _dol onoly_l

b} 9_gxl motoring, 2300 RPM _ Obtolngd_ _w/imnt I. levarol
running c_ltlon*

Fig. 12 - Vibration amplitude of timing gear cover

(950 llz)

response techniqu_ or tile so-called hmarrertng
method and is shown In Pig. ll. _le chain line in

the figure designates the area for water pump
where vibration measurement was not performed.

G) g5OHl, 414 food, 16_RPM Fig. 12 shows a comparison of vibration
distribution of timing gear cover In relative

Fig. 10 - Vibration distribution of timing gear amplitude obtained from actual meaBurement on the
cover running engine and the natural vibration mode
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VIBP_%TIOU UODE OF ENGINE STRUCTURE INFLUENCED BY

CYLI_IDER PRESSURE DIIRING COMBUSTION

(Example on cylinder block)

Tbe sforementlo_ed analysis was also t_ied on

the side wall of tile cylinder block which ls

another big contributor to noise emission,

Tbe vlhratlon distribution at peak frequency

detected by thO lead covering technique Is sbown

In Flg. 14,
Though the experiment_l result showns s

comparatively big amplitude at the lower Blde of
O) 39_ HZ the block, it is difficult to comprehend the mode

Mmpe of the wbole cylinder block owing to

difficulty of phase diserlmlnstlon. Moreover, due

to higher mechanlcal impedance of the cylinder

block In general, tilevibration mode analysis Is
" very dlfflcul£ by either Impulse-frequency

response _echnlque or swept slne excltation

tecbnlque, (7)

g) 867 Hz o) Loft side
Fig, 13 - Mode shape of _imlng Bear cover by
Impulse-frequency response technique in free

condition _'_----_.."----_,_-_"--..

very good coincidence, which means the radiated

noise from th_ timing gear cover w_a caused mainly F-"

by Its natural vibration mode,

analysis was carried out for the timing gear cover
while assembled tO _he engine, Therefore, It i_

necessary tO elarlfy the relation between natural
vibration modes of the timing gear cover in as-
sembled scare and in free send/lien.

Pig. 13 shows mode shapes of the timing gear b) Riflht slOocover in a free condition _t a few natural

frequenclea, In this case, the _imlng gear covnr Flg. 14 - Vibration dlstribu_lon on side wall of

was suspended by strings and struck by a hammer cylimder block (1,050 Hz) (4/4 lend,2,300rpm)
witb a load cell.

This result shows tbac the natural vibration Due to these circumstances, the authors tried
mode in a free ¢ondltlen has quite a different to obtain the mode sbape of the =yllnder block

shape from that in assembled condition at any during combustion of eacb cylinder by utilizing
freqoency and therefore ft is not possible to
estimate from this mode the naiae emission from modal analysis wi_h a Yauriar analyzer.
the engine. This imdicaEes tha_ measurement of The measured vibration acceleration ac numerous

points on the side wall of cylinder block was
natural vibration mod_s of some parts of the _ransmttted to the modal analysis via Fourier
engine should be performed with the parts in analyzer as already shown dn Pig. 3, This system

assembled condition and not free condition, was used to display the mode shape as an anlma_ion
For effective noise reduction, knowledge of on the screen.

the mode shapes of certaln _reas on the engine The vibration acceleration on the side wall of

obtained by the procedure described above is very the cylinder block is strongly affected by com-
Important. bustion of eacb cylinder as shown i0 Fig. 15-o).

For analyzimg the vibration mode Caused by the

combustion of a certain cylinder, effects of other
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IO
0 NOr N_4 NO2 _ _

CpJMdlr Cl_In41r Cylind|r

6 _bultln n _ntbUlllOn ¢oml_dlTiOn

-- 4' __

.i o,

'.! _ -4.°="

-to *o_o 2o6o 3o6o 4o_o e,o_o

. TIM_ 66¢ XIO .6

:_ o) Acfuul wgvoform

_i to- olNo,4Cyllndor combustion 913 Hz,,. o.

:. _ 4-Z-

U -2"

-6-

-,;/ ,o_o,abe _o_ ,_o _o
L_ TIME IIC XIO"1_

g)Wavoform modified wilh oxponongol window
v

Flg, 15 - Vibration acceleration measured on

_ cylinder bloch (t_14 load, 1,000 rpm)
:f

"_J firing cylinders rnus= b= eliminated, b)No,4 Cylinder combustion 2076Hz
'A To fulfill the above described requirement,

. the t:l_e dornaJ.n O_ vibrat:[oll acceleration sampled

co Fourier analyzer was mLdtLplied by a decrens-

_'},_ lag exponential runt=ton (called an exponentialwindow) as lllustra_ad schematically in FiB. 15-b).

:_ 3%ough the exponential window was applied to
r eliminate the eEfec_ from other firing cylinders,
:' it cannot dlstnrb the relntlve amplitude and phase

il i

_ C) No_944 Hz

I 2 3 4

b FREQUENCY KHz "REQUENCYKHZ

"r o) 4/4 loog_ IO00RPM b) 4/4 load114OQRPM

Fig, 16 - Frequency spectrum of acceleration on

_! cylinder block. (NO. 1 cylinder combustion)

' angle among the frequency domains obtained at

ii numecous points. _%e sampling of the signal of

[i vibration acceleration measured at each point of
:: _he cylinder black is _rtggcred Just before the

combustion of a certain cylinder.
! The frequency dom_ln of vibration acceleration

for different engine speeds at a point on _he wall

dur:Lng combustion of He, i cylinder is shown in d)No.6 Cylinder combustion 1133 Hz
FIB. 16, Because these experimental results show

that the acceleration spectra were very simdlar

for the _wo speeds shown, the following analysis Fig, 17 - Mode shape of cylinder block caused by

was performed at at)englne speed of l,OOO rpm, combustion
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oo, /

parIson with the mode sbape obtained by impulse-

frequency responBo technique as described iN

appendl=¢ A, /ndorploID
I'11ovibration modes of cylinder block were

obtained at preferred natural frequencies for an
engine speed of 1,000 rpm at full load condition,

_le vibration modes of cylinder block eoused by Wlfho_l utldorplOl8

combustion of No. 1. 4 and 6 cylinders arc quoted Wllh un_lpl0to
on an example 1, Pig. i_, /l

Tbe follewd._g re'aults bnve been obtained. -'--
l) Vibration modes caused by combustion of each _..

cylinder differ from one another. --_-="_-.-_
2) Tile vibration modes include several vertical -- o..

conical sbapes and horizontal bending shapes, _._--
.._ 3) The conical sbape mode which is located around

.: the ftrdng cylinder occurs in every frequency 0 ,_ _ (_ e'O
range, wbdle tilebending vibration mode dis-
_ppears at bigher frequency (above 1.6 kllz) VIBRATIONV[LOCrTY mm/$0¢
as shown in Fig, 17-a) and b),

4) _lle vibration amplitude of both conclal and Fig. 19 - Effect of underplate on vibration

bending modes tends _o decrease wltb increased velocity of cylinder block and oil sump

: showndistancein Fig.iteml?-c)thafiringand d),cyllnderas typically (i_000 Ilz. 4/4 load_ 2,300 rpm)

5) Th_ amplitude at lower side of cylinder block loft

, is very large at any vibration mode,

SQHE ATTEHPTS AT NOISE RF.DUCTION OF |']goiNg IO0

:_ Due to the beforemenctnnod results, it can

be considered tiler reinforcement of tile lower _ 95
side of tbe cylinder block would be Effective for

._ controlling tbe vibration. An underplate of

:I whtell tile optimum sllapes were determined by finite ,._ 91element method was chosen so as to provide five

times tile usual stiffness of cylinder block.

•'_ The increase of borl=ontal sEdffness of

?! cylinder block by attachment of cite underplate v p

!: 6<_o10as

_!*: , _ ENGINE SPEED RPM

::i Fig, 20 - Effect of underplate and damping
treatment on noise reduction (1 m dtscance fromleftside,4/, lood

(: causes a decrease of vibration velocity at the
side wall of tile engine as shown in Fig. 19,
Though the vibration velocity at tile lower side of
tilecylinder block and of] sump is reduced as

expected, tbe effec_ of noise reducgdon of engine
is not so remarkable and is sbown in Flg, 20

together wd_h the effect of tile damping treatment

_i in ghe following description. 111ese re_ult_
;, indicate the necessity of a more effective mean8

,: to control vtbr_*tlon.
Vibration control by a_tncbd,g damping

i materials on tile surface of ell sump was tried.
Sucb damping treatment as a way to control che

_: natural, vibration modes ]Insbeen men_toned by many

researcbers. (8) (8)

The effect of noise reduction by such damping

: attached on tile oil _ump is shown in Fig, 20
_, _ogegber with tbe effect of the underplate.

Fig. 18 - Underplate for reinforcement of

. cylinder block
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Tho authors quota the fallowing formula for 3, _l, Rf_hacdsan and J. Knlskarnp 'Identify-

nQtr, c at_luatlon by damplng _raa_men_ w_lich Js tag _Iodes of Large S_rucctlros fyom _lultiple Inpu_
doscrlbad In appendt_ $. and Ra_ponsa Measurements', 5A_ Paper 768875

prasonced at SAF. Acrospaca Engineering _Iaecfng
A _ 8 logla-_ Town and Cnuntry, San Dlo_o_ November - December

1976.

_laro 4. }le_Iec_ Packard Comp_ny_ 'Mod_l Analysi_

A nofsa _enuatfon in d_ Operating and Sorvica H_nu_l Option 402 for 5451B

_ d_mptn_ E_ccor of _he component beEora damp- Fourier Analyzerl_ January 1976.5, T. triode, Ph, D., A. E, I_. Au_en, B.
lag _re_man_ S¢_ Ph, tL, and K. C. Graver. '_ffacc of _ngina

(_ d_mping f_e_ar a£ _he _omponen_ _ar damp- _tructu_ o_ _o_s_ _ Di_el _lnes', _oc_ I_t_
_ng _raatman_ Ma_h _rs. Vol_ P_ 2A Nn_ 1964 - 1865.

Tha damping fac_or_ (, and (_ _ra obcalnad by 6, '_olsa Control lland Book (Japan_sa)'
ltnpulso-_r_quency raspon_a cechnlqu_ _n hooted (or third adl_ton 1968 pp. 279 - 280,
warlaad) _o_di_on _ha same as _han the angina is 7. T, Priedo, E. C. _,rover, a_d _. Lalor,
running, _Rola_o11 Bo_oen Not_o and Basic S_ruc_ual

Th_s _ormula sho_s _ha_ _he noise a_an_latfatl Vibration o_ D_o_ol Kng_as I, SAE P_par 680650

ef_ea_ largely depend_ on _ho damping _c_or_ of pr_en_ed _c SAE Hld-Ya_r Heeclng_ ¢hlcago_ _lay
th_ compon_n_ before and after dataptng _r_a_tnent. 19_9.

So far a_ na_flo rodlLe_on of _he cylindor 8, R. S, L_ne_ $. E. Tlmour and _° I_',
block _s concernod, _ha dampln_ _oacmen_ _lll no_ ffawk_n_, 'T_chniquo of S_ruccuai Vtbra_to_
givo so _ood a result due _o cho hlgh mechanical Analysis Applied _o D_os_l Engine Nolso P_duo_on_
impod_nee and especially _he big damplng fa_or of SA_ P_por 750835 preson_od ac 5AE Diesel _ng_ne
_he componon_° (10) No_se Co_Eoronee_ Do_rol_, August 1975.

9. John Pofic_ 'Composic_s for No_e
CONCLUSI0_S £on_rol-_olmd-Deadenod Staol'_ $h_a_ Meca!

_e [allowing ¢on_l_lsions can _o d_awn _ram Indu_ri_s_ January 1974 pII. 46 - 50 presented a_
_he Al_nuol Conforence of ISHE, Occob_r_ lg73.

_hl_ study_ 10. _. G. Ila_kins and R, $oud_all, 'Analysts
1. Ba_au_e th_ nol_a lev_l Of an engfne h_s _ _nd P_edfc_lon o_ _nglna $_r_c_uro Vtbr_onl_ $AE

cloBe rela_tnn with l;s vlbratlol_ levelp _he P,_por 75Q832 p_esoncod a_ SAE D_eaal Engfna No_e
no_o control c_n be made by analyzing and Confaranca_ Du_ralc_ Augus_ 1975.
con_zolltn_ the v_bra_lon.

2. Observation of the vibra_fon moda of a cam- APPF,RDTX A.

ponen_ should be made wldl _ho componen_ Compartao_ of Vibration Hode obtained by Hodal
assera_led _o the engine,

3. The new mothod o_ _naly_lng _ho vJbra_an mode Analysi_ vla Four_er Analyzer and by Impulse-
influenced by ¢ombu_cion wl_h _ad_l analysis Frequency Ro_ponsa T_ehniqua
v_a Fourier analyzor tB conven_en_ _or a
dirac_ comprahen_la_ of vibration modo of a Fig. A-1 shows _he vfbra_tan mode shape af
yunn_ng _ngt_a especially _n casa of components the _lmin_ ge_ _over whtoh _as caused by _yllndor

proG._uro of No. 1 _yI_ndor. The resulc was
_i_h higher mechanical impedanca.

_, The e_fec_ of _he vl_r_io_ caatrol i_ obtaltt_d by mod_l _aaiy_ls via Fourfer _nalyzar,
_nflua.ced largely by ;he dampJng facco_ of the Due _o good coincidence of Ch_ figure wfch Fig, 11

compoQan_ ics_lf be_or_ a_achl.anc o_ d_mping in _ho _aperl _he _roccdur_ could ba Vor_fied.
r_ag_rlal_ no_ only by _he da_pl_E factor o_ _ha

damptn_ macerl_l. _
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Table B-I - Noise Attenuation obtained

by Damping Treatment IO =Hood c0vlr ) E . /

(allowance of in. 4/4 load, rated speed) .Timing gonrcovlr] nglnl a / //

E.,I,o _lelso^.e.oa.o.dn(A) e .Hoodoo,or} e/ /'Swept o Timing glorco¥or Engla0
Number of volume Front Left Upper m •Hood ¢ovor 1-- /. _,_ /

.- 777cylinders _lltres) side side side 6 A Timing _of covi

A 6 in line 13.3 0.9 0.9 O,l
n _ in llne 6.4 0,I 0,6 1,9 --

vanfor_ 15.9 0.g o.l 0.2 _= 4' /o/J._-C-ajOg,o-_g 8

Z Wllhout domptng/ o/¢._-_ -. to P_I

, trlotmlnt

Table B-2 - Damping F_etor obtained _" _1by several Experlments

(at pre'ferred natural frequency) bJ ; _ Some damping treatment
Damping 0

factor (_) Z condition
Damping I 1

Engine Componen_ treatment (, (= i , , , ,-
I 2 5 I0 20

head cover 8ram thick coat 2.1 4,5

=lining gear atom thick coat 2.9 5,3 RATIO OF DAMPING FACTOR t-_
)_g bead cover 8ram tbtek coa_ 0.6 4.3

B head cover 8mm _lltck 0.6 3.3 Pig. g-1 Effect of ratio of damping lectern on
half coat noise attenuation

B head cover 4ram ttltck coat 0.6 2,2 IC

B timing Bear 8ram thick coat 1.5 3,5 •HOOd coYnr _ i
cover n Timing gonr g0vnr _Engn° A

C head cover 8ram _htck coat 3.8 5,0 l= *Hood¢ovor
m \ o Timing go=r gov0r )E"gino B

C _lming gear grnm thick coat 3.8 4,6 _ * "_H }

• HOOd novo/ i C
cover Z E * lining gent Cover Eng no

(, ; damping factor before damping treatment

•_ ('= ; damping factor after damping treatment

as _hown in Table B-l, In this case, tile damping _'

(_ :ten,men t vinyl plate was

ii made on oil sump, timing gear cover and head cover _
in each engl.e respectively. This phenomenon wil]
be influenced by different damping factor of each LO

component at its preferred natural frequencies.

Table B-2 shown _he damping factors of the _ O
components before and after damping treatment wbfeh $oml dnmpingtrnatmant
were obtained in beated condition tile same as a b_JtdNforlnl running condition
rulltliRg engine.

Fig. g-1 shows no_se atg_ntlaC_o, ver_,,s I;'le i 2 i 4 g '
ral:io of damping factors obtained from tbeae

eng¢nes. In this case, the noise measurement was DAMPING FACTOR ;_l %
performed at I m from tile _ur_aco of th_ e0mpoent
in the frequency ra,l_e of naG'third octave band (before dompitlg trgalmonf)

_ncluding its natural frequency in several running Fig, g-2 Effect of damping factor before treatment
conditions, wben the component was exposed from

lead covered engine, By such procedure, the on noise attenuation
relanlon between _]le damping factor before treat-

ment of _he component at preferred n_tara]
frequency and the attenuation of .else radiated
from the component w_s also obtaifled as shown _n
Fig. g-2.
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MODELING OF DIESEL ENGINE NOISE

USING COSERENCE

Malcolm J. Crocker

James F. Hamilton

Ray W. Herriek Laboratories

School of Mechanical Engineering

Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA

_{ ABSTRACT which have been conducted at the IIerriek

A diesel engine can be modeled as Laboratories+ in which the engine was me-

! a multiple-lnput, single output system, deled as a multiple-input, single Output
system [12-24). The object was to utilize

sometimes ksown as a coherence model, the coherence model to provide information

Theoretical models for multi-input, about noise sources of a running engine
single output systems are quit_ well de-

"_ veloped, but only recently have attempts without the undesirable requirement sequen-

been made to apply these models to prac- tially to cover, remove or disconnect the

_i tical noise cases such as diesel engines, noise sources which is both time consuming
_! The results of these models can be used and can possibly alter the noise generation

:_ to predict changes in engine noise as process. The model developed could then
'_ be used in a parameter study to determine

3! cylinder pressure - time history is vat- which factors were important in noise gen-
i_ led or to attempt to identify sources sration_ for example, to evaluate the re-

_ of noise in the engine. Practical dif- lationship between engine noise and the

_+_ ficulties and simplifying assumptions cylinder pressure time-history.,_ which must be made are discussed.
L_ The multiple-input, single-output pre-

=J diction model developed involves a mathe-

,_ matical model in which the transfer func-
_'+ tions between the multiple-inputs (sources)

!i and the single-output (far-field microphone)

must be determined experimentally. It is
normal to formulate the model in the fr_-

i. quency domain, in which case the approach is

•!; usually called ths coherence technique. In
_': this case the transfer functions between

_i_{ the sources and the far-field microphone

WHILE DIESEL ENGINE NOISE has received are called the frequency response funcbiens

;_! considerable attention in the last twenty He(f) for the n sources. These functions

'_ii years, most of the effort has been in are dependent on the frequency f, HZ.

[{+i noise source identification. Much of this It is also possible to formulate a

_I west has been empirical and has mainly in- similar multiple-input, single-output model• voived experimental studies of which some in the time domain where it is known as the

::_; have been quite sophisticated. Similarly, correlation technique. Golf was the first

_}i noise sources of interest have been either to use this technique for noise source id-

3!! covered, removed, or disconnected, and by entlfication in 1955, [25]. Although cor-

[i comparing the noise spectrum of the engine relation has been used widely and sueces-

ii before and after the changes, conclusions sfully in other applications such as turbu-
:+ were reached about the relative source lence study, it has not been used widely in
: contributions to the complete engine noise control studies. However, Kumar and

noise. Srivastava did use the correlation tech-

:_ Such early studies by Priede and his nique recently to study noise source iden-

_'i colleagues [l,2,3,4]*and by other workers tification on diesel engines, and reported
[5-ii] havelead to a qualitative under- some success with this approach [26].

standing of the noise production process Since the ear tends tm behave as a

_i in a diesel engine and also to the design frequency analyzer, it is generally prefer-
of some reduced noise engines. However, able to formulate the noise problem in the

;I a complete understanding of the noise gee- frequency domain and to Use the coherence
:+ station process is still far away. technique. The remainder of the paper dis-

The need for additional underst-_'nding cusses the coherence approach to modeling

_ of the nolse generation process lead to diesel engine noise and to noise source

the present coherence studies, many of idsstifieation and discusses some of the

, difficulties encountered and slmpllfylnq

•Numbers _n braeketB deslguaCe References at assemptlons which must be made.

end of paper.

: SAE/P-79/eO/$02.90
CoSyflgh=© 1979 Societyof Autornoti¥oEngineer=,Inc.
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By multiplying by the conjugate of the in-

THEORY put siqnal Fourier transform F_(f), and

The multiple input, single-output suitably averaqlng over the ensemble of
model is shown in Figure 1. Sere the in- records we obtain the frequency response:
puts are Xl, x2...x i and y' = yl+Y2+...yl
is the output which is correlated with the

inputs. We define z as the noise measured H(f) = _Sx '(f] (2)
at the output which is unecrrelated with _xx_r;
any of the inputs and assume that no input

has been missed in the modeling process, where Sxy,(f) is the cross-spectral den-
sity between the input and OUtpUt, given
by:

' Sxy,(f) = g{Fx(flFy,(£)), (31(f)___

)_ _.-_f)_ ands._(_,istheeuto-spect_aldensityof

_(t th_ input given by:J.

i _) where suitable ensemble averaging is again

I ioplle0oe istboooordloogthutiXj (_) lized in the Fourler transformation.Since uncorrelated noise z may be

i / z_) present_t theoutputtheny = y'+z. _be

uneorrelated noise may be caesed by am-

bient background noise, instrumentation

noise, nonlinear system response Or eo-

_t)- H f latedwiththeinput. Thesignaly' can-notbe measured, only y can be measured

or the cross-spectral density Sxy(f) can beobtained:
Fig. i - Multlple-lnpuh, single-output sy-
stem with uncerrelated noise z(t) in out-

i*

put, Sxy(f) = _{Fx(f)Fy(f ) ] (5)

Single Input Case and since Fu(f) = Py,(f)+Fz(f) , then Equa-
If we reduce the number of inputs in ticn (5) gi_es:

F_gure 1 to l, (or consider just one path),

the theory is more easily understood. The

slngle-input, single-outpu_ system is shown

in Figure 2. frequency domain, 1 * gIn the the Fourier S y(f) = _{Fx(f)[Fy,(f)+Fz(f_ }
transforms P (f) of the time-domain OUt-

pu= and input signals y'(t) and x(t) are

related by: = Sxy. (f) + Sxz(_) •

Fy,(f) = ]_(f) Fx(f). (I) (6)

We note that_in general_cross-spectral den-

sities and frequency response functions are

J I . complex quantities , with the exception of
the special case of the auto-spectral den-

X(_) _ HG) y_) sitles which are real quantities, Since x

ans z are uncorrelated, ensemble averaging
of Sxz(f} will give Sxz(f) = 0, so that

equation (6) becomes

z(t)

Fig. 2 - Single-input, slngle-output linear Sxy (_) = Sxy '(f)' (7)

system with uneorrelated noise z{t) in output.
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and so [using Equations (2and 7)[ the fre- The frequency responses HI, }! , E3,...H N
quency response S(f) can be evaluated from: can be found by solving Equations (13).

For solution by digital computer it is

S x (f) convenient to rewrite Equations (13) in
! H[f) : _ • (8) matrix form [14,18]. --

_xx_* The multiple coherence function y_y
is defined to be:

_! The ordinary coherence function he-
i tween the input x and the output y is de-

il fined as

, -_- = sy,y, (14)
: Sx (f) Yxy

_2(f) = _ , [9) Syy

I _XX_;_YY_; where.... The ordinary coherence function 72(f) indi- N N

- S i ._[iS_ (15)cates how well the mean square value of the Sy_y, -i_ 1 j_l 3 3 "
output is related to the input. If the us-

correlated noise z=O, then 72[f)=1, and if . 2The multiple coherence functlon Y_v repre-
y_<<z, so that y=z, then y2(f)_0, sents 6he fraction of the output w_ich is

coherent with all the inputs. From Equa-

Multiple Input Case tions (12,14 an--d--15) we obtain
Figure 1 shows the more general case

with N inputs. The total output y(t) is

the sum of the individual outputs y'(t) and

uncorrelated noise z(t), "-_ 1 Szz . (16)

_xy = - Syy -_-

If Szz<< Syy, theol,?My i, but if

:! thus Szz , Syy-Szz and y_y ÷d. Sy.y.<<

N Partial Coherence

!_ y =iZlYi + z (I0) l'f'we wish to determine the amount Of= noise measured at the output y which is

uniquel? attributable to each source, then

i_!i and by Fourier Transformation: the concepts of the partial coherence func-
{i tlon and the residual spectral densities

_I N are useful. The partial coherence approach
_! _ = Z P H i + F z. (ii) is particularly attractive if the original

_ Iy i=l Xl sources are not very coherent in thems_l-

;_ yes but if the source signal measurements

Multiplying Equation (ll) by its complex are contaminated amoilg themselves. (By

conjugate F_, dividing by T und ensemble contamination we mean that in trying to
<i{ averaging s_itably gives: measure one source, we also measure contri-

i_ = _N N Si'HIH _ butions from other sources). Such a situa-_i Syy i )j_l _ 3 ÷ SzZ ' (12) tion occurs in practice when mlc_ophones• are placed close to predominant noise sour-

ces on an engine. In the partial coher-

!_ since terms such as Sxiz_Q with the ensem- ence approach, the linear effects of theble averaging, other inputs are removed from each input
and output. This approach then is attrac-

Note that the terms F_Hq and S are all fre- tire in source identification because con-

quency dependent in Equation (ii) and all tamination can be removed from source siq-
following equations, however for simplicity nals. However, there is the danger in

this dependency is omitted, this process that if the input signals are
quite coherent with each Other (e.g., Sh-

In Equation (12) Sij is the cross-
spectral density between the i and j in- gins and exhaust) that some of the

puts and Szz is th_ auto-spectral density true input signals are removed by this pro-
cess. The theory for the partial ocher-

of the uncorrelated noise z. Multiplyin_
Equation (Ii) in turn hy each value of FI, ence approach has been discussed in detail

by Bend_t [27-29] and Dodds and Robson [30]
i=I,2,3...N, and dividing by T _ives Equa-
tion (13) where suitable averaglnq is im- so it will only be briefly reviewed here.

plied. The residual spectral density repre-
If there are N inputs, then there will sents the spectral contribution of source

he N equatio,s: _ to the output y when the linear effectsall other sources are removed from both

N x i and y, [27-30]. For example consider

Sly =j_IHjSij , i=i,2,3...N. (13) the case of a noise generating system withthree well defined inputs [31,32]. The



unique contributions from source inputs x I In source identification there are

x 2, x 3 to the output y are respecLively: two important possibilities; i)Incoherent
noise sources with measurement contamina-

2 tion, and ii)Coherent noise sources with

Yly.23 (f) • Syy. 23(f) ' measurement contamination. Both these

• 7_y•31(f) Syy.31(f ) and cases could be investigated with the pre-• ' sent idealized experiment. The ioudspea-

_ ker signals could be made completely in-7 y.12 (f) . Syy.12 (f) • coherent or partly coherent by adding part

-_ of the output of random noise generator
no. 1 to the signals to the other speakers

:',:_ The three terms represent the spectral S 2 and S 3 using potentiometers and summers.

density at y coherent only to Xl, x 2, Three cases with u = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 were

:! and x 3 respectively. These three terms studied (u is the fraction of the output

!.; may be called the coherent residual voltage of noise generator no. 1 added to
_ spectral density functions of the inputs the signals fed to speakers S 2 and $3.)

_i x.. Here each term is made of the product Note that in all cases measurement con-

_ two terms. For example: Svv.23 (f) is tamination was present since each micro-,3

:I the residual spectral density 5_ output y phone received noise not only from the
when the linear effects due to sources closest loudspeaker, but also small amounts

I x 2 and x_ are removed; 7_v.23(f) is the_ of noise from the other two speakers.

1 p_rtial 6oherence functio_ of source x I The experimental procedure was as fol-
"' when the linear effects due to sources lows: First with all speakers simultan-

x 2 and x 3 are removed from both x I and y. eously in action, Sij(f), Siy(f) and Syy(f)
_! were evaluated. From these measurements

the transfer functions Hi, (i=i,2,3) were
_a EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS calculated. Then the contribution of each

_; I. Idealized Experiment noise source to the far field noise y was
=d In order to check the above theory an calculated. The calculated contributio_

!_ idealized experiment was conducted in an IN$12Sii of each speaker to the far field
•"i., anechoic room with three loudspeakers S I, nolse output (y) could be

!,i S 2 and $3 driven by three independent ran- compared with the noise actually measured

_ dom noise generators, see Figure 3. Com- from that speaker when the other two
:_ plete details of the experimental proce- speakers were switched off. (See Figures
'_ dure are given by Wang elsewhere [31,32]. 4 and 5). Also shown in Figures 4 and 5

is the output of each speaker predicted

by the partial coherenceapproach. AS

;J might be expected, when the sources are

_ incoherent (Figure 4) the two prediction

_ [ methods give almost the same result which

agrees quite well with the measured result.

!I c_herent (Figure 5) where a = 0.5 and. y = 0.25) then the predictions are not

MICN0J   oacourato,nolloa es,ase poctod,partial coherence approach tends to
underestimate the noise, while the multi-

" ple-input approach tends to overestimate
the noise• The two methods used in con-

junction can thus be used to give an
i , upper and lower "bOund" for the noise of

'/ , 2. Experiments on Modelin_ of Diesel

En@ine Noise
Chung, Seybert, Crocker and IIamilton

have used the multiple-input, single-out-

put coherence system to model diesel en-

/, 45 ° gine noise, [13-21 and 24].

i_O._ _3 six pressure transducers were mounted
.-_ - in the cylinder head of a V-6 naturally_I_No.4 aspirated diesel engine which was thought

to be combustion-noise dominated. These

six transducers were considered to be the

Fig. 3 - The Arrangement of the Sound inputs to the model• A microphone mounted

Sources (Loudspeakers,S) and Microphones about im. from the side of the engine

[Mic.) in the Idealized Experiment. block in an anechoic room was considered
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;_400 RPM

Z

o ,=o = _ooo .o= CRANK ANGLE (OEBREE)

Fig. 6 - The cylinder combustion pres-
[_ Pig. 4 Predictedspectra compared sures versus crank angle for several

with the true speutrun, engine load conditions, [19].
a - 0.0. [ref. 32]

, _ 170

!.

_J eo,_o _Q_4)S_Jg _. I

rJ i

40CO

_ _ _ =o® FREQUENCY'Hz

_!i Pig. 7 - Cylinder pressure spectrum for• 2400 RPM and 7 ft-lb load with a bandwidth
:._ of 10 HZ, [19].

,t

_, Fig. 5 Predicted spectra comparedwith the true specrrvmp a - 0.5.

i_ |ref. 32] the ripples observed in the 7 ft-lb trace
_ of Figure 6. The peak was thus considered
;,I to be the output, y. Figure 6 shows cy- to he caused by the cavity resonance. TO
,_ finder pressure-time histories measured investigate this theory, envelopes of the
-; under different loads. The ripples in the cylinder pressure spectra were obtained

time histories were considered to be using a wider bandwidth for the different
caused by a chamber resonance also report-- loads shown in Figure 6...see Figure 8.
ed by earlier Workers. Figure 7 shows the Figure 9 shows similar spectra at the same

'If auto-spectrum of the cylinder pressure load but different speeds.
time history for the lowest load of 7ft-lb The broad peak in the spectrum Is
obtained using an FFT analyzer. The sig- seen to be load-dependent but not speed-
nal was filtered off below 800 I{z to re- dependent. The temperature in the adaptor
move the dynamic range problem and above tube before the transducer during combus-
5000 HZ to prevent aliaslng. The broad tion may be assumed to be at least 500oc
peak in the spectrum at about 4000 Hz was and the resulting transducer adaptor tube
found to correspond to the frequency of resonance frequency must be at least about
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_80 i0,000 HZ which is well above the ob-

served peak in the frequency spectrum.

24OORPM-12OfHb floweret, the first radial frequency in the
1TO _!_aO/l_/f-_24CORPM'60fHb cylinder cavity (which is the same as the

"__"'"'__" cut-off frequenCYoOf a circular duct) does

correspond. At O C, this frequency is
160 _ about 1760 Hz for a 3.5 in diam. duct.

;, Assuming the temperatures in the cylinder
• are about 1000°C, 1500oc and 2000°C for

iI _150 the low, medium and hig_g_]na s gives
frequencies of 1768 x-_zL/_izlJ = 3800 Hz,

!_ _ 1760 x_3 = 4485 HZ and 1760 x
?i _ = 5080 HZ, respectively. These

_ frequencies seem to correspond quite well

i! FR_ENCY-Hz with the observed broad peaks in the
spectra in Pig. 8. The fact that the

• Fig. 8 - High frequency portion of the peaks are broad may be explained by the

cylinder pressure spectrum for various fact that the temperature is changing dur-

_, loads, [19]. ing the combustion phase and so the speedof 'sound and the first radial resonance

frequency will also change. (See Figure
6).

The ordinary coherence function be-
180 tween two different cylinder pressures was

measured and is shown in Figure i0. It

3360R_-Tft-lb is seen that up to about 10O0 HZ it is1710 _GORPM-Tft.lb about 1.0, but then it decreases steadily

°_nr_,_,-_ _,,%_ until above 3000 IIz it is essentially zero._

i This would intuitulvely seem to make sens_
[60 __ At low frequency the pressure signals in

the cylinders are composed of multiples of
the firing frequency (see Fig. 7) and the

150 process is fairly deterministic. At highfrequency the combustion processes become

_140 more random. There may be several reasons
_0 _0 _0 40_0 5000 for randomness in addition to randomness

in the combustion. These could include

F_S.NCY-Hz randomness due to slight variations in

speed and load from cycle to cycle.

Fig. 9 - High frequency portion of the Strahle and }{andley have recently studied

cylinder pressure spectrum for various randomness in combustion extensively
speeds, [19]. with a single-cylinder diesel engine [33,

34]. Strahle and Handley concluded that

after correcting for speed variatlonsttbe

remaining randomness in the combustion

process was very important in the engine

radiated noise in the higher frequency
region above about 1200 or 1500 HZ. More-

It0-

_5-

FREQUENCY-KHZ

Fig. i0 - Typical ordinary coherence function e_fimate between

cylinder pressures for 2400 RPM and 7 ft-lb load with Be=20 HZ,
[19].
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In Seybert's work [19, 21] allowance

delays, which occur between the inputs _d

80 the output. Seybert and Hamilton have
recently show the magnitude of the bias

errors in estimating frequency response

7C and coherence functions involved by time

_.C0herentN0Jse:93_d8 _ Chung ]14, 38] and Seybert and
:i 60 V Crocker [19, 21],using th_ multiple-input

single-output model varied the theoretical

FR_U£NCY_Hz , cylinder pressure-time history and showed

!_ 50 I0_ _000 3600 4000 that the engine noise was predominantly_" caused by the pressure jump created at•_ I00,4
_ 60ft-lb ignition. Chun9 used an idealized instan-

taneous pressure rise. Seybert and

_0 Crocker used more realistic pressure
i3 _ rises measured on a single cylinder

_ _ research engine. This result was known
80 qualitatively before, however quantitive

[_ predictions of noise were shown by this
:_ later work. This shows that if the cy-

d80_r011 linder pressure rise can be smoothed,

!i 70 --C_eren considerable noise reduction sbould OCCUr.

Recently IIayos, Seybert and Hamilton

60 have used the multiple-input_ single-out-

I000 2000 _000 4000 put model to try to separate piston slap

11 _0 . . . , i9_f|_ib and combustion noise of a running diesel
engine [39]. Such a procedure had been

suggested by Chung, et el., earlier [14,

90 18]. In this procedure the piston slap

:: _ inptlts were measured with accelerometers

_ 80 mounted in the wall of the cylinder liner

_i _ _ while the combustion noise was measured

_C0herentN_s_IO_edB _ with cylinder pressure transducers as_0 before. BeCause of a limited number Of

transducers some assumptions had to be

FR£OUENCY_zTI I .'_'- made regarding coherence between inputs_

60 _0001 i _000 _000 41 DO however, the approach was useful in sepa-
rating piston slap noise.

3. Experiments on Source Identification

Using the MultiplQ-Input, Single-

Fig. ]3 - Total and coherent engine noise Output Model
spectra at 2400 RPM, as a f,nction of Koss and Alfredson used such a model

load, with Se=14O HZ, [19]. in 1974 to try to identify transient

noises on a punch press [40]. Later
Alfredson [41] wsrking at Herrick Labora-
tories continued this work on the same

V-6 diesel engine used by Chung, Seybert,

Crocker and Hamilton. Alfredson used 5

microphones mounted close to the engine

the cylinder signals are composed of line and one far field microphone. He mainly

spectra and are generally deterministic, concluded that the partial coherence

If the input signals were completely approach was very difficult to use and
deterministic they would become complete_ the results were inconclusive. Although

coherent with each other and the coherence he does no_ say so directly, it appears

technique would be unable to separate the that contamination between inputs was a

contributions of the different inputs, big problem. Also Of course the partial

However, recently Seybert, Crocker and coherence _pproaeb will give unrealistic
Hamilton [35,36] have shown that if there results since the "true" signals will be

is a known tim0 delay between the signals partly coherent and this approach will

the spectral density functions can be remove parts of the "true" signals. The
frequency averaged to reduce the cohere_y, contamination problem might be reduced

Even if the signals are deterministic in Alfredson's case by using acceler-

(line spectra) they can be used to obtain ometers not microphones.

frequency responses with loss of resolu- Later Wang asd Crocker [31, 32] used

tics in the frequency domain but retain_g the multiple-input coherence approach to
resolution among the paths, try to separate noise sources on a truck

(fan, engine, exhausts, intake). They
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used six close microphones and one far V) The model has allowed a separation

field microphone. The appraoch seemed to of the noise from combustion and piston

give great difficulty presumably caused slap with a running engine. Previous at-

i by contamination, time delays (between tempts at piston slap noise determination
input and output) and insufficient number have been empirical and have relied on

of inputs. More simple-minded approaches measuring complete engine noise with sever-
i such as the near field approach seemed to al different designs of piston.

i work better and give results in close vi) Although the model has so far
agreement with the source wrapping proce- bees used dn engines which are "combustion-

•! dure. noise" dominated_ in principle it can also

i_ be used on engines which also have a con-

siderable amount Of "mechanical noise" pro-
vided the sources of mechanical noise can

!? he identified and measured. Zn this case

; the number of inputs to the model must be

_ increased to allow for inclusion Of the
!_ CONCLUSIONS mechanical sources. St wo01d probably be

63 In this paper uses of the so-called necessary to measure these source inputs
: coherence model of diesel engine noise have using accelerometer or velocity gauges.

been discudsed. It has been shown that Using idealized experiments with loud-

_i this model has been successfully applied speakers it has been shown, that the coher-

e: to several different aspects of the noise ence model can in principle be applied to
!i" of diesel engines, which are combustion the identification of the noise sources on

::! noise dominated and has yielded the follow- the vibrating surfaces of machines, such as

ing information: a diesel engine. However, in practice so

j i) The model can he used to separate far such experiments with real engines and

the noise from each cylinder (which Is large multiple sources such as trucks seem

<i given by IHil 2 Sii). Even if the cylinder to have been mainly unsuccessful. Possihly

_ pressures are coherent it is still possible problems such as contamination hetween
to separate the different cylinder contri- sources, time delays between signals and

_i_ butlons to the overall noise because of insufficient numbers of source microphones
' the known time delays between the cylinder may be largely responsible.n

<<! pressure signals. Some frequency resolutionis lost in this separation process in the

i frequency region in which the cylinder

_i pressure signals are coherent (low fre-

quency).

iiI ii) The model can be used to provide• theoretically a parametric study of the
,_ dependence of engine noise on cylinder

_ pressure-time history. The pressure-time.i
_ history can be varied theoretically in the

}_ computer model thus obviating or reducing

_[i the need for much expensive, time consum-
_i ing, and tedious experimental work. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

_ii iii) The coherence model has show_ The support of the National Science
_:_ for the first time the quantitative rela- Foundation, Cummins Engine Company, Colum-
n3 tionsbip which exists between the engine bus, Indiana and the Office of Noise,>

5_ noise and the abrupt pressure noise occur- Abatement and Control of the U.S. Environ-
ring at detonation. This relationship was mental Protection Agency, Washington, DC
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_i iv) The coherence model has allowed Laboratories. Some part Of the research

i! a r_gorous determination of the attenuation was supported internally by Serrick Labo-
%; (frequency response functlon Hi) between ratories funds. The measurements made
i!] individual cylinder pressures and engine at Herrlck Laboratories described in this

noise. Previous attempts at this must be paper were mainly conducted by J. Y. Cht_g,

regarded as approximate at best since only A.F. Seybert, P. A. Hayes, and M. E. Warp

an "average" attenuation could be deduced, while studying as graduate students. The

Previous attempts must assume that each assistance of A. Smith, A. Norfleet and

cylinder pressure is incoherent and equal others who constructed the experimental

in magnitude and are thus suspect in the apparatus is gratefully acknowledged.
low frequency range where the signals are
cohorent.
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TgANSHISSfON NOISE 8EI)UCTTON USfNG DOI,OGRAPHIC SODRCI_ iDENTIFICATION

AND CONSTRAINED LAYER 8AbflqNG

8onald W, Ilora

Detroit Diesel Allison, glvislon of Cenoral Haters

:i
'i
:' ABSTRACT

,, As the noise of various veblc]e components is
., reduced, transmission noise will become more ap-

parent. Host transmission noise is generated by

vibration of the transmission housing caused in MAXIMUMNOISE
turn by moshlng of gear teeth. To effectively re- LEVEL

:,; duco airborne noise omlnating from tile ho_slng, dB(A)
tile critical areas of the tlouslng tbat act as AT

speakers must be identified, 50FEET
A photographic technique usln 8 laser llght,

_ called Double-Pulsed Iiolograpby, has been adapted

J for this purpose, h flve-s_ep test progrmn tlas

boon successfully completed and has resulted in a
:, quieter pro_ocype through USe of constrained layer

; damping materials a_ critical points on the trans-

" mission bousin 8. Thus, it is o_peeted that holog-
_' r_phy will be a very useful tool in locatln'g tlous-

lag areas which arc the source Of airborne noise.

1976 ,uTa 19= .qJ_8?4sacJ38g._ %pAREF_AT,O.

ALLISON HEAVY-DUl_ AUTO_L%TIC and power-sbtft trunk- Fig. 2 - EPA noise standards for new trucks
missions are manufactured for a variety of cus-

tomers for applications including hauling, cycling, dards are already more severe than national stun-
and military uses. A Eew of the applications are dards (I)* As a result, vehicle manufacturers

shown in Figure I. Nearly all of tlm veblclo man- will continue to select quieter components until

ufacturers who specify such transmlaslons make vo- naclonal, state and local standards are met.

hicles tbaC nre subject =o noise resulations. As the noise of ocher components in vehicles
is reduced, cransmission noise will become more

appareut (2) (3), Figure 3 is a comparison of s

production llne-baul truck and a qulecer proto-

type. Notlco tbnt tile transmission noise level
was ranked flftb in =be 88 dg(A) baseline vehlole,

bu_ was ranked tblrd in tile80 dg(A) prototype,

Tbus, the need to develop quieter transmlsslons

is becoming increasingly important.
Host transmlsson noise is generated by vl-

hrations caused by tlm mesbing of gear _eoth. Tboso
vibrations create vehlcle nolse in three ways (ref-

erence Figure 4).
• Gear mesb torsional vibrations are carried

structurally to voblele pilno|s by drive-
lines and then converted to lllrborne sound.

• Gear mesh lateral vibrations are tattled

strue_urolly by mounts to veblole panels

Ylg. I - Tzpical applleatlens of throe types of and then converted to airborne sound.
Allison TL'ansmlsslons • Gear mesh vibrations (lateral and torslonaD

excite tile transmission ]lousing and are dl-

The nolse standards for runny automatic trans- reetly converted to alrbori1o sound,

mission users--line-haul truck manufacturers--are

e_peeted to become mor_ severe durlng the next *Numbers in parentheses doslgnaLe References s=

d_cade, as sbown in Figure 2, Hany ideal stun- end of pallor

SAE/P.79/gOI$02.50

Copyright© 1979 Societyof Automotive Enoineer_,Inc.
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The most obvious difference Is that holography pro-
[ duees n three-dimensional imago called a hologram

when reeonstruqted with n laser benin.

The physical nrrnngement for recording a holo-
gram is shown _ehematically In Figure S. The lsser

emits s Imam o_ light to n beam splitter and be-

¸ MAxwell| _TO_AL comes two beams, a ferulE'OnCe beam nnd oil objocI2

_¥_ beam. The reference boom is guided onto photo-
_DI_ =*_,m graphto f_lm directly, while the object beat_ isAT •

_F=tt diffused onto the object and reflected back to the
samu photographic film. The monochromatic nature

i of the laser light creates construel:ive and de-structive Interference depending on the phase he-
tweeR tile two heal, st and I;hus records o three-

dJmenstonal hologram. This entire system of laser.
• _ mirrors and film bolder is called a holocamern.
!_. I1|dlllAILIII_III I'_Cll IIOIIB(AIR_UCtON_!HrTRtlCK

RUBY

:i' Fig. 3 - Component contribution _o overall vehicle TRANSMISSION LASER

_ gEFEREMCE

OBdECT SEAM
SEAM

AM BEAM
P TE MIRROR LENS SP-L-I_E R GUIDE

Fig. 5 - Schematic shoving tbo operation of a
holoca_fira

By pulsing the laser in _he boloeagler_=
double-exposure hologram is recorded, If nothing
shifted Lhe light paths between pnlscsp the hole-
grail would he unaltered, Howevor_ since Che Bur-
faces of the object are vibrating, tile object

Fig. 4 - Sources of noise from a typical transmis- beam's pat[* is longer or shorter by a fraction of

sion a wavelength causing the interference psttern_ to
change. Some l_ght waves are cancelled forming

Hueb work has been done to redu_ _h_ exolta- dark areas on tile hologram, willie others are ro-
tten forces caused by the gear teeth, tomb as medl- inforeed causing bright areas. Thus, an Imag_ is

flea_lon of _ooth profil_s, use of overlapping hel- recorded which Is directly rela_ed to the mo_lon

ical gears, and use of eounterphased planetary of the object, i,e., the transmission housing.
gear sets (4), Driveline and mount improvements To viowa hologram, a laser beam is required
have also been helpful in reducing noise, to reconstrue_ the reference b_ant on the film,

This paper, however, presents a test program When the reference heam is reconstructed, a three-

designed to reduce the airborne noise t11at radi- dimonslonal object with dark-frlnge patterns can

ares directly from the _ransmission housing. To be observed by looking through the photographic
effec_ive]y reduce airborne noise from Lhe hous- film.
lag, the _ritlcal areas of the ]lousing that act as

speakers must be identified and modified to reduce THS TEST PROGP_M

their ability co radiate sound. A pbotographic

technique using la_er light, called Double-Pulsed For any noise reduction program co be success-
Holography, offers a unique means of visualizing ful, the program must _valuate every possible

housing su_fsc_ vibrations and is the test method source of noise. For transmission manufacturers,

selected to ioca_e the he,sing areas acting as an organized test program _o _aalyze _he vlbr_-

speaker_ (5) (6), tlonal characteristics of _he _ransmlssion housing

is one Important port of the over-all noise r_duc-

DOUBLE-PULSED HOLOC,RAPIIY tlon program.
The analysis of transmisslon housing vihra-

golography is a process very similar to pho- _lons _an be done in several ways, Nodal analysis

tography excepU that laser light, which is mona- uslng Fast Fourler Transform (FFT) equipment _s

chromatic (of one color or wavelength), is used, perhaps dlemost popular and has proven qutto_ _ue-
llolography records both amplitude and plmse of cossfuf, ilowever, tilerest*its yield a multitude

light, wblle photography records only amplitude, of closely-spaced resonant inod_ shapes wl_h little
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or no information about forced vibrations. Tile

mode shapes define tile general housing motion, but
possibly miss some vibrating areas of tile housing
simply because tile areas are not s part of tile
grid network that defines tile housing.

To overcome these p_oblems, tile test program
at Detroit Diesel Allison used the double-pulsed
holography technique. Tile results of this tech_
nlque, unlike otllers, include as much area of tile

housing as can be photographed and include reso~ OUTPUT
nant motion superimposed on forced motion. To oh- SPEED
s_rve realistic forced motion, actual running con- RPM
dltlons were simulated in tlle test cell.

The housing noise test program consisted of

five steps to produce a quieter tran_mlsslon by

altering the housing only.
(1) An initial noise test to e_tablish a

noise baseline and its frequency spectrum.
(2) A holography test to identify areas of

tim housing with high vibrations.

(3) An aceelerometer test to verify that the
housing vibratlon-frequency spectrum is

related to tile sound-frequency spectrum.
(4) Redesign or treatment of the housing in

those areas which were identified using O Io00 2000 8000 4000
holography,

(5) A final noise test to evaluate rile effec- FREQUENCYHz
ttveness of changing or treating the hous-

inS , Fig. 6 - Initial noise test results
The houslng selected for tile test w_s a trans-

fer gearbox from an Allison CLBT-750 transmission test cell and under the same running co_dltlons as

used in off-hlghway scrapers and trucks. One tea- tlle Inlclal noise test.
son that this transmisslo_ was chosen is that tile Tile setup of the holocamera and on_ micro-

gear mesh consisted of a fourty-second order of plisse is sho_al in Figure 7, Note that _he gearbox
tile output shaft only, Tbls characteristic slm- housing was painted flat white for bettor contrast

pllfied the analysis, in tire holograms, Tile boloeamera consisted of
,, laser, mirrors, and film holder enclosed in =he

INITIAL NOISE TEST large box on tile portable llft. Tile holocamera
used a one-Jou]e, Apollo Model 22 ruby laser with

The purpose of tile iaitlal noise test, as el- a 76-mm oscillator and a 152-mm amplifier. This
ready noted, was to establish a noise baseline and Ilolocnmera was designed for general applications
its frequency spectrum, and is relatively la_gu. A more complete deserip-

The transfer gearbox was installed in a test tion of tile holocamern and related equipment is
cell using isolation mounts and special rubber given in the Appendix.
torque couplings to prevent structural vibrations The video comern in Figure 7 was used during
from exciting the bedplate and other objects in setup to record tile laser flash on video tape. The
tile test cell. Thus, the only sound recorded was video tape could then be played back slowly to de-
airborne sound radiating from tim housing, termtnu if tile housing was adequately illuminated

After Installation,the gearbox w_s first op-

erated over its o_ttre sp_edrange at higb loads. _fl! :
The resulting noisy operating speeds were noted DYNE ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURE _j _ ; _'::;:'_ll
and tile unit was rerun at steady operating condl- _ _
glens at those speed points, The eight noisiest Ea_L_i_r,a_im --_ "_ VIDEOcAM
operating points were selected for tb_ holography _---_ ,
test. HOLOCAMER

shown in 6. Since tile only mesh order ! I
present is tlm forty-second order, harmonies are
easily identified. 'rite vertical dashed lines In-

dicate posslbl_ resonances of the houslng at tbose _'t_l o_n'7_B___ HOLOCAMERA

f requenoies. Ir_%_S'¢gR CO--_NTR0_j

'rile purpose of the holography test was to ____

identify areas of tile housing with hlgb vlhration

levels. Fig, 7 - Test cell Installation for initial sound,

The holography test was conducted In tile same holography, and accelsrometer tests
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by tile laser flash, The vldeo monitor and talm
_@ro ice:lied in _ £on_rol i'llOlli utljzlC_ilL Ltl _IIU C_-S[:
cell, SOu Flgure 8, ']'lle red safety ]Igllt In _lle
cont_rol Voom was illtlmIi'=ate¢l o_] a .q_l_ety prec=It_tloll
W]lon_ver tllo inset wa_; In li COlldltlon ready to flro,

R_conBtrllCl:ion of t:ho bolograt_s was accom-
I}l.I_lled us[ug a ]S-inl_, h_LIUlll-noon lllsor a!i sI1owil
Jn Figure fJ. TIIL*. romi];;[ng ho[ogroll_ were pho_o-

graphed using convai_tional l:echnlquol and prliltod
as ordlnary pho_og,:ngklc prfn_s,

III]-VlDEQM_ONITO_ W , _l,_!_-j!_] ;i

Fig. IO - IIologram 0f rent" o_ _:ran_fer housing

INSTRUMENT TAPE RECORDER I
I

V (i,urrehmc) = n (_./2) (1)
Fig._ - Controlroomlayout _ cos

where: n = uumber o_ fringes in chc bu]l_s-

....................... _" _.'.'_2" eye forming ;I complete clrcle

PHOTO , .; DIVERGING. "': , ' 5MLLWATr ;- ,! k/2 = haif-wavelenstb of _ha laser

pLATE ." : =. LENS , LASER light (.347 ilia for _hls gos_)r _ , :r '';' ....... ; ' _'"" " " _ t = Lh,lo beLween pulses (200/_sec
...... : I " r................ ...... ' fur i.hL!l I:es=)

,,:'r_ ','/:;{" ,i _- bisector nnglo, defined In Fig-
urc II

For tiffs tcs_, _ = 30 degreeH Wllon viewing _lle
bousii_ from r..b_ rear_ a_ fo. Pl?_ure IS_ _tr_d45

llegro_s whan viewing the housing from _lie fronl: I
a_ In Figure 12.

The to F hulli!l-_ye In Figure lO 1_i located
olrl il t_t:oel tort*r. 'l'here arc! twelve black fringes

/I/i/Ill/l////////////////////[fill/SURFACE

"°------"-' it,,,? -'F/litre [O is o, pbotograF h of a bololrll tlkll ' I
I_rom She hick of lll_ llOltllg, Note lilac lhore is

n "bullls-OYt II It" PrlnloI on tile houslI S al IWO I_,_?il,. td_flirtli licit:lois,

A bnl_il-eye II n hologfam 111{111oi a pink

Or _21_klIy _L1 _.ht I_itpll_ClOli!: F_ll:_ti'li II I_l'lt tilT--
face INIE /clurt ili_wIen liultet, [C Ls much llke _1,,;= INCIDENCE ANGLE

dark fringtt Ii i btlll-Is-lyl yloldl lie dtflalct _#, = 9S - ,t,, + 'l"
I llr_Ile mOVIl _.I lhI lJllI 11111421 lltllttt, l

The velocity (Ioward the laser) of th_ vlhraI- BISECTOR LASER WHERE d,ISMElStJRED
ilI Ilrfac(2 of tile object: al llie ccnt_r of a bull's, INDEGREES,
eye can be /ppro×fmalod by: Plg* II - Defilltlol of anglo
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0600. _-_
42 ORDER_2NG HARMONIC_-

24_.______L_- _ ' _--____ARE_H.ARMON'C

2200.

OUTPUT----"7_. ----'_
-' SPEED _'-_-_-_ _" ' ' _:" _=

00 _ -_-_'' ' --_ "4THHARMONPC
, RPM 10 ._ _4TH ,

i 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

FREOUENCYHz

Fig. 13 - Acceleromet_r _est r_sults

i': tcs harmonics are present in tile housing vlbra~tion spectrum Just as they were in the nolse spec-

F:[0. 12 -- IIolog_'_mof front of transfer hou_i_ _rgm shown in Plgure 6. Also note _lmt one of _he

• resonant idn_s in die nol_e spectrum also appears

_, nnd _= 30 degrees. Therefore. the velocity a_ In tilev_braclon spectrum.

_:he center of tile bull_s-eye l_ .02_O m/_. A constant _peed point corresponding to the

Tile large_ bullrs-eye Indlea_es greater vole- 1300 rpm eondl_ion In Figure 10 was also tested co

city, Th_ fringes are so closely packed tba_ they compare _be vlbratlon-frequeney spectrum wick _Im

are bard co dt_ingul_h, There arc 48 klaek noise-frequency spectrum at that condition.
frlnges for a velocity of .0960 m/s. Certainly Figure 14 show_ a eolnparlson of tile vlbraclon

_he larger bull*s-eye is I/kely to show tile major and nolse-frequency spectrums a_ tileconstant _haft
:; source of sound since it indicates greater ve_o~ _peed (1300 rpm) running condition, Only three of

city. l:he noise peaks are present in _lle vlbration spot-
, Thirty-five holograms wer_ analyzed. Tile Rat-

=: _orns were generally different for o,leh operating NOISE SPECTRUM

resonant mode shapes superimposed on areas of

forced vlbra_lon. _Often_ _bere were _ore bull_s-eyes on the AVERAGE

on tim rear, as sko_ in Yigur_ 10, hut _]ley were dB(A)
less sever_. }I0re llllllOr_llntly _ _OSI: O_ _lleI}ullls-

i_bat existed on all 35 holograms.

ACCELERO}_TER TF,ST --J

VIBRATIONSPECTRUM
_le purpose of Cbe accelero_eter test Was CO 150

verify that the housing vibratlon-frequency spee- I | I
IFUN_A/JENT_LJ ]t_tlm Was related Co the so_nd-frequetIcy spectrum. HOUSING IO0

The accelerometer location selecced for the ACCELERATION _N
B_RIdONIC

ces_ WaS _he center of cbe l_rgo bull ,s_ope in g*_ ! _ iT_
Figure 10. Tile test was conducted usdng a slow

Increase in sbaf_ _peed from 1000 to 2600 rpm with
tilesa_le load as used In tile illit|al nolse Cost. o _ i_oo =_o _ 1_ =0m 1_ I_

Figure 13 shows the aceelero_eter recording FRSQUENCYHz
of the slow Increase in slmt'c speed from 1000 to
2600 rpm. Note ghat _he forty-second order and F]_. 14 - Notse Ilod vibration spectrums at 1300 rpm
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laPlOre1twvoeillairoftiet]lree l'reqtJe/icy spikes from the naIse _pectrum

would account for a significant reduction In stored. CONSTRAINED-_-_-,'_f_ ;;;_._'t",', ,_-_ : _,,"

After reviewing thl! holograms, a limited area _:
of the housing was sdec_cd for treatmuilt. The sa-
lectiol} COllsiStO(_ of the relatively flat zlrea_

which werla che areas of tile greateH_ vll)ral;lona] _! :

acglvl_y. _;A constrained layer of da_lplllg glaLerlal ,slIowII
schemer:to,lily In Figure 15, wa_ tile treatmeng so- "-
leered for use in tills experiment. The thin dalllp_
Ing magerlal flexes [letweetl the hotlslng lind _111
outer steel cover, The flexing of tile thin damp-

lng layer converts tile sound-producing energy to 7'_,; .*_.'_

sheer stress energy and is dissipated in tile form _-_P[I

OUTER

I HOUSING

Pig, 16 - Constrnlned-l_yer _reatment on rear of
_ran._ fur honslng

- ADHESIVE "_[ ....... ,

THIN DAMPING

MATERIAL • . j_Fig. 15 - Coflstrallled-l_ye_ noi.qe redllctloll t_uat-
ment _' 7

The optltaUln _hicklless of the damping layer and
oilier s_eol COVer ks a function of housing w_l]]

thickness. _6mpora_ure and prominent freqtl('tlcy be-

Ing treated. Since tile fundamental frequency and

temperature changed wl_h operating conditions and
since tile housing-wall _lllckness was noc uniforta,
tile trua_Ine_t Was itconlproln_seof those parameters.

Pigures 16 and 17 show tilehousing after ap-

plying tile constrained layer materials. NIItleO i LAYER
tlla_ aiI tile ou_er s_eol covers were l;[nlllIU flirt
pieces since tile holograms _howed that tile vlbra- MATERIALS
tlonal activity was greates_ on flat areas of _lle
housing.

FINAl, NOISE TEST

Tile ptlrpose of tile final noise test was to

evaluate the effectlvenes_ or treating a limited
area of the housing. The final noise test was
recorded in tile sngie manner as tile Initial noise

test to assure a f_'llr cot,parlsoll of tile treated
housing with _he baseline.

The comparison of _he noise baseline and the
noise after treatment showed a slgnlftcant nois_ Fig, 17 - Constrained-layer treatment on front of

reduction, see Figure 18. The mlIXlt_IIIW Sollnd 1"_ _ transfer housing

duction of 8 dR(A) occurred at: approximately 1300
rpm. The noise redllctio_ was not constant over strained layer to flux and to convert tile sound-
tile ontlr_ speed range since the effectiveness of producing energy to IlOaC.
tile constrained layer dalnp/_g material _arled a_ 'riDe cmlstratne(I layer damping material could
a ftlnctlot% of frequency. Ittgh and low temgerntttre possibly be tuned to yield tile greatest noise re-
extremes %#Otlid aI8o reduce tile ab/ltty Of Cite con- t[uc_lotl at some specific operating speed,
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sovu_ _ _ f_ Specl fleetIons

aS(A) J_ _ [ Detroit Diesel A1]lson One-Joule,

Double-Pulsed, Ruby IIolncamera[

OUTPUTSPEED,RPM

Fig. Ig - Overall trnnsalsslon soiled reduction

RU_RY

Tile test objective, to reduce the direct con-
version of gear mesh vlbratloas into airborne

noise, was accomplished, Tile flee-stop test pro-

gram was successfully completed and resulted In a
quieter prototype using constrained layer damping
materials on cba gearbox housing.

Two significant points can be made from thls
tesEJ

• Noise can be significantly reduced by
treating a limited area of a housing,

• Ilolography is a very useful method of

selecting areas of _ransmisslen Dousings
for noise reduction treatment. A. liolocamera

Further development for noise reduction of 1. Support - I megagram-rated sllopllfter with
tim CLBT-750 transfer gearbox houslas will continue, menthol height adjustment

The next step will be to develop a housing that is 2. Table - O,9xl,2x0.15 metre honeycomb tablu

stiffer in tile areas of high vibration. Any sub- with magnetic stainless steel top and bnt-
sequen_ noise recording will be compared to the tom, Both sides are drilled and tapped
previously established baseline nolnc. I/4-20 on 25._-metre centers,

3. Enclosure - O.gxl.2xO.9 me_ra angle-iron
REFERENCES frame with re_ovable wood sides for max-

lmlzing safety and security.
1. Robert S/ckldng, "Regulation and Control 4. Optical Components:

of Ground Vehicle Noise", G.H. Research Lobate- a. Salium-neon alignment laser
tory Report, Fluid Dynamics Research Department, h. Ten mirrors and holders

Warren, Hdchlgan_ November, 1977. e. Tan assorted lenses
2. Richard L. S_aadt, "Truck Noise Control". d, Two filter bolder_ wltb nine asserted

_ Paper EP-386 (7_0001), _11e Twentieth L, Ray filters

' _i guckendale Lecture, presented at tile SAE Aurorae- e. Five adjustabl_ platforl_ compoI_eng
tire Engineering Congress and Exposition, Detroit, mounts

::i Michigan, February, 1974. f. Two film or plate holders

.'= l. g. P. gudny, "Meeting European Noise Rag- g. One ten-percen_ reflection beam spldt-
ulaCions for Rubbor-Tlred Front End Loaders". tar that ca, be mounted in tile laser

Paper 760599 presented at SAE West Coast Meeting, head

San Francisco. California. August. 1976. B. Ruby Laser - Apollo Model 22 wi_h 76-tmn os-
_. N. g. I'almer and r. R. Fuehrer, "Noise eillator, 132-_11 amplifier and double-pulse

Control in Planetary Transmissions", Paper 770561 Q-switch.

pre_on_ed a_ SAg Earthmovtng Industry Conference, 1. Energy - TENon with output ctalon
Central llldnols Section, Peoria, llllnol_, April, a, One Joule, single pul_e

I977. b, 0,5 Joule/pulse_ 1 to 800 tnlcrosecond

5. 0. A, Evensen, R, Aprahamean, and K. R. separation
0veroye, "Pulsed Differential Holographic Measure- c, 0.07 Joule/pulse, COO to 99,500 micro-

ments of Vibration Modes of Iligh-Temperature second separation (oscillator only us-
Panels". NASA Contractor Report NARA CR-2028, lng 152-rain bead)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2. Coherence - 50 percen_ fringe contrast a_
Washington, O. C., June. 1972. i metre, optional dye cell may be put-

6. A. Felske and A. Nappe. "Vibration Analy- chased to extend co]terence go 7 metres.
sis by Rouble-Pulsed Laser Rolography". Paper 3. Repetition Rate - I ppm for pulse repeat-

770030 presented at the SAE l_terna_lotlal Auto- ability
motive Engineering Congress a.d I!xposltlon, 4. Pulse Sep_ra_ion Control - 1 taegal_ertz
Detroit, Michigan, February, 1977. digital clock

5. Dimensions

a. Optical Nail - 2 nmtro with dust cover
b. Power Supply - O.TxO,6_l,g metres
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' C. AccessortoR

: 1. Autoco]lim_tor

ii_ 2. rhotodlode with integrator circuit to m0a-
sure pulse energy

_: 3, Dual-trace storage oscilloscope
),; d. Safetygoggles
:- 5. Safety in_er-locks and relays for safety
ii: lights, etc. =o conform to _afecy stsn-
_ dards

_'_ D. llolocomeraPower Supply and Storogo Cabinet

_:_ 1. Transformer - 5KVA, 440V to ll0Vslng]e
phase

2. Two 20A breakers inco 16 ll0V receptacles
3. 440V cord to transformer I0 m0tres lengflh

4. Enclosure - 0.66xl.2xl.4 metre8 with two

storage drawers and one shelf

5. All accessories and holocamer_ optics can

be locked in cabinet.
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CONPtrrER OPTIHISED DESISN OF ENOINE STRUCTURES POE LOW NOISE

N. Lalor

Institute of Sound a_d Vibration Research

University of Southampton , England

strength requirement is essentially a low frequency,

! and noise a higb frequency, problem it is posslhle
ABSTRACT to alter the performance Of the structure to sails-

• fy one without affec_in_ the other. This paper

The paper describes a computer optimisation describes a technique for optimising an engine
procedure, using static deflection techniques, by block for low noi0e without degrading ice structural

which the overall noise level of an engine can bo integrity and with little or no weight increase.

reduced by up to 5dBA by minor modification. The For an existing design this will mean a reduction of
computer program operates within given wcight_ up co a maximum of 5dgA (i.e. bringing the engine

!tl spare and strength constraints and prodL*ces a down to the bottom of the scatter hand for its class).

modified design whlcb can be machined by existing llowever, the _echnlque can also be used to assess

_ plant, radical cbanges in dcslgn, from a noise point of

li The use of the static deflectlen technique is view.
jusci£ied by the results of running engine dampln8

measurements and by the analysls of the influence NOISE REDDCTION OBJECTIVE

of damping on typical third octave vlbr,_tion levels.

This analysis demonstrates that tile damping of the Figure i show_ the third octave noise spectrum

_I block structure has _ery llttle influence on of a typical medium sized six cylinder in-llne diesel
running engine vibration levels, which ere, in engine running under full load condiLiens at its

fac_, controlled by the stillness, rated speed of 2800 rev/min. It can he seen from
the figure chat the overall "A" weighted noise level

_i A CURRENT ENGINE BLOCK STRUCTURE is designed mainly

stiff enough co withstand the direct 8a_ m_d inertia _ L_ _, ._loads and _he torquu reaction forces without sig- J
nificant di0tor_ions a_ the various bearing suriaces. _ 9G -,¢
AS a result of considerable experlenc_ and develup- _/ \
meat, a modern engine will continue to operate
satisfactorily under _hes¢ loads for long periods 80
of _ime before the necessity _er overhanl. _

Such a technological advance has been duo
mainly to an economic i_.peCuB, On tbe other halld.

until recent legislation, there has been ilttle 0r 7_

no similar pressure _o reduc_ Clio noise. As a
result of this, most of tile earrencly produced o

engines have no built-ln low noise features but _ 60100. 500. 1000, 5000. 10,000

rely mainly on palliative measures _o make d*em :,_ Frequency-Hz.
acceptable, ltowever_ such measures tend to be
rather expensive extras and are _herefore unpopular
since they inevitably increase the price of =he Fig. 1 - Noise o£ in-line 6 cyllnde_

unit in a very competitive market, diesel engine. 2800 tee/rain. Full load

Although the load carrying capacity of the will be mainly dominated by the broad high frequency
block for a given weigh_ has improved enormously in peak between 800 Ilz and 2500 8z, and to a lesser
the past few years because of the advances made in extent by the peak in tile 315 gz and _O0 Hz frequency
stress analysis_ there has been no parallel advance bands. It is clear that i_ these two peaks alone
in noise reduction, due mainly to the lack of a could be lowered a few d8 by structural modification

suitable systematic _ecbnique thac could be used at wlthout adversely affecting the rest of the spectrum,
tile drawing board s,age. Fortunately, since the then a significant reduction in overall noise level

gAE/P-79/gO/$02.50
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would be achieved. Such a reduction would not, of
¢our_ I be as gruel aL Lbu IOdBA or so achluvud by A

radical r0deslgn but would nevertheless be wall "_. __

worthwhile if it could be obtained by modifications

small eno.gb to allow tbe block to be maobinod by _
• existing plane. Before attempting such an exercise,

it is naco,sary to understand in some do,all the
• vibration characteristics of cite engine at tllese

'; frequanctus where tile noise peaks occur.
h;

'i'_ VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINE BLOCK STRffCTURgS A "_"_'-_.
If an electro-magnetie sbaker is attach0d to "_2_'_ / righthandside.

..i_;; an engine block structure its acceleration response _'_"_t_

measured at a point will look similar to the spectrum
$_ shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that there are a

!_ large number of resonant peaks over tile frequency
>_ range measured, and at tile frequency associated with A.

eaeb peak the s_rueture will vibrate in a character-

_ isti¢ mode shape. Although the s_ructural response
is clearly very complex it falls into two very dis- _.

tinct groups, C.
PLATE TYPE HOgBS- In the first group, wbiob

lles typically from zero to around lOOO llz _o
1500 IIz, tile engine behaves as if it were a solid,

althouflb elaatlc plate. Titus, eacb point on one . .
side of tbe block will be in phase with its cortes- _.._ _

_: pending point on tile otber side. Figure 2 sitows,
as an example of ibis type, tbe fundamental lateral

' banding mode of a six cylinder in-line engln0, It
has been found empirically (1)* that _ha frequency
of this mode is given by -.q

f = 225 Hz (i)

gl,5

:i where £- Block length in metres.

This mode is also found with yea-form engines

although, due _o the greatly inoreased lateral Fig. 2 - Fundamental lateral handing mode of
_, bending stiffness, the expression (2) for the in-llne 6-cylinder unglne

h frequency of the mode changes tot this type, also for an in-line slx-cyllnder engine,

600 The natural frequencies of tbese panels will depend
i - llz (2)

p gl.5 on their size and -.hape and therefore each engine
will have a range of frequencies where its different

In addition, vea-englnes also display a bank- panel_ vibrate in their fundamental mode. Emplrl-
to-bank mode, where the cylinder banks vibrate like cally it has been found (2) that for both in-line
She prongs of a tuning fork, wilieh also belongs to and yea-form engine._ the_e tie predominantly in

l this first group, Its natural frequency ia given the range
• by _he e_pressxon (3)t " 70

45 gz to gz (4)

fl " (£p)2 f2 " (Zp)2 r

f. (B_79)3Ez (g)

_I where, d = perpendicular distanoe from crankshaft

axis to top face of cylinder block, in wipers, £p - dfstanoe between main bearings inmetres
metres.

In practice there is usually an overlap frequency
Although the expressions given above are for

fundamental modes, the structure will also exblbit range Between tbe two groups where both modal types

over,ones of these modes, which extend the influence can be identified. This is particularly _rue with
deep skirted crankcase designs, where _he natural

of this group well up tile frequency range, gowever, frequencies of tbe crankcase walls below the crank-
when tim distance between nodal lines reduces to shaft axis can be quite low. In these cases the
_lle span of a _yplea[ case panel (e.g. between the

stiff mais bearing sections of the crankcase wall) lower frequency limit of tllepanel inodes (fl in
then the block star_s to exhibi_ the second _ype of squa_ion (4)) is also usually reduced.

_ode,

PANEL NODES - In £hls second, high frequ0noy *Numbers in parentbeses designate References at end

modal group, each cas_ panel of t:he block s_rueture of paper.

vlbrates independently, Figure 5 shows an example of
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the highest amplitude in each band will be the

predominant noise source, Unfortunately this in-formation canno_ be ohtalned directly from either
i _ the modal analysis test (using an electromagnetic

_. __ shaker) or from running engine vibration measure-

meats alone, The reason for this is tbat although

_ the shaker _est is very good for identifying modeshapes and natural frequencies the shsolut0 (and
relative) amplltudes are quite unrepresentative of
the rnnning engine due to incorrect damping and to

_i the way in which tim force is applied to the
_. . structure. Conversely with the running engine

! _'_ _'_ _ri_thond side. vlbra_ion measurements, although the damping and
_ forcing are, of course t correct the combination of

• _. _ hlgh damping and tim harmonic nature of the exei_ing

. _ _ _ force spectrum make separation of tile modes imposs-

ible (due _o phase problems). The only practical

" _. way out of this difflcul_y is co use tl_e combined
results of both te_s and, as an example, Figure 4

l_ shows such a comparison in the case of the funda-
mental bending mode. Figure 4a sbows the mode shape
measured on one side of a six cylinder in-line engin,

_ . C. ,luring _he shaker test, Figure 4b shows the npprop-
place third octave band acceleration levels measured
along the llne A-A (Figure 4a) when the engine is

_'_'_/_--front, running,̂ ld,ough there are differences due=otb_

-""/"--..._. effoc_ of tileflywheel, crankshaft and contaminationfrom other modes, which are not present for _he

_'_ shaker test, it is clear _lla_bomb modes are basic-

ally tlm same. Titusi_ is possible to use _he

shaker _est _esults to identify which mode ia. producing _he third octave vibration p_ttern on the
running engine, since the predominant mode will be
mainly responsiblefor _his pattern,

Fig, 3 - Typical panel mode of in-line
6-cylinder engine

IDENTIFYING THE pRSDOHINANT NOISE RADIATINGMODES ON
TIlERUNNING ENGINE

Tile engine described in section 2 has a block
length of approximately0.75 metres and therefore,
in general terms I the modal types responsible for A._
the noise peaks (shown in Fig,l) are found (using .'_

equations (I) and (4) as a guide) to be :
(a) Plate typeblock bending modes (315Mz, _ _ IO]

400 Ez and 800 Ez - 1600 Ez)
(b) Crankcase skirt modes (800Hz - )Deep

1600Nz) )skirted

(c) Panel modes (2000 Ez and 2500 Ez)crankeaSefundsmentalhorizontal bending mode)de_ignis -_ --20'I __
-30r--i t t I I r t r r , III

The
probably the only _.e contributing to _he noise peak _: ,

Vibration levels along row A-A, {b]
at 315 Uz and 400 ]Iz,since at thesefrequencies thechlrd octave handsare quite narrow in addition to o
the fact that the moda_ density (oumberof modes per C_
unit bandwidth) is quite low. However, a_ 800 ]lz -'_
and above the modal density is much hi,bar and there-
fore there will ha several modes in each third octave Fig. 4 - Comparison bea_een shaker test and
band. This raises the problem of identifying which running engine vibration results
modes in eacb hand are actually causing the noise, F_CIIANIDHOF MODAL EXCITATION
Since it has been established (4) that the noise
level is proportional to the mean square velocity of In the previous section a method was described
the engine surface, ic is clear that _be mode with wbereby the predomlnanEmodes of vibration in the
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acoustically important frequency ranges could be
identified. Since it is rarely possible to sLgnl-

flcan=ly alter a mode (except panel modes) without

radical structural changes, ,be only alternative is
to try to influence ,be way the mode is excited in

the first place. For ,be vibration tests it is g_Ine

most convenient to USe an electromagnetic sbaker as

the source of excitation and this is quite admissible
as only a modal analysis was required. In ,be case

,_ of the running engine, however, the exeltatlon is
not from some external source but is due to internal

loads, Dynamically, these internal loads prod,me
7,

local deformations of the structure a= their points
,_i of application which then spread out over the

_ engine principally as bendhlg waves. The mecbanlsm
:_ of the excitation of bhe modes of vibration is thus

_'i very complex and from =he analysis point of view,
the situation is further complleat_d by the fact

,bat on the running engine there are many sources _equencyHz
of excitation (e.g, combustion, pls_on slap, hearing

"' impacts, ere) occurring simultaneously or in rapid Fig. 5 - Variation of dsmping ratiosuccession. It is therefore very difficult to

relate cause and effect, particularly because sawral with frequency

of the exciting forces are dependent on one another, twlce as high as with the non-runnlng engine (due to
':'!i Thus, results of correlation analysis can be mls- the influence of the loaded oil films when tlm

leading. H_wever, it is most important =o know by engine is operating), it decays at 33 dg per tenfold

how much each mode is excited in practice by _ach increase in frequency. Thus, for a constant mapli-

_= cylinder firing. In order to obtain this inform- rude exciting force, the Q factor of one mode, say

atlon, a static dafleeglon test has bean devised, at 2500 Hz, would be 33dg greater than for another
STATIC DEFLECTION TEST - Although this test having a natural frequency of 250 ]Ix. However,

has been described in detail elsewhere (5) it con- since the combustion exciting force spectrum

slsts basically of a rig where high pressure ell (cylinder pressure spectrum) decays at approximately

:4 is pumped into the combustion chamber of an engine, the same rate, the two effects cancel out and the

_: with the piston at the T.D.C. position, and =he net result is that tileq fac=or remains sensibly

i;i resultant distorted shape of the structure is constant with frequency. Thus, any mode which has ameasured, high amplitude a_ its natural frequency will alsod
;:1 In order to understand the relevance of this make an important contribution =o the static deflec-

q test to the dynamic situation it is bast to con- ,ion shape of the engine, Conversely, the dominant

static as a phenomenon modes (when by cylinder pressure) tile
sider deflection vibration eXC[ tPd of

but at the special case of zero frequency. When structure can he identified from tiles_atlc daflectlon

exciting tlm block at a particular frequency the test.

resultant vibrating shape is composed of various There is, however, an even more important factor
amoun=s of each mode excited and as the frequency wblcl+ r_lat=s tim rusults of the static deflection
of excltatlon is Varied it is only the relative test to the dynamic situation. Plg+6 shows a typical

amplitudes end phases of the modal components whlcb acceleration response opec=rum measured at a point on
change. Of course t at =he natural frequency of a an engine structure during a modal analysis teat where

particular mode, d,at mode shape is dominant but, the shaker force amplitude is kept constant with

even then_ components of all the ofber modes are also frequency. The figure also shows a typical cylinder

presen=. Tbls situation also exists at zero frequency pressure spectrum for an engine running at 2400 roy/
although none of the modes is then at resonance, mln full load.

If =he amplitude of the exciting force is con- The resultant response of the engine str_ctura
start, with frequent y then tile relationship between whml running will be proportional to the prodder of

the resonant and static deflectlon amplitudes of a tile two spectra, so that the engine can only vibrate

par=icular mode is given byl at tilefrequencies corresponding to the cylinder

pressure spectrum lines, Examination of Figure 6

[Xo] f = Q.XS T shows that vary few of these lin_s coincide with
n the natural frequencies of the.modes, particularly

where, [Xo]f • resonant amplitude of the mode in view of _he fact that many of the peaks in ibismodulus spectrum are the resultan= of several modes,
Qn = dynamic magnification factor a= This is because the natural frequencies are irregu-

resonance = I larly spaced whereas the cylinder pressure spectrum
lines are all at integral multiples of the cyclic

" damping ratio repetition race. Thus the third octave band levels

tend to be dominated by the off-resonant contributions
Figure 5 shows the results of a test (6) (particularly at hlgb frequency, where the number of

carried out at I.S.V.R. to determine tiledamping forcing lines in a hand is high) which, altbough

ratio of various modes on a running engine. It will smaller in amplitude, are much granter in number,

be observed that, although the damping is almost Since damping only significantly affects the response
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Fig, 6 - Structural response and combustion excltJng force spectra
.' 2400 rev/min full load.

of a mode at or near its natural frequency, it possible to predict tile response of a block structure
would be expected _bat the third octavo response (and bence its noise) without tbe very expensive (and

._i levels would be relatively insensitive to damping, as yet not very accurate) modal computations wbicb
_i Fig,7 shows the resultsof a computationcarried out are at present conslderodnecessary. Tilefigure
:!_ for a slx-cyllnder in-llne 4-s_roke diesel engine, al_o explains why previous at_e[npts to apply damping
_i to verify thls. Tile computer program summedthe treatments to tbe block casting ]lave tended to give
i!_ contributions from 52 modes for each engine firing disappointing resuI_s whereas similar treatments to
,_'!! harmonlc that lay in a part_cular _bird octave band
7_ and tilecalculation was repeated for several bands
h a_ different speedsand damping ratios,

A speed of B00 rev/min (giving an en_ine,
!i firing frequency spaedng of 40 IIz) was cbosen for
:, this figure since it gave results most sensitive

to the damping ratio, It can be seen _hs_ even _e°]_T[_-_-- l_
then the damping ratio has very little effect on ]-_--_=o_rt_*_t_mm_Q_c_troIl_ _fl t_rr_veO

the _bird octave bandlevels over the range of Q _ _
factors encolmteredwi_h the cunning engine block 60_ •
structure (up Co approximately 1oo - see Fig.'5}

practice by tile off-resonance eo_poDeRts, In order ¢onlt_[ea_tt remov_"
co determine the relative importance of,tbe s_iff- _0 ....

0¢ mass controlled of rim tile
70calculations were repeated witb _be mas_ controlled _ 3 10 100 1000

part removed, Figure7 shows that ibis lied a noB- Av_c_geO_c_in_bv_ _nd

ligible effect, so _bat tbe modal stiffness is tile
important factor, Thus tiles_atle deflection

: characteristics are even more relevant to tile Fig, 7 - Variation of 1/3 octave band
dynamic ease and, in fact= suggest tba= it may be _ceelera_ion level witb modal damping
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the liBht covers (nil pan, valve cover, etc., whlch no_se, then any crankcase static deflectlon pattern

have much lower inherent dalnping) h_vc p_ovcd much alen_ a horizont_l _o_ hav[n_ a rate of curvature

more effective, corresponding to _Ih_If s_ne wave between main

h_arlngs should be avolded. This could be acllleve¢i

CO_UT£R OPTI_IISAT_ON by acTuatly allowin_ th_ ma×imum dcfl_cion _o in-
¸ crease but be dlffusod over a wider area so as to

It mlgh_ appear _ha_ _h_ mos_ lo_ical way of avoid tim hifih ra_e ef curvature. This would, in

meeting the eb_ectlve scc in section 2 (i._. _he practice, mean a reduction in hish frequency noise

reductlon of the predominant noiso peaks by a _ _ the expense of low frequency nels_. O_ course,

dB without adversely affectln_ The rest of the if the bending modes o_ the whole block w_e also

spectrum) would b_ _o construct a dynamic forced a slgn_ficant source o_ noiso, then such a solution

_ini_e elemen_ mo_l of the structure from _hlch _ould not be permissible, Another very Importan_
the noise spectrum chan_es du_ to varleus structural cons[dern_ion hero is the way _he deflection pattern

mod_flca_ions could be assessed, llow_wr, al_houfih of one main bearln_ section differs from another,

s_veral researchers (e,£, 5, 7, 8, 9) are _ctivoly due _o design differences. This is because if the

working alon£ theB_ linos the me,hod, a_ present, deflection pa_ern v_ri_s slgnlflcan_ly Erom one
suffers from very high comp_tatlona! cost and main bearln_ section _o another (ewn _hou_h _he

insuf_ici_n_ accuracy. The cos_ is particularly actual _eflec_ions in _ach cas_ are small) _h_ ou_er

high because c£ _h_ corah_ne4 effect of the large wall of the cylinder block s_ruc_ure w[l! distor_,

number of runs _sary (in the order of two _ith very adverse consequences if panel modes are an

hundred) _o achieve an optimum result and The con- important source of noise.

slderable complexity ef _he model. The lack of OPTIHISAT[ON PROC_DUR_ - Figure 8a shows a

accuracy is mainly relate4 to the proSLem of correct- section through a main bearing web of a typical in-

ly modellln_ the s_ructure, particularly at high Line six cylin4cr diesel englne of _t liner con-
frequency, structlcn, similar to that described in section 2,

ffowever, havln_ established _hc relevance of The _qu_valent two 4imens[onal computer model _s
the s_a_[c deflection analysis to the dynamic shown in Fi_.8b and the _eflec_ion of _ha nodes oE

situation, it make_ possible _ much cheaper and, in the model under _ cylinder pressure of 70 a_mospheres

_acT, more accurate method o_ opcim_sinB _lle strut- (piston a_ T.D.C.), in Fi_.8c, Yhe deflection
ture for low noi_, S_a_ic defl_c_ion analysis also pa_ern is _yplca] for this _ype of de_i_n, Due _o

has _he advan_ase tha_ curtain par_s of the structure, the woak_nln8 effect of the camshaft bearin_ hole,

_uch as the main b0arln_ webs, can b_ analysed th_ crankcase deflects 4ewnwards much more on _hat

separately because o_ the relative sim_lielty of side causin_ a large bodily movement to the right.

speci_yln_ _he stiffness boundary conditions, Th_ Above bottom deck level, the block Ls actually

m_na _hat it is p0sslble _o perform a very exten- s_ron_er on _h_ camshaft side, due mainly to The

slve two-4imenslo_al computer op_imisa_ion (often partial double-wall construction, and therefore it

involving as many as 200 runs) _f, fnr _x_mp1_, _he deflects bodily _o the ]ef_. Since this engine is

ens_ne section _h_oufih a main bearin_ web, quite s_milar to _he one dcscribed in section 2, it is

cheaply, clear _hac _hese bodily _nvemcnts of cylinder block
THE CO_UTER _IOD_L - The finite element model and crankcase _itl £1ve rise _o the pla_e type

used _or the optLmlsa_ion is composed of triangular b_n_n_ modes which are a predcmlnan_ noise s_urce

plate olement_ for w_b sections and rod o_ements u_ _o _600 ]Iz, In a_d_tlen, since the crankcase

£or ribs, For a two dlmensiona_ analysis of main skirts move wi_h the rest of the crankcase, _hey

bearln_ web sections, rod elements sre also used will also be excited by this bodily swlnfi.

round the ou_slde o_ The mode! _o _ake into accoun_ F_,Sc a_o shows That _h_re is a la_£e _nwards

the shear load im_0sed by _he out_r side walls o[ relatlve In,era! deflection between The !ef_ and the

the _n_ine, For a _hree dimenslona_ mode! _hi_ is, right hand ouT_r _aLls o_ both the cyllnder block

of course, not necessary since the side walls a_e and _he crankcase. This is mainly because, when

built up from _rian_ular plate elements, Gr_at panel is strQcche4 in one 41rec_ion by a direct
care must be taken in _he design of the model, slnc_ loading, it will. deflec_ inwards at ri_h_ an_es to

the computer can only choose The best combination _ha_ loadin_, due _o the Polssonls _a_io effect. Of

of _he al_ernatlves _iveT_ _o it, Thus, _o_ e_ample, course, in The crankcase area, the deflection

_he boun4ar_es between _he pl_ce _lemen_s must be pattern is rood[fled by the main bearln£ hole and the

so posltiened as to allow the ideal web thlckIless lack of any tie between the crankcase skirts so that

contours _o be built up by tim computer, _he ell pan flxin_ flanfie_ accl_ally deflec_ outwards
T_]_ OPTINISATION CRITERIA - Once a representative away from each o_her. Th_s owr_l_ relative

model has been obtained it i_ _h_n necessary to deflection of the side walls is important because

specify _he required de£!ectlon pa_te_n o_ the outer it makes a significant contribution _o ch_ exci_a-

walls of _he ensine s_ruc_ure, Thi_ is _ane by t_on cf the panel modes,

iden_ify[n_ _he modal character_ics which produce I_ can also be seen from Pi_.Sc cha_ the push

the peaks in The n01_ spectrum as descrlbedp for tube cover deflects inwards by an appreclable

example, previously in connection with F_gure t. amount. This is due baslcally to The fact thaT,

The st_tlc deflectlon shape for _h_ modified strut- alrhoufih no_es[_ne4 as a s_ructural member, it

tufa should, ideal!y, have as li_t!e as possible of restrains _he normal vertical motion of the top

the mode shapes cor_spondlng _o the pr_domlnant _ixin_ f]anBe relaclv_ _o the bottom, S_nce the

noise radial[nil modes, This may mean, qui_e simply, cover is no_ in the same vcrtlcal pl_ne as the ou_e_
th_ _he outer wal! d_lectloll of the bl_ck _hould walls of the block, moments ape formed at its top

be reduced, but not necessarily. Fop example, if the and bottom edges which cause _he inwards deflectlon

crankcase panel mod_s were _ll_ predcmlnan_ source of o_ _he con_re_
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i Fig. 8 - 2D computer model of mnln bearing Web section e£
in-lln_ engine,

'P It is first necessary _o cstshllsb that these sections tbac differ in design detail from the one

_ deflection results obtained on the model are identi- descrlbed_ mainly co ensure that _he deflection

cal to chose measured experi_en_ally a_ _he sa_e patterns are as identical as is practicable, for
_] plane on _he Bctual engine during _be s_atlc the re_sona given above. In addition, _he ne_

:_I deflection _est, If they are ic is then possible design of web must be checked £or its sensitivlty
#{ _o op_imlse _be bearing seccion design on tile _o borlzoncal loads since these are also important

• co_puter. Since beth plate Wpe bending and panel on tilerunning engine,

modes contrlbute _o the overall noise of _his The final step in the op_imlsatlon procedure
engine, tile best cri_ef!_ to apply to the section is _o attend to _he outer _alls of the block scruc-

_i is si_ply one of minimum deflection, cure, Tile crankcase outer wall panels either side#
_: Fig.ga shows typical design modificaclons of the lo_ded cylinder bay tend to deflect inwards
!: obcalned as a resul_ of this _pcimlsation procedure _lore at tbeir cm_re _h_n at the main bearing

and the resultant deflection pa_tern can be seen positions due co _helr curved shape in tIm vertical

in Fig,gb. It will be observed _ha_ the lateral plane, This is because any verclc_l load carried

bodily _ovemonts o£ bo_b the crankcase sad cylinder by chose walls will be seen by the mnln bearing webs

. block have been significantly reduced by baInncing as _n upwards she_r force in the plane o_ _he _all,
r.he structure, Xhe modifications have also reduced Since tbe _all is not vertical_ _hls shear force will
the relative deflections of tile side walls and the h_ve a horlzoncal inwards component which, at its

): _nward_ deflection o_ the push tube cover - no_ centre, is only supported by the bending strength of
thls is isolated _truc_urally from _he fixing the wall (i,e. i_ does no_ have the support of th_

£1anges on _he block it no longer restrains them, main bearing web_). Tbls phenomenon is clearly _he

These modlflca_ions will give up Co about t_ajor exciting mechanism of the crankcase panel
2dgA reduction in the noise of the engln¢ for a modes and it is best dealt uich by horizontal

welgbc penalty of around 5 per cent of _be _otal ribbing, Vertical ribs must not be used here
wei_h_ of the section, It is now necessary co because tbey increase tbe proportion of load carried

carry out this procedure on all the main bearin_ by tim walls and thus tend to actually increase their
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_j deflection. In general the side walls of the of the various covers will be necessary, in addiclon

il cylinder block do not suffer from _his type of to the block modlficationsdescribed above, bu_ _he;:i deflection due t:o the fact _ha_ they are vertical, coral treatmen_ will, in mos_ casesD give up _o
;, Any panel mode problemp which usually occurs with about 5dgA reduv_ion in engine noise.
_I dry liner designs due _o t:be lack of side wall

,!_J suppor_ between the cylinders) can he dealt with CONCLUSIONSby ribbing. V_rtical ribs may be used here provided
=hac the correct strength compensationis employed The following conclusions can be drawn=

! on the camshaft slde so that the cyllnder block (I) Tiledamping ratio of ¢he running engine decays
!_! remains s=ruc¢urallybalanced, at approximately the same rate with frequency as the
• These measures to control the panel modes of combustion gas force spectrur,. Thus the dynamic_h the block will, on _be _nglne described above, also
_ glve up to about 2dBg reduction so cbat tiletotal magniflca=ion factor at resonance (Q factor) is
7 approximately constant for each mode,_; reduction of block noise will be 3 ¢o 4dBA. Since

the oil pan) valve cover, fron_ Ctmlng cover, fly- (2) Because the Q factor of the modes is sensibly
wheel cover etc.) generally ge_ their vibrational constant)any mode which is of hlgh amplitude a=

i! energy from the block) the measures describedabove _s natural frequency will also make an irapor_ant
,_ will also reduce tbe noise from _hese components, contribution ¢o dle static deflected shape.

By how much will depend on the degree to which the (g) The third octave vibraclon levels, particularly
deflection a_ the fixing flanges of the block has in the acoustically importantfr'equencyrange, are
been reduced. For e_ample) In the ease given above) con_rolledby the off-resonance con_rlbutionsof the
the horizontal inputs co _he valve cover and oil modes. Thus ¢Ii_levels in the bands are relatively
pan have clearly been much reduced) but noC so the insensitive to damping,vertical, To what exten_ cbe verclcal inputs are
important will gepend on _he cover design but, _n (4) The stiffness controlledpart of the modal
any case) the choice of any isolation or damping response controls =he off-resonance conCributlon _o
measure employed will be greatly eased by having ¢be third octavo vibration levels so that tiles_atlc
the uni-direccionaIinput. In general some control deflec=ionanalysis is very relevan= to the dynamic

situation,
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(5) Up co a maximum of about 5dgA reduce/an in
block noise level can be achieved hy static
dellectlon optimisation of a current _ngino design.
The neceusary modifications would be _mali enough
co allow the block to be machined hy _istlng plant.

(6) Up to about 5d_A reduction in engine _adia_ed
noise would then be posslbln hy some noi_e treat-
_len_ of the Various _overs.
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790365
RELATION BETWEEN CRANKSHAFT 'i_RSIONAL VIBRATION AND ENGINF# NOISE

Kazuomi Cellini, Asst. Manngvr, Research & Engineering Division
Mitsuo Na_mo, Staff Engineer, Research & Engineering Division

i

;" Isuzu Motors Limited
" Kawasald-ship Kanngawa-ken, Japan

t ABSTRACT The noise reduotion at nlid-frequencins where
predominantpeaks existwas so remarkable thatcom-
ponents at 3T_ Hz and 7600 Hz have become dominant

This paper presents the results of the latest and these now govern the overall engine noise. For
furtherreductionof overallengine noisethe mecha-

investigationscat"rindout at Isuzu Motors Ltd. nism producinglhe 315 Ha peak has tobe analysed
intothe mechanism of radiatednoise from an acou- theeretloallyin conjuuctionwithexperimentalresults,
sticallymodified dieselengine. Although the An eutllnoof such an analysisprocess is presented
overall noise levelof thisengine is quitelow com-
pared with those of conventional design because in this paper.
noise In the acousticallyimportantrange from 800
to _250 H_ has already been sufficientlyreduced 2BOOcpm.ful]load
by structuremodifleation_predominant peaks ap- If0
pear at 31_ HZ and at _600 H_ third octave bands
which _ow govern the overallnoise. To aehleve _IOG A
further reduction of engine noise, those two peaks ,J
have to be adequately reduced. Therefore the _ 90
noise generating mechanisms at 3?5 HB were stud- _ Av "-_" _..
led in detailon the running engine as wellas ex- _ 80
perlmentallyusing modal analysisprogram and o /. _ ..
by theorotioalanalysis. Tlds studyrevealed the _ 70 Jrelationship between the vibration behaviour of
the crankcase and a torsional vibration of the -"

• crankshaft. Also presented are the results or a 6] 125 _0 500 1_2000_00 8000 ABC LIn
study into the means of reducing noise peak,

Frequency Hz

Pig, 1 - Noise spectrum of exporlmontai diesel
engine. Noise in the range from 800 to 1250 Hz

In Japan, diesel engines are predominantly have been reduced after stz_eture modification and
used for commercial vehicles b_oauso of their predominant peaks appear at 315 tiz and 1500 H,Z
economy and reliability. Howoverp they have boon
subjectto socialcomplaintsfrom the environmental
pointof view because of theirnoise and smoke.
Reflectingthe growing socialpressure, legislation FACTORS AFFECTING NOISE LEVEL AT 315 Hz
on vehicle noise is likelyto become more slrlngent
in the future, In order to moot a demand for quieter The noise of a diesel engine quietened by strue-
diesel engines,manufactu_rs I_avo boon devoted to tare modification is measured in terms of overall
developing more efficientand costeffectivemethods noisedB(A) againstspeed for various cases withdlt-
of reducing noise. Also at Isuzu Motors Limited a ferent crankshaft torsionv_l dampers as shown in
considerable amount of work has boon undertaken to Figure 2.
establishtheoriesfor predictingdieselengine The harmonic ratioanalysishas also boon
z'adiated noise at an early design stage from tile carried out and the noise component of the 7th order
structurevibrationcharacteristicscalculatedusing of speed are shown in the same figure, Itis interest-
finite elenlont methods (1)*. To assess the effects of ing to note that the overall engine noise In the speed
the structuremodificationsof experlmental engines range from 2500 roy/rainupwards is stronglyaffected
on noise seve_tl engines were made and evaluated, by the natural frequency of the damper adopted and
Figure ? shows some resultsobtainedrecentlyat the the trendof theoverallnoise peak exactlycorrelates
Isuzu laboratoriesby applyingthe novel techniqueon with thatof the noise conlponentsof the 7th order of
an in-line,5 cylleder_d eycle_ directinjection speed. Itis feltthatsuch phenomena have not occur-
diesel engine, rod so far in vonventionai diesel engine and it was

therefore decided that all efforts should be focused on

the analysisofthe generatingmechanism of the 7th
Nu b rs in parentheses designate References at order noise.

* sn_v_papor°
sAe/P._9:so/Sozso
Copyd0ht© 1979SocluWo# AutomollYeEnglneofz,inc.
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An engine witha torsionaldamper of natural Pig. 3B - Comparison with noise spectra
frequency or 164 Hz was firstlyselectedforanalysis
in ordep to emphasize tileproblem° Noise spectra
measured at 2500 rev/mini 2700 rov/minp 2800 Z92Hz

" roy/rain and 3000 roy/rain are shown in Figure 2. = 90I (")2_2_.'1_'3Hz(")2_2H,_,3Hz
Itis clearly soon thatthepz.edominantpork Rt each

f 2S00RPM__56Hz

engine speed liesat tilefroquenoy of its7th order, o_
!:, thatis, _15 Hz in the case of 2700 rev/minj 329 Hz

8Q
u)

_:' in 2800 roy/rainand 350 Hz ill3000 _:ev/minrospoc-
i lively. For a bettorunderstanding of the charac- 7o (n)Spectrum has sore-
',,! teristiesillustratedillthe Figure 3w a Cambel din- 4o IOO 400 I000 ral peaks more than
i_'. gz'afacan he drawn as shown in FIgul'od. FI_nllhls RequencyHz 80 dB Iovol

figuretltepredominance of the 7th order componolzt
_?, (espeeiallyin the speed range from 2600 roy/rain 315H_

;, ._27oo_PM
B

r.i -- RubblrDemUr( fn •214HX}..=

.... (fn,164Hz) _ (b) Spectrum has a pre-4o ioo 400 I0_ dominalltpeak at 31_ H2_

OV'_=II I_Ol|, F,'qt_'r3c, H,

"' (Cl

_J

:_!_ 70 (c)Spectrum has a pro-' ' ' ' dominant peak at 325HZ_l _o 2doe _oo 4o _o 4o0 ,oo_
E#lgille Ipee_ r,p, ffl Flequency HZ

Pig, 2 - Noise speed relationship (el ZSOH:Overall noise is consld0rnbly affectedwithfl_o7th _m90

!_:_ order noise component from 2600 rpm upwards aS

"_ (d) Spectrum has n pre-

With do_plr (f=,164.Hx} Igll Iggd dominant peak at 3_OHz
1©1 40 Ic_ 400 Iooo

":: _ lO_ _ (d) FrequencyH_

(a e6_e

!_ Overoll noise ; _V leo O 7,/_ order 94.S_,
67dS 9GdB 350;tl

I/

,_'_I Engine ,pe_ (tlzm} _'oo zsb_ zzbo _oo 2_oo z_oo
!i Pig. 3A - Typical noise-speed rehttions])ip Englr_=pseo ¢.pm
_-_ Overall noisepeak is affectedwith tile7th ordep

1 component, Points (it)#(b),(C) and (d)tirethe Fig. 4 - Camboll diagram
_: speeds whe]'o narrow b_d /XllSlysis has boon Noise levels mol"o than 80 dB _tl_o shown irl the
i_ carried o_t. fJ_uro
;J
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CORREL_LTION BETSVEEN NOISE AND TORSIONAl.
VIBRATION

Y

°" @
0ztroll nois_ ?thorderno(to,i

i; tO

I000 2000 3000

EnQine tpeed rpm Fig, 6 - Schematic dJagz_,m Of ozxxtlk mechanism

:. Fig. 5 - Relationshlp between noise and torsional
i_ vibration. Resonance or torsional vibration

_.: appears at engine speed wbero 5tb and 7tb order

_: floiso components ax_c mcgximum

_:1 Fibre 5 shows tile rloiso-spoed _eolationahip F I tn,go_ltiaI force
I:; and the torsional vibration-speed rolatlons]dp. Tile C, oontriftlgal force
;" noise peak is t_nsfor:vod to 2450 roy/rain duo to the n), equivalent mass of crankpth

mass Of O- to_sional vibration transducer with FM rp orsnk raditlS
oscillator attached to tbo front otld of the crankabaft wl angular velocity

i! and to tim fact that tbo peak of 6th order crankshaft n, order of torsional vibrationtorsional vibration also appears at this _peod. This _, amplitude of torsional vthratlon

_.! fact suggests that the 315 Hz noise component is
:_ strongly affected by the 6tb order crankshaft By applying equations (1) and (2), it is aeon
::! torsional vibration. AS for crankshaft torsional tlmt the exciting force caused by to:esional vibration

i_ vibration itself a largo number of reports have boon of nth order boa both the (n+l)th and (n-1)tit corn-
published. Howovor_ none of tbom seems to have pononts. Tbo_eoforo r in the sgucd range where 6th
referred to tbo relationship between engine noise and order torsional vibration is predominant the exciting
torsional vlbration. Authors have tried to analyse fOrGO of 7th order and 5th o_or is induced. Tbo

_, the oxpo_'lmontal results theoretically by referring measured result on torsional vibration, cylinder
to Kosugo's paper (2). Assuming that an equivalent block skirt vibration, and noise at 315 Itz tllird

:( mass or the crankpin concentrates at its center and octavo band are sbown in Figure 7. It is obvious
_ that the cx'ankshaft is rotating at a constant angular that 7th order block vibration and nolso at0 goner-
,._ velocity of two fluct0atiflg forces o.re excited wbon ated when fib order torsional vibration occurs°

torsional vibration is added. One or tbo two is the It can tm censidered that this may be tile reason
:- --- fluctuating component or oent_*lfugal force duo to the why the 7tit order and 5th order components of aver-

fluctuation of angulaz" velocity caused by torsional all engine noise peak at 2450 rpn b vchoro the peak of
vlbaeation, and the other Is the inc,'tin force in ti)o the 6th order torsional vibration appearsf as shown
tangential direction caused by torsional vibratio., io Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows a section of a cranksbaft. From tim Figure 8 _bows tile noise speed relationship of

calculation, which is fully described in the appendix, this particular engine under motoring conditions
exciting teases due to the n-th order torsional vibra- without tile torsional damper. From tile figure the
Ilon can be represented by equations= same tondotlo), can be observed.

As the n_ximum amplitude of the 6th order tor-
_t_ 2 atonal vibrntien can be considered to be approximate-

lax+ Cx_m_',v'[_ ,(n+l) eos(n+l)wt Iy _=0.010.t5 fad (0.6 degree) the 7tb anti 5th- olxier

_2 componoltts of tim excitation force duo to 6th o_'der- (n-1)2cos(n-1)wt + cos wt_ (0 torsional vibration will be represented by eq.atlons
(3) and (4) using equations (1) and (2):

_'_,+cy=e,_2{_(n+I)%i.(n*_)wt
5th order: Xn-1 0.01045 x 52= 0.131 (3)

q" _2(n-1 )2sintn-1 )wt • sit, wtl (2) mrw 2 = 2

wboro suffices x and y denote the component in too 7th ordorl Xn+I 2 O,O104.5 x 72- - 0,256 ('t)
X- and Y- direction, respectively. The other mrw =' 2
nomenclature is as foltaws;
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Notwithstanding that the magnitudes of tile
exciting forces induced by the 6th ordex' torsional VIBRATION MODES OF ENGINR STRUCTURE

vibration are only 2S .5_ and 13,1 _,_,of the centrifugal
force for the 7tb and 5tb order components, In o_lor to identify vibration modes around
respectively, the overall engine noise is e in fact, 21 5 IIZ, an assembled onglno was excited hy hamnl_r
eonsiflorably affected by tbese components, with all impedance head alid the mechanical impedance

. especially by the Till order, was measured simultaneously. A schematic of the
This fact suggests that the natural frequency method used is shown in Figure 5. Tile response of

of the engine structure coincides with the frequency a point on the stz_leture to a force applied to selected

i of the 7th order of speed° points (as shown in the flgalro) WaS z.ocoz'dod. As the
:., force applied is impulsive, all froquolmies in the
'_ strncturo can bo excited simultaneously° The result
_i 2450 r.p,m, lull load obtained at the crankcase of a non-_unning engine is

i_ shown in Figure10. It can be clearly soontbat there

R , is a marked :eosonanco at 340 Hz. Using computer
technique and stored mechanical lmpedancus the mode
sbapo at 340 Hz can be "animated" as skews ill
Figure 11 .

It is obvious that the mode at 340 HZ shows a
_! _ typical bonding mode which is well kalown as a major

'_1" /_ jt_A A A /_ _ /_ /_ eontrihutortotheenginoradiatednoiso. Thevib_-

& tion mode on tbe xmnning on,no at 2800 rpsl was
:'_ measured, also as shown in Figure 12* A8 the mode

i _ [ V V_ V Vlf_¥, v V V V _. shapoa.drosonantfrequeneyobtainc-dbyusillgtho
i." o impulalvo excitation method are in extremely good ,

agreement with those obtained on the running engine, i

itmax be concluded that the noise peak at 315 Hz was

__ mainly gonerrtted by the crankcase resonance induced

= by the 7th oz_or excitation force caused by the 6th

[! oxxler torsional vibration of the crankshaft,
- Aceordingly_ to reduce the noise at 315 HZ the first

i] meamtro to be taken is to select an appzopriate
t_ dcanpor so as to reduce torsional vibration of 6th

ili order as much ns possible, Finally a viscous
Fi_. 7 - Relationship between torsional vibration, damper was selected which resulted in noise reduc-
Crankcase vii)ration and noise ties by about 1 3 dB at 315 l.lz third octavo band.

_] Wave forms WO_O measured sinlultaneously onv

il zalnnlng engine at 2450 rpm and full load

l-lam_ withFo_Tmns_r_ /_icomlxa_

Wl 'h°°[ d°mp°r 'm°lotlnq ___

°m 9c o
,.i

6,,o,_,, _i,,. ,.-.-" I ChargeAmp. HardC_

I000 2000 3000

Eneine |good Cprn [_ig, 0 -- Layout Of mode atlinlatio]l systelh
impulse-frequency response at each grid point is

Fig. 8 - Noise-speed relationship with engine pro_ossod using a digital computar_ animated
motored, and a damper removed modss are displ&yod on CRT and results are

obtained thz-ougb ba_l copy
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Fig. 10 - Inoria,oo_ phase and frequency relationship measured at crankcase,
Effectsof an additionalmass are Indlcatod

The second possibilityto be triedis to change
theabove mentionedbonding mode by structure
modificationinozY/orto reduce the noise,
l_tl_horinvestigationsware carried out on _riti_al

" - iuc_orswidch controlthe mode at 340 H_, Ifthe

_r_ t_ _ i._,*.LL=._.U,##amm_ crankcase isstiffenedthe _esonant frequency willmove upwards, Howovor_ theweight willbe increas-

ers._ od OXCOSSlVOI_o I_the crankcase is weakened the

,azI I_ _ _'esenantfrequencywillmove downwa_Is_ but the

_,_ _ strength of the crankcase willbe sacrificed,

• Mor_ove_ inboth cases doscrlbed tiledirecteffect
on the noiselevelwillbe relativelysmalland not

,u._ expected toexceed values of mo:¢¢_3 dB, Therefore#
invostigiltienswere cal_riedout mostlyon changing

_"_ bou,dary coadlcianso£ the vibrationsystem which is- _ composed of a oz'nnkshaft_ 7 main bea:eings_ and a

ePankcuse, A simple mathomatlcalmodel was con-
_"_ sidePed to simulatevibrationbalmvi0uPo£ tlm crank-

case, The effectof muss on the v_bz'ationmode was

_;I__#I _._:_ _. analysed and _hissilolvedthat the attachmento£ an
F-s40 _= _, iz- additional inortia mass of 4._ kg, to the front end of

the erankshart_wRs promising°

Fig, 11 - Mode shape at 340 Hz animated and
displayed on CRT - lundamonlal bendin K mode

_.FFECT OP ADDITIONAL MASS ON NOISI_ AND

VIBRATION

In ordor to confirm tho affect of the additional
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280Or.p.m. Motoring Rear

'i

.! Front Fig. 12 - Mode shape at 315 llz on

•2:i';! I _'\0_*/__ _ motored_mningonglne at 2800 rpm and
_J

" ":"},i' with rubber damper,
:, withoutinertiamass

•' _'_ withviscousdamper,
_ 'with inertia mass

Mode shape at 315Hz(1/3octave) Ig=OdS

" mass on the crankcase vib:eation characteristbos_ a i, I,,_IL'_
fnocbanioai impedance measurements were carried
out using the mode animation tochnlquo,

The results obtalnod is shown as a dotted lino

in Figure I0, From tills fiffure it is clearly observod
'-' that the peak at 340 Hz is considerably reduced and
_i_ a now smaller peak appears at 310 Hz when the

additional lne_ia mass is attached to the crankshaft.

_:_I The peak at dec Hz is apparently moved to 390 llz

!, and the mode shape is unchanged°

i'! Mode shapes at WOOFIz t 390 l lzp 340 HZ and
::_ 310 HZ were animated as shown in Figures 13, r,t,

_i 11 and 15 respectively. From Figuz_ 13 and 1,t it is
clear that the bonding m0do at 3,10 HZ 0all be

_J successfully changed to a t0rsiollal mode at 310 l'lz
;_; as anticipated,
_ii Comparing iVlguro 13 with Figure 14 it call be vr,*pE .,,_ _,a

:;_ soon that the mode shape is unchanged, In addition .f-'-4._2_..
• the mode _hape on the running engine was measured
_! Fig, 13 - Mode shape at 400 I-Iz_ inertia mass

• and compared as shown in Figure 12,
,,_ removed = bonding mode
_.j The reduction of tile crankcase vibration level
._:' by some 13 dB at 31._ l-lz third octavo band was
iI obtained, Also the noise mo=suromonts wore carried

"-,, out and the rostdts obtained a'ra shown In Figure I 6, a _ 3,_lK_J

_ Using the teclmiquo outlined above, noise reductions
of up to 13 dB at 315 llz third octave band can be
achieved and the noise generation mechanism also
identified, The additional weight represents only

,!'_ 2,5_ of the total vibration system of interest and in
!ii tiffs sense this tochniqus is quite cost effective.
I

_ CONCLUSIONS
'i

_'._ As a result of the investigations described in
:! this paper the following conclusions can be drawn:

.. '1• If tllecrankshaft is rotating at a constant

,', angular velocity and subjected to the nth order
torsional vibration, tllo oxciting force is induced f.zsa¢
wbicb is proportional to an equivalent mass of a .....

_., crank-pin multioliod by amplitude of torsional vibra- Fig, 1 d - Mode shape at 390 I lz_ inertia nmss

lion and (n+l)2 applied - bonding mode

V
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_ D_=_.T_I0"_4_i_ _n,_'V'_ L.H.S. r_se. full load

I00
without inertia

: mass _/

j; .w /Z _-"_

_,:i 80
o_ Fig. 15 - Mode shape at 310 Hz, inertia mass

_ applied- torsionalmode I000 2(_00 3C)00

!! Engine speed r.p.m

2= The mode lanlntation, technique Iresbeen

successfully applied to identify vibration modes of

I interest and the mode Mmpos obtained are in good J I0

p_:= agreement with those obtalnod on tilerunning engine. _'-_ _-_f_V_

_'J 3. _zo noise generating moehanlsm at 315 H. _ [00 -WIthOU| inertia

_i tllirdoctave band has been idontifled by tbeoretlcal =_
i:_ and experimental studios= With an additional mass .

I_ representing only 2._ of tiletotal vibration system _, 9C

i_! of interest the bending mode of the crankcase can be
changed into a torsional mode as predionted
theoretically and an onglnv noise reduction of up to _ 8C

_ 13 dB at 31 5 HZ third octave band can be obtained.

i.'! Hewevo:% further investigations should be carried 8 70

il out to predict the precise weigbt requix'od to changethe bending mode into anotl|er one which is of no --%

_] groat importance from the noise point or view.
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Therefore f
APPENDIX A CALCULATION

rx+cx: m.r.w_ _ oos,vl- _ (n-I)2oos(.-1)wt
Calculation of inertia forces excited by n-tb ord0r

torsionalvibration.If the crankshaftis rotatingat +_2(n+1)2 cos(n+1)wt_ (7)
i a constant angulap velocity(w)and subjected to the

n-th orde_ctorsionalvibrationas shown in Figure 6, Fy+Cy = m*P.w 2 [ sinwt+ _2(n-I)2 sin(n-1)wt
tileinertiaforces excited by the torsionalvibration

.;_i can be reprcsonlcd by the followingcquations_ +_(n+1)2 sin(n+1)wtI (8)

_ Inertia force in thetangentialdirection(F):

ii Somonclat._'o:
d 2

P=m°r. d--_(wt+ pslnnwt) (1)_! m equivalentmass of crankpln

- Component in the X - direction: r crank radios

FX = - m°r. n2, w2. 5o ° sinnwt(sin wt w angular,velocity

+ _ sin nwt cos nwt) 9_ amplitudeoftorsionalvibration

" - re.r.n2° w2. _ . sin nwt sinwt n order of torsionalvibration
I 2 2

=-_m.r.n ° w ._ [cos(n-1)wt-cos(n+1)wt)(2)

Component in the Y- direction.. APPENDIX B .INSTRUMENTATION

Fy = m.r.a 2. w 2,_ sin nwt (coswt I Torsionalvibrationll'Rnsducerwith P.Moscillator
Make: InternationalMechanical VibrationLtd.

i - _ sin nwt sinwt) Japan

_ m°r,n2° w2. _ ° sin met coswt Model= VMGIOOT

1 2 2

I = _ m.r°n • w ._ [ain(n-1)wt+ sin(n+1)wt_ (3) 2 Harmoni0 ordoa" analyser

i Centrifugalforoo (C): Make: SpectrnlDynamics Corporation, USA

1 C ffim.r.I ddt (wt+_ sinnwt)) 2 (4) Model:SO1005A-SR1-2

i Component in the X- direction: _ Mode animation system

• Cx ffim.r.w2(1+2n_ cos nwt)(coswt 'it[msdataPDPI I system withktDD_MS_+ by SDRC

•MODAMS; Modal Analysis and Modeling System
- _ sin nwt sinwt)

i &.m°_°w2(cos nwt + 2n _ cos nwt coswt-_ sin nwt sinwt)

I 2 (.-_)oo,(n-1)wt
=m.r.w C coswt+5#

_ +F (n+½)oos(.+,)wt) (S)

Component In theY- directiont

Cy = m.r.w2(1+2n _P cos nwt)(slnnwt

1 +_ sin nwt coswt)

I _ m.:c.w2(sinwt+ 2n p cos nwt sinwt

+ _ sin nwt coswt)
t

! mrJ ( _t._t-_ (n-½)s,n(n-_)wt
t;

+ _ (.+½).ln(,+,),,t_ (6)f
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ENGINE NOISE REDUCTION

BY STRUCTURAL DESIGN USING

[ ADVANCED EXPERINENTALAND FINITE ELgNENTME_{0DS

i Eean M. Ford, Senior Hnglncer - Num_rlcal Analysis

Paul A. lIaycs, Englnear - Noise Cont_ol Technology

Stephen K. Smith, Technical Specialist - Noise Control Tec]mology

Cummins Engine Company, 7nc,
Columbus, Indiana, U,E.A,

ABSTRACT approach is eo understand the dynamics of =he
s_ructure by creating an accura£ep analytical

This paper presents structural analyses per- model. With this model n prediction of the dynamic
formed on an tn-ltn_, six cyZlnder diesel engine effect of each moddfteatdnn cnn be made.
for noise reduction purposes. Both finite element Foc a¸Cummins NTC-350 engine (six cylinder,
modeling and exper_ental structural analysis in-line) tnstall_d in a vehicle, the highest noise
ustn_ digital techniques were performed on the level emanates from the oil pan and cyllndar block
exteEing design. _y applying both of these wall as shovn in Table 1. Since the oil pan_s
methods to £hQ sam_ structure, the accuracy of
the structural mod_l can be es_ablished, After Table 1 - Bare NTC-350 Surface Source Rankins
severaI iterations the results of each method w_ro Vehicle J-366B Driv_by Test - Left Side

made to ag_e_ qut_e closely, The finite element
model could Dhen b0 used far predicting the effec_ Exposed Surface Relative L_vei (dBA)
of design changes on the structural response of
the block. Oil Pan ,, ......... ,.,., ...... . 0

Dlock Lef_ Side ...,,,., ....... -3

Air Comp./Fuel Pump/ .......... -9
Crossover/Rocker Boxes
Valve Covers ., ................ -9.S

Fl_heel Housing .............. -9.5
Engine Front .**, .............. -10,5
Turbo/Exhaust Hantfold ........ -15
Intake Manifold ............... -20

vibration and resultdns noise are controlled by the
interface with the black wall_ the area most need-
ing lmprovemen_ t_ the lower block wall or trenD-
case _klrt, The dynamic r_sponsc o_ the lower

THE FgDERAL TRUCK NOISE REGULATIONS ]lave caused block wall surfac_ ta influenced by the upper
Dha industry co expand much effor_ _o lower the structure of _he block, Thus a model of the entire
noise l_vals o_ currenE prodL_ction medium and block s_ructure is ne0dad, The dynamic analysis of

heavy duty greeks, The diesel engt_a manufactur- this complex structure mus_ include many resonant
ers hav_ had _od_e rodu_inn e_fort_ underway far frequencies and mode shapes. A finite element
eeveral years (i)_, Example_ of current engtn_ model could ba very Inaccurate especially In the
noise _duct_n hardware in u_e includes upper frequency range, A narro_ hand frequency
mechandcally isolated covers and close fitting analyzer, mlnicompu_er, disc storage, graphics _or-
panels made of metal stamptn_s and acoustically mine1, and software p_chage gives us the ability
absorbent liners. In addition to these surface to perform an experimental vibration analyal_
treatments, basic red_signa of the engine s_ruc- (determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes)
tare have resulted in nots_ reductions (2-4). of _n exts_ln_ s_ruc_ure, The results of the

Lane, Time, and Hawkins (5) report 1/3 octave finite element analysis wore compared to the ex-
band v_loci_y reductl0ns of up to 15 dE after perimentah result_ _o determ_n_ the accuracy and
structural redesign. Since selected structural compleEane_s of each method. A cylinder block was
modt_ications can he _mplemented ag moderat_ sectioned Sn_o seven segments with each b_tnS a

costa, sdgntftcant cos_ savings and product lm- place of the overall block model, Experimental
provemeng exis_ tEa surface palliat_v_ treatment data taken from a _a_mant of the block was aIso

Is no longer necessary. These modification_ can compared to a finite element model. The remainder
he determined by an e_trely experimental cut and o_ _his pape_ discusses _he modeling and experi-
try approach. This approach does no_ give con- men,orion done on _he NH cylinder block.
ftdence _hat an optimal design has been achieved
Her co,Op weight_ eas_ oH manufaeturingp or even *Numbers in parenthese_ d_signate References a_
_he _tructural response itself. A much better end of paper.

SAE/P.?O/80/$O2,E0

CopwJght0 19"79Society of Automotive EnGineers,inc.
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In order to develop testing teclmlques and

nuise reduction criteria for tileblock structure,

it became obvious that a special block with
markedly different vibration characteristics was

needed _o compare with tile standard block. Tlle

special block was fabricated and contained several

ebai1ges, particularly in tile cranbcase area.

STATIC ENGINE VIBRATION TESTS

.. In evaluating v[hrntlon eharacteriBtlcs of

complex structures. _ controlled laboratory test
_-. rig is generally invaluable. Bencb vlhration

'i testing allows for qslck, economical evaluation
of different ideas and designs thus reducin 8 the

, i more expensive and _[me consuming running engine

!" tests. Typical laboratory vibration teals con-

_!! slst of generating transfer functions between

_ strategic points of interest. An accurate estlma-

finn of the transfer function requires simul-
i raucous measurement of a force Inpu_ and motlofl

output o_ tbe stroctur_ as o function of freque.cy. _
Tbree basic procedures are used to tbds 0nd, The -"

iT, classic method of transfer function generation

_ involves swept-sine (shaker) excitation. Good
hlgb-frequency resolution and a wide dynamic range

can be obtained. This mel:bod requires a relative-

ly long time to acquire data over a wide frequency Fig. I - Swept-sine .'lhaker excitation

range, of englne structureThe second method of generating transfer

function information is the impulse technique. In pounds (44.5 - 133.5 N) (5) indicating that a low

this method all frequencies in the structure are force level excitation can be used on static rigs

': excited simultaneously. The transl_nt force and In order to s_mulate running engine combustion in-

_: acceleration signals are digitally stored and the puts. With ibis in mind tile shaker input was
' transfer function calculated. Tbls metbod pro- mounted on one of the p_ston tops in order to

rides a rapid, relBCively accurate ostlm_te of tbe si_mlate the combustion forces acting as _be

i transfer function, piston.

_:i The tbird method is the random excitation Various points along tilepan tall were chosen

;.i (ebaker) tecI_ique. In tilLsmethod a random as the output accelerometer locations _n order to

_i signal input =o the shaker is used to provide a simulate a composite response of tile lower engine

: "white" noise input force. The input force and and oil pan to combustion prosBu[os.$,

:i:i output acceleration are channeled into a narrow Transfer functions were then taken from the
band frequency analyzer which processes t]m sit- piston to uaeb of the points along Lbu ])an rails

rials and performs the required calculations needed for both the standard engine block and the special
to obtain tbe transfer function. In order to in- block. Typical narrow band compliance plots (for

sure an accurate repeatable transfer /'unction, barb cylinder blocks) are displayed in Fig. 2.
_J many spectral overlays must be used in calculaclng

the transfer function (6-g). Wltb the use of con-

t poro,digitsdonaly,ersthoseoalc.lotionscoo ": .,-,--i1 00be made in a matter of seconds and stored digital- :_ _ ' _!! Pha_

:: ly for later manipulation. This random excitation _ ' ' Anoletechnique was used t. computing all transfer ._80
functions for the static testing of the engine x

.o 1000

It has been show. _hat tbe piston/connectlng =

:! rod/crankshaf= transfer patb l.s a major contrdbu- _ •
tar _o crankcase vibration and hence, noise (9, _ 100 '

: IO). Wltb this in mind, a test rig _o evaluat:e _,_ _ :Q.
; this transfer path was designed, The test rig E 10

consisted of an engine short block with liners,
pistons, connecting rods, crankshaft, oil pan, oil

pan gasket and appropriate gaskets and seals (Fig.
1). The block was suspended by an elastic cord in 000 1000 1400

order to insure Isolation from the suppor_ Frequency(Hz )
structure.

Tbe force associated with the high frequent F

noise generating por_ion of the diesel englno cam- Plg. 2 - Typical compliance plot from
buetion spectrum is only on the order of 10-30 piston to crankcase psnrodl_ -- standard

block; --- special block
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Tbls figure clearly indicates tilers is cansider- machined on present block production lines, aug-
able dlfferenc_ b_Lween vibration charnctaristlcs gestlng a need to develop a block design which will

of the blocks. By _umming tb0 transfer functions yield cbe bast vibration cbnracteristlcs for the
between tlle piston _nd lower block an avornge leas= welt t To accomplish this goal, both n
transfer function can be obtained. The 1/3 octave finite element analysis and an experimental vibrs-

mobility plots for each block are shown in Fig. 3. tion analysis of the block were performed, The
Again, the differences between the transfer fuse- joint analyses allow comparlsons and iterations

Clans indicat_ a significaat difference hl between the results of the two techniques.
vibration characteristics.

EXPERIMENTAL VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF ENginE BLOCK

RUNNING ENGINE TESTS (I DIHENSION_J.)

Since the two blocks tested displayed such An experimental vibration analysis was per-

different vibration charaeterlsties of tbe piston/ for_*ed on tbe standard engine block. The

connecting rod/crankshaft transfer path, the dlf- scbematic for the block is sho_n in Plg, 4. Tbe
foresees should be measureable in runnii_g engine sbaker was mounted on the lower right side of the

i , noise t_st_. Thls assumes that this path is a block, and accelernmeters were mounted along eacb

; major contributor to lower engine v_brstlon. Tile of the five borlzoncal.lines outlining tim left
engine blocks tested in th_ lab were built into and rigbt sides of tbe block. Transfer functions

two identi¢al model engines, In order to obtain a were obtained for 65 different accelerometer

good measurement of lower engine and all pan noise positions (13 along cash horizontal llne) defining

the engines were wrapped, using the lead-wrapping the amplitude and phase of each polntBs steelers-
techniques, such that the lower three inches of tlon relative to the random force input. This

the block _nd oil pan were exposed. Tile two data was obtained only in tiledirection normal tn

engines were run and measured in the same bard test the sides of the block assuming tbat motion in tbe

cell and the 1/3 octave noise plots for both arbor two directions would not contribute to

engines are also shown in Flg. 3. Note that the noise.

reduction in noise occurs over the same frequency A typical block transfer function Is shown in
range (500-1200 gz) as tbe reduction in mobility Fig. 5. It is seen tbat the bare block is lightly

ii show In Fig. 3. Also note tbnt the general shape damped and contains many well defined resonances

of the mobility plots match tb_ general shape of below 1200 llz, Hodal coefficients for each point

the respective noise spectra, Tbese slmilnrlties were then generated for each resonance with which
_y tend to verify tbat the platen/connecting rod/ mode shapes could be generated. Three typical

crankshaft transfer path is the dominant crankcas_ mode shapes are shown in Fig. 6. The entire block

!i vibration path in this particular diesel engine, participates in tilelower frequency modes as shown
Tba similarities also show that a statdc labors- by the first bending mode of the block (Fig. 6A).

_i tory test as performed is an accurate _cthod in The block modes become more complex with increas-
•i evaluating the piston/connecting rod/crankshaft inS frequency as can be seen by Fig, 6B. Above

,i_i transfer path into the crankcase. 800 l[z the block demonstrates a family of crank-

i case modes, one of which is tile crankcase "bulge

'"_ 45 /_-.m,: _ mode" as shown in Fig. 6C.

Standard Block ,100 ..J
m.t'N

_ _= 35. _ SpacIalBIock ....... J .95 m

P" "o 30' 90 Front

500 030 800 10(]0 1250 1(300 2000 4_..

Frequoncy( Hz ) J ." ._ .-

Fig. 3- Top; total mobility b_tween // ''_ .."_,
piston and crankcase panrail; bottom; _ _'-'_._

hard cell engine noise '.!_'. 1 2_
The laboratory and noise tests indlcato that Rear .

structural modification on the 00gins block could

result in sisniflcsnt noise red,cries. These re-

suits warranted further investisstion into the

feasibility of optimizing the block v_bratlon

characteristics, The special block, while sis- Fig. 4 - Experimental vibration analysis

nlflcantly q_ieter, was too beery and could not be schematic of block (sbown llt solid lines)
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Left Pan Rail

.180 / ",

Rear .-- ..... -.. Front

,_? _'._
Right Pan Rail

239 Hz
200 1000 1200

i Frequency (Hz)
_' Fig, 6A - Experimentally determined let

Fig. 5 - Typical compliance ploE for bonding mode shape
standard engine block

BLOCK SEGMENT EXPERIMENTAL VIBRATION ANALYSIS

(3 DII_'NSIONAL) .._---

As an intermedlata check case for elm _inlte t_ _/-'-_

element model, an experimental vibration analysis

was performed on a section of a standard block, / Front
The block was sliced down the center of two

adjacent cylinders and contained one of EbQ bulk- ,_-_-"
heads, The shaker was mounted on tbe left sldc of i /_
bhe blo_k _ec_lon and t_nnsfer functlons were

taken in three directions for various points de- } ,
fining the block segmen_ outline for the mode I"I //"

display, These mode shapes were u_ed to compare - _

wl_h _h¢ mode shapes predicted by the finite Rear _ d

element model of the block segment (to be die-

" cussed later), _.,.' 779 Hz

FINITE ELEP_NT ANALYSIS

Fig. 6B - Experimentally determined Jrd;i The function of _he dynamic finite _lement torsional mode shape
model of the block Is to de_ermlne how s_ructural

changes to the block affect modes _bapes and fre-
quencies. This Information can then be extra-

pointed to determine tr_sfer functions which glve
some indication of the noise ebarac=crioLlcs of

the block.

- DEVELOPmeNT 0F Tile MODEL - In order to estab-

lish acceptable confidence in the model, it was

necessary _o calibrate the model against tbe

existing block, For thls exercise to be possible,

it is almost imperative that the model and t_sted I Front
hardware be as nearly i_entlc.nl as possible, and

tbat [:he same boundary conditions are assigned _o
each, To keep tim model as simple as possible,
the babe block was modeled with no _ttached hard-

wars except _he main bearing caps. Since the block /,-"

is rather masslva, laboratory fixtures could ._
accurately s_mulate only a free block. The only

complexsty which this added to the finite element ., _%_.

modal was tbe extraction of _he six rigid body Rear ._%_odes*

To ease the work of modeling, one can take _ I /Ci-_ " 820 Hz
advantage of the repetitive nature of the block.
The total block can be logically divided into

seven smaller structures by passing a plane _hrough
the center of each cylinde¢ as illustrated in Fig. Fig. 6C - Experimentally determined

7. Except for local bosses, holes, or irregularl- crankcase "bulge" mode
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ties, segments 2, 4, and 6 are identical as are model was relatfvely small (283 nodes) and tile

segments 3 _nd 5. The resolt of ignorln 0 the local computer run could he made for a f_aetlon of tile
irregularitles s|loilldbe l_slgnlfleant, as cost of tbe larger model. That segment's mode

localized modes are not of interest. TkI_ sub- shapes and natural fr_q0enelos _er_ determined

dividing suggeBts the posslblllty of uslng the experlm_ntally. Tbe correlatlon between _xperl-
Gubstructurlng featureB of one of the popular mental and nnalytical f_equencles Is shown _n Flg.

i! finite element programs. We bare not don_ so yet, 9. The _liced block was fucttler used to aid _be
bu_ _ubstructurlng has numerous advantages, modeling of _he entire block.

i! cspenlnlly in tbe input pr_paratlon and tempt*flag An or_hogcaphlc proJec_lon of the complete
time. model is presented in Flg. i0. As many as elgb_y

_ A physical block was slleed into seven sag~

manta. To provide a preliminary indication of tile 1600 I I I I I I
CI

accuracy of th_ total block model, a single s_g-

meat (number 2 of F_g. 7) was analyzed by both

• finite element and experimental techniques. Tile 1400

_i elite corresponding to segment number 2 was used //
• as a Visual aid and provided direct input for

ywall thicknesses and measurements which were bettor _ 1200
obtained physlcally than from _he drawing. Thls =,
finite element model Is shown dn Fig. 8, The _ 1000

=

Rear Font =_

f I I I I 8oo

600
c

400

I I I I I = p
7 I 0 I 5 I 4 I 3 [ 2 I 1

soa,-.,Numbo, o 2;o looo'12oo'.oo
Fig* 7 - Division nf block into segments Experimental Frequoncy(Rz)

Fig. 9 - Corcelatlon of experlmen=al and

analytical frequencies for segment 2

Fig. I0 - Finite element model of full

Flg. g - Finlt_ element model of segment 2 block
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fraquencins and mode stlapea are in the range of
interest for acoustic purposes, so that the amount /_

of detail requlrud will he greater than in many

_' dynamics problems where only the lowest inw fre-

_, quantise might be important. The model was gen-

erated using quadrilateral and triangular plates,

3 dimensional beams, concentrated masses, and
rigid elements. Altogether there are 1604 nodes

• and 2300 elements.

_i With 1604 .odes in a 3 dimensional model,
•._ there are approximately 9500 degrees of freedom.

I! Obviously, a dynamic reduction, or more speclfi-

[I rally a Ouyan reduction (ll), is required. The Fig. IrA - Analytically determined fat. dynamiQ redlmtion reduces the static degrees of bend_n_ mode shape

- , /,%"i frQedom into a smaller set, herein called the

_ dynamic degrees Of freedom, so Chat the edges- __-I

_'i value extraction is less costly. The underlyi.g
._:_ assumption is that the retained degrees of freedom

_ are able to describe the mode shapes of the struc-

_/i _ure. The ellmi.ated degrees of freedom assume
,_ the same values as they would u.der static defor-
m'! mation for the calculated deflection values of the

i dy_amiQ degrees of freedom. BecaLlse of the large
_umber of eigeavalues required and since a dynam_e

L_ reduetios is being used, computing time is reduced
if the eiganvalues are determined all at once by a

_! transformation metbod rather than using one of the

_i tracking methods which determine see etgenvalue a_
_:! s time (lg).

FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS - TbQ firs_ run of the

!_ block dynamic model yielded 144 eigenvalues
full

_ (equal to the .umbo_ of dynamic degrees of free-
,, dam) and 80 m0dQ shapes (including 6 rigid body
• modes). In general, the agreement witb _he known

_} experimental mode shapes was good, The mode

8hopes were plotted as _ust outlines of the struc-

_ lure because a complete plot including el] of J 7SS HZ

£_ the elements would have included so many lines

_! that it would have been incomprebensible, The 3

_ mode shapes corresponding to Cb_ modes previously Fig. lib - Analytically d_termined 3rd

_ shown in the experimental vibration analysis _orsional mode s11apo
(Fig, 6) appear in Fig. iI. These mode shapes

_ 0how good agreement as did mouL modes below 1600
i llz.

"_ An important discovery in the analytical re-

suit was a group of eight mode shapes in a narrow

frequency band between the first and second band-ing modes of the block, Plots revealed that each

_; of these modes involved longitudinal (alan0 the

_ crankshaft axis) deflection of the main bearing

caps and bending of tbe bulkbeads. One of these [

modes is shown in Fig, 12, Up to that time, the

bq|kheads and bearing calls had not bee. instru-
£_ monied in the experimental work. The results

_! contained blgher frequency modes which exhibited
significant bulkhead motion indicating the need
for instrumentation on the hulkheads,

Some of the most important modes from a noise

standpoint ave a group referred to as "panel

•odes" where the sides of the block are'moving in _ _ _J _
and o_t between bulkheads. One of these modes has

:he charseteristde that the panels alternate out

and in the whole length of Cbe block (Fig, 1'3).
The panels behave very much as if they were pin-
ned at each bulkhead and that the bulkheads them-

selves bave little motion,

Fig. IIC - Analytically determined eran_-
_ case "bulge" mode
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'_od_s wbi"..Neompazes very favorably with that com-

puted by the flnlts element model, Flg. 12.

Further comparison of the finite element

versus _xperlmental result_ are shoran in Flg+ 17.

,;i R0ar
, 331Hz

Flg. 12 - Analytically determined "bulk-
", head" mode

Fro.t _

_! Flg, id - Experimental vibration analysis
sehemntle of block with Instrumented
bulkheads

i; 1814 HZ

Z _5_ Fig. 13 - Analytically determined "panel" 180

_+,'I_ mode _ Pham

"_1 == lOOO A.,_Q
!'l Two of the more important mode silapes a_eus- "- -180

_i!_ tlcally are the crankcase "bulge mods u (Fig. llc) x.'" "_ 100
which ha_ a frequency of about 800 Hz and tile

_'_ panel modes _ust described, tnterestingly, beth __

_ of tltes_ mode shapes are represented t.n a slmplar

¢'I_ model If one of the Interlor segments is fi,ted _ 10

!I wlth aymmetrlc boundary conditions, Thls makes auseful tool for calculating how block changes wll] _ I

: i_J affect these modes _ithout running th_ l_zgez and
, more expensive moduL

{'_] 200 1000 1200
::_ Frequency (ltz)',rI EXPERIMENTAL _BRATION ANALYSTS OF ENGINt BLOCK

_+t (3 DIMENSIONAL)

B_eause the finite eleme.t model of the Ffg. 15 - Typical compliance plot for
block demonstrated that the bulkheads participate bulkhead on standard engine block

[ii in some of the more important modos of vlbratdon,

_,! we decided to pe_focm another experimental vibra-

tion analysis of tile block including bulkhead
response data. The finite element model also

_i dlsplayed considerable motion in all tbree dlrec-
..+ tlons so data was taken in three dlroetions. LeftPan Rail

::1 The schematic of the blo_k is a_own i_ Fig. 16

?j lines defining the left and right sides and also Rear \ It ,

_ on the lower bulkheads (or maln bearing caps), A
I' typical transfer _unctlon from tba shaker dnput to /.¢"
;++ a bulkhead is shown In Fig. 15. As can he seen .......

_j the bulkheads do exhibit large responses at Right Pan Rail
• _ resonances Just llke the block walls. Node shapes 379 HZ

for each resonance were generated and seven modesN
_ were see_ in which only the bulkheads were in

'i! resonance, Fig. 16 shows one of tho b_ikhsad

_: Fig. 16 - Top View of _xperlmencally
determined "bulkhead" mod_

?
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AN APPROACH TO A QUIET OAR DIESEL _GINE

Heinz A. F_obbach and Gerhard E. Thien

A_, ProP. List Ges.m.b.R.

Oraz_ Austria

ANST_ET noise emitted by the sNrface of the power unit, in
particular with re&._rd to diesel engines I cannot be

• The paper presents a ne_ development of a low- achieved by measures applied to the noise sources of

noise passenger oar and _mall trunk diesel engine, the engine itself nor by measures _pplied to indivi-
: AS described in the first cooties of this contribu- dual parts of the soles radiating engine surface. To

ties the new design concept is meanly characterized achieve such a high noise reductlon it is in any

by the vibration isolation between the vlbr_tion el- case necessary to eliminate to a Iomg_ extent the
cited internal engine straotm_e and the external on- vibration transmission from the load carrying engine

gins casing, obtained By elastic elements specially pa_,ts to the ex@ernal wails. With conventionally de-

developed for this purpose. The external engine oas- signed engines this principle san only be realized

ing and the fl_1_heel housing are designed as one in surroundlng the engine itself with on addition_l

part where the gee/" box sen be bolted on in the enclosure which is attached to the engine in _ vl-

[ usu_l wa_J An essential poet of the paper is dedl- bratlon isolated marlnero This _nclosure must have a

cared to the description of prellminamy theoretical sufficient transmission loss of the air borne sound

and experimental investigations into the desi6nl of emitted from the outer engine stuof_ce. In the course

_' the vibration Isolating elements between the so- of the research and development work performed gut-
called state,frame and the external housing and to ing the pasl ye0ms a new desi_ concept for such an

the description of the d0sign of the external hous- enclosure h_s been developed %3t5,_0,I_). It is

_ trig. In the following the test r0sults g_ined on a charaetorlzed by the use of I mm sheet metal _s ma-

i probot_q_e engi,e featuring the mentioned desi_ terlal for the enclosure wallop by a very small dis-

principle e_re dlsoussed. _his prototype engine is a banes to the engine surface, by the lack of sound
.; water-cooled _.2 liter diesel engine, The last see- absorbing lining on the inner side as well as by

_ion finally proves that pa_tieul_l¥ good results good acssssabillty to the engine and suffloient
with rehq_rd to economic viability can be achieved by oper_hing reliability. With ouch an enclosure bhe
using ongines of the _bove design in different vohl- noise of a vehicle power unit con be reduced by

_i olo8, such as oars, small trucks and farm tr_ctoPs. 15 dN(A) to ?8 dB(A), the weight increase is about
9 % of the wslght o£ the power unit. The sound re-

duclng enclosure oanp either forlning a unit of Its

5 own_ be supported on the engine or it con be into-
F, IN IMPROVING OUR E_VIEOR24FR_TAL CONDITIONS and in 6rated in_o the existing velliele components in the
_i peRtioula_, the quality of Life of the urban popula- a_ea of the power unit. In the latter oa_e the fls-

tion_ concentrated efforts ome dlrss_ed to the re- xiblo engine mounts provide the neoossamy vlbratlo_
;! duetion of the t_affio noise constituting the ma3or isol_tion bebween engine and encloses.

n_t_e source i_ densely populsted _s_s. Satis_ylng Sound red_olng enclosures of this klnd oa_se_

results can certainly be achieved in coll_boration even if optimized, a certain increase i_ bulk %rolu_
' of town plsnning authoriblss t government i vehicle cost and especially weight dope,cling on the design

i owners and drivers as well as vehicle manufaobumers, conceRt chosen.
In the past years extensive ress_roh and de- With new designs for future engines it is poo-

velopment work was performed to find e_t po_slble sible to almost completely eliminate the dlsadvaxt-
solutions for the problem of interest, to bereali_- ago of increased weight. The vibration isolated Sh-

od by vehicle manuCactu_.er0 (I,R,3,4,5_6,7,8,9,10, gins casing 'in this case not only bas a sound re-

11,12,_3)_.Heductlons of the total noise emitted by duoing function t but also provides tile lubrication
vehicles have to be in the range of 10 dH(A) _nd oil sealing to the outside. Therefore, those parts
*nero to bring about a perceptible relief to the Of the conventionally designed crankcase so for pro-

human ear. Noise reductlon0 of such a magnitude re- riding the sealing can be omitted.
_ire raOaSLtrOSon every single noise source essen-

tially oontributlng to the total noise. In gnneral t In principle the weight can further be reduced,compared to the additionally enclosed power unit, by

the main noise sources _e the exhaust system t the sufficiently slimlnabing the transmission o£ strut-
cooling systeto and the power unit as well as to a rural vibrations from the engine to the gear box and

certain extent the intake system, vehlole struc- therefore by renouncing a trbnsmlsslon gear enclo-
ture, rear _xle gear and tires, sure under the condition oP a low gear noise.

The essential findings of previous studios led

to the conclusion that _. 10 dR(A) reduction of the TIlEN_4 DESIGN PRINCIPLE FOE d LOW-NOISE _OINE

*Numbers in parentheses designers Heferenoes at end

of paper. The principle concept for ca engine featuring
9AE/P-79/BO/$02.SO
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ease the engine housingI is softly suppoptod bymeass

I inertia forces _i the crank drive are acting on the

inner engine styuettu.s,with the described 4-eylin-, 50 der inlino engine it is the second order inertia
- _ force.

: _ h-2mm_._ The upper diagr_n shows the results of the o_l-iJ ¢ 40 "k i----
culation of such a system, o was considerably

L hzgher th_n eO I and delib _ately assumed in a way
'=:_ _ 30 that the zlesenansefrequency of the relative motion

o L- u- I of the two masses towards _aehcthoPis distinctly

'!i__' _ /_L above tbe highest forcing frequencycaused by the

IZ.I _2o-.z /_/_+_'_'+ "-_!in unbalanced second ordez,inez'tiaferees.It can be

• -h=&mm _ sees that at first no relative motion between the

_h=2rNn1_= two engine paris in the low speed range appease,
;!' _ ,o -'--h=l_mJ especiallyi.theopoed.a._ocor.ospondisgtothen_tu_al frequency caused by the engine suspension.
!i} G- ¢ I _ Eelative motions only occur _bove approzimatel_,<

! .02 ,05 ,] .2 .5 I 2 5 IO 1000 RPM and increase highly progressivelywith the

;._ FREOUENCY[kH=] speed. At 4000 RPM and unde_ the assumed boundaryconditions they amctmt to 0.8 ram.
The lower diagrmn exhibits the relative dla-

'.i h...THIC_NEC'S OF PANEL placements for veuriousrealistlc spri:_geonstsmts

2Q..SMALLEST EIZE OF PANEL BETWEEN °1 2 as well _s realistic damping values of rubber
EDGES OR STIFFENING RIBS

I
h Pig. 3 -- _e-l_dOm i_oidenoe transmission loe/_ below ¢ OF I_yLINDE R

m@_,. MASSOF OSCILL.pAR

j critle_l frequencyof finite panels of sheet steel C12 d I _,=
:i panels of sheet _teel with differenl wall tnioh-

CO d ,,OAMPfNG L'ONSI,DJ_F[NE0 By CONPt,EK
"i noshes. As oL fop steel and aluminium is approzima- (
i_ rely equal and the weight per unit area of _[uminium

$PRIN_CON$. REL.GISPLACEMENT
is about one third the one of steel with the same .._ C.C{I.Jd) 8£TWEENMASS ;.

i_,.__allthie_.ess,thet.ano°i°.ionZOBOortbo_ols-v_nt _luminium panels approximatelye_ua].sthe
_;I tP_JasmissionlOBS of _ millsheet steel. On condition _

j that the air horns sound levelinsidetheengineboue-
: ing does not diffe_ signifloantly fron_the sound le-

vel in the space between engine surface and the wall _,_'_ _._/
_| of a standn_Pdenclosuremade of I mm sheet stool+ as
_ for instance wlth the upper are_ of the s_gins_ it 0 _00 2000 3000 _0_0
_,_i could be assumed that the noise oontrlbutionresult- ENGINESPEEDn [Revlmln]

inn from the excitationof the engine he,sing by air
_,_ borne sound is of an unsignificant amount (17).
.: REDUCTION OF VIBRATIONTRANSMISSION TERCUGIITHE
_.I ELASTIC CON_iECTIO_B_PWE_ G_TRAL GUPpORT AND _-
c+ GItlEIIOUSING- With an engine of a definite size,
:,: [go,=7.5.,_N/ms }cylinder number+ cylinder arrangementand speed the

:,!i unbalanced inertla forces of the crank drive as well _ (g,2= 3'[C/'Ngnm[_
• as %he masses of the oentral support and the engine

?'; housing ave confined within narrow limits, based on
_I design considerations.For obtaining a satisfactory [COl=?.5"ld3N/mm
"+ reduction of the vibration transmission in the fro- [CI2= 6.1O4NImm

queney r_nge relevant to the noise emission as well

as sufficiently small rel_tive dlsplae0men_ebetween
the inner and outer engine structure, pam_icularly c_
between flyv_heel and flywheel housing the design of
the elastic oonr_eohingelements between the two en-
gine p_.rtsis of conslder_ble importance.For the
assessment of the vibrationamplitudes at low fro-
quencies the entire engine can be oonsldered as s 0 Is00 ZOOS 3000 _,oco
line_ d_mped two :_aSSspring system. Such _ system ENGINE_PEEOn (_ewmi_]
is demonstrated in the upper pam% of Pig. 4. The
_a_s _I correspondsto the inner engine structureI

2' the mass M2 to tileengine housing. The elastic con- Fig. 4 - Linear damped two mass sprln_ system, dis-
) section between the t_o masses is replaced by the placements with vemious spring constantsand damp-

!) sp_ing 01 2 and the dmoping d. The engine, in this inns
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springs. It oombo noted _at the relative displace- Furthermore, it has to be carefully considered thatsent with c _ equal 6.10 I/marie considerably no distinct dip eemu,s in the vibration isolation of

smaller than_ _he one with 3.10_N/mm, Witb the low the elastic elements above 0,5 kEIz. As it is known,
i cprlng constant the higher dmmping at dO00 I£PM near the occurrenco of theoo dips depends on the re_o-

the rosonomee is distinctly mars offective thanwith hence phenomena in the rubhor bod.v itsolf and is

_ higher spring uonstant, rothor controlled by the chaps Q£ the rutber b_dy
This c_Icalation msdol is only related to th_ than by tbo rubber materi_l.

vertical motions due _o th_ unbal_nced inertia forces Fig, 5 shcw_ so an example the caloul_ted vi-

and means an oxtz,eme simplification compared to the braticn isolation of a real rubber element with oy-

actual conditions. In this case it only serves to lindrlcal rubber body agatnst a rigid mass. It c_n

illustrate tho problems. For the io_vout of real pro- be seen that above the mass-_prlng-reson_ncs at 5kI[z

'_ totype engines the determination and optimization of a sloes _oquencs of rubber resonances appears show-

the spring constants IB camrted out by metuzs of a ing more or less deep dips_ depending, on the maF_ni-
_peoi_l calculution systom which ohsorves all exist- rude of d_npisg It has to be pointed out in this

dng donees of froodom m%d has heen recently in- connection that _ueh dips, oont_.ary to the mao_-

troduced at AVL, 8pring-resonancies, are indepondent from the size of

The considerations described in the previous the loading mass respectively generally independent

,_ section merely concern the lower frequeno,y _ange from the input impedance of tho adjoining oomponeat
_; where the inner ongine atrlAaturs and especially the as they ropresent _ pure re_on_qce phenomenon in tho

i_ engine housing can be considered a_ rigid masses r_bber body.
from the point of view of mechanical input mobility. EXCITAI_ILITY OF TIIE ENGINE IIOUSII_ DUE T0 BE_D-

Thi_ cannat be done for tbe frequency range relative I_G WAVES - Aesu_ing a certain vibration level at

_ to the engine noise, i.e. above approximately 0.hkHz, the connastlon_ 0£ the elastic elements _ith the

_o there are the natLtral f1"squenatos o£ the differ- central Qupport as well as oert_in damping proper-

Ld eat vibr_%io_ modes of %he engino housing and often ties Of the elastic elements tb_ _ir borne sound

_l_o the n_tural froquenoies of =he elastic elements emitted by the engine housing m_inly depends on the

themselves. A atghly simplifying description 0£ this excitability of the houatng res_Itlng in bending vi-
f_oquenoy range with _ calculation system as in the bratlcns. D?om relevant publications only equations

_, case of the low frequency _olid body vibrations i_ are kno_m (15) which permit the assessment of the

therefore p_aotically impossible, For this reason it average vibration level of thin flexible p_nel_.

can he established _hat th_ vibration isolating con- The mean square of the vibration velocity
!} nectlon has to be designed as "soft" as possible (avorsged over the panel _mea) v of a panel, excit-

with _'ega_d to low noise of the englne housing. A_ cd at one point by a poriodical force,mnounts to

' this is opposed to the demand for small relative u)F0_d_ I "v1_.8 _B. motions at low frequencies an optimum compromise in _2 _ 5 ' _--_ _ Wd 5• the selection of _pz'ing constants has _o be found,

,.. RHS of exciting force

.o PLMS of vibration velocity at the point of
-40 v° ''' exeitatlon

-30 ...circularfrequency

-_O d ... damping constant" S ... panel o/'sa

-I0 m ,.. p_nel surface density
B ... p_nel stiffness per unit width

0 OAMPING COEFFICIENT -d=0_01 The nKt_u_al bending frequencies of a rectangul-

IO d:O, _ a_ panel simply supported on the edges amount to

t _ .,, _tbTJhsrOf _ode

A0 2ax , _a ,., panel size

50 Experience proved however that the averag_ vi-

bration level oP.gnot be described antisf_otoz,ily

60"" AMP _AMP[NG_ I I \i I_%(WITHOUTMASS _---_---_ with atr_uttuces similar to the englne housing in

7C _\_--_ qaeation because of its complicated shape. The only

AND DAMPINg) • realizable possibility to oalotzlate the excitability

80 _ of such housings oonsists_ as will he shown la%er_

90 in the _pphication of a three-dimenslonsl finite
element ealou]ation, This caloalation o_znat be t_k-

_OC en as a pro-assessment _ but e_q be c_risd out only

5 I0 50 I00 5_X) IO00 On the basis of a serials design. With the possible

FREQUENCY [Hz] assessment method I as mentioned e_rlle_'_ it ozm at
least be assumed that the fundamental modes of bend-

ing vibrations ai-s in the important middle frequency
Fig. _ - Calculated vibration isolation a_n_inat a range due to tho prlncipal shape of the engine hous-

_igid mass of re_Al rtlhber elements with vomlous lag (the oll pen is open on top without any trans-
dampings VerSe bulkheads) and its size.
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BASIC I_]VESTIGATIO_{S

Before startin E with the design of the proBe-
type engines described in the ne_-_section a number

of questions had to be solved. For this purpose fun-
damental investigations based on theoretical consi-
derations Were e_ried out.

i
14o

m 130
Lu,.

o I , .. ,,.,.,, ',,

,_ I _"."

FREQUENCY

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL AT IOmm DISTANCE TO THE ---- !

EXTERNAL CRANK CASE SURFACE _h,_,,_ .._ ,_._._J,_:

- .

Fig. 6 - Sound pressure level inside and outside the

ora_lkc_se efa diesel engine

Pig. 6 shows the result cf measurements of the

average sound pressure level within the orankoase of

a diesel engine in comparison with the level outside Fig, 7 - Inveoii&_ation of the vibration excitation

of the entwine taken at a small distance from the on- of the engine housinct test arrang_ement _nd vlew of
gins surface, It can be seen that tbe level within a dummy housing

the crankcase is about 10 dB to I_ dB higher in the
l_iddle frequency range bh_n the level outside of the welded structures were manufactured, The two dummies

engine. This fact h_s _lrea_y been observed on ether were practieall_" idestlcal_ one of them was desibn%ed

engines _nd proves that %he assumption described in with ribbed external walls, q_hls dum,lv is shown in

the previo_s section is correct, nm_ely tha_ the the lower part of Fig. 7, The upper part of Fig. 7

sound level i.side of the enKine approzimately shows the detailed test set-up. The housing dummy

_qu_is the level hstweo_ "_he engine surface and an was attached to the flange of the oii pa_ of a water

snslosure wall (16,17). Therefor% it is _Iso more cooled 4-cyllnde_ diesel engise by means of the

or less certain that the exoitatlen of the engine sl_stio fr_o-like element to be investigated, The

housing b_ the air borne sound inside of %he hous- sealing of the lower p_rt of the oil ch_bsr was

ing is of relatively insignificant influence, in provided with an oli p_n located inside of the dumm_
aooo_d_nee with the remarks made in the p_oceding The vibration transmission through different frame-

section, like elemonts _s well as the vibration p_operties

Further prelimin_r_ investigations concerned of the engine bouslng were thoroughly investi6_ted
the desi_ of the elastlo supporting ele_ents he- on this test set-up.

tween central support and engine housing. It was de- Fig. 8 shews as a furthe_ ex_Jnple the result

tided to desist from measuring tlle vibration isola- from the investigation of the vibration ieelatlon of

ti_n of free.e-like rubber slements_ see versio_ I in one design of an elastic frame-like element on the

Fig. I_ b_r means of an electro-dynamic shaker mentioned test set-up. Vibration isolation denotes

ab_ainst a _ig_d mass as in re.lily the frame-like the difference in vibrabien velocity level measured

element is attached %o the flange of the engine in horizontal direction betwesn the two connecting

housing which is open cn top and the input imps- f]angns of the vibration isolating frmne elements.

dance Of which is supposed to vary wldely from pl_ce Due to the nearly s_metrio_l design of central sup-
%0 place, It WaS therefore x,esolved to perform the port and engine housing in relation to the engine

investigations on a test _.?rangement l_rgely sims- center in IonEi_udlnal direction only _he results of
latlng the real conditions. Two toot d_mmies of the the mensuring points demonstrated in Fig. 9 _re

engine housing featuring the approximate dimensions gives. In the lower frequene_ rangn at about 0.2 kHz

of a 4-cylinder inllne engine made of aluminium a dip in the vibration isolation of approximately
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20EASNGNTh°z MEASURING POINT Be
% . ,," :k b" _'

z O-F,.,_-" / _\ // i\ [
_o % l M\ IN,MEASU,",NPO, F

--m.1 _-I00,1 0,2 FREQUENcyO'5 IEASU ING POllE[kHz]2 5 _ _ _iii

Fig. 8 - Vibration isolation of a fresno-like else- 02 O4 t 2 _ oz os L 2 f_ a_ o_, I _ s o,z as _ 2 s pz

tic element t connecting inner engine structure and FREGUENCY [kHz]

engine housing WITHOUTRIBBING --_--WITH RIBBING

I0 dB san be observed at all measuring points, Thls Fig. 9 - Structure vibration on the dun_mies of on-
dip results from the resonance in horizontal dlrec- gins housing
_zon of the oscillating system consisting of engine

•_ pam_s sad frame element. It is still suffielently
below the midd]e frequency range decisive for the not presented in this paper.

to_al engine noise in de(A). Above 0,31 kHz the vi- Fig, 9 shows the spectra of structural vibra-

hr.%ion isolation varies widely. Due to the higher ties measured on eight ch&raoteristlo points on the

flexibillty of the engine housing in the center corn- engine housing of the mentioned dummies wit}* and

pared _o the edges the vibration isolation decreases without ribbing. When selecting the demonstrated

a_ 0.6 kJ{z from the outside to the inside by up to me.curing points oars was tBke. that the vibration

20 de. _his tendency can _iso be noticed to s lossei velocity was measured at the relatively stiff s_reas

!" e0c_en_ in the upper frequency _ange. Above O,8 kl{z such as circumference of the side wall _nd the floor

the vibration isolation is satlsfastory for all as well as in eontr_l points of these two walls. ]3e-
measuring points, The f_amo element which was used cause of the nearly s3nmnetrical design of the engine

for these investigations features a rubber thickness housing only one side wall was investigated. Witb

of 12 mm, With _ 4 mm thick rubber eleme_ satisfy- the version without ribs the levels of the measuring
tng vlbr_tisn isol_t£on could only be obtained above points at the edges of t}le side w_lls (dish.ares _ep

approximately 4 kH.% In the interest of sufficlently left, middle and bet%era rlgbt) aye very iow_ the

!i low sound levels in the housing this stiffer frame spectra eleayly show a decrease of the vibration
=,, element was then no_ used any more. An increase Of level tow_ds higher frequencies, ?he level measured

_I the elasticity of the frame element would certainly at the point in the middle of the upper flange of

!:_ b_ve improved the vibration isolation, ]3ut at the the side wall is considerably higher because of the
so_e time also a shifting of the fundamcnt_l rose- low bending stiffness of the open houslnE at this

nonce frequency fools about O,2 kHz towards lower point (upper row, second (]ia&_'_,n from the left). The

'J frequencies wo_id h_ve occurred_ whi0h in connection four central measuring points Of the two walls show
with the excite%ions due to the unbalanced second oven big]mr levels_ the highest levels at these

q inertia forces _t the deterr,tned engine speed would _easuring points were observed in the fez*go below

{' h_ve sauced inadu_iesibly high relative displacements 0.5 kHz according to the fundamental modes of the
L_ between the central support and the engine hou,ing° bending vibrations of the outer walls,

This could not be ac.cepted with re_rd to the elan- The levels measured on the ribbed dum_kv ere

•_ tie elements applied to the power transmission from shown in the diaKrams with a dashed line. The in-

-; the flywheel to the gear shaft as well _s at the creased stiffness causes a reduction of the vibz,a-

i_ penetration of the crankshaft at the re_.r wall of ties level especially in the central points of the
the engine housing, walls in the just mentioned frequency r_nge of the

For the present _J*alogous tests h_ve not been natural bending froquensles of the walls be]owO,_k}Iz.

_a_risd out for version 2 in Fig. 2. It was first ]'n the middle frequency range _he ribbing has again

attempted to design1 the elastic connections In such a positive effect. I{owever I due to _he fundamental

a wa_v that practically no resonances occur in the n_tural bending frequencies of _he ribbed bottom of

rubber body at the desired spring constant and load- the engine housing a peak occurs _% about I kHz ex-

lag capacity, By rne_ns of a shaker a test series seeding the level of the ribbed wall, A similar el-

during which a l_rge number of different element de- feet ea_% be observed in the middle of the upper

signs were examined demenstl'ated that the best eels- flange. With the ribbing a certain improvement could
ties consisted in elements pyese_ting oireul_ s_qn- also be achiPved in the lo_er frequency range &t the

metr_, The rubber body of these elements has tbe edges of tBe two walls. Hero again an insignificant

shape of a hollow cylinder ioc_ted between two steel deterioration was registered in _he upper frequency

tubes. The results obtained during these tests aru range.
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side the lovelq are already distinctly lower witb

V [dE) VELOCITY FOR] F_B] tbe smme exciting force, the excitability of the
EX_TATIONON engine housing is lowest in the relatively stiff

3" VELOB_Y FOR Z The lower dLaEr_n sbcw_ as an example the vibration
80 EXlIATIONON 180 _ velocity levels of three different measuring points

' _.._._ ._PT.4" 9 of the housing at vibration excitation at one point
--I_---_-- J (point 6). The levels of the demonstrated measuring/-/__.----../

'a li  ,,r cintslooatedio.oflexibleoreooPt,0walled

. ve yd,feront.,hedevelopmentof hec rve.i0re-

' ' latively non-uniform, but it can be stated that at

each point, _itbough at different frequencies, dis-

60" _ # I_ I .1gO _ tinct resonance peaks occur.

_!_ ! " t I '_t _ To achieve an optimized engine housing bymodi-_%._%%_/ fylng the deoi_n a &,rent number of experiment_l de-
!i 50 L.... , ISO 5 sign approaches as well as a time and cost osnsuming

T_-:l_h _ test serieswo_idll_eheeo_ecoss_ ds the main_ --_ IS) TJNG _ VELOQFVFO_J
•; _ F(qgE EXITATIDNON PT.6 dlmensie_s of the engine housing for the prototypeJ IkJVl

engine described in the next section Were al_eadyds-

50 IOO _OO 500 100_ 3000 5000 _ermined _t this point of ti_e the finite slemsnl
'i FREQUENCY {H:_I caloul_tion could be u_od for this optimization,

:,_ VIBRATION ON PT3 FOR DIFFERENT EXlTATIONLOCATIONS(PT6,1O,14) An ex_._ple is demonstrate(] is Yig. 11. The _i-nits element caloulatlen _ethod WaS first used Par

!i the determination of possible vibration mode_. The

V[dB] 6 F(dB] upper port of thi_ figure ll]ustrates the _odl-
:i_: _ lOS fled st_Uett_re aS well _s the dlvi_ie_ into finite

;', % elements, In the table the vibration mode_ deter_in-_ ed bg _eans of tile finite eleI_ent c_l_ulatiOn _O

_ IOO Z shown to_ethe_ with the z'espestive freq_enoies_ o_ce

with _nd onse without rlbhing, This saleulation has-- I_inly proved that the vibration modes are ve_yolose
• _6 J_u together for both dosiglls of e_gine housings _21d

1 _ that the frequencies of the vibration modes Nith_! _ ribbing compared to those without ribbing only dlf-

_ _ for by the factor 1,1 to 1,3 regosdlng modes with
the e_m_ _ode nu_Iber. _t e_° be _een that the _re-

quency range of the modes of natural bending vibra-

', _ tions of such a housing, with given dimensions and

7_ g _ wall thlcknesee_ c_n hardly be shifted out of themost Important frequency range of O.5 lcHz _o 2.5 hlIz

due to _tiffening measures, such as for instan_o
'_ m ribs. Thi_, hewever_ does not exclude that the mm.

_1 50 IO0 200 NOD IO00 _ooo 5000 plitudes of the vibrations san be reduced by means
-: FREOUENCY [Hzl of this ribbing, as this seems to be the c_se, son-

:i];_,i VIBRATIONON DIFFERENT LOCATIONS(P_3,ZIT) FOR EXITATIONON sidering the results in Fig. 9. In order to be ableto investigate this fact by means of _ finite ele-

, POfNTg ment calculation the whole system central euppcrt -
elastic elements - engine housing must be taken into

_.} Fig. 10 - Vibration excitability of the engine hess- conside_atlon and _e_l damping must be introduced,

"" ins Calculations of this kind are presently in the pro-

F tess of preparation at AVL. The lowe_ part of thl_
i figure shows as an example_ for ela_ity's sake with

; The test arrangement shown in Fig. 7 made it _ reduced numbe_ of points, the mode shape of the

_; basically only possible to investigate the vibra- ribbed engine housing for the mode number 12 with

• %ion behavior of the entire system frame element - a resonance frequency of 1480 Hz,

engine housing, The excitability of the engine hous-

ing was therefore separately excised with an oleo- APPL?CATZOg OF THE DESIGN P_INDIPLE TO A H_GH-SpEED
ire-dynamic shaker, The housing Was in ibis case DIGHT-WEKGI{T D_ESEL ENG_N_

vibration excited at constant force amplitude over

the frequency, and the resulting vibration velocity Fig, 12 shows _ prototype engine featuring this

was thus measured _% different points of the ribbed new design principle, It is a 4-oyllnder inline on-
engine housing. The uppem diagram in Fig. 10 shows glne 85 @x 94 which is designed for low-°else _nd

_s an example the measured vlbr_tion velocitylevels where a numb°_ of other important aspects are taken
at one poin_ on the side wall (measuring point 3) into _enelderation, The engine is designed as a D,I,
with an identical excitation at three different engine equipped with unit injectors instead of the

points of tho _pper flange (oxoltalion points 6, 10 etandsrd injection pumpl and central support and

and I_), There are large differences between the cylinder head are desi6.ned aB one part, }{c_eve_,
curves over the whole frequency range. It is clear these design details which are not directly in con-

that the exeit_billty is highest in point 10, that section with the noise reduction are not s%tbjeot of

is in the middle of the flange, Around the front this publication,
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rrl....MODE NUMBER ..-,--'k--_---.

fR,f...NATURAL FREQUENCYOF . _ii _"
VIBRATIONMODESWITH _-_
AN0 WITHOUTRIBBING
OFTHEENGINEHOUSING /._

r = fR/f

rn fR f r _ ,.,_.I 5o3 425 I,m4
2 550 522 1.054
3 809 563 1.437
4 1031 760 1.356 .._._
5 1036 823 1.258
6 1105 931 1.187

7,,25 ,030,092

8 1141 1044 1.093
9 1190 1057 1.126 ....
IO 1210 1068 1.133
II 1378 1190 I.]58
12 1480 1222 1.211
13 1515 1237 L225
14 1597 1292 1.236 2<
15 1618 1387 1.166 \
16 1736 1446 1.200 ,-<
I? 1854 1499 t237 ""k.,

18 1889 1519 1,244 .Z_
19 1906 1543 1.235
20 2038 1576 1.293 m=12fR,1480_z _-..JP"

FiE, 11 - Vibration modes of _n engine housing_ calculated by the finite element methad

Fig, 12 - Prototype of the low-noise diesel engine
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The illustr_tlon on the left shews the engine

with _emeved upper enclosure duping a_eemb]y. The _0 , ,engine housing made of east aluminium with the on- - CONVENPONAL ENGINE,97.SdBA

glno brackets _ the frame-like elaotic element be- _ P_OTOTYPE ENG NE, UPPER _gr UU-

well as the toothed belt driven overhead camshaft

_hioh_l.cdrl_esthe._itin_ooto_ooftheinjeo- _ _.'_ ,_"/'I-'_-%.... '. tion system c_n be seen. The illustration ell th_

tenants large cover8 with qulek fasteners are pro- _ _ ' / _ : %" _" " _"

vided. The exhaust as well as intake manifold are _ I ' "_

located outside of the enclosure. TO provide a low >_ _'"/ "_ _.-
,, oonifoldnois,tbog.econne0te io,,vibrotioo.-, \V/Illb

V pROIO'ryPE_J_IGrNE,UPP_J_ ,_ j

i._olating ma21ner to tile inner en_lne structure. The _ / / - PARr WnH E_L0_RE, et._BA _v/

intake duct for the ooolingair is deslgeed like an _ 1 Iabsorptlon muffler _nd i_ cemblned with the sound _ _ 1 1
reducing shell of tilecrankshaft pulley, The cooling

fan for ventilating the encloQure is powered by the _ ' '

: toothed belt. The cooling air out_et duct also de- _ 002 Q05 GI _2 0_ I 2 5 I0 _0signed as an abeorptlon muffler is located in tlm _ FREOUENCY [kIIz]
a_e& of the e_Jlaust manifold,

Plg. 14 - Poise of the prototype engine

TNST RESULTS

the sound level of the two different designs Of the

The experimental investigations carried out so engine houaing is considerably lower in the acousti-

c f_A- were performed o_ several research englne_, glee tally important frequency r_nge compared to the le-
including the prototype engine shown in Fig. 12, The vel of the inner engine str_cture. In the low fro-

! engine test progra_ eomprise_ among other items the quency _ange higher levele_ compar0d to the inner

i_ complete measurements of the air borne sound I strut- engine _tr.ct_re_ occur wltg the engine housingwlth-
i_ bt_ral vibrations _2ad relgtlvo displacements between out ribbing due to the natuP_l bending vibrations.

the central support and the engine enclosure. In The application of the ribbing resulted in a dis-
these investigations a number of different vibration tinct reduction of the vibration level. The reso-

_ iuol_ting frame elements _s well as different engine nonce frequencle_ of the panel modes were shifted
casing and enclosure designs ape comprehended, The upwnrds_ thus causing _ certain increase of the vi-

;: following is a selection of the numerous results bration level in the middle frequency range.

gnined in the eoturse of these oxmninatisns. Fig. 14 gives the average air borne smmd spec-

,_*_ Fig. 13 demonstrates the average vibration re- ira, me.cured at four different points at I m dis-

_i leoity, obtained fyo_ _ l_ge number of measuring tahoe from the engine surface in the anechoic eb_-

i points_ oft the central support as well _s on two her_ in co_pa_,isen with _ conventionally designed

_i versions of the extern_l casing_ once designed with engine. The total noise of the prototype engineribbisg _nd once witbout ribbing. It can be seenthai _eunted to 84 dB(A)_ with the upper psa't of the en-

':ii _ closure removed 92.5 dB(A). The noise of the oonven-

;I' _ I_ . tlon_lly designed .nglne anounted to 97.5 dB(A) and

_ o. "I I _N _ i° th0rePor_0._dS,_)(reepeeti_o,y_g_CA)witb-'_.,_ W EXTERNALENG E CASt G outupper enclosurehigherthanthe noiseemitted
_I ;" ,WITHOUT RIBBING I from the new engine. At, estimation of the noise to
:. | ' be expected with a conventionally designed engine of
: _) EXTERNALENGINE CASING

-" T I the=oo.,putspeed,,.hthefo=.daof
E Wl H RIBBING tlonsresultedatinlmab°Utdistance.100dU(A) under free field condl-

U_ t.INTERNAL ENGINE Under consideration of an increase of tbe sound

I._ w -_ 90 . STRUCTURE
6i -J O _k level by 2 de(A), if the mea_uremento are carried

• " - out in the free field instead of in the anechoic

_o V %" %'%._'__"" '_--'.. chamber, the noise of the new prototype engine is

i_ (3_= _J %'---- % __. k about 14 de(A) below the average of conventicn_lly
_ 0 tY _ % designed engines. The sir borne sound spectra show

V that the sound level of the prototype engine in, m ca 80 '
C_ "_ _% operating condition is above 0._ kI{z_approxi_stely

$ _ --%1 15 dB lower than with the convention_lly do_Igeed

h- engine. In the frequency range below 0.5 kHz the

sound level of the new engine is higher. High peaks

('_ 70 can be observed at the frequency of the unbalanced
second order inerti_ forces of a _-o//linder ialine

_J 0,_ O_S I 2 _ engine desigeed without a baisncing system. The CO_-

•_ FREQUENCY [kHz] p_rison with the spectra of the engine the upper
part of which is unenclosed shows that these high

levels which hardly influence the overall notes _re

Fig. 13 - Structure vibration of the low-noise pro- mainly radiated from the upper enclosure made of
_otype anglos thin _heet stool. These high mnplitudee which poe-
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sibly endanger the durability of the enclosure can

he eliminatedby stiffeningor measumeson the sus-

pension ca the engine casing.
It m_v he pointed out in this connection that

another positive effect of the new engine design
consists in tile high reduction of the air borne

: sound level in the upper frequency rasge where tile

!i diesel engine knocking is particularly irritant. [-_'!c------_

,, In the spectrum of the engine without upper en-

closure the pe_ at the frequency of the second in-

ertia force (approzimately 0,I kgz) is much lower.

:_ In the frequency r0age between 0.8 sad 6.3 kIIz the

'Jl sound level of the prototype engine without upper en- ._-_____#1_ -. --
i4 closure is far helow the level of the comparable en-

gine_ whereas in the highest Prequensy Pangs it is

._ higher than with the oo_parabls engine. Experience
shows that with conventionally designed engines of
the size in question the air borne sotmd levels in

the frequency range of 1.O to 2.5 kHz _re mainly
;i controlled by the noise emitted from the crankcase

; side walls and the rigidly attached oil pan. The low Pig. 15 - Design concept of a quiet passenger cam

sound levels of the prototype engine without upper Based on the new engine type
i enclosure can therefore be partieul_ly related to

t_ the vibration isolation of the engine housing. The connected with a horizontal partition floor,
• engine without upper enclosure is l Eta already men- areapproximately at the height of the elastic frame

tionedj about 5 dB(A) quieter than the conventional- element of the engine, and _n intermediate wall on

i::i ly designed engine. Due to the high sound levels in the front I thus forming a sound reducing enolosure_

!._ _he upper frequency range the subjective impression in this case only covering the _ppeP paP% of the en-

_j of this difference is rather limited, the engine gins. This solution offers several advantages:

1_ still sol,ads llke a diesel engine. Weight saving_ enclosed engine and transmission ful-
_i CONSEQUENCES P0H THE APPLICATION IIIV_IICLES - ]y exposed to the rain and optimum accessibility of

As l,entioned at the Beginning of this paperf it Was
:_' theengineby simplyopeningthe enginehoed.The
_[! attempted during the development of the new engine
;,; design to achieve a noise reduction of 10 dR(A) to engine cooling system as well as the entire enclo-sure ventilating system c8_ he amranged as with the

15 c[B(A)as can be realized by an additional enclo- additional complete enclosures for power units of

sure fn_ the power unit as well _ to reduce the eonventlonab design as already mentioned in the he-

! weight and ensure good m_inten_nce conditions _nd ginning of the paper. This concept is demonstrated

¢_ operating reliability. Based on the experience with on the example of a passenger cap I but can naturally
L:i the developmQnt of the new engine the set target can be applied to other types of vehicles, particularly
'; be regarded as re_llzable. The magnitude of noise':_ light-duty trucks.

i:'_,i reduction which on, he achieved at present already Finally, a_other applieabiiit y of the new con-

meets the requirements. The weight of the complete sept I which has already been studied, may he men-

prototype engine in operating condition amounts to tioned, i.e. for farm tractors. A conventionally de-
155 kp. The weight per horsepower of the prototype

engine _nounts to 2.6 kp/HP so that the request for signed farm tractor is characterized by the so-call-ed block-design featuring an engine rigidly connect-

low weight is likely to be met as well. In concDu- ed with the entire transmission - rear axle gear
sion the consequences, resulting from the applies- housing. These p_rts are therefore vibration excited

tion of such engines_ for future vehicle designs and from the engine and cause a high noise level, Merely

the advantages of the new engine design are discuss- encapsulating the engine is therefore of limited

ed. success in this case. When applying the new engine

In principle _n engine designed according to design to the farm tractor (Fig. 16) the block-de-
the above concept can rigidly be connected with an

_: unenclosed transmission and can b_ installed in ex-

_i mentioned already, an elastlo Coupling has to be

!r_ located between the flywheel mld the gear shaft. Re- " _ _--

levant design concepts are available, they necesst-

_! tats however a certain _;nount of space for installs- __, _.
ticsandadditionalcosts.

•, One sol_tion that eliminates this disadvantage f [_----_--_I--.---_[! consists in the relocation of the transmission geam

i; that has already been realized for other reasons
' with some modern passenger car_.

Another solution for the application of the new

engine fe_tttring a number of advantage is presented

in Fig. 15 on th_ example of _ passenger caP. The
engine is installed in the usual m_ner. The upper

engine enclosure is omitted_ _d the existing parts Fig. 16 - Design concept of a quiet fame tractor

{i of the ohassie_ engine hood I dashboard sad gea_ box based on the new engine type



• sign o_n in prinsiple be ad/lered to. The engine Sohallemission yon Verbrennungs_notoren der heute

•_ housing must be designed as a pan to be Rble to _bliohen Baua_t." ("Elements Neduoing the Sound

o_ry load as well as the chassis forces. For the Emission of I.C. Engines of Conventional Design")v
power %m_nsmisslon frolnthe fl_n4heel respectively Dissertation Tachs. Univ. Graz, Sept. 1977.

clutch to the transmission gear shaft a short uni- 17.I{.A.Faohbech t "Eatwicklung yon neu_tigen,

vers_l shaft can be installed within the housing# gerKuscharmon Disue!motoron." ("Development of I/0wly

as in general there is space enough in axial disco- Desi&_od Diesel Engines with Low Rolse,,)t Sisu0rta-

_ tlon I in contrast %0 road vehicles. The upper e.- tion Tschn. Univ. O_az_ Sept. 1977.

gins enclosure oan_ modified aocerdiIIEly p take the
function of %he engine encasing of the eonv_ntional

_ fal,m %_aotor which is necessary in any case for

_? wsathem protection and styling requirements.
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A SURVEY OF PASSENGER CAR NOISE LEVELS

D, _'IORRISON/]LJ, CtlALLF,N

i
R_CARDO CONS_,TING ENGINEERS

for abridged testinfi. These cnr_ were selected on
ABSTRACT tim basis of th_{r popu]arlty in Europe, together

R_suIts from noise test_ nn 18 passenger with their power and weigh_, such that a
ears are _ported° The sampl_ contaln_ hOt|l repcesenta_ive cro_s section of _he type of c_rs

u_ed in Europe _as ob_nlned,
d_sel and gasoline en_[ned vehicles a_d two Brlef re,lilts from Ricardo r_sea_c]l test_ on
(a SAAB 9_ and P_ugeot 504 GLD) ar_ ex_mlned o_her _ars_ in addition _o those above_ haw also
in decall over their normal ol_eratlng rang_, been t_cluded, A lls_ and brief sp_c[fleatf_n of
The effec_A of vehicle op_re_ions are examined all the ears is Riven in Table 2,
and dlf_erences between V_|lleles compared,

For eq_ivalon_ engines there is sho_ _o TEST PROCEDURES
be little dlf[erenc_ between vehicle noise for

diesel and _asoline engines for curren_ _le vehic_e noise m_as_retnen_s w_re m_de _ver
leglsla_ive _es_ proeedure_, althoogh idle and a hard read nur£aee wi_h the vehicles in _helr

low spe_d noi_e _ev_ls ere increased normal road condition, The use of such _ hard,
_ignlfican_ly in _he case of _he diesel engine, acoustically refl_etlng _e_ area is con_on _e all

A_ vehie]e speeds above BOkm]h in _ep _ear, vehicle noise test s_andards _hro_ghou_ _h_ w_rld.
rolling noise dominates the _e_al vehlele The _es_ series for the de_ailed _rvey of twe cars
radiated noise, was designed to _x_r_c_ noise levol_ ever _he whole

operatlng r_nge of e_glne lo_d _nd _pe_d up _o _h_
maxlmum road speed _hat _he approach to the central

N_Tll TIIg INCREASING TREND _owards smaller power Th_ drlw-b_ tes_ _ere _ade ustn_ a
un£_ running a_ higher speeds, together with _he comprehensively ins_rumented _est area ennbling
adveat of di_aeI engines in passenger e_ra_ engine _peed_ vehlcle position and noise levels (a_
concern in _h_ U,_.A, has increased recently over four microphone positions) _o _e simultaneously
the effects of _h_s _r_nd _n veh[el_ noise l_vel_° recorded on a 7 channel FM tape recorder° The

The results preaeo_ed here are from a survey microphone |Lelgh_ w_s 1.2_ [or _e dr[ve-_y _eats
_hich was mainly concerned _i_h Europeao typ_ and a_so for _he s_a_ionary _es_s l_te_ referred

, p_ssenger cats _n which the high speed en_l_e,
to. A _ehema_ic _ayo_t of _he tes_ _i_ and

bo_h diesel and g_solin_ i_ we11 es_abIished. The _ns_rul_n_tton is shown in FiR. 1. The aloe wa_
effects _f opera,fens1 characteristics, caIibr_ed using a sound _ourc_ traversed _long
p_rtlcu_rly a_ thes_ _re _eflected in le_- _he zone centre lln_, Sound premiere _eve_ _all-

i la_ve t_st pr0c_d_res, are oonsidered°
off ra_es wer_ cIo_e co the expected -6dRA per

SELECTION OF VEJ[ICLES douhllng of dlstance, wi_h _n _vera11 mean value
of -5.gd_A p_r doubling. The _ngi_e speed signal

The majority of _he _es_s reported h_re were (obCalned _rom a _ran_ducer adj_ce_ to _he
flywheel rin_ g_ar) _s relayed _o the recording

funded by a DoT (TSC) contract where _we cars s_a_ien by means of al_ FM radio _ransmlC_er andwere selected for detailed _esti_, (l)_. These
u_re a RAAB 99_L In_ec_ien powered by a 2 llcre receiver, The engine speed _a_ simultaneously
gasoline enKi_e a_d n Peu_eo_ 504 GLD po_ered by dlsplay_d on an ao_l_ue _aehe_e_er, a_ par_ of _hedriv_rls aid instrumentation _oun_ed on t|_e
a 2.3 litre Co_et V d_esel _ngi_e, _th cars
were i_ 1976 Cnlif0rnla build, _he SAAB eng[n_ dashboard. The vehlcle sp_ed signal was ob_alned
being £i_ed _ith _ani_oId _ir oxidation and _rem a _gne_le _ransducer/sle_ed brake disc

_rr_ngem_n_ _nd f_d _o _n I_ceeleraglo_ me_er _
exhaus_ gas r_circ_la_fon. An outilne speelf_- system devised by R£eardo, and _orming an
cation of bo_h car_ is _ive_ _n Table 1, The_e additional part of _he drlver's a_d ins_rume_tatio_
_ars were c|lo_en as beln_ a co.on European s_ze Pre-se_ acceleration or deceleration ra_es could

and cypicaI of _heir claea. The main objective be selected b7 a s_icc|_ box in the ve|licle n_d
_f _his s_lee_en was a de_iled comparlson maln_ained accurately by dr_ving _o keep _|1_ needlebetween die_el and gasoline powered passenger

_rs° (2) _Ntl_bers in llaren_]lese_ desiEna_e R_ference_ _
I_ addition _o _hese _o pri_ car_ ten

_ddttional European p_ssenger e_rs were s_iec_d end e_ paper,

SAE_.79/80/$02._O

_pvd_ht © 1979 $ecio_ ofAutom_dve _ngino_rs, lnc,
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of tile centre zero meter at zero dofflexion, Jr engine speed ss the main parameter, Per any
Vehicle posltioa on the 20m track was achieved hy given vehicle, the actual ratios are flx_d, hut on
seven phntotransistor sensors alongside time track vsrlous models of similar specification different

and triggered by one of a pair oR shle_ays-factng gear ratios may well be used. Fig. 3 sltows time
snotllgbts nttachnd to tile front of the car. difference in app_arnnce of noise radiation from

The data from the tape recorder was processed one vehicle plotted in the two forms. The upper
through appropriate lnstrumentatlon and onto a part of tbe figure shows overall noise levels

_ high speed X-Y recorder, gsing a synchronising plotted against feud speed, whlch shows the
: pulse (generated by a spotllght/sensor system exnected trend of noise level increasing as lower

i ¸¸ ahead of the test zone) multi-pass snsiysls was gear ratios are used for a given road sp_ed, For
used to replay tile six data channels individually comparison, the coast-by noise levels for the

;ir_ onto the recorder, The A-weighted noise level vehicle with the engine switched off are included

st_lal was passed through a¸ logsrltbmte amplifier in this figure, The top gear noise levels are
_' to the recorder, This amplifier had a seleetsble asymntotlc to ttlis llne at 80km/b. In contrast,
_'_ time conntant so that if replay at I/2 or l/l_ of tbe lower part of tile figure, wbere tile noise

-_: recorded speed was used, a time constant levels are plotted against engine speed, shows an
r, equivalent to tim standard IRe "East" response almost complete collapse of the data onto a single

_ (125ms) could bs selected. A typical X-Y flee. Tills is clearly the case for 1st and 2nd

! recorder output for one paso-by is shots in Fig. P_ gear, 3rd gear lles above the llne by some ldBA
i From this the noise level at any position can he and top gear by as much as 3dgA. This latter

determined. (All sound pressure levels stated in deviation is to be expected due to the asymptotic
tbls paper are to a reference pressure of 20_Pa). approacb of the overall veblcle noise level to tile

"_ Not all the vehicles referred to in this coast-by level seen above.

_ paper were tested with tlle full instrurnentatlon This type of behaviour is common to most

referred to above, In same cases only sound level vehicles, l,qlsn separating indivldual noise sources
meter readings were taken and in otber cases a it can be most useful, However, for tim manufact-i

: compromise between tim full instrumentation and urer ensurlng that his vehicle complies with noise
i li basic instrumentation emplnyed (e,g, full noise legislation, this comparison illustrates the
,I
:_ recordhlg but withotlt the vehicle instrumentation), influence that gear ratios will have in legislative

_:_ Tim two vehicles which were tested in fully procedures for "standard" vehicle noise levels.

i_ tnstrumerted form were theSAhg q9 and the Peugeot This sensitivity will be dealt with in mare detail
_: 504 GLD. Inter.

':i The drlve-by tests carried out were planned The data in Figure 3 refers to full power
:: to cover a wide range of operating conditions and operation, (i.e, maximum vehicle acceleration) .

in addition, certain standard regulatory test Another important parameter is sometimes held tor!i
procedures ware followed (e.g. REO 8362, SAE be the vehlcle acceleration rate (i.e. engine load)
JSgSa), In the casoof the SAAB and Peugeot (3). For tile two vehicles examined in detail in
mentioned above_ detailed mapping drlve-by tests the present survey this was not found to be the

i:;! were carried out in all gears, at various zone case, apart from the cruise condition. Some of
_, entry _peeds. Noise source tests were also matte tile results prottuced by the survey are plotted
,:i to identify the relative contributions to the in Fig. 4. Tile upper section gives results for

_i overall noise level of tile major elements, the SAAB 99 and the lower part tbe results for
;_! An sdaptlon of lEO R382. used by Rieardo for the Peugeot 504 OLD. Tim scatter plot is compo_ed
3'
,_ research purposes, is designated a "max. RSO" of tbe results of all the acceleration rates that
::i test and is essentailly ISO R362 except that tile were tested. In both cases the results refer to
_: vehicle entry speed is adjusted so that rated noise levels to the left hand side aC 7.5m with

engine speed (t,e. the speed at which maxiraum the vehicle in second gear, Tile SAAB results
power is developed, or the governed sp_ed) is show tl_e variation in noise levels for acceleration
achieved at the end of the 2Om zone following a rates from o.05g to tbe maximum acceleration rate
"wide-open-throttle" acceleration. Netlnally nosslble in that gear, In general, tile results
second gear is used for vehicles with four ratio fall within a band which is some + 2dgg wide. An

manual transmissions and tbe lowest ratio for exception to this is the steady s_ate (cruise)
automatic transmissions (tilelatter chosen for condition which is substantially lower. This
reasons of vehicle speed limitations). Entry and variation of + 2dES should he considered in the

exit speeds are therefore typically some 20-40% context of vehicle-to-vehlcle variation whlch in
higher than for leo R362. This test method many cases approaches this magnitude. The noise

assesses maximum engine noise (i.e, maxlrmEm power level produced by the vehicle at a give. speed is

and rated speed) and is independent of vehicle thus practically constant, irrespective of
::: gearing. As such, it is similar to ShE JBSgb, but acceleration rate (i.e. engine load). The non-

. bag a defined point where rated engine speed is linear rate of increase of the curve is due, on
/ reached, this side of the vehlcle, to the presence ef
) exhaust resonances. For tile diesel engined vehicle

INFLUENCE OF VEIIICLE OPERATINg CONDITIONS in tbc lower part of tim flgnre, the results (hath
steady state and acceleration) fall within a band

Speclflcation of vehicle noise radiation is which is again some +_ 2dgh wide. This might be
complicated by tile different end uses to wl_ieh expected dun to the known characteristic of the

the information will be put. Tile cbolce diesel engine wblcll produces virtually constant
essentially lies between tile use of vehicle speed noise levels for a given speed irrespective of
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load (4,5). Due to ehe unthrotcled operstLon of negligLble. This nnrrow£ng of tiledifference Ls

_he 4_es_ onglne, _he .o_se from th_ _n_nko nnd ]arg_ly due _o _ho h_gher englo_ rated speeds of
exhaust w_ll also no_ vary a_ greatly w_h load as gasollne e_n_s than diesel engln_s, coun_or_ct-

_t doos for cho _hro_tled gasoline onglno, in_ Ch_ _nZlere,_]y noisier dle_el oper_Clon,

Sur_ar[s_ng _he no|s_ level measurem_nt_ for A comparison of tlle _hr_e tes_ procedures,
_hes_ two vehicl_s _n 2nd goat, F_g. 5 shows _h_ ISO R362, "inax, ISO" and $AE JO86a is given in

resu1_s _or both 1_f_ nnd rlgh_-hnnd s_d_s, Fi_, 8, G_ner_lly, _h_ "max. I$o" _es_ produces

showing the extremes of s_eady st_t_ and maxlmum _h_ h_hes_ levels, hu_ this _s affected in

acceleration, plo_£ed a_a_nst voh_cl_ speed. Both certain ca_s bF gear ratio. For exnmple_ the

vehlc]es have maximum potential no,so 1ovals SAE _o_ for _]m $AAB requires ist gear _o b_

approaching 85dBA bu_ _hls is a_t_ined at used (ond _in cntry sp_d of 5Okm/h, indep_nden_

_' d_fferent spQ_ds, r_flec_ing th_ different eng_n_ of gearing), rosul_ing in rated engine sp0_d being

spoed ranges nnd _enr_ng. Th_ vlr_ually conscnnt r_ach_d before the end of tho zone, whereas, in
j_ noise lewl produced by the d_esol engined car _he "max. ISO" tes_, _he ra_od speed _s r_a_hed

_ over _h_ _cce1_rat_on rates i_ clcarly co_tras_ed at _he zone exit. ISO R362, becatls_ of _ho

_ agalnst _he v_r_aClon in _ols_ p_oduc_d by _h_ _earing factor, gen_ral_y produces lower 1ovels

gaso1_ne engined car. For _h_ maximum for tho_e c_rs wlth high socond _ar ra_os (in

i_i acce1_ra_io, case, howewr, _ho difference in partlcular for automatic transm_slon r_clos). In

_,i no_se lev_Is _or _ny glve_ spe_d roaches a _solated cn_es, how_vor, where _h_ h_gh gearing

mnxlm_m wlue of 5dBA and is g0nerally some 2d,A. is _cco_pa.i_d by a wry high pow_r/welgh_ ratio,

:_ There is a d[_fer_nco in _he cruise-by nols_ the gearing _ff_c_ can be outweighed by _he

1_ve]_ of some 7d_A ac low sp_d% however, due _o acc_1or_ioi_ performnnc_ and _h_n h_gh ISO R362

" _be decreoso _n no,so from _he gasol£no ong_ne levcls _ro produced.

i when running _ low loads. The I'm_x. ISO" te_t _cnds to produce results

;i The variation of engine nolse levels wi_h w_h le_s sca_t_r but o_ cho other hand do_s

:!i¸ speed nnd load is sho_ro in F_g. 6. whoro _]leno_se _nvolve _n extreme driving pa_tern, especlally
• levols from _he SAAB engin_ are co_par_d w_th for v_hlclos with _hree ra_io automatic

:_ _hose o_ a typical h_gh sp_ed IDl di_s_1 engine, _r_ns_i_on_. The use of such tests _s malnly for

"_ These resu1_s were obtained in a s_nnd_rd Ricardo research purposes in comparing en_in_ no,so _

anechoic eng_n_ _est c_11, w_th _h_ exhaus_ and nn op0rat_ng condition which produces _h_ hlgh_s_

_ntako si1_.c_d and no fnn f_ed _o tho engln_, noise lev_l (_.e. full fond, r_d spe_d,

ii He_sur_m_n_s ar_ m_de Im from _ho _.glne surfac_ _ranslen_) and avoids gear r_o effects.
_n h_gh accuracy froe-f_Id conditions down _o No rellnblo correlation between tes_

_i 200}Iz. It is clear that _he variation _n no_s_ procedures o_is_ hecaus_ of _he heavy d_pendenc_
1ovel of a _yp£cal IDI di_s_l engine with load on gearing of bo_h ISO R362 ond SAE J986_. and

:. (g_nernlly of _he order 2dBA) is much less in _he _l_o b_c_use of ch_ flxed on_ry spe_d,

1ow_r spo_d rnnge _han _hn_ of a ga_olin_ _ng_ne indop_nd_n_ of g_ar_ng or veh_cl_ ch_rac_eristlcs
(gener_11y up _o IOdBA), and _h_t bo_h _ypes o_ _or _lleIn_r.

englne hnv_ _imilar maximum nois_ 1_vels, STEADY STAT_ TESTS-The _f_ec_ of bo_h engine

_ypo and roll_ng nolse _s c1_arly apparen_ from

HEASURED LEVELS _he s_eady s_a_e drive-by r_sul_s sho_n in Fig. 9.

_! Two _e_Cs are shown: 5Okm/h in 2rid gear and 5Okm/h

i_ REGULATORY TESTS-The r_sul_s of I$O and _n 4_h gonr. The three d_esel passenger cars are
_I "max. ISO" tests on 18 cars ar_ sho_rn _n Fi_. 7. generally 2dBA nolsler _ilan _he awrnge gnsollno

_! Th_ results are shown grouped into _hos_ of six car (in o_e case, 7dBA). This llgh_ load

[7 d_osel _ars and _w_ive gasoline cars. The resul_s operating condition is unfavourable for the d_osol
_i for a given c_r are _he av_rag_ of lef_ and r_gh_ _nglne from a noi_o compar_so_ poln_ of viow due

!ii nnnd s_dos over at lense two rep_n_ble _ests. _o the decrease o_ lo_d of ga_oli_ e_g_n_ noi_e
_:_ (A _es_ is defined _s r_poncahle if _ho r_sul_s (ligh_ duty d_sel ong_ne no_e b_ing oss_ntlally

for n g_ven sld_ agree _o w_hln IdBA), T_blo 3 ind_p_nden_ of load). In th_ cas_ of heavier cars

shows _ho average drlve-by, _nterlor noise and (_18OOkg)_ th_ st_ndy sta_e noise _s often

ex_rior idle noise resu1_ for various car domln_ted by ro11_ng no_s_. Th_ is shown clearly

groups, For the ISO _s_ for all cars thQ i_ Fi_. 9 for the top gear steady stat_ condition

overall nwrago was 78.4dBA with a s_andard for _h_ J0guar XJ6.

devia_ion of + 2,SdBA and w£_h extrome 1_ics of S_eady s_a_o noise discrlbu_ion around the

+ 3.2dBA, -4.4dBA, For _he d£es01 c_r gro_p mov_n_ veh_cl_ mny also be shown in _he form of

alone the corresponding £[gures wer_ 79.gd_A_ a po1_r plot. An nnalysis oE _he drivo-by trace,

1.4dBA, +I,gdBA, -I,4dBA, For the gaso1_n_ knowing _he poslcion of _he cnr on _h_ _rack
car group alon_, _he figuros wer_ 77,5dBA, rola_v_ to each of _he Eour m_crophon_a, enables

+ 2,TdBA. +_,IdBA, - 3.SdBA. For _hls _ype of a "dynamic" polar plot of nols_ dls_ribution to

1 maxlmum load (maximum acce1_ra_ion) _est tho be obtained from the X-Y r_corder trac_. Examples

_i_s_l engln_ powered pnss_n_er cnr _ols_ levels of _uch plo_s, compnr_g threo gasolln_ cars w_th

ii _re on average some 2_d_A hi_her than _asollne _i_r_o di_s_1 cots, ar_ shown i_ Fi_. IO _or
cars_ Comparlng _he mantlal _ransmisslon d_so] 5okm/h. 2n_ gear. _ndy s_a_o conditions, where

_ _nd _asoli_e car groups, however, _hls dlf_erence the eEf_ct of _he d_es_1 e_gin_ no_se _ llgh_

_ r_duces _o only _dBA. A_ _h_ high eng_n_ speeds load is _viden_* Polar plots cnn also be useful

produced durin_ _he "max, ISO" t_s_ _h_ in ident_fylng sourc_ dlrectlona1_y_ for example
i d_ffore.ce between tbo two group _ver_g_s _s exhaus_ no_se or f_n noise, nnd have been used for
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such purposes when comparing the SAAB and Peugeot This relationship is hased on tiledata from
sources. Tile technique i_ rol_tively _trolght- II car_ with kerb weights rnngln_ from 7OOkg to

forward, COnlpli_ated only by correction factors IBookg nt toast-by speeds oE up _o _5km]h. The
v_lldi_y of this _redietlon is sllo_ in _i_. 13

for distance and tile t_me delay between position
pulse genor_tio0 _nd tile_rriv_l of radiated sound and _nd_eatcs _n 0ccuracy oF _ _dgA _or the

_t _he mleropho_ under consideration. Consider- vehlcl_s tested. Similar predlc_ions have b_n

able loblng h_s been found with dominant exhaust _de n_islng from other research work in this

_ystems (2) making _hls teehnlqne a useful adjunct _leld (IO.
to other analysis techniques. EN_INE TYPES-As has prevlou_ly been _hown, on

INTERIOR _OISE-Moasured interior noise lewls _h_ bn_is of _cceleration tests a_ high engine

_or conditions of 5Okm/h cruise, 8Okm/h cruise speeds, _he diesel engine on _vorage increases the

_nd _dl_ (c_r s_at_on_ry) _re surm_nrised in d_ive-by level from th_ of gasollne ears hy some

Table 3 for _acb e_r group and shown for oath l_dgA. Compnrlng g mnnunl transmission gasoline

individual e_r in Pig. ]I. Considering all ig e_r_ with 5 manual dle_el c_rs, _he d_rence

_ars, the average interior nols_ level (measured is even less at !dBA, _ith very _imilar standard
_ _he drlver'sear) was 5I.gdBA _t 50km/h, devla_ions (see TshI_ 3). _he diesel engine is

69.4dgA _t 80km/h _nd 48.TdBA a_ idl_. Comparing slgnlflenntly noisier at light load conditions
_he diesel end _sollne car group_ at the two (e_pecln]iy idl_) ns h_s be_n discussed. Drive-

cruise speeds _he avernge dlesei car interior by noise levels n_soclated with the larger, lower

_olse is o_ some IdgA greater th_n that for rated _peed g_solitle engines typical of current

the gasoline car nvernge. At idle_ however, thi_ full si_e _._. cnr_ are on average _pproxlm_ely
di£ference increases to more th0n 3dBA. 2_dBA less thnn European passenger car_ with

EXTERIOR N01_-E_erlor idle noise "high s0o_d" eaglets (on th_ bnsi_ of ISO R_6g

_easure_ents w_ro _d_ o_ 3m from the front oE the testa). _hi_ is l_rpely due to the high

ear _nd _ l.lm _icrophone height. The r_sults in_ermedlate _earlng con_only used in _u_om_t_e

shown in Table 3 _nd Fig. Ig clearly indicate transmissions° l_0n eompare_ on _ r_t_d engine
_he high nols_ l_vels associated with diesel speed b_is, however, these large engines show

engine idling. _he diesel car _verage exceeds up ns being some 2d_A noisier on drlve-hy (_s in

the gasoline car average by some gdgA. The th_ _max. Igo_ teats). _hls gene_nlls_tlon

problem of diesel idle noise is on_ whleh is si_pllfles the real faces, since _any ocher
_urrently continuing to be examined elosely_ bo_h variables should h0 considered, For example, _o

from the a_pect_ of measured lev_Is _nd nl$o aehlove rnted engine sp_ed with _ r_In_ivoly high

subjective _ests. It _ wel| recogni_ed that ge_tred _utomatle tr_nsmiselon_ even in tile lowest

$_pu]sive noise =h_r_terlstics, as evlden_ in mile, re_ulro_ a vehle_e speed which by virtue

d_esel idling, ma_ not necessaril F be adeq_mtely o_ the h_gh rollln_ noise on this typ_ of _ar c_n

• _e_d hy _n g-welghted sound pressure l_vel, si_nlflc_ntly influence _he overall drlve-by noise
level. _ener_l _r_nd_ _re _hok_n_ how_vo_ _hich

INFLUENCE OF VE]IICLE pARAMEYERS indle_te f_rstly _h_t dle_el _nr noise l_vels
are not _reatly ab0vo equlvalent gasolin_ ear noi_

G_ARZNG-To _ _Irst ord_r approximation, levels and secondly _ha_ th_ |nrger, low rated

drlve-_y noise l_vel a_ typical regulatory speeds _pe_d englno noise potential is not h_ing
(around 5Ok_t/_ _ a direct function of engine realised by current te_t procedures.

speed, Assuming _ typic_l rnte of increase of POl_R]l_IIT l_TlO-Prom e_r _o e_r there is

noi_e level _ith _ngln_ speed of 45dBg/doende no _orrel_ion between drlve-hy no_se _d power

(for _ light duty earlap) then _ IOZ reduction to welgh_ ratio. The e_r tested with the hlghe_t

in englne sp_d a_ a r_sult of rssortlng to _ power/weight ra_io (the Triumph Dolomite Sprln_)

corresponding higher gear r_tlo would sugges_ a did produce the hi#ms_ ISO Rl6_ drive-by level,
bu_ the e_r with the seeped hiRhes_ power/weightreduction in drlw-hy _olse level by approximately

l_-gdgA. In reality, _reat_r or lesser redue_ion_ r_tlo (the J_guar ×JS) produced _h_ secon_ lo_est

th_n this may occur depending on _he torqu_ _go leve_. Tests w_re earrie_ ou_ on the gRAB by
_h_roe_rlstlc of the engine, Fo_ ex_mple_ wi_h loadln_ the e_r pro_re_slvely u_ to a _ross weight

a _uhst_ntlolly higher ratio, the _eelero_ion o_ _6OOkg. The dr_ve-hF test_ subsequently

ra_e in the _on_ will be reduced, resulting in _ tattled out in these v_rylng power]weight rn_io

lower r_tlo Of _ono exit speed _o zone _n_r_ spee_ htti|ds allOWo very _all effect, when assessed on

and _hereby _educed drlve-hy noi_. I_ n means nn on_ine speed bnsls. The results from o given

o£ testing i_ _ntroduced which eliminates the t_st procedure will be depend_nt on the

gearing effect (e,g, EPA Ligh_ Vehicle Testing acceleration p_rformm_ce of the vehicle and _he

Progr_ or a It_x. ISO" type _st_ the_ thi_ detailed operational requirements of the t_t

approach is _o longer e_fect_ve, procedure, since it is the engine speed oppos_te
TYRE NOISE-On the strength of the results the measuring _icrophon_ which determines _he

from the coast-by tests carried outj it h_s been no_se ]ev_l,
shown that the roiling no_se generally follows EXIIA0gT-Exhnus_ noise cnn contribute very

signi_icnntly _o ths overall drive-Up level,
the _mplr_c_l rela_ionshlp: pnrtleularly wh_re resonances occur in tlle e×haus_

Coast-by No,so So_nd Pressure L0vel syste_ n_ certoln en_ine _peeds end _her_ _h_o

= 32 log V + 11,2 log W - 20 dBA speeds are aehleved during a test. This was _he
e_s_ for the gRAB 99 _hero re_onan_ _n_sing

(V in km/h, g ia kg_ locally high noise levels oeeured at 24, 35 and
46 rev/s engine speed.
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Typical exhaua_ noiae contrlbuglons for tha speed, Above the steady state crutae eondltion,
,_AAB and Peugeot under full load and li_hC load radiated nolso levels arD insonnlt[ve to
conditions are Rhown in Fig. 1_ _ogether wi_h the accol_ratlon r_te (i.e. engin_ load) for a _iven
o_her _or e_ntr[butions, engine speed. Stlbstlrutlng a dlesel englne _or

INTAKE-In_ak_ noi_e is g_nerally re_*sonably a _asoline engine has [_I_ effect on max[_*m

subdued _ll mo_t p_os_nger ca_s wh_r_ p_operly no_e l_veI bu_ doe_ increase low sp_ed nolso
designed _ntake silenc_r/_ilt_r arrangem_nt_ .are levels, _p_clally a_ low loads, This _s mos_
employed, _n diesel engines, operating noticeable at [dlln_ conditions,
unthrottledl th_s is e_en raor_ import_Tit, and I}iff_en_8 du_ to varlou_ t_st p_e_edures
cas_s h_v_ be_n known of wry high driw-by are slgn_flcant and depend on r_lat[wly amall
l_vel_ b_ng a_trlhut_le solely to inadequate v_hlcle modlf[c_tio_s. The _os_ procedure
i_tako _[lo.nclng, proctoring _he most cons{s_ent results is the one

i FAN-[_ith _h_ ineroaslng use of thermostat- _l_r_ _he alto [_ to assess maxiff_m _o_ntla__cally _ontroll_d _lP.ctrlcany driven _oolin_ noise 1_v_1_.
f_ns_ _his noise sourc_ i_ b_eomlng loss Above _Okl_/h in _op _,ear, rolllng nolse tends
s_gni_[e_n_, _ypical fan-only noise level_ n_ to demi.ate radiated no_s_ leveIs, with engin_
7,_1_ b_ing around 5OdBA. Fans ten, tax*tip driven det_iI being loss _mpor_an_.
by th_ _ngine, how_ver_ean be a serious no{so

: sourc_ and often equal that of th_ engine, in ACk_OI_LI_C,F._W.NTS

_ terms of measured _ound pressure l_v_l. The
re_dy is u_ually relatiwly s_rai_h_fo_ard, The au_hora wouId llke Co thank both DoT (T._C)
th_ _plest for this clas_ or vehlcle holng _o and _ho Directors of Rieardo Consulting F.nglne_rs

re_or_ to an _le.et_ically driven f_n. A coolant for permission _ publish _h_s p_p_r, The views
_onlpera_ur_ Heflsltivo sol_o[d operated cl_tcl_ e_cpressed are personilal _nd do not necessarily

fan _s anot]l_r alternative, r_flect v_ews o_ DoT or _icardo.

_ LF.C,_SLATIV_ TEST P_OCEDIIRE_ REFERF.NCF.._

l Ther_ a_e two P.ztret_e a_p_oaches _n so_tlng [o I'Sur_ary Report Cevorln_ T_st Work on
a l_gi_la_iw procedure: _ho _axlmum noi_ level _ho SAAB 99 and Peugeo_ 504 C,LD Vehicles',
po_sibl_ from _|_e wh[cl_ can be _asu_ed, or R_cardo RopDr_ DP 77/1158, September 1977.
_he no_ a_ a condition which is j_dged _o be 2. B.J, Ch_llen and D. _orrison,

,_ repres_ntatfv_ of _ypi_al vehicle operation. Th_ _'Pa_eng_r Car Noise - Di_se_ and C,asolin_",
I, choice b_tweon the_e two approaches £s arbitrary, _n_e_ No_se 1978, San Fran_i.sco H_y 1_78.

bu_ _ignifi_an_. Although producing higher 3. "L[gh_ Whlclo Noise Emlss_on Program -
_ l_vols, generally grea_er repeatability is _easur_men_ He_hodo]ogy Workshop', II.S. _.P.A,

obtained if the former is a_op_d, ,_tandards and _egulatlon. D[vlsio_ - Of£_¢_ of
I_ One _e_hod _f d_eld[ng which is th_ _lotse Aba_or_n_ and confro[ (AI4-471), dun_ I977.

_pr_sentativ_ condition fo_ th_ s_cond approach 4. B,J. Challon, "The F.ffe_ of Combustion
F.n_ine No_s_ , Society of Au_omo_iv_i_ _o asa_ss _he noise lov_s pYoduced Over _ Systet_ on " **i

_ _ypt_al u_b_n d_ivlng cycle, Such _ _ycle _xi_s F.n_ineers (SAF.)75079d.

_: for _xhaus_ emission .le_sur_raen_ pur_ose_ (LA /O 5. _°_l Sco_c, "Noi_ o£ 5mall I.d_r_ct
_ for th_ _l_ss of v_hicl_ and could form the Injection Die.e! F.nglnes 'l, Society or Automotive
_ bas_s, It is no_ augge_ted _ha_ the nols_ _nglne_rs (SA_) 73_242.
i! compu_atlon be _ade over _h_ '_hole cycle f_r each 6, "Pro_eedlngs fro_ th_ SAF_ II[ghway Tyre

vehi_le_ fo_ thi_ would mak_ th_ as_es_r_n_ Noi_ Symposium", San Frame,see, Nowmb_r I976.

•_ prohlhlftvely expenslw. Th_a _o_hod _ould
_ be applied co sorae _mple vehlcle_ _o _s_abl_sh

the cycl_ L_q_ whlch could then h_ rola_ed te the T_I_"I-_,_IFIC**EI__ _U _ rll_._
mo_C acou_t|¢ally sigi_tficant portlons of vehlcle _, _ _l._,ii_l ro,,_o,,,_ _L_
opera_£on. This could then form _he basi_ for a
s_nlple _.fo_comen_/tes_ng procedure for _]lat

TYpZ Ep_ _I_11 _SnLl_ C_W"tV_rr_vehicle CIass. _llJ̧ i_l _.

_n we_ghlng the approaches, the authors ._._T'_"_r_.l_,_f_l _ _,

opor_l_e their" v_h[_l_s i_l thiB manIler a_ som_ nrr_ T.Jrc_IIIN_Zr_ _=ll K_:T_l_ IC,I.I C_' I_ta 01r_LI
tlmo, Added benefits are th_ _he tea_i_g

pr_edur_ i_ _ir_pllfied, it can be less _l,blguou_ T_.,._N
_h_n eurren_ s_a_dard_, _nd repo_tabillty is t_r _AL w_tl_L

lit _4r _._ _._

Ag the _oad 8pe_d_ of in_o_st in urban _r_as _R_ICI_I_I 111_ I_1
_ith corl_ested _af[icp passen_e_ c_ no_se is or_Icl__RI_IN_TrSt_0^_fk_I_T_RT I_l_ l_l
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VEIllCL_ _ROffP X lsn
"_,1_, ISO" I N T N R I N R N 0 I S L KRTI_RIOR

_ ALL I_ 7f},113,2 4,t* 2,5 83.1 ._,O3,3 3.o 8_*'_ 5.1 6,1 3.4 69,4 6,_ _/* 3.5 4_, 6.1 7_7 1.6 5_.7 6.H 10,7 4.1_

!_ EIIROPE/._ )_ 7_+; 2.9 _.7 2.0 82._ 3.0 3.0 2.0 6_.B _.2 7.0 2.8 ?0.4 5.4 (_.4 3.0 49. 5.6 R.2 3.1 58._ 8. 0._ 5.¢1!
r _C, U.S, 3 76.! 4,8 2,{ 4,0 84.5 1,5 1.7 1,6 5q,2{ 1+3 0,7 1,2 64.7 1.3 0,7 1,3 M', 1,70,_ I .4 60*_* 5,' _,R _,5

_,_ AI,L_ASO,,TRE 12 77.514.1 3,5 2.7 B3.C 2.8_.21.9 63.515.5 5,7 3.4 60.26.6 5.2 3/,147., 6.0,..6 3.,, 56.1,3.L* ".{ 3.6_ ALL DIF_$gL 6 70,_; l,_ 1,9 1.4 83.3 _,7 2.(_ 2,/* 6t*,_ 2+6 6,1 3,5 7(I, _,1 6,1 3,_ 5ft.' 3.0 2.9 2,_ 6t*,O l,_ l*O ],0_tL|* AI_O _ 75._ 5,0 1,9 2.9 8/*.3 1.7 1,5 1,_, S%5 2,q 1,7 1.0 _, I.n 1,8 I.O 4S, 2.7 _*,3 2,_ 59,3 _.2 2.3 3,5

.,[i_ ALLALLHANUALHANIIAL [3 79,_ 2*2 2,7 1,6 fi2 7 1.{ 2+0 2,1 ] (+5.! 3+5 3,0 2,1 71. L*,/* 2,4 _2}'fi 4q,l_0':4*7 C),l 3,2 51_,S_i6'0 Ill*5 5,/4"- C*ASOLIRg _ 79,1 2,5 2,4 1,7 82.g 3.fl 3.O 2,2 65, 3,7 2.8 2.2 71, _*,5 2.3 5,/_ 5*t 3.3 55,3 4.2 7,1 _,3

; 1 ALL _I/AL i )

DTF.$EL 5 7o,6 1.7 1.6 1,5 _2.7 2._ 2+O 2,1 65,''2,1 3.1 2,O 71, 'O,_ 0,5 O,4 5lj 3,4 2"+_' .".. "_ 63.70,_ O,7 O,8

- a . _nndard dvvl_Jo_

_! ave" ,mrlch_cic nvur,lge of re_llts

_ x - _ar_lu gund_or
i
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Jsotest dlslan_t I _- ,-_/

: ! cl_mmer_¢,minlof ( _'_" .,.j ....
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Fig. 3 - SAAB 99 drive-by nolae levels at various

._,! engine and vehicle speeds
-:.J

_}'._ Fig, 1 - R_'cardo drive-by noise ceac site andsehemaf:l[c layou_ of _nstrumentn_ion *Si,=a_u.i. ....

_l ,_ OIg iZnd (l.m. I_ll s,a,3

" } ] °° __
,f.1 .... t,tic,I ----- . - -------- Mic,2 at ?'Sin gO_ [ ._._. ;..4

, ,*..-.°** ....... *--...,%

SI_I Of Endo eOl_ .............
Zotle

- '° ]_?. -# #i, Pig. l Typical drive-by _rnce (Peu/eo_ fo4 _LD)
: 5Okl/b entry speed, 2nd gear, (max. aecateracion) I;

¢¢hgl* Iprcd Ikm/_l

Fig, 4 - E_fecC of aeeeleraclon r_e on vehicle
noise
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AN EXPERIMENTAL PASSENGER CAR DEEfEL ENGINE

E. C. graver and R. D. H. Perry

Institute of Sound and Vibration gesuarch

University of Southampton.

_ This can be done by the use of damping materials
and isolation techniques to reduce vlhratlon

_ ABSTRACT amplitudes, or by changes in stiffness cbaracter-
ts_ics so chat the basic strncture vibration

_lis paper describes tbe design and initial pattern is ebanged.
evaluation of a novel concept of crankcase design Tbo avenues which ]lave been explored in abe
applied to a 2 litre high speed diesel engine, past ac Laces CAV Lid and ISVR are summarised in
'fllisdesign offers Idghtwalgbt aconomlc Figure I. Figure la shows tlm skeleton frame

production and low .oi_e wlt]lout compromising principle where separate kighly damped panels are
performance, attached by some means to a welded or cast framework

(1) * and Figure lb illustrates tim principle of
attaining extreme silliness by tlm use of low

density material (1). Both tbese tacbniques
incorporate tbe use of unor=bodox production ma_hods
and materials. The crankframe engine design is

_ shown in Figure lc. gary tlle crankcase is removed
SINCE TEE OIL CRIfIS OF 1973 much has b_en and replaced by a da,_ed lifihtweight cover attached

_:l publlshed to exemplify the use of the high speed to the lower deck of the cylinder block where
diesel angina as _ means of energy conservation vibration levels are charaeterCstlcally low (2,3,4).

in passenger cars. However, to compete with the _11e main disadvantages here are the problems

modern g_soline esglne in real terms the higb assocla_ad wlcb _be tranmnlsslon mounting and oil
speed diesel must incur cbe minimum possible sealing. Th_ usa of a alaln bearing bedplate_ to
penalties in _¢rms of weight, noise and stiffen the crankcase walls (Figure id) is

_! production cos_ in addition to _be expected successful and practical. _lls technlque bas been
benefit of fuel economy, applled mainly to engines of larger size (5).

DYer tlle past twelve years ISVR ]lave The'most commonly accepted approach in the

- designed and built some ten experimental engines design of quieter power units is to increase the
to investigate different tecbniques for noise englna stiffness by usp of ribbing patterns and

_ reduction. These were based on existing diesel generally heavier scantlings, so that the response
engine running components and ranged in size from lies generally ill a blgker frequency range where
1.6 litres to 13 Iitr_s, Although the noise Ella levels of the exciting forces are expected =o
reductions of tllesee_iglnes ware suh_tantial be lower. This inevitably leads to a heavier

J.l (ranging from 7 to 11 dR A), walgbt _nd manufact- engln_ with often only a small nols_ reduction

5:_ uring Cos_s were not essential parts of the advantage.
designs and the engines were often unattractive Alternatively, response freque_cles could be
for production, lowered towards n less important frequency range

In this paper an experimental angina aeslgn by reducing stiffness. Withln constraints
is described wbera ligbtweight and low production i_osed by tim need to car_y the working loads and
costs are essential features, but a considerable tlleminimum practical costing thicknesses, redtlcing

potential for a low noise level is also offered, the thickness of webs and panels of a conventional
This work is supported by _he National Research structure will ]lave little effect on natural
and Development Corporation. ^* frequencies. Roreover the amplitudes of vibration

of tile less massive structure arc likely to be

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS increased resulting in a noisier angina. For a
THE BASIC STRUCTUI[E. The noise spectrum of lightweigbt engin_ wi_h low natural frequencies an

tbe high speed diesel engine is characterised by entirely different approach to anNine design has to
compensate in tile£raquency range from 800 Rz _o be considered, The core of such a design mu_t, in
3000 Hz rasuI_ing from operacin S forces, wh_thar tile first instance, b_ tbe determination nf an
of combustion or mecbanicai orlgln t exci_ing adequately s_iff load carrying structure. Than tile
natural frequandes of tile s_ructure. If tkese
operating forces are optimised the radiated noise * Numbers in parenthesis designate references given

from the angina can be .reduced only by _aking at end of paper,
cbanges _o the vibration response of the structure, **N,R,D.C. is a S.K. statutory body whlch flnnnces

innovative daslgns and subsequently licences
inventions and knowhow.

SAE/P,?9ISOI_)2,5S
Copygght © 1979 Soc].Wof AutomoSv_ Engines., Inc,
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(o) Cost or welded (P) St_ff engine
skeleton frame of low denslly

with damped panels, material.

(c] Cronkfrcme engine (dJ Bedplnte englne
with high level all with stiff crankcase
pan and damped and damped panels
block panels, on block,

Fig, 1 - Proven ache=as for low noise engine design

i
outer surfaces, wtlleh are responsible for the hiBh frequency noise,
noise emission, can be considered as separate and The above an_lysls has been somewhat
apeclfic entities, simplified, but nevertheless, it point_ towards one

A test procedure on non-running englnvB has o£ the possible m_chanlsms of crankcase exaltation
been developed at ZSVR to daCernlina tile relstlve and suggests an obvious way to control it.
s_iffnesses of elements of Ctleblock s_ructure (6), If tilebearing saddles were _o be simply

Basically, the deflectiona of the ca_ting are suspended from the lower deck of the cylinder block
measured when a piston is loaded hydraulically to wlcb no integral connection through webs or ribs to
the equivalent of the combu_tlon force, Figure 2 the sldewalle oE cbe crankcase, _hen vibration

_hows typical dlstottlon pat_ern_ for a small excitation o£ the crankcase walls can result only
symme_rlcal skirted block. The force, applied to from tr_vellin g waves from the crankshaft bearing
the e_ankshaft main bearings vi_ the conn_ctlng supports and block or bending moments a_ the lower

rod a_uses the beating saddle A to move vertically deck wJlcre the crankcase wal_8 ar_ _tcached, Time
:! dowards elongatln B the wab elements g. The is, tiledirect force pa_l_s from _he crankshaft would

_esulclng Poi¢son'e ra_o effee_ causes the rib be eliminated,
elements C, and consequently the upper part of _he ISVR decided _o investigate _he merits of this

crankcase wall, to _ove inward_ and downwards while basic deslgn cencep_ experimentally, Initially an

_he lower part of tbe crankcase wall, acted on idealls_ic design as depleted in Figure 3 wa_
_hrough rib element g in turn moves outwards considered, As can be _een, the crankshaft bearing

and downwards, The crankcase oil-pan flanBes a_e supports were cantilovoted from the rlgid and well
bowed locally outwards either side of _he loaded defined lower cylinder block deck. The main bearing
cylinder, bolt a_es and head retaining bolt axes were of the

It can ba readily apprcclated thac on a running same plt_h and in _be s_m_ plane allowing _h_ough
engine the _apldly _pplied force and che varying belting Co be used, Thus a cempae_ basic toad
point of applicaClon as each eyllnder fire_ carrying structure was formed wblch would normally
results in a complex vlbra_ion of _ke outer be u_der compressive _cre_s Wll_n cbe bolCs were
surfaces Of che _crueture and tile radiacion of _ightened, pe_mi_tlng greater bendln 8 forces to

be tolerated. This was considered particularly
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Fig. 2 - Example of crankcasedistortion due to Fig 3 - Idealised llgbtweight engine structure_l static loading

i importan_ for the ¢antiluvered bearing membecs, departure being from tile through bolting
Also tlleprovision of direct and symmetrical arrangement. For various reasons, not the least
load paths from top to bottom would mlnlmis_ being the requirement for a simple and inexpensive

_ distortlon, To maintain a symmetrical s_rueture casting and cbeap construction, tbe head and main
an overhead camshaft was incorporated. In the bearing bolt axes could not be maintained in a

_i cylinder block the direct firing loads were single plane, therefore separate bolts are used,
_] reacted _hrough the cylinder barrels and bolt q%e cylinder hs_d bolt columns ar_ cast integrally
_i columns. There were no integrallycast side walls wi_h the cylinder walls as shown in Figure 4a and
!i', _o _he cylinder block; tileside walls consisted of _he main bsarlng bolts terminatea_ tilelower deck

separate lightweight damped panels, level (Figure4b). though still satisfying tile

'}i The crankcase wails were an integral part of prestressing requirement of _he bearing saddles,
_he block casting, being suspended from _he lower The cylinder block/crankcase is ease in iron

I! deck and designed to be as ligbtwslgh_ as casting and i_ unlinered, The weigbgs of the principal
practice permits. The deep skirted arrangemen_ componen_ are given in Table I and tile eoglne

_;_ of the crankcase walls would ensure a low natural specifica_ionis sun_narbedin Table II

frequency of vibration so as not to couple readily Table 1: Weigh_ of Principal Components
with _he higher frequency vibration expected on_he main s_rueture. A curved or cranked form Block/crankcase(with bearing caps) 42.O kg.

i would provide some degree of longitudinal bending Cylinder bead 8.62kg.s_iffness. Crankshaft 19.7 kg.
iI Flanges were incorporated i. the ends of the FlyWheel 12.9 kg,
i crankcase walls to wbich [rent and rear oil seal Connecting reds (complete) 3.36kg.
_, housings were a_taehed. There was no mechanical Pistons (complete with gudgeon pin) 2,48kg,
_/ contact, apar_ from through _be oil seals, between To_al engine weigh_, including
; those plates _nd the crankshaftbearing members star_er and alternator andall
:1 (Figure 3b). Gasket laysrs between ti_e end plages ancilliaries 166 kg.
_i and the crankcase wall flanges gave a means of

introducing, and varylng_ the vibration damping
to the structure.

Th_ final design of _he block follows these
initial though_ very closely. _qlsmain
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_I Within cbe confines of this pro_ecc, it was

-_ necessary to utilize a crankshaft and connecting

rods from a production engine. A five bearing,

A- -A forged steel crankshaft from a quality 2 litre

Gasoline engine was selected. This, althoudb

Generously proportioned for a gasoline engine, had
smaller bearings than conventional diesel engine

[o] prnc_ice would suggest. For the required

_: Soclion displacement I the resultant bore/_troke ratio is
8-B unity. Tbls was considered an acceptable

compromise between _he requirements for mechanical
and indicated efficiency and noise.

-- The pistons wore spoclnlly produced in

I I cooperation with a piston manufacturer. They were
designed to be as light as the manufacturer

considered expedient and finally proved ¢o be only

6% [leavier than tlle equivalent Gasoline onglne

_, pistons. Two compression and one oil control
rin d were provided, but neitber an iron top ring
insert nor any expansion control insert were

(b) incorporated. Ic was hoped tbat satls_actory gas
and ell control could be acbieved wi_h tbree rings.
in the interests of minimum friction losses.

CYLINDER IIEAJ),COb_USTION SYSTEM & VALVE GEAR.

_e basic object of mbe engine design was the

evaluatlon of the crankcase-cylinder block

_floq structure. It was therefore considered preferable

_o incorporate a proven indlr0ct injectlon system
in the design. A conventional R1cardo Comet V

system is used.

Ligbt weight was an important design criterion
of tbe cylinder head; therefore the unit was cast

in aluminium. To marry with tbe cylinder bolt

column arrangement, a "six bolt" fixing arrangement

was adopted. It was hoped cbac this would give

Fi G, 4 - Details of experimental design more reliable sealinG, buc was also considered

potentially llgbter as a less rigid head could be
Table 2: grief Engine Specificaclon _olerated,

Bore: 87 mm Swept volume 2.036 litres. In the interests of nolae and efficiency it

Stroke: 85.7 ,ca was decided to limit tbe maximum power speed to

combustion system= Ricardo Comae V 4200 rev/mln. If an acceptable power to weight

Compression ratio: 22/i ratio was to be achleved, a high mean effective

Precham_er volume: 47% of compression volume, pressure was required. To give good driveability.
this bldb mean effective pressure would have co

Connecting rod lent=h/crank tbrow: 3.4 be malntained, or exceeded, down to as low an

Main bearing diameter: 63.5 nun engine speed as possible. Therefore the largest

Big-end bearing diameter: 50.8 mm possible valves and inclined ports were incorpor-
GudGeon pin diameter: 25.4 mm sled. _le same camsbaft casting as the gasoline

Valve t£mingl engine was used, but with reduced cam period, By
Inlet opens: II° b._.d.c. Exbaust open 41° b.b.d.c. ClleSe means it was boped Co achieve a good
Inlet closes: 39 ° a.b.d.c.Embaust closes 9°a.c.d.e. volumetric efficiency over a wide speed range.

Valve lift (inlet & exhaust) 9.25 mm The choice of a "six bolt" bead retaining
Inlet valve diameter: 40.5 mrs system dictated the port and combustion chamber
gxbausC valve diameter: 37.2 mm positions, but allowed the use of an efficient

cross flow layout. This layout also enabled
Auxilliary drives: insulating liners Co be incorporated in tile

Camshaft s fuel pump: compound boothed belt. exhaust ports, These features should have
Water pump & alternator: single v. belt. benefitted volumetric efficiency and beat rejectionto coolant.

PISTON-CRANK _IANISM, It was daelded that

the best size of engine on whieb to evaluate the TEST RESULTS

new structure was a 2 litre higb speed unit ENGINE INSTALLATION. The englne was installed

suitable for any average faintly car. with a car gearbox and car type engine moun_s in a
To achieve a good power to weight ratio, low test cell at ISVR with partial acoustic treatment,

mass componen=s were required. Tbis also implied CHOICE OF INJECTION TIHING. The engine was

low inertia forces which would minimise mecbanlcal built usin G a fuel injection system specification

impact nols_ and tend towards bigber mechanical that bad been developed for an engine of similar

efficiency which would alas aid the achievement size, go far this speciflca_ion has not been
of a good specific output.
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altered and the only performance development has gyllnd_r pressure diagrams and i/3 octave

therefore been tbe selection of tbe optimum band spectra at full load 8o_ two timings are

injection timing, sho_rn in Figure 5. A_ all speeds, peak pressures

Although the engine was desisned to have a wlrh 15° timing arc significantly lower than with

compression ratio of 22/i, it was initially run 20° timing (Figure 5a). _e change in cylinder

at _ ratio of 19.4/1. For tl_at build the pressure spectrum levels is small at 3OOO rev/mln

injection pump had to be set such that under but reductions of IO dg occur around 2 kHz at

full load conditions the dynamic start of 4200 rev/min and a_ 250 gz at 1800 rev/min. When
injection uas about 20° b,t.d.e, in order to _he spectra are normalized they are of similar form

achieve _tabla combustion st high speeds. In at tile 15° timing (Figure 5c). Dew,vet, witl_ 200
this condition f.ll load combustion was rather timing the spectrum slope decreases signiflcantly

abrupt and it was not posslble to exceed 7.9 bar wi_h rising engine speed, _lis is not evident Prom

_ h.m.e.p., or _4 kW at 4200 rev/mln, the pressure diagrams wblch appear similar at

k_ten the com_reaslon ratio was corrected to different speeds for a given tim|rig.

i 22/1, the same 80 b.c.d.c, dynamic timing st full BRAKE PERFORMANCE. Figure 6 shows the

. _ load was used, An Jar;ease in mean effective avernge full lend performance levels of the enginepressures of about 10% uas i_media_ely achieved wi_h the standard 15° b.=.d.e, injection clm_ng.

• ii_ without adjusting the fuelling, resultlng in an corrected aecocdlng to BS AU 141a requirements.

_! outpt*t of 50 kW at 4200 rev/mln. IIouever. smoke _le maximum power achieved at rated speed was just

i_ levels were not acceptable and the peak cylinder under 50 kW, 81vi_lg a specific output for tile

_! pressure rose to above 92 bar. engine of 3.54 kg/kW
i_ Subsequently the injection timing has been _le shape of the b.m.e.p. (or torque) curve

reset to 15° b.t.d.c. In this condltiotl tbe is satisfactory wi_h a peak level of 7.8 bar around

_! mean effective pressures are little cbsnged but 19oo rev/mln. The minimum specific fuelL_
!: smoke levels on full fuelling have been redgced consumption is 0.252 kg/k%_h at 1900 ray/rain with

by 1.5 go$eh units and the maxim peak cylinder a lowest measured value of 0.235 kg/kW.b at _ load

pressure reduced to 73 bar. which approached the 1800 rev/mln.

i design target level. This timing is now the Willans lines at 1800 and I+200 ray/minute gave
standard settln8 at which most of Lhe results in frictlon m.e.p, values of 1.63 b_r and 2.90 bar

"_ £hls paper were obtained, respectively. 111ese values suggest that low

.'i! %_le engine was run briefly with dynamic friction losses have beeB achieved, which helps

_iming of IO° b.t.d.c, at full load. This explain the good fuel consumption and performance.

_ resulted in a slg,lficant loss of performance and The smoke characteristle _s satisfactory.

_I _eNerall y unstable running at less _han full load. although some improvement at high speeds is
Horeove_ the benefit to Noise was inslgniflcaBt, deslrabl_.t5

i 10 20 50 I00 200 500 lk 2k 5k 10kHZ

_i_ Dynamic inJechon tlmtn9 -
71

: ;.:i 15' b,l.fl c. 20"

/,200 _evlmln 100bar

*t

-_' 0 *E_ -N' 0 .SO' [

3000 rev/mtn I00l_r !

.50' O *50* .50' 0 o50' _ 200

:_ 1800rev/mln IO0_r '_ 190

!,i
-50_ 0 ,50' .50' 0 .50"

:l (aJ gvlinder _ressur_, dlagra_

Fig. 5 - Cylinder pressure characterlstles at full load _ol ooz 0_ _ o_ _s I _ s 10
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..........." _ 5 .... ;. o1500 Hz

(o} Vibrotion patterns on block

' 10 -- - " (b) l/_Octave r

g -;k;J fi-Hb  -Ti-fi Hcrankcasero rAlfN g ! IIIl(ll vibration.
 101 ° o _

rev/min 1000 10.000FrequencyHZ
& Fig. 6 - Pull load performance curv_s Fig - crankcase vibration - 3ooo rev/min full load

The fall in mean effective prepsure below vibration patterns suggest higber order bending

1800 rev/mln reflects the fuel pump delivery modes a= i000 gz and 1600 Ilz respeatlvel F,
characteristic. However, the sharp rise in Figure 7h compares third octave band vibration

specific consumption with tile corresponding fall spectra at tile indicated points on the structure.
in output indicates, along with the smoke levels, Vibration levels on the lower par_ of the crankcase

that a possibility exists to improve the are higher _han on _he top and bottom decks by

combustion behaviour at high speeds, about i0 dg over the frequency range from 500 to

NOISE AND VZBRATION. Vibration. The length 2000 lizwhich is an a=ceptahle amplification.
and _hlekness of the crankcase skirts ware Noise. In the original design concept it

determined to give a cantilever mode fundamental was anticipated tha_ specific noise control

bending frequency of about 400 I[z. This measures would be necessary for =he side covers of

frequency was chosen so as not to coin=ida with the cylinder block water jacket and possibly on the

either the low firing harmon/ca or the longitud- camcover/head surface.

inal bending frequency (which could he estimated Additional flat damped panels were placed over
for an engine of this lengtil to lie in the 600 to tile. water jacket covets, which are dished to
800 Hz frequency range), Tile response of _he reduce block water volume, and attached to tbe
crankcase walls of the fully assembled engine rigid members of the block by the same fixing

showed a cantilever mode frequency of 418 Hz. screws. _lUS sealing was not affected and an air
Figure 7a gives tile vibration acceleration gap was provided between the two surfaces,

levels in third octave band frequencies of 400 liz, The _ylinder need. cam and valve system is
1000 Hz and 1600 Hz on the outer surfaces of the of conventional design and no noise control

running engine along a vertical line a_ the plane features are built in. However the _ystem was not

of No. 2 cylinder and a horizontal llne along the developed and subjectively was a major noisu source

pan rail. _e level of the 400 ]lz component and therefore a simple damped cover was fashioned
increases down tile crankcase to a maximum at the to enclose these surfaces.
centre of the pan rail, being restrained at tim Noise was measured at I m from the centres of

ends of tbe crankcase by the stiffenlng/dampln8 the sides of an imaginary box enclosing the engine.

effecPs of flanges al_d end plates. The I000 and Figure 8 compares the variation of overall _olse

1600 ][z components show minimum values at the witll speed at the front and sides for both full
lower cylinder deck level, which generally increase load and no load. At all conditions the overall

towards the pan rail (the high levels at the centre noise increases wltl_ speed up to 2400 rev/min, at a

of the cylinder block are due to the thin pressed rate of about 20 dB per tenfold increase of speed

steel side cover). Along tile pan roll tile (decade). Above 2400 rev/mln tilenoise increases
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Fig. 8 - Effect of speed and lo14 on overall noise Pig. 9 - Engine noise _pee_ra a_ full lead

at a higher ra_e of about _o dg/deca¢le, This is tile engine, h_ 1000 llz and above 2000 Ill, levels
char_cteristle of _mall I.D.I. engines and bas ye_ are bigi:er by 3 IB at the fron_ and ne_rslde (fuel

to be fully expl_ined. Apart from a maximum injection pump Bide) of tile engine which suggests
:_ speed wbere noise levels are nearly the same, the that more detailed attention should be paid to the

noise increases wltb load by about 3 dB(A), At fuel pump mounting,

!,!l the Bides the fuI1 load noise is at ratedconditions, 96 dg(A). A_ the front it is 98 CONCLISIONI

IB(A). However, no acoustic'treatment is applied _e flexlbild_y inberen_ in the design of _he

_o any front _urface, tbougb in a fln_l version experimental engine did noc give rlse to low

this would be applied in _he form of timing belt frequency noise problems, and after more _ban 80

guards. _est bed hours, many at ra_ed condlclons, the
In F_gure 91 are shown third octave hand crankshaft journal bearings allowed no indication

noise spectra a_ _he near side of tbe engine at of abnormal wear,
full load over the speed range, 1800 to 4200 reel %_m _est results p_omise that _he simple

min. As speed increases _be components in the design phil0sopby proposed can be viably applied
mid-frequency range, go0 to 2000 Ill, beeor_ more t:o produel:ion automotive engines of hlgh specific
p_edominan_ due _o excitation of the 1000 and lIOO performance and low noise characteristics.
gz crankcase vibration modes, glgnlficantly,
there are no high level components in the low ACKN01/LEDCEHENTE

frequency range from 200 co 800 Hz where _le authors thank the licence holders,

longitudinal b_nd£ng modes and the crankcase wall N.g.H.C., for tile sponsorship which made tbe
cantilever mode (400 Ill) might be expect:ed co project possible and for tbeir permission to
appear. The absence of the bending mode, which publish _he resul_s.

might have been a problem with a light flexible Recognition is also given to the following
s_ructure_ de sttrlbu_ed to _be fundamental design establishments wblch _ontribu_ed in various ways:

co_cep_ where io direct path exls_s to transmit British Leyland Cars

the crankshaft Bide forces to the crankcase walls. Wellwortby
The damping given by the engine end pla_es is a Lures C.A.V,
possible e_planation for the absence of a marked Uniroyal.
400 11z component in the noise spectra,

Figure 9b compare_ noise spectra aC full load
rated speed conditions at the front and sides of
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THg EFFECT OF STRUCTURE, DESIGN ON tIISIt SPEED
AUTOHOTIVE DIESEL ENGINE NOISE

i! D, Anderton, J, Dixon,
ISVR, University of Southampton, Englnnd.

C.H,P. Chart,
Search Engineering Ltd., England.

S* Andrews,
British Leyland Cars. England.

AB_TRA_ been developed for low noise end emissions.
. The paper describes the assessment and testing of Further reductions of noise will only be obtained

two high Speed diesel engine structure modifies- by engine structural changes, en the small high
_ s_ glens designed to reduce nolae. The modifications production iniine 4, modifications must meet the

tested are a five main bearing version of a requirements of low cost snd weight without major
standard three main bearing engine and the modification to the existing production line. It
addition of a sump plate. The results indicate fs kno_rn that by using engine designs with severe
that it is dlffieulc =o assess the running weight penalties (underslung beam. bedplate, ere)
englno vibration and noise characteristics using the engine noise can be substantially reduced. The

modal analysis techniques but that this is problem therefore is one of co_promise between
possible whe, using the banger test technique6, weight, cos_. ease of production and degree of
it i. shown that noise reductions up to some noise control. In the case of this four cylinder
4.0 - 5.0 dKA can be achieved both on tlm teat 90.5 mm bore 2_ litre engine three modification_

bed and in the vehicle application, have been assessed agalnsc the standard engine.
The assessment has been carried out on the test bed,

using rig tests and in-vehicle testa and i¢ is the

_j purpose of this paper to describe the work carried

t egg'

i

}t _I0C ............ >22--'-

" engines are finding increasing applications in

: _i road transport, primarily because of tbelr good in fire &

this feature is offset by generally higher noise __ //
levels th=n cqulvalent gasoline engines, as 9C -_/_--
indicated in Fig. I. Although the maximum noise t_
produced by bo_h types of engine is abou_ the _ , •

same it can be seen that there is a considerable ' 0 r _X_2/.._ _
advantage for the gasoline engine in thls respect Z in line A / [0_ qlCX'_

a_ part speed conditions. The quieter indirect _ DiESELise"

noiseoborootoris  esto hemoreooisyg.oline
' engines, but further noise reductions are ' _ _ _ '

required if the use of the small high speed diesel -_'_
15 to become ev_n more widespread. Thls paper
describes soma investigatlons into the effect of _000 2000 3000 4000 5000
modified engine structures on high speed diesel Engine Speed geog./rain,
engine noise, Fig, I - Noise. of high speed diesel and gasoline

_Rmt can be done to reduce the engine noise
once the air inlet, exhaust, fan noise_ alternator engines

noise_ ete_ hay= been treated? Further reductions
' in noise can only be achieved by (a) changes to DESIGN PNILOSOPg_ BEHIND TgE ENGINE MODIFICATIONS

combustion excitation - choice of combustion TESTED

, system, and (b) engine Structure modifications for The engine used as a basis £or _he
:' reduced response. In the case described the investigations is the Rover 2_ lltre 90.5 tan= bore

combustion system is a modified form of Rieardo x 87.6 mm stroke indirect injection diesel shown in
Comet chamber i.e. the Rover chamber, which has Fig. 2. Tbie is a 51.5 bp (_b kw) uni_ rated at

SA E/P-TO/80/$02.60
Copyright © 1979 gocto_ of AutomotiveEnglneor=,fnc.
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4000 rev/min and used in light eomaereial and and one from magnesium (Welkht 13 ibs), and they

cross eoontry vehicles, The block/crankcase is of were designed to fit either three main bearing or

_ deep skirted design and the crankshaft is supported five main hearing engines.
in three main bearings. The measored noise balance T -A

and cumulative noise reduction for the engine is , I I

a greatportionoftheenginenoiseis radiated I I
from the engine lower crankcase old sump - some T
kT_ of thl total acoustic power Ol the engine fuel

: '"'"'"'='"""='""=""" %Ah!,jI, jj
thlrefore llear thlt strucllr/1 _odlflcatlons

which should affect noise radiation from 111elower

crankcase and sump are the primary design aim.

Withi. the constraints imposed hy the present

[ production machinery this allows two design 5ECAA | I--AD

approaches. ",
I. Modifications to the existing crankcase t : osignintbefor=ofinte .°lsnde=ternal , :

i ribbing eli.

2. The design of additional structural SEC'BB

components which can be fitted to the existing Fig. 4 - Sump stiffener

structure. ASSESSMENT OF TIE EFFECTS OF TIIEENGINE

MODIFICATIONS

Le Iodfflcatloi s can only be aisessed on the rlnnln k

engines, gowlvor, there is mlch that fs difficult

to alsess ol lhe rlnning enkiIl - for example

changes to n/tulal frequeleles aid lode shapes -
ald therefore rlk lists werl also I/riled eli with

the slm of identifying and measuring the detail

changes in noise and vibration, This information

could then help in the analysis of future design

FiE, 2 - Land Rover 2.25 litre 4 cylinder diesel modifications. Initially it was decided to
investigate the response chQraeteriscies of

engine modified structures. Previous experience (2),

(3), (4), (5) has shown that good mode shapes could
be obtained if the block structure alone were

tested. Therefore n full mode shape and response

analysis was undertaken. This was followed by

sEatic stlffn_ss tests, banker tests, running

engine (test b_d) comparisons and finally vehicle
tests.

STATIC STIFFNESS-The engine block with or

without cylinder head was snpported horizontally by
three support, as sho%rn in Fig, 5. A force is

applied at the mid-polar of the measuring row on

the enkine block so that the two supports at th_

two ends of the measuring row and the applied force

are in the same vertical plane,

Figs. 6(a), (b) b (e) and (d) show the bending
stiffness measurements of the thre_-m=in and five-

main bearing blocks respectively with and without

cylinder head. The addition of the cylinder head

stiffens the top part of the engine blocks, about

ACOUSTICF_WEN OF ENSlN_[%) an increase of one half of the stiffness at the top

FiE . 3 - Noise balance of standard Rover engine edge. The effect of the cylinder head lower down
the crankcase can also he scan, Figs, 6(e), (f)

For the purposes of the investigation it was and (g) show the bending stiffness measurements of

decided that a five main bearing version of the the three-main bearing engine block with the

engine would represe_c the most that could he magnesium and east iron sump stiffener fitted,

aehievQd by modifications to internal and external Since the dimensions of the sump stiffeners are the

ribbing. The incorporation of a cast sump same the cast iron plate wfll he four times as

s_iffener fitted to and joining the sump flanges heavy as the magnesium one. Since the values of

would indicat_ wha_ could be achieved by Young's Nodulus are approximately in a r_tio of 2

additional structural components of a 'bolt on' to I, the bending stiffness of the two sum p

form (Fig* 4), TWo Sump stiffeners (sometimes
referred to a_ ladder frames (I)*) were *Numbers in parentheses designate References at

constructed, one from eas_ iron (weisht 50 lbs) end of paper
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frequency was 39%,provided by a maximum 75%
increase in mean bending stiffness. The mass
contributionof tileadditional components bolted
onto the block structures (head_ sump plate}, as

: shown by the activeweight, is a relatively small
portion of the total, but the stiffness increases
are substantial. Since tbere is excitation from
combustion over Lhe whole audio frequency range,

'; the ebonies in natural frequencyare not sufficient
to suppress noise radlation and tbus tileradiated
noise produced will largely be a function of the
damping present in =he fully built up englne_ the
ability of a partlcularmode shape to radiate, and

!i its excitation.HODESILAPEANALYSIS-The resonant frequencies of the
I freely suspended block and block and lleadwere

measured using slnusoidal excitation from a small
shaker, measuringthe component in quadrature with
the applied force, A typical response curve for
one point on the engine surface is show_ in Fig. 7
showing the frequenciesat which mode shapes were
measured. Tile lowest frequency at 570 llz is the
fundamental torsion frequency, the next resonance
a Icrankcasemode', (832 gz) and the next the
crankcase fundamental bending (925 llz). The
measured mode shapes for the three bearing and five
bearing engine block + head are su=_arlsed in Fig.
8 and the first fourmeasured mode shapes shown in
Fig. 9. Tile mnln differences between three and
five main bearing blocks is a general lowering of
the natural frequencies in the case of the five-
bearing engin0 plus elimination of tile 'crankcase
mode' at 832 Rz. An increase in ampllcude can also
be seen. A comparison of the responses at three
different points on the engine blocks is shown in
Fig. lO. The 832 Bz resonance is not present in
the five-bearing block, but otherwise the general
response frequencies and levels are similar.

Fig. S - The enginebending test system The effect on the response curves of fitting
stiffeners should he of the same regis as well. the sump plates is shown in Fig. 11. Below 900 gz
Both stiffeners increase the crankcase bending the effect for both magnesium and cast iron sump
stiffness considerably particularly a_ the skirt, plates is extremelymarked, but over 1000 gz Lhere
but inflaence of the plate on the top part of the is only an indication of reduced response in the
engine block was also noticed. The cast iron sump case of the magnesium plate. Above 1ooo gz the
stiffener brings a 4j-fold increase to crankcase cast iron place sbows a considerably reduced
stiffness and the magnesium a 3-fold increase as response. As a result of the mode shape testing it
shown in Figs, 6(e) and (f). The measured bending can be concluded that tile response characteristics
stiffness (simply supported) K can be related to of the three and floe main bearing engines should

the equivalent area moment of inertia Ie of the he very similar, but with the sump plates fitted a
engine structure reduction in response should occur,

681 ENGINE TEST BED COHPARISONSe

g - L3 L = engine block length. The two engines were mounted on rigid teststands with stamiardantl-vibrationmounts but
The active weight. We, of the engine strut- without gearbox. The exposed rotating flywheel

lure for the fundamental bending mode is only a was enclosed in a fibreglass and lead enclosure to
part of the engine dead welght W and cqn be reduce its radiatednoise, The same valve cover

estimated from the bending frequency, _g. as and oil sump were used for both the three main andfive main hearing engines. Tbe cylinder pressure

of the five main bearing engine was tailored so22.4 Eleg that the engine block structural vibration andB = 2_ g - Young's modulus noise emission were compared on tile basis of the
same combustion excitation levels. This was

Table I shows the measured fundamental particularly importantin the Rover engine which
bending frequencies, the mean bending stiffness has proved extremely sensitive to injection timing.
(simply supported)and the calculatedactive Tbe comparisonswere made for dynamic timing and

weight for the bending vibration of the two engine not static as backlash produced considerable
blocks, variation between static and dynamic timings in

The maximum measured increas_ in bending various engines, The first cylinder of each
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Fig, 6 - Engine bending stiffness
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. 3-1'4AIN BEARINGBLOC 5-MAIN BEARING BLOCK.

-requency Nodal Line I:_ttern'. Frequency Nodal Line PatternsExhaust Fuel Pure Remarks. Exhaust Fuel Pump Remarks.
i" I Hz) Side. Side. ( Hz ) Side Side

(1,1)Mode,

Free-Free 563 -["t--"[/_-I F. ("+_ '1'1) M°de'582d41_FI ,or,one, Free-Free Torsional

832 I"_+'_--'---L'-"_["--'--"-(.-'/_.Crankcase Node

rP_l[E-_](2°)Nede I_EE_,2,o)No°o.925 :undamenlal Bending 883 =undamentel Bendin

', 1081 _f'_ 1322 F.;.-'_-"-_"_L_ Possibly (3.0,Mode

125,_-_.1___4'r°°°°'ycran"°°'°"°.Node_ 1,,,L_tr_cron"oo'eNo°o

! 1,2?Lq4F-h'd 1,91I_jk/-dPo-,o,yBs_[M]
1?57 " Crankcase Skirt 1922

Flapping

r÷,_ r_q:ran,oo°e1 18,0 No0eCr3
! ]_-_1.4-_-]Foe,,o,,Cren,oo,e1 195, .ode

Fig. B - Table of the £ir_t few resonance frequencie_

ant] mode Shllpe8 for three-maln and _ive-maln hearing
engine block_

i;
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3-MAIN BEARING ENGINE 5-MAIN BEARING ENGINE
-- ENGINE BLOCK WiTH CYLINDER HEAD - - ENGINE BLOCK WITH CYUNDER HEAr) -

Exhaust Side Exhous| Side

• Top Top Top Top
Engine -- _ , Engine

_,oo,//11/////Zl/_((//F,oo,/?"/77XT"=V7,,_:_7

_i Botlorn Bottom Bottom

Fuel Pump S_de Fue( Pun_p Side

i,
;_ 582 Hz Mode Pcd#erns 832 Hz __E3Mz Modal Patterns 8B3Hz

_, _ _ 7 _? _.oos,/Z/////// ///J__/_Z//
.., _7 /- _ _. /_"7-77///:'._
,, f// /_.////'/
i:i A

I, Fuel Pump Side Fuel Pump Sider

'
H

i

Fig, 9 - Firs_ four mode shapes for tbree-maln

and flve-main bearing engine blocks
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20

10

400 1000 1500 2000
"; Frequency Hz 2500

CONSTANT_LEVEL(3FFREQUENCYSWEEPINGEXCITATJON2800
FiB. lo - Vtbrncion response for the ch_ae-maln and

_'i f_ve-maln beari.g engine blockB w£tlt cylinder head fi_ed
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 EE° IIJIIII/7 atTshle2NoleE0du tionS,OOOrev,oioFllLoadOhtoioedootheT00tEed
210 _-BTROKE DIESEL ENGINES -

4000 REV/MIN. FULL LOAD level at lm reduction in

220 = noise dBA

190 ........ engine lOl.O-lOl.5dgA 0

Five main bearing 99.5 dgA 1.5-2.O dgA

.180 _l_,_r. H-_l?l--_,t_ _i_ [
": engine (matched

! _ combustion)

::;! _ 170 ----- _ Five main bearing 98,o dgA 3,0-3.5 dEA/t_ tt t T (ostehedcooBotion
150 Five main bearing 96,o-g7.bdBA 4,O-S,O dEA

englse (manufaotur-

3 los 1000 10,OUG timing & magnesium
Frequency Hz sump plate)

Fig, 12 - CyllndQr pressure spectra at full load

r_ted speed for engines tested IgO PASSDY TESTS IN A VEIIIELE
After the _est bed assessments the engines were

is completely suppressed by the introduction of flcced in a crees coungry vehicle and the vehicle

the additional bulkheads dn the five main bearing external passby noise, to lOG R362 and BS 3425:1966
engine. No strong excitation of the fundamental was measured. The results are shown in Table 3.
bonding mode was found in the running engines. The
s_rong vibration of the crankcase is transmitted Table 3 - Engine Nolse g_duccion achieved on the

to the oil sump (pressed s_eel) which i_ a weak ISO Passby Tes_

structure compared to =he block. Fig. 15 shows Overall noise reduction

th_ comparison of vibration spectra of _he all sump Engine Condition dgA (average of E passhy-
for the two engines. In general, the vibration measurements)
spectra of the three main bearing engine are yell

above those of the five main bearing engine Three main hearing engine O.O dgg
particularly at _00-1250 Dz where movement in Five main hearing engine 2.8 dBA

sympathy with the crankcase mode of the three main Three mals hearing engine

bea_Ing engine occurs. The p_edomlnant peaks of + MS, Bump Plate 0,8 dBA
the oil sump are in the frequency range 1OOO-3150 Five main bearing engine

HI. + Hg. Sump Plate 4,O dBA

_i COP_ARISON OF ENGINE NOISE - TgP_E AND FIVE _MIN The noise spectra for the maximum noise p_int during

BEARING ENGINES the passby test comparing the three main and five
Comparison of _he noise spectra for the two main hearing engines on one side of the vehicle is

engines at 4000 rev/min full load are shown dn shown in Fig. 18, Again the major difference in
Fig, 16 sitar the eomhu_tlon tailoring process, noise occurs between 620 Hz and 1250 Hz as was

The overall noise level of the three main bearing measured on the test bed. The similarity between
engine i. 2 dgA higher _hsn the five main hearing engine noise and total vehicle noise measurements

engine on the exhaust side and 1.5 dEA higher on shows _hat in the vehicle, engine noi_e is
the fuel pump side, The difference in noise predomlnant.
spectra occur primarily in thQ frequency canoe 630- FURTHER RIG TESTING OF THE THREE AND FIVE _MIN

1250 Hz, as was observed for the crankcase BEARING STRUCTURES

vibration, The noise differences were observed The e_gine test bed and vehicle _easure_ents

throughout the speed range, have shown a consistent difference Between these

EFFECT ON ENGINE NOISE OF ADDING TIIE P_GNESIU_{ two engines in th_ gOO-1250 Hz frequency range with

EUMP PLATE both tile vibration and noise of the five bearing
The effect of the sump plate on engine noise engine being lowe_', This is attributed to the

at 4000 rev/mln full load was measured fo_ the removal of the 822 Uz tcrankease mode _ wi_h the

quieter five main bea_ing engine and the measured five main bearing design. The earlle_ rig _ests
noise spectra are sho_n in Fig. 17. The plate (both static and dynamic) - although allowing

reduces engine noise by 1.5 dBA on either side of identiflca_ion of the mode concerned gave no

the engine. The reduction occurs over quite a indication of the actual response whlch might he
wide frequency ranBe from 800 to 5000 Nz. Again expected in th_ running engine. For iostance it

: the reduction in noise was found _o occur at _II might be expected that the fundamental bending

engine speeds. The effect of the engine s_ructural nmde (at aroqnd 900 HI) would he a ms,or factor

rnodlf_ca_ions on running engine noise a_ 4000 rev/ controlling noise, if only the modal response of

min full lo_d can be summarised as _n Table 2. the block and head were used as a guide (Figs, 7,

8_g), Two further rig tests were the_ completed t¢

find a method of showing, in a rig tegc, the

results obtained on the running engine and vehicle,
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" 3"MAIN BEARING ENGINE 5-NAIN BEARING ENGINE

9£

i'_ "_-'_"--_-._ 630Hz

1 80 ,,..,.x__.,,.__.,,,.,....x.._x_.x.-..,.* 800 Hz
_1 _ 110

,.-=looiI ,,

:! 11og° 1ooo_J --_100

_ j' 90: f""*_*'X j'*"""_._._ 1250 Hz
]" w 110
"3 _'

_, w 100

_'_ z [ 1600 HZ

/
_'i _, go .x._/*',.j-'\. 2000Hz

us 110
C)

., z 2500 Hz

,: _ _p'k.X/k_ x 3150 HZ
0
Z

i!i _ _ . 4000Hz

,] ,,..._m90 5000 HZ

80 , , , , , ,

/.-CYLINDER 2.25-1, /.-STROKE DIESEL ENGINF_
;_' /.000 re'c/rain. FULL LOAD.

Fig. I_ - Comparison e£ the time averaged vibration pa_terna On

crankBhaf_ centreline for three and five main hearing engines
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engine block and head were freely suspended but the

.,___-STEEL W RE built-up engine was fixed to the engine test bed

h _ wlth rubber mountings. In barb cases the englneCOLUMNS _ 2 was excited at the same point as for the mode shape

4 _ l_#>_ _ analysis. When the engine is in the Folly buil=-

5_,5 _ilj-y _ upcQnditiononthetestbed,readyfor runnlnS,

the vibration response under excitation drops

^]^_ ..-A tremendously, up _o 4OdE in the low frequency// regIQn, and the damping can he seen to have_'B increased greatly. It is difficult to interpret

[ /k k _C the structural response at various measurementpoints to plot the mode shapes, and the fundamentalA" .0 bondingoodecn°otoveobeldontifiodPigEOshow_ a comparison of the running engine vibration

s- • •-T, .-E fortbotbreeondFiveoainhearinEenglnosw.h
 R0. thefullyhuiltuNenginerespons.Th.eoa.hedetected a small increase in response for the three

D/ _N T [4- _ * # _ main bearing engine in the fully built-up condltlo%

i, ¢ , _i_[ _ 2 particularly towards the bottom of the crankcas,,E I but the magnitude is small compared to the running

". * engi0emeasuremeoto.Theee onrespon,oeosoro-
oentoonthef lIyboiltopenEinO.rUoturodonotgive a true indication of running engine results.
This is probably because the input force path and

9 - \ HORIZONTAL its magnitude is not very representative of the

EXCITATIONINPUT aetu.l engine conditions.
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF TIIE FULLY gUILT UP ENGINE USING

Exhaust Side _'_ +.--%-PointNo.1 TUE 'BANGER RIG'

Sump +x--2-m,L-)ointNo2 The engine structures were in turn excited by
_10 _l/_kl I J means of a gas explosion in the combustion chamber.

The response of the cylinder block and plston/crank

:_ 100 2" _ . mechanism was _onltored for each engine and then
_! compared. Predetermined quantities of sir, oxygen

and propane gas were mixed together and fed to _he

: 90 E _LI_____ clearance volume of one of the engine cylinders by

eli ,& i I\ ,, " 3-MainBeoHng'" means of the banger unit. The mixture was then

80 _s_,l_,_.-_Lf__,__.--- _nglne' / ignited causing a rapid pressure rise in the
'I _ 7 f"" l l l _ cylinder. By varying the mixture ratio and press-

':i 70 /.__f___ /_ 5-Main BeorJ ure both the p0ak and rate of rise of pressure
110 [ " -- - j ,[.-, Engine could be controlled. Thus the effects of the rapidpressure rise part of the diesel cycle was studied

J b .e_._ on the scatlonary engine.

100 _ ,d vibration and that of the fully buil=-up when

gO --_'_t]-- _ --, _--------_, banged is shown in Plg. El. Although drawn to the
same scale, the curves do not have the same datum

4--1._-jz LAo_.,q_ andaoomly theshapesof the curvesshouldbe80 IY -____4000rev/min. Full _"/ compared. Frequencies below 630 lITwere not

I L=Cylin_&-StrokeDiesel. considered as the vlhratlon levels were beginnlng70
----- ............... to reach those of the background noise (amplifier

50 100 1000 10,000 noise). From 630 gz to lOO0 IIZ the response of the
Frequency HZ three main bearing engine is considerably higher

than the five main bearing and the vibration shape

Fig. 15 - Vibration measurement positions and sump shows that it Is the crankcase mode which is
vibration for three and five main bearing engines excited by combustion rather than the fundamental

These tests were firstly to measure the dynamic bending mode, Prom 1250 Hz upwards the reverse is
true with the five main bearing engine response

response of the fully built up cnglnes on the test being higher than the three main bearing.
bed using an electromngnetlc shaker and secondly

the dynamic response using the 'banger _ test (8,9) Comparison with the running engine vibration and
in which a propane and air mixture is exploded in noise spectra shown in Figs. 13,14,15 and 16 show

that the major trends for the two running enginesthe combustion chamber of a non-running engine

and the reBultlng structure response _ssessed. can he assessed by using the banger rig. The
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF FULLY BUILT UP ENGINES USING average vibra_ion spectra measured along the crank-

ELECTROMAGNETIC SHAKER shaft centre line for the two banged engines are

Fig. 19 shows a c0mparlson between the shown in Fig. 22 (e,f, Fig. 13 for running engines),

vibration reJponses for unit force input of the Using this information and correcting for the
excited three main bearing engine block and differences between banger cylinder pressure

cylinder head onby and Fully built=up engine. The spectra and that for the running engine the noise
levels For the running engines can be predicted.
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'" V Fuel Pumpbide Meosurements \

W

Q" I#] "]_1 V 4-Cylinder, 2.25-1, &- S|roke Diesel Enginesz 6£ I I /-000 rev./min. I Fu!I Lood. i l--,-i I I I I I I

o 30 100 1000 10,000
Ln FrequencyHz

Fig. 16- Noisemeasuredon the testbed at.
lm for three and five main bearing englne_

Sump Rote
(98dBA)

100 :uel PumpSide Meosuremer s I[J._
( t I^l I -,

" 7<7'< 80 . :,,_ Iv , __

: ' 71-1Ftt

'" 7o f'I I ill _l-s-Main Bearincj Engine. Natched'Cqmb_us.ti..on

60 / I _ I I I I I t t I f f f I I '
r IIIII I 4000rev.lmin.FullLoad

..\m 30 100 1000 10,000
Frequency Hz

Fig. 17- E_fectof thesumpplateon fivemain bearingenginenoiee
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5O

7. Measurements of static stiffness are a

useful measure of the fundamental dynamic

characteristics of the engine structure, but
neither _hese nor straightforward dynamic response

:_4C / and mode shape testing of partlally built engines

//,_ can he used to predict running engine

eharneterlstics,

Z _ 8. Dynamic response testing of engine
structures using the banger technique can be used

_'.,, stirs of running engines. It shows the

of tim rapid pressure rise part of the diesel
' o cycle to the engine noise radiation.

N2c

, 3 8_ring aC_O_SDgE_mNTS
"%_/ 5 Beori_ The authors would like to thank the Science

< _ dBA = 2.edBA Research Council for its long ten support of the
work and the Rover Plant of Leyland Cars for the

' I _ construction and provision of te#t engines.
I Thanks are also due to Mrs. g. Pullen for

100 400 1250 4000 10.000 preparation of the _nuscript and Mr. P. Prust for

_equency Hz preparation of the illustrations,

Fig. 18 - Instantaneous lag passby noise spectra

for three ettd five main bearing engines fitted in Ithe same vehicle , I

EN!NE gLOCKi

I _/ CYLINDERHEAD .

Fig. 23 shows the restllts, Although only one row _ _ .
of vibration has been used, it can be seen that
the banser test has reproduced fairly accurately

the 1/3 octave band noise level spectrum for each u_ /, _ _i_ i_/_
of the engines, which the shaker tests failed to x ,, f '

w_ 40do. -_I----
CONCLUSZOSS _ , ' '__

I t il
l. Structural modifications to a 2_ litre m II I •

high speed engine have resulted in a 4-5 dBA
overall noise reduction at 4000 rev/mln full load _ _ _',

and over the speed range. _ [_

2. _Is reduction _kes the s_ll Igl diesel _
similar in overall noise level to a current noisy c--_-_]l "17
gasoline engine of similar size (Fig. i). WY !

3, The structural modifications _de to the =
engine crankcase and crankshaft were more m
effective than _he additional bolt on Bump plate.

4, The Bump plate gave a noise reduction >

irrespective of the engine block to which it was 500 1000 15_ 2000 25_
attached, &00 FrequencyHZ 2809

5, The major factor giving rise to a noise

reduction wa_ the elimination of a crankcase mode Fig. 19 - gomparisoo of response between engine

which gave r_se to high noise radiation over the block with cylinder head and fully built up engine
limited frequency range 630 HZ to 1250 Hz.

6. _le_ vehicle noise is predominated by
engine noise the same characteristics are measured
during an ISO passby test as are measured on the
test bed,
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Fig. 23 - Predicted noise spectra of 3 and 5 main
bearing engines using the bangor system
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Some Aspects Concerning _oise Reduction on 790445
Diesel P_sscnger Cars

liens-Peter Charztnski and ]Iermann Htereth

i': Dalmler-Benz AG

•, _ ABSTRACT t_r_00x u_, I
: Tbo main noiso _ou_cos of _ diosol _At_r_l_t_NC_ l

|

siblo noi_o loyal _odtlction_ nro assos- _--_
_! _od, P_tmNry dampi_ i_onsuros such as -_"_'--_'_

influonci_g it by mo_ns of _ltodifytng
tbo co_btl_tion _Cs_lf _ wool _ socon- IOrAL_E ]

:_ d_ry inoosu_os sucb as onc_psul_Lton _o
_' doscribod. A vo]liclo-supportod o|lc_ps_- sc_t_t_v_t_l

lution of tbo englno utilizing parts
of tbo body is discussod in lllOrO do- Fig. 1 - Ha_n n0tse 8ources of a Diesel p_s_e_ger

._ _ talA. A rose_rch vohiclo w_s built. A car
doscription Of dosi_n funccio_, at_d
practical roalizntion of such a vo-
biclo-supportod onc_psul_Cion tnclu- sing Dio_ol cots, which tr_ditionally

_ din_ tho nocoss_ry dovotopmoll_ of a hovo los_ powo_ ins_all_d.
_ now oooltn_ systonl is _lvo_ Pill_lly,
I tho ln_ximu_l posstblo rodu_tion of Cho Tho_oforo it is nocossa_y Co in-

:_! extornal noiso lovols using ¢)lis dosign vo_Cigaco _ll tho thooro_icnl poss_-

_s woll _s tho p_oblom_ connoctod with btlitto_ of _oduc_ng tho noiso loyal• oncapsul_tion - _uch o_ tho rosulting of poss_ngor cots wi_h Dlosol on_inos
_1 incrooso l_ tnto_n_l vohiclo noiso _z_(| wi_h l_o_ord Co thoir prac_icobiltty.

vobiclo woi_ht_ _oducod _ro,l_d cto_-
i _ _nco _nd m_inton_nc_ D_cos_ibili_y - Tho £ollo_ing is _ roport on work

_o _oportod _nd crittoally ovoluaCod, cnrriod ou_ townrd Cb_C _o_1.

: '_ INTRODUCTION MAIN NOXSE SOUI_CES OF DIESEL
_ PASSENGI'.'R CAIIS

_i_ In vlow OK dwlndlin_ crudn oil
reserves the rlson domnnd for on_Inos The no,so test results in FIK. I

w_th high Zhormal offieloncy is ob- show the Iimln souz.cos co_brtbutln_ to

vlously Jsstifted. the tot_l noise of _ho Diesel possongor
cot. Tile ind_vidtlal noise components

At present, the Diesel ungi_lo corn- wore doto_llli_od tlsin_ tile ISO R 362
pllos with this roquirsrno_t ill the best sto_da_d test p_ocoduro (inaxi,lum _cco-

possible w_y. Outsldo the U.S., _t bas lorotlon Ill _nd _onr from 50 kin/h,
slnco 50 yoo_'s boOM tile stsnd_rd on_ino gso_" solocto_ in position "L"), and

in Clio comnlorci_l vehicle 8ector_ snd ovsluo_in_ hbo IiIox_,lunl values of the
it is now incroosln_ly usfld nlso as a noise level oocurin_ durln_ the com-

powo_ p]an_ for passenger cars. ploSo _os_ dlstsnco. _n ortlo_ to
dotormlno those Ini|ividun] compono_ts_

tlOWOVO_ one disadvnnta_o of the the other noise sotlrcos wo/.o in o_cll
Diesel on_Ino is its hi_llo_ nolso l_vol case oliiiiotod by oxponslvo nlld execs-

composed Co _bat oK Clio _asoli_o online, slvo onc_psulatlon oK online, c_ans-
Yet an l_er_asi_g concern for _ho on- mission, and exhaust plpo, _d by tile

vi_onnt_nt nnd over _owing numbers LlSO Of totnl silencers Iloz" i_tsko snd

oK vobiclos on the Poad toEsthoP with tallpipo _zoiso.
tho effects on _ccount of tho dow.-

slzln_ efforts oK UoS. osrs call for The mojo_ port oK the to,at nolso

future vehicles witb reduced nolso of 79.5 clB(A), noliloly 76 dO(A), is pro-

levels. _osidos_ the now future test ducod by the on_Ino/trsns_sslon uni_,

procodurs for external vohlclo noise followed by _llo exhaust noise and tmil-

in the U.S. calls for unlfo_m _oco]o- p_po ondnolso of 71_ dB(A) each and the

_atlon from S st_ndin_ start thus bla- intake noise of 71 dJ](A).

SAE/P.79/00/$O2,fi0
CopyIIsht _ 107S SocleW of Automotive Engl.o0rl, Inc.
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_ao "-I r--r _---T- dJ% ' d_ ]

As roEni'ds proscribe pica I which
accordin_ lie _OlllO 8Ll_hol*_ I IlOf, l#_nd

/ ___>_S,_S.,<Ci,.I_,E.E.O._=£ I 2, C." for .ll p.<,:Cicr, l pU.posos, bo, o,_ .sodasn,,i,,<,iooto.oftl,ooo. oscio°
r 1! ,.el_,c,,oi,,di.eoc• ¢10 li II _ Io I_ m l_ 1 3_-"C_ 4 llsin_ n divided colnhusctoN cll_llllber [ire

i Bftone--l--.AnEa CSAN_IIClLE lilllCh favorable Chlin CIlo direct _nJoe-
,,, Clan _ysCi)lll with Clio proohfllllbOf sysCOlli
; Fig. 2 - float r01easa and pressure rise comparing fo_il;ilDJil_ tllo ].owosC prossilro rise

)3j _rechai_ber i liwirl ch_ilbelf _li_d dlrect il'lJectlon rllCe,
; llyB te_sb.l

ThuroPoro I dliSplCo Clio clear rid-%,:

_] Tile pass-by i, oiso (with tile engine viintaGes o1' Clio direct injection

i:_ Cursed off) of 68 dB(A) l.oasurod at systo.i with regard Co fool consumpClon,
an tlvez._o speed of 53 kiil/ll is no.It- DaillliOr-I]onz has olwsys preferred the
_iblo eonsldorln_ _lle Fact Chat i_ho prochniilbor sysceln for tile pllsson_or

total noise level is relatively high c_r Diesel en_ino for reasons of coill-

>.! nnd til_P its v_lue lies more Chaz_ fort _nd zloiso, while all o_hor mnnu-
:ii
)i me dB below Clio total noise value, fncturers of D_oso] cars us0 the

_wi pit hillllbor _ys Colll.

_'! This staCOlnent, of course, lle

_ lon_er applies if nolso-roducin_ The nlochanlcul salsa produced by
measures are t_kon. The ox_onC to which _ Diesel on_ino c_lll be reduced SOill_-

-_ the influence of the p_ss-by salsa wh_it hy modlficot:ions Co Cllo volvo

_l IncroSSOS ill LIiis Ca_O will be dis- tililirl_ _o_lP _llld to ClIO i_joctio_ puln_

!;i Cussed later. [3] _s Well us by rzdnJmizing tile
_ _iston cloi_ranco by tisill_ iI tofrilo--

#f. This breakdown into indivlduol conCcollod piston [11],

_,'_ _oiso so_rces povool_ Clio sequence

lil which any lilODSUrOS fop _ offoc- A Co_lCill_ Of the cyl_ndor head
tlVo rodt_etloil of the Cot_l noise cover _i_id of Clio oil. par ni_II i if

level InU_t be falcon slate tile latter necessary, Choir olnstlc soparnCien

,, is _iWay_ dot0rlllinod by Clio lo_dost fpOITI Clio all.ilia lolld to fl fill'thor

l]i noise component, reduction of the noise omission fromthe surfaces of Chose parts [5].

l:ij ENGINE - As the engine with its

_I intermittonL coinbumCion represents While all Chess dlroct ,Ioosuros

_ the primary noise source, it w_s f'irst result in n l]o_se level reduction of

,i attolnpt_d to find out to what oxto_t _ to 6 Of 3 ell tile Cost bed, Cliel_

_:! measures carrJ0O out directly on th_ effect is hardly ino_surnblo in Cho

_!! on_Ine l_solf contrlbuCo to tile r_- vohlcle durln_ Cl_o TSO test i i,o.

_ decries of the CeCal noise produced durin_ the accelornCod drive-by test,

t-_ by the vehicle, This z.sy well bo _ "deflcioncy" of

i:--. _j tile Cost procedure,

_ The type of coinbusCion system is

_'4 _f docisivs ilrlp0rtanco for tile coin- Therefore, in order Co achieve a
b_stion salsa of a passon_o_ car morl¢od noise loyal rcductionl it Js

_, Diesel s_ine, since the host release _ecosssry to encopsultlto Chs o_ino.

_Jl pattern dotorlrlilles the cornbssCion

_i pressure riso rLito ovo_ Clio crnnk POWE[_ TIC%IN - Tho satire power

il _n_io (dp/ds ) and thus the acoi_stlc train - engine, clutch, _ranslnisslon,
ono1"_y om_ttcd by 1;ll_ onglno in CO_nlS driv(i shaft, dlfforolltial i_n(l re[if

_.J of both i_tornnlly transmitted end axle - internally CranslriiCs sound via

,, nlx_-bo%_no SOLI_d. the suspension poi_Cs into tile body

whore _omo of it iS onliCtod Co the<I

',i Fi_o 2 shows the ho_t release dia- vehicle into_'ior end sOillO Co the out-

i,_ _ra_s of tile Chro_ rosproso_t_tlve sldo irl the forr_ ei? air-borne sound.

,: Cl-cO.lbustion systomsi n_nioly Clio In order CO keep this solld-bor_o

!i pro_hsrllbe_, the swlrl-ch_mbsr end _ho sound omission as low t_s posslblo i it

direct injection system, is nocossflry ge optimize each cornpo-
nenC individually snd in parCieul_ir

Also plottod are lines of oqu_l Cho intor_ctlon of Clio indlvJdu_l colil-

pressure _iso race in accordance with portents.

tile hoaC _oloass formula

:; *_eferences appear at end of paper,
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EllfgJne, clutch and tr_insmisslon

ns a unit must be _S rigid as poselble ,,..0_*._._.a_,_=i_,_

bi_h.tUd°sSl]lall and tile n_ltuPQ1 1"roquollclos m II

EnNlno nnd trnnsmission lllOUnti_gN %_N_.
rl mUSt bo Iocatod at points whoro bon-

¢lln_ stresses ape lowest) i,o* lit NO- ))_
dal polnbs of vibration, The same _'o- =i ._ _,_ _ _.. _--_

qulromont applio_ t;o tbo supports of
1 the drivosllaft, With ro_ard to the F/g. 3 - Encapsulation of a 2.4 L-Diesel englne

transfer of sound frOi)l Clio on_tno into no_se a_ r_ted power (n - _200/min)
_ho drivosb[Ift) the DUtOllla_ic tralls- Heasuring distaste: 1 _ in groat Of tileenglno

' miBsion Ills Cionp advn_tLt_os over Clio

[ ": _ manual gearbox because of Cho dnnlp_ng
4

effect of tllo hydraulic torql)o-con m _tpo *lot sufficient to reduce the dOlIli"

'_I!:1 vortor, nant noise from the engine itself sucl,
'_ tll_it _t shows pronouncedly in tbo

! TAIL PIPID NOISI'_ - The tail _ipo vehicle nolso tent.
;l noise nloasured at ari anc.io of 4 5 and
;:i 2__._ om away from the t_ll pipe cad _}ust A noticeable roductlon in the
,_ bo reduced by l_Pgo-voluHlo OXllatlSt muff-- Olllisslon of air-borne sound from the

i_ flor8 lind by Lu_l_ the lo_Ch of the o_Ino Clqn only bo _chiovod by addi-

_']/ end pipe _I'_OP the mgln nlufflor, t:tonal sound dampin_ moosuz_os on kiloon_'lno.
!i EXIIAUST PII)E - "Pile tz'ansmisslon

i'.] of solid-borne sound fronl tile ongi_o Possible _ it orll_ rives for dompin_

_I into _llo OXll_t_s£ pipe Call be reduced _ir-borno sound from ossifies [l_o
_;! by Isoletl_G i;llooxb_tlst system by

'.];:J nloans of a COlnponsator between Clio ox- - partial encapsulationbausC _lanJfold and tllo exhaust pipe.: _ - conlploto o_capsulation of Clio

_! Encapsule_lon or double-we11 oxbtluSt
!¢ pipes sad lllUfflors add Co the reduction engine with tile capsuleattacllod to the origins
: of noise _ono_atod by the pulflntion Of

_!i bile oxboust Gas [6]. - colnploto oncopsulntion of kilo
?!. engine with the capsule suppo_-

ili INTAI(g NOISE - LSr_o volume _ir Led by the vehicle,cleaners end damper flltors as well
::3{ tls flexible arid soft alp ducts I¢itll PAlaTiAL ENCAPSULATION - A partlsl

_ Eonorously dimonstonod cross sections oncapsulatlon or covo_in_ of individual
._] _onZrlbllgo to rotluco bile flol_ noise on Itoiso-olnJttlnG surfaces is particularly

the inEoko side of tile Diesel enEJlln, interostln_ frOlll the point of view of

!_i cost, although, of course, i_s offset
_' I,'AN NOISE - The problolll of fen is nlUCb lol#or Churl tll_t of onctlpsula-

_:i.; nolso can be ovoroonlo today by tOlllpOrn- tJon of Lho oOlllplOtO on_ino [7]*

':] Cure -ond spood - con t1_ollod viscous-

"" type _I_ couplings. Covorin(: indivldunl portions nnd
components of tile onGlno, such as the

PASS-SY NOISE - On Diesel cnt,s of bolt drlvo, gllt)J.n_"_'oar covoz' end in-

the present _enoration. the pass-by joctlon pulup wltb closo-flttin_ covers
_oiso lied SO much below the total results in noise level rodllctions of

noiso level dur_nc oecolor_tod drlvo- _ Co 7 dl3 when kilo lllOnSu_onlent is

by flint it does llot affect kilo mo_suro- token on tile camille Lost bed at _i dis-

Illon_ of noise o_ todays prodl_ctton tnnco of l Ill froln the on_ino) wberoos
Cars. durln_ £1ccolorutod drlvo-by wltb the

Ullits :[nst_llod i_ the voblolo _ nolso

WIND NOISE - A_ drJvin_ speeds level reducblon of only I to 2 dl] is

below _0 lllph, wlIld nolso c_in nowadays found.

Do neglected once kilo body ]Ins boon

op_imlzod _ppropriatoly in the wind ENGINI_-ATTACI[EI) ENCAI_SULAT_ON
_unnel. OF CDMPLI_PE ENGINE - l_l(/, 3 deplete o

fully encapsulated 2.4-Lt_oc Diesel

ENDIN]'_ F.NCAPSUI_AT]:0N onglno and the noise lov_is nloasurod

on the _osg bed ] illaway from the

AS iiionBto_od above) direct Inoosu- enGirloo
res on _lle on_ino itself, such us Clio

inlprovolllont of the oorllbtlstlon process) The principle of _n online-otto-
the mechanical parts _nd the Gas cycle clod oncapsultltlon is b_socl upol_ the
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oxcoll_n_ dDTr1_in_ nt_d insulo_ion p_o- l]osidos d1"y capsule versJo_iB
porti0s of n thin-wnllod cnslt1_ for whez'e _ f1111 c_s:Ln_ is p_ovidod for

the entire engine w_tb only llttlo an oxistln_ on_ino I cnpsulos for now1.y

clo_rnnco between Lhe capsule and developed engines cnn be split up into

the on_ino surface, The cnpsulo rl wo_ lind n dry soetiol], 'Pho oil pnn

components a_o s_ouz.od by _n inter- of a so-cnllod s]¢olo_on on_ino is

l_odlat_ fl.a,lO which is sound-lsolatod _ound_solotod by inonns el' an elastic
from the engine by ,forms of r_Ibbor olo- intorlllOtli[ito frame, 'Pho upper po_ of

mon_s, A defined flow of cooling nit the on_ino is encapsulated in shoo_

is pns_od through Lho inside of the metal shells attnehod _o t11o same

cnpsulQ, nuxilin_y J'rn_iloforming the d_y sec-

tion. Thus seiI1o of _bo problems eccu-

In the Iowop frequency rnn_o _b_ _'_nG wit11 _ho en_ine-ntt_cfod c_psulo

_co(tstic offoc_ _s achieved by more c_l_ be olilllin_tod by sopara_in_ the

isol_l_.on of sound in _he inod_um nnd c_ipsule sllppeptin_ from the so_lln_

. upp0r _roquenoy r_11_os by mo_ns of func_lon°

: Into_foren0o d_mpin_,
When the capsule is applied to

' _si_ work in this field wI_ pnsson_ov cars there will u_doubtodly

onr_iod out by List. [5, 8] at his romaln the drswbaek of noise penks in

institute in GrDz undo_ contrncC of the lower frequency mango which may

the "Forschungsvorolni_un_ ffr Vor- znuso u_plonsont hum.lin_ noises in the

bronn_ngskr_ftmnsehlnon (FVV)". vehicle interior sod which _o diffi-
cult to oliminnto.

As can also be soon f_om our _ost

roflults, noise levels in the frnquoncy VEIIICLE-SUPPO]ITED COHPL_TE ENCAP-
_o £rom 5oo llz to ]_ ]dlz can he _e- SULATION OF ENGINE - For ro_sons of
doted rather remarkably with the dry Princeton u_d weight it _ppo_rs %0 be

cnps_lo show_ horo_ but definite level fsvornblo_ in pnr_iculam fop p_sson_or

Increases wil_ oceu_ at lowgr f_o- ca_s_ to use a capsule version which

quoncios. Tf_so a_e caused by reason- on the one hund utilizes body _ompo-

SHOOS _osultln_ f_om _he mechanical- hoots us c_psulo elements and on the

elastic properties of the sound iso- other bnnd ovoids tb_ problo.ls _ri-

latln_ support _lomonts. sine f_om th_ engine suppo_tin_ sod

setmdisolatin_ ololno_ts_ n_l[iOly the

Th_ followin_ addltionsl problem _esultln_ noise posts at low fro-

arose wltf _sp_ct to _n_ino-_ttnchod quoncios_ by nttnchmont of t|lo oo.lple_

oncspsul_tioi% ]*ave yet to fie solved: capsule to the body.

- 8ccosslbi_ity to the engine In addition to this s_(| in con-

for .l_intonsnce purposes frost to the onGino-nttnchod oncspsu-

- durafillty of c_psulo a_id lotion this vorslon simplifies slain-

rubber supports with _oN_rd to_anco because of oasior access to tbe
to vlb_stlons. _oN]poF_tLIFO individual on.inn components and notes-

and oil-_osistsney series, while durability of the e_p-

sulo components is impz'oved du_ to
- incorpo_ntion of tile t;rsns- lllOrO fnvorablo design nnd reduced v_-mission

bF(Ition_ AnOt|lOX" _dvantaEe is tile
- accessory d_ives cloa_-ly lowo_ cost when body cempo-

_ont8 _0 L%sod _lS C_pS_lo O[OIBOnt;S,
-- contT'ol _nd supply line oponln_s

-- soalln_ quullty and insulntion In General, the vobiclo-s_pported
s_ninsB solld-borno sound cspsulo must be dosi_nod w_th the

- ooolin_ Of on.inn, injection |ollowin_ erltorlS in mind:

pump sod ncosso_ios - incorporation into the eapstllo

. tunln E of o_psulo resonances to doslf_.n of nil vehicle components
vehicle rosonnncos which are sult_bl_ for tbls

- introdue_lon of solid-bo_ne purpose, Buch as hood, Pir_-

sound f_olll the onEins into the wnll_ and wheelhouse covers

body via th_ supportinE olo- - additionol sb_lls to cove_ _ho

nl_nts lower end of the en_ino com-

port.lent plss trans.|lesion.
-- W_t_f_ ntt_cfod to tho vehicle

-- coat - sultoblo sound-nbsorbln_

- space channels for the coolin_ _ir.
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___ _ _ vehicle-supported eapsu]o t, hia loads

IttltOlllnt.[C[l].]y to nn JllCPotlso oi' the
lloJ._o level lll_:ido the p_ssollt_Of uuln-
pertinent. I,'o_ th±s _-u0son addltJolltl[
lllOU_tlpo5 _ipo POt]ulpotl to rotilln tile

_ internal noJ._o at the acceptably Iovt_].
oC todtlys stund_ll'd productIon vuhic-

Fig. 4 - Engine e0mpartmen_ oncapaulatlon los.
Basic aketc|l oE vehlcle-supp0rted capsule

NESEARCII VEIIICI.I,." W]/I'II VI'_I[:LCLE-
SUPPOIITI._P CAPSULE - lnl accordance

with l"i_. !I end the obovo design
et-itorio a 2.h-Liter l)io_ol, passenger
car was oqulpped with n vohJclo-sup-
po_tod OllCtlpsHlntiol] fOP posoo_ch ptl_-
po_os.

SOI13O major points of th_s research
pl'oJoct wJ. li be cou:inontod Jn lllOrO do-
tail below.

COOLING A]II SYSTEM - In order to

Fig. 5 - Eogino c0mpartme_t encapsulation prevent nil'-borno sound from oscopln_
Air inlet gate to the outside via _ho inlet end outlet

-_" _='L__._-_ 8'm oponincs roquirod |'or tho coolin_ or
• " ,latlc-transm_sion fluid nnd Lhoso Per

on,title cotIipartmont vontilob_on t tile

corrospondin_ sound ubsorptlon paths

worn optlmlzod In prollt.inary toots.
I_IOW HIOOStlPOHIOIIt8 WOre cnr/_Jod out to

detorltlino pro_sul'o dPopl Lho RIost
Cavornhlo shape nnd iim_orial comb/no-

flung worn sole°tad hy Ilionmurin_ tho

tlbsorptJon cooI'Ficiont in a sound box,

and th° roquirod Plow nroas worn
dot o rrninod ,

Fig, 6 - Engine compartment encapst_latton

Cooling alr abs0rpt/mn path rear end l,'i_. 5 depicts the air J.nttd¢o

_otos on the rosonrch vohiclo, Fi_.

Mlows tho unOorflooP layout with tho

air outlet ducts, and I,'l_. 7 _ho inside

or tho cupsulo, i.o. tho onglno coni-

partmont, without tile onc'in_ Installod.

COOLING SYS'rEH - Ln tho Jnlti°l

st°flu n conventlonol coolin_ systotrl

coltlp_'is]nl_ n downdruft corn type

._ rod:laP;or t:ogothoP with an nxJtll /'till
W_IS u_'tod* In addJtlon to tllJS_ nn
external cro_sdrul't rodJato_ was mourl-

Fig, 7 - Engine c0mparCmant encapsulation toll outsldo the capsule nnd below the

Engine compartment without angina Crontnl cross mombor, which - without
a*1 additional fan - accounted fop

: approx. 30 _ o1' the cooling" capacity,

Tho main of fact of a vohiclo- Coolln_ capacity moasuromonts
supported oncapsulatlon is tho to- csrriod out with this _ystol;i, howovor.

.. ductlon of oxtornal °also achiovod r_voolod oxcossivo coolant tolnpo_o-
through insulation, damping, and re- turns occurin_ .rider spoclfic drlvin_

floction both whoa the vohlclo is toad.lianas t i.o, particularly nt maxl-

stotionnry (I.o. idlln_ at normal muu_ spood nod st idlo.

or hlghor e_ino spends), nnd under

accelerated drlvo-by conditions. Thus n now cooling" systoul had to

ho developed in order to satisfy =he

Of courso, in any kind of' cap- incronsed coolltl_ roquiromonts and _]lo
sulo design tho noise level inside additional press.re roquirolnonts in-

the capsulo increases duo to lack of posed upon the coolin_ Pa,* duo to the
sound dissipation. In the caso of the complete oncupsulation of the on_ino
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[I Fig,. 8 - Cooling eystem

)! Annular radiator/radlal flvw fan i ,,..u_..,j ,.,..

• ',_ 1,7 ........'..... '-"...... - Fig. i0 - Exterior noise

_,i _ _ " monsurod tm,,poroturos remained withinthe pormlsslble limits for current

I _ : : . non-encapsulated vehicles.

i'! , _ " EXIIAUST SYSTEM - In order to keep
:: tile introduction of solid-borne sound

i;{ _r'l-_ i--_-']" _ J "" [ " [ _ I _" J from tho on_ino into the oxlmust system

"i l;O N lT1_nin)_ll)_ _ COIllpe_tO_ OOn]IOCtOC
!_ Pig. 9 - Measurement of cooling capnelty, results w_s installed between tho oxh/ztlst mani-

fold nnd the exhaust pipe,

comp_r_mont up CO the roar dad o1" the

I translnlsslon_ and because of the S.lOl- Tile olnission of sound Prom tire ox-
lot nlr flow soctlons and the sound haust systo.l Induced by exhaust G_s

!_ absorption paths, pulsation was reduced by encasing the
pipes and by usin_ double-walled inuf-

This now coolln_ system, as "flora.

shown in Fig. 8, was designed In co-

:_ operation with the Bohr Corp,, and To roducu tail plpo end noise,

_'1 features a combination of on annular addltJonal t*itzffler volume was provldod,

_! radiator with a radial fan, since the and the tall pipe length optimized.

_"I radial fan no_ only produces hither
pressures but also exhibits n noise ]]ESULTS - Ths following noise

_i level ran_In_ approx. 6 dB below that levels word recorded with the roso_rch

]_] of an axial blower with Identical per- vehicle dosorlbod above.

l:_ formsnco, measured at I m distance,

i NOISV_ - FiG, tho
EXTI':RNA L shows

!_ The flow noise and the power sb- results of external nolso moasuro-

_! sorbed by _ho fan can be reduced moats under conditions of nccel_ratod
further by controlling its speed as s drive-by ns defined by _SO I] _6_. Those

[_ function of t_mporaturo and engine v_luos refer to an encapsulated vo-

_ speed, hiclu with convon_ionnl coolin Gsystem nnd an nddlClonal external

'-_ Ntth this .IodtPiod cooling system _adixttor.
tests for cooling offlcloncy word

_i conducted in the wind tunnel. The In bo_h tos_ series, the vohlclo

_,_ results for on uphill drlvinc con- wus oqt*ippod with alltom_ic _rans-

_!! ditJon, mnxlmum speed and idle uro re- nlissiou.
corded in FiE. 9.

' With tho [;oar SO].OCI;O_ ill IlL"
;!;_ Whoa the convontionnl cooling which corresponds to 2ud Gear u noise

syst:em suppl0monted by nn external level reduction from 79-5 dB A to

radiator was used, Clio coolant _om- 71t dB(A) wus aclliovod. In "S" (3rd

_ poratuz'os _n the vehicle with oncap- Coat) the drive-by noise level was

_ sulotlon rose to unacceptable levels reduced by 3._ dB from 73 d_(A) to
;; nftoz, the engine was shut off, par- 69.5 dll(h), The same dlfforonce ro-

_ioularly fo]lowin G m(l_i_m _peod sultud when driving ut o constant

and idle tests. 3o km/h in "S", The drive-by levels

of 73 dll(A) of g,ho standard vehicle

With the annul_r radiator and and 68._ dB(A) of the onc_tpsulatsd

rmdl(tl fan combinntion, however, the vohlclo in tlloso cases are only [ d]]
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_: _-,"t,_. _ Fig, 12 - Internal no_e sound level racorded at
h_ " front passenger head lueation third gear, road load

,l

. , {_ Fig. 11 - Engine compartment encapsulation

i _ii Distrihuclon of external nolsa

![i 7 m diecance, n - 42001mln

10Wol' i bOC_LISO 1;lieoilc_Ino spo0d in= _!_c_"m_° _atE_ _CrOQNO during accelerated drigo-by _i_i_mm i_._ _i, i_" 11,

_j od Dlssol vohlclos.
,.[ Fig, 13 - Ground clearance
'._ Angle o_ approach a,d departure ramp angle
_! Tbo lizCorostln_ point hero is,
::) _llat on the onc,_psul_Cod voblcl_ at a

[ _.:_ speed o£ _o l_m/h tllo pass-by noise

_I with the engine switched off of oppz, ox. In Clio nioaritinio, ths internal
_i_ 66 OB(A) now has the sal[io level ms Clio noise level b_s boon reduced to tile
r

_:i noiso _onora_od by the enGinoi nioasurod usual lovol of _od_ys standard pro-undor colldlCions of accolor_tod _nd dLlCCion vohlcios by ino_lts of _dditlonnl

_i stendy-spood drlvs-by. En_ilio noiso is, nlodifincClorls of tho vohlclo dCsolf.tbopofo_o I no lolIcop 1_ dotorrnintnE
!_! fsctor for the toCnl no/so lovol,

';:,,; slnco the addition of two no/so sour- PJlO_LEbl AI{EAS - The following"
: {._ cos of the ssnlo noise lovol _esults in probioliis c0noornin_ the concept of

_, n CeCal-loved increase of _ dil, vobicio-supportod oncapstilsCion ll4_V_
i_ yoC to be solved s_clsf_cCo_ily;

Thus tile best possible noise

_4 iovol poductlon is achlovod i i_OSI_UC]I - I_oduetio_ of noise lovol inas the sum of _ii voblclo noise sour- the p_ssongor coi_partmon_ to
_ cos equals the pass-by nolso wlth tile below the values ocblovod by

o_l_ino turned off, present production vehicles

_?._ NOISE DISTRIBUTION - ]_i_. 11 shol_s - avoidln_ tile Conlpor_uro rlso
tl_o results of th0 noise distribution within Cllo capsule after the

s_ound the ca_ recorded I;lt raced on,tile on_ino II_iS booli shtlt off

_'_ speed (n = 2i2oo/mill)_t _ dist0nc,_ of

_! 7 m fl'oln the statio_s_y _osoarch vo- - doslg_ of tile sCoorlng passagehiclo. Ill tile fipownll

i_l The nolso levol _oductlons _t tbo - the c_psulo sllolls _nd l_r_or

t,i sidosi franc i_nd _oar amount to an o_haust lllUfflors i'odueo tit0

cl average of 6 dD _nd represent the GpoulId clear[inca ss conlparotl

nt_xllrlum possible _olso _oductJ.sn, wlCh present production rllOdOlS i
_s shown Ill l_'t_, 13

I_ _NTERNAL NOISE - In ]rig. 12 the
D[ nolso in tits v_biclo intorlor was re- - addltlon_l wol_hC _nd cost

=i{ oo_dod as air-bo_no sound _t the loc_-

_1 tlO_ of the frO_t p_sson_or ho_d* Ir_ - reduced ['UOI ocon0llly duo to

l third Eon_i th_ noiso lovol of the tile Incre£1so in v_hlciO woi_lit
_: enc_ps_latod vohlclo _bovo an ell_Ino _nd _n energy requi_od fo_

'. speed of 38_o/inin is hi_bo_ thon cbat added co01in_ porforriisnco,
[' of _bo standard vehicle° As men,toned

above, tbo foe_ th_C the noiso iovol CONCLUSIONS

inside the capsule is Increased duo to
I_GlC of noise disslp_tlon nlust load to _[n ordor of their significance,

: an incFoaso in noise i_ tho p_sson_op tllo main noise sources of l)iosol
OOnlp_rtmont, p_ssori_or cars wore found to be
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- Qngtno and drivo lJRo pt'illcJpal tocbnicfll p_obl0111s ro_laill

- tnilplpo to be solved, before one could ovoltCOllOidal ollduranco toStao

-- oxhlIIIS _ _ys t U[)I
At this urlrly phas1± of the pPo--

- intake and
gi-ulll we have pucposoly not qulIll_ifiod

- _ollIIlg noise. Cha IlogIItlvo ilnpllcatloils of fuel oco-

na.ly_ weight and cost.
Ful'tbol'lllo_o it IVaS sbOW_l that the

choice of a sllitahlo coillbustion Anotbo_ itoIII to _ollalde_ i_ the

system can podu_o nodal) I but that in validity Of the vehicle noise test

the ease or Horcodos_Bonz I]iosol procodllro tlsod to oval]late the noise

engines this possibility bus nl|'ondy loyal reductions, The IS0 l{ 362 tost
boon fully 0xploltod by deciding Js monnwbilo bo_llg crlticlzod by ovary-

in I'avo_ of the p_ochalllbOr sy_tolll body lcho sorlously desires to Poduco

%qhicb already provides tbo lowest city noise levels of passenger ca_s.
COlllbtlstion llOISO IOVO].S. It WaS used Fo_ ptlrposos Of co_ipnri-

• son because a largo data base exists.
As _Q_II_ds the encapsulation

which is IIOCQSSn_y to achieve HIaXilIIUII] Alternative test Qonfligio_a have

colnbustlon noise level reductions, the not boon finalized as yet t and their

dQsdgn, affect and maJo_ pyOblOl.S :Ln- 'validity will have to be ov_lll_tod

valved Ill 0n_ino-attacbod oncnpsuln- equally critically.

tion and vehicle-supported encnpsula-

tion systems wore described. O_llor rogtll_tol'y roquiPol, o_t8 for
Diesel Ca_S both oxistln_ and in tllQ

A _osOaI'C]l vehicle with u vohi_l_- plonnin_ stage - in the areas Of NO x
supported capsule wn_ built to do- nnd pal'ticulato o_issions_ togotho_
inonstroto thQt I_aXifll_ noise iovol with ethel's IlltlSt bO viewed tOgOt]lO_

rodtzctlons of approx. 6 dB (selector wi_b futuro noiso requirements. Even

position "S") and approx, II dB (so- if all technical problems are solvable

locto_ position "L") can be achieved in ti:n_, they will have a dlroct con-

du_ing the accelerated ISO drive-by sequence on tile i:In_kotability of

goat sta*'tlng Yrom a speed o_ _o kin/b, Diesel cars as obvious .cone.lie con-
Tile analysis of the external no_so sidol'ations reveal.

distribution revealed _n average re-

duction by 6 dB. Witl_ the n_d of EA,on today, tbo higher initial

special measures it was po_Iblo gO east o9 Diesel power oxi_Cs, so tllag
maintain tho i_torlo_ nod_o lo_ol a c_roflll ass(_sslllant of oco_o_ic

ill [110 VOlli_lo intol.lor at tllat of realities must bo conducted, if Diesel

present production _}li_ios_ The pro- care lit0 tO continua to contribute

hlol_S encountered during maximum noise their potentially sizeable share ill

lov_l reduction with z'ofo_oneo Co reducing the at:_ount of l'tlOl usod in

boat balnnco, Ground clear.nee, oaso l_oad transportation,

of accessibility for .lai_to_anco and

additional weight w.rt_ principally ]{EFEIIENC_S
shown, 'the results dls_ussod also _o-

present the limits of mnxilnum nolso [1 ] IIubo_/Wodiczka: Vorbronnungs-

roduotlon 1 sinco in _his research re- gorl[tzscb bad Diosolnlotoron

hiclo with vohiclo-suppol-ted capsule FVV-IVorschuIigshoricht llof_ 123, 197_
in _he for_l shown the sun_ of _ii noise

sources on the vehicle equals th_ pass- [_] IIioroth: Vor_ioich van Diesel-
by _oiso with th_ o_ino turned off, vorb_ennungs- und Au_IodovorYall/'on

both when drdvill_ st a steady sp_od hinsichtliuh ibro_ Ei_enschafton und
of 50 klll/b rind undor conditions of Anwondtln_snl_glichkoit_n
accoloratod pass-by frO,l _o km/h with _ortr_g Wupportul 1976

_o_r soloctor ill "S" ,

[3] Zimnlornl_nn: Now llobel.t _osch
OUTLOOK DoveloploonCs fo_ Diesel Fuel Injection

SAE-Papo_, 76oI_7

The positive results of this

rosoorcb project aimed at _oducing the [4] _hrle: EffoctiIlg Diesel
Iloiso go_orotod by a _lodorn Diesel Engine Nolso by thO Piston

passenger cn_ and nt assessing tile SAE-P_por 750799
possibilities of later ronllz_Cion

through s first evaluation of the [5] Thdon: F.Iotnonto zu_ At-
consequences and u_solvod problems mindo_Lnlg do_ Scbullomission van Vat-

must not bo misinterpreted. The pro- b_onn_ngsmoto_on houto Ilblicho_ llauort

j_ct cloal'ly shows Ch_t important Dissertation TU oraz, 1977
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• o o ")
[6] ain0t: ))inwo±so r_i_ sch_zl- d#p/d_ # b_'/ ca" ._pood or pro_-

dUmp:(.)or=EinbnL1) Doll)ossung und Aus- suro ch_lngo

logung
Tochn. Infor*nntion Gillo_ q kJ/Rg spociflc hont

:I quantity

[7] Chnllon: Tho Effoct of Comhus-

_ _ion Systom on Engino Noi_o v ).3/kg spoclfic volunm

_ SAE-Papor Z5o798 n ICorn-
I [8] Fachbach: EIitwlcklung yon dv/d_ _lon

volulnOi
i nouQ_ti_on gorIluscharl)loll DiosolmoCoroni( Dissort_tlon TU Graz, 1977 X polytPopJc oxponoI*_

, golfon-r, a hrbnhn-Komblnn _i o n olno 1% cw wator
VorlusC an Slchorhoi_ bodou_on ?

Vortr_g Borlin 1976 c° tomporaturo, onginootl

_: NOMENCLATURE gompora curo, auto-
_! c ATI" matic transmission

"}} p bar combustion c ha.l- Pluid

_ °CA crank anglo

"' i dp/dm bDP/O CA prossuro riso

i

1
i

J
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: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A HIGH SpEEO DIESEL

_! ENGINE BY THE ACOUETICAL POWER METHOD

ii J.M. KINDT (AUTOMOBILES PEUGEOT)
!! J. MARTY (PEA PEHGEOT-EITROEN)

"r.

r,

Y_ A_TRAC_ Lot u_ consider, in those conditions, a sphere of
,_ radius R, surrounding the source of noise+ The

i . Reminder of the acou_tlcal power method• Descrlotion of the facilities noise pressure can be measured at n points spread

• gpDllcatlon to Peugeot engine X02(2,304 CM3) Pver the surface of the Sphere, The total acoustic-
al energy passing through ted Sphere Is the sum of

_'j - Nel_tlve Imoo_tance of not98 sources
" - Research for improvement ted partial energies (formula 2 ) (flE 3),

i_ - The probl(_n of trado-off_ between noisea

i oollutlon, and fuel economy Assumln_ that the n polncs are uniformly dlstrib_t-
od over the _u_fac@ of the Sph_re_ we c_n _ssoclete

!._ , Practical conclusions- Results obtained on the engine and on the With each point an equal area to calculate the
v@hlcle acoustical energy. Plnaly we oDtaln the total Bour_

_ - RoflexlanB on various means to reduce the energy, in de_lPels by the formula 3 (fig 3).

noise level oP a p_ssongor car vehicle with
The same acoustlcal Power Method c_n be applied to

_ a Diesel engine. noise measurmonts o_ an engine, tested in an

._; ansced_c chamber j in this case, measurements are

_'i carried out In n points, predetermined, each being
'_i located on a Sphere surrounding the onglne (fig 4).

The overall acoustical power is recorded, and
h _peo_ra] nnalysts is m_do, (usuely third octave),
i;<

_ii 2) Interest of the method
_:i Formerly_ for engine noise analysis on the testbench, individual moasur_ents wore made with a Paw

microphone locations, usualy one in front, one on

_ _ I.NTRGDUCTION oath side, and one _bove the engine (3)

During _ne last flve year_, hlgh speed Diesel The acoustical power method uses a multlpllclty of

engipe productlon has d_amatically increased, for measurement loc_tlons distributed around the

application [o vans and passenger oars (fig. 1), engine. Thi_ yields more complete and more detailed
(fig 2) (I)*. Ourlng the same period, an important description of the phenomena. The methnd constltut_

Research and Development Progran_e was inltlat_d a particularly suitable tool of research to $dant_y

_ regarding engine noise at all r.p,m, and Ioads_ in p_rts which are the main sources of noise,
o_ar to improve comfort of passengers and to

iJ! r_duc_ exte,nal nolse _ni,slons. The engins b_ing anti,ely w,apped up, investigated
parts are uncovered in oucceselon_ one at a time

In this p_per_ we shall particularly insist on the and the corrospondlng total acoustical power

me,naps _or engine nolso investigation on the test _itted by each is evaluated. It is of course
oench. TO ¢emolement this, we _hall give a brief lUnderstoed that tn the study, the indlvldua] micro-

J_ account of _no very important programme of research phone Iocatlon is taken into account when the

• carri_ out on a complete vehicle, recorded particular aooustlcal pressure is consider-
tl ed. A local treatment of a part of the engine will

i!l be dee_ed efficient if it has an appreciableII - ACOUSTICAL POWER METED bearing on the noise level, as measutc_ at the
•" nearest microphone ioc_tlone and if it else results

',_ 1) Basle of the Met,hod in a measurable overall reduction of acoustical

_._ power _ all the other noise source_ being isolated

.; Idealy, in free field, the acoustical energy by means of theWrapplng.
passing through a given surface G is proportion-

al to the square of the SQuad pressure (2) * Number_ in parentheses designate
(formula I ) (fig 3) References at the end of paper.

SAE/P.TE/BO/$02.SO
": Copyright _ 197_ EocJo_of AutomotiveEnginoor_.hlc,
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Th±o k_nd of _tudy clearly rep_esent_ a con_idor_- it i_ very _mall ebovo 3 000 r.p.m,(_ 9]
blo amount o_ Irdlvldu_l me_u_in_ data and would

b_ tmpo_bl8 to c_ry out h_d wo not at our I/3 octov_ _psctral _n_y_i_ _t va_iou_ r,p.m,

disposal _n eutomat_c _ystem of dat_ _B_oFoin_ shows _olatlvely high lovol_ _n tho m_il_nl f_,oquen_
en_ t_o_tment, ±_ hnL_enh 1000 and 3000 llz (_]_ 10), Acc_rdln_

to u_, tho acou_tlca_ coroToft will bo improvo_ i_

3) pos_iptlono_ tho in_t_llatlon tho noi_ l_vol_ _ro low_r_d _Ithln th_ _oquency

!_ _a_o_ On th_ oLho_ h_nd tho _ontr_but_on o_ modlu_i

i Msa_u_ment_ _8 po_fo_mod o_ _n en_no te_t bonch _oquonclo_ i_ p_rtlcul_ly _npo_L_nt LO th_
_n_tall_d i_Id_ an anocho_ chamber, Tho m_in oxto_n_l _o$_o ms_r_ent_ po_orm_d _ccordin_ to

• ,2_ m thick concrete, 5,60 m in length, 5.56 m in 5A_ 3 9Q6 a), Tho Idoal _pectrum _houl_ be fl_t

width, 5.50 m in height (_I_ 51, in tho ra_o oT 800 to _ 000 Hz.
Th8 con_oLo _holl i_ sol on a _l_b independent o_ D) _o_r_msnt_ upon wrapped up 8_tne (?i_ 11)

: _h_ buildln_ _t_cture so a_ to ollmln_to o_t_id8

v_b_tion_ (_i_ _) Tho_o ms_ur_ment_ _Im to ev_u_t_ tho contri_utlon

of va_ou_ 8n_$_8 p_t_ to tho _adlated a_ou_tlc_l

All Che inside _urf_co_ _ lln_d _Ith noi_o power,

Tho convontlona_ mothodl _ p_vlou_y 8t_tod,

• e roc_ _oo$ _ber lln_ 1_ cm thi_K consi_t_ in com_lotoly wrappinc up th_ online w_t_

• _n acouBtlc_l _hle_d and to _temat_celly uncove_

, a _y_tem o_ _lhodron_ (40 × 40 X 40 cm) each p_rt unde_ Invo_ti_t_on, Every moa_urement

constituted by platos o_ _ocK _ooI q c_ thick i_ car_led out by _/3 o_L_ve _pocL_l _n_ly_!_.

_lusd t_th_ to _o_m a _topp_d _re_te The o_Lalnod ro_ult I_ _vsn h_o _ a _peclflc

_ _nd _up_o_ted on a meLal _ame_ o×_mplo : it _how_ th_ i_po_t_nt eontrlb_tlon o_
• the oi_ _ump to tho _cou_t_c_l powor radl_t_on _n

Th_ _llc_ophon8 i_ _e_ur_d to _ mountln_ _ormo_ to the _o_lum fr_q_encio_ r_n_o which _ o_ p_rtlcul_

_oc_o_ o_ a C1_cum?orsnc_ o_ 1,20 m r_d1_i_, _ntor_t _cco_dln_ to ou_ vlow-polnt. It al_o

rotatln_ a_o_r_ e vortlca_ _h_ft (fi_ _) contrlbutes in tho hi,hot Troquen_ies, (fi_ 1_, 13
14),

The monltor_n_ and d_ta L_eetnlent _y_t_m (?$_ 6)
co_st_ o_ I All tho_o _e_ul_ on_bl_ _o o_tab_i_h th8 _olaC_v8

Importance of e_h p_ _n Che ovor_l_ acoustlcel

, _ r_al tlmo _n_lyzar with par_llel fi]tor_ po_o_ _i_on _t v_iou_ r,p.m. Th8 ?i_ I_ i_

, _ bend perforato_

: Fo_ _ numbeT o_ ro_oon_i tho_ i_ e rs_tlvsly h_h

_ . a compute_ peFc_nta_e o_ e_or in tho _ta, _n _plt_ of thi_
_naccu_cy, a rel_tlvely _oo_ _t_ may _o o_t_i_-

, _ p_ints_ _dj fo]_owin_ the ordor o_ _mport_o8 Of v_r_ou_

p_t_ to con_ider _o_ no1_ _edu_tlon I th_L _s

oll _u_p, cylindor he_d_ rocker _ovsr_ t_n_ covs_

III- RESULTS Of THE MEASUREMENTS PERFORMEO ON TH_ _ront pull_y _nd dempo_ _nd cyllnder block,

I XD2 ENGINE

×D_ En_ino IV - R_3EARCH fOR I_PROVEMENT OF THE ENGINE PI4DNIC
INSULATION

XD2 _s e 4 cy_ind_ in 11n8 Die_l oi_Ino,

Indi_o_t Injoctlon, Rica_do _y_t_m - _304 cm3 al flr_t ta_ts

dlspla_ement (fi_ 7)

A fi_t so_ies of m_a_u_o_ h_ besn _Ksn by iI_ula_
Thi_ o_no is _ounted on _Oq pa_sn_e_ c_ _nd lh_ to th8 po_Ibl_ be_t the o_i _ump_ _ocks_ covsr_

vans [_ 7), tlmin_ cover and th_ ?font pulley with the d_per -

all tho other _n_in_ p_t_ _xcludsd,

Measur_men_ performed o_ the X02 engine (fi_ 8)

_mportant _d_tlon o_ acoustical powor h_ _e_n

t_ eva_LJ_t_ the on, in8 b_h_vlou_ Illvarlou_

conditions o_ _peed and torque, b) po_olo_ont for Industr_al producLion

Tho meosu_ overall noiso i_v8_ _ollow_ a near _h_ follow_n_ modi_atlon_ w_fo trle_ ou_,
l_ne_r law o_ _c_oa_ol _nction o_ _.p_m, The

IQad _o£o_ iB _oti_8_blo only _t low _,p,_,

26O



- 011 sump (flg 16) Cooperation between automobile makers and tt_A of
the injection equlpr_n_ntre_ultes Inm_nked progres_

The production part has been left as it was to reduce the amount of polIuLantB In
(pressdrawn_heet metal) with its mounting means, exhaust gases in vlow of compliance with ever

A plastic shell is banded to the outelde of the more etrlngent regulations. These achievements

pump with a mat of fibrous material g m thick did not have any adverse effect on engine nol_e
between the t_o.' emission. This has not been sn easy task. Wg are

willing to Improve three results in the futur_

- Timln_ cover [flg 17] by iowsrlng the typical Diesel rlolee at Idle and
. low r.p,m, it Is not proven that the goal is

The same solution hss been epplic_': double compatible with the present day proJoct_ of more

._ _esing, p|astlo outside, orlglnal cover severe sntlpollutlon regul_tlon.
Inside (cast _lumlnum} - fibrous material in

betwee_o Note *

- Front pulley with damper (fig 10) Compustlon noise has a very specific nature,
which _akes quantltativo measurements partlcularly.

A shleld of compressed _Ibroue material is fixed uneasy to appreciate correctly. In this case it

in front of the pulley to act as noi_e vlbrOtimne is often necessary to revert to subjective

_bsorbPr, appreciation,

_, - Rocker oove,r (fig 19)
_- VZ - PRACTZCAL CDNCLUSIONS

The cylinder head treatment is limited to that

of the rocker cover, The same method as here- I) Engine noise reductlo,n
above le applied I plastic shell aed flbrous

r_terlal bonded externall!l to the sh_et metal Research on XD2 Diesel engine, applying the

part ae coming from productlon lines, acoustical power method, results in possibility

to Improve the engine noise, by means of

The obtained Improvement with these four relatively minor modifications. Nlthout putting
'i modifications is to be compared to the one In qeestlon thA (3nglne Interr_l structure. We

obtained previously |according to fig 15)° emphasize the sttenunt_on of noise levels in the
medium freGuenoi_e whlch to our mlnd appears tO

A rather good efficiency has been evldenoed, The be particularly important. It is to be stressed

acoustical power etterustlon was particularly that the aohieved Improv_ment is observ_ in ell

important in the critloal medium freduerv_les, conditions of engine uee.
range around 2 Do0 Itz (fig 20).

The method Is spplloab_e else in the endeavour

We add for precision, that these improvements to improve the characteristic Die,el noise at
ta_e place in all engine conditions of use : Idle and at low r.p,m, by acting on the fuel

_rom Idle to high r.p.m, at full load. InJectlon parameters. However, ae we feel it,

care should hr_ t_k_n tm 'h| _' _1_rt_u]_r C_e

when eppreolatlng the result_ of measuroment_

V " FUEL INJECTION _P_C¥ ON ND_SE o_ the acoustical po_er. Besides, research to
improve this particular oombuetlo_ noise is

The effect of fuel injeotlon adjusting parameters difflcult due to the complexity of phenomena

upon the engine nelse has been investigated scouring in omission of pollutants and that of
spe¢iflcally in view of urban driving cordltion_: noise,

idle and low r.p.m, low load.

2] Resultsonvehicle
The timing at injection start has an _mportent

effect on the pressure evolution inside the Test bench measurements were supplemented by
combustion chamber (fig 21). Too much advanoe _xperlmsnte on a complete vehlole, Research

in injection timing results ime high peak on centers have at disposal specific facilities

the pressure dis=ram with unfavourable for this. Fig 24 shows an anechoic chamber

consequences on the noise (_111SSlOFI {flg 22) {4). recently pd_ to service for inside and outside
noise a_|y_iB on passenger cars and on vans_

On the other hard injection t_mlng iaan important {fi_ 24)
factor In specific ;onsumption and in the exhaust

i_ ga_ composition. The reduction of noise level for a complete

vehicle is _enorally lees perceived than the

In particular the percentages of HG and _x Vary one m_asur_ on the engine, due to the
in Important propor_lo_s, Each of them varies in contrJbuilo_ of various noise sources such as
opposite dlrootions fpr a 2 degrees variation of intake, exhaust, tranemisslon, roiling.
the timing (fig 23),
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In the particular case of the lIDht duty truck J7 paBeonDer compartment in of prime _mportanee.

j [fiB 25) equipped with the XD2 Diesel en2ine ,

the en_ino conBtltutee _ho main noise source External nols_ reduction must be achieved bhcou2h

(DO _ of aCOUBtle power is emitted by the en21ne) the treatment of pther sources besides the

(f_2 26} englno : nxhoust for example, External

transmission Of en2ine noise is attenuated by the

Our findln2 is that the medlflcationB of the XD2 use of nodes absorhant matorlalB placed under the
engine have brought a real improvr_ent of hood, In one of our previous papers we hav_ shown

external noise of the d7 Vehicle, that car underside shielding BchiQvQB Bn

appr_clable attenuation of the external noise.(3)

The maximum noiQe 1ovol recorded acecrddn2 to These Bhlelds preferably made from synthetic

ISC procedure was 83 dB A with the eri£inel meterial_ ba_ioally compressed fibers, must
ertglne [fiE 27), After modification of the ell po_oees Sufficient resistance to outside

BUmD, rocker cover, tlmi_g c_ver and front pulley dsterloratioe agents, They _hould combine

with dar'_per, the recorded noise level wae _0 dD A, IneulBtl_ end _bsorhill2 _ooustlcal propertlee.

The 123 octave specbral analysis showed the Unfortunately, the use of this type of materlal

Important improvement in the medium f_equenciQ_ i_ not very wlde-spread aB yet, In fact these

(flu 2B}. shloldin_ reduces the 2round cleai'an_o _nd

adversely affects en21ne coollnB. In Bplte of _ll

In the CaSe of 504 paBsen2er car with the same tho_e drawbacks the under-car _hlelddn2 _t_ye _B
XO2 OleBBi en2i_B , we ca_ not _xpeot the same of to=day the most Bffectlve means _o _chi_ve

improvement as the vehicle at the _tart is lees meaningful improvement of external noise love1.

noisy (SO dB A viz 63 accorddn_ to ISO R 3g2) -

an(] besides the engine contribution 12 only of
35 _.vlz 50 _ for the external noise.
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DiEsEl. PABnI_N O I_R DiIKeEL VI[HICLEI PRODUCTION

CA_6 PROOUCTION FRANCE lQ77

P'R AIMCI: _

.' ....... j ....

,| --_/ _l);).()(;(t PASSENGERCARS

1973 H)7_I 1_7,_ Ill';0
Fig. 2 - Diesel Vehlcles Production (Passengers
cars and trucks) France 1977

Fig. I -Dlesel Passenger Cars Produ_tlon France
(last five yeac.)
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TiMiNG

FRONt
PULLEY

DAMPER

Fig. 7 - _2 Diesel Engine (_xlsl secclon)
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II;OUND POWER SPKCTRUM

i,

630 I 03150 HZ

FR'rQUnNCV RANOE TO OONm=Dim

IN ORDER TO OBTAIN LOW

Fig. 8 - XD2 E.gine fixed on I:est: bench inside NO|IlK IENOIRIIK .
anecho_'c chamber

F_g. i0 - Third octave spectr_l An_lys_ of _he
overall Sound Power

iNFLUINCIE OF R.P,M. AND

LOAD ON IENQJNE NO|IlK.

SOUND POWBR

II iNFLUENCIZ

110 I"OF LOAD

J

/;/
9C _,

i
,ira,.

FiS. 9 - Overall noLse level as a function of loa4 Fig, 11 - View of Entwine compl_tely wrapped up
zmd P/H
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CONTRiBUTiON OF DJFIIIEIRmNTE

IIOUNCEE TO ENGINE NOllE.
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Fig. 16 - OIL SUMP MODIFICATION
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" _1 S£CTION__A

:?

m

_;! Fig. 19 - Rocker Cover modification

._:? lffFmCT OF INJECTION
_'I _BUND POWER TIMING ON PflEIIIIUNEP?

;,J_ _,000 RP_ FULL LOAD ....... GIVELOPMENT IN ¢|OMEUmlTION
_t '' , : ' CHAMIIIE..

: i i

::I so -

"

5O
"r [ ;

• :_ _ : I:; .... !r _ ---L--
I 4oi:lil II !f: _

l] _" _" ._ iN"ICTOB
i_ LOW NOI{iE BNrIINE • NI:EBLI¢

_i OBTAINED EY iNDU:_TRIAL
; TREATMENT OF FOUR laAllTIII. I
!I
i! OI_IOINA L

i_ _ INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT -20 -10 ÷10 IN_iqT#O_!'_ m EXPI_.Ri MENTAL 'rIM_N n

_: Fig. 20 - Comparison of 1/3 o_cave Spectra of the :"tg, 21 - Effec_ of injection timing varlstlon on
: engine: pressure development in combustion chamber

_) with e_pertmental insulation

b) vith p_,_ctel r_odiftcations ,_ccordi.g t.o 1;'ig_.

,, 16, 17, 18, and lg
,!
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NO|_E ANO R,P.M. VA _JATiON

DURING iSO TI:ST "LS.O," TEST,
I_att_

dD(A) rA

_-_ _" =l,l,,,J ti'

-J : ;

,_ r t rlr _ 'o .l._, ,o_ Ilttil r . i"'_ . ,__--- t/ltllf_ I_i IIlltl/tit =45c. 1 _- "

"*'- RESULT ODTAINED BY
400l

350( f" i INDUSTftlAL DEVELOPMENT tREATMENT

// ON COMMERCIAL CAR
300( - F_£. 28 - 1/3 octave sp_ct:ral analysia at the

_-OPH maximumnoise level recorded hy the ISO procedure.MIC ONIK "JT" vehiclebeforeand afteren_;inemodlflcatlens

Fig. 27 - Ext:ernaltlo;l.seof l;he"J7tlveb'Icle
recorded by the I_0 procedure
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790447
PRACTICAL INVESTIGATION OF NOISE

REDUCTION OF A DIESEL PASSENGER CAN

A, PETITDIDIER

AUTOMOBILES CITROEN

,J

ii

_i I_fPROVE_NT OF ENOINE SUSPENSION

"'_ ABSTRACT On all the models oP CX llne the power unit is

_i _ransversely fitted, as you can see in photo (1).
,,_ The present stage of technique still does not This arrangement leads to considerable stress at• %

' _ allow the manufacturing of Diesel engines as silent the fzxxng points of the power unit: (about IO00 dan

:'i as gasoline engines, floweret, a rationiIl use of when tilecar starts off quickly).
;"¢ classical insulating processes will enable Diesel _len the first CX model, which was the CX 2000

[._ engine passenger cars to have, from now on, an equlpped with a gasoline engine of 19SD cm3 with

,7, acoustic quality close to that of gasoline engine t_ cylinders in fine, was designed, one of our m_in
• vehicles. The purpose of this paper is to describe concerns was thus to position the fixing points of

':: a practical example of the insulation of a pas- the engine in very strong areas on the chassis.

Ji senger car with a Diesel engine. This l_d us to choose the _ point suspension shown

;_ in photo (2)
:.'i To the extent that it is correctly adjusted.

: this suspension gives good results. The position of

• _i tile power unit is determined as soon as 3 points
are fixed. Tile dtb point must therefore be adjusta-

,._ ble in order to avoid stress on the engine mounts
_!i as the rigidity of tbesa mounts increases greatly

with such stress and the insulation of the _nglna

"_ vibrations becomes insufficient.

_:_ In the case of the CX 2500 Diesel equipped
3_i,, with a Diesel engine of 2500 cm3 wi_h 4 cylinders

{_1 in llne, it proved necessary to improve tile vibr_-
ill tory insulation of tile engine, In order to render

;_I TIlE RAPIDLY INCREASING number of passenger cars the quality of the vibratory insulation independentwith Diesel engines has incited car manufacturers of tile assembling process, the d point suspension

to glee them partlcular attention a8 regards the WaS replaced by a 3 point suspension,

i_{_i noise problem, and we hop_ _nd oxp_cb tbat tile In th_ photo (g) yOU ezln s_e the 5 palate el thilwork now in progress will allow good results in new suspension, Tile difference resides raalnly in the
the near future, removal of the small rod (d) and the change in

;i_ CITROEN i_ studying the relationship begween design and position of the lower gear-box mount (b).

_;! passenger compartment acoustic and elastic vlbra- This can be seen in greater detail In photo (4),
tions by finite element method and modal snalysls. This new arrangement allows us to achieve a

!'i This research, wllich entails considerable good adjustment marc easily duri.figproduc=idv and.

!:; means as far as computing and experimenting, will thanks to a better adaptation of the flexibility of

;:_ le_d us to a better knowledge of noise production the mounts, also permits us to reduce by half the
processes, but iS llOtyet apt to bring concrete stress transmitted to the body by the vibrations

II solutions to our problems, of the engine,

The following paper is therefore not based Consld_red suhjectivly, tlle result has proved

on such _heoretieal studies, but is simply aimed to be vary satisfactory, and we have not: found it

'i at describing the practical me.one recently used necessary to make a more thorough study of this
on the CX 2500 Diesel to try and obtain with engine suspension, especlally as the coupling which

"1 this vebicle an acoustic quality as close as arises between the different modes of vibrations
possible to than of the CX 2400 equipped with (roll, yaw, pitch) makes it very difficult to
a petrol engine of similar cylinder capacity, interpret the results of the experiments.

,'_* To this end, we have developped the following
_ items : REDUCTION OF INTAKE AND EXHAUST NOISE

_ - Improvement of engine suspension.
,_i - Intake and exhaust noise reduction, The intake nolso is partleularly high with a

:i - Increase of the acoustic i_sulation or bulkhead. Diesel engine since it always runs with tile intake
- Absorption under engine hood. air system wide open, Moreover, in tile case of tile

- Parbial "encapsuling" of engine compartment. CX 2500 Diesel there was a connexion between an

;, IAE/P-7O/9O/_2,5O

2 Cop_fright _)1979 Societyol Automagvo Englnearl, In_.
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acoustic resonance of the intake air system and the shows the padding alone. The cutting in the center

first mode of st,ltlonary waves of Pilepasse,get (a) corresponds to the position of the heating unit

compartment_ wllose frequency is close to 80 gz. while cut_ing (b) corresponds to tlle position of

Tills probler_ was solvqd by placing a resonator the power steorlng, In Fig. 7 on can see the level

into tile air filtert in parallel on tile intake of noise for the fron_ passenger I
pipe. - Without padding on tim engine aide af the

Fig. I - shows the arrangment of the resonator bulkhead.

:f whose neck consist of the annular space (a). which - With a padding of the spring-m0ss type.
opzns into chamber C by the oviflce (b). Tile use of this padding complex decreases tim

Fig. 2 - shows the acoustic resonance which noise level by approxlmacly 6 OH (A)
existed in the intake air system wlthout tile In tile zone of low frequetmles tile attenuation

resonatort and the advantage provided by tile rose- is greater than wilat had heed lloped for. This is
Dater. probably du_ to tile effect at the damping on the

On Fig. 3 - can be soon the interior noise, steel sheet.
measured at the level of a rear passengerPs ear_ t Tile attenuation of the two other zones, tile
with and without tile re._onotor, middle and high frequencies, contribute to the

Tile resonance was very htgll in the rear seat reduction of the typical noise made by the Diesel
since, in that case, the passenger's ears we_e engine,
_lofle tO the maximum acoustic pressure of the lot We found, later on. lilac it was di£flcult to
cavity mode. position this padding due to its lack o[ rigidity.

Fig, 4 - shows tiledlstribu_ion of isophonic caused by the many cuttings _bich bad been made

lines in a longitudinal plane through passenger's in it,
ears. h new padding made of seml-absorbing materla_

This acoustic mode was also excited by Cite is therefore being developped. Ic offers tile
noise of the exlmust outlet, advantage o£ being stiffer and lighter (I.g dan

A resonator was chert/ore inserted into the instead of 5.2 daN), its handling is easier and its

rear muffler in order to appreciably reduce tile positioning can be carried out with greater accu-
acoustic excitation in the criclcnl zone of fro- racy (Pbo_o 7).
quencles. Tbi_ is composed of a layer of scraps o£

_: On Fig. 5 - can be seetz the neck (a) of clio co_ton impregnated with tllermosetclng r_sins and
_ resonator which opens into chamber C by the compressed into a sheet whlch is covered on both

_! otlfice (b) sides by a mlcroporous layer of synthetic unwoven
After these alterations the low frequency fibers.

: noise level of the vQhicle was found to be ascap- Tile total thickness of this sheet is a about
table, g mm and its welgbt is 2200 g]m2.

Tilen_ it was necessary to consider tile specl- On Fig. 8 - can be seen absorption characge-

fie noise of the Diesel engine_ rich in _iddle and rlstlcs of this material.
high frequencies. Although tbe acoustic attenuation given by

In order to let as little as possible of tha_ the padding madd of seml-absorblng material is
noise reach the passenger compartment, 3 means weaker in theory than chat given by a padding made
were used : of a spring-mass type complex t tile results obtained

- Increase of bulkhead acoustic insulation, by tho former type of padding are very satisfying
- Absorption under engine Deed. and we are presently trying to perfect this new

- Partial "encapsuling" of engine compartr_ent, technique in collaboraeion wlth KELLER PRANCE Co.

INCREASE OF BULKHEAD ACODSTID INSgLATIOH AESDRPTIONBNOER ENGINE IIOOD

Uenerally, the passenger compartm0nt side of The _peclfic of the Diesel engine is due.
the bulkhead of passenger cars is fitted with a in large part. to the richness of the noise spat-
spring-mass type gadding complex whose aeousclc truss in the high and middle frequencies.
attenuation characteristics are shown otl Fig. 6 By way of comparison , we llave measured tile
diagram, noise under the engine hood for a Diesel engine

This diagram shows the difference between and for a gasoline engine wDose characteristics

tl_Q acoustic attenuation given by a plane sample are given in Table I,
'-: of this padding complext fitted Co a steel sheet In both cases the noise was measured without

I rnm thlckj and the _ttenuation whicll _auld bo absorbing padding under the hood.

" given by the bare steel sheet alone. You can see in Fig. 9 that the noise level
r In fact. it is well known by specialists that of tile high frequencies is much higher for the
TJ the actual efficiency of such a padding is highly Diesel engine than for the gasoline engine. This

reduced by the many cuttings made to aceomadate heeled us to use acoustic absorption as a means
_Im various controls (steering, brake, ate ...). bf dealing wlgh this problem.

Thus, in order to increase the acoustic insu- Tile englao hood was chosen to apply an
lation of the bulkhead, a padding was added to the absocblng padding since it is the largest available
engine alde of the bulkhead. This padding is area (approx. 1.35 m2)

composed o_ t:he same type of sprlng-masa padding Photo g - allows tilispadding whose absorption

complex which i8 used on the passenger eompartmefit characteristlcs are shown O11Fig, [O
side o( the bulkhead. It is show Phet 5 jus
after zt has been fttted to th_ _ul_head, Phoc

27fi





Photo 2 - Layout of four point suspension mountings Photo 5 - 5_Xkhcad padding, engine aide, _tth
spring_m_ss type padding complex, on v_hielc

Photo 4 - Gear-box mounting for the _hree point Phoeo 7 - Bulkhead psdding, engine side, made oE
auspennion semi-aba_rb±ng material
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RESONATOR_
V =3.7din3

..... .....
Pho=o 14 - Shield of lef¢ front wheel arch alone

b

AIR FILTER
FiR. Z -Alr filter _T1th reaona¢or

de(s)

Without resonator

110 ," .,,

Photo 3.5 - Undel: eng'-he shield alone _ With resonator
10C ._. f

w.o.'r in 3rdgsar
9O I I

2000 3000 4000 r.p.m

Flg. 2 - Influence of the resonator upon the

Intake nolae at air £11ter inlet
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dB (B) 1/3 OCTAVE ANALYSIS

' I I °_I r_ P.V.CsheetlSdaN/m=) A

': 9(; /'/" ,_-.WIthout resonatorl "Y:P_.'L'__'_Porous material(18mm) ,\!: \ 40 ._ Steel sheet .
_ _ /'_

, ; ._ r, ' I /<3080 ._•-_' "I
i_ With resonator// F

I I I /, _'J W.O,Tin 3rdgear 20
' I! 7O J J

2000 3000 4000 r.p,m
F:LR, 3 - Zn£1uence of the resonaEor upon th_

_' Intake noise at ?:ear paEmenger)s oar 10 /

• \ /
: NODAL LINE FnONT PASSENGER 0 I

REAS _SSENGEN _

50 200 800 3150

Frequency Hz
Fig. 6 - Sound atEcnuaclon due to a sample of

spl_dng-mase t:ype p_ddtn s complex

113OCTAVE ANALYSIS

V_.g,_ - zsophon_.c:t:tnes_or t:heZ st csv:Lty dP'(A) OveraJ!.!eyel
aCOUI$E_.c mode

" o 71

_j_N,j.__.,_I ' e° I.-:") r'--,

_._._._,. { ) r'l I _-Wlthout

-- ..... V=3.ndm_ .,_r'l-i_._ bulkhead padding

Ow:\Ft_. 5 - Exhaust: rear muffZer _h resonator

40 ..

bulkhead padding '-_.,

30

i , , i * , i , i _ I i A i J t , * i , i _

Frequency Hz
F#.g. 7 - Influence of bulkhead padd_.n[; upon the
_.nter_or noise aE 3000 rpm
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i_ Fig. 8 - Abso_p_ion chara_teristdes of the semi- Pig. 10 - Absorption _hara_tartstics of the underabsorbing material hood absorb$ngpadding

i

_! 1/3 OCTAVE ANALYSIS 1/3 OCTAVE ANALYSIS

_!! dB(A) Overall level dB(A) Overall level

' ]
_;I Diesel engine 1

"_1 100 (Without padding) 100 Without padding

['_" "" "'J :'I _'_'L _'_'''_L,,__- • .... L:
:_ . , o._.-J *-_-L.r.a L'

_i''_ ,[] "'i,., __in_"J ''"L.

• t' '-, ., . 80
t t I,.

i;':i • [ _o
i'! 70 11 IUNDER HOOD NOISE[

_," Frequency Hz

i;:: Frequency Hz
_; Fig. 11 - Influence of _he under hood absorbing

Fig, 9 - Comparison o_ the spectral analya_ of padding upon the under hood noise
!: the under hood noise for Diesel and gasoZtne

; engdne_a_ 3000 cpm
i.i
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113 OCTAVE ANALYSIS 1/3 OCTAVE ANALYSIS

dB(A) Overalllevel dB(A) Overalllevel

....... t .......°60

60 /'l.__Without padding r_ .Diesel engine

_I 50 ! 50 ., LJ _-, .....

_; 40 40

r.

• __ ._ 30

Frequency Hz r]
, , i , . i_ ¢ I i , I i _ * , _ , i i I , , p , , i , _ ..... * , ) i i i

Fig, 14 - Comparison of th_ spectral _nalysls of

Frequency Hz th_ interior noise at front paasongerls ear for

F¢g, 12 - Influence o£ the unde_ hood absorbing Diesel and gasoline engines a_ 3000 rpm
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:_ ABSTRACT reduced from 8 to 10 dB(A). The decision
_ of ISO and EOE to measure the noise level

i! The proposed redustion of noise by of trucks during the accolerated drive-by
international legislation will probably in every gear - not only in 3. gear -
result in a limit of 80 dB(A), measured also heightens the problem.

; according to IS0 E 362. In order to chain An analysis of the noise sources
a uniform noise level for all categories shows that the noise emitted by the
of vehicles, the 80 dB(A)-limit is also surface of the engine and gearbox and the
forecast fcr heavy trucks in about 5 to aerodynamic noise of the fan greatly
10 years. With a high powered conventional affect the total noise of the truck. The
Diesel-engine, this limit can only be noise generated by the intake and exhaust
reached by complete enclosure of engine systems cf cur trucks is responsible for
and gearbox. In this paper, we present a between 5 and 10 o/o of the total noise
capsule mounted on the chassis, adapted level. A reduction of these noise sources
to the cramped space conditions in a is technically possible without too great
E_Aropean truck. The design has the an expense. The other sources of truck
advantage of ease of maintesance_ since noise, such as tyre-noise, noise emitted
it is possible to attatch the upper by the surface of the axles and power
capsule parts to the tipping-cab. The transmission proved to be below 80 dB(A)
results of the noise and temperature under the drive-by test-conditions cf
measurements are also reported. The great ISO 362 and therefore create no further
reduction cf the surface _oiee by the problems. This paper is concerned with
capsule requires the installation of a the w_ys of reducing the noise emitted by
radiator-fan-system, which is designed to the surface of engine and gearbox and the
reduce noise considerably, aero-dynamic noise of the radiator fan

system.

WAYS OF DECREASING THE NOISE MADE BY THE
THE HIGH NOISE LEVEL ON HEAVY TRUCKS pro- ENGINE SURFACE
santo a serious social problem in our
environment. At present, one truck pro- The origin of this noise source lles
dunes the same amount of noise as fifteen in the combustion process of the diesel
cars. Nearly all states wish to reduce engine and in the mechanical impact of the
the noise level and to set the same limit moving parts of the engine. The impact
for all motor vehicles by means of sound which results from this, is emitted,
legislation, which poses particularly on the one hand directly by the engine
difficult problems for the truck surface and, on the other, by the gearbox
manufacturers, surface because of the rigid connection

Middle and long term forecasts in between the two. The noise of the gearbox
Europe, based on the drive-by test itself is generally of little importance.
conducted by ISO, suggest a redu0tion of First of all the main aim cf the
up to 80 dB(A) for all vehicles, intensive research, however, is to reduce

According to a Swedish study at the the noise emission of conventionally
Royal Academy for Engineering Science built diesel engines by optimization of
about the development of motor vehicles the combustion process e. g. (1,2)*.
between 1980 and the year 2000, the noise
limit will have tc be as low as 80 rib(A)
for trucks by 1985_ if there is a steady
growth of the annual gross national
product, If, after 1980, the annual rate
of increase ie only slight or even
decreasing, then the limit of 80 dR(A)
will not be expected until 1990. "Numbers in parentheses designate

ThiS means that in the future the References at end of paper
noise level of heavy trucks must be

SAE/_TD/G0/$02,50
CopyrFght© 1979S_;oWof AutomotiveEng]noora,Inc.
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The success cf these activities has for this _Pig. I). The capsule encloses
so far been small and Lhe noise reduction the engine and gearbox completely. Except
is far from fullfilling future require- for openings for the intake and escape of
manta. In addition, these measures have the cooling air to and from the interior
often been in opposition to high fuel of the capsule, it is almost air-tight.
economy and to the attempts to reduce Soft rubber seals, whish are found
air pollution. Many and varied tests to between all the capsule and frame parts,
attain a considerable amount of noise provide a good seal. Steel sheets 1 mm
reduction by changes in design of the thick are used for the capsule_ but no

i cranksase, oil pan and other engine mound absorbing material is used inside.
parts have not been successful enough The water-cooling system for the
either, engine must be placed outsidethe capsul_

, According to the present day stand- if %hls completely enclosed capsule
_' ard of engineering, the noise emission system is used. The realisation of this
_i level required in the long term is only design therefore depends on the develop-
_.! possible by passive measures. In this mmnt of a low noise radiator fan system.

_ way the expansion of the air borne noise The test capsule was constructed for a
emitted by the engine and gearbox is 16 ton cab-over-engine truck. This

: prevented by means of a capsule (3, 4, vehicle is provided with a water-cooled
i'! 5, 6). 6 cyl-diesel engine with a turbo-charger.

With conventional truck engines the The engine has 190 kW Dower at 2600 rpm.
capsule may either be fastened onto the A gearbox with 10 gears is directly and
engine or fixed on the chassis by means rigidly mounted on the engine, so that

i of the existing vehicle parts. Newly the engine and gearbox are in one unit.
! designed engines may have particular

parts of the capsule incorporated in the THE COOLING OF THE INTERIOR OF THE
engine. Such possibilities are more CAPSULE
difficult to realise with high perform-
a_ce engines, because of the problem of To prevent over-heating of the

_! strength, capsule, a ventilation system is
If the effectiveness of the capsule installed (Fig. 2). A radial fan, which

should be between 10 and 15 dB(A), then is fixed to the belt-pulley of the water
, the sound insulation of the capsule walls pump, sucks coal air through pipes

must be at least 10 dB higher, as the placed at the front of the radiator and
sound pressure level inside the capsule blows it into the capsule. The warmed
increases by this amount, because of the air passes through a silencer concentric

_i reflection of the sound waves inside the to the exhaust pipe and through a second
;_ capsule. This increase could be reduced pipe concentric to the cardan-shaft. The:i

by the attatchment of absorbing material, inlet pipes in front of the fan are also
!i but this solution presents us with two equipped with sound absorbers. To keep

difficulties: firstly it takes up more the cooling power of the system as low as
_; room and secondly there is no suitable possible and to prevent local over-
i absorbing materialp which is reliable heating by radiation, exhaust manifolds

enough in the environmental conditions and turbo-chargers are insulated with
inside the capsule, asbestos.

When building every type of capsule,

special care must be taken that the DESIGN OF THE 0APSITLE (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4)
maintenance and supervision of the engine
do not become too difficult and that Basically the capsule is made of
small or medium repairs may be conducted several firmly fixed parts and a number
without removal of the engine, of removable covers. All the necessary

outlets between the inside of the capsule
DESIGN OF STEYR-AVL ENGINE-CAPSULE and the outside are on the fixed walls.

The removable maintenance covers arm
The problem was to design a capsule fixed to the frames and to each other by

for the engine and gearbox for existing locks, which are quick and easy ts use.
trucks, produced on the assembly line. _Wnsn designing a chassis-mounted capsule,
There should be as few changes as the torsion of the frame rails of the

possible to the engine and vehicle, chassis, when driving the vehicle cross-
Despite the lack of room between country t should be taken into

the engine, drivsr, s cab and chassis, consideration. A wall is built between
Steyr decided, working in cooperation the frame rails to form a front end,
with the Anstalt fur Verbrsnnungsmotoren, which stretches from the cooling water
Prof. List (AVL), Austria, to produce a outlet to the rear end, forming a flat
capsule fixed to the frame rails, be- end with the under-side of the frames.
cause of the many advantages of this type There are openings in this wall, not
of construction. The straight parallel only for the cooling water outlet, but
design of our truck frame rails is ideal also for the cooling water inlet and for
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the fan-drlving shaft.
The rear par_ of the capsule ADVANTAGES OF THE CAPSULE SUPPORTED By

consists of a howl, which is U-shaped THE CHASSIS
in the horizontal projection and which
surrounds the rear part of the engine As far as the vehicle manufacturer
and rests on the upper side of the is concerned, this model of earl-noise
frames. This bowl contains the through- capsule has several advantages for the
pipes for the air intake and exhaust, engine in connection with the Steyr-

To avoid conduction of impact sound truck:
by the exhaust pipe, a compensator of
thin heat-resistant steel, with a I. By using the frames as part of the

= plaited-steel easing, is welded into capsule, the difficulties of sealing
the pipe-line. The exhaust pipe leads the outlets of the engine suspension

_. freely through a silencer, which is are ovsrcomep as eye,thing is inside

)i needed to reduce the noise of the air the capsule.
escaping from the capsule. The silencer

"! is divided length w_ys and consists of 2. The chassis-supported capsule is much
_! an outer steel cover, heat.resistant simpler in construction because of the

absorbent material and an inner cover of omission of the capsule support on the
_ perforated plate, engine (no impact sound proofing is

Between the front wall and the U- necessary).
_! shaped bowl are 2 side walls, which have

no outlets and so can easily be removed, 3. After the cover has been removed,
! so access to the sides of the engine is maintenance of the engine is much
i hardly more difficult than without a easier than with an engine-supported
}i capsule. The front wall, the U-shaped capsule. With the usual eonst_otion
_i! bowl and the 2 side covers form a flat of a cab-over-engine truck with m
_:! flange facing, on which the upper cover binacle, it is possible, with adaption_

rests and between which there is a soft to lift off the upper cover of the
_- seal. Attempts were made to place this capsule and, if necessary, the side
Ii flange facing as low as possible, so cover above the frames, when the cab is
_; that the upper cover could he built tipped forward. The upper and side
_:i large and deep. So, with the top cover par_s will then be accessible for
i removed, the engine san be maintained maintenance without further
<! and there is easy access to the cylinder difficulties. It is not advisable to
• heads, in_ecticn nozzles, valves etc. use the cab floor as part of the upper_J

_ At the hack, the upper cover of the part of the capsule for the following
' gearbox is fastened to the U-shaped bowl. reasons: The noise level in the

_; In this, there is a box with a collar for capsule increases by about 10 dB(A),
_:,r the gear selector rod. This cover rests The air borne sound insulation between
;_ lengthwise on the upper side of the frame the engine and the cab must be!'i

_.! _ils of the chassis, diagonally towards increased, by this amou_qt, if no noise
_,_ the back on a wall between the frames, increase is desired in the cab. If the

_iI The wall forms the end of the capsule, upper part of the capsule is separate,
On this wall rests the sound absorber for _hen there is a noticeable decrease in

i'i the cooling air of the capsule, which is noise level compared with an engine
_il divided lengthwise and lles concentric with no capsule. If the driver, s cab
!'i to the cardan-shaft, floor is used as the upper cover of
__ The capsule under the frames forms the capsule, there are additlon_l
;!_i a trough divided into 3 parts, from the severe problems of heat insulation of

• fro_t to the rear wall. _ dividing it the cab. The existing gap between the
_i_i into 3 parts, each part easier to upper part of the capsule and the
r handle, so that it is possible to strip it floor of the cab is of great importance

by the front axle _d to maintain a for the out flow of the air from the
,i certain amount of movement during engine cooling system, which lies
; torsion of the frames. The middle part of outside the capsule. If this air flow

the trough rests on the other two parts is stopped by She connection of the
_ and is therefore the easiest to dismantle, two parts, then this creates a great
_i On the front part of the trough, there is difficulty in the design of a low
_ a cover on one side for changing the oil noise cooling system.

filter. The rear part of the trough
stretches from the fly wheel casing to
the rear wall. The weight of the whole
capsule ie 90 kg.
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4. The design Of different PT0,s for capsule.
special vehicles is more feasible To prove that the engine capsule is
with a chassis mounted capsule, air-tight, the frame rails are subjected

to a test simulating the torsional stress
of the frame during a cross-country

The disadvantage is that the drive. The noise level reading shows no
distance between the engine and the deterioration of the effectiveness of the
frame cannot be altered. The engine
position of a cross-country four-wheel capsule.

The efficiency of the cooling fan
drive vehicle ie generally highe_ than inside the capsule is checked by
that of the usual rea1_wheel drive road measuring the temperature of the air
vehicle. Therefore a different design of and the temperature on the surface of
the capsule is needed for each type of

engine and gearbox. Because of the high
vehicle, flow rate of the cooling air of 750 kg/h,

TEST RESULTS there is no increase as far as the
temperature inside the capsule and the
temperature of the engine,s lubrication

On a test bench the acoustic oil are concerned.' However, the oil in
efficiency of the capsule is checked. The

the gearbox reaches a temperature about
overall effectiveness of the capsule is 10 o/o higher with the installation of a
also tested by measuring the temperature capsule, because of the high ambient
inside the capsule and by twisting the

temperature of the air around the
frame. For all readings, the engine and
gearbox unit and the capsule parts are gearbox, which is only cooled by surface
built onto a vehicle frame, which is convection. The temperature of the
cut off behind the capsule, using the cooling air of the eapsule_eseaping
original engine mounting. A propeller around the exhaust pipe, reaches 25000.
shaft connects the engine to a fluid The flow resistance in the outlet pipes
friction dynamometer with negligible for the cooling air is so designed, that,

when th_ pressure in the capsule is
noise emission. The testing room is 100 N/m _ during rated engine speed_
built as an echo chamber. The sound 87 o/o of the cooling air blows through
power of the gearbox unit can be the cardan-el_aft and 13 o/o through the
measured with a rotating microphone.

pipe concentric to the exhaust pipe.

Fig. 5 shows the sound pressure The change of temperature after the
level in dBCA) versus engine speed, at shut-off of the engine over a period of
maximum power, both with and without a time is shown in Fig. 7: Before the

shut-off, the engine runs for 45 minutes
capsule. Fig. 6 shows a one-third octave at full engine speed. The maximumlevel analysis with the engine running

temperature is reached within 5 to 15
at rated speed. The noise reduction of minutes after the shut-off. After 20
between 13 and 14 dB(A) is attained by

minutes there is a noticeable drop in
use of a capsul% right through the full the temperature of all readings. The
speed rangs_as shown In Fig. 5. From the highest temperature occurs in the area
one-third actave level analysis it can around the exhaust pipe and the turbo-
be seen that the capsule begins to take charger. Because the temperature rises
effect at .2 kHz. Whereas with an engine around 30oC in relation to the running
not in a capsule the estimated "A"- engine, the maximum temperatures in this
weighted total noise level is determined case are just over 13000. The greatest
exclusively by a frequency band of about rise in temperature, of 50OC, occurs at2 kHz, the predominant noise emission
with the capsule mounted is in the one- the middle of the cylinder head, because
third octave bands between .2 kHz and of the heat accumulation in the upper
2 kHzp showing an increase at about part of the capsule. If the exhaust pipe
•3 kHz. and therefore the escape for the coaling

Theraby_ as well as attaining a air lead directly upwards, then a good
great reduction of,,A"weightsd noise level, through-current is possible by the

resulting stack effect, to avoid a heata more acceptable frequency distribution
is achieved by the suppression of the accumulation after the shut-off of the
typical noise created by the diesel engine. Because it is then necessary to
engine. AS a noise source analysis shows, place the silencer behind the driveres
the contribution of the noise of the cab, and so to shorten the floor of the
propeller shaft to the total noise level truck considerably, this is not always
with the capsule mounted is so large, an acceptable solution.
that a reduction of the total noise level
at higher revs than 2000 rpm, would only
be possible by the reduction of the noise
of the propeller shaft. The propeller
shaft _ms about 1.5 m outside the
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radiator and the cab floor must he

COOLING SYSTEM NOISE completely sealed. If it is not sealed,
back-streaming of the warmed air into

The engine's cooling system must be the area in front of the radiator will
placed outside the sapnule, as it in not oecurp which decreeses the cooling
possible to develop sound absorbers of power of the radiator considerably.
a practical size for the large amount Pig. 9 shows a one-_hird octave sound
of cooling air. Therefore the fan is not pressure analysis just of the noise
affected by the sound insulating effect of the radiator system, measured in free
of the capsule and great efforts are field to the side at a distance nf 7,5 m
needed to reduce the fan noise. Whereas from the fan shaft. The "A"-wsighted

'_ the fan noise of a high powered engine level is 74 dE(A). In our design it is at
without a capsule with a cooling system a difference ofAT= 60°0 between the
of customary design in equal to the intake temperatures of the water and the

i noise emitted by the surface of the air into the radiator, that the heat
engine, it is necessary, when dealing generated by the engine at maximum
with an engine with a capsule, to reduce, power is dissinated. The speed of the
by any means,fan noise by at least fan is 1600 r2m.
10 dE(A). In addition, the outflow rate
of the air is considerably worse with an The conversion of the sound power
engine with a capsule: the front w_ll of level of the engine measured in the echo
the capsule hinders the air flow much chamber at maximum power to t_s sound
more than is usual with an engine without intensity level at 7.5 m from the engine
a capsule, axis is calculated to be 71 dB(A).

Therefore extensive research into Therefore the total muxi_m noise
reduction nf the fan noise is necessary, emission of engine and gearbox plus
The tents are snnducted without keeping radiator and fan system is 76 dB(A).
the engine running, in order to be able Together with the noise nf the air
to measure just the fan noise. The fan intake and the exhaust, as well as the
is driven by a low noise electric motor, tyre noise,which is about 73 dE(A) on nut

!_ The radiator is supplied with hot water vehicles, it must therefore be possible
,_ from a hot-water tank using an external to reduce the total level to under 80
_ hater pump. To determine the cooling dB(A), according to ISO 362.
_ power, the tespermture difference

between the water which enters and that CONCLUSIONS
which leaves the radiator, is measured
and so is the water flew-rate. Despite the European custom of

The existing direct input shaft for building the tracks with very cramped
the fan leading from the water pump space in the area between the engine and
ss_Inot bn retained, because of the high the cab, it is possible to desgin an anti-
rays. In order to allow a free choice of noise capsule, which encloses a 6

fan speed and of the height of the fan cylinder engine and gearbox completely
shaft_ the drive is taken from the crank and is mounted on the chassis. As
shaft over um i_tez_sdiate bearing by a results showp the surface noise of the
V-belt (Fig. 8). Four tubes run in a star_ engine and gearbox can be reduced by
shape from the fan bearing to the fan 13 to 14 dE(A). The versinn of a capsule,
cowl. Through this rigid conneetiom mounted on the chasslsp hms adv_bagss as
between the fan hearing and the cowl, it regards accessibility for maintenance
is possible to have a tip clearance of work and repairs. It is also possible
just 2 mm between the fan wheel and the by re-dsslg_ to fix the upper capsule
cowl. The diameter of the fan is designed cover to the driver, s cab. With a
as large as possible (640 mm). By this tipping-cab, these covers are
means, the fan speed and therefore the automatically raised, which means, that
noise emission can be reduced whilst still accessibility to the upper part of the
maintaining the same cooling power, as engine is scarcely more difficult than
tests hays shown. A large diameter of fan with a vehicle without a capsule.
also has the advantage of a more constant The fan nf the water-cosied engine

distribution of the air velocity through is placed outside the capsule. Despitethe rndiator, A fan, designs wlth aigEt the difficult air-flow conditions, due
wide blades, proved _o be the best. to the front wall of the capsule, a
Tne shifting of the fan plane in the cooling system was designed, whose noise
space between the radiator and the front is of the same level as that of the
Wall nf the capsule into the best enclosed engine.
position is also necessary. Because of the
high statis pressure, which exists in the
space between the fan outlet, the front
wall of the capsule and the floor of the
driver_cab, the clearence between the
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'J'i '

'_.,I _ , _ ,_--_ n "_
2_i Fig. I - Design of a chassis mounted
_. noise - reducing e_psule of engine and
_' gearbox

COOLINGAIR ESCAPE COOLING AIR INTAKE

., -- RADIAL-

Fig. 2 - Air flow for cooling the
interior of the capsule
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Fig. 3 - Front view of the engine with Fig. 6 - Noise of water-cooled 6-cyl.
• the capsule diesel engine for heavy truck
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Fig. 4 - Side view of the engine with _ 2o
the capsule on free-field test bench o

o _o _b_ 5o eobo
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110 f _ Fig. 7 - Temperature rise inside the
I

capsule after shut off of the engine
running at maximum power
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Fig. Noise of engine and gearbox
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RADIATOR AXIAL COOL/NOFAN CAPSULE
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i_ Fig. 8 - V_er-cooling system of a

diesel engine with sound reducing
_! oapsule
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Fig. 9- Water-cooled 6-oyl. diesel
engine, noise of cooling syetem
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RESEARCH PROJECT FOR REDUCING TIIE NOISE OF

TRUCE DIESEL ENCINES

Dipl. Int. Narl F. Feltzelmayer

Prof. Dr. Eng. W. Schr_der

Maschinenfabrlk Augsburg NUrnberg (H.A,N.)

J Aktiengesellsc_af£
_ (Germany}

J,,

!:
_¢ ABSTRACT PROGRESS IN NOISE RESEARCII - As early as_j

1937 German legislation set upper limits on
,,_:) The first efforts to attenuate noise noise levels (2) . Even before noise abate-

_I front motor vehicles go back to the 193os. meat moved into the focus of public atten-

Significant developments in noise atten- tion, science asd industry were pursuing

,_ uatlon research culminating in 1974 with approaches to the problem Of reducing noise.

_ the presentation (PW-AVL) of a water- 1960 witnessed one of the first system-

:: cooled and an alr-cooled research engine atic study projects (3) with the objective
enclosed in a close-flttlng capsule are of determining the noise levels of internaladdressed.

combustion en01nes. This was carried out

_; TWO basle studies are described as under the auspices of the FVV (4)

il representative of individual research car- (Research Association for Internal Combus-
i_i tied out by commercial vehicle manufact-

,_ urQrs: body-mounted capsules for diesel tlon Engines}.In 1965 Prlede (5) published work on

truck engines a_d tests on Close-flttln_ a ste_l-skeleton engine, and in the same

• capsules performed on the test stand, year the FVV commissioned an investlgatlon

_ The enclosed water-cooled engine and on preliminary measures to be taken for
[_i a basic engine without a capsule were
:._ each mounted on a truck chassis in order reducing noise emission.In 1966 work of a commercial vehicle
:'q to test the effectiveness of the capsule

!] and to compare measurements taken with manufacturer (8) was published with a body-
mounted capsule around the engine compart-

_'_ the enclosed engine on the test stand!: meat (see text}.
_' with those taken with the engine in theJ_ Finally, in 1967 the research project

_ vehl_le. Despite the discrepancies be- of the FW, "Future Designs for Low-Nolse

tweun the two sets of data, the results Diesel Engines" (7) was inltlated. Based

i_ of the vehicle tests were satlsEactory, on the research engines to be built (one
_._ water-cooled and one air-co01ed), a design

.,L concept was tO be worked out for a low-:" RESEANCN PROJECT FOR REDUCING THE NOISE OF
!_ TRUCK DIESEL ENGINES noise engine suitable for production.
_n In 1974 the FW research product (7)

THE NOISE SITUATION IN TRAFFIC - was terminated with the presentation of a
_ water-cooled and an alr-cooled research

_,_ Noise has reached such intolerable proper- engine. The test resul_s (B) Were based on
tlons in densely populated, highly develop- engine performance on the test stand.

':i_ ed areas that corrective measures are im- R_SULTS OF SEVERAL BASIC TESTS (6) -

_:i peratlve. Noise protection is justifiably The development tondenc£es in the autemot-

ii of vital concern to our society (I)_ ire industry in the 60s such as light-

Any effort that could result in a weight construction, hlgh-speed engines,
_ii reduction of noise In densely populated higher compression ratios, and lower costs

areas is therefore deserving of special

_ attention, all contributed towards a steady increasein vehicle noise. The tests conducted

_; The principle applied in other fields dealt with a f_ll enclosure of a diesel

, of emvironmental pollutlon of prosecuting engine, representing an indirect solution to

_. the party at fault does not lend itself to the problem.

th_ problem of traffic noise In dens01y The projects had the following object-
'! settled areas since the manufacturers of ires:

motor vehicles, drivers, a_d trafflc plan-

i/ nets m_st all be implicated in th_ duvel- _. Maximum noise attenuation at mini-U
opment of traffic and therefore of traffic mu_ expense.

2. Effectiveness in reducing both ex-
noise, terlor and interior noise.

In. the early dams of m0torin_ emph-
asis was placed on the trans---_-a_peot, 3. All problems pertaining to encas-

and lack of comfort was something taken ing the engine and to coollnq
for _ranted. Prelimlnar_ tests p_rformed on a 4-

*Numher_ _I_ parentheses designate R_f0pences at _nd

o_ p_per. SAEIP.19100/$02.50
Copyright© t97B So©I,W of Automoav. Englnaets,I._.
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cylinder in-llne diesel engine with a dis- the noise level reduction with the en-

placement of 4.68 1 and a rated output of closed engine.

86 kW at 2500 rpm were intended to demon- The road test was performed at var-
strate to what extent an enclosure would ious speeds at full load and while coast-

be effective. The test arrangement is Ing on an asphalt street. Fig. 5 plots

depicted in fig. I. the noise level of the vehicles with and

The engine was mounted on a drivable without the enclosed engine as a function

tubular frame by means of vibration-damp- of speed as well as the tire noise of both

ing rubber-metal mounts. The capsule con- vehicles. The noise level drop at 55 km/

:L sisted of an upper section and a lower hr. results from shifting the vehlcle from
Ii section attached to the frame with rubber fourth into fifth gear.

buffers to reduce vibration. In order to Tests with a close-fitting full cap-

J obtain only that portion of noise arising sule were performed on the test stand par-

from moving engine components and from the allel to the tests carried out on the re-

improvements made, the induction and ex- hicle. (117 kW at 2500 rpm, 7.03 1 dis-
haust openings were removed, i.e. they placement).

were placed where they would be acoustl- Th_ tests were designed to provide

cally neutral. The en_ine was cooled by answers to the following questions:

a supply of fresh water. All test meas- I • What improvements can be achieved
urements of the Outside noise level were by employing close-fitting capsuling of

taken I .5 m from the capstll_ wall with the the loudest engine components ?

engine operating at its rated speed under 2. How does full and partial shroud-
no load. ing of the engine affect the h_at balance

Fig. 2 shows the 3 capsule wall de- of the engine ?

signs tested. Stage I consisted of 1.5 mm Both basic tests (vehicle and test
sheet moral and about 3 mm sound-absorbin_ stand) were intended to provide selection

material. The graph in fig. 2 demonstrat- criteria for establishing beyond which te-

es that even this simple capsul_ design duction in noise level a total enclosure or
resulted in a noise reduction of up to 14 only a partial enclosure of the engine is

dB in some frequency ranges, indicated. In accordance with test object-

In stage III 50 nun of rock wool he- ires no consideration was to b0 made of the

hind perforated sheet metal was mounted on fact that the solution could form the basis

stage I. With this design a noise reduct- of results for a later test series. For
ion of more than 12 dB was achieved in the this reason, to take an example, the rub-

frequency range 300 - 10,000 Hz in the bet buffers (65 Shore) were c_mented to

prollminary tests (fig. 2_ stage III the engine surface. Fig. 6 shows the con-
curve) . struction of the lead capsule. A frame of

The main test:after these successful 2 x 25 mm flat iron covering the indlvid-

results tbe main test was performed on a ual buffers forms the supporting framework

commercial vehicle. Fig. 3 displays the for the capsule of 2 mm sheet lead which
fast ned to it. A surface density of

installation of the capsule in a forward- is
control vehicle. The objective was to re- 22 kg/m would theoretically result in a

due_ all noise emitted hy the engine, in- noise level r_ductlon of 30 dB. The cavity

eluding inlet_ exhaust, fan, mechanical, between the lead shell and the engine set-
and combustion noises. Noise transfer face was filled with rock wool in order to

from the engine to the vehicle frame and reduce sound pressurQ between the walls.
from there to the cab was also to be cut The enginQ weighed 650 kgs the capsule 160

down. The standard 6-cylinder, in-line kg. At full load and at a rated engine

engine of the front-control vehicle was speed of 2500 rpm a noise attenuation of

replaced with a shorter 4-cylinder engine 15 dB(A) was achieved on the test stand.
in order to make more room for the cap- Fig. 7 shows the course of the mean

sule. ThQ capsule was made in accordanc_ noise intensity in db(A) for the engin_ on

with thQ stage Ill design and consisted of the test stand mQasured at a distance of
12 bolted parts. The transmission, air I m (microphone moved around vehicle) with

compressor, and g_nerator were enclosed and without the capsule. The engine speQd

with the engine. IIoles provided for the was varied at full load between 1500 and

shifting rod, universal joint, fan drive, 2700 rpm. The graph of rotational speed
and all the lines were sealed with foam over thQ range Of 1500-1700 rpm as a funct-

rubber. The capsule was attached to the ion of frequency with noise reduction rep-

frame with rubber buffers. Exhaust pipes resented by the band d_monstrates the beg-

and induction tubes within the capsule were inning of the capsule effect at 160 ||z.
insulated with asbestos. Pig. 4 illus- Tile measurements with the enclosur_ partly

trates the sound level directivity pattern removed were well suited to determine con-

for the engine with and without the capsule tributing noise of the individual engine
(measurements taken without fan). The components, since the signal-to-noise

measurements performed on a non-reflective ratio for most of the measuring polnts was

concrete floor at 8 points yielded an sufficiently high due to the remaining cap-

arithmetical mean value of _2.5 dB(A) for sule parts.
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The tests yielded the following re- inner surface of the capsule. One of tlle
sults: streams is directed onto the hot-gas con-

I. Full enclosur0. A noise reduction ducting parts (exhaust manifold) and

of 15 dB(A) can be achieved on the test emerges on the flywheel side through a

stand, passage (3) lined %_ith ahsorbant material.

2. Partial enclosure Within the capsule, which is manufactured

a) Front side of ordinary automotive sheet metal, th0

Cylinder heads, valve covers, exhaust pipe is separated from tile engine

intake system, and inductioD by means of a corrugated tubing compensat-
line together 4.5 - 5 dS(A) or. The other stream of air cools the

noise intensity reduction rest of tl%e engine surface and also emer-
b) A total of 13 separate sections ges on the flywheel side through another

were examined. To determine absorbant surface (4). A drive for the

the noise portion of each sect- cooling fan, _enerator, compressor, amd

ion the capsule soctioa in serve steering pump was not provided for

front of the section in ques- in the initial test design. The test
tion was removed, stand arrangement for the enclosed re-

It was confirmed that even with an search engine can be seen in figs. 9 and

_nclosure of nearly all 13 sections a 10. Fig. 10 shows the upper and side
noise reduction of less than 10 db(A) was covers provided as imstallation and main-

achieved. A comparison of this value of tenance aids.
TO dB(A) with the result of 15 dB{A) for The road tests of the research en-

the total enclosure clearly indicates gine in a truck chassis were performed in

future design objectives: a full enclosure order to ascertain wl_eth_r a noise int0n-
of the engine, slty reduction of 18-20 dB(A) as measured

TEE AVL-FVV DESIGN OF A CLOSE-FITTING on the test stand could be achieved in

ENCLOSURE (8, 10). The development was actual operation. Two truck chassis

based on a standard engine (Henschel truck A{11) and truck B(12) of the same

D 562), adapted by modifying and adding model and size were employed in these

components, tests. One vehicle was equipped with the

Fig. 8. whicb is a sectional view low-noise research motor (vehicle A) while

through the water-cooled engine, illus- the other was equipped with a standard 0n-
trates the constructional features, gine without capsule to serve as a control

L_gend to fig. 8 vQbicle (vehicle B). On both vehicles

I = Soundproof supporting frame only the noise portion emitted by the en-
E = Cooling-air intake gine was to be measured. For this reason,
3 = Cooling-air outlet, hot-gas side the intake and exhaust system noises were

4 = Cooling-air outlet, engine surface eliminated by using additional noise atten-

:_ 5 = Oil-soaked lower part of capsule eaters with a total reduction of 35 dS

/i 6 = Lower part of highly stiffened crank- (fig. 11 and 12) • In truck A the fan
_:i case driven directly by the engine was replaced

:,, 7 = Outer contour of engine capsule by 4 electric truck fans (with cut-out
8 = Impeller for capsule ventilation switch). In truck B the fan was removed

9 = Flywheel housing for the tests. Because of the low engln0

;:_ Other features worthy of ment_om in- noism level the intake and exhaust lines

Iii) elude: ofvehiclehadtobewrappedwlth oft
a) The main bearing mount (6) of the lead; the interfering noise would other-

_} crankshaft is integral with a bearing sup- wise have been too great. The transmis-

! port in the lower portion, sion of vehicle A demonstrated such a high

_i b) The design separates the lower oil- noise level during the first test run that
! soaked cavity (5) from the dry upper car- it too bad to be fully enclosed in a cap-

ity, in which all accessory components sole. The generator, compressor, and

[ must be acconunodated, serve steering pump wmre then driven by a
i, c) This partitioning of the upper power take-off unit mounted on tbe enclosed
_ from the lower cavities makes it pssslble transmission. This emit was also fully ca-

to dispense with tl%e side walls of the en- closed and can be sees in fig. 11 as a box

gine in order to save weight. The funct- behind the engine.
!_ ions of the side walls are assumed by a Noise pattern at 7 m distance from the

sheet-metal skin (7) only I mm thick, outer contour of the vehicle. Comparative

i Capsule construction (fig. 8). A values between enclosed and open engine.

;.ii supporting frame (I) is provided, which is Fig. 13 gives the values measured at
• attached to the engine in such a way that a distance of 7 m on a stationary vehicle

vibrations are damped. A rubber membrane with the engine Operating at the CUt-off

seals the upper dry cavity from the lowe9 speed (2750 rpm) without load. The two

one. Cooling air is inducted at the front outer curves plot the values of vehicle B

through mufflers by a radlal-flow fan. It with the unenclosed engine. Curve Iv
then flows in two separate streams into the differs from curve III in that noise

cavity formed by the engine surface and the sources from muffler, intake system, amd
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exhaust system were eliminated in curve ISO - noise level LN corrected to micro-

III. Th_ innermost curve (I) represents phone distance 7.5 m,_SO R 362).

the best operating state attained with a Test specifications ISO R 362
mean value of 72.3 dB(A) calculated from applied to vehicle A prescribe that the

8 measuring points. This represents only test be carried out in third gear. The
about 16 % of the sound intensity of the cutoff engine spe0d may be attained in

open control-engine as shown by curve III the course of the test. Owing to the low
(mean value of III= 80.25 dB(A). An en_ine power of 117.6 kW, however, the

imprassive feature is the uniform distri- engine of the empty vehicle A did not

_'i bution Of the noise level (curve I) about reach the cutoff speed along the test
vehicle A. track from line A-A to line B-D (only

ii_! Acceieration drive-by tests in 0.93 n max). Nevertheless, testing pro-
i, accordance with ISO R 362 (13) wer_ car- ceduro ECE R-9 Revised was applied to ve-

_' tied out on a test track complying with hlcie A on an experimental basis. In

test specifications (fig.'14). A measur- accordance with test spcclficatlen ECE

ing microphone was located 7.5 In from the R-9 Revised, as soon as the cutoff speed

_,': center of the lane (ISO R 362); a second of the engine is attained within the test-

was set up at a distanc_ of 15 m. The ing distance, tile vehlclo should be shift-

: position of the vehicle was assigned to ed.lnto the next higher gear until the cut-

the corresponding sound levQI LA dB(A) off speed can no longer be reached.

':; (14) on the recording paper. The posit- These corrected sound levels LN 7.5 )SO,

ional _ data always refer to the bumper of LN 15 ISO, as well as LN 7.5 ECE, LI_ 15

the vehicle. It| this way every _ test run ECE (fig. 15) clearly demonstrate the
• yielded a noise intensity curve through dependency on engine speed even if the

the whoie track length of 20 m for the influence of the test procedure and there-

two microphones positloned at a distance fore of the operational state of the en-

[ of 7.5 and 15 m as well as the correspond- glne is not clearly shown.

: ing engine speed, tqc will now examin_ the Fig. 16 illustrates the relation ofi
measured values for the right side of the the corrected noise level LN measured
vehicle, along the vehicle path to the corrected

_ Fig. 14 plots the noise level curve engin_ speed. This is the ratio Of the

,_ LA 7.5 ISO (15), corresponding to the momentary engine speed to the engine speed

_ acceleration drive-by test in accordance (n max) at maximum power output (2600 rpm).

,i with ISO R 362 specifications with a The engine speed ratio determined ranged

! microphone distance of 7,5 m. The sound from 0.73 fie 0.94 n max (ISO) and from

!'i intensity is expressed in the following 0.74 to 0.796 n male. (ECE). This means
!! t_rms: that in the case of the ECE R-9 Revised

LA 7.5 ISO test procedure the vehlcls passes the

I I T_st procedure microphone with a lower engine speed thanMicrophone distance in the case of the ISO procedure. As a
Sound level result of the smaller rotational speed

gradient, resonances are able to develop

_,:; Curve LA 15 _so shows the correspondinq, more readily and with less interf0rence.

_ sound iQvel at a distance of 15 m. Con- A regression line through the individual

!_J_ vetting the sound level LA 7.5 ISO along noise level curves (fig. 16) displays a

:i the vehicle path to the corrected (stand- characteristic rise which is dependenb on
ardlzed) distance of 7.5 m yields the the test procedure. The ECE R-9 Revised

!i noise level LN 7.5 ISO (or LN 15 ISO by procedure results in a steeper line and
convertln_ to 15 m). The transition from higher noise levels.

LA to LN is indicated by _rrows at the Increase per 100 rpm
measuring points LA in fig. 14. The c0r- LN 7.5 ECE = 4.36 dB(A)

_ rection factors are dependent on distance LN 15 ECE = 3.97 "

ii_, and are giveo for the conversion of curve LN 7.5 ISO = 1.90 "

_! LA 7.5 ISO to LN 7.5 ISO. The distance LN 15 ISO = 0.60 "

:_ marks along the vehicle path (A-O m, 10 m The vehicle attains the first peak after

_: = microphone location) refer to th_ res- 12 m with an engine speed of 2190 rpm

: pectlve positions of th_ v_hicle bumper corresponding to 0.84 n max.

[ at the time the measuremenb was taken at In order to obtain only th_ engine noise

the microphon_ location. Vehicl_ A was at in a subs0quent t_st the rear axle of the

:_ii a point 12 m along the vehicle path when vehicle was placed on jack stands on the
the maximum sound level was recorded at test track. The noise level of the stat-

the microphone location (10 m). ionary vehicle was then determined

Fig. 15 plots the distance-corrected throughout the engine spo0d range, once
noise leveIs LN dE(A) (16) as a function for tho engine noise (in neutral) [LM)

of distance along the vehicle path. The and once in third gear with the rear axle

test procedure used is described in I60 "free-wheeling" (LM+G). At the measuring

R 362. A variation of this procedure is point for the maximum noise level as

presently the topic of discussion and is determined by ISO ]{ 362 (12 m vehicle

called "ECE _-9 Revised" (17). (LN 7.5 path) and with the known engine speed for
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this m_xlmum (n max = O.84), a noise level Comparison of ISO drive-by test,

of 72 dD(A) (Ill) and 72.8 dB(A) (LM+G) for truck A/truck B - Comparison of nolso lev-
en@ine an_ transmission and roar axle can els in the acceleration drlve-by test in

be measured at constant engine speed, i.e. accordance with ISO R 362.
without acceleration influences. _'hc Vehicle A - with low-noise research an-

curves for L%I and LM+G appear at the bet- glne
tom of fig. 16. In the ISO drive-by test Vehicle B - with basic open engine

the vehicle reached a speed of 29.88 kin P_oth vehiclus were tested wlthout fan, in-
hr at the measuring point 12 m along the take, and exhaust noises. In its initial

_i vehicle path, corresponding to a measured condition vehicle 8 had a noise level Ofengine speed of 0.84 n max. 90 d]l(A). This level was reduced to

il Finally, fig. 17 shows the tire noise 87.5 dB(A) as soon as fan, intake, and
level LR 30 = 3 km/hr and the drive-by eMhaust noises were ellInlnated. The corn-

;; test at constant spe_d LV 30 = 30 km/hr, parative value for vehicle A was a2.45

_ In addition the points above the 12 m dB(A) Or 68.4 % of the initial sound is-

i_I measuring point _ndicate the various oper- tensity of vehicle B.

_[ ational states of the veblcle at 0.84 max., A summary of the composite results
that is tbe engine speed at the highest demonstrates th_ difference in behavior
noise level in accordance with XSO: of the water-cooled enclosed _esearch an-

= vehicle raised on jach gine with respect to noise emission on
stands, engine noise the test stand and is the vehicle.

TI/ n = 0.84 n max = LM I. A mean noise intensity reductlon

of 18-20 dB(A) was measured on the test

i! _= as laG( , transmission, stand, thus meetlna the initial test oh-drive shaft and wheels

in rotation = LG+:! jectives.2. The test stand measurements are

_= as inG( , sngine accel- not fully reproducible with the engin_

_: crated from 0.75 n max. K mounted on a truck cllassis. The follow-
to n max. (ISO static) = LN 7.5 ISO lag diagram compares values either meas-

_ _ ur_d at a distance of. I m corrected to
'_! = measured value at meas- 7 m or measured directly at 7 m:
_j urlng point 12 m as in Noise level reduction I m to 7 m = 17 d_

i_ ISO R 362 road test = LN 7.5 ISO (A) (calculated)

_i_! If vie assign a value of 1OO % to the meas-

:i ured value of _ (fig. 17) = 52.45 dB(A),

_.'jiil in vehicle A
{_ we obtain th_ following relative values Low-noise research enginefor the sound energy distribution:

_'_i = 82.45 dB(A) = 1OO % sound energy [ Measured value I m = 83 dB(A}c_ I
v] _ = 72 " = 8.91

72.5 " = 10.o0 ', eosurodvalue7•=73-  4.8 J

"_,:i':". 0_-- 76.45 = 25.12 , Calculated value ? m = 66 dB(A)

_:I LR30=66.5 = 2.51 + 83 dD(A) - 17 dB(A)

i LV30=74.5 = 15.90 ++ nl fference measured to calculated
_I + tire noise v = 30 km/h valu_ = 8.5 - IO dD(A)

1 ++ noise level in drive-by test at con-

_:i stant speed v = 30 km/h

_ The relation batween the measured value_ The total effect of the iow-nolse

(acceleration drive-by test TSO R 362) and research engine is 8.5 - 10 dB(A) lower
_ the measured value t (vehicle supported on in the vehicle than on the tes_ stand.

stands) with the addition of the tlro 3. Part of this relatively poorer

_ noise portion can be expressed as performance in the practical test can be
sees in the frequency analysis of the!:i

,_ L_ - (L_+L R) 72.37 % loudest point in the ISO drive-by test._ The total _ffect here collapses almost

72.37 % of the sound energy measured in co_ipl_tely in the 500 8z range (test

the acceleration drive-by test must be stand attenuation approx. 10 dB) • It is

_: accounted for by processes which depcnd_ suspected that this is due to resonance

among otber factors, on the acc_loration, of the body sheet _etal and of the power

Furtber tests will be necessary to clarify plant. A further contributing factor
these measured values, c0uld be the fact that the rubber engine
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and capsule mounts were net designed for REFERENCES

read operation.

4_ The subjective appraisal of the I. Verband der Automobillndustrie

drive-by noise by a large number of test e.v. (VDA) (Ass. of Automobile Hanuf.)

persons did not correlate with the meas- "Stadtverkehr und L_[rm", ("Urban traffic
ured levels. THE VEIIICLE IS PHYSIOLOGI- and noise"), Feb. 1978

CALLY QUIETER THAN TIIE MEASURED VALUES 2. StVZO = Highway code of the
WOULD INDICATE. The reason for this is a Cerman Vederal Republic

less sustained pulsation of the noise. 3. FVV, Physical Technical Bureau,
5. All other noise sources such as Tech. Univ. of Berlin "Bestimmung der

mufflers, induction system, transmission, Lautheit yon Verbrennungskraftmaschinen"
drive shaft with intermediate bearing, ("Determination of sound levels of inter-

rear axle transmission, tire noise, in- nal combustion engines") 1960

fluence of the road surface (e.g. stones 4. FW = Research Ass. for Internal

in the tire treads), radiator, and fan Combustlon Engines

immediately become conspicuous in meas- 5. T. Priede, a) "Noise of Automot-

urements of this nature and complicate ire Diesel Engines: its cause and reduct-

the tests, as ther_ are no ready sole,- ion", SAE Detroit '1965

ions to make them quieter (tires, axles, b) "Some studies into engines of automot-
radiator, fan). ire diesel engine noise and its control",

6. Scattering of measured results: Vlslta, 1966

In the course of the tests the engine had 6. F. Juh_sz, "Ger3uschminderung an
to be removed several times from the re- einem _N Lastwagen durcb vollkommene

bicle. This resulted, among other things, Einkapselung", ("Noise reduction on an
in a difference in measured noise level t4A_J truck by fully enclosing tbe engine"),

of up to + 2 dB{A) (ISO R 362). This Automoblle-T0chnische Zeltung, no. 11,
moans that in addition to the measured 1965.

values of 82.45 dB(A) discussed here, 7. FW-AVL, "8ukunftskonstruktion

corresponding to one mounted state of the ger_uscharmer Dieselmotoren ("Future de-

engine, there were other noise levels signs of low-noise diesel engines"), 1967

correspondingly higher. 8. G.E. Thien and H.A. Fachbach,

7. A comparison of the measurements "Gerduscharme Dieselmoteren in neuartig0r

at distances 7.5 m and 15 m does not per- Bauweise" ("A new design concept of low-

mit tbe application of th_ law of dis- nois_ diesel cnglnes"), Motortechnische

tances. Levels both too high and too low Zeitung, vol. 35, no. 8 (1974).

are registered. This is due to th0 Ere- 9. _LKN, "Hautenge Kapsolung des _iAN-

quency distribution and to emission con- He,ors D 0836 IIM 91 U" ("Close fitting

ditions determined by the vehicle geomet- capsule on the _LKN engine D 0836 HH 91 D") ,

ry which are constantly ehan_ing with internal research report, 1968.

distance to the recording microphones.
Another reason might be the designation 10. AVL = Anstalt fur Verbrennungs-

of the bumper as the r_ference point kraftmaschinen (Institute for Internal

(IsO R 362). Combustion Engines), Prof. List, Graz,

The objective of this test series on Austria.

vehicles, which covered a period of 3 11. Vehicle A - With low-nolse r_-

y_ars, was to compare test stand results search engine

with results achieved with the engine in 12. Vehicle B - Standard engine with-

the vehicle. With regard to the moas- Out capsule
ured sound level reduction in the vehicl_ 13. ISO R 362 - Acceleration drive-by

as well as th_ subjective impression of noise test

nolsQ production, the results can be re- 14. LA dB(A) - Sound level dB(A)

gardod as being very positive. The low- 15. LA 7.5 ISO

noise, water-cooled research engine was I I T6st procedureHicrophone dlstanconot designed to be used in a vehicle.

For this reason this paper treats only Sound level

of the acoustics, and not of the ether 16. LN dn(A) Bistance-corrected

problems involved in mounting and operat- sound level

Ing the engine in a vehicle. It remains 17. ECE R-9 Revised - Sound level

the task of the engine designer who test in ace. with ISO R 362, but using

wishes to employ the results of the fore- higbest gear in which the cutoff speed

going FW-AVL project to take into account is not reached within the test range
the characteristics of the vehicle itself. [line A-A to S-B).
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vehicle will yield an optimized
ABSTRACT economical solution to the problem of

Examples of the development 0£ attaining improved noise levels. Purpose
two engine series of KHD company are of this paper is to outline some of the
given to illustrate the noise aspects of these development aotivlties.
improvements achieved in the past.

! Moreover, the present development VEHICLES POWERED BY ENGINES OVER 200 HP,
work for further noise reduction is FL 413 SERIES
reported. In this category, 6, 8, lo and 12

cylinder engines of the 415-series areOf special importance is an
adequate combination of the various employed. The individual development
noise reduction measures to achieve stages can be demonstrated by the example
low noise levels in acceleration tests of the 8-cyllnder V-englne.
of vehicles. In thls connection, The PaL 413 has a bore of 12o mm,
empRasia is glven to measures on the a stroke of 125 mm and develops an out-
combustion system, cooling blower, put of 169 kW (230 HP) at 2650/mln, which
measures _or the reduction of engine corresponds to a brake mean effective
sound radiation and measures on the pressure of 6.7 bar. A view of the engine
truck, is given on Fig. i, showing the

characteristical engine configuration
with cooling air being supplied into the
yes-space vla the front mounted cooling
blower. The cooling air then passes to
both sides through the cylinder heads and
around the cylinders outward.

In Fig. 2, the elf-borne sound levels
INITIAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES on air- measured at 1 m from the engine side our-
cooled diesel engines were started by face are shown versus engine speed
KHD some 40 years ago. First series (dotted llne). The noise ppoduced by the
production started An 1944. Since then cooling blower is included in these
KHD air-cooled engines have been values. For comparison purposes the noise
continuously advancing with particular level spectrum of is different water-
emphasis being given to an envlro- cooled engines, published in 1975 (2),
conscious design since the early has been included in this figure. Note
sixties, that the noise levels recorded for the

The current programme includes water-cooled engines do not include fan
alr-cooled die_el engine families noise and that the noise of the alr-

(1)+ , two of which are mainly used cooled engine including fan noise even
for automotive applications, the other remains.below that of the water-cooled

two are employed in the construction engines.
machinery sector, As the requirements This can mainly be attributed to the
laid down An the anti-nolse legislation combustion principle employed for the
for conatruotlon machinery have become naturally aspirated engines of this
more and more stringent in Germany series which is basically retained for
since 1965 substantial efforts have its successor, the FL 413 P series. The
been made An the field of noise combustion chamber and the position of
reduction, the injection Jets are shown in Fig. 3-

In addition to the aim of achieving This system of direct injection with
a noise reduction on the engine itself, mixing taking place near the wall of the
development activities have also been piston bowl is very favourable with
performed to reduce the noise by the
vehicle, since we are convinced that +Numbers in parentheses designate
only a combination of suitable References at end of paper
measures on both engine and on the

SAE/P.TO/S0/_2.SO
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regard be acoustics due to combustion effect produced by the enclosure was
with a slow rate of pressure rise. The between 15 and 25 dB(FiEures 5 and 6).
frequency analysis of the cylinder Therefore this technique permitted
pressure of thls combustion principle statements on those component noises
brings about a decay rate of approx, falling below the total noise level by
50 dB per decade, a rate nearly 15 dB(A) maximum.
equaling that of the Otto engine (5). Figure 7 indicates the noise levels

of the componentsdeterminedon the
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EL 413 TO THE FL 413F 8-cylinder 413 F engine with the aid

In the course of the further of this covering technique. Tbe two
development of the FL 413 bore and noisiest individual components are the

i stroke were enlarged by 5 mm each, exhaust gas pipe and the ell pan both at
these engines balng designated FL 415F. a level of 93 dB(A). The sum of the

_ Togehter with a revision of inJecZlon noise levels of cylinder liners and
system, combustion chamber and timing cylinder heads is 94 dB(A). When

_ it was possible to attain considerably co_lsiderlng the substantially larger.
higher brake mean effective pressures surfaces Of cylinder heads and liners
resulting in a rated power of 188 kW compared to the exhaust manifold this
(256 HP) at a reduced speed of 25oo/mln. value is surprisingly low.
This corresponds to m brake mean These results were obtained on the
effective pressure of 7.08 bar. The left-hand side of the engine and differ
engine characteristics (5) are shown only slightly from those recorded on the

: in Fig. 4. Design changes which affected rlght-hand side where the noise level
the noise pattern of the engine include is somewhat lower. Different values were
a reinforced crankcase, an enlarged main of course recorded wlth the microphone
bearing diameter, 8 cast clumlnJum valve position at 1 m An front of the engine

_r cover end an exhaust manifold which was since there the blower noise - which is

changed from a sheet-mete1 version to a practically uranotlceable on the side -
combination o£ castings and sheet-metal is Of greater influence.

_ parts. As the noise levels o£ the
:; The noise values of this automotive individual oomponemts were now known,

engine incorporating the above it was possible to determine on which
_ improvements are also shown in Fig. 2 components corrective measures had to
;: (drawn line). At the ra_ed speed of be carried out so as to reduce the total

25oo/min the total noise level is only noise level of the engine.
iol dE(A), measured laterally st i m The noise occurring in the area of

_:_ distance from the engine. This low the cylinder and the cylinder head
_I total nolee level already indicates could be reduced by two measures. First,

that further noise improvements can only injection at rated speed was retarded
ii be realized with difficulty, by restricting the range o£ the advance

unit by 2 degrees. By this measure the
i! NOISE REDUCTION ON THE TEST ENGINE, noise level could he reduced on the
! FL 413 F SERIES average of 0.8 dB(A) deterslned during

To further reduce the noise level measurements performed on several
of thls engine, it was first necessary engines.
to debermlne the noise produced by the The effect of this retard on the
individual engine compoments. For this other englse parameters was of course
purpose, the well-known covering also taken into consideration. The
technique was employed. With this exhaust gas emlsalons were substantially
technique the engine is totally improved by the re;arded inJestlon and
enclosed so as Co minimize the exterior since the rlse in the fuel eomsumptloa
noise, The noise level increases by and the rise in smoke involved were so
exposing the surface sections of the small, this could be fully accepted.

J components to be examined. Then_ the The second measure entailing e
nolo8 level of these composents can be reductloa of the noise, which according
calculated from the difference in the to the results o£ the component noise
noise levels. Examples of costly and analysis seems to be produced by the
complicated covering techniques are cylinder liners and cylinder heads, can
given in the relevant literature. The only be applied to alP-cooled engines.
technique employed by us was simplified This engine has a space below the
to the greatest possible extent while vee-space cover (see Fig. 7) which has a
still ensuring sufficient accuracy of relatively high noise level caused by
the test results. The experimental several sources, such as the blower,
enclosure became effective only above injection pump, cylinders, cylinder heads,
200 HZ. In the frequency range of est. This noise can reach the outside
interest with regamd to acoustics the of the engine by passing through the

cooling fins of the cylinder
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liners and heads, Therefore, a reduction the engine, the former cooling fan is
of the noise level within the yea-space influential in the overall noise level
also entails a reduction of the noise but only in case of high engine speed
level outside the engine, Such reduction and high load since the blower of the
in the yea-space was realized by 41_-serles engine is thermostatically
providing the underslde of the yea-space controlled. A blower drive is shown in
cover with absorption material. This Fig. S. The Fan is driven vie a flexible
material has a surface area of only coupling, protecting it against
0.26 m2 but was responsible for reducing torsional vibrations, and by means of an
the noise level of the engine by 0.8 hydrodynsmlc coupling. Control of this
dB(A) st 1 m dlstsnce, coupling is affected ms e function of

Another component which largely the load via an exhaust gas thermostat.
influences the total noise level of the Especially in the case of accelerated
engine is the ell pan, in this case an drlve-by of vehicles powered by this
aluminium casting (see Fig. 7). Here, engine, no effect of the blower on the
it was attempted first to reduce the vehicle noise can be determined.
structure-borne sound level in the ell Nevertheless, great effort has been
pan by stiffening the crankcase and thus made to reduce the obJectlonal quality of
improving the sound radiation effect, the noise without the obligation of
There was good reason for hoping that observing legally specified limits (6,7).
this method which showed excellent All of the blowers for the various
results in the case of serveral water- engine types were revised auccesslvley.
cooled engines, would be functional The results of the fan development are
also for the air-cooled engine. We demonstrated by the example of the io
assumed that the crankcase of the air- and 12 cylinder engine blowers (Fig. 9).
cooled engine featuring a low overall At the same operating point these new
height would be particularly responsive fans feature reduced speed and
to additional stiffening. During the improved efflslencles. However, the
test it was noticed, however, that the noise reduction obtained with these new
use of a 23 mm thick stiffening plate fans is not only to be attributed to the
between crankcase and oli pan had only higher efficiency. Declalve progress has
a minor effect. It was also noted that been made using thnequal spacing of the
this effect was dependent on the engine blades.
speed. Whereas at n = 24on/mln a slight Figure io indicates the noise

< noise reduction was noted, the noise spectrum of the fan of the 12 cylinder
L level increased at n = 250o/min on vee-anglne. The fan whlsh is presently

account of this stiffening plate, in production (upper curve) still

i_r'; Promising results were however features equal spacing of the blades
il obtained by coating the oil pan. A 6 mm and the peaks produced by the harmonics

mat of high density damping material of the blade number are clearly visible,
if! which was glued to the oil pan proved These peaks have largely been eliminated
ii! to be the optimum coating material with by providing unequal blade spacing.

regard to acoustics. By this coating, Therefore the noise produced by this new
the noise level could be reduced on blower is considered as having s much
both engine sides by approx, 0.5 dB(A), lower annoyance factor. The broad-band

_: We are continuing however to search for noise is now fully covered by the engine
_q other seating materials and methods noise. These new fans are currently
i:! since gluing is, in our opinion, not boeing introduced into series production,
ii an optimum solution with regard to costs
i and series production. _iEASURES ON THE V_HICLE WITH F8L 413 F
_ Coating also has a good acoustical ENGINE+

effect on the sheet steel intake About 50 p.c, of the engines of the
manifold. Here a 3 mm coating of dampening 413 F series are installed in trucks.
material brought about a reduction of In drlve-by tests according _o ECE
the noise level of approx. 0.5 dB(A) at R 9, noise values of 88 - 89 dB(A) were
1 m distance f_om the engine, recorded for these vehicles equipped with

The results abtalned on the test standard FL 415 F engine. The
engine which, contrary to the series measurement point under this code is at
engine, included the aforementioned 7.5 m from the vehicle center llne.
four noise silencing measures are given Values recorded at a distance of 50 feet
in Fig. 2 (dashed llne). The noise (in accordance with gag J 366a) are
reduction abtalned extends over the about 6 dB(A) lower than those
entire epeed, ragge, determined at a distance of 7.5 m.

Present European laws specify for
COOLING FAN these vehicles with engines over 200 HP

At the measuring point in front of a limit of 91 dB(A). In 3980, this limit
will be reduced to 88 dB(A).
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Thus,, the vehicles which are now in the effect of these shields in engine
production nearly meet the acoustical temperatures. When installing _t air-
limit specified for 198o. cooled engine particular attention must

The sore stringent regulation can be paid to the blower obtaining fresh
be fully complied with by only and not reclrculated cooling air. This
minor acoustical improvements such as to was considered in the case of the tested
the intake and e_aust gas systems, vehicle and even under adverse conditions
Improving the intake system meant (high ambient temperature, high engine
optimizing the intake pipe lengths be- loading and low driving speed) there were
fore the air cleaner; the costs no inadmissibly high tempmratures noted.
involved are only negligible. Accordingly, the engine can be operated
Improvement on the exhaust gas side was without any reservation with the
attained by increasing the silencer described shielding measures being
volume by approx. 25 _. The noise levels incorporated.
which were then recorded during the For the vehicle powered by an engine
accelerated drlve-by fell below 87 dB(A), of the 413 F series, the catalogue of
The next etep was to fasten sound acoustical measures is summarized in Fig.
shields to the vehicle. Several versions 12. The individual measures are quite
which were tested are shown in Fig. ll. unprohlematic and can be easily introduced
Shields marked number 1 were fastened to in series production. It is observed that
the cab end are tilted upwards together the combination of all measures described
with it thus ensuring good access for entails a noise level which falls below
maintenance purposes. Shields shown as the noise level of the current series-
number 2 ore a necessary acoustical vehicle by 7 dB(A) and below the current
supplementation to shields NO. i and limit value binding for Europe by
ware fastened to the vehicle frame, Both 9 dB(A).
shields prevent propagation of noise When adding the noise reductions
sideways, resultingfrom the individualmeasures

The cooling air coming from the it is observed that the total noise
cylinder liner end cylinder head sections reduction is greater than that which was
is duoted dovnuwarda by these shields, actually measured on the vehicle. This,
Since the flow cross-sectlonal area among other things, is attributed to the
required for the cooling air outlet must fact that some measures performed on the
be maintained, the amount of noise vehicle and on the engine affect the
propagating downwards can only be same noise sources, e.g. a noise
reduced by providing suitable absorptlan reduction of 0.5 dB(A) measured on the
material on these shields, vehicle may be caused by shield No. 3 as

Side shield No, l could not be well as by the coating of the oil pan.
coated due to the proximity of She hot The combination of both measures,
exhaust pips but this was carried cut on however, does not bring about any further
No. 2. Together these shields brought noticeable improvement.
about an improvement of the drlve-by The decision whether to use a
noise of 1,5 to 2 dB(A), coated oil pan or an additional side s

By fastening a further shield (No.3) shield may be based either on the mere
which fully covers the lower engine cost factor or on the aspect of simpler
as viewed from the side the noise maintenance. The catalogue of measures

0.5reduction was only dB(A), described will be a basis for determining
However drlve-by noise was largely the cost optimized measures which would

influenced By a further shield ensure compliance with certain future
installation (No. 4) arranged limit values. The costs for all noise
horizontally end extending from the reduction measures described are
bumper of the vehicle to the front edge estimated by us to amount to a range of
of the engine. This shield prevented the 1 - 2 % of the vehicle price.
noise existing at the front end of the
engine from expanding to the sides, The VEHICLES POWERED BY ENGINES VHDER 200 HP,
noise attenuation achieved by this shield FL 912/913 SERIES
was 1 _(A). An investigation similar to that

The ehields, together with the performed for the FL 413 P series engine
improvements made on the intake and is presently carried out for the second
exhaust gas systems resulted in s total series of air-cooled engines which is
noise reduction of approx. 5 dB(A), i.e. applied in the automotive sector as 4 to
in accelerated drlve-by, the noise level 6 cylinder in-llne engines. A 4 cylinder
of this vehicle equipped with the engine of this 912 series is depicted in
standard engine is 84 dB(A). Fig. 13. These engines, too, have been

It goes without saying that, further developed into e 913 series
examinations were made with regard to featuring an enlarged bore of lo2 mm and
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a stroke of 125 mm. The 6 cylinder value rises considerably. Thus it was an
version of the 913 series devslopes aim to achieve high temperatures to
96 kW at 28oo rev/min, minimize the noise increase during

The analysis of the noise produced acceleration. With the air-cooled
by the individual components and the engines this can be realized by
resulting measures for reducing the noise appropriate regulation of the cooling
on engines of the 913 series are blower.

: comparable to the work described for the
415 F engine. The fan noises, for MEASURES ON THE VEHICLE WITH F6L 913

_i example, were substantially reduced. In ENGINE
i! our opinion, it is therefore not A truck having a GVW of 7.5 t used

ii necessary to go once again into details, for these tests was powered by a 6
l: What has to be mentioned, however, is cylinder of the 913 series. The
, the different combustion system of thes_ acoustical limit value for this vehicle
_ two engines, as specified in the European regulation
i ECE R 9 is 89 dE(A). This value is

COMBUSTION NOISE Just met by the truck equipped with NA
In comparison with the low noise engine of standard deslgu. Therefore,

combustion system of the FL 413 F series substantial efforts will have to be made
NA engines the FL 913 engine features a so as to meet the licit value of 86 dB(A)
more rugged combustion system with which will be applicable as from 198o.
central injection. As a first measure the By installing the slightly turbo-
combustion noise was reduced by employing charged engine described above, the noise
slight turbecharging. In this case since level was already reduced by 4 dB(A) on
the maximum engine rating was not to be left-hand side an 5.5 dB(A) on the
increased by turbocharging the maximum rlght-hand side. So the noise in a
engine speed could be reduced from distance Of 7.5 m was 83.5 and 85 r
n = 2800 rev/sln to n = 250o rev/min, respectively.
The noise levels thus obtained are shown Further noise reductions were

_i in Fig, 14 versus the brake mean effective attained by adopting measures on the
pressure. The lower noise level (4) of vehicle similar to those mentioned before

_ approx, 4 dB(A) owing to the combustion with the FSL 413 F engine +. The work on
i! with a lower pressure rise and the speed the vehicle and the engine is still
i! reduction is clearly noticeable. Another continued. The details and final results
. point of interest is that in the case will bepublished later, hut we are shure
_[ of the slightly turbocharged engine the that noise levels will be even lower
:'i noise st full load is below the noise at than those we reached with the bigger

low load. The noise occurring with the truck. In the case of the smell truck

_,_ motored engine is shown in the left-hand the costs for all acoustical measures
_,] side of the figure, will amount to approx. 5 % of the,; vehicle price.
_'; NOISE DURING ACCELERATION For this engine, the major noise
_! In addition to reducing the noise reduction could be achieved by adopting
_;] under steady state conditions, the alight turbocharging and reducing the
_:_ introduction of a smoother combustion speed. In the case of the vehicle
_I system offered the advantage of lower equipped with an engine of the 413 F
_ noise during acceleration of the engine, series, however - when taking the noise
' Figure 15 shows the noise increase values of the 413 aeries as basis - the

during acceleration of the engine total noise reduction obtained was
compared to the noise level determined nearly identical with measures on the
under steady state conditions. It is vehicle or on the engine.
obvious that the temperature of the
engine is a decisive parameter affecting
the noise during acceleration. As an
example, the noises are shown in this +The work on the vehicle was performed
figure as a function of the cylinder by Maglrus Deutz AG (e companyy of the

: liner temperature. In the course of IVECO) and the Institute for Motor
>_ these tests other engine temperatures Vehicles and Automotive Engines of thei
,! changed similar to the cylinder liner University of Stuttgart, Financial

temperature, Only the oil temperature support is given by the Federal
•._ remained constant. Environmental Agency Of the Federal

It is obvious that at a temperature Republic of Germany
which corresponds to the full load

J point the noise increase due to
acceleration is somewhat above 1 dB(A).

:_ At lower cylinder temperatures, thla

!!
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1 service cover 83

2 valve cover 92
3 intake manifold 90

•_ .. l, exhaust manifold 93
:.,-___. .,, 5 cyLinder+-head 94

'.r._:l_,,'w_ 7 oil pan 93
:; _ _ _=:.! . 8 fLywheeL housing 88• J

,_b-4_--_ oil cooler outlet 87
,_....':L._= fan 88

fan
h h

and
ALl measurements in dB (A), housing

lm from the teft side surface, oIL cooler surface 8/,
=, fur[ Load, 2500 RPM. vibration damper 8/,

totaL noise 101dBA

FLg. 7 - Engine noise analysts FSL 613F
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i THE TRANSPORT AND ROAD RESEARCH LABORATORY

QUIKT HEAVY V_IICLN PROJECT

A.R. Cawthorne B.Sc. C.gng. M.R.Ae.S.
:: J.W.Tyler Dip. Stats. P.lnst,M.g.

Transport and Road Research Laboratory
Crowthorne, England

i.

•_ ABSTRACT and thus give higher noise readings than in the

!iI normal American test with microphones st 50 ft.Research into means of reducing noise from The resulting target noise levels for components

_ dlesel-engined goods vehicles of 30-40 tonnes of the vehicle are shown in Table 1; the target
i_ gross vehicle weight has shown that engine re- noise level inside tiledriver's cab was set st

_! design can reduce noise from thiB component by 79 dR(A). Research on particular components of the

t( 5-10 dR(A) within reasonable production, perform_ system was carried out at the Institute of Sound
_:! anee and cost constraints. Attention to the and Vibration Research and the Motor Tndustry

exhaust system, cooling package, engine covers and Research Association as well as at TRRL who also
i' chassis design has resulted in a 10 dB(A) redueb, undertook the overall management of the project and

._ ion in noise in the cab. Results are quoted from coordination of the various activities. A vital

_:_ a number of experimental vehicle builds and the aspect of the research proposals was that they
basis for a demonstration vehicle built to pro- should be suitable for incorporation i, production.

duellos standards which should meet a target and the effect on opersting costs evaluated. In

drive-past noise level of 80 dR(A) is described, its original concept the programme plsrmed as the
research phase would lead to custom built versions

:) of the two vehicles which would then be used in adevelopment phase leading to demonstration vehicles

_i built to production standards, In the event, the
7_! experimental v,,hicles were produced but the

:_i development of a demonstration vehicle was pursued

_ only on the Foden/Rolls Royce vehicle whilst the
;_ lessons learnt on the Leyland Buffalo are to be ,

_ used in future product designs.

_ii TREFODENVEHICLEAS A RESULT of s review of road traffic noise

_:i (Ref. I) a programs of research and development The original Foden vehicle was a 6 x 2 tractor

_, was instigated in _97_ to produce demonstration unit as shown in Fig. I powered by a q3 litre Rolls

_ quiet heavy dleael-engined commercial vehicles Royce engine, details of which are shown in Table 2.

_:_ with external noise levels some qO dR(A) lower TransmiBsion w,s via a redan 9 speed gearbox with a

:_I than the existing values, Heavy artiewlsted lorry worm drive rear axle with double reduction hubs.

•_ tractors were chosen for the study since these Initial work on the exhaust, cooling system and cab

:! were likely to be the most difficult to quieten, noise woe carried out on this vehicle until a later
especially when fitted with engines capable of model became available_ this was a 4 x R chassis
powering combinations of up to 44 tenses gross with a design gross vehicle weight of 38 tonnes as

I,; vehicle weight which was then the proposed upper shown in Fig. 2. The engine was mounted further

!:j end of the normsl UK design range, back in the chassis than normal to provide space

il The broad aim of the project was to assist for the special cooling package and the engine was

!i the British vehicle industry to meet future modified to accept a different turbo-charger and
_i requirements and demonstrate the levels which it: camshaft which gave a useful reduction in noise

was reasonable to set in future U.K. legislation emission. The Foden rear axle case was fiLLed

without incurring severe economic penalties. With with a hypoid head. The redes glass reinforced

the cooperation of the manufacturers the project plastic cab was mounted on pivot pinb fitted with

_'i aimed to produce demonstration articulated vehicle rubber bushes at the front and supported by steel

tractors. The first was based upon the Leyland coil springs with hydraulic dampers at the rear.

_i Buffalo with a gross vehicle weight limit of The interior was lined with q.5 inch thick sound

_ 32 tonnes and an engine of 212 bhp. The second absorbent polyurethane foam covered with decorative
was a redes vehicle designed for a maximum gross trim, an engine bonnet quilt was fitted, _nd the

:: vehicle weight of 44 tonnes and fitted with a floor was covered with a loaded FVC and chip foam

Rolls Royce engine of 350 bhp. A target drive laminate. Successive stages in the build of this

past noise level of 80 dB(A) was set. This level vehicle are shown in Table 3.
is based upon the standard BS 3425:$966 test and

it should be noted that the microphones in this
test are set at 7.5 m from the path of the vehicle
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NOISE R_-qEARCH obtained frnm chanEinE injection timing and the
standard 26_ Btdc was used, A thi_k U-sectlon

ENGINE - Baseline noise measuremont_ were rubber moulding was fltted to the flange o£ the

made with the engine installed in the anechoic aluminium sump to effect some isolation°

cell at ISVN with the dynamomQter effectively _mlnated panels consistln_ o£ _ central _heet of

isolatQd. The resulting _pectrum for the standard perforate and outer sheets of mild steel _andwich.d

engine is shown in Fi_. 3. FiEure 4 shows the together with layer8 of neoprene wore fitted to the

¢ontrihutlon f_am thB front end of the engine aB side and f_ont surfaces o£ the eziEineo
reveal_d by partial a_oustlc covering° FiE ur_ 5 NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCI! ENGINE -

shows the effect of engine speed on overall noise Te_t bed measurements af onglns noise £or the

and is typlfled by a change in slope at about research and the standard engines are compared in

1700 rpm° (See also reI. 2). This meant that a Table 4 and the spectra ar_ shown in Fig. 3-

reduction in maximum _peed from 2100 rp_ to Subsequent tests have suggested _hat the _eductlons
_900 r_m gave 3 dB(A) and the lower speed was in noise indicated in Tabl_ _ are conservatiw and

used in the final demonatratiQn vehicle. To a reduction of 10 dBA ha_ been shown to be obtaln_d

check the effort o£ timln E go_rs oa front end in many conditions° Ths mQ_ifled _ructu_e still

noise these were replaced by a triplex rolle_ retained the main bending _ode at about 200 ]_z hut

chaln drive resulting i. _n average reduction _he second bending m6de n_ 490 Hz was larsely

of 7 db(A)° E'_idence fr0m _yli_der eliminated. Vibration levels on the _ump of the

pressure spectra, the effects of load b0o_t and research engine were reduced by up to 20 dB compared

speed _n noise and the influence of timing gaar with the original engine above 2.SkHz and b_ abo_t
noi_e all pointed towards overall noise being 10 dB i. the 5<D to 2000 _z range, this was

mainly determined by comhu_tiQn noise at low attrlbutod to the e£fect o£ the bed plat_ up to
speeds and_mech_nical nolsa at hi_er spe_ds. 2 _/_z and a_ove that frequ0n_y sump isolation was

Accele_ometer _ea_ing_ were taken over _ Er_ on the main ¢o_tributor. The laminnted panels

the engine sur£ace reaultin_ in vibration pa_tern_ attached to th_ revised structure attenuated the

as shown in Fig 6 for 2_ Hertz where one o£ the transmitted vibration levels by up to 20 dB at

ma_or bending modes occurred. No_e that the £requen_ss between 2.5 and 10 kHz. Thus the

amplitudes in _ig° 6 _epresent rms vibration I_VR re-design o£ the Roll_ Royce engine had made

level_ and not phase information which would give a valuable contribution to the reduction in vehicle

mode shape° The result o£ noise and vibration nolse level_ and R_II_ Noy_e were sufficiently

Btudle_ o_ the engine structure can b_ Btzmma_is_d impre6sed t_ start work on production drawing_

as ma_r modes at around 200, 350 and 500 Hertz. following the baslc principle_ lald down°

There were al_ several peaks controlled _y the E_IAUST SYST_ - _ai_ silencer desIEns were

response o_ the sump at 620, ?30 and 1_00 Hertz produced using the ISVR co_puter-aided desiS_

and re_on_nce_ of the structure occurred at _o4_i package and MIRA then prod_d practical versions

1.6 and I°9 kHz_ the tappet _ver being important of the_e designs and tested them in a special noise

at 2.8 _Iz. Static d_flectlon tests showed that test facility° The origi_l engine _ave an open-

the cylinder block was rigid _ompared w_th the plp_ exhaust noise level of 109 dB(A) at _,100 r_m

crankcase, Under combustion loads the ma_n with the microphone 7.5 m _rom the end of the pip_
hearln_s _oved downwards dragging the s_dewalls and 60°o££ the axis° A slightly revised _amshaft

o£ the crankcase in at th_ bottom deck level and and modlfle_ valve ¢lo_ran_es resulted in a

out at sump roll few1. The basle struct_ was reductio_ in noise _f 6 - 8_ dB(A) over the upper
a major noise _adiator mainly due to th_ largo _e_d range° The fitting o£ a different turbo-

area rather than the the particularly hiEh char_er gave a further rod_ction _f 3dB(A) at

vibration lev_l_. Th_ sump was the second most hi_)_er _pe_d_ with som_ Increase at lower speeds;
important noise radiator }mvi_g high vibration _ useful increase in engine torque was also

levels in the £roquency range 2._ to _ kHz. o_tained° _iloncer development was carried out

REVI_ED STRUCTURE- A research engin_ was with this standard of engine modiflcation° A

desiEned by ISVR usln_ the standard runnin_ _ear numbe_ of co_erclally available silencers were

in a strengthenad _yllndar hlock/_rankcaso struct- tested as well as the e_porimental versions. Some

ure° _igure ? show_ cross _e_tions af the of the proprietary s£1ence_s achloved the requlrod
original engin_ and the revised structure, the attenuation above 200 Hz b_t none was sufficiently

latter incorporating a ladder typQ bed plat_ effective at lower frequencies. An addltional

containing the lower halves of the main bearing_ requirement of 90 dB(C) _t 7.5 m wa_ used as a

thus p_ovldi_g Ereate_ stif£na_s in the crankcase, target _or the low f_equency test_ it was also
The bottom deck of the cyllnd_r block was movQd to found that hack pressured from the more of£ectlve

the lower end of the cyllndor_ to form _ rigid proprlotary silencers were too high for the engine

section to reduce £1exlng o£ the cylinder b1_ck requlrem_nt_° In all, 22 versions o£ the experi-
walls caused by distortion o£ the crankcase. The ment_l silehcers wo_e built and te_ted b_fore th_

outer faces of the crankcase were flat to enable final d0sSEn was achisved° This ¢on6isted of

close flttlng damped panels to be attached. T_ twin ¢yllndrical boxes of 254 mm dlameter with a

reduc_ the noi_e from tlmin_ _earB Which was total volume 186 litres, and gave a back pres_ur_

apparent in the standard engine, these gears w_re o£ 3.9 cm of mercury. It is important to note
removed to the rear of the engine thouEh the oil that th_se silencer_ were entirely reactive in

pump rem._ned at the front. The fuel Injection design, thus disposing of absorption sections

pump u_ed had a low noi_e specification, Te_ts containing _te_ial which might clog or be blown

_howed thet there w_ llttle advantage to be o_t o£ th_ system° The size of hole_ and
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percentage open area in the perforated sections of cruising with engine maintaining constant speed in

the silencers proved to he critical factors. Hole top gear andwhen accelerating at full throttle in

sizes of less than 1.5 mm dis gave the best cop gear. The results are illustrated is Fig. 11

i acoustic performance but clogging with exhaust for the original Poden vehicle. Figure 12 shows

products occurred during running and holes of the importance of fan noise1 even on this tom-
about 3 mm were shown to be n0cessary; with holes parstively noisy vehicle. The fan also affected

of this size the percentage open area had to be the noise levels within the cab which rose to
between 5 end 10 per cent for adequate performance. 91-92 dB(A) in the noisiosb conditions. On this

On the basis of a spatial average the final vehicle the fitting of softer engine mountings and

silencers met the t_rget noise level requirement of the improvement in cab tri_, together with the

69 dE(A) at 7.5 metres although somewhat short of enclosure of the engine within a tunnel made of

il the 90 dB(g) target at lower engine speeds due to 22 gauge aluminium resulted in a reduction in noise

difficulty in silencing the engine firing tom- in the cab of 6 dB(A). The Foden F3 vehicle with

;i portents. The silencers were of comparatively the glass reinforced plastic cab showed an overall

simple construction and should prove reliable in internal noise level of 78 dN(A) maximum in gears

use, the ratio of the volume of the final I-? duping acceleration and values of 81-83 dB(A)

silencsrs to the swept volume of the engine was were measured in gears 8 and 91 where wind noise

!i approximately 16, this ratio depending principally was becoming predominant at the higher road speeds.
upon the hack pressure specified. The spectra for the noise in the cab of the F2 end

i_ COOLING SYSTEM - The cooling system fitted to F5 vehicles are shown in Fig. 15. This difference

the origlnsl vehicle used an 8 bladed axial fan is mainly due to the improved engine mounts, engine!
and measurements of cooling system noise made at enclosure and adequately sealed and t_immsd cab.
fan speeds up to g400 roy/sis indicated that a A test with the tunnel enclosure removed showed a

reduction of Up to 25 db would be necessary in _ dB(A) increase in the maximum internal noise
: order to meet the target. A variety of elterns- level. The effectiveness of the acoustic treatment

tire fan types was considered and a double inl_t of the cab was tested in stages with the results

forward curved multl-vans centrifugal type was shown in Table 6.

_i chosen as available at the time and likely to EXTERNAL NOISE WITH TEE P_ VFgIICLE - The noise

!_ meet b6th the required cooling and noise levels, level obtained on the BS test with the F_ vehicle

i_ This fan was driven by a hydraulic motor with sn was 86 dB(A). The effect of removing the tunnel_9

_ enEine.drive_ hydra.bit pump and th_ resulting enclosure from the stasdard Rolls Royce engine is
cooling package is shown in Fig. 8. Test bed shown in Fig. 14, where it may be seen that most

_ readings with this system indicated that its attenuation due to the enclosure occul.red above

,,i_ coolin E and noise performance should be conaidsr- 900 Nz. At this point in the tests a tonal effect
ably better than target but when installed in the was identified as coming from the tyres. Changing

i/; vehicle it was found that cooling performance was to tyres with a pattern of five circumferential
'' well below that required; this was attributed to ribs without a pronounced edge pattern removed?i
_ loss in fan performance due to unfavourable this effect and reduced drive pass noise levels by

location and loss of radiator performance due to 2 dB(A). A test on this vehicle to show the

_ tL_squal distribution of air flow owing to the exhaust brahe effect upon noise during deceleration
_, close proximity to the fan. Various modifications showed that an increase of 5.5 dB(A) occurred with

_! were tried be overcome this difficulty but the this in operation.
, eventual solution was the adoption of a mixed TESTS WITR FINAL EXPERIMEb"rAL V_IICLE (P_) -

flow fan desiEn_sd by the National Engineering External Noise - A comparison of the noise

:'_ laboratory. The centrifugal c0olinE package was level_achieved b-yyiho F4 vehicle and the F1

_ used in the testing of the experimental v0hicle vehicle is shown in Table 5. The highest noise
from which the noise values are quoted below, it level emitted by the F4 was almost 10 dB(A) lower

was adequate for normal U.K. summer weather but than that produced by the Ft. In both cases the

the cooling performance would not be sufficient maximum noise was recorded in fifth gear.

for extreme European summer temperatures. Figure 15 shows a comparison of the spectra
of the noise emitted by the two vehicles. The

COMPLETE V_qICLE NOISE RESULTS noise levels recorded for the F4 tractor with

laden trailer in passing noise tests are shown in1
_ STANDARD VEHICLE BASELINENOISE - Table 5 Fig. 16.

_ shows the overall emitted noise when the vehicle Cab Noise . The noise loyola measured inside

was tested according to BS 34R5:1966. Examples of the cab of the original F1 vehicle and the final

the resultin_ noise spectraareshown in F_g. 9; F_ vehicle showed reductions of from 8.5 to 14

the spectra shown i. Fig. 10 were obtained with dB(A) with an average level of _8 dB(g) in the F4

_] the vehicle stationary and engine running. This vehicle. The noise in the F_ contained a peak at

demonstrates how the low frequency content of about SO0 }Iz,which was identified as associated

exhaust noise dropped when the engine governor with the fan drive hydraulic motor and this was

came into operatioo. Fan noiee_ with blade pass- later removed, It Was also _oted that _oise in

ins frequency Of about 350 Nz remained at a the F4 cab increased with speed, particularly in

aiEniflcant level, higher gears, in contrast with the F1 where levels
Passi_ S noise measurements were obtained with remained the same in each gear regardless of speed.

an unladed tractor _nit operating at a range of This effect was undoubtedly due to the fact that

speeds between _2 and 96 km/h, when coasti.g with wind noise covld be more readily heard in the
engine stopped and gears disengaged, when quieter F4 cab.
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COHPARISON OF F4 WITH OTIiER CURRENT VERICLES . a mi.lmum at the cylinder blocIJcrar_caso _unotion

Table 7 shows _ comparison of maximu_ external to a maximum _t th_ _ranl¢ca_a _klrt° A_ Lh_re is

noiae on a range of vehlcles including th_ fi_l no phaae cancallation from flapping mode_,

results obtained with tho F4 experimental vehicle° acouatlc radlation was hlgh. ThQ major so.rae o£
noise wa_ the cylinder bloc]_ and crankca_et the

SUMMARY OF RESEARCEI ON T_E FODE_/ROLLS R0_CE st_mp having an important effect at tho front°
V_ICLE Front noise was als_ markedly a_fec_ed by tlmlng

gea_ noise. Rocke_ cover and exhaust manifold

The ISV_/RolIs Royco research engi.o e_itted were slgnlflcaz_ but l_s important sources°
nolao levels of 9-10 dB(A) lowe_ t_n the _tand_rd REVISED STRUCTURE . T_ experimental ISVR/

'i engln_o A p_ototype of this eng_e to productlon Leyland qtliet e.gine was reached in two main

_,i standards has been buil_ by Roll_ Royce Motors Lt_o stageB° The fi_t _tago used t_ standard cyllnd_r
_ The final silo_e_ de_i_n which was entlr_ly block with the crankcase modified by attaching a

_ _eactlve, i°e. without .ny absorptio. _le_ent_, I inch thick bearing beam Integral with the bearing

r came within 2 dB(A) of tho target. _t hlgh engine caps (Fig° 22). The f_n.l stage employe_ a

_i speed_ it came within 2 dB(C) o[ the _arget but at revised _rankcaae design (ladder frame) uaed with
_! low e_gi_e a_ee_a thi_ _arget w._ _xcoe_od by a a modl/ied _yllnd0_ bloc_. _ta.dard rua_ing p_

larEe_ margin° A production version of this were used and the _ompleted design included _ront

_" silencer i_ now being tested. The cooling _ack.ge Chain d_ive i_ place o_ _e_ drive for the timln E

! in the experlm_ntal vohi_le met the noise targots systam, laminate_ d_mpSng _nels on the _rankcase

i', but provided i_sufficlent coollng to meet maximum and cylinder _Io¢_ walls, a sump dscoupled by a
' E_rop_an 6_m_er temperatures° A new coolin E pack U-se_tio_ neop_no _asket_ a_ addition_l damped

with _ m_xed /low _an h_G now be_n buil_ and is cove_ over the _tandard rocke_ cover _nd a quieter

being testad° I.itial _ndications are _hat thi_ injection pump.

i w_ll _aet both .oise a_d cooling _argets. A _enerallaad vlew of the ladder frame crank- ¸
_i_ The maximum oxtorn_l noise of the fin_l case is _Iven in Fig° 23 wh_e it cnn be soen to

!_ _esear_h vehi_lo was 8_°SdB(A)° With mode/i- consist of two _arts spli_ at the crankshaft

_ ca_io_8 incorporated in t_e demonstration vehicla centre llne. Th_ u_per part had thicker web and

._ the target level of 8OdB(A) has been obtained, wall se_tion_ whilo the lower half compriaed a
ladde_ f_a_ne ¢onstructio. desi_aed for high

TI_ LE_L_ND V_IICLE _tlf/ness aEain_t 1ongltudinal b_ndi.g° The whole

was dlmen_Ioned to ta_e _t_n_ard Components° The

The standard L_yland Suffalo waa a 4 x 2 modified cylinder block _etained the norm_l

tractor unit as _hown in Fig. 17 _owered by a cyli._er liner and i.Jector houslngs but the

Leyland 8 lltr0 turbo-charged die_ol en_.e, exter.al walls _nd top dock were thickened.
detail_ of which are glv_l_ in Table 2. The NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCh! ENGINES -

engine waB coupled via a range-change 10 _eed The integral bea_ing plato da_ig_ was _oi_ier than

gearbox to a hu_ reducti_ rear axle° A pressed the atandard engl.e by _ to 2_ d_(A) unde_ full
_teel cab was f_tted whic_ was tr_mmed with _ubber load although at light loads the engines were

mats in the footwells and a r_sln bonded gla_s similar. The _pectr. of the _wo e_gines given in

flbre headllning° The e_glne cover and tho wa11_ Fig. 19 _how that the noise increase occurred
of the engine ¢0mpartme_t wore o[ a doubl_ steel mainly at _requencles _bove I kHz° The v_b_atlon

_klnne_ construction with mineral wool packlng, levels of the modlfied _ngi_e were lower _t low

_requ_ncios, a_d hlgher at freque.cles above 250

NOISE RY_EARC_! Hz bacause the integral bearing plate was excite_

_lose to its natural frequency and in turn excited
ENGINE AND TRA_SMISSION - Baseline noise the c_ankcase walla. Development therefore moved

men_u_smentB were made a_ _SVR on a Bpocinlly on to tho ladde_ frame d_sIEn°

_ constructed outsldo test facility glving a _lose The ladder frame research englne nearly

approxlmotlon to _ree fleld conditlons, reached the p_o_ect t_rg_t , giving 92/94 _B(A) a_
• The effoct of engine _eed on noi_e is shown I m=a _eduction of 6 dB(A)° No_ all the modlf_.

in Fig° 18 for th_ left hand side o[ the e.glne, cations were reEarded by the manufacturers as

ii The over_ll lewl of about 1OO dB(A) at 1 metre at co_merci_lly acceptable in the form developed _y
_, rated sp_ed and load ma_e this o.e of the q.leteat ISVR° Thi_ e.gine demonstrated principles but

die_el engines in its claaa tested by ISVR° needod deslgn cha.g_s for commercial production
'_ The speatrum of noise fro_ th_ englne i_ p_po_o_° The _poctra o£ the standard and

"' glven in Fig. 19 and _hows that the predominant research e_gin_ are compared in Fi E. 2_°

nolse i_ around 1250 Hz and a low £requency peak On the lef_ hand (i_jectlon pump) sid_ of the
occurs _t 200 Hz. The re_ult_ o[ _ccelerometer en_ino tho over_ll ¢ontr_butlon of the mode/led

reading_ takon over a g_i_ o_ poln_s on the engln_ crankcn80 at toted Bpeed and load I wa_ to reduce
, _ur_e confirmed the pre_ence of _ 200 Hz _ibrat- noise radiation by 2 dB(_) at a me_re. There was

ion in _he horizontnl direction a_ can be _e_n in a reduction in _ols_ level at £requen¢ies _round

Fig°20. At hiEhe_ frequencles the _ngine walls 200 and 25OHz co_responding to the reduction in
vibrated in the_om of p_el m_des, the levels the low_r vibrational modes of the revised cran_-

belng hlgh at th0 unsupported wal1_ _nd at a case° ]Iowever _ignifica.t peaks remaine_ _t

minimum at rigid cast sec_iOnSo In _he vortic_l 1000 I_z, 2500 _z and 8000 _z. Vibratlon levels

dlrectlon up to 1250 Hz (F_g° 21) 'flapplng' modeo ove_ t_ crard¢caso surfac, were reduced by up to

o¢cu_ed where the vibration level incre_se_ from _0 _er cont over the lower pa_t of the c_ankcnoe
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: skirts at £requ_neles up to 630 Hz. At COI.IpLETEVEHICLE tJOISE RESULTS
frequenclos between 800 Hz and 1250 _I_ the

acceleratlon levels were reduced by about 30 p_r BASELINE NOISE DATA OH STANDARD V_IICLE -
cent at the crankcase skirt_ Tablv 8 shows the overall no_se levols emitted

The Inmlnated damped co_ers reduced noise when tho vehicle was accvl_r_ted past the micro-

levela by I-3 dB(_) and the rea.l_s correlated phone in three gears in accordance with BS 3425_
_ well with the reduvtlon in vibr.tio_ levvls, show- 1966. Oper_tlon in 7th gear gaw the high_st

ing little raductlon below 8001_z and an increas- noise level_ and th_ spectra prod.cad in thi_ g_ar

" Sng improvement with frequency _bove 1000 _Iz° _an bo seen in F_g° 26. When tested unladen,

Replacement of the _uel pump by _h_ low noise driven at const.n_ _peed, and thvn coastod wit_

speclfic_tio_ version reduced the e_gi_e no,so by the e_gine _wit_hsd oCf_ re_ult_ Were _8 show_ in

_' 0.5 riB(A) at I00_ rev/m _t full load to I__(A) a_ Fig° 2?. The nolso 18vol was 6 dB(A) lower when

: rnted 8p_ed _nd load_ The _olated _u_p r_d_c_d _oastlng tha_ whez_the ongino provlded o_ough

_ noise level by 2 _B(A) o_ _he left hand sid_ of power to maintain con_t.nt _peed.

the vngi_e. Thi_ v£foc_ was falrly constant at Cab noiso in the standard vehi_lo was .bout

_ £ull load through the speed range and was con- 88 d_(A) when thv whicle was accel_rat_d through

_! v_ntrated in the frequvncy band 800-2500 Hz° _ho _ear_.
(_ EXHAUST SYSTEM - The work _n the qulvter MODiFICATIOnS TO THE _TANDA_D VE_IICLE - In

exhaust system for th_ Loyland v_hlcle preceded _ddition to _he _xperlmental silenver a_d cooling

tha_ on _he Foden and so the tec_nlques avail.hie system the e_gin_ .rid gearbox w_rv fully shielded

W_ro not so advanced and p_oblem_ were experienced by a sheet 8_eel _ncloQur_ lined with prote_ted

! with _he high gas flow of th_ae large engines° polyurethane foa_° The enclv_ure was ventilated

_owvwr de_$gns werv produced which _pproached by an air inlet at t_e front _nd a du_t fro_ th_

. the exhauat n_ise target _ithough th_e _ncluded rear of tho enclosure to the cooling system plenum
Bectlons co_ta_ni_ absorbent _ateri_l° chambor on tho cab tool° Th_ c_b tr_m wa_ _mproved

!'i The open plp_ vx_au_ noise of the original by u_in_ thicker insulating materlal, improvin E

_ Leyland dle_el e_in_ was 96 dB(A) at 2200 roy/sin t_o barrier between _he power un_ and the cab and
i_! at 7°_ metres and 60_ off axis. A total of 25 improvin E the gear lever galter _nd its _eal to

il versions of tl_eexperimental silencors _vre th. floor of the cab. The atand_rd Leyland englne
_ deslgned by I_VR _nd AIRA and tested on the nois_ w_s u_ed in _he research vehicle at this atage°

test facillty° I_ wa_ during the te_ts on the _OIS_ MEASUREMENTS OH T_E FINAL _ESEARCH

silvncers £or the Leyla_d englne _hat the use of V_IC_E - The ezternal noise lewla (at 7.5 metre_)

perforated tube sect_vn_ in t_e extended Inlo_/ emitted d_ri_g a_celeration te_t_ co_pared with

outlet expanslon chambers wa_ developed _n an the origi_l vehicle are giwn in Table _; ivvel_

at_e_p_ to reduce ba_k pressure. _ deslgn had been reduced by 10 dB(A) to 79.5 dB(A)° Th_

I; incorporating perforate bridges in an expanslon spectra shown in _Ig° 28 demonatra_e tha_ signlfl-

!_ chamber wa_ flnally produced by IS_R which, when cant _ttenuatlons h_d been achieved .t all froquvn.

_ u_d with a_ absorbent sectlo_, g_ve _ _oise lovsl cles° _t these 1ow_r general noise levsIs rear

i'_II of 73 _B(A) at below t_e maximum back pre_aure° axle gear mes_ing noise a_ abou_ 500.1000 AzW_th _h8 _uc_ss of the _baequent work on bec_m_ noticeable and the pronounced penks in th_

_ silenc_r_ for the Rolls Royce englno there ia no spoc_ra at 250 I[zwere duo to ty_e tread pattern

_ doubt that a 8_lencer for the Leyland engine ef[ects. Cab noise w_ reduced to 78 dB(A), and

_i which _t tho _arget .oily and back pressure the spectra in Fi_° 29 show that _hls result wns

r_l valuea without absorbent =ateri.1 co.ld haw _evn achlev_d with reductions at both hlgh and low
produc_do frequencieS.

COOLING S_STEM - The orlg_nal coollng system With _he engine and gearbo_ enclosure removed

_n the whlcle used o_ 8 bladed axlal _an. _he no_e external level increased to 85dB(A).

_oa_re_ents o[ coolin_ sy_te_ _oi_e I _ade at a T_e Leyland r_e_rch vehicle is compared with

£an ape_d of 2850 z.ev/_in ahow_d t_a_ a reduction a range of current whi¢lo8 in Table 7-

o£ 17 _B(A) wa_ required _o me_ t_e project

tar_8_ _f 84 dB(A) at I metre. SU_AR_ OF RESEARCII ON THE LEYIAND YE_ICLE

A cab roof cooling sya_em, _11ustrated in

Fig° 25, wa_ deaigned for this vehicle to avoid T_e Leyland research _nglnv emitted nvi_e

the problem of _aving to increase the fan duty _o levvls of 6 dB(A) lower than the standard engine°

maintain the alrflo_ _hroug_ an englne onclosureo This englno dsmonstrated principlos but novded

Thi_ position also had _he _dvantage of allowi_ deslgn change_ to _ake it ¢ommerclally vlable°

maximum _o o_ ram _iro _ axial flow fan_ d_ven The cab roo_ mounted coollng 8y_te_ met noise and

by a bydraullc motor, discharged the cool_g air temperato cl_mat_ cooling requlre_nt_ and together

vertically abovo the cab. The _ngine enclosure with th_ quieter vxhaust system enabled thv research

was ventilated by a ble_d from _he cooling system vehicle to meet the t_rget noise l_vel o_ BO dB(A).

plenum chn_ber° _easur_ments o_ this system
_how_d that it met the noise target at a fan speed T_RE NO_SE

_f I_00 rev/mln and at thi_ speed a_hieved the

coolln E performance requirod for tomporato Th_ main conclusions o$ the work on tyre

_limateao noise at TRRL a_ applied to the QHV pro_ect are:-

(I) Radlal.ply ty_e_ ar_ 6ome 3-_B(A) quieter

than cross-ply _yres°

(2) Quioteat tread patterns are those w_th 5 or
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more circumferential grooves with no pronounced surfacings laid to reduce splash and spray at

shoulder patterns, Stonsbridge, Warwickshire". Department of the

(3) Traction tyres with pronounced edge narrations Environment TRRL Report LR 563, Crowthorne 1973

are noisier than the tyres described in (R) by (Transport and Road Research Laboratory).

up to 5 dB(A) in the dry. On wet surfaces the

difference between tread pattern tends to
reduce.

(4) A typical radial ply tyre with 5 circumferent-

ial grooves emitted a noise level of 79-82
dB(A). When the surfaces were wet these noise

levels were increased by 8-9 dB(A). A per-

vious macadam surface can help to reduce noise
r when wet, measurements indicating some 4-6 dB(A)

reduction compared with a smooth macadam sur-
face. (ReI. 3).

CONCLUSIONS

The T_ Quiet Heavy Vehicle Project succeeded

in producing two research vehicles , herin B greatly
reduced external and internal noise levels. The

larger of the two, the Foden/Rolls Royce tractor
has been developed he production standards and will
enable the costs of production and operation to be
evaluated, This final demonstration vehicle has

recorded 80 dB(A) in BS acceleration tests and
satisfies all the objectives of the _HV project.

The work has involved developments in engine
noise control, cooldn S pac_ge t engine enclosure
and exhaust system, These have been drawn together
into a practical vehicle design which we hope will

point the way for future heavy road transport.
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Table I - Upper Limits of 5ound Levels to be emitted by Vehicle components

Maximum level dR(A)
Research*

Organisation Source at 1 m at 7.5 m

ISVR Engine including gearbox 92 77

Air intake, exhaust system
(computer modelling) 84 69

MIRA' C_b noise - 75 dB(A)

Cooling system 84 69

Exhaust system (development

of practical systems) 84 69
(Additional

target of
90 _m(c)

'MIRA were to design the vehicle cab to provide 3 dB(A) attenuation of the
sound level emitted to the roadside by the power unit

TRRL Tyre road surface noise - ?5 - 7?

Table 2 - Details of Engines

Engine Details Leylsnd Rolls Royce

Cycle/Asplratlon 4. Turbocharged 4. Turbocharged
Cylinders No, 6 6

Arrangement In llne In line
Inclination Vertical Vertical
Bore 118 mm 130.9 mm

Stroke 125 mm I_R*4 mm

_, Capacity 8.2 L 13.09L

I Max. Power 158 kw (212 bhp) 262 kw (352 bhp) [320 bhp]Max. Power Speed 2200 rev/m_n 2qo0 ray/rain [1950 re,mini

J Max. BMEP 17 Ibf/in 18 Ibf/in [21 ibf/in gauge]Boostpressure at max. power : 158 Ibf/in_ 182 ibt/in_ _S& Zbf/in_J
G Exhaust Back Pressure (max.) 3? mm Ilg 31 _m Rg

_} Cylinder Head 1 fixed head 2 bolted

_, " modification8 shown in square bracketB

Table 3 - Identification of the Four Builds of the Foden Tractor

Vehicle

, reference Vehicle type and condition

Pl Fodon 3-axled tractor (44 ton capability) with 350 b.h.p.

Rolls Royce turbocharged diesel engine. All components
standard; vehicle as delivered to MIRA.

F2 Fodsn 3-axled tractor with experimental silencers and

cooling system (centrifugal fan), improved cab insulation,

engine and gearbox remote enclosure I and standard Rolls
Royce engine (as in FI).

The Vehicle was returned to Fodens in this condition for

replacement with the later 2.axled chassis,

F_ Foden R-axled tractor with new g.r.po cab and hypoid rear

axle. The exhaust system was a_ removed from F2. The

cooling system was the same experimental design as in FR but
was 'packaged' to allow easy fitting and removal. The engine
was the standard Rolls Royce but with revised camshaft design
and later type turhocharger.



Table 3 - continued

Vehicle
reference Vehicle type and condition

Pl_ Foden 2-axled tractor as F3 with final experimentalexhaust
and cooling systems and fitted with quietened ISVR/RR 'research'

_J engine.
In this conditionthe vehicle was evaluatedand returned to
Fodens for the development phase of the Project.

{: Table 4 - Overall noise levels of standard Rolls Royce engine and Iresearch'engine

1000 I_ 2100rev/min

_; I. Standard

i (with front gears) FL NL FL NL FL NLOffside 99 90 98 94 105 1OO
_ Front 98 93 100 97 107 102
11 Nearslde 96 91 99 98 105 100

g. _Researoht
Offside 88 83 91 89 97 94
Front 87 84 9g 89 97 96

Nearside 89 85 92 90 99 97

El FL = full load
_I NL = no load
D

Table 5 - Comparison of the noise emitted by the original Foden FI
vehicle and the final 'research'vehicle F4

(ModifiedBS 3425 Test)

!_ OriginalvehicleFI Final'research'vehicleF4

2!

_ Noise emitted, Noise emittod

dB(A)

_i Gear Right hand Left hand Gear Right hand Left hand
_f side side side side

93.0 92.0 4 82.0 81.5
I _ 92.5 91.o 9 83.5 83.5
"' 7 9g.5 90.0 6 80.0 8o.8

Table 6 - Trim conditionsselected for the assessment of the
acoustic treatmentfatted in the cab

Raximum dB(A) levels
_ Cab trim condition in 7th gear

A Cab fully treated 78.0
_ B With bonnet cover removed 79.0
- C With bonnet cover and floor
_ mats removed 80.0

D With all acoustic treatment
removed 85.0

E With absorbent material only
removed (bonnet cover and
floor mats in place) 84.0
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Table 7 - Some 'in use' noise levels of cuzTent heavy vehlcloe

Internal

Engine Max. _ternal cab noise

power gvw noise dB(A)
Vehicle kW tonnes dB(A) (at max. power speed)

-- 1 15o 35 91 82_
2 32.5 93

.- 42 87 77
4 35 93} 82

16o 32.5 89 82
6 _k_ 32.5 86} 83? 2_0 38 88 82

!I Foden F4

vehicle 260 38 8_ 78

"_ Leyland

!,_ rese_Pch

_ vehiole 158 32 793 78

Table 8 - Comparison of the noi_e emitted by the original Leyland
_ vehicle and the final 'reoearch _ vehicle

_I_ (Modified BS 5425 Test)

i! Original vehicle Final 'research' vehicleNoise emitted Noise emitted

_ dB(A) dS(a)

Gear Right hand Left hand Gear Right hand Left hand
eide sldo side side

_ii _ 87.0 86.0 9 79.0 78.0_I Sg.o 87.5 6 79.5 79.0
7 89.5 87.0 7 79.0 78.0
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Pi_. 12(a) - The effect of etandard coolinN fan on the noise

_ emitted by FodenF1 vehicle
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: No FAN
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Fi/_. 12(b) . The effect of etandard cooling fan on the noise
in the cabof FodenF1 vehicle
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Fig. 17 - L,_ylandBuffalo - original vehicle
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STATISTICAL APPROACH FOR DIESEL
ENGINE NOISE ANALYSIS

R, PADOAN AND M, JOCTEUR MONROZIER

RENAULT VEHICULES INDUSTRIELS

(FRANCE)

iI ABSTRACT
, of consideration .. It is much less ob-

L In urban traffic vehicle use leads vious that inherently less noisy engines

T! to running conditions which vary can be developed within the framework of

essentially according to torque and reasonable industrial and economical

_i speed . An experimental multlparame- considerations . Quite clearly such en-

f[ tric analysis has been carried Out on glnes would be of interest . They would

.:i this subject The results of the ex- greatly simplify the task of the vehicle

periment confirm the main _olse cau- layout designer, therby avoiding pro-

sing parameters . Noise prediction blems in vehicle maintenance as w_ll asil
s_ formulae can also be drawn up for any in accessibility, which result from the

engine running conditions . AS a re- use of screens . But, from another point
_i sult of this analysis the noise of one of view a radical change in engin_ de-

_ of the engines could b_ reduced by sign and production procedures could
Vi 7 dB(A) by acting on combustion and lead to changes in the related levels of

mechanical parts, as well as on sound investment . These changes are of major

radiation . concern to the motor industry .

Under these conditions, it appears

i_'_ advisable to analyse the different

!_ aspects Of this subject in detail, andin particular to return to the source of

_i the problem, i.e. the noise regulations.

_il Roughly speaking, these regulations, in
"._ Europe_ impose a _aximum noise limit le-

i_ vel for commercial vehicles . However,

A ?EW YEARS AGO, noise was the concern of when dealing with noise, the condltionB

'_ specialized laboratories, and road ve- under which the vehicles are used, are i

_ hicle manufacturers only dealt with the very different, depending on whether i

!_ they are used in town or on the highway.problem as a matter of secondary impor-

tance . Now the recent and rapid evolu- For town drivingt the noise level is
tion of regulations in this area has not only the result of the highest le-

lead to a drastic change in this sihua- vel of noise emitted when the engine is
tion . Noise will in the near future operating at peak power or peak speed

become one of the important technical conditions (conditions very seldom used)

parameters intervening in the design of but the result of noise emitted at all
the intermediate conditionsused, whether

vehicles, particularly that of co_mer- transitory or stabilized IIence, withincial vehicles . The latter in Europe are

essentially fitted with diesel engines the perspective of the drastic regula-

which constitute the major source of fleas foreseen around the year 1:385_ it

nois_ and present the most important is quite probable that these circumstan-ces will be taken into account . The end

technical problems . In point of fact, result could be a parallel set of regu-noise abatement research carried out on

vehicles shows that the applicable solu- lations relating the required lowering

tions fall into two large categories : of the noise level in urban areas to the

-noise reduction at source by action most suitabla cost factor .In the face Of such a situation,

on the engine itself the vehicle manufacturer, especially if

- noise reduction by using screens he builds engines, must attempt to adapthung either on the engine or on
the vehicle . his research in the field of acoustics

Use of screens or encapsulation in to the different points of view which

diEferent forms appears to be worthy have been referred to above . This is

SAE/P.T9100/$O2.50

_.< Copyright© 1979 Society of Automotl¥oEngineers,Inc,
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why we have analysed in depth and detail Disadvantages also exist :

the acoustical behavior of all the engi- Obtaining measurements in an

nes we manufacture . enclosed _pace reduces the frequential

This research programme was con- spectrum, or alternately requires consl-

ducted to cover the following four as- derable investments ( for a very large

peers ef which the latter two are of anechoic _pace ) .
greater importance : - Tbe contribution of different

i. The general situation of our parts of an engine to the overall noise

engines as compared with engines pro- level of a vehicle are related to the
duced throughout the world, for which location of the engine in the vehicle .

the I.S.V.R. supplied very interesting In a cell, all these different contribu-

data . tions have an equal importance .

2. Behavior of our engines as The noise was characterized by the

related to general trends which are now following measurements :

well defined . - "A" weighted one third octave

3. Characterisation of acoustical and overall sound pressure level measu-

emissions in all possible conditiocs of red at a distance of 1 metro from the
operation . engine and in 8 directions .

4. Drafting of formulae so as to - "A" weighted one third octave

allow an estimation of the noise level and overall acoustic power level (obtal-

within all these conditions of opera- ned from sound pressure measurements in
tion . free and far field over an area surroun-

In Order to obtain thes_ objectives, we ding the engine) .

organised a data bank, and used asta- Engines have essentially variable condl-

tlstical approach with the help of cot- tions of operation, preliminary measure-

responding modern analytical techniques, ments showed the influence of engine

speed gradients as epposed to correspon-

METHODOLOGY ding stabilized engine speed (Fig. ]) .

Noise measurements are delicate and Elm T.rboc,.m.d._i,.
hence_ considerable precautions were ta-

ken durlng the research programme in or- N.I_,.,V..pl,.l.,..01,*
der to keep the measurement errors

within i dB (A] in absolute terms and _sla) m..,g*,©,fei..,.10.,I.bm_.d ©o.dm_.

0.25 dB(A) in relative terms . ,wL
Noise level measurements were car-

ried out in a semi-anechoic cell which

had the following characteristics :
- Total volume = 380 m3 ( wide =

5.8 m, long = 11.7 m, high = 5.6 m) .

- Reflective flooring = steel

slabs and tiling .
- Sound absorbent walls ( the li-

miting frequency is 250 Hz, the cell is
anechoic above 250 HZ and sound-refle-

cting below ) .
The advantages of obtaining measure-

meats in a cell, as compared to measu-

rements obtained on a parked vehicle

with# say, a brake on the transmission

shaftl and on which the inlet exhaust,
and cooling fan noises have been dele-

ted, are the following :

- A higher degree of precision

in measurements I and stability in the
conditions of operation of the engine

(torque t engine speed, temperature le-

vels, fuel consumptione smoke) .

Insensitivity to weather con- Fig. i - Effect of transient conditions

ditlons (an_bient temperature, tempera- These effects are comparatively small
ture of inlet tract, fu_l temperature
all stable within + i° C) . for natirally aspirated engines ; they

-- are more important for supercharged
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engines_ especially at low engine speeds • well as by the one third OCtaVe spectrum
In order to simplify the study in a of pressure in the combustion chamber .
first period, this parameter was not stu- Tbese data are automatically stored in
died . It should however be kept in mind a computer .
when determining the noise level emltted A certain number of supplementary data

_: by vehicles in the course of accelera- elements related to engine design
i, tlon features ( weight, number of cyllnders,

The measurements were carried out bore_ stroke ...) are recorded manually.
_i under various stabilized conditions :

- 4 to 5 engine speeds between METIIODS OF ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
I000 RPM and the shut-off speed .

6 torque ratings between maxi- 16 engines have been analysed in
mum torque and negative torque . the course of the research, the power
In order to account for differences in range varies from 117 to 356 oh, all the

• _ injection point settings, 3 different engines operate with two different com-

_! settings were applied : nc_inal advance bustlon systems : the MAN type - ID"M" -
• N, N + 4°, N - 4° . Thus 90 different and the RVI - ID "B" - ; the latter is

conditions of operation are represented akin to the conventional direct in-
_! for each engine . The operational para- jection combustion system with intake

meters were characterized by engine speed induced air swirl .

;: torque, injection advance_ the maximum The total amount Of data elements sto-
pressure gradient and the hlghest pres- red is in the region of 200,000 .
sure wlthin the combustion chamber, as

!_' Table I - _ngine data

_ Speed Displacement Power Aspiration Type No of Injection

i!l rpm (i) (oh) cylinders M = MAN_ B = Classical

_i] 2400 8.8 185 NA L 6 Bq
_I 2400 8.82 187 NA L 6 B

_] 2300 14 •8 280 NA V 8 B_' 2800 8.4 182 NA V 8 B

2200 8 .8 225 TC L 6 B
a_
_!_I 2200 12 812 _c L 62300 14.8 350 TC V 8 B
<_ 2100 n.s 33o TC L 6 8
_I 2200 9.6 250 TC L 6 B

_t 2600 6.5.9 n?z2? NA L 44 MM
!_I 2200 33 NA L

P.9.OD 7.92 147 NA L 5 M
2200 9.5 176 NA L 6 M

_! 2200 12 217 NA L _
_ 2200 ]2 230 TC L 6 M
_i_ 2900 5.5 157 TC L 6 M

t
!
).
,!
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CLASSICAL ANALYSIS - The noise data measurements obtained by I.S.V.R. on 24

(averages and variation or dispersion _ngines in the 80 to 350 eh rangQ .

fromaverages) are presented as two dimen- Hence the results presented in this

sional plots (noise versus one choosen paper are in good agreement with the

parameter) and in a torque-speed space IoS.V.R. results showing that the results

diagram covering all the engine opera- of this paper are a representative sam-

tlng conditions . ple .

; This method of data representation The search for an explanation of

i+! allows the abnormally noisy engines to noise emitted against one single opera-

; be reeognlzed as well as showing the re- tional Or structural parameter : B.M.E.P.

lative inlportance Of the parameters mean piston speed, power, power to
studied . It also enables engines Co be weight ratio, engine speed, does not

!I classified in different families with provide ( with the exception of the two

_,_ respect to thsir behaviour . last mentioned parameters ) an opportu-

ne: An example of comparison between the nlty to derive any significant correla-

_ acoustic power levels of different en- tion (Fig. 3) . The evolution of noise
+ gines is graphically illustrated in emitted in relation with the ratio

Fig. 2 . It will he noted that if the between the weight of the engine block

_i dispersion band is wide at low engines casting and the indicated power rating

' speeds {ii dB(A) . But, at the maximum shows a fairly neat trend : a decrease

%_ power condition, once the Cwo engines of 6 dB (A) when the ratio is doubleds

which are " foreign " to the popula- which can be explained by the " mass
tlon have been eliminated, the band is effect "

_,_ only 6 dB (A) wide . The shadsd area

t in Fig. 2 represents the outline of

%:
:' O ¢
• Full load Q mlcrophonZ5 aweJtage,{

++! dB(A)/2 .lS "'_b, o __o

.... • ®

..................:__' _':i'_)_'_i • _ _-1_i /.: _ :::_::_"_!:+_ •

m

+ii +.....
:+

!'_ 1000 1SOD 2000 2500 _OOO rpm •

:if _gg_ ISVS m ...... men., ,. moo./sSOhp ,anoe i _ } ss m 1_

,r

II_O_qF ,m ID,M- JNatUrally asplralOd •_OAV,Je. ID,M. NI url y npit,tld

;'r' _4_'6._ _%v " Ie"" I M]_' _'4''f "--" IP'6" I
; Im _' 0 "-"_IO.M- Tutbo_h_eed
_, I_" 0 --"_"IO,,M- Turboch_roedC

_I! P_g. 2 - Noise versus speed at eull load Fi_ 3 - Noise versus different parameters

i
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The evolution of the level of acoustic the lack of an automatic injection ad-
intensity in relation to the torque and

engine speed ratings allows a form of vance system on supercharged engines is

insight into the influence of different also apparent in that the spacing
combustion systems and of the effect between curves is irregular ) .

The evolution of noise as a function of

of automatic injection advance devices injection - advance at various points in

(Fig. 4 ) . Engines with direct injection the torque engine speed space diagr_,1

Of the MAN type both supercharged and enables the importanco of this Dora-
naturally aspirated have a very requ-

!I far behaviour pattern, the isobars meter to be reckoned (Fig 5) .
_, run parallel All direct injection en-,_ •

il gi_e_p=duoeco.dltion_(thooffootof
_! Torque TC lrorqu. TC

m^N _ k man

,J Torqua NA

I l % % % % _ _m^N J t Ii maN / I % _ % %

J I , [ i _ I _ r 1

• °' " " '"

"_ _""', _".. ",' _-_.,,',,,',,',.._I t_, _ _,.'_,,,_'_,_.._'S,,,,",,
,_,
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iIii Fig 4 - Isobars in torque V.S. speed diagram
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Fig. 5 - Effect of advance in torque V.S. speed dlagra_
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It is apparent that all engines do not lysis was drawn up for each family ° The

react in the s_e way when given dlffe- most apparent conclusion for these two

rent settings, and that, for some engine_ analysis, albeit with different degrees
: this parameter exercises a strong in- of magnitude, is the influence of load

fluence on the noise level ( up to and cylinder capacity . The other Ve-
2.5 dB(A) for 4°) . riables all have a lower rate of inci-

It is therefore apparent that the dence on the noise level (Fig. 7 and 8)

number of variables which exercise an This type of analysis, wh].ch is of

!i influence on the noise level is very interest when one has access to a largo

large . It is therefore not enough to and homogenous data bank, neverthelessI,
try to explain the noise level wlth[n remains very global in character .

_ a 2 Or 3 dimensional space diagram, Although, it does allow the investigation
and we were led to the use of more ela- of those correlations which exist

@ borate methodes of visualisation . between different variables, it does not
,_ MAIN COMPONENT ANALYSIS (see Appen- allow them to be quantified .

_ dix) The capacity of the computer on Five variables, those most closely

hand limited the scope of the tables related to nolse, having been chosen

to approximately 6s000 values (cut of through main component analysis, a series

200_000) _ analytical operations were of regresslons was carried Out so as to

therefore fractioned . determine the best possible adjustments

A first analysis (Fig. 6) using using the smallest number of variables

II englnes_ 12 variables and 264 obser- and formulae .
vations afforded the visualisation of

the close relations which exist between ..._

noise, engine speeds power, load and -/
structural parameters (cylinder dis- _ "_

placem0nt, bore, weight ...) . .,," _.

The plane A 1 _2 shows the best corre- _' ...., .,._.' "_" _. _/_lation : 88 % of the noise is explained. .,'" .,,.
The importance of engine spe_d is of .... "%

cours_ conf_rmed . Also observed, but "_";"_ " ,e

to a 10sser level, is the importance of ..Y' ..:"
the cylinder displacement and cylinder ...

bore . BU_ in this analysis_ the on- -' . .,",..,,.
glne speed variable overshadows the ,..,_ _
influence of all other parameters ,,-'"

Hence_ in order to eliminate this effect, ._., _, . _
an analysis was carried Out on the .., _,

residual part of the linear regression ,._,"' ..,.,'"..."'

on engine speed . Having also noted the ..' ..., .., .
difference in behaviour of the MAN type "'" _ _"

engines compared to other direct in- "'_ ."

jection systems, these familles of en-

gines were separated and a separate ana- Fig. 7 - Main component analysis (without

"- ii ........
-i i iiiiii °" ;:: :'7" ........

:: ' l

• .' ,, 2

_j ; ....
,,, .....

Fig. 6 - Main component analysls (all
the engines) Fig. 8 - Main component analysis (without

speed - classical injection
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The best results were obtained when red%*ction of 7 dB(A) in the acoustic

these engines were divided into three intensity level (from 121 to

: families : 114 dB(A) / ]O"12 W) .
1 - Direct injection (MAN), na- Six remedial solutions wore fetal-

rurally aspirated and supercharged on- ned : three in the field of structural

;: gines : response, two in the field of mechanical
excitation, One in the field of com-

PWL = 92,3 • 34,5 Log. N chIOOO + 2,8 _ bustlon generated excitation .
It ls always a rewarding method,

• 0,49 oyl. (]) wiles one is attempting to reduce the

where :" level of Noise radiating from a structu-

P[qL is the level of acoustic power/16 t2 W re, to make this radiation as homogenous
as possible by working on the outstan-

N is the engine speed in RPH ding parts . The classical method

Ch is the percentage of torque develop- consisting in masking off different
pod over maximum torque rating .
This formula determines the level of parts of the engine and measuring

acoustic power within the whole torque the acoustic power l_vel radiated by
the walls of these components, completed

engine speed operational space diagram by measurements taken from pressure

(from 1000 RPM) . Typical difference and velocity on their surface,
between sound calculated against sound

measured is of ± ! dB ( A ) . C_P ()).v (_)> dS
2 - Conventional direct injection Pac (_) = JS (engine) (4)

and naturally aspirated engines : has allowed the quantification of the

PWL = 91,1 + 28,8 Log. N 6 cblO00 + IO'--O most OUtStanding components which are
thc inlet malnfold, the ell sump and

÷ 0,86 cyl.( 6_= 1,4 dB (A)) (2) the timing case cover (Fig. 9)

.t

3 - Conventional direct injection p_L/IO w-_-..s,lmd

supercharged engines : --|

N ch I 7.1.1 Ingl.*PWL = 103,7 + 21 ,2 Log. lOOO + 418 _ -'"

(3)

( 0" = 2,3 dB (A)) _ _L

The resultIn t_is last cas_is not F--/--"} ,_ISO satisfactory, which is understan- - ........

dable when the shape of the equl-nolse u0. ...... _ L--._J_
level curves in the torque-englne speed _ _J

spa°°divot00forthl0f o$1yofe gines(Pig. 41 is oxamlned . Because they are l

valid within the whole operational _j

spacQ diagram for these engines, these
formulae can bQ used to calculate the

mean acoustic ±ntensity level emitted *_.

by engines fitted to vehicles operating

in any kind of use, or on typical

urban operating cycles .

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

One of the engines previously in- _°
vestlgated had a noise level which

stood clearly OUtSide the "cloud" of
readings obtained from other engines

(6 in llne cylinders, atmospheric in- k_ ...... J
duction, direct injection, 180 ch) .

The objective which was deter- _.01.J ,u.a©a

mi_ed and achieved, was to reduce i_s _ *=0uillcp_..r le,_i
nolse level to that of the avQrage peak
noise level of the other engines, ---- Acoulll= I.l*..It_I_.l
wlthout any loss in its other perfor-

mance ratings (smoke, fuel consumption, Fig. 9 - Relative welgh_ Of the different
weight, power ... ) in other words a

engine components (at full power) .
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Taking their response and the method

of acoustic _xcltement which is theirs, P'"_'

into account_ remedial actions engaged
into were th0 following :

i - Stiffening the timing case cover .
- Decoupling the inlet manifold _.n ..ptartd*..*

fro_ the rest of the engine .

- Applying an ell sump with a dis-
; continuous structure .

_I_'I The level of mechanical noise being st..,.ru_utp..mt,
;._ comparatively high, two lines of action
_,_ were _ollowed :

i_ - Reducing the engine speed from2600 RgM to 2400 RPM (compensated for
_[_ by an increased load_ . fJ dO(A)/,O'"W"

,_ - Increasing the helix angle on "£
._ the ten timlsg gears (20 ° instead of
"! 6 ° ) . la

_ii The pressure gradient and the peak __
:, pressure in the combustion chamber were ."

.I found to be relatively high in compari- _ No, *zpt.l.d*on*?i rp
'r son with MAN type direct injection cn-
_ glnes so that means to reduce them were

investigated , This llne of research

consisted in modifying the main in- _ i.

jectlon setting parameters (diameter of =

injection pump pistons, of injector

discharge orifices, the ineffective _ p15

:J part of the piston stroke and injection 8 _'o f_ cp/_._i advance) so as to profoundly modify the

pressure curv_ or gradlent r and the ¢ombumtlo, p,**sur* gr*,_*,t kQ/©m_/dq,**
peak pressure rating (without any loss

5_;! in power) and to analyse the conse-

_'_[ quences inflicted on other parameters Fig. IO - Correlation between noise,

:?; such as smoke_ specific fuel con- pressure and pressure gradient .

'i sumptlon, noise .

_ii Fig. i0 shows the evoltttlon of the ,"._a..._

"__ indications _ i ._._,-_ _ '_

_,, noise level for this engine as afunction of the pressure gradient and .,,,

•_ of peak combustion chamber pressure ,

;,Jl It is apparent that the reduction in '"

_ noise emitted cov@rs a wide margin

(6 dB(A) ) There is therefore a re- ___'..,._

,_:i warding field Of possible noise abet- ;_&

_i foment available in modifying these " '. _'_

The investigation, by means of a _-_

main component analysis (Fig. Ii) of

_I correlations existing between injection

I parameters, performance and the cylln-5 der pressure dla_ram, supplies the fol-

ii,I lowing :

- Pressure and the peak pressure

i_ gradient are strongly correlated .

- The parameter which most Fig. ii - Main component analysis with

i! strongly influences the d_/_ is the injection parameters, performances and

, injector needle-closing angle . cylinder pressure diagr_n .
:' - Increasing the late closing

timing Of the injector needle increases

the amount of smoke produced ,

i_ - The smoke can be reduced byincreasing the rate of injection .
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<i This analytical work supplied the infer- and this will inevitably, in our opinion,
marion enabllng a combustion setting to lead to new type of concepts which will

T be obtained which allows a perceptible require a very large research effort.
ii reduction in noise.

The various attenuation in the over- ACKNOIqLEDGE_NT

_ all level of engine noise obtained in the

_i course of these different lines Of action WQ would like to acknowledge the fi-

"i are listed below : nancial assistance of Institut de Recher-

_: ches des Transports (IRT) in France which

i_ Modifications At 1500 RPM At max. speed enabled Us to carry Out the greater part

•! Full load full load of work reported in this paper.

._ _ APPENDIX
_ Ti;nlng casing

_ cover - O.5 dB(A) - 1 dB(A) Main component analysis method allows
!. Inlet mani- to visualize data in a higher order space

_i fold - 2.5 dB(A) - 2 dB(A) ( _" ) in a preferential two order space(_=) pormetting to minimise and to mea-
i:_ Oil sump - 0.5 dB(A) - 1 dB(A) sure the information lose.

21 Reducing speed In the case of a normalised and cen-

(_ 2600 - 2400 O dB(A) - 1 dB{A) tred n lines and p column matrix of n

L Timing gears - 2.5 dB(A) - 0.5 dB(A) observations for p variables, the analysis
I_ consists in determining :

Combustion - 1 dB(A) - 1.5 dB(A) - the main inertia axis _ q Of the pvector variable bundle in the n order

observation space S

_ Total - 7 dB{A) - 7 dB(A) and to project on the plane formed by the

ii_ first main axes (_l, A2 or _i, _3 or
_I CONCLUSIONS _ 2, _ 3...) on the other hand the obser-
i! rations.

!_ The first conclusion derived from Finally, if the information provided

[_ the work presented in the paper is that by any one plane is sufficient :the level of knowledge, in this field, is - a vicinity of "observation-points"

ii still too low to be able to envisage the away from the origin means that thesedesign of an engine which will be both a observations wholly behave in the same way

performing and a quiet engine, whilst in relation to the variables ;

remaining within the framework of tradi- - a colinsarlty between "v_riable-• tional concepts, vectors" whose end is near the unit circle

The possibility of reducing the noise means that the variables are well correla-

level of traditionally designed engine is, ted. If the variables are' not correlated,

in fact, llmlted, the corresponding "vector-variables" are

_' At design office level, measures are perpendicular ;
_i taken so as to render the noise emissions - the "veotor-varlables" whose end is

_ over the whole of the outer surface as near from the origin are not accounted for
_ unifor_ as possible. Under those condi- in this plane.

_ tions only combustion offers the posslbi-

_i lity of obtaining improvements. These are,
however, relatlvely small if the engine

performance (power to weight ratio, spe-

cific fuel consumption, exhaust gas emis-
sions) have to be left unaltered.

Onder thess conditions, at vehicle

level (before going over to encapsulation)
there remains little to be done except to

design motive-power lines affording a

reduction in time spent within conditions

of high noise emisslon, this, especially
in urba_ usep w0uld resQlt in a noticea-

ble reduction in nois_ pollution.

Finally, within the scope of the new

regulations, engines destined for use
without sound-screens should not exceed

I03 to 106 dB (A)/IO - 12w
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790502
APPLICATION OF /_OUSTIC _SITY _2_URE_I_I'

•0 _I_GINENOISE _TIC_N

J. Y. _tng, J. P_ _ D. A. Feldmaier
FI_ D_cs Research1Dep_bL_%t
Ge_al _tors Res0arch laboratories

Warren, Michigan 48090

AB_ Acoustic intensity is the net rate of flow
of acoust/c energy per _nit area and can be

_is paper is concerned _th the applLca- def/ned in a general way for still air by means
t/on to engine noise analysis of a cross-spec- of the relationship
tral m_th_ of _asuring accustic intensity re-
cently developedat the General _tors Research

Laboratories. The effectiveness and practical- Ir = pu-_ (i)
i_ of the approach is danonstrated in a s_ries
of tests conductedwith a naturally-aspirated,
two-stroke V-8 d/esel engine. A rapid space- where I_ is the corot of intensityin the

averagingtechnique for determining the r direction, p is the acoust/cal pressure, ur
Ls the acoustical velocity cogent in the r

sound power radiated by sections of dlf_erent
engLne componentsis de_nstrated, as well as direction, and the superscriptbar denotes time
detailed mappings of noise _sslon by the averaging. _%m total radiated sound po_or of a
engine surface. Noise-source ranking of engine noise source such as an engine can be detern_ed
c_,_m-nts la performedbased on intensity ,_a- by integrating the normal cor_nent of acoustic
surements _ade at the emgine surface, and _e intensity over a surface enclosing the source as
total engine soundpower is deter_ed by sum- in the following relationship,

II mlng these indivLdualcontributions. _1_esound /-

!_ power deter_ at the engine surface in this Sound Pcwer= J IndS . (2)way is ccn_oar_with estimates of engine sound
power based c_ acoustic intensitymeasurements s

:! made both over a spherical surface and a set of If the general e._pressionfor acoustic in-
_ planar surfacesenclosing the engine. Agreement tensity given in Ecgmt/ca (i) is used to evalu-

_ to within 0.1 dB and 0.5 dB respe_vely is ate the sound p_wer, the measurement surfacecbtained. %_Ls close agreement is a gc_d indl- enclosingthe source can be located at any dis-
_ cation o_ the overall accuracy and effective- tanee from the source, in partlcula_ it can he
, hess of the acousticintensity _thod. at the surface of the source itself. Conven-
_ _/onally the sound power of an engine is deter-
._ mined by n_%k/ngsound pressure level (S_L)

measurements remotely from the engina either in
a reverberation room or in an anechoic zDom.
The ane_oic roc_ approach has been used in the
Calspan studies (2). In the anechoic room

%1{ES_ VIBRATIONo_ diesel engines has approach the s_und power oE an engine is deter-
long been recognizedas a _jor noise source, mined using the far-fleld approx/mation for the
_he topic was previouslydiscussed at an SAE acoust/c intensityv_ere it is assumed that the
diesel engine noLee conference in 1975 (1).* acoustical veloclty is in the directionof wave

present conference is concerned with review- propagat/on. In the far-field approx/maticn
Jng subsequen_developments. One factor that
has become more significant _ince the previous

conference is the increased use of digital Ir = _-- (3)pc
analysis in englnanoise stu_/es. _his has been
evidenced in variousw_y_ Jn recen_ work (2-6).
Of partlcular slgnJ_icancehas b_n the increas- where the subscr$_t r denotes the direct/on of
ed a_ailabilityo_ d/gital FFT (FastFOUrier wave propagationand p and c are respectively
Transform) equipmentfor laboratoryand test- the air density and speed of sound in air. TO
cell use. zt is this latter development, measure acoustic intensity _n the far-fleld,
coupled with the develo_t of a practical pro- thereforeit is necessary only to measure the
cedure for the m_asu_-ementof acoustic intensity ,can-square acoust/c pressure. Tb/s approach

(7,8) tha_ has _ade possible _ technicg_es cannot be used however in the acousti_ near-
described in thispaper, field close to the engine. In th/s latter

case both the pressure and _ acousticvelo-
*Numbers in pazenthesesdesignate References at city have to be measured slmultaneouslyand
end _f paper, combined as indicated in the general defini-

SA E/P-T9/SO/S02.50
Copyright© 1_79So¢l.tyofAutomotlv_E,_In.e.,I.¢.
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Pig. i - Regine in anechoic test cell (left),

and t_o-_icrophc_e intensity probe (right)

i tdon of a_tic i_tensity in Equation (I). for determining the sound pc_er radiated by
The advantage of being able to make sections of different engine oumponents is dem-

acoustic i_te_slty measurements in the acous- onstrated, as well as detailed mappings of noise

tic near-field of an e_gi_e is obvious, for it _alssion by the e/%gine s_rface. Noise-s_ce
is _len possible to go right up to the s_rface ranking of engine components is performed based

of the e_gibe and find out where the noise is on intensity measurements made at the engine

i coming frQm. With the o0nvontional remote SPL surface and the total _ngine sound power is

! measurements, noise-source ra_ag of differ- determined by suT_m_ng these individunl contrlbu-

ent par_ of the engine requlres elaborate ex- tions. The sound power determined at the engine

perimental tests. One methad is ch_ so-called surface in th/s way is compared with estimates
lead-cladding technique i_ which some parts of of engine so%Ind power based on acoustic inten-

the engine are covered with lead sheet to pre- sity measurements made beth over a spherical
vent sound radiation while noise is measured surface and a set of planar surfaces enclosing

frc_ the r_alning exposed portions of the the _ngine. T_s close agre£_ent that was

engine. As well as being tedious and time- obtained is a_ indication of the accuracy and

consu_i_, the lead-cladding _ethod assu_es effectiveness of the acoustic intensity method.

that all the component noise sources of an _he work reported here was done with a

engine are uncorr_lated. This assumptic_ is naturally-aspirated, two-stroke, V-8 diesel

generally incozTe_t. Anoth_ advantage of a _gine. qhis engine wns r_ounted on a dy_
near-field method of measuring acoustic interm ter test stand in an anechoic test cell as

siby would therefore be that it avoids the s_ in Figure i. For all measur_nts, the

probl_ns associated with the use of the lead- engine was m/n at a m/d-range, half-load coDdi-

cladding technique, tlcn (540 N-m at 1500 r/min). To minimize pos-

Se present paper describes the use of a sible _urces of extraneous noise, the air Ln-

near-field m_thcd of measuring acoustic inten- take pipe, exhaust pipe downstream of the manl-

siby developed at the General _tors Research folds, a_d the tran_missio_ were wrapped with

Laboratories and da_Dnstra_es its effectiveness lead sheathing and fiberglass (see Figure i).
in measurements roads on a d/esel engine as an

example. _%is _ethed of m_asurem-nt of acoustic DESCRI_I'ION OF CRDSS-SPECTRAL _ICO OF _-
i_te_siby involves _%e use of a t%_-mlcrcphane I_ ACOUSTIC INT_SITY

probe and is /nher_ntly d/fferent from the

single-micro_m%e SPL measurements. A descrlp- The need to make acoustic intensity mea-

tion of th_ _t technique and its expa_ sur_e_ts has been recog_ize_ since _e oarly

Jmental veriflcatio_ have been presented i_ 1930's (9-21). In ths reported measurement pro-

other publications (7,8). 2%brief revi_4 of the cedures, ganerally t_o or more pressure sensors

method is prese/%ted here prior to the prese_ta- are used, a_d a precise knowledge is required

tion of the results for the engine, of the p_se and gain factors of the sensor

In the exper/_ental results for the engine, systems. This makes the measur_-nt procedures

_se of a rapid spac6-t/me averaging technique in_raetical for routine r__asure_-nts. Recently,
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a cross-spectral method has been developed (7,8) field eound pressure level has bee_ shoxn to

which is free from any requirement in instrmnent over-estiTate the e_glnQ component sound power
calibration o_%er tbmn a standard calibration of radiation by as _uch as 20 dB(A) (2).

the mlcrophos_ gain factors.* Laboratory tests The intensity measurements, reported here

of the method have showa it to be practical and w_re madQ with a probe consisting of two 6°35 me

accurate (7,8). (i/4") Brael and Kjaer condenser microphones
The me_Dd uses a finite difference approx- spaced 16 me apart (Figure i). The associated

[ /a_t/on of the pressure and the velocity On the signal analysis which included the algebraic

right side of equmtion (I) using the pressures manipulation shown in Equation (6) was perfornEd

measured at t%D closely spaced mlcrop_nes, i.e. by a H_vlett-Packard 5451B FoUrier analyzer.
The cross-spec_ calculations were

P = ½ (Pl + P2 ) (4) formed "on-lira" by the Foxier analyzer uSing
a block size of 5]2 points. Th_ analog-to-

digital converter sampling rats was locked to

[ Ur _ _ (P2 - Pl ) ' (5) engine rotation speed with 512 samples per
! engine revolut/on. For the engine speed of 1500

:', where co,plex values of the pressure and velo- r/m/n, it provided a data sampling rate of 12.8

! city are used in the expressions, and _ere kHz, thus yielding a Nyqulst frequency of 6.4
kHz and a frequency resolution of 25 IIz. To

p = density of air prevent allasing the signals were ic_-pass
: filtered before analoq-tc-dlgital c_nversion

Ar = rnlcr_hone spacing using -06 riB/octave filters with the 6 dB point

= angular frequency at 5.0 kHz. No data sampling trigger was used,
so the beginning of each block was free to vazy

i! i = _ with respect to engine rotation phase. The time

Pl and P2 = presst_res measured at micro- detain blocks were _ighted with a Harming win-prior to computation of their Fourier trans-
phones 1 and 2 respectively, for/re. The signals were further condimi_%ed by

A-welghting before analcg-to-dlgital conversion.

_ SubstitetL_g _quatlons (4) and (5) into _]pically, 128 ens_nble averages w_re
Fquamion (i) it can be shcwn that the acousmic formed in each of tha "_itched" and "un-

intensity can he expressed in tez3_ of the switched" COnfigurations during the intensity

,_ imaginary par_ of the eross-spectr_, (8), or determlnatinus. Data acquisition time for each

" intensity _asurem_nt was appro_tely 60

= ' ,_,GI2.GI2S] I/2_ sec_.Ir Im /_r_]I{lllH21 , (6) SPACE-AVERAGiNG T_CHNIQUE - Early inwsti-

gations of the spatial variation of intensit.y

!ii where Im de_otes the LTagi_ary part of a complex over the surface o_ the engine (see halcw) indl-

n_her and ll_lland I_9} are gain factors of cared that in order to udeqoately characterize,_ the noise radiation frun the engine surface a_ microphones 1 and 2 respectively, also
measuring star/on %_Duld be r_quired for each

:_ 150 mm _ of surface area. With the available

GI2 = cz_ss-spectr%_ between Pl and P2 equipme.n_, intensity _asurements at the

i, GI2S resulting 30,000 stations required for a:_ = cross-spectman be_wee_ Pl add P9 plete engine survey wDuld ha quita tedious and
measured tradera "switched con-" would require ,any w_eks. In order to make

in_rchanged With respect to their because it was recognized that 150 nm 2 resolu-

sensing iccatJons, t/on would be much finer than usually necessary

for noise oontlx)l p_rposes, a space-averaging

The pt_os0 of this switching procedure is procedure was davelo[x_.

to eliminate autc_atically the measur_T_nt error The averaging technique consists o_ moving

caused by phase mismatch between the two micro- the two-microphone probe by hand over t/%e area

phone ch_%_els. It is the cross-sp_T-ral formu- being surveyed d_rlng the course of the ens_nble

lation c_mbined with this switching procedure averaging in the cross-spec_ oc_utstio_. In

which makes th_ intensity rfeasurernent practical, this way tlms and space averaqing are performed

_his _a_ pro_re is valid in any s_,ulta_ously. During tl_e averaging, every

• regio_ of the ac0usti_ field of a sound source, effort is _ade to cover the area in question
In partlc_/]ar it can be used to meas%_re the uniformly--a_d hence eb_ain a tr_e spatial

acoust/c intensity very close to an engine sur- average. The accsracy of the averaging teth-

face so that the sound power radiated by the nlque _as verified by means of a mi,ple c¢_par-

s_rface can be determined. _*is e_ine "surface ison exper/me_t which will ha described later

intensity" cannot be determined by sound pres- in this paper. Use of this averaging _que

_ure level ,_asuramen_s. In fact, the near- allows adequate characterization of the sound

radiation frc_ the various engine s_rfac_s

*A similar c_s-spectral form_lamion without _sing many2fe_er measur_T_nts (typically one
the prOCedure for eliminating error due to in- per 0.05 m of _gine surface).

stslm_nt phase _/s_atch was report_ in Refer- MFASUF4_NT ACCUPACY - As discnlssed prevl-
ence 21. ously (7), the absolute accuracy of the inten-
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sity measurement is limited by the microptDne 01_PAN-POqNT,L

oooooo t_01 I16 _m spacing used in th/s study, the m_asured
intensitycan be expected to be highly accurate IB5
at frequenciesup to about 3.5 _Iz. Above this
frequency,the measured intensitywill deviate I0_ _ _ _ _ T

Tram the actual i_tensity, the measured value 1_86_ , ,"_/b _OILPAN'POI_TB t

being systematicallytoo low. This deviation _ _' _, '
depends c_ several factors, Jacluding freq_e/_cy, 98
direction of sound propagation, and the nature of
the sound field. Initially, the deviation in- _
creases with frequency. A sample calculation _ h

% _.. , , ,_LPA"-POINT.3.

for the case of a plane wave shawed that at 4.0 ' _U-- _ ' ' _'_i-_

kHz the measured intensity is, at most, 1.0 dB
below its true value. _ _4

The microphone cartridges and preamplifiers
used in thisstudy were carefullyphase matched _ 9B l -_ _ ,--_ , ,
by the supplier. This meant that only the

I£eC---_ .... , ,- , --- r- • ,_, ins_tation ck_nstream of the microphone _ LEFT[NOINEBLOCK- POINT1

preamplifiersneeded to be exchanged. An u I _-_-------_'*_#
electric switch at thls point in the measurement _ q8
system was used in place of the mechanical rota-

': tion of the intensity probe which generally _ 96u----_------_---_-- , , ---_---_
LLTTENGINEBLOCK"POINT2

would he required. Experience in using this 104 ....,----. ,----_----_ ---_
por_c_= s_it_ng_ch_ewiththei__m _

_icrcphone spacing suggests that the m_ast_red ]02_ %___-_ %_-e
intensitiesshould be considered highly accurate
c_ly at frequenciesabove about 300 Hz. Accur- I_ , ,
acy is stillquite acceptable (±0.BdB)at fro- O i _ 3 _----_ 6 T
quencies as low as 200 Hz.* Tit,t[ FRO_I[NGIN[BMRT- h

It should be noted that intemsityand sound Fig. 2 - Intensity variabilitywith ti_e for
power 10wls in this report referred to as single-pointmeasur_mente. (@indicates tests
"A-weightsdlevels" actually represent A-weight- done on one day; "¢indicates test done on n_xt
ed levels withi_ the fr_cy range 250 HZ to day, see text for _xplan_tionon trer_s for oil
3.5 kHz, only. Since this is the dominant r_nge
of e.nginonoise, it is believed that for noi_ pan points 2 and 3)
control purposes these l_vels are ess_%tially
_livalel_hto the tr%_ A-w_ighted levels.

without moving the probe bet_n measurements,
T_ORAL A_D SPATIAL CHARACTERL£TICSC_ but it soon was found that the probe could be
_SITY Fr_n CLOSE TO _ _NGINE S_RFACE n_ved between individual measur_mente and sub-

Before 0r_dertakinga survey of the noise sequently replaced i_ its origin_l position with
radiated by the cc_plete engine and all of its sufficient accuracy so as not to affect the
various c_e_ts, a pilot investigation Of the measurements.* Thus it was possible to Use
characteristicsand propez_/es of the acoustic just one probe to monitor several engine loca-
intensit_field at several points on the engine t/o_s during the same engine run.
was undertaken. Results from this initial in- Beth the stationarity of intensitymeasure-
v_stigatio_provids a basis for confidence in nnnts during a single engine run, and furore-run
the accuracyof the work which is described in consistency were investigated. Figure 2 shcws
the later sect/ons of this r_port, the results of this investigat/on. During t_o

S_TIC_TY IN T/_4EOF SINGLF_-POIhT£_Y.A- engine runs, a total of five locations on t_
SUR_ - Acoustic intensitywas measured at different ccmponents were studiedin detail.**
several locations close to the surface of the The intensity at the re-measuredlocation, "oil
engine, and was monitored as a func_on of time. pan point i" (given in Figure 2), shows good
It _ foundt-hattre_ds of variationwith time run-to-ru_ consistency. The interu_ityat this
can oco/r at sc_n_points on the engine. For point, as w_ll as the two points on the block
these m_as_r_ne_te, the _ntensityprobe was which _ stud/ed, sh_ very little long term
motL_tedc_ a tripod a_ oriented so as to variation. Two of the points on the oil pan do
ff_asurethe _,%_,%ent of intensitynormal to the sh_ significant intensity changes with time,
engine s_rface at a point approximately20 r_n however. Note that at "oil pan point 2" the
from the surface.** One testwas performed intensity decreases 4 dB(A) over a 6 hour

*To work at lawer fr_quencins, the.microphone, period.
spacing should he i_creased and/or the circuit- Despite appearances, it should not be
swi_ procedtL_eextended to e_cc_s all assumed that the oil pan is _itting less sound

ins_tat/on i_cludix%gthe microphone car- *see discussion Of spatial variationshaluw.
tridg_s.
**_he measuringpoint is defined to be the **;_ditionul "spot checks" were performed over

point midway between the two microphones of the severalmonths at thesa and other measuring
intensityprobe, points.
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Fig. 3 - Intsnsltyand sound level varlability 3 l_.5 91./
i:! with distance far two points on the engine 4 109,.__66 9z...!7
;. Aver_,e= 105.6 9Z,5

_! _th time. '/_le poh'=ts measured were not a distance from1 the surface inerease_, as might
_; randG_ sanple, bu_ were chosen because initially nozmally be expected for a siqple so_d source.
_ they appeared to be locations o_ relatively For the locat./.on c¢_the oli pan, the SP5 de-
¢i intense tad/at/on. Evidence from space-averaged creases as expected, bet the intensity increases
ici! intensity m_a_ts (seu below) s_ggests that as the d/stance from the sdrface increases.
:I the near-fleld red/atlonpattern simply sh/fts Pres_nably,the intensity increase with distance
'{I with time, and thatwhen an "intense"reglc_ rep_esen_tsa c_mbinatlonof two phenomena. As

be_ "_ulett', a previo_qly "qui_t" Degion d/stance from the noise sotzrc_increases, t/ave
_ becomes "intense". Specifically,despits the divergencecauses the intensitylevels to
,! intensity variationsat fixed measuring s_a- decrease. S_itaneously, however, the probe

i_ regions cn the order of 0.05 m the intonsi_, sources. Thus, if the mm_mrement point is less
is esesntially constant in t/me. intemss than the surrounding areas, the intan-

Lastly, it can be me_t/o_ed tha_ the sound sity, wh/ch is a vector quantity, would increase
pressure le_l (SPS)was monitored si.ultane- _s tho distance fru_ the surface increase.
ously with the intsnslty. At all locations Premmably, _ds lattor effect is _m%inant in
measured, changes /n SPL usually corresponded to the case of the oil pan measL_t _oint:.
changes in intensitylevel. _here were several In fact, clos_ to the surface of the
occasioDs, _ver, t_leal SPL and intensity level engine, the intensity dist.Tibutioncan sh_4
changes appeared to be indepe_ent, largevariation OVer a relatively small spatial

SPATIAL VAR/ATIONS- Figure 3 shcws the interval. Table 1 shu_s the intensity measured
variation in intensitylevel and in SPL as a over six points on the engine block. Notice the
f%_ct/c_ of d/stance frc_ the engine s_rface at reversal from radiation to absorption as w_ll _s

, locations ¢ml tho oll pan and the block. In the 10.8 dB(A) variation in radiation magn/tude
order to avoid bias dae to time-depe_t vari- over a d/stance of just 39 _m, despite the
atic_Is,measurements _.re made at measuring nearly cor_ta_t SPD over this same distance.
stat/ons first as the prd_e was drawn away frun V_%_ICATION O_ ACCURACY C_ SPACE-AVERAGING
the engine surface and again while the prc_e TE_S_Q_E - In order to verify the accuracy of
was moved back towardthe surface, 'I_e plots the previously described space-averaging tsch-
presented represent the avarag_ of the t_o nique, a s_ple comparison tes_was performed.
measurements. Space-averagedintensity was measured over the

_btice that for the location on the engine area defined by the six paints of Table i, Four
block both intensitya_d SPL decrease as the measurc_nntsw_re perfozlned(Table l), yielding
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g8 Fig. 5 - A-weighted san power level radiated

_; _ LEFTE<HAUBTh%_NIFOLD.AREA A by the principal e_gine cu_oonents

"' lO2I

EBB _'_--_----_-_-_

}_ [IAIE KROAIENGINE 5TARE- h

_: Fig. 4 - In_%slty variability with tin_ for_ space-averaged measurements over several regions

-_ a mean value Of 92.5 dB(A) which may be con-

i) pared with the mean of the si_ single point
_ memsu_c_ents, 92.4 dB(A). This very close [9.1

_II dB(A)] agreement gives credence to the acm=acy
. of the technique, framEco_,lvoNml:I
_! When used for measurements over larger

! regions of the engine, space-averaged intensity Fig. 6 - Average A-weighted acoustic intensity
:H msasured successively by the same operator was level for the principal engine c_ents

i typically quite repeatable [-+0.5dB(A)]. O_ten,
•; ho_e%_r, initial measnlre,__nts by different

operators would show differences up to -+2 dB(A), accounts for total sound radiation by a patti-

In all cases the differences were identified as cular omponent regardless of size. Average

!:?i being a result of the operators surveying intensity ranking normalizes the sound _ in
::,_ slightly different areas. ThUS in order to pre- terms of the s_rface area of the part in

_ vent problems due to operator bias it is import- question.h
ant that all operators understand the exact Figures 5 and 6 show sound p_er and

_i bo_iss of the region which is to be s_r- average inte.nsity rankings obtained for th_

,_! veyed, engine, and Figure 7 shows _ _pectn_ of the
1:;! S_T/(I'_R.IT1 IN T_IE (_' SPACE-AVERAGID sot_Id p_-r radiated by each component. Space-

!I MFASUR_41_PS - Previously it was abserved that averaged intensity was measured over 98 regions

_,-,! single-point intensity measur_enta could show into which the engine surface was sttbdivided.
,_" considerable variation with time. Figure 4 For these measurements, the probe was hand-held

shows cc_oarable data for space-averaged inten- approx/_atoly 20 n_ from the s_rface being

_'_ sity measurements, _ it is evident that th_se surveyed, in an orientation to measure the ccm-
_iI data show much less variation with t/me. Up- ponent of intensity normal to the surface. NO

• _i fortuna_ly, this i,loroved statioi%_rity in time surveyed area was larger than 0.13 m 2 , while

is accompanied by somewhat increased random typical areas were about half this size. The

variability in some cases (see the engine block measured intensity %vas mttltiplied by _%e area

I data, in partlcidar), but this does not appear of the control s_rface over each region survey-

i to be much of a problem. Presumably this random ed, yielding the sound power radiated through
, error could be reduced by /reproved time and the surface. Since the control surface was

'_ space averaging, i.e. increasing the number of located just 20 m fr_ the actual engine sur-

_,:', e_se_ble averages in tJ_s cross-spectr%_ deter- face, it is assured that all sound pc_er passing
':_ minationo through it is rad/ated by the engine surface

directly beneath it. Sunning such sound powers

F _.SUBKMEZ,[I_ OVER '_E EENGINESI_FAC_ for all portions of a particular cc_ent then

:' gives the total sound po_er radiated by that

' ! ,_UT4CE 1%z%i'ZtT_- _o kinds of source rank- component. This quantity is used i_ the sound

_, ing are of interest: average intensity ranking power ranking, Dividing by the total control

[_ and so_ po_er ranking. Sound power ranking surface area of the co,ponent gives the averag_
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90 , 90 during this run indicated that this encoder

_ .i. J asselnbly and/or its housing were radiating a70 70__ substantial amount of noise. For the second set
_: of testa, the enccder assembly was r_ed. _e

50 50 s_ind power radiated by the front of the engine

__ _ than in the first set. This suggests that the

70 70 first ineasurc_enta were contmoinated by extrane-

50 50 OUS noise, and that th_ second measur_nents are
: ' 90 more accurate measure of engine noise radia-

_ 70 - ?0 The sound p_r og the left rocker cover
was found to be 2.5 dB(A) less in the second set

i _ 50 50 of measurements than in the first set. For the

_i { . , _ 90 ' ' ' right rocker cover, the second sound pm_r mea-
; sur_ment was 1.9 dB(A) lower than the first.70
_' 7o Examination of the data showad that these dif-

50 5n ferences were due almost completely to differ-

°u_ 90 , , 90 ences in the radiation from the inboard sides

_ _ radiating regions in the first measurmne/nts:_ 70 70

i _ becmme absorptive regions in the second measure-
_i So 5c mente. The reascn for this is _t _mcwn, but

i; the rocker covers (a _rvice procedure performed

i 70 70 regulal.ly in the laboratory) and subsequent
replacement in a slightly different location,

50 50 or With different contact pressure, results in
0 I _ 3 4 different vibration inputs to th_ rocker cover

FREQU£NCY - kHz thus yielding a change in the sound radiation
i2_ characteristics. It shottld also be r_fed that

Fig. 7 - A-welghted frequency spectra (25 Hz the frequencies of the absorbed e_ergy corre-
< bandwidth) of so_ puwer radiated by ccnloonente spend t_ the primary frequencies radiated by the

[ ranked /n Figure 5 blower and shutdown housing.

Concerning the average intensity ranking,

it is interesting to shserve that after the

_ intensity over the c_t, and it is th/s blower and shutdow_ housing assembly and engine

qua_tlty which is used in the average intensity front are acoou_ted for, the next six sources

!I ranking, rank within i dB(A) of each other, averaging

_i In both rankings the engine front and the 2,5 dB(A) below the top sources. The average

!ri blower and shut_ housing assembly es_-rge as intensity for the remaining "principal sources"

the largest, and essentially equal, sources, declines very gradually, the 16th ranked source

! In ths _ power ranking, the oil pan and being only 6 dB(A) below the Ist ranked source.

right engine block rank slightly belcw the It should be noted that the c_lete

ii e_gine front and top. The gear train cover is ponent-sottrce sound power radlatlo_ and ranking

_ 1.5 dB(A) below the right engine block a_d the evaltmtlon described above was completed in less

' left exhaust manifold is 1.2 dB(A) below the than one working day. This is a very signifi-
gear train cover. The rsmaini_g "principal cant reduction over th_ several weeks typically

sources" all radiate within 1 dB(A) of each required for a source-ranking evaluation by a

_ other a_d the left exhaust manifold. Note the conveatlonal technique such as the lead cJaa_g[ similarities and differences shown in the fre-
msthod. Mmreover, as suggested earlier, this

quency conte_t of the sound radiation, near-field intensity method for sot_rc_ ranking
separate sound power source rankings is inherently more accurate.

_ _ performed. With th_ except/o_ of the RADIATIC_ FR_M %]_ ENGINE FROSZ_ - In order

; engine front and the two rocker covers, the to illustrate the kind of deta/l which is avail-

sou_ peter radiated by each component differs able frc_ acot_stic intensity meas_r_menta, it is

by less than 1 dB(A) in the two tests. The instructive to exa_e ths intensity pattern

levels and spectra referred to above cc_e from measured on the engine front -- one of the prin-

i the second, more r_cent _asur_ment. The points cipal r_ise source regions. FigUre 8 shows th/s

[_ of disagreement are of particular interest pattern. Note th_ strongly radiating region

because they are most likely due to differences (labelled "D") between the water pimp and the

in engine configuration for the two tests, and p_lley, a_d the strong radiation from th_ pulley
illustrate the _porta_ of such differences (region "A") itself.** Radiation frc_ these
in engine noise testlng.

d/sagreenent between measur_e/%te for

the engine front stem from the fact that during *Notice that the front engine support is a non-

the first set of _ests, a rotation enccder negligible sotlrce in the component ranki_gs.

assembly used in data acquisition was atta_d **For these m_.asu_-emente, there was no belt on

to th_ cra_haft at the front of the engine, the p_lley. Pres_ly, different results would

Intensity _easuranents and aural ubseruations be found in an application with a belt mounted.
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this were a probl_, it could be overcome by
mea_n_ringover a h_hhetical surface %&ich does
not follcw the contour of each cc_nent pre-
cisely.

S_4_-FAR F_n I_SI_ _ OVER A
SPI_R/CAL SURFACE SU_I_ _E E_GTNE _D
DE_ _O_AL _INE,-RAD_AT_D S_ POWER

Measur_r_ts of acoustic intensitywere
._do at points on the s_face of an imaginar_
spher_ surrounding the engine. The purpose of

•Surf_eis these meas_ts was to determine the t6tal
p_rpendIcu1al sound pewer radiated by the engine. '_s sound

_; _ pI_neof power can then he _ed to the value obtained
paper G H by s_ng the sound power _f the various ccm-

_!. 197.9) 196.3) ponents as described in the previous section.In the far field of a source, the intensity
in the directiono_ sound propagation is propor-
tional to th_ n_an-square acoustic pressure°

Pig. 8 - A-weighted sound intensitylevels for (In fact, using the conventional reference
quantities for sound pressure and intensity

various regions at the front of the engine levels, 20 _Pa and i _/m 2 respectively, _he
correspondingdecibel levels are almost exactly
equal numerically.) _e faz_field sound pm_er

re_ions is _n contrast to the absorption e_- _adia_ed _ a source in a free field is usually
blted by the "side" surface of _h_ water p_ ev_/uated usin_ SPL-_erived "intensity"levels
(region "F") and the region labeled "I". integ_'atedover a sphere* centered on the

P_lat_on "maps" of this .typecan be con- source. The configuration of _ tcst stand
str_ctad for any desired area of the engine, in _Ln our laboratorydid n_t pe_t a convea-

_ as m_ch detall is deslred, tional measurer to be performed accurately.
S_CN OF C_ SOUhD P_ERS _O Instead, _he radial intensity was ._sured

,_ C8_ _ _-RADIAT_D S_ _ - The directly (i.e.,usln_ the _ cross-s_ctral
total sound pcw_r radiated by the engine can be me_hcd) on a sphere of l.l m _adius %/th its

11_ determined by _ the sound powers _f each origin at the center af the engine.
of the va_us components.* I_nenthis calcula- For this purpose, the center of the engine
ticn was d_ne, the sound power redlated by the was defined to be in the plan_ of the tops of
engine was found to be 104.9 dB(A) re l_, a the at_box cov_xs, midway between cylinders 2
result _Ich Will be cc_ed to _her sound and 3, and uver _ crankshaft centerline.

_' puwer level estimates in a la_er section. This _-asurememts w_e made on the sphere at 20
estimate of the engine ra_ated sound power points chosen so each point r_presented equal

i¸ should be considereda Ic_r bound. Du_ to the surface areas on the sphere. _se points a_e
!i si_e of the probe there _re regions of the the ./dpoints o_ the faces o_ an icc_ahedron

engine su_ace which _ere inaccessible (e.g., which _its around the sphere. _e intensitywas
between the rocke_ cover and the blow_r). _e measured at each point by positioning the
sound radiated by these areas was neither mea- microphone probe on a tripod so the intensity
suzed nor in_luded in the _tal. floweret, was _asured nor_ t_ the surEace of the

_ because the area of these c_tted regions was _here, i.e., in the radial direction. _e
qulte s_l _ed with the total surface area coordinatesof the _easurenemt points are
of the engine, the e_fect of cmmlssion_m the in FigUre 9.
measured _otal of engln_ noi._eradiation is since each polat represents an equal sur-
negligible (lessthan 0.2 dB). In any event, if _ace a_ea_,the average radial intensityover the

sphere, IR, is simply the arithmetic mean of the
*It sl_ be _ntloned that the oontrol _ measured intensit/es. _e sound pc_er, W, radi-

face areas used for the total sound puw_r de_-r- ated through the spher_ of s_x£ace area As can
_tnation sometimes differed slightly _rcm the then be debsr_ned by the relation:
areas used for ths source-rankingcc_ent
sound p_wer dete_ti_n, because o_ differ-

ently defined conhrol surfaces. _he difference W = As"_ (7)
occurs only when there is an acute ("inside")
an_le _ormed _ two cc_nents. For th_ source-
ranking, the contro_ surface over one c_ent
w_s considered to extend to the _urface of the
adjoining _en_. F_ the fetal sound power
calculation, however, _he control surface over
_n_ c_t ex_ended only te within 20 mm o_ *If a sc_-anechoic room is available, i.e. a
th_ surface of th_ other cc_ponent thus giving room with all surfaces anechoic except a single
a continuous, cl_sed control m_rface _-r the reflechlng plane, a he_dsp1_re is suhstltuted
_ole engine, fo_ th_ sphere.
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Fig. 9 - Top view of engino showing intensity
probe coordinates for sphericalmeasurements n o -_o_ 40 o_._ _:.i
[(×,y,z) coordinates in centimeters relative _ o -i.: -_ x_._ ,_._

: Actually, the surface area of the sphere in this ]_ -_4 -_4 -_ ,_2.7 _.*
relationship is understood to be the effective is io_ -40 o _.) _4.0
area, i,e., the sorface area after accost is
taken o_ blockage by tho tran_nission_intok_ i_ -_o o _o_ ',_.I _._

! and exhaust pipes, and th_ engine supports where L_ -._o o -]0_ 9_._ _s,_
the centxol surface passes through th_. Thus
ahettsr form o£ Equation (7) is: ]_ -m_ _o o ,_._ ,_,i

19 -6_ 64 _4 92.7 9L_

where Ah is the blocked area, and now As is the where W and W are extraneous sound radiation
total sSrface area of the sphere, and ab_r_tionawithb_ the control volume respec-

T- The results of the measurementsfor the tively. _se latter factozs are needed to
engine operatAngat 1500 r/rainand 540 N-m load account for effects due to surfaces within the
are show_ in Table 2, %411chlists A-w_ighted control velt_newhich are not usually considered
aco_st/c intensitylevel and sound pressure to be a part Of the e_qLne for _Ise measur_Te_t

_ level at the points give_ in Figure 9. The purposes. _br the sphericalcontrol voltm_,
range for the intensity level is 4.6 dB(A) and these surfaces az_ the parts of the air intake

_'_ for the pressure level it is 4.4 dB(A), exciud- pips t_tzea_ of the shut.in housi_, the
ing points 3 a_ 12. Presunklbly,the reason the eahat_stpipes d_tream of the manlfol_s, the

',"r levels at these p_ints are so 1,(_4is that the transmission,and the engine supporf=s. With the
intensity probe w_s very close to a fiberglass exceptionof _he latter_ these surfaces were
surface in the vicinity of the engine (see lead and fiberglass wrapped to minlm/z_ sound
below). It should be noted that th_ pressure radiation, and cove/ed with 15 C_nof fiberglass.

!_ l_vels axe generally about i dB(A) above the The engine support stands are isolated _rcm the
,, intensity levelswhich /ndicates that the mea- engine by _ mounts.*

_i surem_n_s are not qu/te in the far field. One The quantity W_-Wa was measured by inte-
: exception to ch_ I dB(A) difference is at point grating the m_ast_e_ i_tsnsltyover the sur-

ii, _4_ere_m intensitylevel is 2.2 dB below faces in question, an_ was found to be 81.4
the pressure lswl. _h/s measurementpoint vms dB(A). Substitutioninto II_ation (9) yields

about 30 cm from a fiberglass blanket covering the result that We is essentially equal to W.
: the trens_/sslc_. Substituting the appropriate

values into Equation (8) yields 105.0 dB(A) re INTEnSiTY_ OVER pL_ AREAS
IpW as the l_vel of sound ix_wer radiated through _ING _G_'_TE
the spherical control sorface.

Applying the princlple of conservation of The sarf_ce intensitymeasur_nentsde-
one_y to the control %_)lums,the engine-redi- scrib_l in the previous section w_re _ade b_

ated Sound y_.r, W , is _htsined fzx_athe *This analysis of the effec_ of e.xtrane_ sur-
sour_ pc_.r r_dia5_ through the spherical con- faces is, of course, equivalent to simply
trol surface, W, by the relation: redefiningthe control volume such that _ae

control surface is no longer a true sphere,
but becores sphere-likewh/le excluding the

We = W - Wr ÷ Wa (9) extraneoussurfaces.
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:! Fig. i0 - Sir/rig "box" sttrrounding engine with

i; planar areas

;_i _anually moving the tw_mlcrophone probe over

: the surface of the engine. For some tests RIGflTSID[

•: however, it _ay be unsafe or it _ay be too Fig. ii - Sound intensity level [dB(A) re

_i dlfflcn/it to move the probe over the s_rface by ipW/nl2] for each of the sections in the pl_ular

:; hand. Testa were therefore conducted to deter- areas surrounding the engine

ii n_e if an automated scanning mechanism could LIFT SID[
use the space-averaging technique to measur_

:] the intensity aver various areas of an object. 1_,6 100.8i101.0

i For an autc_atie sca_ to be feasible, the probe I
_i would probably need to b_ moved over pl_klr W.7 99.2 i 99,6
:! areas. It was ho_d that this scan could be

• used to locate regions of high intensity which _J_.O9_6 1989
: wQuld be f11rther invest/gated. Hcwever, because

• of the distance of th_ probe from the engine 19S.7_!i _=f_ fo__ testa,themff_:_=_sin 100.)

:J. intensity %_re riot as great as those measured
i::i near the s_rf_.

An imaginary "bo_" consisting of seven

planar areas was constructed to totally e_close
!:_ the e_gino. The areas were marked by a gr/d of

i!i strings attached to tripods, as shown in Figure
• I0. _he "box" was made to n_asure as close to

the e_gine as possible _iie still mainta_ibg

_! a small number of planar areas. Ideally, the

: sides of the ,'box"would be within several cen-
"_ t/meters of th8 engine bmrfaces, b_t the fib_D-

i: glass wrappin_ c_ the exhaus_ pipe increased thesize of the "box" so sc_e mea_ta were as

far as 35 cm fru_ the surface. Since the engin_

' : was a "V" type, the box consisted of a fewer

ii triangular section and an upper rectangular RIG_ 51D£

section to follOW th_ shape of the engine. The Fig. 12 - Normalized sound intensity level

intensity measurements were made by n_nually [dB(A) re ipW/h_2] for each of the sect/ons in

" m_ving the t_c-_icrophDne probe over each area the planar areas S_u_ro_nding _ engine
: indicated by th_ strings; h_ever, if a _echan-

ism had been available te traverse the area it data w_re normalized by dividing the measttred

.could have been used. intensities by the rat/o of e_gine su/face

Figure ii sh_s the measure_mt "box" beneath the region to the area of the region.
unfolded into _m d/me_slons along with measured _hese nor_allzed data are shown in Figure 12.

A-_eight_d intensity levels. It will be Doted The total range of _e intensity levels
that because the "box" could not follow the shcw_ in th/s fi_Ire is only 6.1 dB(A), ex-

exact shape of the engine, there w_re many eluding the areas around the transmission. This

regions where only a portion of the box area ind/cates that the large local variations in
was directly above the engine surface. To intensity at the engine surface are av_rage_

facilitate c_isons among these regions, the together dse to the distance of the "box" fm_m
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the engine. It appears that the areas at the T.d)]e3 - _l)tal£_x_]Pc_!r h._ulof t_! l_jine
front and top of the emgine have slightly

greater /ntensitles, b_t the differences are

insignificant. Wh/le these measurements ove_ _asu_*t _,th_I _Lc!n(a)Ap_l_/!_
the planar surfaces do not appear promising for

locating regions of high acoustic intensity, the ]ntemslty_murom_t i*uarengln_ I04.9

i technique may still he useful if the planar surf_ anc__ i_ of ir_ivid_t
_ areas can he constructed closer to the engine compo_mts sum_d

i surface °

i I Sinc_ t_s_ n%?astuf_f_e_tsform a closed [ntensit_m_asurem2at_t J_intson 105.0
surface around the engine t the sc_ power Over sPl_e_u JJIpseudo /at f_old

_ the areas can be _ to determine the total

sooJ_ p_ o_tp_t of th_ _4_gi_e. ,_he So_%d [rltef+sjty,l_afl_r_I+Jl_over pla%.tr ]05.4
_: _ level of the engine using this _thod was _rea.
.._ found to he 105.4 dB(A) , which will be compared
•[i to otheJ: estimates in the next section.

i_! As explained in the previous section, the " '
;'_ sound power radiated or aheorbed by extraneous

surfaces within the control volum_ needs to be The authors would like to thank M. C. Mills

• : _ conside.red. _e only s-/ch s_rfaces contained and S. J. Doggett for their assistance d_ri_g
: within the box were the intake and exhaust the measurem_nte. _e would also like to ackncw+

_iI pipes, %_b/ch were lead-wrapped and covered with ledge the encourag_nent o_ R, IIicklin9 and
15 c_ of fiberglass. Th_ net sound pcwer D.L. Smith d_ring the project.

radiation (i.e., radiation minus absorption)
_I of these surfaces 9rus fo_ to be 59.8 dB(A),

[i_ which is _egllglble conpared to the sound power REFE_

;:i_ level of the engine of 105.4 dB(A).
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